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INTRODUCING

ALL THE
WRITE STUFF
FOR SMALL BUSINESS TYPES

NX-2420
RAINBOW

NX-1020
RAINBOW

NX-1001
MULTI-FONT

NX-2420
MULTI-FONT

For a while there, it was beginning to look like there would never be a dot matrix
printer versatile enough to be a real jack-of-all-trades. But no more. Now, for the first
time ever, there's a new series of printers designed to bring you big-business
performance at a small-business price.

Star's new NX Series printers have all the write stuff you need to get the job done

and then some. Let's start with multiple fonts. Each of the four NX Series printers

comes equipped with an incredible variety of fonts, sizes and enhancements,

DF^TCTOP NEWS

which'when combined, put thousands of printstyles
at your fingertips. And all offer

TOP FEED
For single sheets

high resolution graphics for more
professional-looking presentations.

Advanced paper handling features

(which are optional on most printers)
Multiplefonts

BOTTOM FEED

Advanced
paper handling

are standard with Star. The switchable push/pull tractor makes changing paper paths
a snap-a feature that's especially handy when you're printing a lot of hard-to-manage

forms. Plus, convenient paper parking lets you feed single sheets through at the touch
of a button—without
removing or wasting
COntinuOUS-feed paper.

User-fiiendlycontrol panel

NX printer control panels are designed for the ultimate in user-friendliness. You

can easily select up to 14 of the most commonly used functions. And an Electronic Dip
Switch Mode lets you customize the control panel with
up to 15 ofyour own power-on settings.

Star's NX printers are Epson and IBM* compatible for

use with most off-the-shelf software packages. Their standard
parallel Centronics interface with optional serial-to-parallel

compatibility

converter makes them simple to use with most personal
computers. All are capable of high-speed, bi-directional
printing at extremely low noise

levels. And the two RAINBOW models
-the NX-1020 and NX-2420-even
Color printing

offer printing in seven vibrant colors.

Star has one of the largest selections of printers available for

2-YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY

Quiet
Zone

small businesses. So make
sure you take a look at our

Low noise level

new line of NX printers. They're engineered to give you the price-performance of a
lifetime. To find out where you can get all the write stuff

■■

from Star, call 1-800-447-4700 now.

'Epson isa registered trademark of Epson America, Inc. IBM is a registered trademark of
International Business Machines Corporation. All features not available on all models.
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The power of computers and [he im
pact off television are creating a cul
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If you've go! accounting savvy,
Pacioli 2000 offers you all the tools

ture built around information and the
moving image.
News & Notes
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you'll need to keep a topflight set of

books for your home office.

EDITORS

New Macintoshes from the old Apple

Workplace

tree. Spinnaker spinoffs, a way to re
duce computer eyestrain. a fight for

Working at home doesn't mean you
have to feel like the Lone Ranger.
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Make your computer your strongest
ally in the struggle to convert time
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Reviews
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computer programmer freedom, and
more notes on the news.
Letters
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TONY ROBERTS

89

into profits. These ready-to-go soft
ware kits put you on the road to
effective productivity.

WordStar 6.0 on the PC,
AmigaVmon on the Amiga, Digital

Artist on the 64, Inside Information
for the Macintosh, and a whole lot

New Products

more.

productivity products that can make every
home office run more smoothly.

Hot ware

120

Best-selling software from around the

ENTERTAINMENT

country.
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FOCUS

Tomorrow TV

PGA Tour Golf combines realistic

14

play, special effects, tournament play,
and the ability to play with some of
the world's top golfers.

Television has changed the world,
even as it has brought that world into
our living rooms. Now our computers
are changing television. Sometime in
this decade, the two technologies will

GamePlay

Simulations don't represent the real
worid because the real world is
boring.

and information device designed for
the video age.

software entertainment game by
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David Leich created Toshiba Greek Unraveling featured on

Here's how.
28

KEITH FERRELL

The Media Lab at M.I.T. has its
hands on the TV of tomorrow—An
drew Lippman, the Lab's associate
director, talks of the PC-TV
connection.

our cover. He used proprietary software called Visions to

generate polygonal computer graphics with image
mapping on a Harris 800 computer.
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LESLIE EISER

Learning math can be fun and excit
ing with the AW1 Math Blaster Plus.
Don't Need a

Weatherman

84

GREGG KEIZER

Here's how you can get personalized
weather reports on your PC.
Pathways

88
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From laptops to palmtops, the latest in
computers are growing ever smaller.

Now^StopsTheClod
OnO\a~100 GEnie Services.
Leanifrvm

our online encyclopedia

Shopover25

Dozens of mformalhv bulletin ward

popular stores ^
Book flights wilh^^

EAAsy Sabre j&

Now enjoy unlimited nonprime time usage of over 100
popular GEnie Service features.

3. At the U^^prompt, enter
XTX99497,GENIE then press
RETURN.

Forjust $4.95 a month.* You get
everything from electronic mail to
exciting games and bulletin

boards. Nobody else gives you so
much for so little.
Plus enjoy access to software
libraries, computer bulletin
boards, multi-player games and
more forjust $6 per non-prime
hour for all baud rates up to
2400. And with GEnie there's no
sign-up fee.

Sign-up today.

Just follow these simple steps.
1. Set your communication soft
ware for half duplex (local echo),
up to 2400 baud.
2. Dial toll free 1-800-638-8369.
Upon connection, enter HHH

4. Have a major credit card or
your checking account number
ready.
For more information in
the U.S. or Canada, call
1-800-638-9636.

GEInformation Services

■Applies only in US. Mon.-Kri., 6PM-8AM local time and all day Sal., Sun,, and select holidays. l*rime lime hourly rate $18 up lo 2-100 baud.

Some features subject to surcharge and may not he available outside US. Prices and products listed as of Oct. 1.1990 subject lo change.

Telecommunication surcharges may apply. Guarantee limited to one per customer and applies only to fiist month of use.
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PC View

pc-1

64/128 View

CLIFTON KARNES

Windows 3.0 makes a big splash.
News & Notes

A man in a red suit pays a holiday

PC-4

visit to a 64 owner.

ALAN R. BECHTOLD

News & Notes

Is ihere a color scanner in your
future?
Feedback

G-2

EDITORS

The 64 lives, says Commodore.

PC-6

Take a Scan at This

READERS

G-6

ROBERT BIXBY

Top lips for computer maintenance

Examine a new hand-held scanner for

and cleaning.

the 64 and 128.

Becoming a PC

Programmer's Page

Environmentalist

PC-8

Try these three delightful dazzlers
sent in by readers.

Lurking in a little corner of your PCs
memory is information most users

Beginner BASIC

never see. Here's everything you'll
need to master iL
IntroDOS

Program multiple sprites.
Diversions

TONY ROBERTS

Is there an agent in your computer?
Machine Language

resident expert.

G-16

JIM BUTTERFIELD

Power Up

PC-17

Learn about the I28's BANK

CLIFTON KARNES

command.

Three super stocking stuffers for thai
special power user in your life.
BASIC Training

Feedback

G-21

EDITORS and READERS

PC-18

Mail about a dynamic loader, a birth
day database, and more.

TOM CAMPBELL

Why does QuickBASICs siring han

PROGRAMS
Crown Quest

dling make C and Pascal pro
grammers envious? Find ouL

G-25

DANNY ENGLISH

PC-21

Stock Market 128

READERS

FC-22

Fuse
Disney's Animation Studio
A-6

GEORGE CAMPBELL

Keep track of your floppy disks, masler math, control your PCs environ
ment, save your screens, and more.
PC-24

Online games may be just ihe break
you need. Here's a look at the best.
Graphical User Interfaces
and Beyond
PC-26

Choose the user interface that's right
for you.
RESOURCE

Amiga View

A-1

RANDY THOMPSON

A-24

JOHN FOUST

BEN and JEAN MEANS

Transferring images between Amigas,
Macs, and PCs.

tion brought to the Amiga, and the
caped figure behind it all.
A-14

CLI Clips

A-26

A sticky situation, communication

breakdowns, turbocharged Amigas,
and more.
A-18

RHETT ANDERSON and TIM
MIDKIFF

Amiga Resource veterans and
Neandersoft programmers Rhetl

Anderson and Tim Midkiff look at
high-performance programming in
assembly language.

High Voltage
Text Fitter

You're missing out on some handy
Just for Fun

A-28

SHAY ADDAMS

MAC View
Book-on-demand publishing.

As we watch the local consumer
electronics stores for signs of CDTV.
some developers are rushing to get
titles out, while others are taking a

Getting Organized

wait-and-CDTV attitude.

HomeCard

Art Gallery

A-30

Computer art on display: African Girl,
Pushpin, and Sufi Dancer.

Five personal database programs that

cost less than $100.

Using text in HyperCard 2.0.
Apple Picks

EDITORS and SHELDON

In Ibis episode, Arlan discusses

Does "try before you buy" shareware
software help the Amiga, or is il help
ing to drive commercial software

News & Notes

trying out other computers, really

News, new products, and insider

heavy software, and the evils of

gossip.

porting code.

RHETT ANDERSON vs.

developers out of business?

M-6

ROGER WOOD

•THE EAR" LEEMON

A-22

M-2

STEVEN ANZOVIN

RANDY THOMPSON

Taking Sides

M-1

DAVID ENGLISH

ARLAN LEVITAN

Abstractions
A-2

G 38

KEITH GROCE

GREGG KEIZER

News & Notes

G -36

PETER M. L. LOTTRUP

A-32

Bill Gales tells Randy, "Go west,
young man."

G-33

HUBERT CROSS

JIM BUTTERFIELD

CLI commands—who's Fault is it?

READERS and EDITORS

Programmer's Page

ROBERT B1XBY

Spotlight

Taking a look at Disney-style anima

Feedback

GEORGE CAMPBELL

G-30

GARY DYGERT

Those directory double dols revealed,
WordMasier mail merge, and more.

Online

G-16

FRED D'IGNAZIO

Should you upgrade your DOS ver
sion? Time-lested advice from our

On Disk

G-14

LARRY COTTON

PC-16

Hot Tips

G-12

RANDY THOMPSON

GEORGE CAMPBELL

AMIGA

G-1

TOM NETSEL

M-7

Create your own Christmas
newsletter.
M-8

DAVID ENGLISH

System 7.0 slips up; Soviets link up;
older Macs speak up.

Give Your Computer the Ultimate in Ease of Use
Kelp Fi
You'll love the userfriendly look and feel

Dec 30, 1990

9:13 an
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DeskMate uses handy

I

pull-down menus—

similar from program

of DeskMate as it

guides you comfortably
through your tasks.

;:::t

fffnfB TiF

DeskMate provides a
similar "environment"

Electric Conpawj

Ninety-Eight and 56/100* "rnxxmommx mm;

for different applica
tions, so it's easy to

fttDRESS

move from one pro

/

1243 SU Kain Street

gram to another.

Usi

H1

screen instructions—

and on most programs,

help pertains specify

cally to where you are
within the program!

7b move around in
DeskMate, all you
have to do is "roll"
the mouse to point to

one of the choices on

your screen, "click"—
and you're there!

to program—to

present your options

clearly. Select a menu

fiisra

from an ever-present

lo Be LiSl

"menu bar" at the top
of the screen. Use

Snitch

your mouse or the key-

Mc-re

J

HEKO &e«ftlier>Bfli
If you need help,
DeskMate has easy on

1

o

board to highlight
your choice.

Handy pop-up dialog
boxes present your op

».00

tions in simple, plain
English. So you don't

have to figure out con
fusing computer syn

tax just to get started.

Unlike other graphical
user interfaces,
DeskMate requires

A variety of convenient accessories come with DeskMate productivity software—
and most are available for use while using any DeskMate application. There's a
handy phone list, a calendar, a calculator, a corkboard for daily reminders, a clip
board to hold imported text or graphics, and more.

only a minimum of
RAM—and can even
be used on 8086-based
PC compatibles!

Choose From Many Popular DeskMate-Based Software
Packages—All With the Same Look and Feel.
Now an expanding selection of popular
MS-DOS® based software packages run
under DeskMate: like Lotus Spreadsheet
for DeskMate, the award-winning Q&.A
Write, the popular Quicken financial
manager—and many more! And since all
these applications use the same operating
environment, when you learn to use one
program you've learned to use them all!

LotusSpread&eet

CREATING NEW STANDARDS
PROVEN LEADERSHIP

GUARANTEED SATISFACTION

Over 7,000 USA locations, 39.000 employees,

seven research and development centers, 31
USA and overseas manufacturing plants—
NOBODY COMPARES!

Over 35 million customers benefit annually

from our satisfaction guarantee. Putting you
first has made us #1 in PC compatibles—
NOBODY COMPARES!

-Radio/hack

Americas

technology

Radio Shack is a division o( Tandy Corp. MS-DOS licensed from Microsoft Corp.
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Except for the invention of mov

able type and the printing presses
that it spawned, no medium has
had as dramatic an effect on
popular culture as the television.
From its humble start half a century
ago to the sophisticated array of im
ages it presents today, television's im
pact has been felt by almost every
civilization worldwide. More and
more, our collective memory is
shaped by television images.
What I remember about growing

up with television: The orange glow of
vacuum tubes. The mysterious white

dot that lingered when the set was
switched off. My family's first color
set, into the house far after most of the
neighbors had made the change. A set
of rabbit-ear antennas that looked like
a prop from a B-grade sci-fi flick and
did nothing for reception. Only two
channels, the local NBC and CBS
affiliates.
Though it should've been a won
der, and I suppose it was
to my parents and
grandparents, the TV

quickly became just an
other thing that had al
ways been there, no
stranger than the radio
or the phonograph.
Television in the sixties,

fueled by millions of
baby-boomer eyes,

framed the cusp of a
new American culture,
one set apart from pre
vious generations by its

reliance on the moving
image as an essential, if
not primary, communi
cations medium.
Almost since its in
ception, TV has been re

viled as an enemy to
literacy and critical
thinking, a vulgar de

vice of endless chatter
and images, bubble gum

for the eyes. Looking at
television's emphasis on
entertainment (even in
its presentation of the

S

C

I

S

C

"news"), it's difficult to argue against
that view. But with the advent of per
sonal computers and the inventive fu
sion that's already taking place
between that technology and televi
sion, the future of television may yet
dismiss those arguments as shortsight
ed. Television provides a commonal

ity of experience and is the
cornerstone of what Marshall McLuhan called the global village, a
phrase that takes on added meaning
in the age of the personal computer.
As a multifaceted communica
tions device, TV has surpassed all but
the most outlandish predictions. And
even those predictions considered too
far out (or bad financial risks, like
videotex) may eventually come to
pass as technologies such as HDTV

and fiber optics become common
place. Even so, TV remains the Rod
ney Dangerfield of communications, a
technological marvel taken for grant

ed and given no respect. No one calls

O

the TV the visually enhanced audio

information unit; everyone calls it the
tube.
Computer technology may

change all of that. Televisions have
for some lime now embraced siliconbased circuitry at the expense of tubes,
solder, and wire. The line that sepa
rates a television from a computer is

blurring. Entertainment centers across
the country bristle with TVs that look
and act more like computer monitors
than traditional television sets. Hard
wired and cable-ready, the latest gen
eration of sets represents the first step
in digital-information delivery for all
consumers. That delivery, from a va

riety of sources, is the next logical step
for TV and for consumer computing.
In its ability to process infor
mation, the home computer exceeds
the capability of the most advanced
television. Television, by comparison,
excels in its ability to disseminate
information. It can be argued which
capability is the more

powerful—the one that
promotes an individ
ual's access to and mas
tery of information or
the one that carries a
message to more people
faster and with more
impact than any other

single device on the
planet.
Either way, the de
velopment of the per
sonal computer and the

evolution of the TV are
proceeding along paths

of ultimate intersection.
Where they will meet,
sometime in the mid to
late nineties, is a digital
world of customized

information delivery
and manipulation.
Smart TVs, customized
news services, personal
ized entertainment ven
ues—all coming
through your door by
wire. Information for
the video age.
s

ANNOUNCING THE NEW $35
MONEY MANAGEMENT SOLUTION...
MONEYCOUNTS
"I was impressed.

"Comes with
perhaps the

It wins the
cost-effective award.
—John Dvorak

friendliest user
interface of any
financial program . . .

PC Magazine

an excellent value."
—Compute! Magazine

'One of the best
personal finance

managers published."
PC Computing
Magazine

GUARANTEED.

"MoneyCounts is one of the finest examples of just how
good inexpensive software can be."
—Leonard Hyre, PCM Magazine

We invite you to examine MONEYCOUNTS. It's the
clear choice for home and business. MONEYCOUNTS
is CPA designed, easy to use, menu driven with on-line
help, and requires no accounting experience. You'll
appreciate the ease with which MONEYCOUNTS ....

■ Manages your cash, checking, savings & credit cards.
■ Prepares your budget and compares it to your actual results.

■ Quickly balances your checkbook. Its Smart Checkbook
Balancereven locates errors when they occur.
■ Prints eight types of financial statements (including net
worth) and six types of inquiry reports.
■ Prints general ledger and accountant's trial balance.

■ Lets you optionally save any report to disk or display it
on screen. You can even export directly to Lotus 1-2-3®
or Quattrd*.
■ Prints any type of pin feed (or laser) check.

Hard to believe the low price? Don't worry! There's no

catch. If you're not 100% satisfied, return
MONEYCOUNTS within 30 days for a full refund
(excluding shipping).

Over 200,000 users have decided in favor of MONEYCOUNTS!
Try it today and see for yourself.
For Same Day Shipping
VISA, MasterCard, American Express, Discover
and C.O.D. orders welcome. Call

1-800-223-6925

(FAX 1-319-393-1002)
Mon. - Fri. 8:30 a.m. to 9 p.m.. Sat. 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. CST
Or send check or money order payable to Parsons Technology.

MONEYCOUNTS®

■ Handles up to 999 accounts and 100,000 transactions a year.
■ Estimates your personal income tax.

■ Analyzes financing options & savings programs computes interest rates & loan payments - prints
amortization & accumulation schedules.

■ Manages mail lists - prints labels and index cards.
■ Displays and prints three dimensional graphics (both pie
charts and bar graphs).

■ Provides password protection, fiscal year support,
pop-up note pad, pop-up calculator, DOS shell,
automatic backup of your data files, and much more.

.tin

$35 + $5 shipping

No! copy protected.

375 Collins Road NE

Includes primed manual and

Cedar Rapids, 1A 52402

FREE technical support.

Name.
Address.

.Slate.

City.

Zip

Phone L

J Check or Money Order

Q MasterCard

_! American Express

_l Visa

Card #

Discover

Exp. nsiic

MuneyCounls requires an IBMITandylCompaq or compatible computer. 384KRAM and DOS

2.11 or higher. 2 disk drives (or hard disk). Works with all primers and monitors. Add 15

375 Collins Road NE
Cedar Rapids, IA 52402

shippingi'handtinx - $10 outside North America. Iowa residents, please add 4% sales lax.
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New Mac Attack

Seeing an "at-home computer" market rather than a "home com
puter" market, Apple Computer unveiled in October a new line of
lower-priced Macintosh computers, but it didn't announce the long-

Spinnaker
Spins Off
Titles

rumored $ 1,600 color Mac.
Three new Macintosh models were introduced. The Mac Classic

has the familiar upright look and built-in monochrome monitor of the
SE and Plus models. The Classic comes with 2 megabytes of RAM, a
40-megabyte hard disk, and a keyboard; it carries a suggested retail
price of about $ 1,500. A single-floppy disk configuration is available

Spinnaker, the company respon
sible for such hit educational titles
over the years as FaceMaker,

for around $1,000.
The Macintosh LC (for Low-cost Color) is modular, with a sepa
rate monitor and CPU. The CPU unit itself is the sleekest of all Macs,

SnooperTroops, and KidWriter,
has decided to concentrate its ef

with a small footprint and thin case. Aimed at the business, education,
and at-home markets, the LC with 2 megabytes of RAM, a 40-megabyte
hard disk, a 12-inch RGB color monitor, and a keyboard should have

forts on productivity software.
The company sold its Spinnaker

a suggested retail price of about $3,000.

and Springboard educational soft

The upper tier of the market was addressed by the Macintosh Ilsi,
another modular Mac. Configured with 2 megabytes of RAM, a 40megabyte hard disk, a 13-inch high-resolution color monitor, and a
keyboard, the Mac Ilsi (for Simply Irresistible) was expected to carry a

ware lines to Queue, a Fairfield,

Connecticut, software company.
Queue will continue to sell all
of the Spinnaker and Springboard
educational products, said Jona

suggested retail price of around $4,600.

Both the Mac Classic and Mac Ilsi were to be available on the Oc
tober 15 announcement date. The LC was, at press time, to be an
nounced in October, but it may not be available until early 1991.
The decision to equip all configurations of the new Macs with at
least two megabytes of RAM means that the computers are ready for
System 7.0, the latest and much-delayed update of the Macintosh op
erating system software. System 7.0 is expected to be released early in
1991.
Both the LC and Ilsi come with a microphone, allowing for sound
input as well as output. For the education market, an Apple He emula
tion board for the LC was announced, but it wasn't expected to be
ready before the spring of 1991; the board should retail for under $200.
While the new Macintoshes don't directly address the home con
sumer, at least not with color, as had been widely expected, the ma
chines do represent a substantial shift in Apple's pricing strategy. The
LC fills a gap in the modular Macintosh line, providing for the first
time a relatively low-cost color-Macintosh capability. Street prices for
the new machines should be substantially lower than suggested retail

than Kantrowitz, CEO of Queue.
In addition, it will bring back some
products that Spinnaker was no
longer marketing and revise some
of the older titles. Spinnaker,
which began as an educational
software company in 1982, sold
off the titles so that it could con
centrate on its BetterWorking pro

ductivity series and Plus
hypermedia program.
—DENNY ATKIN

What Next—

A Papal BBS?

pricing.
Apple representatives declined to comment on the recent rein-

Has the world got you down?

vigoration of the home computer by IBM, Tandy, and others. Com
puters in the home, according to company spokespersons, are
extensions of those in the office or the classroom rather than being true
home information appliances. In other words, if you're not using a
computer for work or school, you may not have much need for one at

Don't give up hope; call the Pope
on the Popeline, a new 900 num
ber run by Sprint USA. It features

Pope John Paul ll's daily mes
sage and costs $2.00 for the first
minute and $0.95 for each addi

home.

Apple representatives also noted that the company's Apple II and

tional minute. The Pope records

IlGS lines would continue to be supported.

his own messages. Call (900) 230POPE.

-KEITH FERRELL

—DAVID ENGLISH

COMPUTE
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LucasArts on the art and science of entertainment

WORKING
IN THIS
TOY FACTORY
HAS ITS
UPS AND

DOWNS.

Tired of the same old 9 to 5? Then it1 s time to punch in

for the Night Shift™ at Industrial Might and Logic. And

take control of the wackiest, wildest, toy-making machine
you've ever imagined.

Here's your chance to punch out DarthVader.™
Or Luke Skywalker^1 Indiana

• Recycled industrial waste

r, becomesfantastic plastic -if
■ you can keep your cool

• One wrong squeeze ofpaint
and you'll turn AttooDeetoo
green with envy.

• A squirt ofglue, a whack in

the head, and a toy is born.

• You probably won't need the

Jones1" even Zak McKracken:' mini

ature dolls of your favorite Lucasfilm
characters. But make sure you get

their heads screwed on right Or this
might be your last day on the job.
Each eight hour shift takes just a

■^ automatic quality controller,

1 becauseyou'llr-' mistakes.
• Pack 'em up, ship 'em out,

- make a bundle, and go homt

few minutes to complete. But the
better you get, the tougher your job
gets. Bigger Quotas. Pesky lawyers.

Furry pests. And of course
the machine hardly ever
breaks down.

a Division of uos arts entertainment company
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NEWS & NOTES continuedfrom page 8

Supercomputer Medicine
Eli Lilly, the fourth largest U.S. pharmaceutical firm, has added a
Cray-2 supercomputer to the arsenal of tools it's applying to the devel
opment of new drugs.

Because pharmaceutical research rests upon complex molecular
modeling—remember those colored Ping-Pong balls and straws from
high school chemistry?—the arrival of the supercomputer is expected
to speed up the research process. The Cray-2 enables researchers to
"build" proteins and enzymes, depict them on monitors, and simulate
their interaction with experimental pharmaceutical compounds. Using
the computer, scientists can rotate, assemble, disassemble, and view
chemical structures in a fraction of the time previously required.
Lilly scientists and researchers have undertaken training in super
computer operation and are applying the Cray-2 to the search for cures
or treatments for AIDS, Alzheimer's disease, and other currently in
tractable medical challenges.

HAVE IT

—KEITH FERRELL

Computer users can dramatically
reduce eyestrain by using indirect

Software Justice

lighting, according to a new study
from Cornell University.
The study compared con
ventional computer-area over
head fluorescent lighting with
indirect, bounced fluorescent
lighting. Workers who used con

League of America
The computer software industry is increasingly litigious, and program
mers are banding together to protect their ability to create new software
without fear of being sued.

The League for Programming Freedom (LPF) was founded to op
pose look-and-feel lawsuits, software patents, and other monopolistic
computer industry practices. Richard Stallman, president of the organi

sation, is best known as the founder of the Free Software Foundation,
a group that has, among other things, worked to create a freely distri
butable UNIX clone called GNU.

The LPF points to the Lotus Development suit against Paperback
Software, where Paperback was found guilty of infringing on Lotus's
copyrights because its spreadsheet obeyed the keystroke commands
used in Lotus 1-2-3 and had a similar user interface. The LPF's position
paper opposing the look-and-feel copyrights compares this suit to a
company filing a user-interface copyright on the steering wheel.
"During the span of the copyright, we would have gotten cars
steered with joysticks, cars steered with levers, and cars steered with
pedals. Each car user would have to choose a brand of car to learn to
drive, and it would not be easy to switch," the paper states.
LPF members are also concerned about software patents. The

U.S. Patent Office has issued patents on techniques the organization
calls obvious, such as using an exclusive OR (XOR) to display a cursor
(a technique used by most computers) or the technique of storing an
obscured part of an onscreen window in memory so it can be redrawn
quickly when the obscuring window disappears.
More than 2000 software patents have already been granted, the

LPF says, with 700 granted in 1990 alone. The organization worries that
if obvious or easily derived programming techniques are patented, the
sheer number of patents will keep small companies out of the software
business. Patent search fees and licensing costs make software devel

opment prohibitively expensive. New York-based REFAC Technology
Development, for example, owner of the patent rights for the naturalorder recalc technique used in spreadsheets, is demanding 5 percent
of all earnings from spreadsheet sales.
The LPF plans to serve as an information resource and to actively
lobby against programming restrictions. For more information, contact

The League for Programming Freedom, 1 Kendall Square #143, P.O.
Box 9171, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139, or call (617) 243-4091.
—DENNY ATKIN
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ventional overhead lighting had

25 percent more complaints of
eyestrain.
The study found 71 percent

of those using the indirect light
ing and 74 percent of those using
conventional lighting preferred
the indirect lighting. The most
popular form of lighting consist
ed of lensed indirect fluorescent

lights that focused light toward
the ceiling.
—DAVID ENGLISH

Rejected
Suitor
The signs read "Drop the Suit,
We Have You Surrounded" and
"Can Las \fegas Sue Atlantic
City?" as about 320 marchers
protested Lotus Development's
recent bout of lawsuits protecting
the look and feel of 7-2-3. The Au

gust 2 rally at Lotus's Cambridge,
Massachusetts, office was orga
nized by the League for Program
ming Freedom (LPF). The LPF

believes user interfaces shouldn't
be copyrighted.
Highlights of the demonstra

tion included the protesters' hex
chant: "1-2-3-4, kick that lawsuit
out the door; 5-6-7-8, innovate—

don't litigate; 9-A-B-C, interfaces
should be free; D-E-F-0, look-and-

feel has got to go."
—DAVID ENGLISH
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Introducing the two finest
naval simulations in histon
Wolf Pack is as real as history's
headlines. As a World War II
Allied escort commander, you
can match wits against a German
U-boat commander.. .or switch roles
and become the submarine commander.
WolfPack is the first naval combat simu
lator that lets you command eirfor side.
So it's actually like getting two superb
programs in one.
Whether you're commanding Allied
destroyers or German L*-boats, WolfPack
provides an excitingly realistic simulation
of World War II naval warfare; it comes
with twelve authentic built-in scenarios,
plus a construction set for creating orig
inal games.

Based on
World War II
tactics and

ships

Operating in
small groups called wolf packs. Admiral

Karl Donit/'s German L-boats sank
more than 460 Allied ships in a single
year at the start of World War II.
In late 1942, though, the tide began to
turn. And ultimately, SONAR and

RADAR breakthroughs gave the Allies
undisputed control ofthe North Atlantic.
WolfPack takes you back to those histor
ic years to experience all the excitement
and tension of deadly naval combat.

I Special Sneak Preview Offer!
' To receive a copy of the interactive WolfPack
| demo for your IBM PC or compatible, drop

■ this coupon in the mail with a check or money

' order for S3.50 to cover postage and handling.

' Mail this coupon and payment to:

I WOLFPACK PREVIEW

• 256 color VGA support
• ADLib'," Sound Blaster"
and Tandy8 3 Voice

I

BRODERBl'ND SOFTWARE-DIRECT
P.O. BOX 12947. SAN RAFAEL, CA 94913-2947

support

• Intuitive commands

• 12 built-in scenarios

ARKU;()L)E

• Mission construction set Ad Lib
• Variable skill levels
SOUND
• One or two player modes

Take fommand ofan Allied destroyer or

German submarine.

Broderbund ®

PHONL NO

^

See your dealer or call Brederhund at:
(800) 521-6263 to order.

CITY

SIXTH

30WCC

Check one:

3.5"diskD

5.25"Q

If 5.25" specify: VGA Q

5.Z5'(i.ZMcg)D
EGA or lower □

Ail demos require 51JK ofmemory.
Canadian residentsplrmr addS I. Si 1faradditionalpostage.

Allow-t m ft weeks fur delivery. Offer expires 6/30/91. Valid
onkinconuncnra! V.S, and Canada. Void where prohibited.

©Copyrighl 1990 Brdderbund Software, Inc., 17 Paul Drive, San Rafael, CA 94903-2101. All Rights Reserved.
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Ad dams Admired
I am in the process of upgrading from
a Commodore 64 to an IBM clone.
Since I became interested in the PC
world, I began to read your magazine
and have recently bought a subscrip
tion. Let me tell you, I think your
magazine is great. It has the right bal
ance between business and entertain
ment software, and I love it.
I have one suggestion, though. I
used to subscribe to Commodore
Magazine before it was sold to Run.
Since I have switched to COMPUTE,
I only miss one thing from Commo
dore Magazine. It is a monthly col
umn that Shay Addams wrote, which
was dedicated totally to adventure
(RPG) games. Mr. Addams would
have reviews and hints and would
keep us posted on the newest games. I
really think it would be great if COM
PUTE could adopt something like
this, and I think other adventurers
would, too.
JOSHUA EUDY

STATESV1LLE.NC

Good news, Joshua. COMPUTE
readers whose edition includes the
Amiga Resource section will be able
to enjoy Shay Addams's ideas on a
regular basis. His column is called
"Just for Fun." For the rest of our
subscribers, Nebula and Hugo award
winner Orson Scott Card continues
his meditations on computer games
every month in "GamePlay."
October Issues
I just got your October magazine, and
it is GREAT! I love the new setup and
the way you split up the information
into different sections.
I subscribed in June and got my
first magazine on September 14, and
the subscription is due to expire next
June, which is obviously not the full
12 months. Will I get all 12 issues?
Also, do you have a special
COMPUTE edition for just IBM own
ers? That's the part I read and focus
on.

One suggestion I have is to make
the SharePak and the On Disk avail
12

COMPUTE

able for Amiga, Commodore, and
Macintosh users.
I would like to mention that I

thought "How to Get Started with
Programming" was an excellent idea
for anybody who might like to learn a

little bit more about different pro
gramming, and it may even get some

people interested in it. I also think
that the "Feedback" column is very
helpful.
STEVE RISH
INDIANAPOLIS. IN

Thanks for your encouraging re
sponse to the October issue. We're
glad your like the new format, and
we appreciate readers' comments
and suggestions.
Rest assured that you will get
all of your subscription, which be
gins with the October issue and will
run for 12 months. During the tran
sition from our previous owner to
our new corporate parent, we took a
brief hiatus.
We do print a special edition
just for MS-DOS computer owners.
Ifyou would like to change the edi
tion to which you subscribe, just let
us know when your subscription
comes duefor renewal. In the mean
time, enjoy the added home com
puter knowledge you 'II be getting in
the Amiga Resource and Gazette
sections.

Your suggestion about disk
productsfor each ofthe sections is a
good one; however, the only disk
product we lack now is one for the
Macintosh. Let's hear from all you
Macintosh owners—would you like
a SharePak disk for your Apple?
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Do you have questions or comments?
Send your letter—with your name, ad
dress, and daytime telephone num
ber—to COMPUTE Feedback, 324
West Wendover Avenue, Suite 200,
Greensboro, North Carolina 27408.
We regret that, due to the volume of
mail received, we cannot respond indi
vidually to questions. We reserve the
right to edit lettersfor clarity and
length.
b
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Catch the Excitement! Play Joe Montana Football
on your IBM PC*
Joe Montana Football is the ultimate game from the
greatest quarterback of all time. Just like Joe,
you're cool under pressure. Call your own plays,
read the defense, and audible at the line of
scrimmage. Scramble out of the pocket
and find the open man downfield.
TOUCHDOWN!

Joe Montana Football is the most thrill
ing game of the new season. So don't
drop the ball. Catch Joe Montana now.

Call audibles on offense OR on defense
View every move with Instant Replay
• Create Hi-Light Films
• Customize your own playbook
• Check off your receivers
without switching screens

with Receiver Cam™
• Show some guts! Call a fake punt
or field goal.

• 256 color

VGA/MCGA

(SfSfSA

Sls'al/A
Circle Header Service Number 122

•Available on IBM PC/TANDY and compatibles. IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machinss Corporation.TANDY is a registered trademark nfTandy Corporation.
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Tune, Ik tRt ^Ju
At Apple Computer, multi

If you've had it up to here
with uninspired, overpro
duced, poorly acted, and
badly written comedies,
dramas, commercials,

media is where television,
film, music, and interactive
computer programs come to

gether. A top-of-the-line Mac

documentaries, game shows, car

intosh can display any of 16.7

toons, talkfests, and newscasts, take heart. The

million colors, providing tremendous potential

most successful consumer electronics product of

for displaying lifelike pictures on your computer
monitor. Link this system with the superb sound

the century and the most influential information

technology of all time are coming together to cre
ate hundreds, even thousands, of potential new
products, programs, services, and opportunities.
After half a century of analog life, television is

of audio CDs, the 54,000 still or moving video
images available from a single laser videodisc,

and the vast software storage capacity of CDROM discs, and you'll soon see why many in the
industry think we're on the verge of truly interac

about to become a digital medium. Your televi
sion is entering the computer age.
Television waves, like radio waves, use a
portion of the electromagnetic spectrum, and
there's only so much spectrum to go around. A

tive television.
Apple's CEO John Sculley himself set the

tone for Apple's vision in Odyssey, his 1987
autobiography. In that book, he described what
he called a Knowledge Navigator, "a tool as gal

variety of distribution alternatives are now avail
able, all made for the digital world. Fiber optics

vanizing as the printing press."
To make Sculley's dream come true, Apple's
multimedia lab is working closely with Lucasfilm Games to develop the new visual vocabu
lary that will join computer graphics with video
images. Much as D. W. Griffith had to invent

can carry tens of thousands of digital signals at
once—and carry them not only from source to
receiver, but also from your receiver back out
into the world. Compact discs and laser discs are
already being used as video publishing media.

Computers increasingly possess TV-like capabili

cinematic techniques in his early films because
there was no one to teach him, today's multime
dia pioneers face the challenge of building an en

ties, just as TVs contain larger and larger
amounts of computing power.
The ramifications of that power can only be
glimpsed today. Who, 50 years ago, would have
predicted the myriad ways television has

tirely new art form.

Some of the new video tools are truly star
tling. In one of Lucasfilm's techniques, a Hyper

changed society? Our purpose, here, is to offer a
few informed glimpses, imagine a few conse

Card flip-book animation moves to the edge of
the computer screen, disappears, and then con

quences, and make some qualified guesses.
There's an underlying conceit to our specu

tinues, as live video, on an adjacent television
screen. A Macintosh coordinates the transfer of
image from computer screen to TV screen. Apple
and Lucasfilm have also collaborated with the
Smithsonian Institution and the National Audubon Society to combine new technology with ar
chival film and video.
As early as 1983, Apple acknowledged that
we think visually as well as linguistically. With

lation, and that's the idea of interactive
television.
Once a television program—or anything—
has been digitized, it can easily be manipulated.
We're all familiar with the convenience of word
processing, the pleasure of interactive computer

games, the potential of electronic learning. Add
full-motion video and high-quality digitized
sound to the equation, and you're on the brink of

faster processors, better display technologies, and
more sophisticated compression techniques,
computers are rapidly moving toward fullmotion video. By merging the best of video and
computer technologies, we may soon see the day
when television at last lives up to its potential—
as a true window on the world and an instrument
for learning about ourselves. t>

TV that we control, rather than the other way

around.
What exactly does this mean for all of us
couch potatoes stretched out in front of the tube?
Don't touch that dial—you're about to find out.
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Businesses and cor
porations are turn
ing to television as
a training aid to
help improve
efficiency, increase

Another application includes
commercial and business presenta

tions. Interactive TV presentations
can be as simple as a product presen
tation at a sales meeting or as complex
as a conceptual presentation by an ad
vertising agency to a client.

productivity, and aid employees in ac
quiring new skills. IBM is already
marketing a variety of interactive TV

Oomodo/ifi's

tools and applications aimed at busi
ness and institutional needs.

product called Info- Window, which
combines an analog video signal, typi

screen monitor. More recently, the
technology has evolved into the MMotion Video Adapter, a system that
can take an analog signal from any

NTSC (American television), PAL
(European television), or other video

source, digitize it, and display it either
full screen or in a window format on
any VGA computer monitor. In ef

fect, M-Motion lets employees watch
TV at a workstation while running
other computer programs.
"Employers might be a little dis

appointed to see you watching soaps
in the afternoon," says IBM Market
ing Manager Peter Blakeney, "but

the National Security Agency. They

have a requirement that certain staff
monitor the news services, CNN, CSpan, and a few other networks to
keep as current on late-breaking hap
penings around the world as the CIA.

What better way
to sneak compu

ters into unsuspecting
homes than by marrying two of the
most popular home entertainment
devices: the television and the CD
player?
That's what Commodore is try
ing to do with CDTV, an Amigabased multimedia CD-ROM player
designed for home use. While appear
ances aren't everything, CDTV's sleek
black VCR-like cabinet certainly
looks more at home next to the stereo
than on the computer desk.
"We've taken a Trojan Horse ap
proach by putting computer capabili
ties into a familiar box; it just
home entertainment center." says Da
vid Rosen, Commodore's director of
international marketing.
Rosen believes CDTV will be ac
cepted by consumers who have previ
ously avoided computers. CDTV, he

feels, will be seen as an enhanced CD
player. Along with computerlike edu
cational and entertainment software,
CDTV will also play standard audio

FBI, or any other agency."

Operators monitor the television
signal in a window while the major
portion of the screen is occupied by

CDs and CD+G (CD plus Graphics:

word processing or other more tradi
tional computer activities. If a certain
story on the video feed merits more
attention, the operator can at any time
bring the signal to full screen and in

used tracks). CDTV isn't being mar

crease the volume.

moving from a single medium to mul
tiple media," Rosen explains. "TVs
aren't just passive terminals anymore.
In the past few years, consumers have
been attaching VCRs, videogames,

In most applications, however,
the video signal will come from a tape
or disc rather than from a live TV sig
nal. "There are enormous markets
that we see for multimedia," Blakeney
says. "There's training: industrial, on

audio discs with visuals, computer
graphics, or lyric texts encoded on un
keted as a CD player with a computer
inside, but as a CD player that plays a
bigger variety of discs.
"Consumers have no problem

computers, and laser discs to them;
and alt these have made TV accept

the job, and skill transfers. There's

able as an interactive medium."

education: kindergarten on up. There's
merchandising, where we place multi

CDTV's success will depend
upon its software. "Consumers don't

media kiosks out where the shoppers

care about boxes; they care about [en
tertainment] programming." says Ro
sen. Recalling the spreadsheet that
essentially created the microcomputer

are and try to compel them to buy,

augmenting retail employees."
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new entertainment genre. No one an
ticipated it. We don't know what we
will be doing with the [CDTV] tech

nology two years from now."

.The future of com
puter education is
here now, and it's
called interactive

video. This tech
nology combines an
interactive computer program with as
much as two hours of video from a
single videodisc. Sometimes a CDROM player is added to the mix for
an additional 650 megabytes of
computer-based material.

becomes a natural expansion of the

some of our clients require it. We sold
a good number of these [systems] to

16

"'It's like MTV and music vid
eos," Rosen says. "Cable TV created a

QXassJtt

Big Blue's approach to interactive

video training began in 1983 with a

cally from a videodisc, with a personal
computer equipped with a touch

industry, Commodore hopes for a
CDTV version of Visicalc, a product
so impressive, so unique, that people
will buy a CDTV player just to use it.
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Life Story combines full-motion video,
interactive text, and hypermedia
indexing to make television come alive.

The Voyager Company, of Santa
Monica. California, specializes in la

ser-disc and interactive multimedia
programs. To get a sense of the
breadth of Voyager's interests, look at
just a few of the company's recent re

leases: Eadweard Muybridge: Motion
Studies, Vienna: The Spirit of a City,
Bird Anatomy II, and The National
Gallery ofArt.
Life Story, developed by Lucasfilm, the Smithsonian Institution, and
Apple Computer, includes the 1986

BBC drama "Race for the Double He
lix" and adds sound bites, video clips,
text profiles, computer-generated dia
grams, and videotaped interviews
with the scientists involved in the

search for the structure of DNA. The
information in Life Story is indexed
through a DNA-like double helix—

one strand indicates scenes from the
BBC drama while the other leads to
supplemental information. >

Blast From
The Past.

For 150 million years, extraordinary creatures roamed the
face of the earth, then suddenly disappeared. Bring them
back, in full-color, 3-D animation. With Designasaurus II.*

safe

Match wits with a 10-ton tyrant. Leorn how the
dinosaurs lived. Or create your own, ond see if it could
survive. But be careful, or you might end up as someone's lunch!

You lost »o eaa*

Be a lizard wizard. Find all the parts of the
missing dinosaur, and get named Chief Scientist.

Save the Joshasaurus! Print out your dinosaur
designs, and make T-shirts for you and your friends.

Designasaurus II from Britannica Software. It's beastly fun.
For the name of the dealer nearest you call 1 -800-572-2272.
' Requnn IBM K or 100s compatible, 51IK MM ond EGA or VGA. Joystick rKomrnenotd.
£ 1990, BriteinkoSofhiofe. Inc.

BRITANNICA'
SOFTWARE
Circle Reader Servica Number 125

The Teacher's Living World is an
interactive multimedia program de
veloped on a Macintosh Ilci for the
St. Louis Zoo*s The Living World ex
hibit. Teachers can select audio, vid

eo, graphic, and text material and save
it to VHS videocassette, laser printer,
or computer disk, creating their own
classroom presentations. Available re
sources include an entire biology text

book, as much as 140 hours of fullmotion color video from a special
videodisc jukebox, and prepackaged
"multimedia sets" that cover the most
popular topics. Teachers can preview,
add, delete, or rearrange their selec

tions before recording them to video
tape. They ean also add their own
titles and narration.

Unlike other electronic media,
interactive video lets students and
teachers set their own pace and active

ly participate in the selection of mate
rial. Attracted by the vast storage

capacity of laser discs and CDROMs—where a single disc can con
tain paintings from the world's major
museums or all the text from a com

plete encyclopedia—schools are forg
ing computers and televisions into
unique learning tools.

Imagine putting
Tom Brokaw on

hold in the mid
dle of a story on com

puter technology and sending your
TV out to find more details than a
two-minute news story can provide.

Accessing databases throughout the
world, your TV assembles a package
of information that you can peruse at
your leisure.
Better yet, how about a "per
sonalized"' evening newscast? As
your TV grows smarter, it will be able
to accommodate more and more

your particular programming needs.
Suppose you're interested in space
travel, biotechnology stocks, and the
Boston Red Sox, but not at all inter

ested in clothing fashion, movie
stars, or food. Your television may
soon be able to scan hundreds of
news sources around the clock, col

lecting stories that impinge upon
your interests, flagging others that it
"thinks" you might be interested in,
notifying you of important stories
that you "should" know about. >
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"Unquestionably the

Game of the Year"
POPULOUS

UA Truly Great Concept

BY BULLFROG

and Magnificent

"Amongst the Best Ever
Written... God I Love

Implementation.

Amen."

- Compute

"One of the Most
"The Most Original

Impressive and

Game I Have Ever

Entertaining Brain

Seen... It is Unique!"

Games of this or any
other year"

-PCM

-Videogame & Computer
Entertainment

"A Fascinating, Even
Mesmerizing Experience.

"Populous is an

The Graphic Interface is
Perhaps the Very Best

Original"

We've Ever Seen."

- Computer Entertainer

- Computing Now

electronic a«ts

0 P U L 0 U S
"YOU HAVE ALWAYS WANTED TO PLAY GOD. Admit it.
NOW YOU CAN."
- New York Times, A ttgust 15, 1989
USA

Copyright € 1969 by the New York Time* Company.

EUROPE

Best Strategy Game

1990 Strategy Game of the Year
- Computer Gaming World

-Tilt D'Or 1989

Best Strategy Game

Most Original Game

- Software Publishers Association

ELECTRONIC ARTS®

■ European Industry Dinner 1989

Top Nine in '89

Best Game of the Year

- Compute

- Commodore User 1989

#2 Simulation Game of All Time
for the Amiga

-OMNI1989
Most Innovative Software Title of '89
- Computer Entertainer

BULLFROG

Best Strategy Game
- European Leisure Software

HOW

TO

ORDER

Visit your retailer or call 800 245-4525
ANYTIME for VISA/MC orders.

IBM and compatibles 5.25" (3.5" available),

Publishers Award 1990
Most Original Game
-European Leisure Software
Publishers Award 1990

Computer Game of the Year

Amiga and Atari ST versions $49.95. IBM is -i

- Video Games & Computer

registered trademark of International Business

Game of the Year

Machines, Corp. Amiga is a registered

- European Leisure Software

Entertainment 1989

trademark of Com mod ore-Amiga, Inc. Atari ST
is a registered trademark of The Atari Corp.

Publishers Award 1990

mented with videotex services, deliv
ering wire reports directly to homes.
Tomorrow's evening news will
likely be an amalgam of all these ser
vices and approaches, delivering
deeper and more useful information
than Edward R. Murrow could ever

Owl
Sponsors
It may not be long

before the com
mercials on your TV

have imagined.

appear because you are female, make
$50,000. live in New Jersey, and have
bought an airline ticket within the last
three months. The marriage of com
This much power
will doubtless be
regulated by the

You need TEMPRA
to edit color images
on your IBM compatible.

federal govern
ment, won't it? Not necessarily.
Since so many of the new com
puter/television technologies and de
livery systems don't use traditional

// Super VGA TEMPRA V2.01 $395.00

// TEMPRA Primer demo copy $15.95*
• Shipping and handling

Included

radio frequencies (RF). traditional
means of regulating TV broadcasts

^mathematica

Branch, Federal Communications

ble transmissions. "Cables radiate
RF," Reed says, "so the FCC regulates

it. But fiber doesn't radiate—only
where it actually interfaces with trans
mission and reception equipment to
convert light to RF energy does the

You won't have to constantly re-

program the smart set, as you must
with contemporary VCRs; it will learn
your preferences and remember them.
Very quickly, the TV set comes to
"know" your interests and act accord
ingly on your behalf.
Some of the required technology
is already in place. Closed-captioning,
for example, may serve a dual purpose.
In addition to enabling the hearingimpaired to receive information,
those captions may serve as an index
to television content. "Search," you
might tell your TV, "for every men
tion of the planet Mars in the past 24
ports its findings.

COMPUTE

D

E

C

E

everybody wants it."
Although the FCC isn't the only
government agency overseeing the

media, Reed sees regulation as a mi
nor issue. Far larger is the question of
whether or not the fiber network

needed to create interactive TV will

system will be even more expensive.

It's going to take a lot of capital."
If broadcast television serves as
an example, computer TV will also

generate a lot of capital. And that
should ensure solid investment.

M

Our time's up al
ready? But we

tens of thousands of new signals onto
it. There's only about two megahertz
of unallocated spectrum left—and

presentations for classroom use. Sev
eral large news agencies have experi

20

on Prodigy, for example, are tied to
the gender and age of the user, as well

In Reed's view, fiber is coming
online just in time. "The spectrum's
already too crowded," he says.
"You're not going to be able to load

expensive," Reed says, "but a fiber

Rudimentary experiments with

interactive news are in development.
Call-in programs have long offered
one level of interactivity. Earlier this
year CNN experimented with viewer
selection of news stories. ABC News
has developed interactive videodisc

services already carry advertising. Ads

FCC get involved."

ever be put into place.
"Putting in a cable system was

hours." A moment later, the set re

tions services, and some online

If, for example, you spend time in
Prodigy's food and wine area, you will
be shown gourmet food ads. If that
"leader ad" piques your interest, you
can elect to see more information. Ac
cording to Steve Hein, program man
ager of communications with Prodigy
Services, the ad package immediately
fills one viewer need: instant gratifica
tion. Another advantage of the selfselective ad package is that it is
nonintrusive—only interested viewers
receive the extended ads.

Commission.
It's different with traditional ca

33801

veloped on existing telecommunica

want to over fiber optic, and we don't
our purview," says John Reed, elec
tronic engineer, Technical Standards

Lakeland, FL

Many of the tools and techniques
of interactive television are being de

as to the editorial content of the
service.

1.800.852.MATH(6284)

Circle Reader Service Number 103

deliver very specific information.

don't apply.
"You can transmit anything you
care. Fiber is not RF, and it's outside

402 S. Kentucky Ave. Suite 210

puters and television enables advertis
ers to target a specific audience and to

E
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haven't even
scratched the
surface! Hardly
a glance at interactive

TV entertainment, barely a mention of
the role the phone companies may play
in all of this, not even a nod at the
global implications.
And there are questions yet unraised. Where do the networks fit into
this brave new picture tube? What
creative video tools will we have in
our homes? How far can all of this go?

The answers to these questions?
Stay tuned.

Q

Senior Editor Keith Ferrell coordinated our
PC-TV connection coverage. Staff members
Denny Atkin, David English, Tom Netsel, and

Liz Casey worked the remote control.

Shopping for
Sound?

SOUND

BLASTER
Fill Your Bag With Music, Special Effects, Digitized Voice, and MIDI,..
the sound solution for games and multi-media presentations.
EXCHANGE POLICY: You can exchange your Adlib, C/MS, Covox, or GAME
BLASTER and SAVE J100 off the suggested retail price. Just send your card

and *13995 (check or credit card number) to Brown-Wagh, 130-D Knowles,
Los Gatos, CA 95030.
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS:

SOUND BLASTER requires 512K or RAM.

SgS"^

DOS 2.0 or higher, and CGA, EGA, VGA, or Hercules monographics,
and external speakers.

Get the MIDI Connector Box
and Voyetra's Sequencer Plus Jr.
SOUND BLASTER

for '129*5 (a *150 value)

Partial list of companies in development or currently supporting SOUND BLASTER:
Access Software, Accolade, Activision, Asymmetrix, Autodesk, B.A.O., Broderbund,
Capcom, Cinemaware, Corel Systems, Cosmi, Data East USA, Davidson Assoc,
Dynamix, Electronic Arts, Farallon, First Byte, Gamestar, Hewlett-Packard, IBM,

ICS, JRM Software, Konami/Ultra, Kyodai, Level 9 Computing, Lucasfiim,
Macromind, Mastertronics/Virgin, Mediagenics, Michtron, MicroGrafix,
MicroProse, Microsoft, Mindscape, Omnitrend, Origin System, Rix Software,
Sierra On-Line, Software Toolworks, Spectrum Holobyte, Strategic Simulations,
Synergistic Software, Sublogic Corporation, Taito, The Learning Company,
Vbyefra and Zuma Group.

408-378-3838 h

"Exchange offer expires
January' 15, 1991.MID] interface requires

800-451-0900 (ou.side

and companies are registered trademarks of their respective holders.

the MIDI Connector Box. Referenced products

Circle Reader Service Number 131

DESKTOP VIDEO
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Just as camcorders replaced 8mm movie cameras,

within five years still-video imaging will banish 35mm

cameras to the dusty shelves of the Museum of Vintage
Technology. Long overshadowed by its more popular
relative, the camcorder, still-image video remains an under
used technology. This is partly due to a misconception
about its high initial cost. While the elaborate systems used
by computer graphic artists and
professional photographers (es
pecially in the film industry)
cost megabucks, savvy shoppers

number and retrieved for processing using the camera's ad

TO YOUR IBM PC

The system we assembled

included Canon's Xap Shot

FOR ABOUT $1,000.

camera, a ComputerEyes Pro

fessional image-capture board.
Spinnaker's graphic-editing
software Splash!, and the graph

W

The Xap Shot electronically records images on magnet
ic media. With its two-inch internal disk, the Xap Shot can
be fairly described as a camera married to a portable disk
drive. The resemblance is more than superficial, since the
Xap Shot acts as a disk drive when displaying stored images
on a computer or television. The images are filed by track

YOU CAN ADD A
COMPLETE VIDEO SYSTEM

can assemble a consumer-grade
system for about $ 1,000.

O

HERE'S HOW.

ics-printing program Pizazz

Plus. We also tested US Video's

vance and reverse buttons.
The jacketed disk accepts

50 images in the camera's 786
X 250 pixel format. Extra disks
cost $ 10, or you can delete the
images and reuse the disk.
After you've taken your
pictures, the Xap Shot links to
the ComputerEyes expansion
card with a single coax cable
(supplied by Canon).
Importing the image into
the computer proved to be as

simple as Mother Goose. Digi
tal Vision's bundled software,
Eyes, while not quite as lovable

combination VGA and genlock
video card. The results we

achieved with our $1,000 video
system ranged from fair to

as it could have been, stream

lined the task.
Using Eyes, you first pre
view any or all on-disk images
before committing to a capture.
The Xap Shot's drive takes
about 20 seconds to travel

good. And with the addition of
two more sophisticated editing

packages—Tempra and Picture
Publisher Plus—our results
were nearly spectacular.

through all 50 tracks. When you

Zap—You're on TV
Manipulating complex graphic

images creates heavy demands
on a computer system. To avoid expiring from old age at
the keyboard, you need a 286, 386. or PS/2 computer with
640K; DOS 3.0 or higher; a VGA card (preferably Super
VGA) with at least 256K (better yet. 512K. or more); a

multifrequency monitor; and a high-resolution mouse or
trackball.

The $595 list ($500 street) price Xap Shot behaves
much like other point-and-shoot cameras. The on-board
electronic circuits determine the exposure, speed, and range
to subject. A built-in LCD panel displays track numbers
along with the mode (single shot or three per second), lowbattery warning, and disk-related problems. A flash auto
matically fires in low ambient light. With its 2.8 lens,
indoor pictures often require a flash.

HOWARD
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find the image you want to digi
tize, you simply hit a key. De
pending on the display res
olution selected, the software
requires 10-25 seconds to digitize the Xap Shot's composite
video signal and redraw it on the monitor.
With the image now digitized and displayed, you can
perform some fundamental editing with Eyes—including
globally raising or lowering the image's red, green, or blue
components, as well as its contrast and intensity.
In addition to still video, the ComputerEyes board also
captures frozen-frame video generated by a video camera.
Capturing and editing full-motion video in realtime, how
ever, requires both a digitizer and a signal synchronization
device called a genlock. US Video's modular TVGA board
lets you expand your system when and if the need arises.
The company's separate genlock daughterboard and digitiz
er module (functionally similar to the ComputerEyes >

MILLMAN

CO.

tMaTi

"fit,.

! V" •-■ " ,V?T
^Mm .

il.

j

Professional) piggyback onto the main
VGA card. With 512K. US Video's
board provides a resolution of 1024 X
800 X 256 colors.

In addition to the Xap Shot's sig
nal, ComputerEyes can also capture
images generated by VCRs, videodisc
players, and still-image cameras mar
keted by Panasonic and Sony. While
the ComputerEyes board performs
well for image capture, implementing
advanced editing techniques requires
more potent software.

Testing the Waters
Spinnaker's Splash!, a hybrid paint

perhaps a simple tutorial.
Despite these limitations, Splash!
lives up to Spinnaker's reputation
for software that's easy to learn, capa
ble, and—with a street price of $60
($99.95 list)—inexpensive.

Taking the Plunge
At four times the price of Splash!
($395 list or $300 street price), the
next level in editing software delivers

five times the muscle. In fact, Mathematica's Tempra integrates all the es
sential paint features with commercialquality image-manipulation, special-

effects, and text-overlay features.
With its multiple icon-based
menus, backed by a logically orga
nized manual and sample images,
Tempra accomplishes the handholding necessary to flatten its learning

program and entry-level editing pack

age, includes functions specifically
designed for image capture and re
touching. The program's icon-driven
menu, coupled with its straight

forward features, makes it extremely

curve. The program's seemingly end

easy to use.

Splash! includes the requisite
basic editing techniques, including
color fills, pattern copy/repeat, indi
vidual pixel editing, multiple patterns,
brush sizes, and color swaps. Addi

tionally, you can rotate, resize, and

less array of editing features includes
antialiasing (to smooth jagged lines),
regional or global masking (to protect
specified colors or locations), selective
color swaps, color-contingent anima
tion, image-warping with perspective,
and multiple Bitstream fonts with the

merge captured images.
You can experiment with the

international extended character set.
The program also automatically uses
available expanded memory to exe
cute memory-intensive functions and

many samples included with the pro
gram, or you can import your own
graphics. Although Splash! saves to

disk in standard image formats such
as PCX, TIE and GIF. it imports
only its own graphics format (SS). An
odd omission, but not lethal. We used
Digital Visions' software to import a
TGA graphic, saved it in SS, and sub

sequently loaded it into Splash!.
Another limitation is Splash!'s
maximum image resolution of 320 X
200 (VGA or MCGA). As a result, the
image details and menu icons appear
fuzzy. (Images displayed in a 640 X
480 resolution appear much sharper,
but these higher resolutions are non-

standard and usually require special
video drivers). Also, some of the pro

gram's more advanced features, such
as color blending and the alternate
canvas, need clearer instructions or

THE HIGH COST OF COLOR
Electronic recording devices, including
VCRs and still-video cameras, generate
analog signals. The number of colors in
an analog signal ranges to infinity.

provides a volatile Undo buffer.

Tempra's intended market is seri
ous hobbyists and economy-minded
pros. Unfortunately, this means limit
ed printer support. Presently, the pro
gram supports just Hewlett-Packard
LaserJets and compatibles and two
thermal color printers.

Dive Right In
Tempra may provide all the editing
muscle you'll ever need. If, however,
you decide to "go pro," you'll need
the more sophisticated and exotic fea
tures found only in professional edit
ing applications.
Astral Development's $695 ($500
discounted) Picture Publisher Plus
weighs in as one of the least expensive
yet comprehensive professional edit
ing applications available. Here, the
term least expensive is relative.
For example, Publisher Plus runs
under Microsoft Windows ($125 street
price). And since time is money for

professionals, add two megabytes of
extended memory ($200-$600) to
keep the current image in faster vola
tile memory.

When converting the camera's analog

signal into a digital form, video capture
boards reduce the number of colors in
the signal to either 16 or 256. Why? Be
cause, in a digital format, having more
colors requires more memory and in
cremental technology. That translates
into higher prices and consumer resis
tance. High-end realtime digitizers from
Everex, Truevision, and Matrox, for in

This investment provides access
to special effects such as texturizing,
posterization, highlighting/shadowing,
mosaics, multiple imported-image

collages, interpretive resolution
changes, paint smears, scatterprinting.
vignettes, and silhouettes. Additional
ly, Publisher Plus imports scanner im

stance, cost $2,000 or more.

ages (it contains a universal scanner
24
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SETTING STANDARDS
When IBM defined the 256-color VGA
graphic standard, it stopped at 320 X

200 resolution. While every major videoboard manufacturer adheres to that
standard, it's inadequate for image edit
ing. At least a dozen strategies from as
many vendors exist to extend VGA up

to 1024 X 768 resolution with 256 col
ors. Therein lie the seeds of chaos.
Implementing these SuperVGA
standards requires cooperation be

tween software publishers and board
manufacturers. Within certain limits,
these two groups do collaborate. As a
result, most image-editing software
supports the extended modes of select
ed VGA boards made by Video Seven,
ATI, Orchid, Paradise, and STB.

One caveat: Before upgrading your

video card or purchasing editing soft
ware, make sure that the hardware and
software are compatible.

interface) and captures images directly
from selected high-end digitizer
boards.

Publisher Plus includes two tuto
rials and numerous sample images
along with detailed step-by-step instal
lation and operation instructions.
The original Picture Publisher

(without the Plus) worked exclusively
with gray-scale images (256 shades
from black to white). The present
manuals still emphasize gray-scale im
aging and deal with color imaging in
an all-too-brief addendum. Consider
ing the wealth of features in Picture

Publisher Plus, clarity of instructions
is essential. According to the publish
er, updated manuals to accompany a
more color-oriented revision should
be available this December.
You've captured and edited the
image—now you want to do more
than just display it on a monitor or
television. You want to print it. One
option is to purchase Hitachi's $ 1,400
entry-level color thermal printer

(model VY-150A). You might also
consider Hitachi's $4,000 computercompatible VY-200A.
One less-expensive option in
volves using the printer you already
own. Application Techniques' Pizazz
Plus enables you to do exactly that. A
well-behaved RAM-resident graphicsprinting utility, PZ+ captures text or
graphics screens and provides exten
sive printing control along with some
elementary image-editing features.
One of the best of its editing features
provides for printing unadorned
black-and-white graphics in multiple
shades of gray.
With more than 400 drivers,
PZ+ lets you print graphic images on
a wide variety of dot-matrix, laser,
thermal, monochrome, and color
printers. This $ 149.99 ($70.00 street
price) utility will prove invaluable if

You've Been

courii

Framed!

Agent Frank McBain is dead...but
why did they pin it on you? You've

just 96 hours to find out...crack an
international spy ring...and prevent
an INTERNATIONAL DISASTER.
You're American agent Mason Powers
and you've just intercepted an ultra

secret message about an international
terrorist group. Just as you're
about to brief CIA Section Chief,
Frank McBain, everything goes
black...and you wake up in a
remote prison hospital in

IT

y A MOTION
> GRAPHICS™*

Turkey...with no memory of
what happened and charged with
the murder of Frank McBain!

Interactive Movie of
Espionage and
Intrigue

Who set you up? Who is trying to
kill you? And why do you feel such intense
urgency? The Countdown has begun...and
you'd better find the answers fast.
If you break out of the hospital you'll set
out on an interactive adventure of intrigue and
espionage taking you from Istanbul to
Paris...with both agents and terrorists in hot
pursuit. Interview different characters which
converse, animate and respond (some
actually talk!)...use your hand held computer
to search for key evidence...gain valuable

clues in realistic Motion Graphics flashbacks!
But can you complete your mission in
time to avoid global disaster?
Motion Graphics*

Countdown is brought to you by Access
Software... the same madmen who brought you

Mean Streets. You'll experience movie-quality
Motion Graphics action...with 256-color
screens that bring new meaning to VGA. Add

*So Realistic, you'll think you're there
Countdown features breathtaking Motion Graphics...combining stunning25&color

movie-quality graphics with %t*l W*/v, the revolutionary technology that gives
you astonishing digitized sound effects, music and speech without hardware.
Countdown also supports the major sound boards.

RealSound ™ high-quality digitized sound
effects and you've got an interactive movie
that will involve you totally...mind, body and
soul.

Start the Countdown...and live the ultimate
interactive movie.

Actual 25&Color VGA Screens

To experience COUNTDOWN,

ORDER FORM

visit your retailer or call

1-800-800-4880
TOLL FREE

(Credit Card orders only) or clip and return the order form

SOFTWARE

INCORPORATED

545 West 500 South, Bountiful, Utah 84010
801-298-9077 FAX 801-298-9160
Circle Reader Service Number 224

I want to clear my name and prevent a Global Disaster ... with the breathtaking

reality of Motion Graphics 256-color graphics and digitized sound effects. Please rush me
my copy of Countdown. Satisfaction Guaranteed

D 5 1/4-inch Disk D 31/2-inch Disk
□ I've enclosed $59.95 as payment in full.

Address

D Charge this order to my:
CH VISA [J MasterCard Q American Express

City .

Card No.

State.

Expires
Signature

.Zip.

Mail to: ACCESS SOFTWARE INCORPORATED
(all orders musl be signed)

545 West 500 South. Suite 130. Bountiful, UT 84010

your graphics software omits your
particular printer.

Yet a third option yields opti
mum full-color printouts while avoid

ing a sizable capital outlay. Have a
graphics service bureau print your im

age from disk. Costs range from $10
to $25 per image.

TV or Not TV
With traditional point-and-shoot
cameras available for about $100 and
superb single-reflex 35mm cameras
available for less than $500, why

spend $ 1,000 (and eventually more)
for electronic photographs? The an
swer depends on your purpose. If you

simply want photos for the family al
bum, then wait until prices decline as

This Is the original video image of a building.

they inevitably will. If, however, you
need a photograph for a newsletter or
catalog, a client, or those times when
"good enough" just won't cut it, you

may be ready for still-image video.
VIDEO TO GO
For more information about the prod
ucts mentioned in this feature, contact
the companies listed below.
ComputerEyes Professional
Digital Vision

270 Bridge St.
Dedham, MA 02026

(617)494-1200
Picture Publisher Plus
Astral Development
One Londonderry Sq.
Londonderry, NH 03053

(603) 432-6800
Pizazz Plus
Application Techniques
10LomarParkDr.

Pepperel!, MA 01463
(508) 433-5201
Using Tempra, you could add an arching roof to the building.

Splashl

Spinnaker Software
One Kendall Sq.
Cambridge, MA 02139
(617)494-1200
Tempra

Mattiematica

402 S. Kentucky Ave.
Lakeland. FL 33801
(603) 432-6800
TVGA Card
US Video
One Stamford Landing
62 Southfield Ave.
Stamford, CT 06902
(203) 964-9000
VY-150A and VY200A Color Thermal
Printers

Hitachi Sales
401 W. Artesia Blvd.
Compton, CA 90220
(213)537-8383
Xap Shot
Canon
One Canon Plaza
Or you could add colorful landscaping and a palm tree.
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JOIN THEAIR FORCE
ANDSEE THE WORLD'S
MOSTEXOTIC TERMINALS.
Terminals that push pilots Jbeyond their limits.
Terminals where dogfights are played out
with sweaty realism.
Terminals where futuristic aircraft designs
are modified in just seconds.
It's all part of the most sophisticated
computer technology in the world.
And if you have
the desire and the aptitude, you could become
a part of it
You'll receive not only the highest-quality
technical training, but guaranteed hands-on
experience Use equip
ment and technology
so advanced, it may
be years before the
rest of the world even
reads about it
But there's much
more to the Air Force
than mainframes and megabytes.
We offer equally exciting opportunities in to
day's most sought-after fields. Electronts.

Medicine. Aircraft mechanics. Communications. Over 200 careers in all.
Plus the chance to pick up college credits or
even an Associate ofApplied Science degree
in the fully-accredited CommunityCollege
of the Air Force
Interested? Give us a call at
1-800-423-USAF. You'll find there are
some terminals where futures

get off the ground.
Circle Reader Service Number 164
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CONVERSATIONS
KEITH

The Media Lab at M.I.T. just

FERRELL

"We might do better in the next

round if, instead of designing a TV

might be the hottest of all the
world's hotspots for research into

the future of television. In fact,
future television is too narrow a phrase
to describe all the areas Media Lab re
searchers are looking into.
"The focus of what we do and

system to be 500 lines, or 1000 lines,

or some number like that, we opti
mized it for a system where [the num
ber of] lines was not the number you
specified, just like it isn't on a com

We variously explore that from the

puter screen."
How would such a design change
our household TVs?
"Your little TV under your kitch
en counter might have 500 lines on it
because it's only 4 inches high," Lipp

perspectives of education, technology,
and entertainment."

man says. "The one at the foot of your
bed, which is a 19-inch set, might

Do those different perspectives
change the nature of the research?

have 1000 lines. And the one that's on
your wall—the lines on that will de

have been doing for 15 years," says

Andrew Lippman, the Lab's associate
director, "has to do with the merger of
computing and image distribution.

"Sometimes," Lippman says, "you

think of that as interactive systems,

pend on your architect more than [on]
the designer of your television."

and sometimes as high-definition tele
vision. But fundamentally and under

neath those superficial distinctions, a

TV's approach to images with the ap

proach taken by computers.
"The focus on high-definition
television, here," Lippman says, "can
ity." For example, the Macintosh's

Andrew Lippman

small screen has 480 lines; the screen

"And when you want a bigger display,
[you] literally take those lines and

spread them farther apart. That is
counterintuitive; it just doesn't make
any sense.
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Designer TV sets? Sure. "Like
wise," Lippman says, "the shape will
depend on your architect, as opposed

to a Standards decision made in
Washington. Kind of like theaters,
where the shape of the screen is really
the shape of the room. Maybe you
should get your television set so that

number of lines," Lippman says.

M

percent of a sophisticated computer.

pretty limited. All you can tell it is
clock time and TV station to tape."
Tomorrow's television, thanks to

be encapsulated in one word: scalabil

That might sound logical, but it

has already got the processing needed
simply to turn that data into a pic
ture," Lippman explains. "That's 90

TV technologies] are out there, in fun
ny ways that you don't recognize,"
Lippman says. He cites a viewer's
ability to program a VCR to tape pro
grams for later viewing. "You're mak
ing up your own television, but it is a
crude job," he says. "The control is

obstacles, many of them imposed on
television years ago. To understand
the obstacles, Lippman compares

isn't the way television works.
"Only in television do you fix the

50-frame, or 60-frame, motion pic
ture; you're sending out data."
And that is the heart of the PCTV connection. "Your [future] TV set

television viewing?
"You know, some [personalized

That smooth merger faces some

you get more lines."

out an analog 30-frame-per-second, or

for viewers accustomed to passive

age communications systems."

in these kinds of systems is the lines
per inch, the density of lines," he ex
plains. "And as you get a bigger
screen, the density stays the same, and

work for future television.
"If you can do that, then you
have sown the seeds for future devel
opment of the medium," Lippman
says. "You're no longer just sending

We can add the other 10 percent, give
the TV some smarts, and let it start to
help you make up the programs."
How dramatic a shift will this be

lot of the work is very similar. It all
addresses how you can smoothly
merge what we've learned about com
puting and digital processing and im

on a NeXT computer has 700 or 800
lines. An even bigger screen would
carry even more lines. "The constant

ing degrees of freedom that are
afforded by digital representations,"
Lippman says.
Marrying scalable television sets
with digital signals lays the ground

it's shaped to fit above the mantel, or
along the wall. Scalability is the key."
The signal that scalable TVs
would receive is as important as the
sets themselves. "Having it be an end-

to-end digital system at all phases is
crucial because of the increasing num
ber of digital channels and the increas
E

R
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computers, will offer more control. "If
I can add content decisions to that,
[for example: ] 'Watch the TV all the
time for me, and if you see anything
interesting about the world oil crisis,
grab it, and I'll ask you later.' That
seems like a large step, but it's not,"
Lippman says.

Whatever the capabilities of up
coming television sets and systems,
Lippman argues, the technologies
must evolve on several fronts at once.
"The point is, can you make sys
tems that, as they improve picture

quality and give, strictly by fidelity,
new degrees of freedom to existing
uses like entertainment, can [those
systems] also have the seeds of growth

embedded within them?"

b
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"You really have to
see it to believe it."
Computer Entertainer

t's like an Arabian nights movie come to life ... with you as the star! In Prince of Persia, you'll
plunge into an exotic world of challenging puzzles, tumultuous action and animation so fantastic it
has reviewers reaching for superlatives:
"(* + **/*•+•) Incredibly realistic ... The adventurer character
actually looks human as he runs, jumps, climbs and hangs from
ledges."

Computer Entertainer

"An unmitigated delight... comes as close to (perfection) as any
arcade game has come in a long, long, long time . . . what makes this
game so wonderful (am 1 gushing?) is that the little onscreen character
does not move like ii little onscreen character—he moves like a
person.

Nibble

"Superb double-high-resolution graphics images and responsive,
smooth animation work beautifully together to create an almost
cinematic experience."
inCider/A+

"A tremendous achievement... Mechnc-r has crafted the smoothest
animation ever seen in a game of this type.
"Prince of Persia is the Star Wars of its field."
Computer Gaming World
But don't take their word. You really do have to see it to believe it.
Available for IBM'/PC/Tandy* and 100% compatibles, Amiga*
500/1OOOV2OOO/3OOO; Apple15 lle/llc/llc Plus/lies.
Suggested retail price: Apple, $34.95; IBM and Amiga,$39.95.

Broderbund

For more Information about Broderbund Software
and our products, call us at (800) 521-6263.

"Requires Kickstarl 1.2 or higher

82PRC

SHAREPAK
RICHARD

C.

LEINECKER

Listen to the computer press, and

and edit the database or browse

before long you'll hear the term
multimedia. It's the merging of
different technologies for more
powerful presentations. Videotapes
interact with computers and stereo
sounds to make presentations come
alive and underscore their messages.
Although these high-powered applica

Crosshatch patterns for focus and con

through it with a special option.
Printing reports is a breeze—a
single keypress does it. The program

trast. Color bars will help you adjust
the hue, tint, and saturation.
Of course, you could load a game

tions are out of reach for most home

and business computers, you can still
use yours to get the most out of your
stereo and VCR.
Since this month's In Focus
theme is multimedia, we've filled the
SharePak disk with programs that will

runs in 256K with any monitor, so

there won't be any systems left out.
You don't have to be a computer ex
pert to use the program, either. A sim

ple, easy-to-use interface makes it a
snap for even novices to use.
For audiophiles, this program is a
must. Keep track of your state-of-theart audio collection with a computer
and enter the information age at
home.

help you manage your home enter

tainment systems. Now you can keep
track of your VCR tapes and audio
collections and tune your monitor for

peak performance.
We screen hundreds of programs
each month to bring you these fine

connect charges, you would've paid
many times what we charge for this
disk. You don't need to spend hun
dreds of hours scouring the online
services and mail-order catalogs for
high-quality shareware. It's here on
our disk, this month and every

VideoTest lets you maximize per
formance in a more exacting way so
that your system is tuned for peak

performance in a wide variety of
uses.

You don't have to be technical

minded to use the program, either.
Simple menus let you navigate with
single keypresses. If you want to maxi
mize your enjoyment and productivi
ty by making sure that your monitor
is perfectly adjusted, this easy,
straightforward program is for you.

all of the information about a tape,
and then the program worries about

remembering the details.
There's room for everything

you'd want to record. You can enter
the title, starring and costarring ac

month.

tors, the production company, the re

Audlolog
It's hard enough to keep track of cur
rent albums, tapes, and CDs that you

listen to often; last year's favorites
may have faded from memory. This
program keeps you organized and on

top of things by cataloging your audio
collections. Just run the program and
search one of six indexes to find what
you're looking for.
Whether it's a Beethoven sym
phony, a golden oldie from the Tarns,

a big band classic from Glenn Miller,
or a country ballad, you won't have
trouble locating the right recording.

This program tracks more than enough
information to give you the full pic
ture. Besides the title, artist, and type,

Audiolog records the medium, label
(Polydor, CBS, and so on), and com
ments you've entered. You can search
COMPUTE

er program doesn't look as good.

Video Librarian Version 2.1
Most households have at least one
VCR. And the more people who use
it, the harder it is to find the tape you
want to view. That's why Video Li
brarian is so valuable. You can enter

collections. If you had downloaded
the programs yourself and paid the

30

or graphic application and do the ad

justing. But then you may find anoth

VideoTest
Today's monitors have come a long
way from those amber and green
monochrome systems. Plenty of peo
ple have graphic capabilities that
make computers more friendly, pleas
ant, and fun. But it's hard to enjoy a
fuzzy, out-of-focus game or desktop
publishing program. VideoTest will
help you adjust your monitor for

maximum performance across the
spectrum of applications.
And there are detailed descrip
tions of the internal workings of your
monitor so that you have a better un
derstanding of what's going on. (The
program warns you not to open your

monitor unless you're trained to do
so.) You can put up dots, lines, and

DECEMBER
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lease date, and personal comments.
And it's easy to use. Options are clear
ly labeled along the bottom of the
screen and are activated with a single
keypress.
You can print reports to the
printer, the screen, or a disk file. You
can also generate labels for your li
brary. Numerous search and sort op

tions give you a lot of flexibility and
power. Joining files is a single key

press away, too. The program merges
all of your library entries into a single
file.
Video buffs who use this program
will soon be asking how they did with
out it. You'll never come up short
when you look for your favorite Star
Trek adventure. And if you're in the
mood for a Woody Allen movie, let

Video Librarian show you the list.

H

AREPAK
With COMPUTE'S SharePak, You'll

Share in the Savings!
SAVE TIME—we carefully select and test all
programs for you
SAVE MONEY—each disk includes two to five
programs for one low price
SAVE KEYSTROKES—our free DOS shell lets you
bypass the DOS command line

COMPUTE'S SharePak disk contains the best of

shareware—handpicked and tested by our staff—to com
plement this month's In Focus topic. You'll sample entertain
ment, learning, or home office software at a great savings.

Each SharePak disk includes two to five programs plus
complete documentation for one low price:

$5.95 for 5V4-inch disk

$6.95 for 31/2-inch disk

Audiolog

For even more savings,
Subscribe to SharePak and receive
COMPUTE'S SuperShell FREE!
For a limited time, you can subscribe to COMPUTE'S

SharePak and save more than 37% off the regular cost of
the disks—plus get COMPUTE'S SuperShell FREE. With a
VideoTest

one-year paid subscription, you'll get

• A new 31/2- or SVi-inch disk delivered to your home every
month

• Savings of over 37% off the regular disk prices
• Advance notices of COMPUTE special offers
• COMPUTE'S SuperShell at no additional cost!

aim

Subscribe for a year at the special rates of $59.95 for
5Y4-inch disks and $64.95 for 3V2-inch disks—and get
COMPUTE'S SuperShell FREE!
COMPUTE'S SuperStieli requires DOS 3.0 or higher.

Video Librarian 2.1

Disks available only for IBM PC and compatible computers. Otfer good while supplies last.

For Single Disks

YES! I want to share in the savings. Send me the December 1990 issue of

COMPUTE'S SharePak disk. I pay S5.95 for each 5'/4-inch disk and $6.95
for each 3V2-inch disk plus $2.00 shipping and handling per disk.
Please indicate how many disks o! each format you'd like:

5'/*-incti al S5.95 each

3'1-inch at $6.95 each

Subtotal

Sales lax (Residents of NC and NY please add appropriate sales tax tor
your area)

Shippng and handling ($2.00 U.S. and Canada. $3.00 surface mail. $5.00 air
mail per disk)
Total enclosed

I want to save even more! Start my one-year subscription to

COMPUTE'S SharePak right away. With my paid subscription, I'll
get a FREE copy of COMPUTE's SuperShell plus all the savings
listed above.

Check or money order

MasterCard

VISA

. Exp. Date

Credrt Card No
I Required!

Daytime Telephone No.

Send your order to COMPUTE's SharePak, 324 West Wendover Avenue. Greens
boro, Nortti Carolina 27408.
Al omers must Be pad in U.S. funds By cne<* drawn on a U S Bank or by money order. MasterCard of VISA accept

Please indicate the disk size desired:

5vi-inch at $59.95 per year

Total Enclosed.

Signature

Subscriptions

ZIP/Posial Codo.

State/Province .

3'^-inch at $64.95 per year

For delivery outside the U.S. or Canada, add $10.00 fof postage and handling.

ed tor orders over S20 Ths offer wd onry be tilled at me above address and o nor made m conuncnon win any omer

magazine or disk subscnprjon oiler Bease atow 4-6 weeks tot delivery ot s=>gfe «sues or for suDscriplon la Degm
Scry. Dul leiepisone stdeis cannoi be accepted

Pacioli

2ODD

Full-Featured

Accounting
Software

In our dreams, many of us picture
ourselves running businesses, mak

ing fortunes, and laughing all the
way to the bank. That success, how

ever, doesn't come easily. It requires a

good idea, hard work, and careful con
trol of every penny.
Even if an outside accountant is
hired to help count the beans, the
business owner must keep tabs on
things as well. The owner needs a sys
tem of procedures and controls de
signed to keep financial data straight.
Pacioli 2000 is an accounting
package that offers a growing business
all of the tools it needs to organize a
top-flight set of books. It's a fullfeatured program that you would ex
pect to cost several times its $49.95
price. The package includes a general
ledger, accounts receivable, accounts
payable, billing, inventory control,

COMPUTE
CHOICE

TONY ROBERTS

IF YOU'VE GOT
ACCOUNTING
SAVVY, THIS
PROGRAM OFFERS
YOU ALL THE TOOLS
YOU'LL NEED TO KEEP
A TOP-FLIGHT SET OF
BOOKS FOR YOUR
HOME OFFICE

purchasing, budgeting, and auditing
functions.
The options available in each of
these modules give you enough lati
tude to customize Pacioli 2000 to
yourbusiness's needs. You can
choose among five inventory costing
methods, you can automatically com
pute finance charges due on past-due
accounts receivable, and you can print
checks, purchase orders, receiving
slips, and invoices. All of these mod
ules are organized in a single system,
so data entered in one module is

available to all the other modules.
Pacioli 2000, named for Fra Luca
Pacioli, the inventor of double-entry
accounting, has the flexibility to han
dle cash accounting, accrual account
ing, inventory accounting, or account
ing for a service-based company. If
you're a real wheeler-dealer, this pro
gram will keep the books for up to 999
separate companies.
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Pacioli 2000 comes with a
three-part videotape to get you

started. The tape includes a general
section on accounting, a step-by-step

section on how to use Pacioli 2000
itself, and a DOS tutorial. For those
who prefer book learning, these three
sections are covered in the manual as
well. Although the accounting primer
is aimed at those who have a scant
knowledge of accounting, no short

videotaped tutorial can turn a novice
into a fearless number cruncher. The

video does provide plenty of basic
information, however, that will give
Pacioli 2000 users a better under
standing of what they're doing and
why.

Help is available in most parts of
the program, and it's often contextsensitive. If only a general help screen
appears, there's an option to search

the help index for the appropriate top
ic. An interesting feature of the help
screen is the Date function. This per
mits you to change the program date

without affecting your computer's sys
tem date. You can tell the program it's

yesterday and finish up yesterday's
transactions without changing your

computer's clock settings. If you exit
Pacioli 2000 without resetting the

date, DOS will still know the correct
time, your pop-up calendar will func
tion normally, and you won't be late

for that lunch date.
Once the system is set up and op

erating, it's easy and straightforward
to use. However, unless you're famil
iar with accounting, setting up Pacioli
2000 is likely to be befuddling and

confusing—but not by any fault of the
program. Accounting involves diffi
cult concepts and procedures that
can't be fully absorbed in a quick scan
of the manual or a short videotape
session. You can't invent an account

ing system on the fly when using Pa
cioli 2000. You need to know what

you're doing, then use Pacioli 2000 to
implement it.
One of Pacioli 2000's strong
points is that it does things by the

book. It's rigid and strict in what it re
quires of its operators. The system re

fuses to let you exit an incomplete
transaction, gently prompting you to

fill in the incomplete fields. Pacioli
2000 maintains a complete audit trail
of all transactions, even aborted ones.
Once transactions have been posted,
Pacioli 2000 lets you enter different
transaction types from a single screen.

you can't go back and change infor
mation. When you review your daily

journal, you'll see every completed
transaction, every voided transaction,
and every adjustment.

Pacioli 2000 provides a complete
chart of accounts that can be used by
most businesses, and it's easy to add
new accounts when needed. When
you're prompted for an account num

ber by one of the modules, you can
either enter the number if you remem
ber it or press F2 to browse through
the account list. If you can't find what
you're looking for, you can create a
new account on the spot.
The key to using Pacioli 2000 is
in creating new accounts. You create
accounts for each vendor, each cus
tomer, and every product you buy or

sell. As you create these accounts, you
fill in an information screen that in
cludes such entries as the customer's

name and address, shipping infor
mation, and discount levels available
to that customer. The next time you
do business with that customer, creat-
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'. New From Northgate
20 MHz Rawred Up

yes, we're a bit late to the party
with SX systems. How come?
We just couldn't bring ourselves
to market another ho-hum SX.
So we put our research and
development team on it. Boy,
did they rise to the challenge! Now
you can get an SX 16 or 20 MHz
machine with the power to run
Microsoft* Windows™ and other 32-bit
software at flashing cache-enhanced
speeds. And, they packaged all this
power and performance into our

exclusive space-saving case —a

favorite of Northgate customers!

The secret to SlimLine's
space-saving design? A fully
integrated motherboard designed and
manufactured by Northgate! This

controller and IDE hard drive
controller. Motherboard integration
also makes it easier to install
modems and add-on cards.

design reduces bus load —makes

SlimLine's triple cache boosts
performance to zero wait state!
You get a built-in 64K memory

the system faster and more reliable!

SRAM cache to accelerate the

Motherboard features include a
built-in VGA adapter (with 256K
video RAM), one parallel and two serial
ports, fully integrated floppy disk

execution of instructions; PLUS,
hard drive caching to accelerate I/O
transactions; and disk caching
software to speed data to and from
the CPU!

Slimline 386SX 16 Or
With 64K Cache!
Plus! Northgate pumps up trial offer... now use
SlimLine SX for 60-days RISK-FREE!
~T Tnbeatable service! Your

wonder PC Magazine reported:

m

"If you're looking for the subjective

I SlimLine 386SX is backed by

PC Magazine* says:

\^J toll-free technical support,

". . . Northgate stops

24 hours-a-day, 7 days-a-week. PLUS,

at nothing to please

FREE on-site service to most locations

its customers"

for one year if we can't solve your
problems over the phone. And if you

ever need a replacement part, we'll

Of course, you also get Northgatc's

ship it overnight — at our expense —

full-year warranty on parts; five years

before you return your part.

on the OmniKey keyboard. It's no

winner for customer loyalty,

Northgate takes first prize."'

Now use SlimLine for 60-days —
Risk Free! It won't take you 60
days co recognize the excellent quality
of SlimLine SX. But we don't want co
rush you. 'lake your time putcing

SlimLine Co the test. If you aren't
completely satisfied after 60 days, you

can return ic. Northgate guarantees

SlimLine 386SX System features:
■ 16 or 20MHz Intel* 80386SX

■ Clock/calendar chip rated at 5 years

processor

■

■

1Mb of 32-bit DRAM (expandable to
8Mb on motherboard — 16Mb using
16-bit memory' boards)

100 watt power supply

199900
219900

16 MHz

System

■ Small footprint SlimLine case with

room for two exposed and one internal
half-height devices

■ Down-scaled, U.S.-made motherboard

■ Front mounted system reset and

• 40Mb IDE hard drive; AT bus
interface; 1:1 interleave; DisCache:

! 20 MHz
System

high/low speed controls

■ Exclusive Northgate OmnifQy* keyboard

32K look ahead disk caching
19ms access

■

■ 64K SRAM memory cache;

12*VGA monochrome monitor

I Delivered to your home or office.
t iall for other configurations and pricing.

■ MS-DOS 4.01 and GW-BASIC

read/write-back caching

■ High density 1.2Mb 5.25" and 1.44Mb
3.5" floppy drives; also read/write low
density disks
■ Five open expansion slots; three full
length 16-bit and two half length 8-bit
■

vour satisfaction. Order Today!

16or20MHz80387SXandWeitek
coprocessor support

■ One parallel and two serial ports
■ Built-in 16-bit SVGA with up to 1024 x
768 resolution; 256K video memory

software installed
■ On-line User's Guide to the system and
MS-DOS 4.01

■ QA Plus diagnostic and utility
Software

■ Smartdrivc disk caching software
■

1 year warranty on system parts and
labor; 5 years on keyboard

■ FCC Class B Certified
■ Other configurations available, just ask!

EiASY FINANCING: Easy payment options.

Use your Northern- Big 'V, VISA. MasterCard ...
or lease it. Lip to fi\e-year terms available.

CALL TOLL-FREE 24 HOURS EVERY DAY

800-548-1993

ordertoWe!

oUU"O£O"71o£

Notice u> the I leiirinjj Impaired: NorthRaic has
TnDcmihilkv. Dial 8O0-535-O6O2.
COMPUTER
SYSTEMS

7075 I-lying Cloud Drive, Eden Prairie, MN 55344
Circle Reader Service Number 263
tfi! NnrthKitc Ciimjiutn Snitnv. Iik. WMI. All ri
ir.dcnujki jnd registered iisdenutksoiirjcir ic^p

niity. We ujjqHiii the ctUnd n of sofmait.'lo rc
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Northgate Announces,

SlimLine 386/25-

Plus! A new 60-day no-risk trial!

I 1 irst time ever! Now you
rf can have Northgate Elegance™

A.

power, speed and performance

in our popular space-saving

SlimLine case! Elegance 386
computers shocked the industry
with a #1 and #2 sweep of InfmorkTs
1989 best product awards; AND
three Editors' Choice awards from
PCMagazine.
Cache! Cache! Cache! Like
our powerful Elegance systems.
Slimline 386 features 64K SRAM

cache to zip through the execution
of instructions. For even more
speed, we've added a hard drive
cache that makes short work of I/O
transactions. To top it off. SlimLine
386 comes with Smartdrive DOS
disk caching software that
anticipates the information you'll
need and brings it into the cache
for fast access.
Better features across the
hoard! SlimLine's motherboard
is fully integrated, allowing

maximum system features in
the smallest possible space.

There's room for up to 16Mb of
32-bit RAM, one parallel and two
serial ports, a built-in floppy
disk controller and IDE hard drive
controller. Plus an integrated
SVGA video with 512K video
RAVI to speed bus throughput —
makes the system faster and more
reliable! And there's plenty more
room for add-on peripherals —
with SlimLine you get five open
expansion slots.

33 Cache Systems!
T M Two speeds! SlimLine 386
m

A

comes with your choice of

386DX25or33MHz

More great support! Your new
SlimLine 386 Cache also comes
with a one year warranty on

processors. For faster math-based

parts and labor; five years on the

applications —budgets, forecasts,

OtnniKty keyboard. And. if a part

spreadsheets and databases —both
models feature 80387 coprocessor

support for adding floating point

unit (FPU) speed enhancements.
All purpose systems! SlimLine
Cache is the perfect network
workstation or stand-alone system
for business and home use. It also
provides excellent support for
advanced desktop publishing and
graphics applications.

SlimLine 386 Base
System Features:
• '25or33MHzImer*80386DX
processor

• 4Mb of32-bitDRAM (expandable to
16Mb on motherboard)
• Down-scaled, U.S.-madc motherboard
• -WMbfasi access hard drive; ATbus
interface; 1:1 interleave; ,i2K look
ahead disk caching

fails, we'll ship a replacement to you

overnight at our expense — before
you return your part!

Now use SlimLine for 60
days —Risk Free! Were sure
you'll want to keep your SlimLine
Cache — so we won't rush you.
Put it to the test in your office or

home for a full 60 days. If it doesn't
live up to everything we say,
return it for a full refund — No
questions asked.

Order Today!

25MHz Base Svstem Model

• d4K SRAM memory cache; read/

u rite-back caching

Or select our SlimLine

386 Power System-the
same great features Oi-

die base system plus:
.200 Mb hard drive-15ms access

• 14" VGA color monitor

.Both 5.25" and 3.5" floppy drives

• Microsoft5 Windows™ 3.0.

i High density 1.2Mb 5.25"and 1.44Mb
3.5*floppy drives; also read/write low

density disks

• Five open expansion slots; three
length 8-bit

• 25or33MHz80387or\Vei[ek
coprocessor support

• One parallel and two serial ports

• Built-in 16-bit SVGA with, up to

• Clock/ calendar chip rated at 5 years

database software. A $1139.00

• Small footprint SlimLine case with

IU

'inliics snreaosheet jih

suessted retail value at

NOEJCTRA CHARGES
• Mouse

Industry's finest 24-hour
toll-free technical support! Your
SlimLine 386 Cache is backed

33MHz Base System Model

$339900

1024 x 768 resolution; 51>K video

memory

Samna* Ami" Professional wtd
processing software, Informix
Kiv

Power system H19900

full length 16-bir and 2 half

• 100 watt pwtr supply
room for two exposed and I internal

half-height devices
• Front mounted reset and high/ low

Power system S4499°°
Delivered to your home or office
EASY FINANCING: Buy p^ment options.
Use your Northgaic Bi& 'N'. \'1SA. Mastcrf !ard_
or lease it. Up [o five-year terms available.

speed controls

• Exclusive Northgate OmmKey keyboard

GULTOLL-FREE24 HOURS EVERYDAY

• 1" VGA monochrome monitor

800-54^993

«MS-DOS4.0tandGW-l)ASIC
software installed
• On-line User's Guide to the system and

MS-DOS4.01

by expert technical support any

• O_A Pius diagnostic and utility software

time you need it. Call toll-free,
7 days a week, 24 hours a das; PLUS,
free on-site next day service to
most locations if we cant solve your
problems over the phone.

• Smartdrivecachingsoftwure
» 1 year warranty on system pans and

labor; 5 years on keyboard

• FCC Class B Certified

New!Faxvour QAA ^M 7100

order toll free! OUU"JU)'/lO6

Nolict in the I Iciirin^ Impaired: Nonhgace hai
TDD capahilitv. Dial 80D-535-O6O2.

jtf&.

JP

NORTHGATE

,

7075 Flying Cloud Drive, Eden Prairie. MN 55344
Circle- Render Servico Number 264
!f.-^trfic*llic njirlT In \ut»h[iluli: innijmnciit*"! d|Uil lit prfUCI t;hrj1il^ it
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continued from page 33

ing an invoice is quick and easy: Sim
ply type in the account number or se

lect it from the accounts list, and the
pertinent information is pasted into
the invoice. Then type in the product
numbers for what the customer or

plify your bookkeeping work. Write a
check or process an invoice, and the

amass a great deal of information

appropriate transactions are entered
automatically in the daily journal. If

about your company and its vendors
and customers. The program's report

you choose not to use the special

forms and checks, you can still benefit
from Pacioli 2000 by writing checks
and invoices manually and then en
tering the transactions into the sys-

dered, and product descriptions and

prices are filled in, and the appropri
ate discounts for that customer are
applied.
You can operate Pacioli 2000 by

using the keyboard, mouse, or both,
but mouse support is limited in some
through the chart of accounts, you'll
need to use the keyboard Page-Up and
-Down keys if you want to move more
than a line at a time. The scroll bars
aren't as fully featured as you might

Pacioli 2000 puts a lot of ac
counting power into your hands. It's
network ready, it offers a tiered pass

word system to protect your data, and
it allows you to enter terms and dis
counts on a customer-by-customer ba

use. Transactions are entered as they
occur; then, at the end of the day, the

printer goes to work, churning out the
results of the day's activities. Invoices,
packing slips, receiving slips, credit

Track purchase orders and sales in
voices—even with no inventory on hand.

1

checks can be printed on forms avail
able from M-USA. Then the daily
journals are printed, reviewed, adjust

———

here for a relatively small price. With
Pacioli 2000, small and growing busi

Once the daily journals are cor
rect, the transactions are posted. Post
ing is the process of placing all of the

nesses can set up an accounting sys

Fk

day's transactions into the various ac
counts your company uses. During

-.

posting, several files are modified, and

;-

1

IM)

■ :

quite insistent that you back up your
data files before posting. Pacioli
2000's posting process involves a fair
ly painless, though time-consuming,
backup process that utilizes the DOS

Pacioli 2000's dialog boxes can be ac
cessed using the keyboard or mouse.

tern. Pacioli 2000 will keep up the
daily journal and general ledger. A

Backup command. The procedure is
automated and requires only a key
press or two to complete.

disadvantage of this approach, besides
time lost, is that you increase the
chance of error because data is en

Pacioli 2000 also can be used as a
point-of-sale system, printing out in

If nothing else, the experience of
working with Pacioli 2000 and com
ing to understand your company's fi
nancial data will make you better able
to hire an accountant to do the books.
As the owner, you're responsible for
everything, and you can't afford to
give up control of something as im
portant as your money.

tered twice.
Pacioli 2000 is fairly rigid in its

voices and receipts on the spot.
The system uses specially de
signed teal and gray, multipart, car

bonless forms for invoices, state
ments, and checks. These forms and
associated envelopes, cards, and labels
are available by mail order from MiUSA. Samples of each of the forms
and checks are included in the pack
age, so you'll be able to check with lo

cal printers to see if any of their stock
matches that used by Pacioli 2000. MUSA claims to have the only official
forms for use with the program, but
purchasing forms locally, if they're

output. You can't adjust the check, in
voice, or statement output formats. In
the printer setup menu, the only op

tions you can modify are the page
length and the control codes for nor
mal, compressed, and expanded type.
A dot-matrix or other impact printer

is required to print checks or forms,

. . ***

.

Innovation

••••
. . +**

Pacioli 2000
IBM PC and compatibles with 640K. DOS

2.1 or higher (DOS 3.1 or higher for net

All forms and checks are sent to
the LPT1 printer port, and there's no

forms catalog.

provision for redirecting them. Re

and faster.

ports, however, can be sent to the

By using Pacioli 2000 's checks
and forms, you can significantly sim-

screen or be redirected to a file, which
you can edit or print later.
M

•kit*

Documentation ....

and the manual recommends using
such a printer for reports as well.
Laser printers aren't supported to any
degree.

available, is usually less expensive

E

tem without worrying that they're
spending a lot of money on something
that won't work for them. M-USA
promises free customer support for
registered users.

both the manual and the program are

C

cioli 2000's budgeting function will
help you create future budgets based
on past performance.
There's a great deal of capability

■■

ed, and reprinted if necessary.

E

sis. The program also includes an
auditing module to help you reconcile
your checking accounts, verify the ac
curacy of your records, and keep an
accurate count of your inventory. Pa

memos, account statements, and

D

used to arrange the information for
more customized reports. Pacioli

yesterday's data.

be accustomed to.
This system is designed for daily

COMPUTE

section gives you the tools to manage
that information. The system includes
several predefined reports that will
satisfy most of your needs, and it in
cludes a report generator that can be

2000 keeps up to 36 months of ac
counting data online, so reviewing re
cent history is as easy as looking at

areas. For example, when scrolling

38

While using Pacioli 2000, you'll

E

R

19

9

0

work use), and hard drive—S49.95
Package includes two 5V4-inch and one
3'/2-inch disk, tutorial videotape, 354-page
manual, sample forms and checks, and

M-USA BUSINESS SYSTEMS
18111 Preston Rd.

Suite 500
Dallas, TX 75252
(214)931-0024

Order¥)ur Northgate Computer Today,

Make No Payments For 90 days!
Just say "charge it"
toyourBigN
credit card!

OPEN YOUR CREDIT CARD ACCOUNT BY FILLING OUT THE APPLICATION BELOW.

Please complete all appropriate sections, providing at least two years residence and employment history. If you are self-employed, please be
sure to complete section d. THIS IS NOT A CREDIT AGREEMENT! One will be sent to you upon authorization of an account. (This Form

Must Be Signed To Process Your Order.) All Financed Purchases Are Subject To Credit Approval. If You Have Any Credit Questions, Please
Call For Assistance. Thank You!
HDTICE TO
WISCONSIN APPLICANTS

A married person may apply for individual credit. I am applying for (check one box, please):

D JOINT CREDIT with another person. Complele entire application.

You musi (tsetse you' irinui

D INDIVIDUAL CREDIT complete only individual section.

ilJtus:

._ mimed

□ INDIVIDUAL CREDIT but rely on income of another. Complete entire application.
'II you are a married Wisconsin applicant, you must provide your spouse's information as indicated, even

T unmarried
G legally ttpiriMd

though your spouse may not he signing the contract.

I u, Personal 1 n torn ml ion

__

-

.HOME PHONE)

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER.

.DATE OF BIRTH

NAME
PRESENT ADDRESS

.8UYD

.YR..

RENTD

.ZIP.

ST

.CITY

.

DATE OF RESIDENCE M0. _

.

OTHERC

PREVIOUS ADDRESS
.YR..

DATE OF EMPLOYMENT MO.

EMPLOYER

BUSINESS PHONE L

MONTHLY GROSS SALARY %

.TO

DATES OF EMPLOYMENT

PREVIOUS EMPLOYER

Income from alimony, child support or separata maintenance payments need not be disclosed if you do not wish to have ii considered as
hasis lor repaying the obligation.

Get your new Northgate without
spending a penny this year!

ADDITIONAL MONTHLY INCOMES

.

_

SOURCE

b. Gt'dit Information
PLEASE TELL US IF YOU HAVE:

Simply fill in the Big "N* information
form and send it to Northgate. You'll

SAVINGS ACCOUNT (Y,Nl

CHECKING ACCOUNT (YiN)

BANK LOAN (YIN)

_HOW MANY?

MASTERCARD (YIN)

.HOW MANY?

HOW MANY?

FINANCE COMPANY LOAN (Y|N)

HDW MANY?

DEPT. STORE CHARGE CARD (YIN) _

HOW MANY?

VISA (YINI

get prompt attention! Once you're

OTHER MAJOR CHARGE CAHOS IYJNI „

approved, call our systems consultants,

| c. Joint Applicant's Personal InfnrnuUimi

toll-free, to select the Northgate

JOINT APPLICANT'S NAME .

.HOME PHONE (

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER.

.DATE OF BIRTH

configuration that perfectly matches

HOW MANY?

CITY

ADDRESS

your needs!

DATE OF RESIDENCE M0.
MONTHLY GROSS SALARY $ _

.YR.

DATE OF EMPLOYMENT MO.
BUSINESS PHONE I

NAME AND ADDRESS OF NEAREST RELATIVE NOT LIVING WITH YOU
RFIATiriNRHIP

d. Self-EmplovrruMit Information

credit power. Best of ail, you'll make
no payments for your new computer

BUSINESS NAME

for 90 days after shipment! But, don't
delay, computers must be ordered

YOUR ANNUAL INCOME FROM BUSINESS Gross $

RIISiNFRS PHflNF 1

1

IN BUSINESS SINCE
PERSONAL BANKEH'S NAME

by December 31, 1990 to qualify for

Net *
BANKER'S PHONE)__)

c. Customer Authorization

deferred billing!

I authorize Northgate Computer Systems or its assignees to investigate credit records and to report my performance hereunder to credil

agencies. I hereby certify that the following information is furnished to you for the purpose of obtaining credit and is true and correct of

the best of my knowledge and belief. There are costs associated with the use of this credit card. To obtain more information about these
costs, call us at 1-800-548 1993 or mile lo P.O. Box 59080. Minneapolis, MN 554590080.

Northgate leases systems too!

NY—A consumer credit report may be requested in connection with this application or in connection with updates, renewals or extensions
of any credit granted as a result of this application. If I subsequently ask for this information. I will be informed whether or not such a
report was requested and. if so, the name and address of the agency that furnished the report.

Choose from flexible terms up to five
years in length. It's never been easier

CH-THE OHIO LAWS AGAINST DISCRIMINATION REDUIRE THAT AIL CREDITORS MAKE CREDIT EQUALLY AVAILABLE TD ALL CREDIT
WORTHY CUSTOMERS AND THAT CREDIT REPORTING AGENCIES MAINTAIN SEPARATE CREDIT HISTORIES ON EACH INDIVIDUAL

to get Northgate computer systems

UPON REQUEST. THE OHIO CIVIL RIGHTS COMMISSION ADMINISTERS COMPLIANCE WITH THIS LAW.

than it is now!

Gall Northgate Now!

800-548-1993
NORTHGATE

/■

^ff COMPUTER ykj&kf*!
SYSTEMS

rm^'

7075 R) ing Cloud Drive. Eden Prairie. MN 55344
Circle Reader Service Number 250

APPLICANT'S SIGNATURE

DATE

JOINT APPLICANT'S SIGNATURE

DATE.

FDR MARRIED WISCONSIN APPLICANTS:
I acknowledge that the obligation described herein is being incurred in the interest nf my marriage or family.

HOURS: Monday- Friday 7 a.m. -8 p.m. CST

\0F

.ZIP

ST

Big'N' lets you easily increase your

rif

]

.YR.

JOINT APPLICANT'S EMPLOYER

You'll free your other credit cards!

HOW MANY?

CREDIT UNION ACCOUNT |YfNI

BUYER'S SIGNATURE

DATE

■ Wi musi reqnest deferred billing u-tien ordering. l'j> munis «ill be deferred fbr three billing cycles after shipment.
Interest »ill iccruc during (he deferred period at a rate of i.5% per month (Mrti APR).
'Iliis is not an application. A completed application and agreement must be on file prior to approval for credit.

<PLAC
DANIEL

Think back to your office days

when a bunch of people would

meet at the water fountain, gos
sip, discuss the ball game, and
talk shop. Then someone would say

something, and a thunderbolt would
go off inside your head. A brainstorm!
You learn from your co-workers'
experiences. They stimulate your
thoughts. They inspire you toward
greater heights.
Are you fertilizing your mind
with new ideas in your home office?

You can if you follow these steps: Lis
ten to audio cassette tapes on business

topics. Join professional organiza
tions. Attend educational seminars.
Share ideas with a colleague over
lunch. Talk to a customer every day.

JANAL

taped interviews and motivational
speeches on airplanes, you've heard
N-C authors, including Zig Ziglar.
The most recent catalog features the

audio cassette adaptations of such
best sellers as Wealth Without Riskby
Charles Givens, Thriving on Chaos by
Tom Peters, What They Still Don't
Teach You at Harvard Business
School by Mark McCormack, and
Swim with the Sharks Without Being
Eaten Alive by Harvey Mackay. Each
sells for $59-$69 and lasts about four
hours. The catalog features many orig
inal self-help tapes to improve memo
ry, avoid procrastination, manage

people, promote a positive outlook on
life, sell real estate, and be more ere-

difficult people, and sales. These 1- to

3-hbur audio programs are informa

40

COMPUTE

general business group, such as the

Rotary Club or the Chamber of
Commerce.

session. Fred Pryor Seminars offers

mile, or take a shower.
An inexpensive way to listen to

One of the largest and most di
verse collections of business and
motivational tapes is offered by
Nightingale Conant (N-C, 800-3233938). If you've ever listened to the

To increase your expertise and
get different perspectives on business,
join a professional organization or

range from $95 to $895 a day. Many
courses offer discounts if several peo
ple from the same company attend a

an entertaining and thought-provok
ing discourse on a favorite topic as
you drive to an appointment, jog a

would pay to buy the tapes.

AMA members.

or troubleshoot computers. Prices

tive and convenient. You can listen to

munications guru George Walther,
management author Peter Drucker,
and customer service visionary Mi
chael LeBoeuf.
The $199 annual fee entitles you
to borrow an unlimited number of
tapes. You must pay a $7 postage
charge for each tape program. This is
a small price compared to what you

topics such as marketing, finance, ser
vice organization, and manufacturing.
You can learn how to write a business
plan, plan your business's cash flow,
write marketing plans, and analyze
the competition. Prices range from
$79 to $249, with minor discounts for

training companies, and numerous
professional organizations, you can
learn how to design newsletters, su
pervise people, read a balance sheet,

business topics as goal setting, time
management, motivation, coping with

One Minute Manager), negotiating ex
pert Roger Dawson, telephone com

mately 100 programs on business

Through community colleges,

Audio cassette tapes cover such

the best business audio tape programs
is to subscribe to The Personal Pro
gress Library (818-242-9583), a lend
ing library of more than 600 tapes
covering management, communica
tion, negotiation, sales training, time
management, and marketing. Its au
thors include Ken Blanchard (The

complete with tapes and workbooks,
The American Management Associa
tion (518-891 -5510) features approxi

day-long seminars for $99 on a variety
of subjects all across the country. Call
(800) 255-6139 for information.

Nothing beats face-to-face con
tact. Take a colleague to lunch or
breakfast. You can learn from each

other's experiences. Don't worry
ative. N-C also has two tape-of-themonth club offerings: Sound Selling
(120 minutes, $ 12.25 per month) and
Sound Management (60 minutes,
$13.90 per month).
If you don't have time to read the

best-selling business books, you might
consider Fast Track (800-257-8345). It

offers 40-minute abridgements of two
books each month plus 5-minute in
terviews with the authors. An annual

subscription costs S132 a year, a bar
gain compared to the $720 you would
spend for two books a month at an av

erage price of $30. Recent titles in
clude Megatrends, Confessions ofan
SOB, and The Wall Street Journal on
Managing.

DECEMBER

Employing a self-study approach
1990

about giving away your trade secrets.
The expertise you bring to your work

will differentiate you from the others.
After all, a competitor can't steal your

creative style and personal panache
that win clients. Meanwhile, you can
pick up invaluable tips that can save
you time and money.

Want to do your job better and
prepare for the future? Who knows
what your customers want better than
your customers? Call a customer or
prospect every day. Don't try to sell.

however. Talk to learn. Ask custom
ers: What trends are shaping the in
dustry? What products or services will
be hot in the future? What do you like

or dislike about my service?
You'll be amazed at what you
learn from others.

0

NEW TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCE:

HOME COMPUTERS LOCI
250,000 BARGAINS!

I T T.

~
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nt For Yourself. See .
Computer and Modem Can Find the Lowest Available Price;
"0,000 Name-Brand Products. . . And Deliver Them Direct"
Electronics...cameras.. .stereo equipment...

on virtually any product is doubled [up to a

power and hand tools...computer accesso

maximum of one year),*

ries, and supplies...major appliances...lawn
care equipment...outdoor and sporting
items—we haven't room to list them all.
Comp-u-store OnLine—the country's most
extensive shopping service—brings you liter
ally thousands of bargains, all with familiar
brand names, all delivered direct to you.

Bargain Hunt for 3 Months...Only $1!
That's right. You can sign on—as a fullyprivileged Comp-u-store OnLine member—
for only $1 for 3 months. See how much
fun it is to be part of the technological
revolution—browse, price compare, buy—
and know that you're getting the lowest
available prices.* That's guaranteed.

Step Into the Future...Sign On Today.

Start exploring new worlds of savings
today. Just set your modem's parameters

to E, 7, 1 and dial 1-8OO-3-F0R-0NE,
and sign up. It's toll-free...connect-time
charges are only $6/hour after the first
FREE hour. Or call 1-800-843-7777 for
sign-on instructions or more information.
JUST SET YOUR MODEM TO DIAL

1-800-3-FOR-ONE
(1-800-336-7663)

DON'T HAVE A MODEM?
Call our toll-free number for your
first bargain—a 1200 Baud Hayes

compatible modem for only $50!

More Advances...

Double Warranty Protection.

* Details of Low Price Guarantee and Double Warranty Policy on tine.

Not only are the bargains exceptional, you
get a bonus benefit from Comp-u-store
OnLine: the manufacturer's U.S. warranty

compQstore

Circle Reader Service Number 150

Online
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At $299, What are You Waiting For?
NEW! Amstrad® PC2O
PACKAGE INCLUDES:
• 512K RAM memory • 3.5" 720K diik drive
• Monochrome graphics & CGA color graphics
■ Parallel ana serial ports for printer or modem
• PC joystick port • Microsoft DOS™ V.3.3
• Digital Research's GEM™ Desktop ("point 8. dick"
• Digital Research's GEM™ Point

Mfr. Sugg. Retail $749.95

Fun IBM XP
Compatibility!

299

Centering Controll
• 80 Column Display

• 640 x 240 Resolution
• Built-in Til/Swivol Stand

Brand Name Savings

At an UNBELIEVABLE

Monitor Optional

• Vorlica I/Horizontal Image

• RGB TTL & Composite Inputs

• Microsoft compatible mouse
1

Magnavox 13" RGB
Color Monitor

95

$229"
Mfr. Sugg. Retail $399.00

NEW! 10" 180 cps Printer
with Near Letter Quality - The NEW NLQ 180-111
•AUTO LOAD PAPER PARKING
• LIFETIME WARRANTY ON PRINTHEAD
• 2 YEAR IMMEDIATE REPLACEMENT

• Dot Addressable Graphics

• Italics, Elite, Pica, Condensed

• 8K Buffer
• NLQ Selectable from Front Panel

• Pressure Sensitive Controls

Rear Feed - Reduces Paper Drag!

Mfr. Sugg. Retail $299.95

$ 1 A A95
I

2400 Baud Internal ModemI
Superior Hayes Compatibility
• (Made in the USA!
• Full or Half Duplex

• Rockwell Modem Chip Sol
for Fast, Reliable
Communication!

• Non-volattle Memory

" • Built lo Work with ihe
Fastest CompulersI

Get a lot for your $$$

*74 95

Mk Sugg. Retail $129.95

20 MEG ST225 Half-Height Drive Kit

<W Seagate

Features: 20 Megabyte storage,
supports MS-DOS, auto boots when
powered up, cables and hard disk
controller included, half-height ■ takes
half the room of full size drives. Fits
IBM® PC, XT and Compatibles.

THE BEST!

Mfr. Sugg. Retail $399.95

218

Lowest Price
in the Country!
5.25" DS/DD
Floppy Disks

95
100% Certified-Error Free
Lifetime Guarantee!

We've Got It All! Computers, Monitors,
Printers, Hard Drives, Modems,

If Your Diskette Fails We
Will Replace it FREE!

Software ... 1 OOO's of Items in Stock!

Not Just the Best Prices! • Technical Support • 30 Day Home Trial
FREE Catalogs • 90 Day Immediate Replacement • We Won't Be Undersold

do rwl induda snipping dTorg«. Call tagefyourlowrotddiveredmst. VAimursall shpnranb atnoexlrua3«lbyoul Ai\ pockoqw

□re normally (hipped UPS Ground. 2nd day and ownlghl dainwy are avoilable al exlrn cat. We Jrap b all pointi in ti« US, Conoao,

Puerto R'hdd, Aoilia, Hawaii, Virgin blonds and APO-FPO. Moniton onlv snipped in Ccntinontd US. Ihnon rraid«nh odd 6.5% mot tax.
Price) and availobilrtywbjedboSargBWpltioulnolioB. Noi nsporslble br tjpcgroptiicol erron or onrn>ion>. 'Computer Dired will molOl
any eurnrl {wili'n 30 doyi) nationally odvertned pries on «od jomo llemj. Shipping and idei bx not induoW. wrificotion required.

FAX Ordering 708/382-7545

Outside Service Area, Please Call 708/382-5058

COMPUTER DIRECT, INC.
22292 N. Pepper Road
Barrington, IL 60010

'We Love Our Customers"

30 Day Home Trial • 90 Day Immediate Replacement • Technical assistance

Mice - Joysticks - Scanners
Logitech Finesse

EPYX 500XJ

Software

Joystick

$99.95

Design beautiful pages easily
with Finesse. You get layout

tools, WYSIWYG display,
templates, clip art, etc.

your hand. IBM PC & compat.

Logitech C9 Serial

Flywheel 4000
Control Yoke.$39.95

Ergonomic design, Logi Menu

For flying and driving games,

software. Mouse 2-3 menu

4 "fire" buttons, full X-Y control

software for Lotus 1 -2-3,

yoke, sturdy desktop adapter

Lifetime warranty. Minimum

clamp, works like 2 separate

256K memory, IBM PC, XT AT,

joysticks. 15 pin connector.

PS/2 or compatibles

"Feel the Game!"

Mfg. Sugg. Retail $109.95

Mfg. Sugg. Retail $99.95

.$169.95

The power of images instantly!
4.1 "scanning window, adjust
scanning resolution berween
TOO & 400 dpi. Adjustable
contrast. Line art and 3 dither
pattern settings. Includes
Logitech's graphic editor. For
IBM PC, XT, AT, PS/2 and
compatibles.

The world's first high
performance joystick. Trigger
finger firing, fits in the palm of
Mfg. Sugg. Retail $39.95

$79.95

Plus

$12.95

Mfg. Sugg. Retail $179.95

Mouse

Logitech Scanman

Mfg. Sugg. Retail $339.95

Catchword OCR

Software...$ 149.95

Intelligent character recognition
software. The perfect companion
for Scanman Plus.

Mfg. Sugg. Retail $249.95

!S

Software - Software - Software
Personal /Productivity
by Melody Hall

Make Calendars & Stationery

Mfr. Sugg. Retail $9.95.....$7.95
Electronic Checkbook

Mfr. Sugg. Retail $9.95.....$ 6.95
Let's Make Greeting Cards

Mfr. Sugg. Retail $9.95.....$ 7.95
Money Manager

Mfr. Sugg. Retail $9.95.....$6.95
Let's Make Signs & Banners

Mfr. Sugg. Retail $9.95..... $7.95
Thesaurus with Spellchecker ■

Mfr. Sugg. W $9.95.....$6.95 !
Dollars & Sense by Monogram

Mfr. Sugg. Retail $99.95.$68.95

Educational

Personal /Productivity

Mavis Beacon Teaches

Entrepeneur by Maverick

Typing by Electronic Arti

Mfr. Sugg. Retail $29.95....$21.95

Mfr. Sugg. Retail $49.95....$ 3 7,,95

Company Policy Manual

Pro Tennis Tour

Mfr. Sugg. Retail $49.95.... $32.95
Sales Enhancer Plus

Mfr. Sugg. Retail $34.95....$21.95

Mfr. Sugg. Retail $49.95....$ 29.95
Sales

Enhancer f

Family Reunion byFamware

Mfr. Sugg. Retail $59.95....$47.95

GrandvilU Publications

Entertainment

Up Your Cash Flow

Trivial PursUltby Electronic Arts

Mfr. Sugg. Retail $ 129.95.. $97.95
Body Transparent by Dwianwon

Mfr. Sugg. Retail $39.95.~.$29.95
States & Traits

Mfr. Sugg. Retail $39.95....$29.95

Mfr. Sugg. Retail $49.95....$Z7.95
World Atlas

Mfr. Sugg. Retail $69.95.... $49.95

Educational

Weather Brief

Mfr. Sugg. Retail $39.95....$ 34.95
I--

Jeopardy 25th Annrv. by Gamstek

Mfr. Sugg. Retail $14.95.

$9.95

Wheel of Fortune Golden

Mfr. Sugg. Retail $ 14.95.

$9.95

Not Just the Best Prices! • Technical Support • 30 Day Home Trial
FREE Catalogs • 90 Day Immediate Replacement • We Won't Be Undersold
EXT. 51
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Save on These New Personal Computer Systems
with State of the Art IDE Technology*
The Lowest Price
Guaranteed!

Lowest Priced 286

Computer Anywhere!

Fast 16MHz
Processor Speed

VIP 12MHz 8086
Computer Systems

VIP12MHz286
Computer Systems

VIP16MHz286
Computer Systems

• Complete AT® Compatibility

• Complete XT® Compatibility

• 512K RAM Expandable to 8 MEG

• 12 MHz 80286 Micrprocessor

• Front Panel LED Display

• 16 MHz 80286 Micrprocessor

with AMI BIOS

• Parallel, Serial & Game Ports

with AM! BIOS

• Parallel & Serial Ports

• MGA & CGA Card

• Parallel & Serial Ports

•Choice of 1.2 or 1.44 MEG

• 101 Key AT® Style Keyboard
• 360K Floppy Drive & Controller

Floppy Drive
• 101 Key AT® Style Keyboard

• Clock/Calendar

• 200 Watt Power Supply

•Choice of 1.2 or 1.44 MEG
Floppy Drive
• 101 Key AT® Style Keyboard
• 200 Watt Power Supply

System Includes

• 150 Watt Power Supply

System Includes

HFDC-II IDE & Floppy Controller

• NEC V-20 CPU

• XT® Bai»d System do not indud* IDE ControlW

Increases your data transfer rats up to

Systems Include
MS-DOS 3.3

$399.

equipped personal computer systems

Increases your data transfer rate up to
100%. Exclusively on our VIP specially
equipped personal computer systems

Base Price

Base Price

$499.95
Mfr. Sugg. Reta 1 $799.95

Monitor Optic

HFDC-II IDE & Floppy Controller

100%. Exclusively on our VIP specially \

Base Price

Mfr. Sugg. Retail $699.95

• Complete AT® Compatibility

• 512K RAM Expandable to 4 MEG

• 640K RAM Expandable to 1 MEG

Monitof Optional

| .

$599.95
Mfr. Sugg. Retail 5899.95

Monitor Optional

Hard Drive and Monitor Options

Hard Drive and Monitor Options

Hard Drive and Monitor Options

- Add to Base Price -

- Add to Base Price -

- Add to Base Price -

^

»°*
Drrve

Driv»

No
Drive

Mono
$120

RGB

EGA

VGA |

230

450

512

j

Mono

RGB

EGA

VGA

Drive

$190

340

425

520

Drive

No

No

Mono
$190

RGB

EGA

VGA

340

425

520

20MB

$370

490

690

752

20MB

$420

570

655

750

20MB

$420

570

655

750

40MB

$520

620

840

902

48MB

$490

640

725

820

48MB

$490

640

725

820

80MB

$760

850

1100

1140

71MB

$600

750

835

930

71MB

$600

750

835

930

111MB

$890

1040

1125

1220

111MB

$890

1040

1125

1220

Call or Your FREE Catalog Today!

COMPUTER DIRECT, INC.
'irgm I:

Price* and availability jubfed to axing* without notice. Nat responsible far typographical vrort or omiiuoru. 'Computer Dirad wi[| mdkh
on/ currant [wHhin 30 ocyi] nafonolly ocK'trtiwd priot on «>.od xxna form. Snipping and ioIm lax not included. Verification required.

FAX Ordering 708/382-7545

Outside Service Area, Please Call 708/382-5058

22292 N. Pepper Road

Barrington, lL 60010

We Love Our Customers'

Increase Your Data Transfer Rate Up to 100%!
With Our Specially Equipped YIP Computers

386 Performance
at a 286 Price!

The Most
Affordable 386!

VIP 16MHz 386SX
Computer Systems

Computer Systems

VIP 20MHz 386

16MHz 80386SX Microprocessor

•
►
»
<

20MHz 80386 Microprocessor

with AMI BIOS

with AM! BIOS

512K RAM Expand, to 2 MEG
Full Case/3 Open Drive Bays

1 MEG RAM Expand, to 4 MEG
Parallel & Serial Ports

Parallel & Serial Ports
Choice of 1.2 or 1.44 MEG Drive
101 Key AT® Style Keyboard
Chips & Technology Chip Set

» 200 Watt Power Supply

System Includes

VIP 25MHz 386

Tower Case Computer
• 386 25MHz Tower Case Computer

• 1 MEG RAM Expand, to 4 MEG
• AMI BIOS

•Choice of 1.2 or 1.44 MEG

Floppy Drive
• 101 Key AT® Style Keyboard
• Chips & Technology Chip Set

Monitor OpKonol

System Includes

HFDC-II IDE & Floppy Controller

Increases your data transfer rate up to ]

100%. Exclusively on our VIP specially |

• 200 Watt Power Supply

equipped personal computer systems

System Includes

HFDC-II IDE & Floppy Controller

Get the
"Tower of Power"
and Save Your
Desktop Space

HFDC-II IDE & Floppy Controller

Base Price

Increases your data transfer rate up to
100%. Exclusively on our VIP specially
equipped personal computer systems

Increases your data transfer rate up to
100%. Exclusively on our VIP specially
equipped personal computer systems

$1499.95

Base Price

Base Price

$799.95

$999.95

Then Add Your

Mfr. Sugg. Retail SI 299.95

Monitor Optional

Mfr. Sugg. Retail $1424.80

Monitor OpKonol

Hard Drive and Monitor Options

Hard Drive and Monitor Options

- Add to Base Price -

- Add to Base Price -

Mono

RGB

EGA

VGA

Drive

$190

340

425

520

20MB

$420

570

655

48MB

$490

640

725

Mono

RGB

EGA

VGA

Drive

$190

340

425

520

750

20MB

$420

570

655

750

820

48MB

$490

640

725

820

No

No

Custom Components]
• Seagate Hard Drives
We Carry a Complete Line

• Monitors
Brand Names Like Magnavox,
Leading Technology, etc.

• Video Cards

We Carry the Latest Video
Technology Available

• Modems, Printers, FAX,
Power Protection . ..
Too Many Options to List...

71MB

$600

750

835

930

71MB

$600

750

835

930

111MB

$890

1040

1125

1220

111MB

$890

1040

1125

1220

i da not include ""pang ehorgw. Call to get your koweil covered coil, we inure t» tfirpmenn a) no exrro con » yew' mi potxoau

ormoliv ihipped UPS Ground. 2nd day ond overnight delivery are available at extro coit. We ihip to oil point* in ihe US, Canada,
0 Rieo, Alaika, Hawoii, Virgin lilondt ond APO-FPO. Monitori anh/ ihipped in Continental US. lllinoii reiidenti odd 6.5% uilei tax.
1 ond availability jubjed to change without ndice. Not rejpontibie for lypogrophical errofi or omitjioni. "Computer Dired will rnotch
■■Ufient [wilfim 30 dayi) nolionolly odvertiwd price on exad lame item*. Shipping ond talet tax not included. Verification requited.

FAX Ordering 708/382-7545

Outside Service Area, Please Call 708/382-5058

Thousands of Items

COMPUTER DIRECT, INC.
22292 N. Pepper Road

Barrington, lL 60010

"We Love Our Customers"

"
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ime is money. You spend time
steadily, hour after hour, week
after week, wisely or foolishly.
You use time to make money
or—by not using time efficiently—to lose
money. This alarming realization has
helped fuel the boom in datebook orga
nizers, those ever-present leather note
books so many people carry. Software
developers, ever alert to a trend, have
created equivalent time-management
systems for personal computers.
The computer is a valuable ally in
the struggle to convert time into money.
Three classes of software assist in this
battle: time managers, personal infor
mation managers, and time-tracking
and billing programs. >

DECEMBER

N

USE YOUR

COMPUTER
TO MANAGE
YOUR TIME

1990

COMPUTE

Principles of Time Management

is ever in mind, and all else exists
merely to create it.
How do you design a single piece
of time-management software that ap
peals to everyone? You can't. Instead,

ting goals and relating them to your

training firm and publisher of the
best-selling Franklin Day Planner.

software developers have created a

just as easily. Priorities range from A

"Time management is simply the con

vidual styles of time management.

trolling of events. The issue is decid
ing which events you can control and

These programs range from per
sonal information managers (PIMs),

learning how to control them."

such as Arriba and Instant Recall, to
simpler daily schedule managers, such
as Top Priority, who-what-when, and
On Time.
These programs reflect their
designers' personal styles and timemanagement beliefs. If you find a pro

"Classic time management hasn't
changed in 2000 years," says Hyrum

Smith, founder of the Franklin Insti
tute, a national time-management

The basic elements of time man
agement are well known: determine

goals, set up a prioritized schedule or

variety of products, appealing to indi

calendar, keep notes on your daily ac
tivities, and maintain a database of
important contacts and clients.
Goals. First, determine your
goals. This is an essential step too
often left out of time-management ad
vice. Without clear goals, you can

gram that shares your style, you'll
really like it. If you end up with a mis
match, you'll be frustrated, wondering
why the dolts who designed the pro

manage even- minute of your day
with perfect efficiency and stiil never

gram won't let you organize and man
age things logically.

accomplish anything worthwhile.

Good time managers ensure that the
right events take place.
Prioritized to-do list and calen

Fair Warning
Before we discuss these programs, you
need to be aware of a problem.

dar. Second, identify activities that

Smith's Franklin Institute found out

lead to your goals. Put them on your

the hard way that once you've used a
good datebook organizer, you're un

daily to-do list, the basic tool of time
management. Each day you need a
clear picture of what you want to
accomplish.

Once you have the list of your
dayls activities, analyze it carefully
and assign priorities. When you plan
the next day. carry unfinished tasks

forward.
Your day-planning sheet should

also have a place to show your ap
pointments. Keep a set of monthly
calendars showing your time-related

commitments.
Notes on daily activities. To man

likely to be happy with a computerbased system for long. Two years ago,
a $70,000 development effort pro
duced the Franklin Day Planner on a
disk. The beta testers—techie power
users, all—went back to their Frank

lin Day Planner books quickly, even
though the software worked perfectly.
Why? Smith says that the need to
have their schedule and personal data
base with them at all times out
weighed the benefits of computeriza
tion. "If you're into a computer for

daily tasks. It encourages you to orga

nize your tasks into projects, with
step-by-step tasks as subtasks, yet it
handles tasks not related to a project
to Z, with subtasks getting an individ
ual subpriority.

Top Priority has no extra person
al database features, but it exchanges
data with Power Up!'s market-leading
powerhouse Calendar Creator Plus.
who-what-when. Although best

suited to managing projects, whowhat-when provides dynamite ways of
gaining alternative perspectives. It
looks at projects from a what view
point (what's being done), a when

perspective (how the events are sequenced and the stages of project
completion), and a who outlook (lists
of tasks assigned to different people).
While it shines at managing pro
jects, who-what-when feels cumbersome
when managing masses of small, unre
lated tasks. It lacks a usable overall
calendar view of your schedule, though

it has a report showing which days
have tasks in them. It has a limited
priority scheme, and its old-fashioned,
plain-text reports can be hard to read
and use.

who-what-when excels at manag
ing large projects, especially if there
are several people involved. It com
pares schedules, reviews delegations,

and cross-tabulates relationships
among people and projects in every
way imaginable.
OnTime. If you're looking for a
lean, highly effective daily scheduling
machine, you're looking for OnTime.

It works on appointments and to-do

managing your time, you're into a

age time efficiently, you need a place
to keep the important notes usually

items only and doesn't rely on your

double-entry system, like it or not,"

being at the keyboard throughout the

written on scraps of paper and lost. If

Smith's beta testers were accus
tomed to a superb paper-based sys
tem. For the great majority who now

OnTime and print a single two-sided
planning sheet, which folds into thirds

do little or no formal time manage
ment, however, these easy-to-use

and slips into your purse or coat pock
et. Inside the folded sheet is a detailed

computer-based systems provide an

appointment calendar covering daily

excellent introduction to the marvels

of mastering time.

appointments for as many as seven
weeks.

Time Managers

appointments with room to add more

you promise to call someone next

Thursday or meet with the PTA on
the second Tuesday of each month,
you'd better write it down where you
can find it.
Personal database. Finally, you
need a personal database. Addresses,
phone numbers, bank account num

bers, important dates such as anniver
saries, and your notes from the last
time you talked to someone—capture

all these things in a single, accessible
place.

Time-Management Style
How you choose to apply these princi
ples will vary greatly. What works for
you depends largely on your view of
life, your way of thinking, and your
personal style. Some of us focus on
time itself while others focus on tasks,
projects, and processes. Still others
concentrate on the people involved.
Some key on goals or results; the end
48
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he says.

day.
You plan your day ahead with

The outside fold shows today's
Here are a few of the best and most
popular time managers on the market.
Top Priority. The time manager
known as Top Priority focuses on the
day's activities, both to-do items and

appointments. Its printed daily sched
ule page is a work of art, duplicating
what you'd find in a normal datebook

organizer, printed using decorative
fonts, boxes, and lines. It provides
room for handwritten changes and
notes.

Top Priority's excellent manual
gently teaches time-management con

cepts, including the importance of set-

DECEMBER

1990

by hand. The second fold shows your
day's to-do list, sorted by priority. The

final fold contains an annual calendar.
This single sheet of letter-sized
paper contains all the basic infor
mation you need to manage your day.

It's an elegant solution to basic timemanagement needs, but it doesn't cap
ture any other data. It's direct, simple,
and easy.

Personal Information Managers
One step up from the simple time
managers are personal information
managers. Here's a look at some of
continued on page 52
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CheckFree: The Fastest Way

VfoPayBillsAnd ././
ill!
■■

"...CheckFree did not fail me

CheckFree®
Electronically Pays All Your Bills
And Automates Your Recordkeeping.
No Checks, No Stamps, No Paperwork.

When my banking statement arrived

the first thing to catch my eye was a CheckFree
check...this laser-printed paper check was
reassurance that someone else could be trusted
to pay my bills..."
Robert Cullen, Home Office Computing

It Couldnt Be Easier.

Sow that you know all about CheckFree. why would
you pay tout bills and handle your finances any other
way? Why would you burden yourself with checks,
stamps, and paperwork while your PC sits idly by?

All you do is enter payment informatioa and
CheckFree software automatically records, cate

gorizes, and sends the information to the CheckFree
Processing Center via modem Payments are then
processed through the Federal Reserve System—
the same system that banks use to clear your
checks today. Fixed, recurring payments {such as
mortgages) can be made automatically; once theyre
set up, you never have to bother with them again.

Pay Anyone Through Any Bank.

You can pay anyone with CheckFree because the
CheckFree Processing Center utilizes electronic
transfers as well as laser printed checks to make
payments. If a company or individual you are paying
is not set up for electronic payment, the CheckFree

Processing Center will print and mail a laser printed
check for you. Because of its universal payment
processing technology, CheckFree can process
payments to anyone in the U.S. through the checking
account you already have at any bank, credit union,

or savings and loan.

No Loss Of Float
You tell the CheckFree software when you want your
bills paid and the CheckFree system pays them on
the dates you specify: All we need is a few days
advance notice to make sure your payments get

Completely Secure.
CheckFree is more secure than conventional check
writing Payments are processed through the Federal
Reserve System, so CheckFree never requires actual
access to your account. Only you have access to your
funds and only you authorize payments.

Built Into Other Leading Personal
Finance Programs.
CheckFree is the only software package designed
specifically for the efficiency of electronic payment
technology. Simply put, its the fastest and easiest way
to handle your finances. What if you like the idea of
CheckFree electronic bill payment, but prefer to use

Managing Your Money^, Quicken®, or Checkwrite

and late fees.

Organizes Your Finances.

CheckFree Software
RQ Box 897
Columbus, OH 43216

the convenience of electronic bill payment with

your choice of personal finance software

CheckFree is also available at
leading retailers including

Backed By The Nation^ Leader In
Electronic Payment Services.

Egghead Discount Software*,
Electronics Boutique®, Babbages8, Waldensoftware8,
Software Etc*, Soft Warehouse*. Radio Shack8,
Best Buy®, and Price Club®.

Used By Thousands All Over The U.S.
See wiiat experts have to say:

'The CheckFree electronic bill-paying service
belongs to that rare class of product that is forwardlooking, universally useful, and available today."
:J H

PC Magazine, Best of 1989 Awards
January 16,1990 issue

CheckFree gives you a completely automated
checking account register thats updated
automatically with each transaction. You can also
record deposits or other non-CheckFree transactions

"CheckFree makes bill paying a quick, painless
task rather than a monthly ritual to be dreaded ...
Checkfree Corporation has been handling

Checkbook reconciliation is virtually automatic

commercial electronic payments for companies

Theres even an easy-to-use package of income,

such as CompuServe* for years, and its experience

expense, and budget reports that keeps you

and professionalism showed in all aspects of my

constantly aware of whats coming in and

dealings with it."

whats going out.

(Monday through Friday from 9AM to 7PM EST)

or send $29.95 (plus $4 shipping and handling) to:

(Be sure to specify disk size

Saves Time, Paperwork, And Money.

you consider the savings in postage, bank charges,

1-800-882-5280

and machine type.)

exceeding S1.000,000.000 annually

service is only -S9.0O* per month—not much when

So order today. Call

integrated into (hese programs, so you can enjoy

Checkfree has been the leader in electronic payment
processing since 1981, with current payment volume

can be reduced to just a few minutes. Paperwork
becomes virtually non-existent. Plus, the CheckFree

return it within 30 days ofpurcha.se for a full refund.
You've got nothing to losa

Plus*1' No problem. CheckFree is seamlessly

processed on tima

Your bill paying and other routine financial activities

Besides, when you order by phone or mail, CheckFree
comes with a money back guarantee. If youre not
completely satisfied with CheckFree software simply

PC Magazine

Client Support: free access via Email Hardware Requirements:
IBM* PC/Compatibles with 384K usable RAM, MS-DOS* 2.1, Iwo
floppy drives ur a hard disk system - or Macintosh" 512KE or
higher. BOOK drive, Hayes* compatible modem also required
•limitations: Over 20 monthly transactions invoKe a nominal

surcharge (13 per ten payments or portion thereof).
CheckFree is a registered trademark of Checkfree Corporation. All
other trademarks are the property of their respective corporations

Reprinted from PC Magazine, November 14.1989. Copyright
© 1989, Ziff Com inimical ions Company.
Copyright © 19H9 by Schulisiic Inc. All righto rfiscrved.

rtepnnted from the May issue of Home Office Computing
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24
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7
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▼ SOFA SERVER

T

GRACEFUL & FUNCTIONAL
Finally—a

of

1-800-365-8493
INFRARED IMPROVEMENT

Home infrared heat treatments are an

piece

increasingly popular form of natural
pain relief Now the means of applying that

furniture

that is as functional

heat have been significantly improved.
Heating surface has been tripled, the larger

as it is attractive.
The wooden sofa
server is construct

contour head comfortably angled for
reaching neck and back. Replaceable interi
or infrared bulb is now 10w, giving 45%
more heat Reaches deeper than heating

ed from select hard

woods with a lovely
beveled glass top. Because it slides con
veniently over a couch or chair, it is perfect
for drinks, TV. snacking, casual dining, play
ing cards, or just keeping things within easy

pads or hot water bottles. The new infralux has two heat settings: High and Low
(plus off) which allows you to experiment
and choose most comfortable setting. It

reach. Perfect as a telephone table The spa
cious bottom shelf can hold books, plants,

comes with its own zippered vinyl bag for
neat storage or packing for travel. UL-listed.

or knick-knacks and the built-in magazine

$39.98 (S4.25) #A1906.

rack keeps newspapers and magazines at
your fingertips. The sofa server is so attrac
tive and practical, it can serve as an accent
table, end table, or night stand in your liv
ing room, family room, bedroom, or any
where that this lovely piece could be han
dy. 11"W x 161/2"D x 24"H. Available in oak
or cherry finish with a limited one year war

ranty. $99.98 (S11.75) #A1987C-Cherry;
#A1987K-Oak.

T COOK OUT INDOORS — THE HEALTHY WAY — WITH NO SMOKE
Are you one of the millions of Americans who loves to barbecue — but not only in
summer? Then the Contempra Indoor Electric Char-B-Que is for you. Constructed
of beautiful stoneware and measuring 15"x11%"x41/4", this barbecue provides a 150 square
inch cooking area, large enough for the entire family or for company. This energy effi

cient indoor electric grill has a unique reflector system that directs heat at the food,
while fat drippings drain
through a tray shielded from
heat for virtually smokeless
cooking. The unique design
keeps the stoneware cool
■ enough to handle Plus, clean-up

you store over 8000 characters. That's ap

the heating unit are dishwasher
safe Instruction booklet with
recipes included. UL listed;

and addresses, important memos or ap
pointment schedules. Recall a file by fast
forward scrolling or simply by using the

in the USA. $59.98 (S7.00)

finds a file for you. Access all this pertinent

■ is a cinch since all parts except

1-year limited warranty; made

#A1936.

T FOLDAWAY EXERTRACK™
Staying in shape is vital for our health
and well being with today's lifestyle Get
ting to the gym may not always be easy in

our busy lives. We have just the answer for
all you people on the go orjust for the ones
who enjoy to get fit at home That's why
the Foldaway Exertrack is the perfect way
to exercise This personal treadmill has a
speedometer/odometer to monitor speed

and progress. It measures 38"x21"x5" and
features a safe rubber track and an adjust
able handlebar that faces forward or back
ward for running and walking comfort. No
electrical connections or motors needed.
Exercise has never been simpler. Order one
today and get on the right track with the

Exertrack. Folds away for easy storage, light
weight and compact. At a great price!
$131.98 (S15.00) #A1977,

T THE BUSINESS CARD COMPUTER

Carry your office with you. The world's
first credit card size 8K computer lets

proximately 500 names, phone numbers

direct search feature which automatically

information in no time. It also features a
full-function calculator, a currency ex
change memorv and a security code key for

privacy. Easy to use and carry. Carrying case

and

battery included.

#A1898.

$49.98

(S5.00)

m FOOD DEHYDRATOR
Even if it weren't so specially low-priced, this
food dehydrator would be immensly econom
ical. Using almost none of your valuable time, it
makes nutritious, preservative-free, refined-sugarfree, healthful dried fruits and snacks, plus yogurt
— at a tiny fraction of their price in stores. Sim
ply slice fruit into lemon juice, spread on the per
forated plastic stacking trays and forget it for 12

to 24 hours. With electrical coil at bottom, the unit

is engineered for convection heating; no fan need
ed, so it's energy-efficient and noiseless A 28-page
instruction book provides guides for adjustable
vents and timing plus enticing recipes. Treat kids
to crispy banana chips, make dried apples, apricots,
raisins...even beef jerkey and vegetables for soups
and camping trips., try zucchini slices with sesame
seeds — a dieter's dream substitute for hi-cal
chips. 12" dia., U.L Listed. 5-tray Dehydrator (shownl

$51.98 (S6.25) M1887X. 3-tray Dehydrator $41.98
(S5.25) #A1886X.

T

V INFRAVIB INFRARED HEAT

MASSACER
he mfravib Masis good

T sager

news for your aches

and pains. This state
of the art device
combines infrared

heat anc a powerful
wand

massager

in

one unit. Deep pene
trating Infrared has

two

settings

and

gives fast temporary

■ relief to sore joints and muscles. Massager
soothes and relaxes tired and aching mus
cles. Massager has a long flexible shaft with
four massaging attachments (body, acu-

point, leg and foot, and scalp) and two mas
sage levels. Try Infravib—it might be just

what the doctor ordered. $89.98 ($6.25)
fA1952

TEACH AN OLD LAMP NEW TRICKS

A

ny lamp that takes a standard bulb can be up
dated with the Touchtronic dimmer No rewiring
needed-just screw into lamp socket. Then your touch
on any metal part becomes the "switch"-touch once
for low light, again for medium, a third time for full
wattage Handy when you're entering a dark room,

5 •

V LAMBSWOOL DUSTERS

great at bedside and a real comfort to the arthritic

or the ili. You'll save time, money and electricity-no
more 3-way bulbs to buy and you pay for only as much light as you need.

U.L. listed; one-year factory warranty. $15.98 ($4.00) #A1700. 2 for $27.98
(S6.00) #A17002.

T CAR-THEFT PROTECTION — WITH NO INSTALLATION
With Sonic Sentry, the value of a car alarm brings you peace of mind —without the

expense and bother of installation. You can switch it from one vehicle to another.

Just plug Sonic Sentry into the cigarette lighten cord reaches 5 feet, so the unit can
occupy dash or seat when vehicle is parked, where the flashing lights can make a

browsing thief think twice.

The petite 41/2"x4%"x2" box is capable of emitting a truly

ear-piercing alarm, concentrated inside the car, where it can most effectively repel an
intruder Activated by the light

that accompanies the opening of

charge that makes dust literally leap off
surfaces. This magnetic attraction is just
the thing for dusting off bric-a-brac, china,
crystal, pictures, anything. Our dusters are
imported from England. They are the fluffi
est, highest quality lambswool in the world!
We offer a set of four lambswool dusters:
our 27" duster, our telescoping duster
which extends to more than four feet— lets
you reach high corners, top shelves, over
head lights and collapses to 28", and two
mini dusters for extra fragile objects.

car door, hood or trunk, it also

senses impact or "unnecessary

roughness"; the shriek lasts for one
minute and only the key stops it —
unplugging the lighter activates a

back-up battery. Stuck on the road7
Switch Sonic Sentry to its mode
showing HELP in flashing red lights
and put in the window to attract
aid. It's protection you can't afford

not to have, at $74.98 (S7.00)

#A1989.

HOW TO
ORDER
Satisfaction
Guaranteed
No Risk

$22.98 (S4.00) #A1S70.

CALL TOLL FREE 24 HOURS A DAY, 7 DAYS A WEEK

1-800-365-8493
Above Number For ordering Only, Customer
Service call 201-367-2900

30 Day
Money Back
Magalog Marketing Croup Inn © 1990

Lambswool contains a natural static

we Honor:

MasterCard, Visa, and American Express.

If ordering by mail send remittance to
MAIL ORDER MALL, Dept CP-120;

P.O. Box 3006, Lakewood, NJ. 08701.
Item price is followed by shipping

and handling in ( ). Be sure to add
both together to arrive at total price.
NJ. residents add 7% sales tax, When
using credit card — include account

number, exp. date, signature. Sorry, no

Canadian, foreign or CQD orders.
1905 Swarthmore Ave. Lakewood. NJ 08701

continued from page 48

the best and the brightest.

have TSR modules that run a subset

Arriba. The way to visualize Ar
riba is to picture a file cabinet full of
folders. In each folder is a set of relat
ed information, which can be any
thing from simple text to a structured

entire program is there whenever you
pop it up, and it only takes about 28K
of RAM when dormant. Arriba uses
about 200K to do the same thing.

of the program, but Instant Recall's

minidatabase of your own design.

There are built-in folders for to-do list
processing, a phone list, and other

functions.
Arriba is fast. If you know that
somewhere in all your folders is a note
containing the birthday of the daugh

ter of the president of ABC Company.
for example, just search for .-ISC and

daughter. The note is onscreen almost
instantly.

But how-is it for time manage
ment? It's adequate, but that's not its
strong point. If you need some of the
finer elements of to-do list processing

and calendaring, look elsewhere. If
your time-management needs are

modest but the prospect of custom

minidatabases is alluring. Arriba is for
you.

Instant Recall, A fast PIM with
an entirely different outlook is Instant

Recall It provides four basic ways of
viewing your personal database:

notes, tasks, schedule, and people. De

pending on your style, any of these
views can become the primary focus.
The step-by-step task/subtask
processing of who-wkat-wken and Top
Priority won't be found in Instant Re

call, making it more suited for work
that doesn't involve a time-related se
ries of component tasks leading to
completion of an overall task.

The strength of Instant Recall is

Time-Tracking and Billing
If you bill clients for your time, you
need a time-tracking and billing pro
gram. It simplifies your recordkeeping

process and handles the drudgery of
accumulating information from origi
nal sources into sorted, detailed,
priced invoices for your clients.

Even if you aren't at your com
puter all the time, the amount of work
these programs do behind the scenes
justifies the occasional double-entry
process of copying handwritten notes
into the computer. Don't lose money
because you didn't track your time
well enough to bill it accurately.
TimeSheet Professional. A time
sheet is a document that lists client

tasks down the left and hours in col
umns under day headings across the
top. TimeSheet Professional auto
mates the process of maintaining a
time sheet. You can enter time and
expense amounts in any slot on the
time sheet and attach long notes
using a pop-up window. Notes and

expenses can be printed on bills at
your option.
And. of course, TimeSheet Profes
sional keeps track of time for you.
You just put the cursor in the cell for
the job you're doing and hit a key. and
it starts timing. When you slop the
timer, the elapsed time is charged to

that it can run as a memory-resident
program, ready to instantly pop up

the job for you.
Timeslips III. The market leader

over other applications. Bigger PIMs

in time-tracking and billing programs

PC compatibles with 320K
S69.95
Campbell Services
21700 Northwestern Hwy.

disk

$195.00
Good Software
13601 Preston Rd.

Suite 1070
Southfield, Ml 48075
(313)559-5955

Dallas, TX 75240
(800) 272-4663

These are typically accumulated and

processed by an accounting clerk who
turns them into invoices. Time slips

arc often used by law firms and others
who have too many active projects go
ing to fit neatly onto a time sheet.
Timeslips III does more than
TimeSheet Professional. It offers more
codes, more classifications, more
ways to determine billing rates, and,
unfortunately, a few more ways to get

confused. That's offset by an out
standing, clearly written manual.
Timeslips III is really a billing
program, producing professional-

looking invoices effortlessly in a vari
ety of formats. It gets downright
serious about tracking what's owed to
you, even supplying aged accountsreceivable reports.

A Final Caution
These programs are fun—maybe too
much fun. You can get so caught up in

managing your time that you fritter
away the very thing you're working to
conserve. Add a computer to the mix,
and the temptation to really get orga
nized can end up eating away your
precious time. Don't be overorga-

nized, more interested in being orga
nized than in accomplishing anything.
Time management is doing the right

things at the right time, not just keep
ing track of what you've done.

■

PC compatibles with 384K

$99.95
Calendar Creator Plus 3.0
PC compatibles with 320K or Macintosh

$59.95
Power Up! Software
P.O. Box 7600
San Mateo, CA 94403-7600

TimeSheet Professional 1.2
PC compatibles with 512K; hard disk

(800)851-2917

Franklin International Institute

recommended

who-what-when 2.0

P.O. Box 25127

$149.95

PC compatibles with 512K and a hard

Salt Lake City, UT 84125-0127

Software Partners
999 Commercial St.
Palo Alto, CA 94303
(415)857-1110

disk

(801)975-1776

Instant Recall 1.2
PC compatibles with 512K and at least

Timeslips III

a 720K floppy or a hard disk

PC compatibles with 448K and a hard

$99.95

disk

Chronologic
5151 N.Oracle. #210
Tucson. AZ 85704
(800) 848-4970

$299.95
Timeslips

239 Western Ave.
Essex, MA 01929

(508)768-6100
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Richard O. Mann is an internal auditor for
the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints. His book, Working with Windows 3,
will be released in the spring of 1991.

$24.95

Franklin Day Planner (a book)

52

code and the time spent on a job.

Top Priority 1.00

OnTime 1.2

Arriba 1.01
PC compatibles with 384K and a hard

is Timeslips III. Its metaphor isn't the
time sheet but a time slip, a small
piece of paper on which you write a

$189.95
Chronos Time Management Software
555 De Haro
Suite 240

San Francisco, CA 94107
(415)626-4244

BRING YOUR
SUPPORT SYSTEM HOME
Remember when you had an
office support system...
Someone to answer your

telephone, remind you who to

call and when, send your faxes,
type your letters and track those
scores of details so you could get
your work done?
WORK SMARTER brings that
support system home. It's the
^^^^^^

t

' '■'■'■■5"-

first home office computing
solution designed to manage ALL

those necessary day-to-day tasks,

so you can get busy doing the
work you love.

A FULLY-INTEGRATED

SUPPORT SYSTEM
WORK SMARTER combines FAX and Voice
Mail hardware technologies, with software
expressly designed for home office workers.
WORK SMARTER provides a powerful
method of managing your time, contacts,

paper flow, data, finances and more!
Imagine... a fully-integrated support system
at your finger tips.

The result — greater freedom and more job
satisfaction... And, isn't that why you moved
your office home in the first place?

Compare for yourself... with WORK
SMARTER you can get Voice Mail, FAX
and a Complete Support system for less
than the cost of an average FAX machine!
FYl:

CALL (800) 833-6611
Ask Our

Home Office Products Group
For Your FREE Demo Kit!!

"WORK SMARTER—for People Who Make Their Living, Where They Live!"
Circle Reader Service Number 121
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EDITORS

Backup Zinger
Central Point Software is now offering
the backup program in its PC Tools
Deluxe Version 6.0 package as a

stand-alone program—Central Point
Backup.
The new interface in Central
Point Backup, the most graphical in
any character-based DOS backup pro

Opening Up Windows
Microsoft is offering its Supplemental

100-percent IBM compatible and will

Driver Library (SDL), a collection of
device drivers supporting approxi

initially be offered in a slimline cabi
net and a regular AT-style cabinet.

mately 126 hardware peripherals, in

Isotropic Computer, E. 5920 Seltice Way,

cluding printers, video displays,
pointing devices, and other peripher

Post Falls, ID 83854

als that run under Windows 3.0. Some
of the drivers provide support for new

gram, makes it easier to select files
and options and thereby encourages
you to perform regular backups. You
can save the program's options and
selections, making it easy to launch
subsequent backups and restore your

peripherals, while others provide en

data directly from the DOS command

The SDL has a broad distribution
scheme to give you fast and easy ac

line. With the built-in scheduler, you

hanced performance or new features
for previously supported peripherals.
This is the first in a series of periodic
releases of additional Windows device
drivers.

cess to the drivers you need. More
over, the SDL disks can be freely
copied and distributed among li

censed Windows users within a com
pany. You can download the SDL
from online services such as Micro
soft OnLine, CompuServe, and GEnie
at no charge. Optionally, you can or

Centra! Point Backup has an easy-to-use

interface that simplifies backups.

can perform unattended backups. To
help ensure data integrity, the pro

gram offers complete bit-for-bit verifi
cation of all backed-up data, as well as
a Compare feature, which checks the
backup against current files. National
Software Testing Laboratories tests

have shown Central Point Backup to

Isotropic's motherboard will be

Reader Service Number 353.

Fun with Words
Ever wish you could supply the defini
tion and have your computer come up

with the right word? Now you can
with Inside Information from Microlytics. It's a comprehensive hierarchi
cal dictionary that organizes the
English language into categories of de

fined words. According to the compa
ny's president, Mike Weiner, "Inside
Information presents the ideal organi
zational structure for language in the
electronic age."
The program begins with seven

general word classes: Nature, Science
& Technology, Domestic Life, Institu

der the SDL from Microsoft directly

tions, Arts & Entertainment, Lan
guage, and the Human Condition.

by calling (800) 426-9400. There's a

The seven classes are broken down

nominal $20 charge to cover the cost
of the 31/:- or 5l/4-inch disks on which
the SDL is distributed.

into 20 subclasses, 125 categories, 700

Microsoft, One Microsoft Way, Redmond,

subcategories, and more than 65,000
root-word entries. You can view the
words with an Outline view, which

WA 98052-6399

lists the information vertically, or

Reader Service Number 352.

with the Reverse Dictionary view,
which lets you type in a few descrip

Micro Micro
Isotropic Computer, a PC designer
and manufacturer, is producing the
smallest 80286-based motherboard on

tive words and receive a list of possi

the market. Based on the revolution
ary Chips and Technologies Single

ble answers. For example, with the
Reverse Dictionary, you could type in

left side ofship and get back port. The
MS-DOS version of Inside Infor
mation is available for $ 119.

Chip AT (SCAT) product, the dimin
utive board measures 4X7 inches. It

Microlytics, Two Tobey Village Office

operates at 12 MHz or 16 MHz, and
plans call for a version that would op
erate at 20+ MHz (as soon as C & T

Reader Service Number 354.

be the fastest backup program on the
market. The program also compresses

offers the faster chip). Features in
clude a variety of memory configura

data by as much as 60 percent without
increasing backup time.
Central Point Backup lists for
$99, and you can upgrade to PC Tools
Deluxe for an additional $50.

tions—up to 16MB—with a selection
of plug-in memory boards, selectable
wait states, full LIM EMS 4.0 support,
BIOS shadow ROM support, and a
socket for an 80287 coprocessor. Iso

Park, Pittsford, NY 14534

Friendly Persuasion
Presenters interested in winning
friends and persuading strangers will
want to know about Persuasion 2.0. It

tropic is the first manufacturer to de

makes presentations easier and more
intuitive by using the advanced graph
ics capabilities of Windows 3.0. Not
only does it present pretty pictures
and graphs, it also incorporates an

brier Parkway, #200, Beaverlon. OR 97006

velop and release a system board

outliner and a word processor, which

Reader Service Number 351.

based on this C & T design.

can help you prepare speaker's notes >

Centra! Point Software. 15220 NW Green-
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THREE OF THE MOST LAVISHLY ILLUSTRATED
BOOKS EVER PUBLISHED ON WATCHES

CARTIER
M I -.IUMV CIFtfAMTil'lt WKWIWAILMW

D Rolex: Timeless Elegance
by George Gordon. 12W X 9!4in./310 X
234mm. 350 pages, 292 colour illustrations, in
slip case. A Certificated Limited Edition. ISBN
962 7359 01 7. Features the company's original
designs, period advertisements and certificates.
However, the highlight of this luxurious volume
is the sumptuous modern colour illustrations of
635 Rolex watches of all ages. S160.

D Cartier: A Century of Cart isr Wristwatches
by George Gordon. \2V* x 9Win./310 X
234mm. 552 pages, 450 colour illustrations, in
slip case. A Certificated Limited Edition. ISBN
962 7359 02 5. Louis Cartier created the first
man's wristwatch in 1904 and this book illustrates
them from this date to the present day. The

hallmark of this book is the lavish, high quality,
modem colour illustrations of 1002 wrist watches.
$225.

□ Twentieth Century Wristwatches

by George Gordon, YIV* x 9^in./310 x
234mm. 364 pages, 300 colour photographs.
ISBN 962 7359 03 3. Twentieth Century
Wristwatches is a look at the development
of wristwatches during this century. The finest
wristwatches by the greatest Swiss companies

from the beginning to their finest productions
of the I920-1950s have been assembled in
this unique book including beautiful photographs

and complete descriptions. $180

Please add SIO.OO per book for airmail. Send your check or money order to: Timeless Elegance c/o Michael Stevens, General
Media, 1965 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10023 Tel: 212 496-6100. Fax: 212 874-1349. (N.Y. residents add sales tax.)

INTERNATIONAL
COLLECTORS OF

A magazine comes complimentary with your membership. Published in
English, bi-monthly, it will contain reviews on what's happening in the
wristwatch market around the world with reports on sales and auctions, and
news about new products just being designed. There will also be a question

and answer column for collectors and dealers, as well as a column where watches
can be sold or bought. If you have'any interest in writing an article for the
magazine, sharing an old catalogue or have stories about yours or others'

wristwatches, the editor would like to hear from you. The association plans
a new book next year, and your wristwatch could be included if you so desire.

Membership fees are US$75.00 per year. (If you require your magazine sent

airmail, there is an additional US$25 charge.)
Name

Address

A new international club for coileaors and dealers of wristwatches is being

formed with headquarters in four cities, Milan, London, New York and Hong

Kong. Called "International Collectors of "Time Association", the club's
purpose is to provide an avenue for the exchange of ideas and information
between wristwatch collectors.

Each chapter will have its own Board of Directors to oversee that area's

activities.

Country
Fax

Telephone No

office

__

Home

□ I want to become a member of the London, Hong Kong, New York, Milan
chapter of ICTA (circle one). Enclosed is my cheque for USS
to cover membership fees plus any airmail charges.
Cheque made payable to International Collectors of Time Association

□ I might be interested in attending the Hong Kong, London, New York
meeting. 'Please send me more information.

Four meetings of the International Coileaors of Time Association (ICTA)
are planned per year. The first meeting will be in May, 1990 in Hong Kong
at the Park Lane Radisson. The second meeting is scheduled for September,
1990 in London at the Churchill Hotel, followed by the third conference in
New York in December, 1990. More details will be provided later, but the
Hong Kong meeting will give collectors an opportunity to meet other coileaors

and dealers from around the world.

1 I have an interest in writing/contributing information to the magazine.
3 I want to help organize one of the meetings. Location:
INTERNATIONAL COLLECTORS OF TIME ASSOCIATION
USA.: I OldCounin Road, Suite 330. Carle Place. New York 11514
Td: 212 838-1560 Fax- 212 838-9737

U.K.: 173 Coleheme Coun. ReddifTe Gardens. London. England SW5 0D.\ United Kingdom

We want to organize meetings in Italy, Japan, France and Germany. If you

would like to help organize one of these meetings, or any of the three already

scheduled, please contact one of the clubs.

Tel. -U-7I-373-7807

Fav 44-71-373-0347

ITALY- Viale San Miehcle Dei Carv.. 5. Milan. Italy. Tel. 39-2-493-0164
H.K i 224 Pacific Place. KS Quecniway. Hong Kong. Td. 852-845-7514

Fan. 39-2-469-0890
Fax. S52-877-O5IS

The key to any sports simulation

lies in its ability to mimic the real
thing. Most golf games pin their

hopes on copying famous courses
and in offering PC duffers a choice of
clubs. Some go so far as to include
wind and other environmental fac
tors. PGA Tour Golfdoes all of these
things and goes one better; It puts you
on the professional tour, where you
play against the big boys.

COMPUTE
CHOICE

PETER SCISCO

COMBINE REALISTIC
PLAY, SPECIAL EFFECTS,
TOURNAMENT PLAY,
AND THE ABILITY TO
PLAY WITH SOME OF
THE PGA'S TOP
GOLFERS, AND YOU
HAVE A GOLF GAME
THAT SCORES AN
EAGLE

Put your skills to the test on any
of three Tournament Players Club
golf courses: Avenel, Sawgrass, or the
PGA West Stadium. But before you

go out on the tour, you'll want to visit
the Pro Shop. This opening screen

provides menus for Play, File, View,
Stats, and Options and is a good ex
ample of the detail built into the PGA
Tour Golf interface. You can pull down
menus and play the game with key
board commands, a mouse, or a joy
stick. From the Pro Shop Play menu,

for example, you can hone your driv
ing and putting skills, play a Practice
Round, or move to a Tournament.

The other Pro Shop menus han
dle game files, scorecards, and statis

tics. Every time you play, PGA Tour
Golf'adds to your stats, giving you a
steady chart of your progress—or lack

of it. The Tour, after all, consists of
more than one game. Trying to stay at
the top of the rankings is as much of a
challenge as is sinking a 40-foot putt.
60
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The mechanics of
PGA Tour Golffollow
the traditional power-bar
method: You aim your
shot by moving a cross

hairs cursor to the right or
left; then you press the space
bar or a button (joystick or

mouse) for distance and accuracy.
Overswinging (moving past the 100percent power line) increases the
chance of a hook or slice. Accuracy
depends on your striking the space bar

or pressing the button at the point at
which the power indicator returns to
the 0-percent line. Hooking and fad
ing the ball around obstacles plays a
role as well and it's good to practice
these techniques on the driving range.

Graphically, the game is a plea
sure to watch. Until you strike the

ball, your view is from behind your
player, looking down the course to

ward the green or fairway. Once
you've struck the ball, however, the
view switches to a point farther down
the links, and you have a TV view of

your ball as it lands in the fairway—or
as it misses its target and falls into the
rough or another hazard. The bounce

and roll of the ball is very realistic,
with some shots spinning back or roll
ing forward depending on how you

strike the ball.

An arsenal of special shots enhances
the realism in this duffer's dream.

approach to the green and the hazards

that threaten your success. On a fast
machine, say a 12-MHz 286 or a
386SX, these views are a lot of fun to
watch (at least at the beginning). But 1
turned them off when playing the
game on a Tandy 1000 because it took
so long to run the graphics sequence.

To its credit, PGA Tour Golf'allows
you to make such adjustments, en

The graphic presentation is en
hanced with fly-by views of each hole.
accompanied by a tip from a top PGA
golfer. Beginning at the pin, the cam

hancing your enjoyment of the game
no matter what kind of computer you

era rolls back down the fairway to

gests the right club for every situation.

ward the tee, illuminating the
DECEMBER

own.

Out on the links, the game sug
but you can put it back in your bag
1990
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# ENTERTAINMENT
fringe of the green, you'll appreciate

and choose another if you like. You
can even choose the mix of clubs you
want in your bag at the start, which
lets you customize the game to your

ment circuit to compete against some

options add to the game.

of the biggest names on the men's
tour. (It's unfortunate that Sterling

When you do reach the green,

PGA Tour Golf brings to the screen a

golfing style. Unlike most golfing sim

you can take your bag on the tourna

the variety and realism that these shot

ulations, the club you have at any giv
en point on the course is not simply
rated at a certain distance at 100 per
cent (that is, a 9 iron isn't always rated

topographical representation of the
green, with a grid that helps you iden
tify the breaks—both their angle and
severity. Using the Fl and F2 keys,

at 112 yards); rather, the potential dis
tance of any club is affected by the lie

you can walk around the green to ex-

Silver Software doesn't offer an
LPGA mode. I should think that there
are some women out there who'd en

joy a good computer golf game. May
be in a later version or as an add-on
disk—right, guys?)
The tournament mode brings in
the great golfer's equalizer: psycholog
ical pressure. If you make the first cut,
you advance to the second round (no
mean feat). Make that cut and then
the nest and you find yourself among

of the ball. For example, that same 9

iron might be rated at 112 yards from
the center of the fairway but only 57
yards from the deep rough—and even

less if your ball is half-buried in the
rough.

the money winners. PGA Tour Golf

Once you're on the fairways, it's
easy to see why this game earned the

keeps stats on all the golfers, including
the pros, so that you can check your

jwelcomi

endorsement of the PGA Tour: The

standings against the top money win

•Upgatouh

detail of play is accurate right down to
the lie of the ball and unpredictable
gusts of wind. The wind meter at the
bottom left of the screen swings
around with every gust and stops only
when you begin your swing. On a long
hole, you may want to wait for the

ners at any time.

Start the tournament at the pro tent.

The tournament mode brings in a
few more graphical touches, such as a
pop-up screen that announces the

standings from time to time as you
play. For example, before making
your approach shot to the 8th hole,

wind to swing your way before trying

you may learn that Hale Irwin birdied

that long drive.
You not only have to deal with

the 16th to move into third place. At
the end of each hole, the leader board

the wind, but you also must contend

screen gives you a quick picture of the

with the vagaries of the ground. If

standings. It lists the players, what
hole they're shooting, and their stroke
total. Page through the leader board to
find out where you are in the pack;

your ball is sitting in the fairway, for
example, you would get a better shot

than you would if the ball is halfburied in heavy rough. Special pop-up
overlays describe the condition of

then plot your comeback or watch
Tips from the pros can help you plan a
strategy from the tee to the green.

your lie before every shot except for

the drive off the tee. 1 found the infor
mation crucial to my making deci
sions along the course, but if you find

row lead. But stay steady—golf is
played by the stroke, not by the putt.

these screens distracting, you can turn

Golf is one of the fastest growing
sports in the country, which may have
something to do with the booming

them off.

Golf is a lot more than just
swinging a club, of course. Like great
pool players, great golfers know how

success of computer golf games. With
its attention to detail, its special
graphics effects, its tournament mode,

to work a ball to get the best roll, the
fortuitous bounce. When you're ap

and its realistic play, PGA Tour Golf

proaching the hole. PGA Tour Golf
gives you a choice of shots to make
from its Options menu when you se
lect Special Shots. Shortcut keys for

scores an eagle.
Use the game's topographic grid to read
the green and sink that birdie.

these shots are also available, so you

amine your shot from different ang-

don't have to go through the motions
of pulling down the menus. The F7
key, for example, lets you chip your
shot. There are also options for
punching your shot (great for getting

les.The distance your ball lies from

the hole and the distance your ball sits
above or below the cup are listed at
the top of the grid screen. That infor

out of deep rough with some measure

mation is indispensable to making a

of accuracy, with the sacrifice of dis

successful putt. In a nice touch, the
game allows you to aim your shot
from the grid screen by positioning

tance) and for pitching your shot out
of bunkers.

In any case, whether you chip the
shot from 13 yards out and send the
ball rolling across the green for the
birdie, punch the ball low to get out of
the rough, or putt the ball from the
62
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yourself fade. Without a doubt, you'll
soon find yourself caught up in the ac
tion and trying to make up lost
ground or trying to defend your nar

E

M

the crosshairs; when you return to the
normal view, your target position is
carried over.

After a few practice rounds, if
you feel ready to go for the money,
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Payability
Documentation
Originality
Graphics

*****
****
****
****

IBM PC and compatibles with 512K—

$49.95
Package includes 55-page manual, quickreference card, golf scorecard, and two
5%-inch disks

Sterling Silver Software
(Distributed by Electronic Arts)
1820 Gateway Dr.
San Mateo, CA 94404
(415)571-7171

E

Two ways to play
an American tradition.
ABC's Monday Night Football \i a tra
dition in more than 20-million American
households. Now you can enjoy 20-years

of highlights and then make some of
your own.

The new ABC's MONDAY NIGHT
FOOTBALL Entertainment Pack features
the 20th anniversary Monday Night
Madness videotape and ABC's Monday
Night Football computer-software game.

ABC's MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
brings the tradition of football excellence to
life in the most realistic computer-football
game ever created. The IBM-PC game now

features enhanced VGA graphics that put
you right on the field, You'll even hear
Frank Gifford make the broadcasting calls
in key game situations.

MONDAY NIGHT MADNESS captures two
decades of the most memorable moments

from ABC's weekly football spectacle.
There's nothing but action and excitement

in this thrilling 48-minute VHS videotape
never before available in stores.

1111

The ABC's Monday Night Football
Entertainment Pack — Either way you

play, you win.
Available for IBM-PCI Compatibles andAmiga
Circl* Reader Service Number 154

SIGHT...SOUND...SAVINGS!
INTRODUCING COMPUTE MAGAZINES
ENTERTAINMENT SOFTWARE SHOWCASE
No more guesswork...No more disappointment. Now you can preview hundreds of dollars worth of the hottest new
entertainment software products before you buy! And you don't need a computer to do it!*

OVER

70.00
WORTH OF
COUPONS AND
PREMIUMS
ENCLOSED!

'VCR with VHS format required. Many programs previewed available

in MS-DOS format; others available for multiple machines.

Copyrighl B 1990 Compute Publications Inl'i. Ltd.

'"'"■ " """

It's Easy! Just put Compute's Entertainment Software Showcase video into your VCR*, press "play" and you are
on the way to sampling the sights and sounds of 24 of the latest products from today's top software publishers. All
for only $12.95 plus postage and handling! Order your video today by calling toll free or using the coupon below.

CREDIT CARD ORDERS ONLY CALL TOLL FREE: 1-800-535-3200
{Visa or MasterCard Accepted)

Some of the exciting previews you'll see are:

The AD LIB Music Synthesizer
Sound Card

Your PC games will come alive with
stale-of-the art sound power. Instru

ments and sound effects are generated
using FM synthesis technology.

LUCASFtLM LTD.
Secret Weapons Of Tha Luftwaffe
Fly classic American planes, or switch

sides, to pilot experimental German

aircraft in classic World War II aerial

battles.

Sail from Britannia, land o( magic and

adventure, into the dark recesses of the
Underworld, and emerge in the strange

world of the Gargoyles.

Sad Blood
The pureblood humans have a new
leader, and he wants to wipe out any
laintea" races. You set out from your
tribal village to find a way to stop his
march of destruction.
SIERRA ON-LINE

High resolution graphics and challeng

ing puzzles make this search for pirate

gold on a mysterious Caribbean island
a swashbuckler's delight.
Join young hero Bobbin in a fantasy

adventure game of swirling magic spells
and battles against the dark forces of
evil. Includes an audio cassette that
prepares players for the quest.
Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade-

The Graphic Adventure

INDY is back, for more excitement and
narrow escapes from trouble. Features
lush graphics and some humorous plot
twists.

Night Shift
Tired of the same old 9 to 5? Punch in
for the NIGHT SHIFT at Industrial Might

and Logic, and take control of the

wackiest, wildest toy making machine
imaginable.

Wing Commander
ran spacef ighter in 3D galactic warfare
against the vicious alien race the
Kilrathi. Victories win promotion to
swifter, more powerful spacefighters.

Uncover the mysteries of lost civiliza

tions, explore a spectacular under
ground city and meet the exotic

princess Aiela on this perilous journey
into a jungle kingdom.

fights, battle Zeppelins, fly nighttime

missions and face famous flying aces
such as the Red Baron himseif!

animation, making it play like an interac

SPECTRUM HOLOBYTE

tive movie.

Flight of the Intruder

Features 'cinemagraphic1 Hollywood

Scream down the aircraft carrier run

Space Quest IV

The hilarious adventures of Roger
Wilco, who has a run-in with the Sequel
Police, a crack team of intergalactic

way at the throttle of an A-6 Intruder jet

Latex Babes of Chronos, as well as the

The newest challenge from the Soviet

future.

ments in proper order to create com

assassins. He enlists the help of the

Time Rippers-rebel fighters from the

fighter and battle MiG 21 s, SAM's and
anti-aircraft flak.
Faces. ..Tris III

Union. Stack falling blocks of face seg

Fire Hawk: Tbexder-The Second

plete famous and not so famous faces.

Encounter

Stunt Driver

action, as you don a battle suit that can

Slip behind the wheel of a classic '66
Shelby Mustang and buckle up for

Constant challenge and nonstop arcade
transform from a giant robot to a super-

jet, and battle bloodthirsty aliens.
Mixed-up Mother Goose
Mixed-up Mother Goose transports
children to Mother Goose Land, where

they help her sort out some of her most
life in brilliant color.

Test your courage by piloting your Ter-

Red Baron
Players engage in World War I aerial
combat. Experience close range dog

popular computer adventure series.

Brave King Graham returns in the long

awaited Chapter 5 of Roberta Williams'

popular rhymes. Then, they spring to

ORIGIN

scope, featuring twenty different ene
mies, each with their own distinctive
intelligence, and stunningly beautiful,
handpainted planetary backgrounds.

Heart of China
A 1930's action adventure game set in
revolutionary China, that features com
plex character interaction, puzzle solv
ing and full soundtrack.

King s Quest V

The Secret Of Monkey Island

A stellar arcade game of tremendous

excitement. Zip through the loop-theloop, twist through corkscrew jumps
and fly over ramps.
Falcon 3.0
Fabulous F-16 fighter simulation that

puts you right in the cockpit of one of the

world's most advanced aircraft. Weap
ons, flight models and terrain are

A-1Q Tank Killer
Take command of the ugliest, most

exactly like the real thing.

built. Rip apart enemy tanks with your
30mm "tank killing" cannon, and laugh
while sustaining damage that would
cripple any other plane.

A-10 carries the massive GAU-8/A

indestructible, devastating plane ever

Avenger A-10
The tank killer of modern warfare, the
Avenger gun in its nose. Can be linked
by modem or direct cable to Falcon 3.0
for joint missions.

Rise of the Dragon
This futuristic private-eye drama
combines interaction, puzzle-solving,
cinematic storytelling techniques,
no-lyping "point and click" interface,

and Dynamics VCR Interface for the
feel of a 'graphic novel'.

Yesl I want to preview hundreds of dollars of the latest entertainment software products from
the best publishers. IVe enclosed $12.95 plus $3.00 postage and handling.
MasterCard or Visa accepted

Credit Card #
.State.

.Zip.

Expiration date

Signature

Amount

a Check

Sales Tax*

Send your order to:

Add $3.00 shipping and handling

Compute Entertainment Software Showcase

for each cassette ordered
Total

D Money Order

PO. Box 68666
Indianapolis. IN 46268

■Residents of New York. Connecticut and North Carolina add appropriate sales tax for your state. Ail orders must be paid in U.S. lunds drawn on a U.S.

bank MasterCard or Visa. Please allow 4-6 weeks lor delivery. Offer expires April 30.1991.
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Some

people judge a simulation

game by how closely it resembles

doing the real thing. I think those
people are crazy. That's because
most simulations represent tasks that
real people do—as their jobs. As
work. The people who realty do these
jobs usually find them to be so weary

ing and difficult that they can't wait to
get home and relax by playing a game
on the computer.

Admittedly, some people are

frustrated with their careers and have
fantasies of doing something else for a
living. Those people probably appreci
ate a chance to do every tedious detail
of somebody else's job. I don't think
flight simulators are particularly fun.
To me they seem like astonishingly

SCOTT

CARD

tion lets you do the fun parts, almost

anything can be fun.
Much of the freshness of the
game comes from the fact that the

That's the impulse behind Railroad
Tycoon. Or is it?

Here is what's really glorious

landscape is never the same twice,

about this game. The game's authors
don't make you play it just one way.

both because the game is transformed

What if you're one of those crazy peo

by the player's choices and because
every time you play, the landscapes

ple who actually want to do the day-

are transformed so that towns that
were big the last time you played are
nothing much this time. The world is
always new, and it's always different
because you're playing.

know they exist—they're the ones

to-day work of scheduling a railroad? I
who build the huge model train lay
outs in their basements, put on engi
neer's caps, and stay there for hours

just running the trains and making
them keep to a schedule without col

liding. You can change an option in
Railroad Tycoon, and the computer
stops scheduling your trains for you.
Now you get to do it, and if you blow
it, trains crash.
That's the key: If you want to do
the scheduling, you can do that, and

boring work. Obviously, some people

really enjoy these simulations.
Most of us, however, buy games
not to work, but to play. To me that
means the game author's job is to ana
lyze the real-world job, discover the

the game will be fun for you. But if,
like me, you think of it as having to
do the scheduling, you can skip that,
and the game will be fun for you.

parts that are fun, and then let the
player do only those parts while the

And that isn't the only way that
game writers have opened up the

computer takes care of all the icky

game for us. We can keep business

boring tasks.

competition on a friendly basis or

If this were done well, almost any
job could become a game. But it isn't
usually done well. Many game writers
seem to work overtime to ensure that

But there's something else going
on here, too. Human beings have a
fundamental hunger to create things,

their simulations make the player do

make it a cutthroat kill-or-be-killed af
fair. We can fuss with the details of a
complex economy, worrying about
which cargoes will be carried where,

to make things grow. I think that's

or we can keep it simple and spend

all the boring jobs while the computer

much of the appeal of Risk and its

gets to do most of the cool stuff.
There was only one SimCity. a
unique bright spot in the endless tedi

best-ever computer offspring, Ro

our time trying to grow the railroad
into new markets.
The same great displays, the
same intuitive interface, the same fun
animation routines—but you're play

um of simulation games. Then I

played Sid Meier's Railroad Tycoon
(Microprose).
After giving up on Design Your

Own Train as a monster from Inter

face Hell, I had begun to despair of
anyone's ever doing an adequate job
of making a computer simulation of a
model railroad.
Well, Railroad Tycoon is not a
simulation of a model railroad. It's a
simulation of entrepreneurial eco
nomics in the transportation business.
Of course, if they put "simulation
of entrepreneurial economics" on the
box, nobody would buy it. But if the
interface is humane and the simula
66
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mance ofthe Three Kingdoms. These
aren't war games. They're games
about assembling empires.
That's what the great entrepre

neurs do, too. John D. Rockefeller
didn't conquer his competitors in or
der to beat them—he was perfectly

happy to buy their companies and
leave them in command. He wasn't
trying to win, nor was he trying to get
rich (he gave away large amounts of

ing at running a railroad while I'm
playing at building a transportation
network, and she's out to kill the com
petition, and that truly crazy person
over there is playing at macroeconom
ics. Same box. Same disks.

I tell you, folks, this is a danger
ously radical idea-letting the player

money long before he had that much

decide what kind of game he wants to

of it). Instead, he was trying to create
the perfect oil company, one that in

play. If other game writers start doing
the same thing, the real world might
grind to a halt as games become so
much more fun than reality that no
body can stand to go to work any
more. I know what I'm talking about.
It's already happened to me.
H

cluded everything from the wellhead

to retail sales. Like Alexander the
Great, he didn't want to destroy his ri
vals; he simply wanted to become so

large that he could contain them all.
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Up, up, and away! Most kids learn to spell by learning to drill. Now Super Spellicopter makes spelling
a thrill,v/ith high-resolution graphics, smooth scrolling, and high-speed animation.

Now Spelling Is
Child's Play.
Watch out for that UFO! Super Spellicopter turns
your personal computer* into a helicopter cockpit
with intelligent, tactical radar and letter-seeking
missiles to help zero-in on target letters.

Something to shoot for.
Super Spellicopter challenges players
aged 7-14 with 400 words in 40 lists,
and 3 levels of difficulty. You can
even add words to strengthen specific
spelling skills.

It's spellbinding. Super Spellicopter from Britannica
Software. It's not just fun, it's guaranteed to improve

your child's grades' For the name and location of

the dealer nearest you call 1-800-572-2272.

• lequirM IBM PC w 1 DOS ompaliblt, 512K RAH md EGA or VGA. Joystick rNommtntW. * If odenoale km of Ah product fofc lo improve your child's spelling, grades,
Birtamko Scflwre mill exchange H lor onolfier product of equal vdue w refund your money compfeltr/. Sm pockage for delofc. © 1990. BrHonnio Sofrirart, Inc.

BRITANNICA;
SOFTWARE
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THE MOST REMARKABLE
Like all relaxations, you can put them down whenever you like.

• Like all great passions, you won't be able to.
• Like all great pleasures, they last for years.

• Like life itself, they are a struggle of
unparallelled scope and ardour.

► They are enacted on a stage of breath-taking landscapes.
• They demand brutal intrigue
and ruthless leadership.
• Very soon all the vacancies
will be gone.

Book your place now—
and if you introduce a friend,
you can start absolutely free.

The Quebec Conference. From left to right, in the
foreground: Mackenzie King, prime minister of
Canada, Franklin Roosevelt and Winston Churchill.

It was a desperate plight in which the 14th Regiment of the Line found itself, the French square harshly pressed.

World War II, The Napoleonic Wars and Muskets & Mules

are revolutionary play-by-mail wargames, reproducing with
perfect historical accuracy the conflicts themselves. You
play a key figure in the military-political heirarchy of a
major power of the time. Each turn you will receive
beautifully printed maps, on which the deployments of your
proud subordinates or loyal troops are displayed. Each turn,
you move your forces into strategic positions to frustrate
your enemies or to support your allies within the game.
Whether you are Napoleon Buonaparte, General George

Patton, Adolf Hitler, or any one of countless others, you will
be thrown into an unprecedented theatre of alternate
history. In these unique and amazing interactive wargames,
you direct the destiny of world history.

British ships of the line after Nelson's triumph at Aboukir Bay.

WARGAMES EVER CREATED
WORLD WAR II
THE NAPOLEONIC WARS

and MUSKETS & MULES
Productions of: Historical Simulations, Inc.
WORLD WAR II
In World War II you are one man at the top of the military-political

heirarchy of a key power of the time and weave your own thread into
the collective creation of all players which is the whole game.
Whether you become General Rommel recently ordered to
command of theAfrika Korps, Field Marshall Coring fibbing about

the strength of the airforce or Adolf Hitler, Josef Stalin, President
Trumam, Winston Churchill or whatever role you don World War II

puts you into an unprecedented theatre of alternate history.

THE NAPOLEONIC WARS
Between 1798-1814 a straggle for world hegemony was waged.
From

Napoleon

Buonaparte's

decision

to

invade

Egypt,

to

Alexander I's to champion Mecklenburg, the decision which led to
the downfall of Napoleon, the history of Eurasia twisted and turned.
History could have diverged profoundly from its actual course.

Nelson should have caught Napoleon en route to Egypt destroyed
him and inadvertently preserved the Republic.Napoleon should have
triumphed in 1813.

The tapestry of -these struggles was dark to its creators, its final
outcome obscure and inevitably the result of a panoply of individual
efforts. For example, the French were undone in Spain by
Napoleon's inability to personally supervise the campaign.

MUSKETS & MULES

\ French hussar and a dragoon talk with their
sentries posted nearby.

During the years 1805-1810 a four-cornered struggle for hegemony
raged over German and Italian speaking Europe. Empires rose and
Empires fell. In the course of this epochal clash of powers the first
French Empire under the Emperor Napoleon I broke the back of the
Habsburg Empire, twice defeated the Empire of ail the Russias and
virtually dismembered the Kingdom of Prussia.

%

STAR IN THE DEFINITIVE WARGAMES

ill in the coupon below or phone us at (914) 428-1990 to find out more.

FAX: (914)761-3042

To: Historical Simulations, 99 Court Street, White Plains, NY 10601

&50 for rules, materials and your first turn, please tick off the

a friend to join. Call us to arrange. Please make checks

appropriate box and fill in the chart. Free start-up if you get

payable to Historical Simulations, Inc.

SPECIAL OFFER Sign up for 3 turns ($60)...Get Start-Up Materials FREE ($30 Savings)
\ turn takes place
?very 14 days
*nd costs $20 per turn.

Name

□ WORLD WAR II

D THE NAPOLEONIC WARS

Please number countries

in order of preference:

Please number countries

in order of preference:

Please number countries
in order of preference:

Greater Germany

Republic of France

(Uo3)

The Soviet Union (and the CCP) ..

Great Britian

The British Empire

The Habsburg Monarchy

The Japanese Empire

Address

The Italian Empire

Other Power (e.g. Poland).

Telephone number

Russian

The Kingdom of Prussia

Prussian ..

Other Power (e.g. Spain)

Nationalist China

Field Commander

Austrian .

all the Russias

The Ottoman Empire

The French Republic

(1 to J)

French

The Empire of

The United States of America

□ MUSKETS & MULES

..

0 to 3)
Army

Strategic Commander

Navy

Political Leader

Air Force

(7 !o 2)

0 to 2)

Strategic/Political
Commander

Navy , .

Field Commander

Army

.

.

C-12

© 1989

Historical Simulations, Inc.
99 Court Street
White Plains, New York 10601
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COMPUTE'S EDITORS INVITE YOU
TO LEAP INTO THE WORLD OF
IMAGINATION. ARE YOU GAME?

One of the joys of computer enter
tainment is the imaginative jour

ney it takes you on. After playing
games for a while, you might
even begin to invent your own scenar

ios. That's just what our editors did,
and this is the result.

Evolution from Stepping Stone
Software

Up from the primordial ooze swims a
tiny one-celled animal, searching for
food. As our prehistoric Pac-Man gob
bles its way toward the surface, make
sure it avoids becoming someone

else's meal. It must survive to pro
duce future generations in this com
puter simulation called Evolution.
Use your joystick to guide your
munching microbe through a minia
ture smorgasbord, where every choice
affects future generations. Try to dine
selectively, but watch the clock. Food
is plentiful near the surface, but so is
the sun's dangerous radiation. Should
your character feast in the bright sun,
or should it grow at a slower rate in
deeper but safer water? Your choices
will affect its descendants.
When and if your creature

reaches a certain size, the game jumps

a billion years to the age of dinosaurs.
Your creature has evolved, but what it
has become depends on your actions
at the previous level. Too much red
plankton and you're a Tyrannosaurus
Rex, a nasty dinosaur—but one tee
tering on the edge of extinction. A diet

of green amoebas, plus a sampling of
air without too much radiation, pro
duces something warm-blooded that

crawls ashore on two legs.
On the next rung of this evolu
tionary ladder, your creature may re

semble early man or something else
entirely. If you've come up with three
wings and five horns, you may find
yourself in Mother Nature's garbage

can with a Do you want to play again?
message on your screen.

Qualities in a mate can also affect
change. You can probably thank your

grandparents for your big feet, blond
hair, or tendency to gain weight. But
remember, a few extra pounds might

Take a Giant Leap in

have permitted an early ancestor to
survive a famine. When an Ice Age

Simulations!

threatens, do you select a mate who
looks good in a skimpy bearskin or
one who can survive the winter on a

You are comm
Project

single woolly mammoth burger?

Mooiibase,

NASA's

How well you solve different

long-range

problems determines the game's out

plan 10
colonize Earth'

come. If you barely make it through
each stage, make questionable
choices, and show limited mental agil
ity, you could end up on display in a
zoo—or become vice president. But if
you show some initiative, find food
and shelter in a reasonable time, and

moon. From
your multiniiHior. dollar
annual budge Is. you
must ei lab I Mi

btM, then manage its
growth iruo a fullfledged, independent

colony. With savvy (and
luck), you may create a

use tools to good advantage, then your

self-sufficient city on the
Moon, but not without

creature might end up looking some
thing like yourself—sitting at a com

adept I y handling the myriad
leadership problems in this
highly-charged political and

puter, playing a game.

harsh physical environment.

If you solve every problem quick
ly and intelligently and demonstrate
academic, artistic, or cultural tenden

NASA modeling at

your command
Select and clear a sile for the Lunar
colony ... build landing pads... eiect
habilul modules ... supply ownlial

life'suppotl services to the colonists ...

To order MOONBASE for $49.95,

all using soL-io- and econometric

can 1-800-634-9808

models from KDT Industries, a NASA
contractor.

Explore and exploit the

InicRuliaul. 500 S. Cipiul

Moon's surface

nl Ten. H«-y, BuiUmjS.

Suilc 'XO. Mh, TX
H746

E;.xplnrc and luiuir surface for new mining
!.itcs. Process Ihc raw materials you find

inlo oiygen, water and hclium-3. Build

Ktqu.re.1flMPC(cmpuiblc

hotels for fat cat. from Eanh. Can you make

• ith MOK, I-.O dnl drive,
Sraph.c> monilor. Mau*

enough profit to declare independence?

optional. Includes 5.2.V'iuid
.1.3" disks, manual, on-disk

Air leak in solar

-am pli> Uncondilknil 30dij money-back puaranict

station #3!

Muv include S.W<vncud*>' shipping Trxm iruJcnli

fafsure loss... radiation leuks... power
outages! Any accident can break your
tenuous hold on this hostile surface.

Will Project Moonbase flourish or die, Commander?

cies, then your creature could become
a genius—a scientist, perhaps, whose

latest invention has just destroyed the
world. Go that far and you may find
yourself at the beginning again—as a
tiny one-cell creature swimming to
ward the light in some primordial
ooze, searching for food.
TOM NETSEL

Find the Public Bathrooms In
New York City from After Hours
Software
You and your family are vacationing
in New York City, and your youngest
needs to go to the bathroom. Your
goal: to find a public bathroom in the
shortest possible time. Ask for direc
tions from the people you meet, but
you'll lose points and valuable time if
you mistakenly ask another tourist.

You'll also lose points when you en

counter angry store managers who yell
Circle Reader Service Number 226
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Employees only! >

SAY HAPPY
HOLIDAYS WITH A
GIFT SUBSCRIPTION
TO COMPUTE

For anyone interested in home

Commodore, Macintosh
and others.
For computer lovers, COMPUTE
is the handbook of home com
puting. And for you, it's the
ideal way to save 63% on the
perfect gift! So order your gift
subscription to COMPUTE
today, using the attached card.
And remember-the holidays
are fast approaching!

computing, COMPUTE is the

holiday gift that's made to
order! Bigger and better than
ever, COMPUTE will keep the
computer fan on your gift list
up to date on computer enter
tainment, programming news,
product reviews, -plus the
latest developments in home
computers from IBM, Tandy,

AVAILABLE AT NEWSSTANDS EVERYWHERE

COMPUTE IS THE PERFECT HOLIDAY GIFT!
J YES! Send COMPUTE to the person

listed here, as my gift. They'll get a full year
of computing fun—12 jam-packed issues —

1

Send COMPUTE to:

Name

and, at just $12.97, i'm saving a whopping
63% off the $35.40 that a year of COMPUTE

would cost at the newsstand!

□ I'd prefer to enclose payment now.

City

D Bill me.

Send invoice to:

Stale

Zip

Stole

Zip

D Please charge my:
D VISA
Account No.

□ MasterCard

Name

Exp. Date

Signature

Please allow 6-8 weeks for first-issue delivery. Canada and
elsewhere, add 56 per subscription, payable in U.S. funds
only. Regular subscription price is $19.94 for 12 issues.

Address

City

Mail to:

COMPUTE, RQ Box 3244, Harian, Iowa 51593

We will send you holiday gift cords, so you can announce your gift subscriptions.
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en with silly names for alien races,

self-referential jokes and asides tossed
out between combat encounters, and
cleverness taking the place of thought.

It doesn't have to be this way, as
Colony shows. Like much of the best
science fiction, this game deals with

the exploration of the universe, the
discovery and colonization of new
worlds.

Colony takes place in a rigorously
Einsteinian universe. That means no

faster-than-light travel; voyaging from
solar system to solar system can take
decades or even centuries. Sound bor
ing? Not necessarily.

Time compression eliminates
most of the tedium: One minute of
realtime equals one year of travel
time, for example. Much of the drama
in the early phases of the game stem
from precisely the amount of time
and isolation your travelers must en
dure. Communication with the home

planet grows more time consuming
with each moment of travel. Gradual

ly, the ship's complement develops its
own social structure, different from
that of earth. A generation is born in
space with no memory of Terra.

There are technical and mechani
cal problems as well. Difficulties with
the ship, scientific mysteries from the
universe outside, or sociodynamic is
sues raised by the ship's self-contained

population—there's plenty to do be
tween the stars. Handled properly, a
voyage of centuries flies by.

Your obstacles include 8th Ave
nue women-of-the-night (Johnny!
Suzie! Close your eyes!). Canal Street
cab drivers (Sure lady, 1 know where
that is.), and Bowery bums (Clean
your windshield?). The winning loca
tions include any NYC public library,
museums on free-admission days, most
department stores, and your cousin
Fred's condo over on the East Side.

The game uses sampled sound
and digitized pictures. You'll hear the
roar of real cars as you rush to cross
the street ahead of the light. You'll see
the variety of gestures New York cab
drivers are famous for as they explain
just where you should go. Experience
the full palette of your graphics adapt
er when you become lost backstage
during the July 4th extravaganza at
Radio City Music Hall.

Earn additional points for spot
ting the English-speaking cab drivers.
waiters who aren*t aspiring actors, and
lawyers who turned down the Trump
divorce case.
A special version of the game
called Find the Public Bathrooms in
Homer, Alaska offers native New
Yorkers a challenge of their own.
Look for additional modules in the
74
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Find the Public Bathrooms series, in
cluding Gracelandon Elvis's Birthday
and London During a Plumber's
Strike.
DAVID ENGLISH

Colony: A Universal Game from
KF Software.
Science fiction that takes science and
fiction seriously—this is the kind of

game I've been waiting for.

The best of print science fiction
endeavors to deal with the universe
head-on, creating a self-consistent fic

tional environment with inviolate in
ternal rules. Unlike cinematic science
fiction, seriously written science fic
tion doesn't sport spacecraft making
hard banking turns while firing all
phasers. Alien civilizations are only
rarely bent on conquest, and the uni
verse is, if not hostile, at least not be
nign. The environments in which
those stories play themselves out are
rich but often bleak, and always
unforgiving.
We've seen little of this in inter
active science fiction. Most interac

tive science-fiction games involve
either interstellar wars or interstellar
trading, or some combination of the
two. Virtually all of the games are ladE

R

19

9

0

But this game doesn't end when
you reach the destination star system;
that's just the start. You must exam
ine planets, analyze environments,
and plan settlements. Or you may

have to change plans: Close examina
tion may show that your destination
worlds are unsuitable for coloniza

tion. You may have to seek new
worlds among the star systems, refur
bish the ship, and begin the journey
again.

The only way Colony really
cheats is in the exuberance with which
it tosses earthlike worlds through the
firmament. Those worlds are needed
for the game's next phase, coloniza
tion and expansion. There are globes
to explore, filled with promise but
also promising peril to the unpre
pared. Hundreds of scenarios are pos
sible on each world. Some planets
may bear intelligent lifeforms with
whom interaction is possible. Others
may harbor dread diseases—whose ef

fects may not be evident until years of

game time have elapsed.
This is a wonderfully open-ended
game, without artificial time-length or
number-of-turns rules. If a colony

flourishes, for example, there's no rea
son why its citizens shouldn't decide
to assemble and launch their own ex-

FOUR COMPUTER HACKERS ARE ABOUT TO
RAID YOUR DISK DRIVE.
No computer will go unscathed, as
Ultra's version of Teenage Mutant Ninja

Turtles1 storms into your disk drive to duke

rifflfT--* *

it out with Shredder—a maniac more
menacing than an army of mind-altered
Bruce Lees.

But if they're to survive, you must
command the role of each turtle, rumbling

through a maze of Mouser" infested
sewers, criminally polluted rivers and alleys
patrolled by the fanatical Foot Clan?1
Along the way, search for bonus
weapons like the Triple Shuriken. You'll
have to also think fast, switching turtle
identities in order to match their karate
skills with those of the enemy

So grabyourjoystick and nunchukus,
then control every leap, chop, slice and

dice, until you splatter Shredder senseless
or get yourself hacked into turtle soup.

Now featuring the ULTRA "GAME
SAVE" command.

STGSi K>'"

Teenage Muunt Ninjj Tuftles; SnfMOet."Foo:ClJn*andMouierflfeffgi«er«J irademflrksolMiragf Studios, USA All Rigdts Reser\«J Used with permission
Based on characters and comic books created Dy Kevin Eastman and FVter Ltird C 19B9 Mirage Studios. USA Enclusively licensed Oy Surge licensing, inc IBM*

isa registered iraderiwk of InterrvHional Business r^htnes. Inc Commodore' is a registered trademark ol Commodore Electronics Ltd Amiga' rs a registered
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irfGemarkofCommodore-Amiga. Inc ULTRAGWES' tsa registeredtraOemarkofUltra Software Corporation C l9B9UltraSoftwareCorporation.
Teenage Mutant Nlnj.i Ti.nlei Is available for IBM. Commodore and Amiga.

education software, Rev One Point

pedition to nearby stars.
The universe awaits.

Oh! simulates the first releases of a
number of famous software packages
and operating systems. PC users will

KEITH FERRELL

Rev One Point Oh! from Shrink
Wrap License Software

thrill to the experience of trying to get

Lotus 1-2-3 to run under Windows
1.0. Amiga users will meet their old

Are you one of those folks who has to
be the first on the block with the latest

friend, the flashing red Guru Medita
tion error, while running an eerily ac

software package? Now you can relive
those anxious moments when you

curate simulation of Kickstart/
Workbench 1.0. And Mac users will
hardly be able to contain their excite
ment as they attempt to run Macin
tosh WordPerfect 1.0 under the first

first booted that new operating system

with Rev One Point Oh!, a joint ven
ture of some of the world's largest
software companies.
Part game and part historical-

release of MultiFinder.

The object of Rev One Point Oh!
is to try to get as much work done as

possible before you crash the system.
It's fun for the whole family. Cheer
Dad on as he attempts to create a doc
ument in the first release of Page-

Stream. No Dad! Don't select Variable
Zoom with the mouse accelerator ac
tive!Too late. A flashing red Game
Over box appears at the top of the

screen. Watch the kids show up their
parents by getting Flight Simulator
1.0 to run in the OS/2 DOS compati
bility box.
Look for the new Gamers Edition

of Rev One Point Oh!, in which you
try to land your plane in the Atari ST

Falcon 1.0 and attempt to launch a
single attack in any of the first 16 re
leases ofHarpoon.

Re\' One Point Oh! version 1.032
costs $59.95. Bug-fix upgrades from
version 1.031 are available for only
$49.95—if you send in pages 13-20 of
your manual and your copy-protected

boot disk.
DENNY ATKIN

PbTS THE-UNIVERS^AT YOUR COMIVtfND
era

Blind Date Simulator from Take a
Chance Technologies
Experience all the excitement and ner
vousness of a real blind date as your
computer selects from thousands of
character traits to create a unique
partner for each new game. Use your

mouse or joystick to select your on
screen personality—which may or
Zoom in on breathtaking
views from our solar system
and of deep space.

The status screen lets you
choose the date, time and
location.

The Trifid Nebula (M20) is
just one of the fascinating
full-color Images.

Journey through space and : Discover the wonders oi

EZCosmos 3.0 gives you the

lime, exploring the vistas of the ; the universe. Zoom in on

universe. EZCosmos reveals
the entire celestial sphere for
any dale, time and location
from 4000 B.C. to A.D. 10000.
You can choose your location
from one of 560 cities around
the world, or you can input
your own tat/Ion to see the
sky from anywhere on Earth.

Explore the vastness of the

universe. EZCosmos displays
more Iban 10000 celestial ob
jects, including the sun, moon,

planets, slars, consteilation
lines and deep space objects.

Use the arrow keys or your
mouse to position the box

universe for only $69.95. [fs

■ binary stars. Verify historical

now available at leading re
tailers, including Egghead

observations. Watch solar

; eclipse animations. Restrict
i the skyplol to display just the

' navigational stars. EZCosmos
: is informative, educational,

Discount SoftwareJand Soft
Warehouse-. This is the
perfect gift for anyone.

; useful and fun.

If you order direct from

FTS you'll receive:
• A 30-day, money-back
guarantee (less the

'With its intuitive interlace,
speedy performance, and enor

S'H charge of S5).

mous range ol information,

• 2nd-day air shipping
within (he U.S.
• Free tech support and
upgrade opportunities.
• A free subscription to

EZCosmos is an astronomical
program that interests the
widest range ol users.'
— PC Magasne

Astronomy Magazine.

'EZCosmos is in a class by
itself. It may be (he best

cursor on any object, or find

astronomy software for the

the object and its location
simply by typing in its name.

personal computer."

To order or (or more information

CaiM-800-869-EASY
Future Trends Software
P.O. Boi 3927 ■ AusM Texas 78754

— Computer Currents

512/W-65S4

System Requirements: IBM-cwnpalible; 512K RAM; VGA. EGA, CGA or HercutesS monitor.
S19M Awosoit Inc. "EZCosmos" is i I'aow-a* oi Astiosort, Inc.

may not be compatible with your

blind date's personality.
The game package includes rose-

colored glasses (Gee, you look just like
someone I used to know.) a fake beep
er (I'm sorry, but I reaaally have to

go.) and a stiff upper lip (So, you're
into Satanic rites. That's interesting.).
You can choose from 20 different
date scenarios, including your high
school reunion (everyone's successful
except you), an afternoon at the muse
um (your date thinks you're a cele
brated artist), and a Wayne Newton
concert (you wanted Mozart, your
date wanted Romanian folk music, so
you compromised).
The game provides for an option

al modem hook up so two players can
play together as a couple. Take a
Chance Technologies is sponsoring a
RoundTable on GEnie so players can
find additional dates. You can contact
other players by leaving online mes
sages such as Call Nancyfor a good
time or You smiled at me on the IRT
to Houston Street. I was wearing the
plaid tee shirt.
Look for other exciting new sim

ulators in the Blind Date series, in
cluding Meet the Parents, Honeymoon
in New York City, and Quick and
Easy Guide to Divorce.
&
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Compute Magazine and Ad Lib Present:

CHALLENGE

THE SOUND

This Challenge is a breeze! Just call the Ad Lib Challenge number below, listen to the great Ad Lib music and sound
effects from some of today's most popular games, and choose which sounds go with which games. Guess two
out of three correctly from multiple choice answers and you're eligible to win one of the following fantastic prizes:

GRAND PRIZE

A fabulous Delta Dream Vacation for two to Ixtapa, Bermuda or the Bahamas.

FIRST PRIZE

25 First Prize Winners will receive a free Ad Lib Music Synthesizer Card!

ALL CALLERS

You will receive over $200.00 worth of coupons towards the purchase of games and Ad Lib products!

Just plug the Ad Lib Music Synthesizer Card into your IBM* PC or compatible and get the kind of
exciting, pulsating sounds that you're used to hearing in an arcade. Use the coupons to purchase an Ad Lib Card
and add to your collection of great compatible games-so you can experience game soundtracks
and sound effects with their full fidelity.
You'll hear the great Ad Lib sound in these games and more...

K0NAM1/
ULTRA

MICROPROSE

ADLIB

TO ENTER, DIAL:

900-860-4-ADUB
(900-860-4235)

$2.00 the first minute and $1.00 each additional minute.
Average call length-3-4 minutes.
If you are under 18, please get your parent's permission
before dialing.

OFFICIAL RULES
No purchase necessary, ■jbu may enter the sweepstakes by completing and returning an Offi
cial Entry Form. To receive an Entry Form, including mailing Instructions, send a selfaddressed stamped envelope to "Ad Lib Quiz" Entry Form, P.O. Box 575. Gibbstown. NJ 08027
by 2/15/91. WA and VT residents, rioreturn postage; VT postage will tie reimbursed. Delaware
residents only may enter the sweepstakes and receive discount coupons by hand printing

their name, street address, zip code, and daytime telephone number on a 3"x5" piece of
paper and mailing to: P.O. Box S2S, Gibbslown. NJ OSO27. Limit one discount packet per

household. Write-in entries must be received by 3/15/91. For complete rules, send a self-

addressed stamped envelope to "Ad Lib" Rules. P.O. Box 575. Gibbstown, NJ 08027 by
2/15/91. Uaid where prohibited.

Easy to understand, a cinch to use,
and recognizably educational—

since the early days of educational

software, these qualities have con
tributed to the widespread popularity
of drill-and-practice programs. Today,
they continue to be one of the most

popular kinds of applications.
The underlying premise is

straightforward. You're given a sim
ple problem to solve and instructed to
type in the correct answer. If you get it

right, you get a reward. If you miss it,
the program shows you the right an
swer and repeats the question. After

being endlessly and patiently tested on
a specific subject, just about everyone
finally memorizes the correct answers.
In many subject areas, this meth

coMPun
CHOICE

od is probably the most effective.

LEARNING MATH
CAN BE A FUN

AND EXCITING
EXPERIENCE FOR
YOUR CHILD

After all, if you practice your math
facts often enough, eventually you'll
remember them or at least become
faster at figuring them out.

While early versions of drill-andpractice programs were effective, stu
dents would often lose interest. Many
times, the rewards were a simple
"Very Good" or an animated graphic.

But who really cares if the bunny hops
across the screen or the bear reaches

the berries? Kids often don't, and
once a kid loses interest in the reward,
that's the end of the drill as well.
The programs kids don't like
don't sell well, and eventually devel
opers started to get the hint. While
some developers completely stopped

LESLIE EISER

making drill-and-practice programs,
others took a different approach—
they took a good hard look at arcade
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games. To

keep those

quarters falling
into the slots, arcade
games must offer a specific

challenge, have multiple lev
els to explore, and be fun to play.
These developers speculated that

drill-and-practice programs might be
more successful if they managed to
combine good educational theory

with interesting rewards. In fact, a
really well-crafted drill-and-practice
program can provide almost as much
fun as a good arcade game. And
unlike an arcade game, it can provide
excellent educational content.
Davidson & Associates' newest
version of the very popular Math

pears next. Tantalizing titles like
Rocket Launcher, Trash Zapper.
Number Recycler, and Math Blaster

ognize as drill and practice. There are
two modes of play. In the Study
mode, equations such as 6 + 7 = 13
are flashed on the screen, and then a

Blaster series is just such a program.
The New Math Blaster Plus offers dy
namic graphics and sound, an exciting

appeal to the children who will be

new problem-solving game, and plen

along the top of the screen let you or

second later one of the numbers in the
equation is replaced by a blank line.

your youngster easily control the pro
gram options. There's even a record-

Your goal is to solve the problem cor
rectly by typing in the missing num

ty of what Davidson is famous for—
well-written, well-researched, and

highly effective drill.
Just watching the opening credits
is fun. Blasternaut and Spot, his one-

wheel robotlike friend, zoom past in a
spaceship and then stop to say hello.

A main menu that looks reassuringly
like other Math Blaster menus ap-

using the program. Pull-down menus

keeping command to turn on if you

plan to let the computer keep track of
your student's progress. A built-in edi
tor is provided to make it easy to de
sign your own problems if you or your
child wants to focus in on a particular
concept.

And as for the sound and graph
ics, seeing and hearing are believing.

On just a plain MS-DOS machine, the
sound was good. On a machine
equipped with an Ad Lib or Sound

1

1

1

7

1
■

-

:t

Blaster Music Card, the sound effects
will blow you away. Even the graphics
take advantage of the capabilities of
the computer you use. In VGA color,

the flying objects seem to take on a
life of their own. But enough about
the trappings. What is the program it
self really like?

Different levels of difficulty will keep

Of the four games included,

youngsters challenged and interested.

Rocket Launcher is the easiest to rec

ber and pressing Return. After several
problems have been solved in this
way, Blasternaut will board his space
ship and head for the stars. In the
Solve mode, equations always appear

with the blank for the missing num
ber. Again the goal is the same: Get
enough answers right in a row to allow
Blasternaut to take off.
Trash Zapper is a cute drill-and-

practice game with a unique environ
mental theme. Because of the presence
of Trash Aliens, the space near Blaster-

naut's planet has been polluted with
old bottles, paper garbage, and even

the rings from soft drink cans. Can
you help out? For every five problems
you solve correctly, you'll get to blow
some trash out of the sky by moving
the gun sights and firing the Zapper.
Hit the trash directly, and it vanishes.
Miss, and you'll have wasted a valu-
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# DISCOVERY
able shot. When time runs out, it's

or — in the equations. You get points

youngsters' achievements? The handy

back to solving problems again. The
only way out of this cycle is to press

for every correct solution, and you get
plenty of practice making bad deci

cally track their progress. Each time a

Esc and return to the main menu.
In another of the four games,
Math Blaster, Blasteraaut has to fly up

sions before learning how to predict
just which equations work out the
best in the long run.

to the ship bearing the correct answer
to the math problem displayed. To ar
rive safely, he'll need your help dodg
ing the space trash circling the planet.

What shoves the New Math
Blaster Plus up the ladder from good

Take too long maneuvering him
around, and the Trash Aliens will de
scend to the planet's surface. Move
too quickly, and you risk having Blas-

program your youngsters will outgrow

to excellent is the variety of possible
levels and subject areas. This isn't a

Avoid orbiting paper and other trash.

game could be quite a bit better if a
scorekeeping mechanism were added

along with a hall of fame. Speaking of
halls of fame, it would be very nice if

trash to deal with. Just knowing the
right answer isn't quite enough. Get

the names and scores on the list could
be erased. That way children wouldn't

ting Blasteraaut through the space

have to compete with their best scores
on lower levels each time they at

trash unharmed before time runs out
is harder than it seems.
So much for the drill portion of

tempted a new level or a new subject
group. And the lack of a speed control

Math Blaster. What's the reward?

in the option menu meant that faster

After five correct answers, you have a

computers often played quicker than
children could think. This became a

chance to increase your point score by

Choose from four different games.

bricks floating through space. Every

thing he catches adds points to the to
tal score. Interestingly, you receive
extra points for choosing good things

problem only on the upper levels of
Math Blaster, but it did prove rather
daunting to the children who got that
far only to be shot down completely.
If you're looking for a solid edu
cational game that offers excellent
practice in arithmetic for your chil
dren, look no further. With the cre

to eat. It's nice to know that fish and
carrots count for more than ice cream
sundaes, hamburgers, and French
fries. Eventually, dinnertime is over,
and then it's back to solving prob
lems. When you've exhausted all of
Blasternaut's extra lives, the game

ative enhancement of the drill-andpractice motif, I can solidly

recommend the New Math Blaster
Plus. It's colorful, it's effective, and
it's fun!
Educational Value

ends. Is your total point score good
Interesting graphics make learning fun.

rest on your laurels; do it again!

quickly. First and second graders will

Number Recycler isn't just good
drill and practice; it's an excellent
problem-solving game. At first, 18
numbers fill a grid separated by +
and = signs. Your task is to create
five different equations by sliding the
numbers down a chute one at a time.
If you slide down more than one

be challenged by the addition and sub
traction problems, third and fourth
graders will find the multiplication
and division problems hard to do
quickly, and fifth and sixth graders

and put out of play. Planning ahead is
essential if you plan to work your way
past the fifth level. To make the game
a real challenge, try using either a +

Potentially very important to the

want a paper record of the results.
I had only a few problems with
this generally excellent program. The
older students found Rocket Launch
er pretty boring. Even the second

and there's more and more space

number, the first ones will be zapped

memento of their achievements with
the New Math Blaster Plus.

review. These can be handy if you
plan to quiz your child yourself and

tra lives in short order if you don't
learn how to maneuver him quickly.
Every piece of trash he collides with
slows him down and costs him a life.

enough to put you in the hall of fame?
If not, try again. If you make it, don't

print a reward certificate. These can
provide students with a permanent

those on the screen and let children
work on them at home or as a timed

Watch out, though; he'll lose those ex

helping to feed Blasteraaut. He's free
to fly around the screen catching the
food that appears randomly on the
screen while he dodges the rocks and

child solves a reasonable number of
problems correctly, an entry goes into
the record, and the program offers to

teachers or tutors who use this pack
age is a handy test-printing routine.
You can print out problems similar to

ternaut hit by a flying brick. As in any
good arcade game, you can gain addi
tional lives, provided you correctly
solve several problems in a row.

At higher levels, the speed at which
the Trash Aliens descend increases,

recordkeeping routines will automati

can use the program to review and

Documentation
Originality
Graphics

*****

**
****
****

New Math Blaster Plus
IBM PC and compatibles; 512K: DOS 2.1
or higher; CGA, EGA, MCGA, VGA, Her
cules, or Tandy (requires 640K) graphics;

strengthen their arithmetic skills, even
while they practice solving problems
with percents. And their brothers and
sisters in high school will be chal
lenged by the upper levels in Number

hard disk installable; includes both 5V4-

Recycler.

(800) 545-7677

Need to keep records of your

and 3V2-inch disks; supports Ad Lib and

Sound Blaster music cards—$49.95
DAVIDSON & ASSOCIATES
P.O. Box 2961
Torrance. CA 90509
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Launches You Into The
Ultimate Deepspace Dogfight!
*
•
•
*
*
•

Starships so real you'll duck when they pass!
Intense starfighter action pushes you to the limit!
Earth-shattering stereo sound surrounds you with realism!
Dynamic shipboard scenes prepare you for the battle ahead!
Your skilled wingman is ready to pull your bacon out of the fire!
Cinematic launch and docking sequences hurl you into the action!

-

nun U = ,

The 3-D Space Combat Simulator

-<-

We create worlds.

Available in retail stores or call: 1-800-999-4939 for Visa/Mastercard orders.
For MS-DOS w/ 640K; 256-color-VGA.EGA or Tandy graphics; AdLib & Roland sound; mouse, joystick
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Every Day, Hundreds Of People Abandon

Their Ke^oard And Buy Northgate OmniKeys.

NOW! Find Out Why m
Risk Free For 60 Days!
Order an OmniKey and put

it to the test... if you don't
think it's worth every penny
you paid, we'll buy it back!
There is no faster—or
better—way to type! See for
yourself! With OmniKey, you

don't need to "eye check" the
monitor to know you've made

an entry. Crisp ALPS key
switches let you know with
sound and sensation!
Put an OmniKey to the test.

You'll see, OmniKey is not just

a replacement keyboard, it's a
system upgrade! Order now and
well deliver one to your home

or office for 60 days RISK
FREE! You have nothing to
lose ... everything to gain!

All OmniKeys Have
These Outstanding
Features:
■ Unmatched Gompatability; Ask us! We
have a keyboard for your

IBM type computer!
■ LED Indicators show
SCROLL, CAPS, and
NUM lock status at a
glance.

OmniKeylULTRA With F-Keys On Top And Left!
PC Computing said "keyboards
don't get any better than this." (My
'90) ULTRA gives you 12 Functionkeys on left. PLUS 12 programmable
Special Function keys on top, for onekey macro commands.

replace your keyboard AT
NO CHARGE!

use them as duplicate F-keys or program
them for macro commands.

■ Switchable ASTERISK and
BACKSLASH on right.

for sure-handed typing. The ultimate

Northgate will repair or

■ 12 Special Function (SF) keys on top-

keys on left—and the ASTERISK and
BACKSLASH keys on right. ULTRA's

■ 5-Year Warranty—the

materials or workmanship,

■ 12 Function (F) keys on left.

■ Interchangeable ALT, CAPS LOCK and

one-piece steel base is self-stabilizing

have any problems of

■ Deluxe 119 key layout.

ULTRA's Interchangeable keys let you
swap CTRL, ALT and CAPS LOCK

■ FCC Class B Certified
industry's strongest! If you

OmniKeylULTM Features:

CTRL keys on left.

■ Separate diamond-shaped cursor keypad.
■ Calculator style numeric keypad with

extra equals key.

keyboard for power users!

■ Period/comma lock—locks out < > ,

OmniKeylULTRA

■ Lifetime quality double injected keycaps.

ONLY *149°°

punctuation in!
■ Keys color coded for use with

WordPerfect.

F-Keys on left, top or both-ifs up to you!
0mniKey/\§2 Features:
■ Innovative 102 key layout.
■ 12 Function keys on the left.
■ Interchangeable ALT, CAPS LOCK,
and CTRL keys.
■ Large L-shaped ENTER key.
■ Separate inverted T cursor keypad.
■ Calculator-style numeric keypad with
added Equals key.
■ Interchangeable Backslash and
Asterisk keys.

■ Lifetime quality double injected
keycaps.

OmniKeyim With F-Keys On Left
First keyboard to get back to the
basics! Most people learned to type

■ Keys color coded for use with
WordPerfect.

"Best Buy!" You can customize

OmniKeyl 1021 too! If you prefer the

with function keys on left for fast, one- standard IBM enhanced layout, you
can swap the CTRL, ALT and CAPS
hand combination commands.

OmniKey1102 delivers this and more.

OmniKey/m

LOCK keys. The best 102 key
keyboard available works with virtually
every IBM-type personal computer.

That's why readers of Computer

Shopper made OmniKeyl \02 their

OmniKeyilQl-l Features:
■ Enhanced 10! key layout.
■ 12 Function keys on top.

■ Interchangeable CAPS LOCK and
left CTRL keys.
■ Large L-shaped ENTER key.

■ Double size BACKSPACE.
■ Inverted T cursor control pad.
■ Calculator-style numeric keypad with

added Equals key.
■ Lifetime quality double injected
keycaps.
■ Keys color coded for use with

OmniKeyltiM With F-Keys On Top
Many people have become
accustomed to the standard IBM
layout. For you, we've duplicated,

smaller than IBM's—saves desk space!
We also weren't willing to compromise

Wordperfect.

OnwiKey/M-l

well nearly, the IBM layout (we
couldn't resist making a couple of

OnwiKcy's double wide BACKSPACE
key and large L-shaped ENTER
key—they mean too much in terms of

improvements). We made
OmniKeyl\0l-l with a footprint 20%

increased speed and accuracy.
Customers worldwide agree!

CHARGE IT! We accept VISA and MasterCard.

800-526-2446 ;A/

HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 7 a.m. to 10 p.m.; Sat. 8 a.m. to
4 p.m. Central. Dealer and distributor prices available.

Se habla esparto] por su conveniencia.

NORTHGATE
COMPUTER
SYSTEMS

FAX Your Order! 612-943-8332

Notice to the Hearing Impaired: Northgaic now
has TDD capability: 800-535-0602

7075 Flying Cloud Drive, Eden Prairie, MN 55344

: Cumpui :t Synemi. Inc. 1W0. All rgiu reserved. NoithpMc, OmniA'cy >nd rhc BiR'N" loB> ire uiiknufki of Norihgiic Compuri Systems. Other brand mines ire trademarks □■ icgurclcd
tijdcmirlu of ilier ropettii
rners. Specificitkmj subjeel lo chrngc without notice. Subject <o occuionilimcnrory shoiugcs. We suppo.T thetihicilu : -A - J.i'---1. To report software copyright vioiaiionsh cillihc
p

Sofluaic Publilhcfi Associi

i Anti-Piracy Hotline « I-8OO-38S-P1R8.
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TIMELY WEATHER
INFO AND IMPRESSIVE
WEATHER GRAPHICS
BLOW IN TO YOUR PC

^M

-<.e:v

Hot in the summer, cold in the

winter. Windy today, windier to
morrow. Snow from October to

April? You bet. That's the weath
er where I grew up. Brutal storms that

swept across the prairie, rain that was
rarely where it needed to be when it
needed to be there—it was a farmer's

nightmare and not much better for a
city dweller.

I follow the weather. We all do.
Weather's right up there next to sports
as part of the fabric of American con

versation. It's no surprise, then, that
there are so many ways to find out

what the weather's going to be like:
TV, radio, colorful maps in news

papers, or just watching the sky for
clouds and smelling the air for rain.
You can do better than that. Put
that PC of yours to work as a personal
meteorologist, crunching numbers

and drawing graphics. All you lack is
the raw data—the weather observa

WeatherBrief's colorful maps make the weather interesting and understandable.

tions and recordings. No, you don't
have to check a rain gauge every hour
or stare at a thermometer all day long.

The National Weather Service (NWS)
already does an excellent job of gath

ering weather data. You just need to
get your hands on it.
That's where two programs—

Accu- Weather Forecaster and
WeatherBrief—come in. These pack
ages put you in touch with two of the
largest commercial weather infor
mation databases in the country,
Accu-Weather and WeatherBank,

both of which get their basic infor
mation from the NWS. Connected to
one of these databases via modem
and telephone line, your computer
can channel an enormous amount of

weather info into its hard disk and
onto its screen.
It's one of the most innovative
uses of a home computer.

Weather on the Way
Accu- Weather Forecaster and
WeatherBriefare remarkably similar
in their operation. Both programs let

WeatherBrief's satellite photos offer you a remarkable perspective on the weather.

you select the weather information

you want before you call the data
base—that cuts down on connect time
and thus cuts costs (the Accu-Weather
and WeatherBank databases charge
connect time by the minute). Once
you've selected the information, each
program automatically dials its data
base, pulls down the information you

requested, then breaks the connection.
Once you're off the phone, the pro
grams build maps and compile lists of

up-to-the-minute information. Just as
impressive, both packages let you
download TV-style weather graphics
and specialty maps that look amazing
ly like what you see on local

ginning weather enthusiasts.
Before dialing the WeatherBank

newscasts.

choices. WeatherBrief lels you cluster
those requests in up to eight different

WeatherBriefis the less expen
sive of the two packages and in many
ways is the easier to use. Even
though it's crammed with options,
this is the better program for be
DECEMBER

database, you use WeatherBrief's sim
ple menu system to select from the
dozens of available information

groups and save them for later use. I

created several of these groups—one
for local area weather information,
another for national weather forecasts.
1990
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simpler items—current conditions,
perhaps—are in text form, WeatherBriefs maps are dazzling on an EGA
or a VGA monitor. Satellite pictures
and custom graphics like the drought

and a third for world weather.
These information choices make

WeatherBank a weather buffs candy
store. Here are just some of the things
you can ask WeatherBrief\o retrieve

index I downloaded are even more
impressive; you won't mistake them

for you: current conditions for any
major NWS reporting station, 6- and
10-day forecasts by state or city, radar
maps of any of six regions, cloudcover maps, precipitation forecast

for what you see on TV, but they're
close.

maps, lightning-strike maps, satellite
pictures of the United States, even
custom-created TV-like graphics that
show national 30-day temperature
and precipitation forecasts.

When you're satisfied with your
selections, WeatherBriefdials and logs
on to WeatherBank; then it pulls

down data while you wait. The time
online depends on the number of
items and the complexity of any
graphics you've selected. Simple data
requests are the fastest, taking less
than two minutes. Satellite pictures
and custom graphics can make your
online time jump dramatically; in one
test session, WeatherBriefwas on the
line for over 17 minutes. It's easy to
spend five or six dollars in a single
session if you're downloading a lot of
graphics or pictures.
But the wait (and maybe even the
money) are worth it. Although the

I thought the text information
was the most valuable, though I was
tempted by all the color maps and
fancy graphics. It was fascinating to
see complete weather reports, includ
ing current temperatures, humidity
levels, and tomorrow's forecast highs
and lows—all from cities across the
country. I especially liked tracking a
hurricane's progress up the Atlantic
seaboard. There's a certain satisfac
tion in knowing that your PC can ac
cess weather forecasts, warnings, and
observations only moments after
they've been posted by the NWS. Not
even the Weather Channel is faster.

ually describe the weather.
With the exception of its excel

lent TV graphics library, Accu- Weather
Forecaster doesn't ask for specific
information requests. Instead, you
identify two NWS stations—the one
nearest to you and another you'd like
information from—and decide how
many major stations around the coun

try will be polled by Forecaster. The
program does all the rest.

Logging on to the Accu-Weather
database and culling its data are han

dled automatically once you've given
the program a telephone number, ac

count name, and password. One nice
touch is that Accu- Weather Forecaster
estimates your online time before you
call.
As long as you stick to requesting
data, not graphics, Forecaster quickly

grabs the last 24 hours' worth of ob
servations from your two primary sta
tions, the last hour from all stations

within a specified area, and the last
hour from 100 major stations around

System Box Blizzard
Accu- Weather Forecaster does much
more than simply download infor
mation and present it to you. It gath
ers raw data from the Accu-Weather
database and then creates a variety of
maps, charts, pictures, and lists to vis

the country. You'll be on the line an
average of four to five minutes. Off
line, you can view that data any num

ber of ways.
Create a chart showing the rise
and fall of temperature, precipitation,
wind speed, and barometric pressure

pfetung (raw reservsiiora on
ERRSY

SRBRE

is raj easiB" and faster!
>

More than 100 radar sites across the

Prodigy's weather map gives you a

country supply information for Compu

CompuServe gathers information for

quick look at the national forecast.

Serve's map of precipitation intensities.

its temperature map every 15 minutes.

WIRED FOR WEATHER
CompuServe also has three maps you
can view or download; even in color,
though, they're crude when compared
to those on WeatherBank or Accu-

If your weather information needs are
limited, WeatherBrief and Accu-Weather
Forecaster may be too much of a good
thing. Fortunately, your computer can
tap other electronic resources to tell you
what it's going to be like outside.
CompuServe, the telecommunica
tions giant, offers extensive weather
information and news among its hun

Weather.

Prodigy, another major player in
telecommunications, also has a weather
section, which was recently improved. It
now has three national weather maps,
one showing weather for the current

dreds of services. Nine types of Nation

day, another showing fronts and iso

al Weather Service-style reports
appear in text format, ready for you to

bars for the current day, and the third
showing weather for the next day. Sev
en regional weather maps have also
been added. City weather reports have

read while online (or capture as a text

file for later reading). Although reports
are limited and sometimes several
hours old, they duplicate some of those
you can retrieve with WeatherBrief.
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been expanded to include temperature

in Fahrenheit and Centigrade, winds, air

E

R

19

9

0

quality, a three-day forecast, and the
times of sunrise and sunset. The num

ber of cities has been expanded to 235
domestic and 100 frequent international
travel destinations. In the major metro
politan areas, there are reports for the
cities in the region. And the outdoor re

ports have been expanded to include
reports on beach/boating, skiing, and
foliage reports.
Neither CompuServe nor Prodigy
offers up the weather info that Weather
Brief or Accu-Weather Forecaster

makes available. But keep in mind that

getting weather info via CompuServe or
Prodigy is less expensive than it is with
WeatherBank or Accu-Weather.

over the past 24 hours. Or view 11 different national maps

that show temperature, wind velocity, visibility, and more
in either symbol or colored-bar contour fashion. Choose
Picture and Forecaster draws a graphical display of the se
lected station's report, complete with cloud cover, ther

mometer, and barometer. Or simply list the data on the
screen for quick comparisons between locales. A separate

function lets you check out local reporting stations' fore
casts, as well as the national weather summary.

Accu- Weather Forecaster doesn't cheat you out of great
graphics, either. Its newest version makes it easy to select
and download any of 145 different television-quality weath

er maps, graphics, and pictures. By and large, they're much
more impressive than the ones you'd see with WeatherBrief. Check out the maps that show such things as wind
chill and the heat index or the satellite pictures that look al

IfI Name the revolutionary new

generating software that is ideal for

most as good as those you see on the local news. The en

grade school to college level

hanced radar maps are especially striking.
The versatility ofAccu-Weather Forecaster justifies its
higher price. Where WeatherBriefsimply downloads data
and, with some exceptions, displays it for you, Accu- Weath
er Forecaster transforms raw weather information into in
teresting graphic interpretations. It makes the weather easy
to follow and even easier to understand.

students and teachers.

TALK TO YOUR COMPUTER
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GIVE A NEW DIMENSION TO PERSONAL COMPUTING The amazing Voice
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Voice command up 10 256 keyboard macros from within CAD, DTP, word processing,

spread sheet, or game programs. Fully TSR and occupies less than 64K. Instant
response time and high recognition accuracy. A real productivity enhancer!
RECORDING

Regular Version $49.95

A: Pop Quiz???

Who'll Stop the Rain?
Both programs give your computer a perfect excuse to dial
the phone. Each offers a slick entrance to a complex data
base, then lets you extract just the information you want.
But they're different enough that if you're a well-heeled
weather enthusiast, you'll want both.
I thought Accu- Weather Forecaster the better allaround value (even at its higher price), but just barely. It ex
cels at displaying current weather conditions, and its
television graphics are second to none. But it's weak in pro-

SPEECH

A/ailable at:
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Babbages, and
other fine computer
& software stores.

learning tool, study aid and test

SOFTWARE

Digitally record your own speech, sound,

or music to put into your own software

Teacher's Version S99.95

■ Includes 6 study/testing
formats
■ On screen or printer (dot
matrix or laser)
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included
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Macintosh8 Version in October

any material

(800)345-1970
E.G. Publishing, 5B Gwynns Mill Court, Owings Mills, MD 21117, (301) 363-0409
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viding forecasts and the more esoteric weather information.
WeatherBrief lets you dig through such weather infor
mation as long-range forecasts, alerts and warnings, hurri
canes, and interstate highway travel reports. It's slightly
easier to use, yet it can still overwhelm you with facts and
figures about the weather.
If you want to stop talking about the weather and really
know something about it, you should have one of these
electronic Willard Scotts inside your PC.
0

programs. Software provides sampling rate
variations, graphics-based editing, and
data compression utilities. Create software
sound

fles,

voice

memos,

more.

INTERACTIVE
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INPUT/OUT
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CompuServe
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Columbus, OH 43220
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445 Hamilton Ave.

WeatherBrief

Mindscape, a Software
Toolworks Company
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STEVEN

Sixty-five million years ago, the

earth was utterly dominated by
huge, powerful, and specialized
reptiles. Underfoot scurried
small furry beasts, not awesome but
agile and adaptable. A short time later
(geologically speaking), the dinosaurs
were gone, and we mammals had the

place to ourselves. A similar evolu
tionary trend may be taking place
right now in the digital world as palm
top computers—those small, portable

machines also known as handhelds or
personal organizers—challenge lap
tops by evolving capabilities only
desktop PCs had a year or two ago.
Palmtops differ from laptops in
that they're smaller, less powerful, and
can run only a limited number of ap
plications. While most laptops aim to
give you as much of the functionality
of a desktop machine as possible, with
portability as a bonus, palmtops are
definitely minimalist. The typical
palmtop looks like a glorified calcula
tor and weighs less than a pound. It

A

N

Z

0

V

tempt you to shell out as much as

$400 for a palmtop and accessories,

but they can do even more. Most
palmtops offer additional software on
slide-in IC cards. You can get lan
guage translators, dictionaries and
thesauruses for law and medicine,

spreadsheet and expense-account pro
grams, travel planners, wine advisors,

I

N

proved palmtops. The latest models
are the Sharp Wizard OZ-8000 and

the Casio B.O.S.S. SF-9500. Both
should be available by the time you
read this. Since the new Wizard will
sport a larger display and QWERTY
keyboard like the B.O.S.S.'s, and since
the new B.O.S.S. has raised keys for
easier typing, it may be difficult to

and even Tetris.
Two top-of-the-line models cur
rently duking it out in the savagely
Darwinian palmtop market are the
Sharp Wizard OZ-7200 (Sharp Elec

choose between the machines them

tronics, Sharp Plaza, Mahwah, New

your work. Miniaturized versions of

Jersey 07430; 201-529-8200: $300) and
the Casio B.O.S.S. SF-9000 (Casio, 570
Mt. Pleasant Avenue, Dover, New Jer
sey 07801; 201-361-5400; $260).

some popular PC applications should
be appearing by the end of this year.
When it comes to palmtops and
desktops, the dinosaurs-vs.-mammals

selves—an interesting example of
convergent evolution. Instead, you'll
want to make sure that you can get the

external applications you need for

analogy at the beginning of this col
umn isn't quite right. The big dinos
were never really threatened by their

furry cousins; it was the other way
around—protorats and premonkeys
made good eating for the smaller sorts
of saurians. But desktops and palm

has a tiny LCD screen that shows no

tops have a symbiotic, rather than

more than eight lines of 40 characters,
offers a QWERTY or an ABC key
board with keys so cramped that only
a lemur could touch-type, and comes
standard with 64K of RAM. You

predator-prey, relationship. The palm
top manufacturers, realizing that most
buyers also use a desktop computer,
try to make it easy to move data back

can't run standard PC applications on

Wizard and the B.O.S.S. can interface
with PCs and Macs and transfer data

and forth between machines. Both the

most palmtops; you're limited to ap
plications specially created for them.
But what the current crop of

to and from programs like Lotus and

HyperCard. (The simplest way to print
out information from a palmtop is to

palmtops do, they do well. Most
often, these handy machines keep

schedules and address books for execs
on the go. Enter your daily or weekly
schedule into one of the calendar pro

move it to your PC First.)
Given their limited abilities,

Though useful, each has design flaws.

palmtops are no threat to the domi
nance of desktop PCs—yet. But lap

The Wizard has a smaller 8-line X 16character display, a hard-to-use ABC
keyboard, and a maximum 32K of ad

tops are a different story. Why lug
around a 6-pIus-pound laptop to do
what a half-pound palmtop can do for

ment. You can then check the screen
for time, place, and notes as you get

ditional RAM (with an optional IC
card). The B.O.S.S. (Business Organiz

on your way—a priceless aid for all of
us who are chronically late, lost, and
unprepared. The integral address
book keeps thousands of names and

er Scheduling System) accepts up to

you, at a sixth of the price? Within a
year or two you'll see palmtops with
voice annotation (voice-recorded
messages) and text-to-speech capabili

grams that come standard with nearly

all palmtops, and the machine will
beep you shortly before each appoint

numbers more accessibly than in a pa
per Filofax or Day-Timer. Palmtops
include calculator and world-clock

functions as well.
All this might not be enough to
Be
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64K of additional RAM and has a big
ger 6-Hne X 32-character display and a
QWERTY keyboard, but the keys are

flat, not raised. Both models offer a
range of software, but the IC cards are

expensive, ranging from $50 to $180.
Under intense selection pressure,
each company is developing new. im
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ty, crisper displays, touchscreens that
recognize your handwriting, and some
type of integrated circuit-based mass
storage. So as palmtops get more pow

erful, they may mean extinction for
some species of laptops—it's a simple
matter of survival of the smallest.
0

PC VIEW
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Finally, Windows 3.0 is here, and
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early DOS computers came with just
64K, but they could address much
more. When RAM prices came down,
640K soon became the standard. Fast,

applications and single-task most

large hard disks also became plentiful.
These two factors—increased RAM
and fast, large hard disks—ensured
the eventual success of MS-DOS.

plications. The first time you get a
message that says something like
2,714Kfree, you'll catch a glimpse of
the new life Windows can breathe into
your computer.

since the introduction of MS-DOS it
self. Interestingly, Windows finds it

The situation between Windows
and DOS parallels that ten-year-old
duel between DOS and CP/M. Win
dows is the new kid on the block, and

self in nearly the same situation DOS

it faces many of the criticisms that

was in after its introduction.

met DOS at its introduction. But

it's made a big splash. Everyone
agrees that its sculpted buttons
and full-color icons are beautiful,

but some argue that Microsoft has
pushed the product too hard, hyped it
too much, and oversold it in general.

Windows 3.0 certainly has its de
tractors, but its release is quickly
emerging as the most important event

When the first version of DOS

hit the streets, a lot of people scoffed
at it. After all, there was already a
mature, well-supported operating sys

tem widely available: CP/M. Who
needed another entry to confuse the
marketplace?
There was no software for MSDOS, everyone claimed, and the sys
tem didn't support a hard disk (many
CP/M systems had hard disks at the
time). And the floppy
disks didn't hold
enough data—a measly

160K compared with
CP/M's 360K or more.
Although MS-DOS was
touted as a 16-bit won
der, the PC's standard
configuration used just
64K.—no more RAM
than the 8-bit 8080- and
Z80-based CP/M
computers.

As more software
appeared for the PC, in

Windows has greater potential—espe
cially when matched with the right
hardware.

When you run Windows in real
mode on an 8088- or 8086-based PC,
DOS leaves it at the gate. Windows is
clunky and impossibly slow.
But things start to change with a
286 computer. In standard mode, ATclass machines sporting a megabyte or

more of RAM can multitask Windows

DOS programs. Windows is still a lit
tle sluggish, but with it, you can really
use your extended memory to run ap

On 286 machines, Windows and
DOS run neck-and-neck, but deciding

between the two is easy. If you run a
lot of Windows applications, Win
dows clearly gets the nod. If you spend
most of your time tooling around in
DOS, Windows won't offer you much.
On a 386, it's a different story. In
its 386 incarnation, Windows 3.0 can

multitask Windows applications and
DOS applications. It can even multi
task DOS applications in windows.
And it uses not only extended memo

ry, but also virtual memory (hard disk
space configured as memory). When
you run Windows 3.0 and get a
message that says

14,412Kfree. you'll feel
some of 3.0's power on
a 386. With 386 hard
ware, Windows 3.0 is
recommended even if
you don't use a single
Windows application.
So, what about the
future of DOS and Win
dows? Or perhaps it
would be better to ask

about DOS versus Win
dows. Like the CP/M-

dustry pundits began to
say that perhaps MS-

DOS battle, it all
depends on hardware.
As the PC's hardware

DOS would coexist with

improved and became

CP/M. And it did just
that—for a while.
But as we all know,
DOS completely re

placed CP/M. Why? It's

less expensive, the pow

er of DOS led people
away from CP/M. The
same thing is going to

happen with Windows.

simple: Although the

As 386 hardware be-

first MS-DOS machines

comes more common,

were really no better
than their CP/M coun
terparts, MS-DOS and

its PC engine had more
potential. True, IBM's

so will Windows. With
Windows, just like with

DOS ten years ago, it's
not really a matter of if;
it's a matter of when. E
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The power A. socriisbcalion ol Galaxy {WO 106). but easier louw and

lakes up less rnemorvi kMaf tor lapno cornputertl

FleiJble Here at CQA panbng program - includes animation r»alut«i
II daks, The bed Inert K lor 3-D wireframe wfln U cennrxwe optora

3 aauorial *rsnei ove- MX) adOflOnal pcljres requiee Pm£r«o
3 armorial atone* tor PrnfMWer
For »noui w>e "ame 3D ■ n nwuoiwi CAD a a mut
IIIOBUIAnior Pag*fn*ur and W0f3P«clect S 0 n FCC loinu: WC 0a
(3 oalul F J ol rjCim and s>mno» >" f«t Pi*lari»r n PCX lormal

Al lasfi A superb oraphd am pwujng proo/am jdl lor VGA ownen
Create prewmaBOfi qualT ina grapns T/om j^or soamric OBUI
pjq

GH 136

Fasonalmg coHecscn ol GIF an riles ul EGA cr VGA ijrrrjs

PAJWTERS APPRENTICE
EGA COLORING BOOK
PC-DRAFT

GR 161

DrjwwinKiplicjUonimiartoMacPainlandPCPairilnBrilEGArKie)

GR 16?

A 'computer driving bock" iirtTi ovsr 500 OrrTBrem crayoraP (EGA req'd)

GB 161

<i rMkjIPomrful draw program CreaiB pciufoi ■" GEM ,mo WPG
lormui iaeallorWordPonecl5.PaBenuU.er. and Venlura (COA reqd)

PCXCLIPAHTI

attt&i
OH 175
GO 180

(COAreqd!

US Census Bureau data on population rrcm 1790 b the present1

itoows) A grmu cormefron ol Up ml in PC»

COMPLETE COOPER GRAPHICS

GR 16'

BABVDRAW

GR1B1

Invon 10 WorrlPtrlea

PageUaUr. Vemura. Ill PuHtsrier. tic
Cnoc* M M rrson » Frit PubKher
(3 dBKs) Al Joll Full leatuH dgaltUp puUntung in iha/e*aiei Ui.iib
T«,1orty

(HDRett'd)

Cap ert n CU ». Ne* PmcShrip. PmtmaAar and Fra Puotsner lormatt
300 images on each Os*' Mos compleU s« on IT* s-iareware marluK!
ampe drawvig anncaaon lor aoM J lo IE1 rs run' [CGA rso'd)

DaUCJS* ol onosaur mclivee and tacual information

Quu of French vocabulenr It* 1 -A playeri

INTRODUCING: THE MOST EXCITING SHAREWARE CLUB!

Anotner good loreign language QulJ - this one for German!
Trivia ovestioni in rjeoQrephy in a variety of categories Tor 1 -4 playeri
IniarmeOace VDCaDulary ouiz Aortal way » improve your vocaCuJary1

Big Excitement...Every Month!

Demorctrsto me rorrefcwr* of cbmale cnanges

Match equators wqn anewert In mm 'corcvncraoor1 style Dime
Vocaoutary game tor T-4ptayeri. fun way to enprove your vocabulary1
IntocUce youngSert xt (ne Wa of corriputers ana numbem

BascMaDitorrieKai1 Ttiree levels ol orf-ajcy ICGA leQd,
EiceaenE ipeexig Tutoi AnwnjlBd GrafMS (Coior req'd)

SmiWa the rugntar. U, lor anj wne or dale V»w the soar ivstem

The meg-fl-month Club

■

Over One MEG (1 million bvtes) of

sun. and panea
An eicieenl Ijtonal for beginrwng oynputef uiert
EOucalonal malegy. adventure game.

|4 tkeu} Arwnaled Hphabet lutor lor preschoolers' IEGA nerd)
DeBjnf me KM cnet n your firrWy' Generate persomlued cMonno
DOOM

THE NIGHT SKY

Woro proce*wftg «i EnoWi *nd a leomd languaoe

mckjon French. German. De/4n, Kawm. Dutch, and Portugueeel

•uttng WP 10 pnxKice Orjtumtm

ED 173

ED IIS
ED! IS
ED!I9
EDr2?

■megra^d word crocaesrxtMnt h^«*— »Tne#»ig lyvtem
Seercn any ASCIt rile for [~ie or riacknered woroa of pfrme1

HAG EL ART

IB educWonel oamat Irom tbe San Mateo Ofhce of Education

BILLS DHILLS
MATH » LOGIC FOR KIDS
DINOSAUR PICTORIAL DATABASE
BEGINNING FRENCH QUIZZLER
SPANISH QUI2ZL6R
GERMAN OU1ZZLER
60 STATES
WOH0 WHIZ
SAVE THE PLANET

PC PRIMER
UATHMUE
THE ANIUATEO ALPHABET

E2GHAPH
WO PAINT

French *or obqcvwi . rjnalr

ED17t

ED 115

Improve Ine impact and cJapty of your wming with th.-. new program

1* flc-5] No* wvrsion 3 S3 wiTft 'hyperoraw' of this mtQtal afawinayart

GR 103
GR 106
GR 10*
GRIM

VGAPAWT

Math Tngcnometry. Geometry Bioogy Oraitry Pi Morse Code

Arjaa-to-basaecuaiiorulUCIIOccnDnsnaaes>-11

ED1U

PRINTIUSTER QFUPHICS
IUACE-30
WPPUPCCCLIPABT
FIRST PUBLISHED GRAPHICS

ABC tun keys. COO 1 UsuH game, BatryMatri A-i.tji AnnmeK
Hanrjman word game. Mouic design pame. Snoofirg Galery game

An eiceflerit tutor lor DOS. recommendec tot newcomen

KINDEHMATH
SPELLBOUND
STARVISW

PRINTSHOP GRAPHC5

Seeing Sucker

E0 167
EO170

Eoxa
EDJOJ
EDX6
EOI11
ED 213

DANCAD3D

Awe oriental tutor ■ get ma a monoi t>elore you rjo ITicughi

ED1»
EDI8S

Produce a liory .rm the cr.iajj me character

HdeKijAplanetanuTlonyDiirPC1 Sel tfw dale f« accurate ploning of
Heavenly Bodes

i i

Accauorwn lor PC-Wnte 'ersiois 3 0 and up
100 maaoe for This popular word processor - automates tasks wflh a

profjnrn win Mortal, library ann many demo fitoi ■ recommended
FINGER PAINT

(?d*ldl EmerUming word game. »or*«croMwords. cryptograms ot

!"ik:o

Eaay 10 use WP >vih menus ano quick keyboard commands. Fu

Irdtrucboru and Templates to hi a you write your own legal documents 1

PC-KEY DRAW

Both integer arm real compulations ■ 1 It class1

A cotocfjon Dl educauorLal progrvrn lor pre-schoolers

VOCAB
PUT H LEARN

(3a.>-|Tn.b.™rr.ar*MrAi3««hrr,1Um.rD,ai0H>..O«,,ng.
LeTter Quality output from dot-malru n over 35 fonls ■ reoorrunended

108
tlS
ne
11*

Design, Draw, Animate, Clip..

(2 Oisksl Duality language luUr. oeg nner to advanced

ED 1ST

MATHUP

i

GRAPHICS

Learn the atohabettor Iflmonlfist children
115 ii air. osplayM on screen lor recognition and learning

ED
ED
ED
ED

ED 19?

Thosourus...

Lessona £ tutorial in Dasc end richer matril

BRANDONS LUNCHBOS
DOS LEARNING SYSTEM
JORJ
SCHOOL MOM
US POPULAT1CHDATABASE
CHEMVIEW
SILICON SKY

XYSEE

WO 101

L

WO
WO
wo
WO

Basic math principles Chidren SOW prcWms m an arcade

StMtguulor T'Sptaxn

lit
US
ISO
til

An t >c***nl way to leani ih« artAdanca ol TianOwiittng anilyt-t

1

ED lit
EQ1M
ED IK
EO123
ED12»
ED IX
EOI32
am
ED 111

ED1«

yot

GE3M

WO 107

environment.

ED 112
ED 113
ED 115

GE317

WO 106

Rovbnes tor pre-vnoc4eri with alphabet, counting, shapes and color

ED 110

GE311

ntLiiionai daiabua

BRADFORD
WORDPERFECT MACHOS
PR&SCRIBE
wnfTERS HEAVEN
PC-WHITE MACROS

CUCHEFWDEH

require an extra day.

ALGEBRA

Film hijjcy $Tarj. and tncvn?

GALAXY

TRIOGY

in ihc continental U.S. Rural areas may

SPANISH

F Do[&a]| I'jrHj^jpCHr-g proQiair

single herpreu Reoura PC-Wnle 3 0 or (eHr (tee WO 101]

Nexl day delivery is available to locations

ED IK
ED 109

"nag" *i

Fig^r* odd9 on gvTWfl of 4-9 n

GE310

^P^Stj Style, Speller, Macros

charge on all orders of 10 or more disks. Orders of fewer than lOdisks,

MATHPAK
AMANDA5 LETTEH LOTTO
FLAGS

(2 <HU}kMmny uw ctflereni; [>pis of hudacJw anc f

_—j _...«

Shipping/handling charges are $4.00. Nexl day air is offered at no exira

Ed IN

Pu PTtywal Erwgr EnvKtonaf U_od and imcAKiuai AWty cycle

GE3O3
GE3O9

Vfwpnmpmgnm nduded en

PC-WRITE

FUNNELS I BUCKETS

waft
tdrmnaw corr«4Ai« w«i or a compul 1-1

and pmr naftng io& «nd latwts n al s«no*o formai
San cnar^t *ccour4 control1

BabxH guest lei rr-atfrunance. i

e^etUst. rjnde & gioom a

GRIM

AMrs RRSTPRHEH

ftue«m*nj kon
aD v

Snoot and kr* iuip ycxjr

NAGELABT

£dJLl

Vary popuit
Popuiv an

way mrougn maasve unSergrourxl [■txynra l«ed -nit huarooid Irape
CG
Compwte wfctang p(anr«

PERFECT WE DOING

Pi *opretcated runcboni MuHtpla acc

i>n:[ rjoncalogy pack*i>je ch»m >DpD<U. IS TOO

Creaie. movy pnm merge. fpK and tamtiGMf uMf-wnrten mulhaM

ED 233

QA2S1

Reniol rnanagpfnetrt ihartwaiB - k™p n aimpit bul *P*cWt1

GE1J7

BATTLE PIECES

DUNJAI

Program* for. losing #&qfc

BtOnHYTHM

CHECKBOOK ASSISTANT

Derg II

GfMl databue ■:' nerK&ng itahn

CROSSWORD CREATOR

CLASSROOM JEOPARDY

AHLS BASIC COMPUTER ADVENTURES GA !U

InckjtJM HC

poTtt-o*-$al4. pricing AR AP. general IMgsr payrofl and

Dasu o' each library lyilemr LHO ceq'O)

ISLANDS Of DANGER

h" jfOu Own rl you FWWill

ASTROLOGY

24.DO0 )Uri' (CGA HD read)

:
\

■

.

the very latest shareware programs
delivered to your door every month!

Improve your memory with proven memvy banrg lecnniQues

Call Today for Details: 1-800-346-0139

i

\ m!j

GL, Forms. Row Cherts. Investments...

PC GENERAL LEDGER
MR BILL

FORM LETTERS

PC-PAYROLL
CPA LEDGER
LOAN AMORTIZATION 5 PROSPECT
FLOWCHARTER
ACS IN-CONTRtX 12 PACK
POSQUOUTE
FORMGEN

BU IDT
BU102
BUI03
8U1C6

BUIOS
BU 109
BU1IS
BU118
BJ1Z1
BU IK

2 c shs' ict.i 'g- qi-'Vli! f i~;

■ * csK&i Th* ULTIMATE in prDipactdonlcuSEomer EracKmg
Prep^ro and aubmit co&i «bmfl[« end bid prcpoule

Anoti**i* ric* pqtti ij*re'aio* - lop^'HUJleo Dui ddsy lo uio

BU ■«

An •ily ED UM E-IH">3 pC^VTi fv VTiaI butirlHt flSpCatonj

BU -W

(2 a:-ji Eic*Wti cTi»ckD0C" myiuttntTit ,'om £ipmjKiire

PAYROLL USA
EBAS GENERAL LEDCER
GENERAL LEDGER LITE

BUIM
QU'57
BU'M

(2 O4*S| Priori*!1 Dtfl piyoH ptciomn 1 r3~i *-i"^ia1 e S isi* t s

FAST INVOICE WHITER
BIILPOWE1 PLUS
MULTTTRACK
SOTTSIZE
POLICY MAKER
CONTACT PLUS
LEGAL FORMS
THE FRONT OFFICE
THE ELIC WORKS

PC-JIGSAW 1.10
UNO
EGA SORRY'

Trsclti impo'lsr*! ™wjp^j&- pho<iff nuni&ftfi cortacis. sic

BUSINESS CHECK LEDGER FINANCE PLUS
UARKETPIUS
TIMECARO
PRINCETON REALOUICK

MICRO REGISTER

CAPTAIN COMIC

THE INVOECER

PORTFOLIO MANAGER
SIMPLY LABELS 111
ACCOUNT. PIUS

Keep irach or clients1
O^tjr 100 OfFTsrenl Cl^rk legj.1 rormi

BU 191

(2 dcSAS) For pfotpoang s*#s mgr. |0b cct!mg. cutomef repofting elc

BU 192

Inteora!*d wbucon

:'::~'':

^

CON DO

TETH1S
SON OF STAGE FRIGHT
WOHDFINQ
THE LOST AOVENTURES OF KROZ

(2 asks) i-t*r>dk tpHlMFffff* bBf* iccoun&

BU2II

Caicmirw vauei tor a mil rang* of FtfEanc-iV pro6>WrTS

BU212
BU2I3

(2 ssks i CompWe invnimeni cidu"^ ty&tem ■* n prapfic*

(HD^q'di

BUSK

;i;i .:■]

Comptels rtat Wdrv manaoenipni Applicalionl
Ir.venrory and AR pfogrim lor 'tlsil or wruKt twmwa
Com[»,t tnvc-ona and tEJrtnwni ynwaarq proflrim
Ti«o uo«irioni m on*)1 S'i'W* Sco*A#*f*1 vd £La nj Sa*n*i^l'
PJaruiP m'ofnjfoi oi ro*-r ■rf¥mnn*fft poflfofco ihOrsa'd)

BU224

(2 doU) O*njri you' own Lst* lofinfii w mjDiEari uw FJ+fl

ProceH i Tii cs'Cir and an prove '«on2-hwprig accuracy'

INVOICE-IT

BUOI

Sril bmtfiei* jccourtmg ' iD0*p con-ipai£pt* m,n 3Bua III Piu>
Invoong, mvtmory and cutiDrntr okidus program (HD rag dl

PC QUOTE

auza

Easy to us*, on line menu'driven aycTflt-or^tfTvoica lystern

9 O'CLOCK

BUJ33

Compieto Time ErdChmg sysieni Tiadt to Eo 9 si^iLitaneous aeiiwiTJes

□ARNIT

BATTLESHIP
MOflAFFSBUST

STOCKMASTER

TEtEaUSK
EZ-AC
MLB

5K6DUL-EZ
PHONE

MOSSINTECHCASH ACCOUNT

Challenging mo lun lor ne HnoueHMr. o< a undkiobeii (CGAr«0l
Ever ivonfl*r **ial ft Iht to bt an A.r Traflic CcBro**'
Tnedaticgam*ot«ooaooirvnaiHjn (CGAreqfli

Tr4lainlv*ri»ioEagreaimriing»idTiuLaiori|EGAfeqcl|
THE program for ScsHM bultii {EGAreq'S}

GA IW

;rj iAnls 1*, nmvneaij'r-!

GA 199

Backpo (jam»,tutoi

GA202
GAJ03

18 tides lar on* o> moTi plavKj

GA 211

GA?'9
GA22Q
GA 222

(rjpi. !□«[! anoiaM'm1

Rulei el play and SDatapn

(EGAieqoj

Try tota a non non*1 (CGAiaijfl)

Monopd, lor m* ac>' Butt) apenmenB. rntaB and SDnooi
The Pus* jn arcade g» trial i eiveepng Pv court-y'

(COA1

Fnd your way om d! an oW aEuntoned D»alrB A oood (Jiafiwige
(?diahlf No) a gamfl,n*4pt you Tmcr woroS tor orosiworo puulei'
Anotner greal Kjd: stKonhitB wnM 75 unique play r«Ui and up

1000

GA233

eatur s por J
R
y
Oneollhebetl computer Boiilace oom&s on trie moAet' IEC!A roqd)

GA236

'S*arcti and deftroy"' PlaycompuW. or play bymodemi

GA2U

Brcu Dills aruj paddim1 21 kthh,

IEGMG

GA346

VIDEO BLAKJAK

GA2U

RAILROAD

GA 254

GA 2J5

.EGAreqdl

and up 10 14 beAi ffi play

SuPDom SUPERVGA anfl H*rcu«. CGA EGA andVOA' I
Sdtaae board game Hove anosi 1 ono and avoa SBIaH MEGA)
Play WaOiiat*and Warn MK tBIMOy WorM minany moneor'
Build tracha. jo«l can. iFveiv* cateaions and cfiange speeds iCGA )
Tf roc ditlereni piayrig Ryiei to tecl your skj1 s1

BUI35

(2dis*»l Turn you' PC into a po*Br*ui pcni-oi-saJe cash EvQ4ltr

bums

S^co- A *>:■.■'> record ■ ees "■ j and r c ;x r: 'g ; >-:: ■? ~i

BUMS

(^dsUI 5>ngi« 901*/ atxajiEng iff popeny rmiagn1 Don Etnjnt

GAWMON IV
UNO
CLASSWORDWORDHIDE
POPCOflN
LAS VEQAS EGA CASIHO
VGA JIGSAW

GA2«t

Thean>onifgrinepui:l«iin<amauyou' (VGArag/a)

VKJungand «ip*oH coaunig iHOrtgd)

CRAPS COMPLETE

GA273

Trie bni craoa game O" »r**war»i Sbrwigi (EGA 1 Wouu r*qdi

PacfeaQB o* 1 -e hx3e na.>ct anji,s j piQQiAfni
C;o- r«g a
T«i#marhaDng and p-npacnng dirauu
S nge en*ry Ex»kke«pna Sel up and iun m m [iin 5 nunLJivtl

DELUXE ROULETTE

GA271

BACCARAT

GA277

MORE WITH BATTUNE

GA27S

[

PHARAC4I S TOMB

GA770

1

CAVES OF THOR

wan wHh you' corrpuar Eumed off'

REGIT
WALL STREET ■ THE BOTTOM LINE
PROPMAN

Nov you can pUy Thtt p>at carrj game againil Lhe comtbVr

1S6

SCRABBLE
HETURN TO KBOI
BLACKJACK I
M MATLOE GCXF

;-

BU 196

BU229

EiceMm AooQe* oflerr^i ky Slv Tr«k and adYantur* tanatC3
JigjuwpurriesimuiaUn-hojriof mvQungandeiu^Araiingl^i

BASS TOUB

Wcyd procew-ig {wm mai margaf. «Tofmai»n

150 Wil ONO (ryr* Qame in graal uiifw1
giliUi LENGTHY m.-ul

Immensely popular verson 20 or fin cias&cgame. 'or EGA card on
Theueili In slunninfl color Mano B(ds'style game lEGA Reqo
A chaiwioing opponent rut che*t' you nave EGA ic tnow 1m* fleta

MOflAFFS EGA.VGA PHBALL
MULE 8ORNES
YACHT RACNG SB*JLATOfl
DULLES TOWER
RISK

bu iee
BU 190

BUMO

EOOmonivn

Siiur'i kihiM mm boggle'

CYRUS EGA CHESS

(2daK9) A "t-.j"i tfirq' POS ifiWtrt ijr lie small reu i*'
(2 l?-;-5 ) in. ,i n:o'T manajeniffii udlityi

BU 318

BUSINESSKIT

(HD rftj'd)

BU 161

BU2I5

(? dnk>» Arnusl'orlfiegoirrrvjiruiorri'ty - Qoodflrapnic*

Suptrb Sia; TrK aarnt lor EGA - lighl [ha Kliragoni ind RomLljnt

(npui qu«uonnaia data. a-iBl^ze 'osu'j and Tomst reoaii1

'

A very in'depm anrr ;latAEpcal approach Co DawDaii lor ttDsni

cnaiengt1
Ftfiictau MTtfenture Tram Apogee SotTwafe - nvvung1

CoirpWe A flaiy cusftnei staEsniffrta1
Faai & Eaiy cuiiorv irvocn1
(2d5iu) F>pai»fffl veriJr uH BU 1J*1 4HD 'eqfli
(ids-j) AIjB iHtjrMEcMer w«riipc>p-i«iUnnr LHDrtgd)

-

An o«d frronte ci#-eny progiammft

KINGDOM OT KHCZTREK TRIVIA

rtumpto yfliira iW9 Bccounss demo titei iirfl QJ'r'psic WcumDnEaion

'-'-n:.J^.i.'':-.'

All ir* canno 3knl>s - &ac*pac* Slo

BEYOND THE TITANIC

V I.3B Mflnu-d*ivdi. ~ijl5? ccrpaai'DtLDoj^ie-eii'"> Eyslsm witTt

v i a a."L.3-r- ^-'r> -4ne,"*i *Tgtr pacug* 1w mg small bui>n«V

""j-.'t.

Aoasic'of you aCTrfe-1-rerr1

EVETS ■ TH£ ADVENTUBE
MAZE

PC BILLING
El PRESS CHECK

BUI63
BU165
BUICe
BU'69
BU17S
BU ITS
BU !M

Corripti»f 3 &4>wpnMfi garnet, varying i

GA 105

PC-PRO GOLF
EGA TREK

T*™o.b * lup^n wnow mjrtjo*

FAST STMT WRITER

Fanuubc JO And 30 pay wrtr> md?ir wets and flame i

GA 104

GW=_EH5DISK
MONOPOLY WITH GRAPHICS
DIAMOND MASTEfl BASEBALL

cice p-: '□■ prcdjcnj 'Jcwcfiari s o1 ivcjeC s'eps And ivyk'bi*

bu -;s

BURVWABE

GA1Q3

POKER i ULTIMA 11

k»aJ Iw &jii.-*$iei at irxavflvaii

pFRotntto s run

FHIDAY

JET FLIGHT SIUUIATOR
3-D CHESS
PtHBALL COMBO
DUUGEOHS » ORAGOIJS

irvacH fiepons. audit trU tfc

StartarU bus«wss levers &urt rro«L uxnrr.on s.:^^. z-z
■ 3 C4"Sf Tr* 1990 EeW Her.u-CrvOi- w:^ ffrpOOag paC*i3«
■ 3 dsKiJ Soaid GL iyi»") wrtn sifnuatve ooctrwnaoon

bu;<i
BUIM
8U2<9
BUIM
BUJH
BU2S4
BU2M

Menu and prompt OMvtn too*>BefnnQ *pp«atiori

Upto2fll*doerii

Eflfty to ui*. ii'i pLrpou sdiedjia tyil'm
Client namo. addr«a. ptiona daiaiaa* pnn»* labels ar*j rvpona

'r^g^f^F aot?i-iftTir^ CjOiyB fron Gr*j[ B^iLin1 &J Ttoi*ia caiscci'iri

The popular card gams lor any moniior

GA257
GA;:S

GA260

Plays |uaf kfcfl lie reallPjngi

Trie eaiiM! cros$wordAvord**arcn ganoralor we've *vfiruHd<

'SurWan" breaUxil' Slail bnOi. catch balls. «:

RemirUlM rouWtu same UuBM ptay capaUneiMEGAa MduM)
Play the game popular among Ehe ncn anc tamoul lEGAreq]
Four more great acv*ntir*i win Dial lovabte ciealure. Batlune
ThervxIgvneraboncompiilBraame1 'Fkjid Anunalion SoPIware Technokujy' eHiminatei BicMr - even on old PCj Add«u«e gam* »iih ins
superior grapMcs we Qxrwct Iran Apogee

play, nowmfl rrvers andianuotc Kunds<

1 FuiU
tl«-an DBMS

red

ts-of-

Many new faa!u«a? —Mflhiyre

Latest version or tnu leflencary d&aie rrnvco

WAMPUM

FILE EXPRESS

|CGA req'rj)

Next Day Delivery!

dBase, Files, Routines...
PC-FILE S.O

;CGA rag)

The lalHtl addition d Ajogae'i horary of quaftty &olT*are KTiagwine
ground-oreauig Land 01 KROZ wim aovancad grapTK*. unproved flam

50 ptjrtfaf* ciUQonet. 2Q 3i-n accc^r-9 et='

DATABASE MA

CGAregO)

BlaOiach. Pour, and SWtl1 Autrnnw canno xnuliM' (EGA reqdl

[2 d4akaJ Powerful poc^aga For daU isorage an

iE daka) dBase. Warnfuii. Lou» and Uulr>pl^
3 3 s"j M ^ ?e; M OfiD on* - mouH iuH»rtao and e is y ■* idew manid1

GRAPHTIWE II

VWNDFIELOS
JAGER MANAGER
FILEBA5E
PC FILE OB
1 ON I -31'
PC DATA COMTROLLER
□ATA.PLUS
OBTOOLS

DA US
DA 117
DA1M
DA 132
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Colorful
Entry

function and comprehensive bun
dled software, allows users to cap
ture, edit, paint, and print in both

the PC and Macintosh platforms.

Epson is entering the image-process
ing market in a colorful way, intro

ducing the ES-300C color desktop
scanner. The new scanner utilizes 8-

bit monochrome processing to pro
duce 256 shades of gray and 24-bit
color processing with a resolution of
300 dots per inch (dpi).
Advanced scanning technology,

combined with a unique direct-print

The TruePass system also al
lows color corrections to be per
formed during the scanning process,
and the ES-300C can be used with

The scanning mechanism in
cludes a one-pass color technology
known as TruePass. Alternating red,

Optical Character Recognition soft
ware that converts text into images

blue, and green light bars scan each
line of the image, separating the col

trieve in the PC environment.
The ES-300C is available from
Epson-authorized resellers. The
manufacturer's suggested retail price
is $ 1,995. Interface kits are $495 for

ors simultaneously. This results in
faster processing and greater accura
cy than that of conventional desktop

scanners, which blend a series of
separate scans using a single light bar
and colored filters.

Qume Does It Again
Qume, a leader in low-cost high-performance laser printers for the per
sonal computer market, has done it again. Its new CrystalPrint Express
is a 12-page-per-minute (ppm) PostScript-compatible laser printer that
produces output with 600 X 300 dpi resolution. This means the new
CrystalPrint Express is capable of print resolution twice that of most
widely used laser printers today, at a speed 50 percent higher. The new

printer's suggested retail price of $5,595 is comparable to the price cur
rently asked for other 8-ppm laser printers with lower resolution.
Qume, 500 Yosemite Dr., Milpitas, CA 95035

Those Pesky ELFs
Computer monitors, like most electronic devices, generate a wide
range of electromagnetic fields. Research into potential health hazards
from exposure to magnetic fields started over a decade ago, with stud
ies focusing on electric power lines. Recently, there has been concern
raised about the possible harmful effects of long-term exposure to
very-low-frequency (VLF) and extra-low-frequency (ELF) emissions
generated by computer monitors. Fortunately, there are already some

alternatives to the standard computer monitors normally available in
the U.S., monitors that conform to more stringent standards for VLF
emissions.

Sigma Designs, for example, now sells IBM-compatible and Mac
intosh monitors that meet the low VLF emission standards set by the
Swedish government. Sigma is developing monitor technology that
will meet new standards for ELF emissions that are expected to be set

users can then store, edit, and re

the PC version.
Epson America, 2780 Lomita

Blvd., Torrance, CA 90505

Parting
the Clouds
Astronauts aboard NASA space
shuttles are getting a clearer pic

ture of photo opportunities with sat
ellite images printed on Seikosha's
high-resolution video printer.
With it, NASA Houston pro
duces detailed, up-to-the-minute
weather maps with data from geo
stationary satellites. Houston trans
mits satellite pictures to the shuttle

astronauts as they prepare to pho
tograph environmentally sensitive

areas. Each photo session has only
a narrow window of opportunity,
and the satellite-generated weather
maps let astronauts preview the
photographic conditions they will
encounter before they encounter
them.
The Seikosha printer was se

lected because it can produce
weather maps using a 64-tone gray
scale. NASA feeds the printer out

put into a special fax machine for

by Sweden next year.

transmission to the shuttle. The VP-

sive country in regulating magnetic field emissions. Sigma says it will

3500 video printer is a 300-dpi ther
mal printer that can reproduce a
video image of up to 1280 X 1240

Sweden has received international attention as the most progres

deliver monochrome and gray-scale monitors with both low VLF and
low ELF technology in the first quarter of 1991.
Cornerstone Technology is another monitor manufacturer that's
already offering low-radiation displays.
In both cases, the low-radiation option adds $ 150-5200 to the reg
ular suggested retail price of the offered displays.
Sigma Designs, 46501 Landing Pkwy., Fremont, CA 94538; Cor
nerstone Technology, 1990 Concourse Dr., San Jose, CA 95131
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pixel resolution. It retails for $6,700.
Seikosha America, 10 Industri
al Ave., Mahwah, NJ 07430
a
News & Notes by Alan R. Bechtold, editor
of Info-Mat Magazine, an electronic news

weekly published by BBS Press Service.

LucasArts on the art and science of entertainment

THESE PIRATES HAVE
TONGUES AS SHARP
AS THEIR SWORDS.
has been improved even more. So have our

sound effects, which are backed by a captivat

ing calypso and reggae music track.
Enter the Monkey Island Treasure Hunt and
win a FREE Carnival Caribbean cruise!
If you can solve a few sneaky puzzles
in a special demo of The Secrets ofMonkey
Island, you might just win one of the sweetest

prizes since Captain Kidd's treasure chest. A
Carnival Cruise for two, one of a hundred
AdLib™ sound cards, or one of hundreds more
prizes! You'll find the
demo and complete rules

in specially-marked
boxes of 3M diskettes.

Or send a self-addressed,
stamped disk mailer to:

Lucasfilm™ Games' swashbuckling new
graphic adventure lets you trade insults with

some of the saltiest seamen to ever sail the

soon as you've completed three tiny trials.
Among other things, you'll need to sedate
some piranha poodles, burglarize the governor's

seven seas.

mansion, and do business with the scum of the

In The Secret ofMonkey Island,^ you'll
sling one-liners with a fast-talking used ship

earth. And if that's not enough, you'll have to

salesman, a sarcastic swordmaster, a wisecrack

priestess covets your rubber chicken, fetid fish,

ing corpse, and a prisoner whose breath would
stop a horse. You'll also hunt for buried treasure,

pack of breath mints, or...

chase after a beautiful woman,
and—perhaps—unravel one of
the twistiest plots in the history
of adventure gaming.
You're short, broke, clueless
and friendless.
And you've just arrived on
Melee Island seeking fame and fortune. Explain

figure out whether the 300-pound voodoo

If the brigands don't grab you,
the graphics will.
Lucasfilm Games set today's
graphic standards with games like
Loom and Indiana Jones and the
Last Crusade. Now The Secret
ofMonkey Island ups the stan
dards a few more notches with
stunning 256-color VGA graphics (16-color

ing to anyone who'll listen that you want to be

EGA version also available], proportionally

a pirate.

scaled animated characters, and cinematic

Being the easy-going types they are, your
new pirate pals invite you into the club, just as

pans and camera angles.

Our acclaimed point Tn' click interface

rneEecrer □/ Manlier island is ava.lable for IBM and 100% comoatiQIes in 16-color EGA and 256-cotor VGA veisions. Visit your relate' or onto directly win Visi/MC bv cafimn
1-800 BWWWflS |m Canada 1800628 7927) -and 01990, LucasArts Enienainmenl Company. Ail rights reserved IBM is a rrademart of Iniernsi.orai Business Machines Inc

3M is alrademark of 3M Corp AdLib is a iraOemarkol AdLib. Inc. Cruise orize arranged with Tf-e "fun Ships11 of Carnival Cru'Se Lines The Most Popular Cruise Lne In The World
ship's registry Bahamas ana Lioeria.
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Monkey Demo, PO Box
10228, San Rafael, CA
94912.
So act fast, think fast, and enter fast.
Because while playing The Secret ofMonkey
Island is an adventure, winning the Treasure
Hunt is a real trip.

ADIVISION OF LUCASARTS ENTERTAINMENT COMPANY

DBACK
QUESTIONS

About two years ago I purchased an
IBM Model 30. Recently, I bought a
5'/j-inch drive to go with it. Many pro
grams that come on 5'/4-inch disks de
mand to be placed in drive A, which is
my 3'A-inch drive. What can I do

about this situation?
MADHUPOCHA

MANCHESTER. MO

The simple solution is to issue the
DOS command ASSIGN A B. This

command will make your computer
think that drive B is drive A. That
way, you can install your program
or run it in your Sty-inch drive.
When you've finished, either reset
the computer or issue the DOS com

mand ASSIGN, which returns
things to normal.
The complicated, permanent
solution only works if you're using
an internal 5'4-inch drive. Reverse
the position of the drives with re
spect to the flat data cable that
serves the drives. Although this is a
simple operation, if you 're slightly
nervous about going into the in
nards ofthe computer, you 'd be wis
er to let a qualified service
technician make the switch for you.
Most people would be satisfied
just making the software switch
with the ASSIGN command. You
could even place the ASSIGN com
mand in your AUTOEXEC.BAT

file to make the change automatic.

If you do this, include the comple
mentary1 command ASSIGN B A,
which will allow you to use your i'/>
inch drive as drive B.
One word of caution on using
this command: Some commercial
programs, especially games, are en
crypted with heavy copy protection.
Therefore the ASSIGN command
may not work with some commer
cial packages.

Keeping It Clean
I am concerned about the care and

maintenance of my hardware, particu
larly the heads on my disk drives.
Could you give me some general rule
PC-€
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of thumb for cleaning the diskdrive
heads and maintaining other compo
nents of the hardware?
HENRY Z1MOOH

CHIC-WiO. IL

How often or how rigorously you
should clean your hardware is di
rectly related to the dirtiness of the
immediate environment. If you

smoke, live in a dusty home or an
area of heavy pollution, or own an
ultrasonic humidifier, you should
clean your computer often with a
vacuum cleaner or compressed air
and keep your keyboard covered
with a thin plastic cover.
Ifyou're in a truly nasty situa
tion, such as on a factoryfloor or in
a trailer at a construction site, you
should consider purchasing a hard
ened or ruggedized computer. These
computers are designed to with
stand shocks. Some use refrigera
tion or special filtering for cooling
or eliminating dust- or chemicalladen outside air.
Ifyour computer is in an aver
age office or home environment,
you should clean it about once a
month or quarter. Failure to do so
may result in a build-up of dust on
the cooling vents and internal com
ponents. All electronic devices gen
erate heat, and some are very
intolerant of high temperatures.
Begin by backing up and opti
mizing your hard disk. Then unplug
the computer, open the computer
case, discharge any static in your
body by touching the power supply
housing, and blow out all the dust
with compressed air. Remember
that dust is also harmful to you, so
wear goggles and a mask to protect
your eyes and lungs. When all the
dust has been blown out. close the
case and replace any screws that
you removed.
If your floppy drive has been
giving you problems, run a diskhead cleaner to clean the dust and
debris that may have accumulated
on the disk drive heads.
No matter what the manufac
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turers claim, all head cleaners are at
least a little bit abrasive, so experts
recommend only using a head clean
er when your drives are acting up.
Use an antistatic wipe to clean

the monitor screen (some experts
recommend dryer sheets or a weak
solution offabric softener and wa
ter—about three parts water to one
part fabric softener). Don't use a
commercial window cleaner on
your screen. Some monitors have an
outside coating to protect the glass
and prevent glare. A glass cleaner
can remove or damage this protec
tive coating.

One computer writer has been
known to clean his keyboard by car
rying it into the shower with him,
but for obvious reasons we can't rec
ommend that. Instead, purchase a

portable vacuum cleaner like the
Mini-Vac (from The GiftHorse, De
partment C-P, 4975 Hunters Run,
Colorado Springs, Colorado 80911)
and vacuum the keys periodically,
or blow the spaces between the keys
with compressed air.
Cotton swabs and isopropyl
fnot rubbing) alcohol are good for
cleaning tight corners. Here's a hint
worthy ofHeloise: Post-It notes can
be used to remove things that fall in
crevices. Dust and hair stick to the
adhesive.
Most of the exterior of your
computer can be cleaned with a
mild solution ofsoap and water (or
fabric softener and water in the pro
portions listed earlier).
Readers whose letters appear in "Feed
back" will receive a free COMPUTE's

PC LCD clock radio while supplies
last. Do you have a question about

hardware or software? Or have you dis
covered something that could help oth
er PC users? Ifso, we want to hear
from you. Write to COMPUTE's PC
Feedback. 324 West Wendover Ave
nue, Suite 200, Greensboro. North
Carolina 27408. We regret that we
cannot provide personal replies to tech
nical questions,
m

TODAY is now your
source for sports news and in
formation 24 hours a day. USA
TODAY® Sports Center™—me
new software that turns your
computer into a total online
sports network. And because
it's so easy to use, sports fans
never bave to miss out on
late-breaking sports action.

TURN YOUR

Clipping Service
Keep tabs on your favorite
teams with stories, injury
reports, game previews and
recaps.

j

Snop anil Sell
Buy, sell and trade sports
memorabilia via electronic
Auctions and Classified ads.
Interactive
Games & More
Board 8 card games... chat 8
mail forums... plus the hottest
challenge in trivia games.

USA TODAY newsroom
a, SportsTicker
Get the latest scoop—from the
locker room to the front office.
Statistics & Standings
Access box scores instantaneously and get
complete statistical standings—updated daily.

Mow available at your favorite software
retailer for We IBM-PC/Compatibles.
Modem required.

fantasy Sports leagues
Compete in national fantasy baseball, football and
basketball leagues. Manage your dream team all
the way to the Sports Center championships.

USA 10BAY Sports Cttttt: c i IM1990 Gimiet! Ct>. be Ootnbete/try ha bst

(ISA. Ait. 1850inSe OrthrtSBtel SmJtar.CA 9S1& (4113128&-7B74. USA
100A f Spun Eentet. lam Sessaas beoBve Caaei. Buitmg 9. /trace Wiy,

Gieetiikw. NC 2JW. IBM as rcjoferarf mdemari el Intmitoial Business

MxikesCerp.
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BECOMING A
PC
ENVIRONMENTALIST
In the natural environment, important things lie

unseen, hidden in the bushes. Your computer is no

When you give this command by itself, you'll
see something like this:

different. Lurking in a little corner of your PCs
memory is information that most users never see:

COMSPEOC: \COMMAND.COM

the DOS environment. The environment is a special
area in memory that contains information on your

computer's basic setup. Once you understand the ba
sics of the DOS environment, you'll
be able to use it to speed up your
batch files, get more out of many com
mercial and shareware programs, alter
your system's prompt, and even move
the main DOS file, COMMAND.
COM, out of your root directory and
into a new location. First, though, you

need to understand how the environ
ment works.

Get SET
The basic command for viewing and
manipulating the DOS environment
is SET. To see what is currently con
tained in the environment, type the
command
SET

at any DOS prompt and then press
Enter. SET is an internal command,
so it operates no matter what disk or
directory you're using.

PATH=C: \;C: NDOS;C: \UTILITY
PROMPT=$P$G
DATA=C:\DATA\

TO SQUEEZE

EVERY OUNCE
OF POWER

FROM
YOUR PC,
YOU'LL HAVE

TO MASTER ITS

Your screen will probably look

different, depending on how your sys
tem is set up, but those four lines rep
resent every type of information that
can be stored in the environment
Here's a look at each line.

COMSPEC—Your Way Home
The COMSPEC line tells DOS where
to find a copy ofCOMMAND.COM,
the program that interprets everything
you type at the DOS prompt. When

you boot up, whether from a floppy
disk or from your hard disk, DOS
automatically includes this line in the

environment. It's very important for
the system to know where to find

C0MMAND.COM because programs
can use the memory space normally

taken up by C0MMAND.COM.
When you exit a program, the PC re
loads C0MMAND.COM from the lo
cation named in this line. t>

9

*

looks like this:

Just give the command PR0MPT=
$P$G at any DOS prompt. This com

PROMPT=SPSG

mand will cause your prompt to dis
play the complete path of the current

directory, which can be very useful in

(The exact wording may vary depend

That line displays a DOS prompt
that shows the current directory. It's a
big help in finding your way around

ing on your DOS version.) The mes

your PC. If you always see a prompt

command. You can include the com

sage means that DOS tried to load
C0MMAND.COM but couldn't find
it in the location specified in the
COMSPEC. The same principle ap
plies on hard disks, but since COM-

that only shows the currently logged

mand in your AUTOEXEC.BAT file

drive and a greater-than sign (like
C>), it's time to fix up your prompt.

to automate the process.

Floppy disk users are familiar
with this DOS error message:
Insert disk with C0MMAND.COM in drive A
and strike any key when ready

Where Is the Environment?

MAND.COM is usually where
COMSPEC thinks it is, you rarely see

Finding the exact location of your DOS
environment can be difficult. That's be
cause it keeps moving. Each time a pro
gram is executed, it gets a copy of the

the message.

It's possible to tell DOS to find
C0MMAND.COM somewhere other

than its usual place. Suppose you
want DOS to find C0MMAND.COM
on drive B. You might want to do this
if the program you're running from

Your DOS version

$_ (underscore) Moves to the next line

PSP contains a lot of useful information,
but we're only concerned with the envi
ronment here.
To see your DOS environment in
memory, you'll need to use the DOS ex
ternal command, DEBUG. Simply type
DEBUG
at the DOS prompt.

Now, at the - prompt, enter D 2C.
This tells DEBUG to display the memory
at address 2C (the hexadecimal num
bering system is assumed). You'll see
something like this:

PATH Through the Woods
The second line in the example above
displays the DOS PATH. Most hard

disk users are familiar with the PATH
command. It allows DOS to find and
run COM, EXE, and BAT files from

23A4:0020

A3 1F4E01

The first two values, A3 and 1F on this

any directory, as long as the program
is located in one of the directories
named in the PATH statement.

PC, form the address of the current en
vironment, but, for technical reasons,

DOS stores address bytes in reverse

You would ordinarily include a
PATH statement in your AUTO
EXEC. BAT file. While hard disk
users make good use of this statement,
floppy users can also benefit from
adding a path statement to their
AUTOEXEC.BAT file. You don't

order, so the real address is 1FA3.
Since this is the address of a segment,

to see its contents you'd type
D 1FA3:0

tute your computer's values for the
ones above). You'll see the text of your
environment, beginning with your COM

SPEC statement. To quit DEBUG, type
Q at the - prompt.

To verify that your PC's environ

less of what the prompt says.

ment moves around, type COMMAND
at the DOS prompt. This will invoke an

A:\;B:\

other command interpreter and another

environment. Now load DEBUG and

For more information on the

type D 2C again. This time you'll get dif
ferent addresses. To verify that these
point to the environment, reverse them
and enter the D command. You'll see
the same environment headed again by
your COMSPEC command. To remove

PATH command and its syntax, con
sult your DOS manual.

PROMPT Input
Next in line is the PROMPT com
mand. It's amazing how many users
skip this valuable command. In the
example above, the PROMPT line
D

E

C

the extra C0MMAND.COM, type EXIT

at the DOS prompt.
— Clifton Karnes
E

M

E

R

You can even include your own text
just by typing in the words you want.
For example, type this command on
one line at the DOS prompt:
PROMPT=Hello! It's $T on SD$_You're using
DOS $VS_in the $P directory*. Give a command:

Using ANSI.SYS, you can even
add colors and more to your prompt.

For more information on these extra
features, see the PROMPT and AN
SI.SYS entries in your DOS manual
or read the article "FYI: ANSI.SYS"
in the May 1990 issue of C0MPUTEI's PC Magazine.

Customizing with SET
The fourth line in the sample environ
ment above, which reads DATA=C:
\ DATA, won't appear the first time
you run the SET command. It's an ex

ample of information you place into
the environment for your own use.
You already know how the

PATH command works: It lets DOS
find programs and batch files on disks
and directories other than the one to
which you are currently logged. If only
your programs could use PATH to

at the DOS prompt (be sure to substi

need the SET command to create or
change your PATH. The line below
will allow floppy disk users to run pro
grams on either drive A or B, regard

COMPUTE

$V

find this elusive area of memory, each
program contains a pointer to its own
private environment, and this pointer is

This offset is in an area called the

on drive B instead of drive A. Hard
disk users can do the same thing, plac
ing C0MMAND.COM in a directory
other than the root directory of drive C.

PC-10

and other programs need to be able to

PSP, or Program Segment Prefix. The

Now, when you exit the program,
DOS will look for C0MMAND.COM

Current Date

Current Time

memory—offset 2C hexadecimal in the

SETCOMSPEC=B: \C0MMAND.C0M

SD

The greater-than symbol (>)

current segment.

ning your program:

other features and even your own text.
Each feature is preceded by a dollar
sign. Try these:

SG

always located at the same spot in

other floppy, insert it in drive B, and
then give this command before run

There's even more to the
PROMPT command. You can add

ST

master environment. But since DOS

drive A is too big to allow you to keep
COMMAND. COM there, too. You
could copy C0MMAND.COM to an

a complex directory structure. Hard
disk users will benefit most from this

I
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find their data files! DOS versions 3.3
and later include the helpful AP
PEND command, but many programs

offer their own tools for locating data
files or for other information.
By including a variable in the en

vironment area, you can often tell a
program where to look for its data or
for information telling it how you

want it to run.
WordPerfect is a good example of
this. It uses a number of special start
up options. For example, if you start
WordPerfect 5.1 with the command
WP /d-C: \TEMP /m-DOITNOW

the program will send all its tempo
rary files to the C: \TEMP directory

It »(M's without saying that a good flight

S

simulator recreates, in perfect detail, tH'e
elements that make an aircraft what it is
— elements such as flight characteristic*
weaponry, and the ability to sustain

damage. To do less would be an affront t
simulation purists everywhere.
Red Huron takes the experience one slep
further by recreating not only the obvious
details, but the flavor of the lime. The
humanity, the romance, the emotion that

once filled the hearts of "those during
young men in theirflying machines." It takes
you backward in time to an age when
aviation was in Ms infancy, and young

pilots such as Eddie Rickcnbacker, Billy
Bishop and Manfred von Richthofen took
to the air and invented the skills that
would keep them alive. A time when
fighter pilots of all nations formed a
brotherhood that transcended allegiance.

These men were the last true heroes — the
legendary Aces.

Red Huron is more than a good flight
simulator. It's an opportunity for you to
discover what it was realty like to be a
fighting Ace in the war that launched
aerial combat — World War I.

\
\
\

\

\ >
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for the variable UNZIP and then

and immediately run the macro
named DOITNOW. That's handy,
but it's a lot of work to type.

of the files. README, READ.ME,

each time it runs, By including an en

documentation files from a whole list

There's a shortcut, though. Word
Perfect checks the DOS environment

automatically inserts everything on

README.DOC, and MANUAL

the other side of the equal sign as the

.DOC are common names for

contents of that variable.

documentation.
Here's a way to extract all the

vironment variable containing the
information it needs, you can tell
WordPerfect what to do without all
that typing. The SET command is the
key. Here's what you'd use to dupli
cate the command above:

of ZIP files, sending them all to a spe
cial directory on your hard disk, ready

SETWP=/d-C: \TEMP/m-DOITNOW

variable. Let's call our variable UN
ZIP. Here's the command:

to read. The batch file uses PKUNZIP
to do the extracting.
Before running this batch file,
however, you must use the SET com
mand to establish an environment

Now, just by giving the com

mand WP, you can provide the same
information you laboriously typed out
before. If you include this SET com
mand in your AUTOEXEC.BAT file,
WordPerfect will always start just the
way you want.

Many other programs have simi
lar capabilities. To check on the soft
ware you use, try looking in the index
of the manual for the words environ
ment and SET. Each program uses en

vironment variables in a different
way. Some, like WordPerfect, use
them to help users cut down on com

plex command line switches, while
others use the environment to find
data files. In either case, a little study
can save keystrokes, cut down on all
the things you have to remember, and
increase your productivity.

SET UNZIP- READ*.* \DOC \TXT

Now you can use the variable
UNZIP in a batch file to represent all
those wildcard characters. You won't
ever have to type them again. Before
showing you the batch file, though,
you need to know some other infor
mation. For this example, let's assume

that the program PKUNZIP.EXE is
in the current directory or in the
PATH. All the ZIP files are stored in
the directory C: \ZIPS, and we'll send
the documents to the directory
C: \TEMP. You can substitute your
own information. Here's the batch
file, called UNZIPIT.BAT:

write another batch file, but there's a

better way. Just give this command:
SETUNZIP=*.EXE

Now, instead of extracting docu
mentation, your UNZIPIT.BAT file

will extract only the EXE files, still
sending them to the C: \TEMP direc
tory. If you want all files extracted,
use the SET UNZP=*.* command.
This is a simple example, but it's
easy to see how you can use environ
ment variables to enhance the power

of many of your batch files. Remem
ber, you can establish the variable

automatically at boot time by includ
ing the SET command line in your
AUTOEXEC.BAT file.

Sizing Up the Environment
If all this sounds interesting and
you're ready to start typing
PROMPT, PATH, and SET com
mands right and left, hold on a sec
ond. DOS allows only limited room

for the environment. In DOS versions
2.0-3.2, only 128 bytes are allowed.
Later versions of DOS let you use 160

PKUNZIPC: \ZIPS \*.ZIP%UNZIP%
C: \TEMP

The SET command can create an

Now, suppose that you wanted to
switch to extracting all the EXE files
from your list of ZIP files. You could

bytes. That's the equivalent of about

It's just one line, but it has enor

two lines of text on your screen.

environment variable, but it can also
remove one. To clear a variable, give
the command this way:

mous power. Just give the command

SETVARIABLE-

tation file from a whole list of
ZIPPED files and send them to your

ment variables, and DOS will com
plain with this message:

By naming the variable, but not
adding a value to it, you tell DOS to
delete the variable from the environ
ment. Don't place any spaces around
the equal sign.

temporary directory for reading.
The key here is the use of percent

Out of environment space

Batch File Environmentalism
There's one more way to make the
DOS environment work for you.
Many users find that batch files are an
indispensable part of their daily com
puting. What most people don't know
is that you can supercharge your batch
files by letting them get information
from your DOS environment.

As we've seen, environment vari
ables have two parts. First comes the
variable name, then an equal sign, fol
lowed by the data in the variable.
Batch files can access the data by
using the variable name. For example,
if you use a modem to download files
from bulletin boards, you've discov
ered that they're usually stored as ar
chives containing several files. It's
often convenient, especially with
shareware programs, to examine the
documentation before extracting all
PC-12
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UNZIPIT and the batch file will cause
PKUNZIP to extract every documen

Keep adding to your environ
ment with long RATH and PROMPT
statements, or use too many environ

signs ( %) on both sides of the envi

ronment variable name. When DOS
sees that, it checks the environment

This space limitation is pretty se

vere, but there's a way around it. The

SET and PROMPT at a Glance
SET

The SET command sets an environment variable name. This command has several forms.
SET

By itself displays the current environment.

SET name=

Deletes the variable name.

SET name=value

Places value in the variable name.

PROMPT

The PROMPT command sets the DOS prompt. The most common setting is $P$G, which
displays the current path followed by a greater-than (> ) sign. Here's a complete list of
PROMPT options:
SB

Nferticalbar(l)

$P

$D

Current date

$Q

SE

Esc character

$G

Greater-than sign

$H
$L

Backspace

SN

Default drive

Less-than sign

$T
$V

4
*—

Current path
Equal sign ( = )

Current time
DOS version
Enter

Dollar sign

The command PROMPT by itself sets the prompt to its default, $N$G.
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technique varies with the DOS ver
sion, and there are two completely dif

environment variable from within a

program. One good reason to do this

ferent methods.
For DOS versions 2.1-3.0, the
only way to increase the size of the en

is to tell your program where its data
files are located. To do this, you use
the ENVIRON statement. Here's an

vironment is to load a second copy of

example. Suppose you want to let
your program know that all its files
are in the directory C: \ BASIC \. To

COMMAND.COM. telling the sec

ond copy that you want a larger envi
ronment space. Here's the command,
which you should give from the direc
tory containing C0MMAND.COM:

add this to the environment, use a line
like this in your program:
ENVIRON "DATA=C: \ BASIC \"

COMMAND /Eafee/P

using DOS 2.1, you may see an error

message about a search path not being
found, but you can ignore it.

mand from the DOS prompt, as de
scribed earlier in this article. Don't
use any spaces around the equal sign.
Similarly, you can set the PATH,
COMSPEC, PROMPT, or any other
valid environment string with the EN

C:\BATCH"

Getting access to information

stored in the environment is just as
easy. To do this, you use the ENVI

RONS function. For example, to find
out what directory is stored in the
DATA environment string, you'd use
a line like this:

it. You can avoid this memory loss if
you use DOS version 3.1 or later.

With these later versions, you can
use the SHELL statement in your
CONFIG.SYS file to increase your en
vironment space when you boot up,

without losing memory. To do this,
include the following line as the first

line in your CONFIG.SYS file:

Using EnvEd to Alter
Your DOS Environment
While the SET command, described
above, is one way to alter the data in the
DOS environment area, it's inconve
nient at times. Adding a directory to
your PATH statement, for example,

means typing the entire path from start
to finish.

On this issue's disk, you'll find
EnvEd (for Environment Editor), a pro
gram written by Jeff Bowles. It lets you

SHELL=C: \ C0MMAND.COM C: \
/P/E-jize

Substitute another drive and
path, if your copy of COMMAND.
COM is in another location. The sec
ond C: \ tells DOS where to set the
COMSPEC variable.

edit your DOS environment, using the
familiar keystrokes you use with your

word processor. You can use EnvEd to
insert, delete, or alter any of the data in
the environment. It's especially useful
for changing your PATH statement with
out retyping the whole thing.
EnvEd uses the same commands
as WordStar, but you don't have to be a
WordStar guru to use it. The cursor, Ins,

The /P entry is essential. If you
leave it out, the system will lock up
and you'll have to reboot from a
floppy disk.

Finally, specify the size for your
environment. With DOS 3.2 or high
er, give the size in bytes, up to 32.767

bytes. DOS 3.1 is different, requiring
the size to be in multiples of 16, and is
limited to 992 bytes. For version 3.1
you must specify the size between 11

(176 bytes) and 62 (992 bytes). That's
usually enough, but if you need more
than 992 bytes, use the method de

scribed above for earlier versions.

BASIC and the Environment
If you program in any variety of
BASIC, from the lowly BASICA/

GW-BASIC interpreter to the Quick
BASIC 4.5 compiler, you can read or

change any part of the DOS environ
ment from within your own pro
grams. Two simple BASIC commands
handle all of the work.

The quotation marks inside the pa
rentheses are required. Now, you can
use that information in your program.
If you use the line
PRINT DATAS

disadvantage: Since it loads a second
copy ofCOMMAND.COM, you'll lose
about 20K of memory when you use

DATAS - ENV1RON$<"DATA")

VIRON statement. To set a new

This method works, but it has a

Del, and Backspace keys are all you

need. To start the program, give the
command ENVED while in the directory
containing the ENVED.EXE file.
The program begins in Insert
mode, which means that anything you
type on an existing line will push other
characters to the right. Press the Ins
key to toggle between this mode and
overtype mode. Overtype mode causes

BASIC will display everything after

the equal sign ( = ) from the environ
ment. Using the example above,
you'd see this on your screen:
C:\ BASIC \

Now, let's use this environment

information to open a sequential data
file called CONFIG.DAT. By using

the environment, you can open this
file, even if you've changed directories
within your program. Here's a BASIC
fragment:
FILENAMES = DATAS + "CONFIG.DAT
OPEN FILENAMES FOR INPUT AS #1

BASIC will open the file C:
\BASIC\CONFIG.DAT and allow

you to read information from that file.
Here's a final example. You can

combine Ihe ENVIRON statement
and ENVIRONS function to alter
your RATH statement. Suppose you
want to add a new directory to your
path. The following line will add the
directory C: \ UTILITY to the end of
any existing path. If no path exists,
then the line will create one.

you to overwrite existing text as you

type. To delete characters, just use the
Del or Backspace key.
Once you've finished making your
changes, save your work by pressing
Ctrl-K, X (hold down the Ctrl key while
you press K and X). If you decide not to

ENVIRON "PATH=" +
ENVIRON$("PATH") + ";C: \ UTILITY"

Try using these commands in
your own programs and see how

exit the program without saving. It's that

much you can do with them. Remem
ber that you'll need line numbers if

easy.

you're using BASICA or GW-BASIC.

make any changes, just press Esc to

You'll be able to use all of the envi
ronment functions listed in the main arti
cle while using EnvEd. Just type them

in, but don't type SET—it's not needed.
EnvEd keeps track of the amount of

memory available for the environment,
and it won't let you exceed that limit.

First, you may want to set a new
COMPUTE

ENVIRON'-R\TH=C: \;C: \DOS;

It's just like using the SET com

Replace size with your desired
environment size, in bytes. You can
use as many as 32,768 bytes, but 512
or 1024 is usually enough. If you're

PC-14

PATH, for example, the BASIC line
would look something like this:
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Making the most of your PC's en

vironment is an important step in be
coming a true power user. As you
become more familiar with these en
vironment tools, you'll add to your
productivity and use your PC more
effectively. For more information on
any of these topics, check your DOS
or BASIC language manual.
B
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port for 1.44MB 3'/>inch disk drives,

What are the differences among

allowed multiple hard disk partitions,
and improved batch-file processing

DOS versions? Are you cheat

ing yourself by not having the
latest and the greatest? Should
you stay with what you have?
The answers to these questions

and hard disk backup.

The DOS 3.3 enhancements coin
cided with the introduction of the
IBM PS/2 in 1987. The PS/2 included

depend mainly on what hardware you
have and how you use it. The changes

a high-density 3'/2-inch floppy disk
drive and a large hard disk. Prior to

in DOS over the years have mirrored

this version, DOS could only access
hard disks smaller than 32MB. DOS
3.3 allowed larger hard disks to be

the evolution of computing hardware.

As new hardware has been invented

and put into use—high-density 3lhinch drives for example—DOS has
been upgraded so the systems could

partitioned into smaller units that
could be accessed as separate logical
drives.

use the new hardware.

You'll see DOS referred to as
either PC-DOS or MS-DOS. Both ver

While each version added fea
tures, each added weight as well. The

system files of DOS 2..v occupy 40K
while the system files for DOS 1.x
and 4.x consume 59K and 108K,
respectively.

In choosing which DOS version
to use, you must weigh the features
against the costs of disk space and
RAM usage. If you have a floppy

drive system with no hard disk and
limited memory, DOS 2.10 or 2.11 is
probably just fine unless you want to
run software that requires a higher
DOS version.

If your system has a hard disk or
you plan to add one, you'll benefit by

DOS is the version distributed with

using DOS 3.x If that hard disk is
larger than 32MB, you'll need DOS

IBM-brand equipment, while MSDOS is distributed with most clones.
Although there are some subtle differ
ences between the two families, this

its shell, but if you don't have at least

sions are produced by Microsoft. PC-

3.3. Likewise, if you're adding 3Viinch drives, you'll want DOS 3.3.
DOS 4.x is attractive because of
640K of RAM and a hard disk, the
overhead will outweigh the enhance

discussion treats them as equals.

You won't find DOS 1 .x in use
anywhere these days, but DOS 2.x,

ments. If you have a hard disk that's
larger than 32MB, DOS 4.01 allows

3.x, and 4.x are all widely used. To see
which version you have, type VER at

you to format the entire disk as one
unit. DOS 3.30 requires you to break
these disks into partitions that can be

DOS prompt.
DOS 1.0 came out in 1981 to
support the original IBM PC, by to
day's standards an unsophisticated
machine with little memory and a

no larger than 32MB each.

Another caveat with DOS 4.01 is
that it looks at the disk a bit different
ly than previous versions. You'll need

single-sided disk drive. After a few
months, DOS 1.0 was upgraded to

to reformat your hard disk under
DOS 4.01 to use it, and you'll find

provide support for double-sided disk

drives.
In early 1983, the IBM PC XT

In 1988, DOS 4.0 was an
nounced. This version eliminated the
32MB barrier, provided support for
expanded memory, and offered a shell

was announced, and along with it

came DOS 2.0. This version provided
support for the 10MB hard disk that
came with the XT and introduced the
subdirectory structure we still use.

as an alternative to the DOS com

mand line. These changes gave com
puter owners with gigantic hard disks

The IBM PC AT, introduced in
1984, provided another set of hard
ware enhancements. It was bundled

and megabytes of memory better con
trol over those features. The shell pro

with DOS 3.0, which supported the
AT's 1.2MB high-density floppy disk
and provided ramdisk software to ac

vides menus and mouse support,
making it easier to operate with fewer
typed commands.
The original release of each of the

cess the AT's extended memory. DOS

3.0 was subsequently tweaked a few
times: DOS 3.1 added network sup
port; DOS 3.2 allowed 3'/2-inch 720K
disk drives and added the XCOPY

DOS versions—1.0, 2.0, 3.0, and
4.0—was quickly followed by an up
date that exterminated some of the
bugs. If you're using any of these origi
nal releases, don't hesitate to upgrade.

command; and DOS 3.3 added sup
PC-16
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that some of your software—disk op
timizers, undelete programs, and so
on—may not work unless you up

grade them to versions compatible
with the more advanced DOS.
If you decide to upgrade your
DOS, make sure you don't change
DOS families. If your system came
with PC-DOS, upgrade with a later
version of PC-DOS. Similarly, if the
machine came with MS-DOS, stick
with it.
Also, some clones are shipped
with versions of DOS that have been
adjusted specifically for that hard
ware. If your machine uses such a
nonstandard DOS version, contact

the dealer or manufacturer for advice
about the upgrade path.
a
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With Christmas just around the

corner, it's time to think about
gifts. Whether you're playing
Santa for that significant other
power user in your life or just reward
ing yourself for a year well done, here
are three ideas for super stocking
stuffers.
Everyone needs a text editor, and

although you can get by with DOS's
EDLIN (barely get by, that is) or with
a shareware product, a power user
needs a power tool. For editing, the
hands-down winner is BRIEF (Solu
tion Systems, 541 Main Street, Suite
410, South Weymouth, Massachusetts

02190; 800-821-2492); $199. An acro
nym for Basic Reconfigurable Interac
tive Editing Facility, BRIEF has
everything you could want in an edi

KARNES

Macro Help (Greg Belfor, 1270 Estes
Street, Lakewood, Colorado 80215;
$15).

large dialing directory, and online
help in a full-featured telecommunica
tions program, and you wouldn't be

disappointed. They're all here. But

Written in BRIEF's macro lan

guage, this shareware product is a su

unless you were very imaginative, you

perb online help system for BRIEF's

wouldn't have expected to find Telix's
script language, SALT. SALT is a very
versatile C-like scripting language.
You simply can't go wrong with Telix.

macro language. Impressively,

CBRIEF Macro Help not only pro
vides help on the official, known
BRIEF commands, but it also in

No matter what a power user's
special interests are, if he or she has a
PC, it's a sure bet that there's a key

cludes details on many otherwise un
documented features.
Most power users telecommuni
cate, and so most will already have

board attached. .Although every PC is

shipped with a keyboard, it's usually
one of average-to-poor quality. Most

some sort of communications soft
ware. But chances are they don't have

people don't even think of replacing
their keyboards with better ones, but
if you surprise your loved one with a
ZEOS/RS keyboard (ZEOS Interna
tional, 530 5th Avenue NW, St. Paul,
Minnesota 55112; 800-423-5891;

Telix, an elegant shareware program
that can put some of the pizazz back
in everyday computer phoning.

tor and about 300 features more.
From the moment you crank it

$89.95), you'll have a friend for life.
The ZEOS is notable for two
things: It's significantly smaller than

up, BRIEF feels like a fine sports
car—fast and powerful, with a cursor
that corners as if it were on rails. In
fact, although the program's setup of
fers several cursor speeds, only arcade

the usual 101-key keyboards, and it

has the best feel of any keyboard on
the planet.

Because of the ZEOS's small size,

players will be able to take the Gs of
Fast.

it takes up only 75 percent of the desk
space used by a normal keyboard.

BRIEF is reconfigurable. If you

That's great in general, but if you have

don't like the keystroke associated
with a command, you can change it.
And if you want to write your own

a mouse or a trackball, that means
that you can get these devices much
closer to your keys and save precious
hand movement when you go from

commands, you can use either of
BRIEF's macro languages. That's
right; BRIEF offers two macro lan
guages: one that's LISP-like and one
that's C-like. Both are amazingly
powerful.
Power and speed are great, but
the feature that really made BRIEF
famous is its Undo, which allows you
to undo as many as 300 keystrokes.

This feature has probably saved pro
grammers more hours of work than
Jolt Cola.
One last point about BRIEF:
Many of the best programmers in the

country have written macros for it.
That translates into outstanding sup
port for almost anything you want to

do with BRIEF.
To put the icing on the cake, you

could top off your BRIEFgift with
Greg and Carolyn Belfor's CBRIEF

one to the other.

To start with, Telix's list of proto
cols reads like a telecommunications
Who's Who: ASCII, CompuServe
Quick B, Kermit, MODEM?, SEAlink,
Telink, XMODEM, 1K-XMODEM.
G-1K-XMODEM. YMODEM batch.
YMODEM-G, and ZMODEM. In
short, everything.

E

M

sized on the ZEOS.
If you're looking for action, this

raised dashes on the F and J keys to
guide your hands to the home row.
Lights for NumLock, CapsLock, and
ScrollLock keys (in seasonal green)

provide the finishing touches.

You'd expect to find macros, a
C

board. The Backspace key is oversized
on most keyboards but is normal

feedback. The keyboard also has

so that you can edit messages and
other text online.

E

function keys along the top of the key

keyboard has it. The ZEOS keys offer
an audible click and excellent tactile

Noteworthy features include a
scroll-back buffer that displays the last
seven screens of text and Telix's abili
ty to invoke your own editor (BRIEF
if you're lucky) at the touch of a key

D

The ZEOS may be small, but it
doesn't downsize its keys or scrunch
them to gain that size. All keys are full
sized and arranged in a standard 101key layout with separate dedicated
cursor keys (in an inverted T) and 12

E

R
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3ASIC
TOM

One of QuickBASIC's strong
points is the way it handles

strings—that is, anything you
might see between quotation
marks. BASICs string handling is so
easy to learn that BASIC experts mov
ing to C, assembler, or ISO standard
Pascal tend to experience severe cul
ture shock.
In this column we'll discuss the

CHR$, LEFTS, and MIDS functions;
then we'll present an ambitious pro

gram that performs a word-wrap on
any message you care to feed it, wrap
ping up the result in a tidy box.
There are some strings you can't
type. CHR$ returns a one-character

CAMPBELL

parts of this month's program. For
example:

notation to check each character of a

1 Building a string

' This example won't work!

BlankS = CHR${13) + " " + CHRS(9)

' Assign a string to TESTS
TESTS = "hello, world."

This creates a string called BlankS
consisting of the carriage return
(ASCII 13), the space character, and

string:

• Print each character,

FOR I = 1 TO LEN(TESTS)
' using array notation. Wrong!

PRINT TEST$(I);

the tab character (ASCII 9).
You can pluck out parts of a
string readily with LEFTS, RIGHTS,
and MID$. LEFTS returns any num

This won't work because TEST$(I) is

ber of characters starting at the begin
ning of the string. The following

accessing the Ith member of an array
of strings, not each member of I. And

example prints the single word Paula.

in BASIC, don't forget, a string isn't

NEXT

an array. The correct method is this:

string matching an ASCII value you

pass it. CHRS is a function, meaning
you can use it anywhere you'd use a
variable. For example, uppercase A is
ASCII 65. Here are two equivalent
ways to display the letter A:

' This example works!

'Print the letter A

NEXT

' Assign a string to TESTS
TESTS = "hello, world."
FOR I = 1 TO LEN(TESTS)
' Print a substring of TESTS
PRINT MIDS(TESTS, 1,1);

PRINT CHR$(65);

MIDS prints the middle n characters
specified, where n is the third parame

PRINT "A"

This example prints two A's one
after another. The semicolon (;) tells
BASIC not to issue a carriage return

ter. They start at the position named

in the second parameter, shown above
as I. DrawBox uses it like so:

and linefeed after the PRINT.

CHRS would seem to be less than
a revelation when taken at face value,

'MIDS example

but it suddenly becomes interesting

PRINT MID$<Box$, 4,1);

LOCATE Row, TCol

when we realize it can be used to rep
resent characters that the BASIC in
terpreter itself uses. For example, the
Esc key is ASCII 27, but it's also used
to cancel an operation in most editors.

In the example above, the verti
cal bar character is printed. It's the

fourth character in the string named
Box$.

So if you want to send an ASCII 27 to

1 Printing a substring

a printer, instead of typing LPRINT
followed by double quotation marks
and pressing Esc (which might pop
you out of the editor), you'd type
LPRINT CHR$(27).
Another good use of CHRS is
when your printer won't print the PCspecific box characters in the upper

PRINT LEFTS(ltPaula Abdul slept here", 5)

127 extended ASCII characters.
As you can see in this and last

month's program listings, the DBoxS
variable is declared using CHR$ for
just that reason.
Finally, it's put to work in several
PC-18
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The AddWord routine needs to
handle the case where a single word is
longer than is legal for a line; it
chooses to clip the word like this:

NextWordS = LEFT$(NextVVord$,
WrapWidth - 1)
I won't insult you by explaining

RIGHTS, except to say that it works
from the end of the string.
It might seem logical to use array

DECEMBER

1990

Now to this month's program.
It's a reusable subroutine that displays
a box and then word-wraps text inside
it. Here are highlights of the program.

• The WrapBox subroutine, which lets
you position a box anywhere on
screen, using any colors for the fore
ground and background, and display*
any message inside it with word
wrap. This is at the heart of an online
help system I'm writing, and you can
use it, too.

• The WrapS function, which returns a
string completely formatted with

BASIC TRAINING
word-wrap, given a raw input string.

DEFINT A-Z

DECLARE SI1R AdrtWord

• The DrawBox routine (stolen from
last month's program and stripped of
comments to save space in the pro

(LlnelAD,

NextWordLen,

NextWordS, WrapWidth,

Finals,

DECLARE SUB DrawBox (TRow, TCol, Wide, High, TextColor, BackColor,
DECLARE FUNCTION WrapS {RawS, Wrapwidth, MaxLines)
DECLARE SUB WrapBox (LeftRow, LeftCol, Wide, High, TColor, BColor,
CLS

gram listing), which draws a box on
screen using specified coordinates

DBoxS - CHBS{205) + CHRS(201) + CHRS(1B7) + CHR$(186)
LINE INPUT "Pleaae type in a test string: ") MsgS
CALL WrapBox{6, 30, 13, 9, 7, 0, DBoxS, Msg$)

and colors.

• No global variables in any routine,

SUB AddWord {LineLen%,
IF

which means that you can use your
own globals without problems—
there won't be any unpleasant side

NextWordLen,

NextWordS

=

LEFTS(NextWordS,

NextWordS =■ NextWordS

+

WrapWidth

-

-

FinalS

Finals,

Lines

DBoxS,

t

HagS

CHR$(1B8}

Lines)

Line'd be too long.
This vord alone is
longer than the line.
Truncate with flag

1)

">"

char.

IF

FinalS

CHBS(200)

NextWordS, Wrapwidth,

{LineLen + NextWordLen) >= Wrapwidth THEN
IF NextWordLen > WrapWidth THEN

END

effects.

+

BoxS ]

Force end of line.
I of output lines.
Starting a new line.
FinalS + " ": LineLen ■ LineLen + 1
' How add token to output string.
NextWordS: LineLen ■ LineLen + NextWordLen
NextWordLen ■ 0
' Reinit vars.
+

CHRS(13)

Lines « Lines t 1
LineLen - 0
ELSE IF LineLen > 0 THEN FinalS

This is some of the most compact

END

code I've ever written, but some of the

IF

Finals ■ Finals

NextWordS = "i
END SUB ' AddWord

credit goes to BASIC itself. A word
wrap routine I wrote in C that does

SUB DravBox (TRow, TCol, Wide, High, TextColor, BackCoXor, BoxS)
COLOR TextColor, BackColor
' Set text fore- 6 background colors,
BottomRow - TRow + High
' Calculate outside of loop.
FarRight ■ TCol + Wide
FOR Row - TRow + 1 TO TRow + High - 1
' Draw interior.
LOCATE ROW, TCol + 1: PRINT STRINGS|Wide - 1, " ");

slightly less than WrapS was much
longer and more difficult to follow be
cause a lot of the things we take for
granted in BASIC, such as string con
catenation using +, initializing strings

HEXT

ROW

FOR Col = TCol TO FarRight
LOCATE TRow, Col: PRINT LEFTS(BoxS,
NEXT Col

to " ", and intelligent but transparent
allocation of memory for strings.

LOCATE TROW,

LOCATE TRow,

On the minus side, BASIC

TCol!

PRINT MIDS(BoxS,

FarRight:

2,

PRINT MIDS(BoxS,

1);

3,

FOR How - TRow + 1 TO TRow + High - 1
LOCATE Row, TCol: PRINT MIDS(BoxS, 4, 1)f
LOCATE Row, TCol +■ Wide: PRINT MIDS(BoxS,

doesn't allow array notation to let you

NEXT

step through the successive characters

'

Draw top row.

'

Draw sides.

1);

1);
4,

1);

ROW

FOR Col = TCol TO FarRight
' Draw the bottom row.
LOCATE BottomRow, Col: PRINT LEFTSffloxS, 1);

of a string as does C.
The AddWord routine is internal

NEXT Col

PC Productivity PowerPak
Work at your peak potential!

Break free of cumbersome MS-DOS
restrictions and limitations!
Single keypresses or mouse clicks do it all
for you with COMPUTE's super new
PC Productivity PowerPak disk.

(MasterCard and Visa accepted on
orders with subtotal over S20.)

Packed with 38 PC batch-file extensions and
power utilities, this easy-to-use disk includes in

U YES! Please send me

dividual help menus for every program. You don't

disk(s) (S14.95 each)
disk(s) (S15.95each).

have lo be a computer maven—just press Fl for

Help anytime!

51/* inch
3'/S inch

Subtotal

The power utilities alone are worth many

Sales Tax (Residents of ISC and NV please
add appropriate sates tax (or your area.)

times the cost of this disk. Imagine! Programs

to speed up your keyboard, edit disk files, edit and
search memory, find a specific text string in disk

Shipping and Handling (S2.00 U.S. and Can

ada, S3.00 surface mall. SS.00 airmail per

files—plus memory-resident programs such as a

disk.)

pop-up calculator, a programmer's reference tool,
an editable macro key program, and a graphic

Total Enclosed

screen-capture utility, and more all included on
this jam-packed disk.
Our batch-file extensions add new commands to
standard batch-file language. Now you can easily

add some zest to your batch files with a command

that lets you play a series of notes!
Plus handy system tools let you delete an entire

Check or money order

MasterCard

— VISA

Cirdii C«rd No
Slgnilurt

subdirectory with one command, find out if the

Telepho

system has enough memory for an application

create menus, draw boxes, and write strings

before it runs, cause the computer to remember

in your choice of colors anywhere on the screen-

the current directory so that you can come back to

all with simple, easy-to-use commands. Then,

it later, and much, much more.

ORDER YOUR PC PRODUCTIVITY POWERPAK TODAY!

City _
Stale/

Send your order lo COMPUTED PC PonerPak, 324 W.
V,,■ii.ini u Avr, Suite 200, Greensboro, NC 2T4DS.

COMPUTE'S DiscoveryDisks Presents:

MathVoyager
Have a blast while improving your math skills!

Introducing MathVoyager, the first release in COMPUTE's new
DiscoveryDisks series of engaging—and educational—games
(MasterCard and Visa accepted on orders
with subtotal over $20.)

Suddenly you're in command of a starship. You leave
flight school and find yourself on the bridge of a
battleship in deep space. Your mission: Rendezvous
with the friendly craft on your radar screen to win.

DYES! Please send me
disk(s) (S15.95 each)
disk(s) (SI4.95 each).

On the way, blast enemy saucers to pieces with your

lasers. But be careful—if you run into too manyUFOs,
your shields will fail, and it's back to flight school.

SV* inch

3W ioch

Subtotal
Salts Tsx (Reiidenb ol NC and NY please add
appropmlc sales lax for your area )

Getting fuel and ammo is as easy as answering ques
tions correctly. Maneuvering works the same way-

Shipping and Handling (II MI!S. and Canada.

S3 DO turfacc mail. IS.DO airmail ptr diik.)
.

answer a question correctly and go where you want.

Total Enclosed
MasterCard

Check or money order

Succeed, and you'li be eligible for the hall of fame.

— VISA

Crrtii Cat So

Materials: Any IBM-compatible computer with DOS

D<>]i

2.0 or higher and a CGA, EGA, MCGA, VGA, Hercu
les, or Tandy 16-Color graphic card.

ORDER YOUR COPY
OF MATHVOYAGER TODAY!

Send sour order to Via I h Voyager. 321 W, Wrndocr
Ave.. Suite 200. Greeniboro. NC 27108.

BASiC TRAINING continuedfrom page 19
LOCATE BottomRoW,
LOCATE BottcmRbw,

to WrapS, so don't use it by itself. To
use DrawBox. pass it the starting row

END SUB

and column {the upper left corner of

FUNCTION WrapS

the screen is at location 1,1), the width

BlankS

EXIT
END

WrapWidth,
-

-

+

HaxLines

Word

CHRS(9)

separators.

Sentence

Current

separators.

line

length.

Output string.
Next word from input.
Tracks length of NextWordS
I

of

lines

Length of

<= WrapWidth THEN

If

the

in

input

short-circuit
the

FUNCTION

the

output

string.

input string.
string

the

input string

is

short

function,

enough,

returning

unchanged.

IF

1 TO RawLen
- MIDS(RawS, index, 1)
Next character from the string.
The next word has been built.
INSTH(BlankS, NextCharS) THEN
CALL AddWord(LineLen, NextWordLen, NextWordS, WrapWidth, Finals, Lines)

HextCharS

IF

ELSE

NextWordS = NextWordS + NextChaxS
NextWordLen - NextWordLen + 1

IF IMSTR(EndWordS,

NextCharS)

CALL AddWord(LineLen,

END

END

Since there's no text windowing
built into QuickBASIC, the WrapBox

THEN

'
'

NextWordLen,

'

Wot a blank.
Track its length.

If punctuation mark,

NextWordS,

WrapWidth,

end word.

Finals,

Linea

IF

IF

NEXT

IF NextWordS <>

""

THEN

CALL AddWord(LineLen,

routine goes through the wrapped
string character by character and relo

END

NextWordLen,

FinalS,

Lines)

SUB WrapBox (LeftRow, LeftCol, Wide, High, TColor, BColor, DBoxS, MsgS}
CALL DrawBox(LeftRow, LeftCol, Wide, High, TColor, BColor, DBoxS)
MagS - WrapSfMsgS, Wide - 5, High)
Word-wrap input with inside padding.
MsgLen - LEN(HsgS)
Calculate this outside of loop.
NextRow - LeftRow + 1
Start under the top row of the box.
LOCATE NextRow, LeftCol +
FOR Index = 1 TO MsgLen

up the box itself, and a space of pad
ding on either side, to be taken into

2

NextCharS » MIDS[MsgS, Index,
IF NextCharS " CHRSfl3) THEN

account.

NextRow

There's a lot of computing going

«

NextRow +

LOCATE NextRow,

1

LeftCol

ELSE PRINT NextCharS;

on here, and this routine is quite a bit

END

IF

IF NextRow >=
NEXT Index
END SUB ■ WrapBox

slower in the integrated environment

E
E

NextWordS, WrapWidth,

IF

WrapS = FinalS
END FUNCTION ' WrapS

cates the cursor at the beginning of the
line whenever a carriage return is
found. It also calls WrapS with param
eters that allow the characters making

C

1);

FOR Index -

string with carriage returns embedded
where lines should wrap.

E

+

WrapS = RawS

output string can be. WrapS returns a

D

(Raw$,

CHBS(13)

IF RawLen

A box using the characters in
Box$ will be displayed onscreen. The
WrapS function takes as its input a
string to be word-wrapped, the width
to which it should be wrapped, and
the maximum number of lines the

COMPUTE

-

NextWordLen - 0
Lines ■ 0
RawLen = LEN(RawS)

the box.

than it is in the final EXE.

TCol: PRINT MIDS(Box$, 5, 1);
FarRight: PRINT HID5[8oxS, 6,

DrawBox

EndWordS - ".,1"
LineLen = 0
Final$ - ""
NextWordS - ""

of the box, its height, a number from 1
to 16 for the text color, a number from
1 to 8 for the background color, and a
string containing characters to draw

PC-20
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LeftRow +

0

+

2

1)

Start one past the left row.
Loop through word-wrapped input,

jumping over to the left side when
a carriage return is hit and printing
all other characters as is.
TheQ
right boundary has already been
taken care of with the call to
WrapS■

High THEN EXIT SUB

■

Truncate at bottom.

NTS

H

Have

AND

you ever wondered why the

single and double dots (. and
..) appear as the first two files
in all your subdirectory listings?

These two directory entries refer

to the parent directory of the current
directory and the current directory it
self. They are automatically included
when a subdirectory is created with
the MKDIR command.
You can use these entries to navi
gate through the DOS directory struc
ture on your disks using the CD
command. You can enter CD .. at the
DOS prompt to move to the parent

directory of the current directory
without specifying a long path. Try
moving up two levels by entering CD
.. \ . . at the DOS prompt. You can

move freely through the entire direc
tory structure this way.
Kim Rokosa
Bristol, CT
Label Miser
How many labels do you waste when

TIPS

FROM

OUR

your macro name (for instance, SET
UP). An empty box will appear on the
screen. Press the appropriate keys (see

macros below). To include the Enter
key or cursor keys, press ScrollLock,
press the key, and press ScrollLock
again. Press Enter to exit Edit mode.
After you've entered the macros
below, highlight Store macros and enter
a filename such as WM at the prompt.
The following macros implement
a framework for mail merge that pro

vides the basics and can be modified
or extended easily. It consists of two
steps: a setup function and a mergenext-address function.

You can merge each entry one at

a time by pressing the Alt key assigned
to the merge macro, or you can auto

mate the entire process by creating a
third macro that invokes the setup

and merge macros as many times as
needed to process the entire list.
Robert Rankin
NewPaltz.NY

Date
If your system uses an AUTOEXEC
.BAT file in its boot-up sequence, the
date and time prompts don't appear

when the system boots. If you'd like to
see the current date and time at boot-

Ctrl-F8 ADDRESS.UST Enter AltF8 Alt-FlO D:S$temp$$ Enter

up to make sure your system clock is
accurate but you don't want to enter a
new date, add the following lines to
your AUTOEXEC.BAT file.

This macro opens a new window,
loads in the address list, switches back

ECHO OFF
DATE < RETURN.DAT I FIND "C"

to the document, and saves a tempo
rary working copy.
Merge Next Address:

> DATE.TMP
TYPE DATE.TMP

Ctrl-PgUp Alt F2 %address% Enter
Enter Ctrl-Y Alt-F8 Ctrl-B Crrl-S
Dn Dn Dn Dn Dn Ctrl-B Ctrl-E
AH-F8 Ctrl-B Ctrl-C Alt-FlO

line is uppercase (FIND is one of a

Mail-Merge Setup:

setting printer tabs and linefeeds? Try
printing on the back side of the labels
until the settings are correct. You
don't even need to hold the labels up

to the light to determine what adjust
ments are required. When you're sat
isfied with the results, simply feed the
labels into the printer with the label

side up. You'll get rows and rows of
perfect labels with no waste. This tip
is especially handy for printing three-

Make sure the C in the second

D:SStempS$ Enter Y Shift-F7 Dn
Enter D:$Stemp$S Enter Up Enter
Ctrl-Y Ctrl-Y Ctrl-Y Ctrl-Y
%address%
This macro goes to the beginning

of the document, looks for the string

wide labels.
David Nagel
Jettison, MI
WordMaster Mai! Merge

READERS

%address%, and deletes it. Then it
switches to the address window, starts

a block, moves down five lines, and
ends the block. Next it switches to the

very few DOS commands that are

case-sensitive). Then create a file
called RETURN.DAT by entering
COPY CON RETURN.DAT at the
DOS prompt. Next press the Enter
key, F6, and Enter again. This creates
a file with a single carriage return to
send to the DATE command. The
FTND.EXE file that comes on your
DOS disk should also be available to
the system (the directory where it's lo
cated should be listed in the PATH
statement in yourAUTOEXEC.BAT

file).

Marvin Heikkila
Duluth, MN

I was disappointed that WordMaster
(May 1990 COMPUTEI's PC Maga
zine) lacked a mail-merge option.
Then I discovered that WordMaster's

document, does a block copy, saves

macro language is sufficient for creat
ing a basic mail-merge option.
The easiest way to create a macro
is to use Edit mode under Macros (lo
cated in the Misc menu). Press Fl,
highlight Macros in the Misc menu,

the document.

your hard drive or a floppy disk as

North Carolina 27408. We'llpavyou

and then press Enter. Go to Edit mac
ros, highlight the first entry that says
No Name, and then press Enter. Enter

well. Simply change the D: in the

S25-S50 and send you a COMPUTE'S
PC LCD clock radio for each tip we
publish.
h

the working copy, prints the docu
ment, deletes the address, and puts

must consist of five lines for these

Ifyou have an interesting tip that you
think would help other PC users, send
it along with your name, address, and
Social Security number to COM

macros to work on your system. You

PUTE's PC Hot Tips, 324 West Wen-

can change the setup macro to write to

dover Avenue, Suite 200. Greensboro,

the search string %address% back in
Each address in the address list

macros to the correct drive identifier,
such as C: for vour hard disk.
DECEMBER

1990
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GEORGE

For this issue's disk, we've rounded
up an assortment of shareware
and public domain programs you
won't want to miss. Ranging
from a floppy disk organizer to an
educational math game, they're all

winners.
If you bought your copy of COM
PUTE on the newsstand, you'll want

to order your own copy of this disk so
you can try out the programs. Sub
scribers automatically get these disks,

so if you haven't subscribed to COMPVTE's PC Disk yet, now's the time.
For more information, see the order
blank on the next page.

CAMPBELL

with at least 256K of RAM, DOS 2.1
or higher, and a minimum of two

Blaster, Registration for this share
ware program is only $15, and regis

floppy disk drives. DISKTRAK is a

tered users receive three more
educational games from the author.

shareware program, with a low regis

tration fee of only $10.
EnvEd
Star Blaster
Education really can be fun, and Star
Blaster is surefire proof. Written by
North Carolina's Richard C. Leinecker, it offers fast arcade-style action,

The little-known DOS environment is

with learning as a plus.
Your mission: To reach a desti

ronment can be a tough job. Most
people make changes to their AUTO
EXEC.BAT file and reboot.

nation in space while destroying or
avoiding UFOs. To do this, you must

a powerful tool for users, storing your
PC's PATH, variables, and other im
portant data. Unfortunately, editing
the individual elements in the envi

EnvEd is a tiny program designed
to solve this problem. It lets you edit

If you have the disk, to find out
how to use it, insert it in your drive

any item in the DOS environment,
with a word processor-like screen that
uses a subset of the WordStar com
mand set. Written by Jeff Bowles, it
simplifies a difficult job. You'll need

and run CMOS, COMPUTE"s Menu

Operating System, by typing MENU
at the DOS prompt. Next, choose
Information and Extras from the

and you're on your way.

an IBM, Tandy, or compatible PC,
DOS 2.1 or higher, but only 128K of
memory to use the program.
To help you understand the DOS

DISKTRAK
If you're like most PC users, you've

environment, see the feature article
"Becoming a PC Environmentalist"
in this issue of COMPUTE's PC.

disk's initial menu. On the subsequent
menu, select How to Use the Disk,

accumulated an impressive stack of

floppy disks, and finding the file you

You'll find information there about
the environment in general and about

need can be tough. Stuffing each disk

this valuable program in particular.

in a floppy drive and listing a direc
tory is one way, but it can take hours.
DISKTRAK written by Califor
nia programmer Birk Binnard, is the
answer. It's a database program for

Screen Saver
There are scores of programs on the
shareware market that blank your

your disk collection. It automatically

activity. Most are limited to specific

computer's screen after a period of in

reads your disks' directories, adding

video modes, and many can't handle
graphics-based programs.
Tom Donnelly, a California pro

the filenames to its data file. All you

do is feed your disks into a floppy
drive—DISKTRAK does the rest. To
find a file later, just type in the whole
or partial name of the file; DISKTR.4Kwi\\ locate it almost instantly.
That's not all. DISKTRAK lets

you add a note for each file, making it
that much easier to identify your pro
grams and data. It can read the names

of files inside a compressed ZIP file.
print detailed reports for future refer
ence, and help you delete unwanted
files. The moving-bar menus make it
easy to learn and use.
To run DISKTR.4K, you'll need

an IBM, Tandy, or compatible PC

solve math problems that use decimal

fractions. Correct solutions can in
crease fuel, ammunition, and defen

sive shield strength. You control the
difficulty of the problems.
You'll need to keep your wits

about you, though, because Star Blast
er is a fast-moving game requiring all
your concentration. The program uses
the keyboard during play, but you can

select menu functions with a mouse.

grammer, wrote Screen Saver to give
users one program that handles every
possible situation. It will clear any

monitor at an interval you set. Press
ing any key or moving your mouse re
stores your screen instantly.
That's not all Screen Saver can
do. It can also blank your screen any

time you like. Just press a hot key of
your choice. Finally, you can desig
nate a password, which allows you to

You'll need an IBM, Tandy, or
compatible PC with at least 256K of

blank the screen and leave your com

RAM and a CGA display or better
(EGA, MCGA, or VGA) to run Star

thorized access.
Screen Saver uses a separate in-

puter without worrying about unau

ON DISK
stallation program to handle configu
ration chores. Once configured, a
memory-resident program takes over.

You can change configurations or

FOR SINGLE DISKS
YES! I want to power up my PC. Send me the De
cember 1990 COMPUTE'S PC Disk. I'll pay

S9.95 for each 5'/*-inch or 3'^-inch disk plus $2.00

turn off the program at any time.
To use Screen Saver, you'll need

shipping and handling per disk.

an IBM-compatible PC with at least
40K of free memory, any video adapt

Please indicate how many disks of each format
you'd like:

er, and DOS 2.0 or higher. The author

5'/*-inch disks at S9.95 each

requests a registration fee of $20.

DISKTRAK

3^-inch disks at S9.95 each
Subtotal

REPL
At one time or another, most of us

Sales tax (Residents of NC and NY please
add appropriate sales tax for your area.)

need to replace text in a group of files.

Shipping and handling ($2.00 U.S. and

While most word processors can do
this on a single file, it's not so easy

:=:=:=:=:=: --: :..■'.:

...

tfou *»a« jtt

ISO Arrival Bonus

378 Fuel Bonus

Canada, $3.00 surface mail, $5.00 airmail
per disk.)

when you have many files to change.
John Bridges, from California,

Total enclosed

came up with REPL to handle this
job. To use it, you create an ASCII file
with any text editor. This file contains
the original text, followed by the new
text, and can contain multiple searchand-replace pairs. Once you've creat
ed the file, a simple command sends
REPL into action. Before you know

it, the job is done.
Some common uses for REPL in
Star Blaster

Send your order to
COMPUTE s PC Disk
324 W. Wendover fVe.
Suite 200
Greensboro. NC 27408

SUBSCRIPTIONS
I want to save even morel Start my one-year
magazine and disk subscription to COMPUTE'S PC
right away.

clude altering a drive name in a list of

batch files or changing passwords in a
group of log-on scripts for communi
cations software. REPL can run on
any PC with at least 128KofRAM
and DOS 2.1 or higher. The program
requires no registration fee.

5'/<-inch $49.95 per year
3'A-inch $49.95 per year
For delivery outside the U.S. or Canada, add
$10.00 for postage and handling.
Name
Wdfess

Secho

City

Almost every PC owner uses batch

State/Province

files to speed up and automate DOS

ZiP/Postal Code

commands. There's just one problem:

Total Enclosed

Regular batch files are boring. There's
no color or sound, just a series of

Check or money order

MasterCard

humdrum DOS commands.

Secho, from Michigan author

VISA

Chris Lucksted, puts an end to all that
tedium. It's designed to replace the
DOS ECHO command, which you

normally use to write text to the
screen in batch files.

Signature

Send your order to
COMPUTES PC Disk
P.O. Box 3244

Harlan.lA 51539-2424
All orders must be paid in U.S. funds by check drawn on a
U.S. bank or by money order. MasterCard or VISA accept

ed for orders over $20. This offer will only be filled at the

draw boxes and windows, and more.

above address and is not made in conjunction with any
other magazine or disk-subscription offer. Please allow
4-6 weeks for delivery of single issues or for subscription
to begin. Sorry, but telephone orders cannot be accepted.

You can use Secho on any PC,
but its color commands, naturally, re

quire a color monitor. The author

asks for a contribution of $10 if you
like the program.

Expiration Data.

Daytime Telephone No,

Using Secho, you can add cus
tomized sound effects, change screen
colors, display the date or time, clear
the screen by fading it out, or pause
for a specific time. You can also use
Secho to place text anywhere on the
screen, display available memory,

Secho

Credit Card No.

B
DECEMBER

Disks available only for IBM PC and compatible comput
ers. Offer good while supplies last.
1990
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Everyone needs to take a break
from time to time, and PC
games are an ideal way to escape
the monotony of everyday
chores. There's no shortage of exciting
and entertaining games, ranging from

CAMPBELL

tive, like TradeWars. These games of
fer an important advantage over

games on commercial services:
They're free.
Shareware games combine the
best of all worlds. You play them over
the phone lines with another person,
like commercial online games, but
you can try them out without empty
ing your wallet. Unlike the games you

simple, text-based adventures to the

latest arcade-style thrillers.
Most of these games, however,

lack one thing: competition. There's

play on a BBS or commercial online
service, they offer more than simple

something about playing against a hu
man opponent that makes a game
more satisfying. While some games
allow two or more people to play,

text on the players' screens.

PC-Othello (PCOTHL.ZIP) is an

excellent online game for two people.
It's the centuries-old strategy game,
Othello, updated for the twentieth

century. Aside from its attractive
game board, this game allows both
players to type comments at any time.

' Trek 2.8 (TREK28.ARC), anoth

er classic, uses graphics to create an
arcade-style atmosphere in which you

and a competitor play a wide-ranging
space wars game. It's not as easy to

learn as some simpler games, but its
complexity ensures that you'll never
get tired of playing. There's even a

switching players can take some of the
excitement out of the process.
The answer is as close as your

single-player mode for practice.
Space Shades (SHADES.ZIP) is

telephone. You can use your modem
as a gateway into the world of online
competition. You have several op

just as complex and just as entertain

tions: commercial online game soft

shareware version of this game runs in

ware, online games on services like
CompuServe and GEnie, games you
can play on your local BBS, and on

text mode and can be played on any

ing as Trek. Battle it out alone or
against an online opponent. The

PC. For a registration fee of $ 17, you
can get a graphics version that offers
outstanding screen images.

line games written by shareware

If you prefer card games, give Gin
Rummy Challenge (RUMMYX.ZIP)
a try. You can play against the com

authors.

A number of software publishers
have produced games capable of com
municating with other modem users.
Flight Simulator 3 (Microsoft), Mo

puter or dial up a friend for a game.
The program runs on monochrome or
color systems and can use either the
mouse or keyboard. Help screens

dem Wars (Electronic Arts), Falcon
(Spectrum Holobyte), and BattieChess
(Sierra On-Line) are just a few of the
programs in this category. All offer

make the game easy to learn and use.
If you like the game, its author asks

excellent graphics and exciting
scenarios.
Commercial online services offer

you to send a donation to a charity.

All of the games listed in this col
umn are available on CompuServe

a wide assortment of games you can

(GO IBMNEW). The filenames
shown are those used on Compu

play while you're connected. These

range from simple blackjack games to
multiplayer text-adventure classics.
On CompuServe, enter GO GAMES
(on GEnie, type GAMES) to go to the
service's gaming area. Access, com
plete instructions, and help for each
game are just a menu entry away. Re

Serve. Most are also available on
GEnie and other online services, as

member that normal online charges

ModemPoker (MPOKER.ZIP)
allows two people to play the classic
game of five-card-draw poker over the
phone lines. It offers excellent color

well as on many local BBSs, though

their filenames may be different. You
can use those services' search tools to

find them. Just use game and online
as search text.

apply here. If you get carried away,
your pocketbook could suffer perma
nent damage!

Many local BBSs also offer online
games. In most cases, these are singleplayer games, such as the classic Ad

screens and can handle modem
speeds up to 9600 baud. Registration

costs just $7, and a future version will
offer a choice of several poker games,

venture, or multiplayer games in

which only one player at a time is ac
PC-24
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plus blackjack.
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Just in case one game isn't
enough for you, Worthy Opponent
(WORTHY.ZIP) lets you select from
a menu of four games, including

Checkers, Snake Pit, Cornerstone, and
Cannonball. All offer excellent textbased screens, sound effects, and easyto-learn commands. Worthy Opponent
includes talk windows and a phone
book to list all your favorite oppo

nents' phone numbers. Each game is
complete with its own help screens. A

$ 15 registration fee brings you five ad
ditional games for the program.
There are other modem games
available, but these are some of the
best shareware games. If you enjoy
gaming, you owe it to yourself to
download one or more of these and

give them a try.
9
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This Christmas send your friends a glorious
adventure. A one year subscription to

OMNI magazine. The first gift you send

costs just $21.95-a $20.05 savings! Send

a second gift (or a third, or a fourth!] and

pay just $19.95 each! So send your friends
the gift of knowledge. OMNI Magazine.
OMNI Magazine
P.O. Box 3026, Harlan, la. 51593
Enter my gilt subscriptions of:

a 1 year (12 Issues) only $21.95!

Save $20.05 off the cover pricel

a Each additional gift only $19.95!

Save $22.05 off the cover price!

TO: Name
Address
City
State

Zip

TO: Name
Address

City
State

Zip

FROM: (You must complete this section)
Name
Address

City
State

Zip

□Send me a subscription too. rjBill me.

□ Check end.

□ Money order end.

Credit-card holders call toll-free
1-800-221-1777.

Please allow 6-B weeks for delivery ot first issue.

Canada and elsewhere add S4.00 per subscription
U.S. (unds oriiy Regular subscription price s S24 for

12 issues
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nee, every PC owner did battle with the command line.
Today, we can choose from a staggering array of inter
faces, including every shading from pure graphical (com
plete with icons and folders) to textlike graphical
interfaces, such as DOS 4.0's DOSSHELL, to text-based inter
faces like The Norton Commander, to, finally, command line
interfaces that offer alternatives to DOS.

E

I i -

■I

■I

But what distinguishes a graphical interface like Windows
from an interface like DOSSHELL? And what features cause
people to gravitate toward graphical interfaces?
The answer is simple: Graphical user interfaces provide a
platform for programs to run under and emulate. At a glance, a
user can tell the difference between a Windows application and
a DeskMale application—and for good reasons, as you'll see.
By contrast, DOSSHELL launches programs indiscriminately,
imposing no design requirements and providing no special re
sources for them (this approach has its benefits, too).>
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Up from the Command Line
For the past year or so, the buzzword

in computer circles has been GUI
(pronounced GOO-ey). The computer
and software pros aren't talking about
gummi bears. GUI stands for graphi
cal user interface, the hottest ten-yearold news story around.

About ten years ago, the first
graphical interface was displayed by
its proud developers at the Xerox Palo
Alto Research Center, changing the
way Steve Jobs—and, later, the rest of

us—thought of computer/human
interaction.
A graphical user interface in
volves more than being able to work

with pictures, called icons, on a graph
ic (rather than text) screen. It also re
fers to the look andfeel of the
programs that run under the graphical

tines as the interface to provide these
tools. Knowing what a dialog box will
look like before opening it will take
some of the shock out of using the

OS/2 has lacked: a ready supply of
commercial software that can use the
resources OS/2 offers. Whether or not

system.

Command line interfaces like
DOS and UNIX stand in stark con
trast to this uniformity. Known for
their unusual program and command
names (UNIX is by far the worse of
these two, featuring commands like

grams today are identical to their Presentalion Manager counterparts, from
the user's point of view. IBM and Mi
crosoft have been looking for a gentle

grep and nohup) and given to arcane

tomers to walk up the ramp to OS/2.

this linkage occurs, Windows pro

way to convince its millions of cus

line interfaces send even seasoned

Windows 3.0 may be just the ticket.
Although Windows ships with a

veterans running back to the manuals
and software documentation.

usable complement of software, only
in the past couple of years has there

switches and arguments, command

Program Manager

file

Options

Window

Help

—

Main

user interface.
You may recognize look andfeel
as another recent buzzword. This
phrase was used in Apple's 1989

with Presentation Manager, the OS/2
graphical interface, providing a bridge

Pie

Palnthni8h-HELL0.BMP

£dtt

Yjew

Size
FieManagw

lawsuits alleging that Microsoft's
Windows and Hewlett-Packard's New
Wave were too much like the Macin

tosh interface.
Industry wags had a field day
with the lascivious overtones of the

Control Panel

Pmt Manager

FltDMM:

hhmim'ip

Director

JAwindowt

CSpboard

DOSF

Font

Options

Style

Help
t

Hello, world. It's
great just being

here.
Cancel

Qjiactoriex
t

[g.n|

phrase, and many were quick to point

out that Apple was far from the first
to apply graphical interfaces to a

Info.

lut]

l-a-1
Option* >>

computer.

The merits of these cases will
have to be weighed in the courts. The

only thing certain is this: Whoever

Non-Wndowi

Ubfekt

created the graphical interfaces was
right on the money. Users like graphi

cal interfaces, find them easy to work
with, and can even develop an affec
tion for them—three statements that
could never be made about the com
mand line interface.
A few dissenting voices have spo

ken out, however, complaining that
graphical interfaces are too slow, too
RAM-hungry, and too idiosyncratic.
But despite these complainers, the
momentum is clearly in the direction
of graphical user interfaces.

Getting Graphic
If you're new to graphical interfaces,
you should know that they can be
confusing at first. As a group, they
aren't as intuitive as their creators
might have you believe.
The advantage of a graphical in

terface is that it can be learned quickly
and with only a little work, in contrast
to DOS. Programs that run under a
graphical user interface will follow
certain conventions: Menus, file han
dling, and navigation will all be basi
cally the same from one application to
another.

This uniformity is ensured by the

fact that the program running under a
graphical interface uses the same rouPC-28
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Accetnxiei

Microsoft Windows

GUIs are friendly and intuitive
and most likely lie between you and
the future. Decisions about which in
terface dominates the market are not
made by industry insiders or com

puter gurus, but rather by people like
you and me, who take our hardearned dollars to the computer store,
weigh the alternatives, and take home
the interface that most closely meets
our needs. So it's important that some

time and space be devoted to looking
over the features (and futures) of the
interface options available.

Windows
Microsoft's offering for the MS-DOS
GUI world is probably the best

known of all entries. In June, Micro
soft released the much-storied Win

dows 3.0. This new Windows is much
more attractive, graphical, and com
plex than previous versions. It uses
RAM beyond the 640K boundary and
can multitask (if you have an 80386
and enough RAM). Furthermore, pro

grams written to the new Windows 3.0
standard may one day be compatible
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been third-party interest in Windows
software development. For years, the
only word processing option with

Windows was Windows Write. Re
cently, Samna's Ami and Ami Profes
sional and NBI's Legacy have arrived
to fill the gap.
Even Microsoft has jumped on
the bandwagon with its own Microsoft
Wordfor Windows. After years of
eager rumors and subsequent disap

pointments, Word has shown itself to
be a powerful Windows alternative.
New users will discover that it resem

bles Macintosh Microsoft Word more
than it resembles Microsoft Word 5.x
for DOS.
It's interesting that, although
Microsoft didn't recommend Win

dows 286 for the 8088 world, you can
run Windows 3.0 in so-called real
mode on a machine with an 8088 or
8086 and 640 K. of RAM. Besides real

mode, Windows 3.0 has standard
mode, intended for use with 80286based computers, and 386-enhanced

mode, which allows for multitasking
of both Windows and DOSapplica-

-»imagination...

Attend the Mad Hatter's absurd tea party. Meet the caterpillar
" ed upon his mushroom, puffing away on his hookah. Drop in

/

on the duchess (is that a baby or a piglet she is holding?) and her
temperamental cook.

You, as Alice, face a plethora of puzzles, puns and conundrums.
Like how to assist the royal gardeners in painting the roses red
before the Queen of Hearts arrives to inspect them. Challenges to
perplex and enchant you for hundreds of hours.
But Wonderland isn't jusl a bewitching story. It's playing
environment breaks new ground for computer adventures. Here's
k what the editor of Computer Gaming World has to say about it!
n "The game is neither strictly a text adventure nor call it
Y
described as a graphic adventure. It is its own genre... The gi
uses multi-tasking to offer an incredible array of features..."
Besides superb graphics and sound support. Wonderland's unique
windowing environment offers pull-down verb and
noun menus, graphics you can size up or down and

■

move around the screen, automated mapping.

|

pninl -ami-click object manipulation, a
compass for directional movement, and

^

extensive on-screen help.

""aftf

"Innovat ive." "ambitious" (The
Chicago Tribune),
"exquisite and impressive"
(CGW), "brilliant and insane"
(The Electronic Gamer), are more
—r

(
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words used to describe
Wonderland. Questbusters
calls its windowed universe

"the ultimate interface."
Stunning graphics, impre-"1
sound board support and

captivating story, all in a

'

sophisticated new
windowing system,

combine to make
Wonderland the richest
adventure ever:
a game to play, to '

tell, and to inhabit.

■

m jA
te.

Screens taken from IBM VGA version
For IBM, Amiga and Atari NT computer*

Suggested price S59.»!)
Wonderland" Is n Iraili-mark of Virgin Mu»t it Ironic Intcrnntii

Virgin Mastertronic In.,
18001 Cowan, Ste. A, Irvine,

714-833-8710
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Display

Program

Product

Company

Price

Requirements

Type

Options

Handling

Support Programs

Concurrent DOS

Digital Research
70 Garden Ct.

$495.00

80386-based PC.

Command

N/A

Multitasking

None

2MB of RAM, hard

line

System

disk

Monterey. CA 93942

S99.95

Tandy

DeskMate

and multiuser

IBM, Tandy, or com

Graphical

patible PC; 512K of

1800 One Tandy Center
Fort Worth, TX 76102

Tree or file
list

RAM; DOS 3.2 or

$129,95

IBM, Tandy, or com

Text

patible PC

Systems
150 Pico Blvd.
Santa Monica, CA

Spelling checker, calculator,

Mate applica

phone list, to-do list, corkboard, alarm, calendar, word

tions)

processor, spreadsheet

Menu, win

Multitasking,

None

dows

task switching

Tree, file

Single tasking

higher

Quarterdeck Office

DESQWew

Task switching
(among Desk-

90405
DOSSHELL

DRDOS

Available with

PC, Tandy, and com

DOS 4.x

patible computers

Digital Research
70 Garden Ct.

$199.00

IBM, Tandy, or com

Command

patible PC;256K of

line

Monterey. CA 93942
4DOS

Text

IBM
1133WestchesterAve.
White Plains. NY 10604

list, menu

Comes with DOS 4.0 or
higher

N/A

Single tasking

Text editor

N/A

Single tasking

None

Icons, win

Singie tasking

None

Icons; file

Multitasking,

NewWave Write

list

with the ability

RAM

JP Software

$50.00 regis

IBM, Tandy, or com

Command

Box 1470

tration fee

line

East Arlington, MA

(shareware)

patible PC; DOS 3.0
or higher

02174

(plus $4.00

IBM, Tandy, or com

Graphical

shipping in

the U.S.)

$49.95

Digital Research

GEM

patible PC; 512K of
RAM; DOS 2.1 or

70 Garden Ct.

Monterey, CA 93942

dows, file
list

higher, DR DOS.

Concurrent DOS XM
6.0, or Concurrent
DOS 386 2.0; mouse
NewWave

$195.00

Hewlett-Packard

80386 system with

Graphical

4MB of RAM,

19310 Pruneridge Are.
Cupertino, CA 95014

Windows

to make pro
grams interact
within a single
document

The Norton

Peter Norton

Commander

Computing

$149,00

PC, Tandy, or com

Text

patible computer

2210WiishireBtvd.
Santa Monica. CA
90403
PC Tools Deluxe

Central Point Software

Single tasking

Viewers for dBase, Lotus 1-2-3,

Excel, Quattro, WordPerfect, Mi
crosoft Word, XyWrite, WordStar,

windows

and PCX graphics files

S149.00

PC. Tandy, or com

Text

Tree, fite

Single tasking

Text editor, shell, telecommu

15220 NWGreenbhar

patible computer;

list, menu,

nications, cache, mirror, back

Pkwy.. #200

512Kof RAM; DOS
3.0 or higher

windows

up and restore, hard disk op

Beaverton, OR 97006

$340.00

ager (OS/2)

Microsoft
16011 NE 36th Way
Redmond, WA 98073

SoftBreeze

Softshell Systems

$99.00

Presentation Man

Tree, file
list, menu,

80386 computer.

timizer, clipboard, database
Graphical

Icons

Multitasking

Information not available

Text

Tree, file

Task switching

File- and disk-management
utilities

Task switching

A companion program is pro
vided that will swap infor

4MB of RAM. hard
disk

1163 Triton Dr.

IBM, Tandy, or com
patible PC: 512K of

Foster City, CA 94044

list, menus

RAM; DOS 3.0 or

higher; hard disk
Software Carousel

SoftLogic Solutions

$89.95

PC, Tandy, or com

1 Perimeter Rd.

patible computer;

Manchester. NH 03103

192KofRAM;DOS
2.0 or higher; hard

Text

Full-screen
menu

mation among applications,
TSR manager

disk recommended

Switch-It

$99.95

Better Software

PC, Tandy, or com

Text

Menu

Task switching

Includes cut and paste be

Technology

patible computer;

tween applications and

55 New York Ave.
Framingham, MA 01701

256Kof RAM; DOS

command retriever

2.1 or higher; hard
disk and EMS memo
ry recommended

Take Charge!

$99.00

Departmental
Technologies

IBM. Tandy, or com

Text

patible PC; 320K of

Tree, file

Task switching

list, menus

RAM; DOS 2.0 or
higher; hard disk

Box 645
Andover, NJ 07821

Telecommunications, directo
ry and file utilities, alarm, cal
culator, calendar, text editor,

card-file database, automatic
dialing through a modem

Windows 3.0

PC-30

$149.00

Microsoft

80286. hard drive,

16011 NE 36th Way

mouse. 640K of RAM

Redmond, WA 98073

(EMS recommended),
DOS 3.1

COMPUTE
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Graphical

File list,
windows

Multitasking

Windows Write, Windows Paint,
calculator, notepad, card file,

clock, reversi

CONQUER
NINTENDO
ZELDA

WITH THESE BOOKS
FROM COMPUTE
COMPUTEI's Guide to
Nintendo Games
Packed with hints and tips for better
play and dozens of reviews of avail
able game cartridges for the Nintendo
Entertainment System.
272 pages, $9.95

COMPUTE'S Nintendo Secrets
More strategies, hints, tips, reviews,

and ratings for dozens of the newest,
most popular Nintendo games. Maxout scores on Super Mario Bros. 3,
Batman, Ninja Gaiden II, and more.
198 + 8 color pages, $8.95

Conquering Zelda:

The Unauthorized Guide
Finally—the hints and techniques you
need to conquer two of the most

popular Nintendo games. The Legend
of Zelda® and The Adventure of Link™.
Step-by-step instructions to rescue the
princess!
128 pages, $7.95

want more hints

and tips. Please send me the books

□ Check or money order

checked below.

Signature

D COMPUTED Guide to Nintendo Games

Acd no.

(2214) $9.95

□ MC

□ VISA

Exp. Date.

Name_

D COMPUTE'S Nintendo Secrets (2346) $8.95
D Conquering Zelda: The Unauthorized Guide
(2397) $7.95

Street ACar
City.

(No PO Eoies pleiu)

State

ZIP.

This offer expres September 30, 1991. All orders mist be
Safes tax (Residents of MC, NY, & NJ add

paid in U.S. funds drawn on a U.S. bank Orders will be
shipped via UPS Ground Service.

appreciate sales tax for your area)

Shipping and Handling (S2 U.S. and Can
ada). No charge for snipping and handling

if subtotal is over S20.00.
Total Enclosed

MAIL TO Compute Books
c/o CCC
2500 McClellan Avenue
PennsaLiken. NJ 0S1O9

Nintendo and The Legend ot Zelda are registered trademarks of Nintendo of Amenca, Inc.
The Adventure ot Link & a trademark of Nintendo of America. Inc.
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either a 386 system with 4MB of
RAM or a 286 system with 3MB of
EMS 4.0 memory. It also requires at
least a 40MB hard drive, DOS 3.2 or
higher, and Windows version 2.11 or

tions, as long as you're operating an
80386-based machine with at least
2MB of RAM.

Windows' current incarnation is
a beautiful thing to see. In contrast to

higher, EGA or VGA graphics, a
mouse, and a 1.2MB floppy drive.
This is serious software.

earlier versions, it will run many DOS
programs without problems. Unfortu
nately, it won't run some programs

Now that Windows also allows
for hot links and broader compatibil
ity, the onus is on Hewlett-Packard to
come up with more features to justify

written specifically for earlier versions
of Windows, resulting in many new
product announcements simultaneous

with the announcement of Windows
3.0. This will reap some small change
for the Windows developers. Micro

When Steve Jobs was forced out of Apple

ucts that can be run under either ver

by noted fizz-water salesman John Sculley,
people throughout the industry wondered

sion of Windows. Microsoft claims
that if developers programmed ac

"What next?" Steve must have heard them,
because he seemed to think some further
action on his part was called for, and he

cording to the rules, their products

should be upwardly compatible. Ex
cel, Microsoft's own Windows spread
sheet, didn't play by the rules and had
to be updated for the new version.

named his new company NeXT. Ever the
champion of the black-and-white computer,
he created a monochrome Maserati called
the NeXT. He did it with a pile of money in
vested by notables like H. Ross Perot, IBM,

From the standpoint of the user look

ing for a graphical interface, Windows

and Sony. IBM probably yearned for the

in its earlier incarnation wasn't espe

new interface so that it could crush once
and for all that troublesome upstart, the

cially graphical. The new version
cures that problem with full-color
icons (on machines with color graph

Macintosh. Perhaps Sony was keen to
place its incredibly capacious optical drives
in the American marketplace.
NeXT was delayed quite awhile in its
introduction. Now that it's out, people—es
pecially intelligent, well-educated, creative
people at universities across the land—
have been trying to find something to use it
for. Music seems to be a possibility, be

ics adapters).

So where does Windows fit in?
Microsoft founder Bill Gates has said
that he sees the operating-system mar

ket segmented by CPUs: DOS is pri
marily for 8088 machines, Windows is

cause in terms of sound, the $10,000 NeXT
is right up there with the $600 Amiga and

for the 80286 machines, and Presenta
tion Manager is for the 80386 ma

the similarly priced Atari ST. In advertising

chines, though he has eqivocated on

and company press releases, NeXT has

this stand.
As you might expect, there is
some overlap: DOS works on all three
platforms. Windows runs on ma
chines powered by the 8088 through

been pushing the machine for desktop pub

80486 CPUs, while OS/2 and Presen
tation Manager will run on 80286,
80386, and 80486 machines.
Presentation Manager and OS/2,
an operating system and interface
combination, look, act, and feel just

manufacturers. Hewlett-Packard's
NewWave gives Windows a more
Mac-like look. It also adds improve

hind other windows, because NextStep and

ments like macros (through an entity
known as ihe Agent) and dynamic
links among programs (known as hot

UNIX are truly multitasking. Supposedly,
IBM will be introducing NextStep for use
with its line of computers at some point,
though no one knows when that will occur
(and IBM isn't talking). NextStep is called a
development environment by its creators. It

links).
One of NewWave's advantages is
that it makes Windows more compati
ble with non- Windows applications.
NewWave costs $ 195 and requires
E

C

includes under its umbrella the Workspace
E

M

The Macintosh
When it comes to the Macintosh, the com
puter that arguably started the current

spate of graphical user interfaces, the inter
face and the operating system are so inter

twined that they are barely distinguishable.
That's because the Mac's interface was
part of the original design of the machine,
not an add-on as is the case with most PC

doesn't look very different from an AT

some of its ideas for Windows 3.0 (and
Commodore-Amiga for the new Amiga
Workbench 2.0).
The onscreen buttons and controls are
finely sculpted. The menus are logical. The
windows can all scroll and be updated at
once, even though some of them are be

and Presentation Manager have in
spired enhancements from third-party

systems for some time to come.

user-interface-cum-development-system, is
remarkable. Beyond the fact that it's mono

at it, it's obvious where Microsoft found

The shortcomings of Windows

standards prevents any publisher of micro

computer software from issuing the kind of
applications that would bring UNIX into the
home or small office, thus promising to
make UNIX the best-kept secret in small

years ago. The original Mac was a 128K,

the text, and the more complete realization
of the standard features thought to be done
to perfection on earlier machines. Looking

or whether it was just a bad idea is up
in the air at the moment.

Window. This proliferation of opposing

since the original version made its debut six

fine clarity of the images, the readability of

Whether OS/2 was ahead of its time

the savvy media style of its developer,
NextStep has received more press than the
others, but there are plenty of competitors.
They are Open Look, Motif (an X Window
variant), and other schemes based on X

NeXT software in this area at this time: Fra-

operation can fail to be impressed with the

it is slowly gaining in popularity.

Display PostScript), the Application Kit, and

the Interface Builder.
The NeXT system is only one of sever
al UNIX windowing alternatives. Owing to

meMaker from Frame Technology.
Despite the identity crisis (which is fair
ly normal in anyone's adolescence, and no
less so if that person happens to be a com
puter), no one will argue that NextStep, the

eyes off of it. No one who sees a NeXT in

its developers had hoped for. though

Manager, the Window Server (including

interfaces.
The Macintosh has come a long way

mundane as UNIX, people can't take their

has failed to generate the excitement

D

values are changed where they appear
in databases, graphics, and docu
ments; but the only thing you need to

lishing, though there's only one piece of

chrome and is thinly hiding something as

like Windows. Unfortunately, OS/2

COMPUTE

sheet to be updated instantaneously as

NeXT and Mac

soft Wordfor Windows and Computer
Support's Arts & Letters are two prod

PC-32

NewWave's existence. At PC Expo,
held in New York City this past June,
I had the opportunity to talk to a
Hewlett-Packard representative. He
made a strong case for NewWave.
True. Windows allows for dynamic
links among software packages, allow
ing (for example) figures in a spread

E
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single-floppy-drive computer with a nearly
useless keyboard and a monochrome
screen.

In its latest incarnations, the Mac
clone. Even its keyboard looks like the
standard 101-key enhanced PC keyboard.
The Macintosh is available with a firebreathing 68030 processor, 24-bit color,
and virtually all of the features of the high
est-tech PC. The graphical interface, how
ever, has remained consistent across the

years, taking the advent of hard drives,
color, and the rest completely in stride.

As futuristic as the Macintosh looked
in 1984, its interface looks like a toy beside

the NeXT interface. Rather than attempting
to maintain its place at the head of the line
through litigation, many people wish Apple
would expend more effort on innovation.

Over the years, Apple has effectively
quashed all efforts to clone the Macintosh
(though recently Apple has entered into an
agreement with Outbound, manufacturer of
a portable Mac clone), but now it might ap
pear that software developers have execut
ed an end run around the Apple defense.

The appearance of Windows 3.0 will induce
a lot of PC users to stick with DOS rather
than switch to the Mac.

Available in retail stores or call:

1 800 999 4939

mmJbmm

^f

for Visa/Mastercard orders.
For MS-DOS w/ 640K; 256-color-VGA,EGA or Tandy graphics; AdLib & Roland sound; mouse
Circle Reader Service Number 235

©1990 ORIGIN Systems, Inc.

do to break the dynamic link in Win

Which Interface Is Right for You?

dows is change a linked document's

name. NewWave maintains the link,
regardless of the changes made in the

How can you decide which interface is for
you?

document or in its name.

If you're managing a large number of

programs and would like to be able to
switch among them, consider a task

The links NewWave provides are
more powerful as well. Placing a

switcher like Switch-It, Take Charge!, or

GEM is a capable programming
achievement but has very little important

software written to take advantage of its
abilities. Without software, GEM may be
come another basset horn.

DeskMate will probably live as a stand

linked graphic file in Microsoft Word
for Windows, a Windows product re

SoftBreeze rather than a graphical inter

quires that it be in a format the pro
gram can handle, such as TIF or

more efficient in their use of RAM, and they

The programs supported by Windows

usually require little from the programs they

and DeskMate vary in their focus. Although
there is some high-level software available
to operate under the DeskMate interface,

face. Context switchers are generally much

Windows Metafile. If a new format
emerged tomorrow, a new version of
the Word product would have to be
developed to accommodate it. In the

switch.
If you're interested in running Windows
applications, such as Word for Windows
and Ami, you'll probably want Windows. In
addition, it comes with two powerful pro
grams: Microsoft Windows Write and Mi

Ami Professional version developed
for use with NewWave, the word pro

crosoft Windows Paint.

cessor has nothing to do with the
graphic. When a linked graphic is im

As a file switcher, Microsoft Windows
may cause you some problems. A small
group of DOS applications steadfastly re

ported, it remains part of the program

that created it. I saw a demonstration

fuse to run under Windows. Yet it's the
leader of the pack of graphical interfaces

in which an animated graphic was im

because the programs that will run under it,
using its resources and emulating it, include
some of the major success stories of soft

ported to an Ami Professional docu
ment. The word processor didn't have
to be able to provide animation for
the graphic. All it did was allow the
section of the page where the anima
tion appeared to be a part of the exter
nal animation program.
The NewWave environment fea
tures Agent, a macro recorder similar
to Recorder, provided with Windows

ware. CorelDraw, Arts & Letters, and Micrografx Designer, the big-three PC
drawing programs, are all Windows appli
cations. Microsoft's Excel spreadsheet is
only available as a Windows application,
and Windows-based word processors are
also beginning to appear in numbers. The
first databases have begun to appear, too.

GEM draws very little attention these
days, but it's a good file switcher and far
more graphical at its heart than Windows

3.0. But instead of simply recording
keypresses and mouse movements as

does Recorder, Agent deals with files
by name and its macros take the form

2.x was. One of GEM's biggest claims to
fame is that it provides the operating envi
ronment for Ventura Publisher, one of the
two top PC desktop publishing packages.

of programs that can be edited with a

word processor. If you use Windows
3.0*s macro recorder capability, it will
record that you moved the mouse to a
given position and double-clicked to

invoke Excel. However, if you move
Excel to a different location on the
screen and replace it with an Ami Pro
fessional document, invoking the
macro will start Ami Professional in
stead of Excel. By contrast, New
Wave's Agent will contain instructions

to start Excel, regardless of its posi
tion on the screen. This will make
your macros more reliable and there
fore more useful.

It's been said that a musical instrument

exists to perform the music written for it.
Few people study basset horn anymore,
though this instrument was common in the

last century. Without new music written for
it, the basset faded until it became a musi-

DOS alternative. Another is GEM.
Perhaps inspired by the Macin
tosh, Digital Research's programmers
set to work on an early windowing in

terface for the PC called GEM, which
is now seen mainly on Atari STs and

as the operating environment for a
handful of PC desktop publishing

computer industry. It was once king

Although it isn't multitasking,
GEM is still a powerful shell. It pro

understandings with representatives

from big blue IBM, Microsoft—rather
than Digital Research—got the nod to
create DOS. Shortly after the appear
ance of the IBM PC, Digital saw its
market share dwindle to a very few
true believers.
Ever since, with product after

product, Digital Research has tried to
find its niche in a world it never
made—the world of DOS. One of
these products is DR DOS, an MSPC-34

COMPUTE

the Lotus DeskMate spreadsheet cannot

compare with Excel. By its pricing and its
mall locations, Tandy is obviously aiming at

the home and small-office user rather than
the upper-end corporate customer, who is
in Microsoft's sights.
Although Windows 3.0 is very exciting,
DeskMate is probably a better choice as a
graphical interface for the home user than
Windows or GEM. In addition to the fact
that the interface is friendly, logical, inex
pensive, and packed with features, DeskMate is a better switcher.

Among the other products mentioned,
Take Charge! is very powerful and takes up
virtually no memory, so it would be a good
option to use, if you're only looking for a
task switcher and you have very limited
memory. DESQview becomes more valu

able with a more capable machine and
more RAM. If you're operating an 80386
with two or three megabytes of RAM, you
should look into DESQview.
If you're tired of the DOS command
line but don't need the features of a GUI or
a task switcher, consider The Norton Com
mander or PC Tools Deluxe shell. Both pro
grams make DOS easier to use and more
powerful.
Command line enthusiasts should take
a serious look at 4DOS. It's shareware, so
you can try it before you pay. In many
ways, it's the interpreter COMMAND.COM
should have been.

cological footnote.

GEM
Gary Kildall's Digital Research is one
of the great might-have-beens of the
of the hill with its ubiquitous CP/M
operating system, but because of mis

ard as long as Tandy sells PC compatibles,
which means that it will probably never die.

packages such as Ventura Publisher
and GEM Desktop Publisher.

vides many of the same advantages as
Windows, including the simple rou
tines necessary to place text and dia
log boxes onscreen.

A few users are crazy about
GEM, though one witty detractor
called it "CP/M with windows." In its

current release, it's a little more infor
mative than Windows (for example.
the size of the thumb mark in the
scroll bar tells you how much of the
file is currently visible onscreen), and
it costs half to a quarter as much. And

DECEM
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GEM should operate on all machines
that run DOS.
People who run GEM after run

ning Windows may be surprised to
discover that GEM comes with very
few desktop utilities. You get a basic
operating system shell, which lacks
the paint program and word processor
shipped with Windows, and which is
missing interesting tidbits (such as the
Reversi and Solitaire games supplied

with Windows). Word processors and

graphics packages exist that will work
within the GEM operating environ
ment, but they are sold separately.
DeskMate

Venerable DeskMate (now in its 3.0
release) would be a strong presence in
the software world, even if it weren't
friendly and powerful, because of the
fact that it's the operating system shell
available for one of the best-selling
personal computers: the Tandy 1000

line. Tandy has been aggressively pur-
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suing non-Tandy users with a DeskMale version that will run on any

compatible, and it has been making
converts.
ort by size "\ *L p

It will come as no surprise to the

tSurt bu date

thousands of Tandy users that Desk-

»T r~l

]—w—id

Mate is a viable alternative to Win

I—I

LJ

dows. It loads rapidly, can run at full
speed on virtually any DOS com
puter, and has a graphical desktop ap

pearance (though it looks as garish as
fingerpaint next to the designer graph
ics of Windows' screens).
DeskMate provides an onscreen
clock and calendar, plus an address

book, an appointment calendar, and a

telecommunications module. In addi
tion, it sports an object-oriented draw
ing program, a simple word processor.
a small spreadsheet, and several other
personal-productivity programs.
And these aren't the only pro

grams available to run under the

DeskMate interface. Several manufac
turers have gotten behind Tandy in

GEM's icon-oriented desktop.

creating important software that has
the DeskMate look and feel.
Some familiar names appear
among the software available in this
special format, including PFS.First
Publisher. Quicken. Q&A Write, and

While DESQview isn't a graphi

cal interface itself, it provides an alter
native to programs like Windows or
DeskMate. Essentially, DESQview
hides in the background until you call
it with a keypress. When you press the

a Lotus product called Lotus Spread
sheet for DeskMate. These software
packages are virtually assured success,

hot key, it provides a menu. From this
menu, you can open a window, close a
window, or switch windows.

as they're being aggressively marketed
through the nationwide network of
Radio Shack stores.
Tandy is obviously serious about
making DeskMate a contender in the
GUI wars.

DESQview is multitasking, ifyou
have EEMS or EMS 4.0 expanded
memory. Without expanded memory,
you can still multitask, but you must
multitask with programs that fit in the
640K of conventional memory. This

Nongraphical User Interfaces
Not everyone is happy with graphical
user interfaces. They tend to be slow
and demand a lot of system resources.
There are ways, however, to work
with the faster, more responsive text
screen without having to depend on

severely restricts the number of pro

Halp

F[
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grams that will multitask on an unexpanded system, particularly when you
take DESQview's 150K overhead into
account. You can, however, use DESQ

view for context switching (moving
from one program to another without
having both run simultaneously).
There's one definite advantage to
DESQview: It will work on any exist
ing system, from the original IBM PC
to the 80486 machines. Although it's

far from a graphical user interface,
DESQview's windows and menus will
please those who need multitasking or

context switching but who want the
speed of a text-based interfaces

DosUlato -C:\Uf1

4:11 pn

the command line.
The interfaces described below
take less time to learn than the com
mand line and provide assistance like
help screens, point-and-click selec

+ PROGRAMS -f
WWID.DOC

ADDRESS. PDti
CALEHDAH .PDH
DESKTOP. pun

tions, user customization, and menus.

DBAU.PDn

For a new computer user, or a user

who spends as little time as possible

on the command line, one of these
text-based interfaces may be the
answer.

DESQview
Although DESQview uses 150K or

less, it typically takes control of all
available memory. On some ma
chines (specifically 286s), it can take

advantage of a little-known glitch in
the way the CPU manages memory

and move a portion of itself into
the RAM between 640K and 1 MB,
which frees more memory below the
640K barrier for running programs.
PC-36
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File selectors dominate DeskMate's interface.
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MOVE
NEW CITY.
Asa Shogun in Ancient Asia, you hold
the secrets to the Orient. And the
keys to an empire-

Serfs up.' Thou art king or queen of your

Main street U.S.A. in the 21st century
Do you have what it takes to turn your town

In Europe of the future the universal
language is technology Misuse it and
you'll kiss your city au revolt

castle. Beware of plagues, dragons,
witches, and other legendary dangers.

it's home on the range. And you're mayor
of a bustling frontier town filled with
gold, cows, and plenty o' bad guys.

■BELUJI
into a thriving interplanetary hub?

You're head of a lunar mining complex.
Don't forget your umbrella: there's always
a chance ot meteor showers.

Get out of town. The new Maxis SimCity*Graphics
Sets let you play SimCity in entirely new locales and
time periods.
So now there are no city limits. One package
features three settings of the future, including
a moon colony. The other, three legendary
settings of the past. Either Set loads right into
SimCity. Offering radically different looks
and architecture. Fresh challenges.
New dangers lurking at every street comer.
If this sounds like acres of fun, it should.
It's created by the same people who produced
1990s number one smash hit.

Which means if you're already a permanent

jgsident of SimCity you'll now have to move to
se hot properties.

.99O.RequiresSimCityTheGtvSimulator For information or tocrder direct
1! [415)376-6434.SimGtyLs a registered trademark of Maxis. CMP110
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Take Command
The Norton Commander and DOSSHELL (the shell shipped with DOS
4.0) represent additional options in
the shell game. DOSSHELL is ex

tremely capable and would be a con
tender in a friendliness competition
with Windows or DeskMate.
Interestingly, while DOSSHELL

shell's graphic potential. If not, this

that will richly reward the time invest

squandering of CPU and memory re
sources (drawing letters on the graph

ed in studying the manual.

ics screen takes much longer than

mand line on the same screen as the
menu options, providing many of the
benefits of a graphical interface right
along with the command line.
No discussion of shells would be
complete without mentioning PC

displaying characters on a text screen)
seems a little strange.

The Norton Commander con
tains all of the standard DOS-shell
features, adding a utility that can di
rectly read Lotus 1-2-3, dBase, and

Commander also features a com

least on EGA or better systems). Per

most word processor files. Although
not designed with the beginner in

Tools Deluxe. If you're among the
half-dozen or so PC users who haven't
yet purchased PC Tools Deluxe, it's

haps later versions will exploit the

mind, it provides a depth of features

waiting for you in its sixth version. It

appears to be a text-based interface,
it's actually graphical in nature (at

GUI Glossary
The world of the graphical user interface
has its own vocabulary. Here's a short list
of words you'll hear when GUIs are under
discussion.

tion or to make a selection from a file list

moves in response to your mouse

and command the application running to

movements.

load it.

Move bar. If your graphical user interface

Button. Buttons are rectangles or circles,
usually found in a dialog box, that affect an

Dragging. When you drag, you move the
mouse pointer to a position on the screen,
press the mouse button, and then move the

operation if they're selected by the mouse.

mouse with the button depressed. Usually

Generally the default button is marked in
some way to indicate that it can be selected
simply by pressing Enter. Usually, the Esc
key activates the Cancel button. To change
the button that's highlighted, use the Tab or
cursor keys. And you can always click on
any of the buttons with the mouse pointer.
There are many different kinds of buttons,
including check boxes and radio buttons,
but their action is fairly uniform.

this causes something on the screen to
move along with the mouse pointer. This
action is usually employed for moving and

Clicking. When you click, you move the
mouse pointer to a specific position, such

as over an item in a menu, and press the
mouse button once, releasing it as soon as
the click is felt. This action is usually em
ployed to make a selection from a list or to

select a button.

sizing windows or for moving icons around
the screen.
Friendly. An interface is friendly if you can

learn it thoroughly in a few days.
Icons. Icons are little pictures of things, to
quote an ad copywriter. There are many
uses for icons, In GEM, dragging an icon
from one window to another can be used to
copy the file represented by the icon from
one directory to another. Most graphical
user interfaces offer you the choice of icons

or filenames in the listing.
Maximize. Windows' windows can be
made to fill the entire screen with the maxi

Close box. You can usually make a win
dow disappear by clicking on the dose box.
The close symbol is usually located in the
upper left corner of the window. Windows
uses a slightly different scheme, providing a
menu when you click where the close box

should be, which offers a choice among
minimizing, maximizing, closing, and other
operations. If you double-click on this box
in Windows, it acts like a dose box.
Dialog box. Dialog boxes are rectangles of
information superimposed on the screen.

mize button, which is an upward-pointing

arrow in the upper right corner of the win
dow. When the window is maximized, click
ing on the same button will make the
screen an intermediate size between maxi
mized and minimized.
Menu. Menus provide lists of options and
commands. While a dialog box will general
ly provide information and options in table
format, menus are neariy always in the
form of a single list.

allows you to move its windows, you can
drag the move bar to reposition its win
dows. Usually the move bar is the bar that
runs along the top of the window.
Scrolling. Graphical interfaces allow you
to move up and down or sideways in a
document with the aid of slide bars or
scroll bars. These bars are typically made

up of arrows, a thumb mark or slide box,
and a gray bar along which the thumb
mark moves. Generally, clicking on the ar
rows moves the screen a short distance in
the direction indicated. Clicking on the gray
area between the thumb mark and the ar
rows moves the screen a larger distance in
the direction of the arrow. Dragging the

thumb mark moves you proportionally
through the document. Dragging the
thumb mark halfway along the slide bar
will take you to a position roughly halfway

through the document. Scroll bars typically
appear at the right side of a window or se
lection list or along the bottom of a
window.
Selection list. Selection lists are used to
view the contents of a disk or directory.
They're usually scrollable. If you see a file
you want to load, most graphical user inter

faces allow you to double-click on the file's
name in order to load it.
Window. An area of the screen where your
application is running, Some user inter

faces allow you to have multiple onscreen

Minimize. Windows' windows can be
turned into tiny icons at the bottom of the

windows.

screen by clicking on the minimize box, a

Zoom box. If you resize a window, you

small downward-pointing arrow at the up

may want to make it fill the entire screen at

Double-clicking. When you double-click,

per right corner of the window. This isn't
the same as closing a window. The pro

you move the mouse pointer to a position

gram may still be operating when it's

on the screen and then press the mouse

minimized.

least during part of its operation. If so, you
could click on the window's zoom box
(usually in the upper right corner) to make
the window fill the screen again. Windows

button twice in rapid succession. This ac
tion is usually employed to start an applica-

Mouse pointer. Usually the mouse pointer

They're usually designed to appear when
you're about to lose data, or they may be
displayed to advise you of a change of cir
cumstances or to give you a list of options.
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is either a tiny arrowhead or a rectangle. It
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uses minimize and maximize buttons in
stead of a zoom box.
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THOUSANDS OF COMPUTER OWNERS
" you've never shopped with us before, now is the time to find
out why so many valued customers have!
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lnterna

• Speedy Delivery

• Free shipping on orders over $100

• Deep Discounts

• No surcharge on MC/VISA
Overnight & 2 day shipping available

Astronomical Selections

DATA
EAST

CREATIVE LflBS, IMC.
Blast away the Sound
Barrier on your PC! Turn

Hold on lo your seat* The next
level ol mtence. realistic and

your favorite games into a

thrilling

stereo experience. AdLib

racing simulation is

here! Many new features.

compt.

SOUND BLASTER

TEST DRIVE 3:
THE PASSION

List $59.95

List $239.95

Countdown
Crime Wave (rt/sound)
Links Golf Simulator

Ust $79.95

EiHITANNICA DESIGNWARE

S39
..S39
Call

Mean Streets (w/sound) .. S39

Archipeiagcs
Designasaurus

$25
S25

BRODERBUND
Ancient Art ol War at Sea. S29

ACCOLADE
Altered Destiny Test
Dnve 3 The Passion . Call
Balance ol the Planet
$32

Banner Mania
S23
Carmen S.D - Europe .. .S32

Blue Angels Flight Sim

If It Moves Shoot It
S19
Omm-Play Basketball ... .532
Omm-Play Horse Race... S32
New Printshop
$39
New Pnmshop Companion $32

Bar Games

Day of the Viper
Don'l Go Alone
4th & Inches Football
Grand Prix Circuit
Gunboat
Hardball
Hardball 2

S29

.. $32

Harmony

$32
S25
SH
S25
S32
S968
S32
529

Heatwave Boat Racing . . .$25
Ishido
S35
JN Unlimited Golf
S39
$32
Jack Nicklaus Golt
JN Golf Charrp Courses.S16

JN. Golf 1990 Courses. . ,S16
J.N. Golf Infl Courses.... S16

Carmen S D - Time

Carmen S.D. - U SA

Carmen SD -World

S32

$32

....S32

T.D. 2. Calif. Scenery
T.D. 2. Europe Scenery

$16
. S16

Sim City

S32

Madden Football

Playroom

Sim City Terrain
ShutflepuCk Cafe
VCR Companion
Wings Of Fury

529
$14
523
$32
525

$35

DATA EAST

ABC Monday Nile Football$32

Baffle Chess
Death Track

S32
$19

Full Metal Planet

Dragon Wars
Future Wars
Ghost Busters 2
LastNmja

S32
$32
$19
S14

ACTWISION

Die Hard

S25

Manhole (HO: Hdnve|
Mech Warrior
Music Studio 3 0

S32
S32
S65

Neuromancet

S14

Power Drift

$14

Rampage

S14

Ba:man
Chamber Sci Mutant
Drakkhen

North& South
RoDocop
Rooocop 2

Super Hang-On

DAVIDSON

Aiceblaster Plus
Math Blaster Plus

Personal Trainer S A.T

Reading & Me

Word Attack Plus
ELECTRONIC ARTS

ARTWORX

Bards Tale 2

S25

Ltnkword Languages ... Call

Strip Poker 2
$25
S. P. 2 Females «1
S14
S P.2Female/MaleM2...S14
S. P. 2 Females 03
$14
BETHESDA
Hockey League

Simulator

Wayne Gretzky Hockey .

$25
S35

Low Blow

Super Password

HI-TECH

Looney Tunes Print Kit. $9.88
Muppet Adventure

Muppet Pnnt Kit

$9.88

$9.88

Abrams Battle Tank

S32
S29

.. S32

$24
S32
S16

516

Bard's Tale 3

Call

Blockout

$26

ThePunisher

$26

Champions of Krynn

Sworo of the Samun

535

$19

Circuits Edge
Hitchhikers Guide
Journey
King Arthur

532
S14
519
$19

Knights of Legend
Omega
Quest For Clues Book 2
Savage Empire

ZorkZerO

S14

532
S32
$16
$32
S16

Shogun

$14

LEARNING COMPANY
Cnilds Wnte & Publish ... S44

Reader Rabbit

$32

Writer Rabbit

$32

Think Quick

S32

S S. Midnight Rescue .... $32
S S Outnumbered
S32

$32
$26

$26

BadBood

Space Rogue
Tangled Tales
Times of Lore
Ultima 4 or 5

Ultimas
Ultima Tniogy

$32
$32
$32
S19
539

532
$19

S25
S39 Ea

S44
S39

Wmdwalker
Wing Commander

S25
$39

POLARWARE

Choices Menu Maker —S19
Dragons Lair
$44
Tracon (w/Sound]
S29
All New Family Feud. .. $6 88
Concentration 2
$9.88
SIERRA
A-IOTank Killer
Black Cauldron

Code Name. Iceman
Colonels Bequest
Conquests of Camelot ..
Oavid Wolf Secret Agent

$32

Their Finest Hour
$39
Trivial Pursuit
S26
Tunnels of Armageddon...$26
TV Sports Football
S32
Vegas Gambler
$26
$14
Zak McKracken
GAMESTAH

S32
$32
532

GAMETEK

Chessmaster 2100
CriObage/Gm King
C YeagersAFT20

532
$25
$16

Double Dare

Hollywood Squares
Jeopardy 25th Anniv

MASTERTRON1C/VIRGIN
Clue Master Detectives.. .S25

$39

Budokan Martial Arts
Cartooners
Centurion

Double Dragon 2
Monopoly
Risk

525

S25

Spint of Excaliber

Call

Spot
Wonderland

S25
Call

MELBOURNE HOUSE
G Norman Shark Attack
Hershiser Strike Zone
Magic Johnson B-Ball . .
War in Middle Earth

S25
513
.S25
532

$9.88

$9.88
.. S9.88

$9.88
S19

SHIPPING: Continental U.S.A.
orders under SI00 add S4; Krec
shipping on orders over SI (JO: Call for details on overnight & 2 du\
shipping. AK. If I. FPO, APO - shipping is S5 on all orders. Canada and
Puerto Rico
shipping is $7.50 on all orders. I'A residents add 6% sales

S25
S25

Scrabble

Jeopardy 1, Jr. or SporlS.S688

Price is Right
Prime Time Hits

S32

INFOCOM
Batttetech

Win. Lose or Draw Deluxe $16

Starfligm 2
$32
Stormovik Attack Fighter...Call

Street Rod

Call

Heroes of the Lance
Hiltsfar

Gauntlet 2

Hero's Quest

Star Fleet 2

Buck Rogers

ORIGIN

$9.86

FALL 1990
IBM CATALOG
688 Attack Sub
Ski or Die

SSI

Swim Wear Calendar
.5688
Win, Lose or Draw 2 ... S8.88

Ses. St. Print Kit

S32

Face Off Hockey
$19
Take Down Wrestling ... .523

Deluxe Paint Animation... S94

Flight of Intruder
Solitaire Boyale
Tetns
Welltns , ..

MINDSCAPE
Balance Of Power 1990... $32

$26

S32

Battles of Napoleon

$44
S29
539
$35
Call

SHARE DATA

CaJi

525

M1 Tank Platoon
Pirates
Railroad Tycoon
Red Storm Rising
Silent Service 2

Remote Control
S8 88
Ses St First Writer .... S9.88

CALL or WRITE for OUR FREE

S25
S32
Call

$25
$25
Call

SDI Price $44

Curse of Azure Bonds .. .$32
Dragon sot Flame
S16

Maniac Mansion (H>-Re$}.S14
Might & Magic 1 or 2 532 Ea

Nuclear WaiPGATourGolf
Pipe Dream
Populous
Sentinel Worlds

7S986

NFL Pro League FootDali...S49

Tongue of the Fatman .. .$19

Bridge 6.0

$32

$23
S23

$16
$16

T.D. 2. Muscle Cars
T.D. 2: Super Care

Indianapolis 500

532
S32
$39
$21

P S Party Graphics
P S School/Business Gr

P S Sampler Graphics .. .523

COSMI
Top 10 Solid Gold.... S10.88

$32

Fountain of Dreams
GloDal Dilemma
Harpoon
Hunt For Red Oct

S32

535

Test Dnve 2 The Duel. . .$32

Slnke Aces

Fools Errand

S25

S25
S32

Steel Thunder
Stratego

List $74.95

Wheel ol Fortune 1. 2 or 3S6 88
Wheel of Fortune Gold S9 83

Ferrari Formula One ... S9S8

Prince of Persia

CINEMAWARE
It Came From Desert ... Call
TV Sports Basketball ... Call

S32

Deluxe Paint 2 Enhanced. $69
Earl Weaver Baseball ... .526
Eanhnse
532
Empire
532
Escape From Hell
$32
F'16 Combat Pilot
S32

Pictionary

Wolfpack

Star Control

NFL PRO LEAGUE FOOTBALL

SDI Price S65

Indy Jones Crusade
Graphic Adventure
S32
Keef the Thief
S9.88
Lakers vs. Celtics
332
LHX Attack Chopper ....S39
Life & Death
S32
Loom
S39

S39

Search For The King

SDI Price $179

OPTIONAL MIDI ADAPTER

SDI Price $39

ACCESS

From league play, to head to
head, to historical replays. This
game features endless strategy
unrivaled graphicsandan abun
dance of statistics.

World Trophy Soccer... .$25
MICROPO5E/MEDAUST
Airborne Ranger
525

Kings Ouest 1. 2 or 3.532 Ea
King's Quest 4
S39
Leisure Suit Larry
$25
Leisure Suit Larry

2or3

S39Ea.

Manhunter

SF or NY
$32Ea.
Mother Goose
S19
Police Quest 2
$39
Space Quest 1 or 2 .. $32 Ga.
Space Quest 3

S. Trek. Next Generation..S32
SIR TECH
Heart of Maelstrom

Gunship
Magic Candle

$35
532

SPECTRUM HOLOBY/TE

$39

$39

SIMON & SHUSTER

Return of Werdna
Wizardry Trilogy

Megatravelter 1

$39

Keeping Up With Jones . . S25

$35
$44

$39
S39
.$39
$32

Hoyle's Games 1 or 2.523 Ea.

F-15StnkeEagle2

F-19 Stealth Fighter

S32
S25

Faces. Tns III

Falcon A.T. (EGA)

$32

$14
$32
$25
539

Dragonstnke

$32

Interceptor

S39

$26
$32

Poofol Radiance

$32

Second Front

S39

Secret o! &lve- Blade ... .S32
Sword of Aragon

S26

War of the Lance

S32

SUBLOGIC
A.T.P

Call

Hawaii Scenery

$19

UFO

S32

TA1TO

Arkanoid
Arkanoid 2

$9.88
Revenge .. $9.88

Operation Wolf

$9.88

Qix
Rambo 3
Renegade
Sky Shark

$9.88
$9.88
$9.88
S9B8

ULTRA

Teen Mutant Ninja Turtle. $25
ACCESSORIES
Maxx Control Yoke
Analog • Joystick

569
S25

Epyx 500 XJ Joystick...$1888
Disk Case 5' 1 or 3Vt S6 88 Ea
DnveClnr 5'.or3':.S4 88Ea
Bonus31:DSDD...S999Bx
Bonus5-.DSDD...S5.49Bx.

Sony3!;DSDD

$13Bx.

Sony5'.DSDD....S6.99Bx.

Sony 3',; DSHD
$24 Bx.
Sony 3' \ DS Color..$13.50 Bx.
BUSINESS SOFTWARE
B.W. 3 ml Utilities
PFS

$39

1stchoice3.0

$115

PFS: 1st Publisher 3.0 ...$99
Professional File20 ....$297
Professional Write 2.2 ... $162
MISC. APPLICATIONS
Dac Easy Accounting 4.1

Dae Easy Payroll 4.1
My Advanced Mail list...
My Checkbook
Quicken 30
Soundblaster

Timeworks Publish II! ..
Timeworks Word Wnter
Tobias Mgt-Money
Wealth Builder

S99

$65
$32
S16
S39

$179

.$165
. $32
S139
$159

Call u.s & use your Mastercard or Visa

_80()-225-7638

tax on the total amount ol orders Including shipping charges.

Order Line Hours: Mon-Thurs 9:00 A.M.-9:00 P.M..
Fri-9:00 A.M.-7:00 P.M.. Sat-IO:OO A.M.^:00 P.M. EST.

UPS 2 day and overnight shipping available

• Send Money Orders or Checks to:

Call.

Orders with cashiers checks or money orders shipped immediately on in
stock items. Personal and company checks, allow
clearance. NuC.O.IVs!

14 business da\s

Defective merchandise replaced within 60days of purchase. Other returns

subject in 2y( restocking charge. You must call cusiomerscrviceforreturn
authorization
412-361-5291. 9-5:30 EST.
Prices and availability are subject to change.

Software Discounters Inti.

5607 Baum Bhd. Dept. CP
Pittsburgh. PA 15206
• Fax MC, VISA orders with our fax ff I-412-361-4545
• Order Via Modem on CompuServe. GEnie & QLink.
• School purchase orders accepted.
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has virtually everything, including a

4DOS

DRDOS

DOS shell.

This program is not actually a replace
mand line interpreter. It takes the
place of the C0MMAND.COM file
on your boot disk and provides a col
lection of useful commands that Mi

By the time you read this, you'll be
able to buy DR DOS (Digital Re
search's Disk Operating System) from
your computer store. For some time,
PC compatibles manufacturers have
been able to buy it as an alternative to

crosoft and IBM left out of MS- and
PC-DOS.

MS-DOS. Digital Research's DOS has
all the features of MS-DOS 3.3 (a very

4D0S has two advantages over
C0MMAND.COM. First, it provides

popular version) plus some of DOS
4.0's enhancements.

Since PC Tools Deluxe will inev

ment for DOS but an alternative com

itably be mentioned in every review

of virtually every kind of software,
from disk utilities to word processors,
we don't need to dwell on its virtues

here, other than to say that it has plen
ty of them.
Other GUI alternatives include
menu programs, such as Direct Access.

Menu software acts primarily as a

much more power. And second, it's

buffer between the user and DOS: It

more intuitive. For example, where in
DOS you have to issue multiple com

provides powerful menu-making
options but lacks utilities.

mands to copy selected files from one

There are many additional shells
available, both commercially and

disk to another, 4D0S allows you to

through shareware and freeware.
Check your software outlet, bulletin
boards, online services, and shareware

mand, and it will copy each in turn.

list several files after the COPY com
One of 4D0S's nicest features is a
file selector that can be called at the

distributors for these packages.

Prompt Innovations
Some users are wedded to the com

mand line. If you've mastered it, the
command line can be amazingly fast
and flexible. Part of the command
line's power comes from the fact that
it's really a mini programming lan
guage that lets you use features like
pipes, filters, and redirection. It also
lets you automate frequently repeated
commands with batch files.
However, most people who have
been using DOS for a few years have
accumulated a bag of DOS utilities,

Two of DR DOS's most impor
tant features are its support for hard

disk partitions larger than 32MB and
LIM EMS 4.0 memory (the current
expanded-memory specification).

Most significant to the companies that
purchase DR DOS for installation is
the fact that it is ROMable. In other
words, it can be placed in a ROM

command line. From it, you can select

chip, allowing for virtually instanta

the files on which your command will
operate. The file selector features a
MOVE command and an EXCEPT
command, which allows you, for ex
ample, to move the entire contents of

neous booting. No more waits while
the DOS wheels grind themselves to

a directory, with the exception of files
you specify.

BTM (Batch To Memory) files. One
of the things that slows down conven

good news for network managers who
want to run diskless DOS work
stations and for impatient DOS users
who want DOS to be on instantly.
DR DOS sports a witty reply to
the deadheaded EDLIN. Rather than
clone the worst text editor in compu
terdom, Digital Research has provid
ed a full-screen editor that uses well-

4DOS also provides a batch-file
programming language that's much
more capable than DOS's. While sup

porting standard batch files, it intro
duces a new, timesaving alternative in

dust inside the machine. Award Soft
ware, maker of the Award BIOS, now
sells DR DOS on a ROM card. This is

tional batch files is the fact that as

known WordStar commands.

many of which may have come from

each line is read from disk, interpret

COMPUTED PC Disk. These utilities
fill the gaps in the operating system,
making it more usable and friendly.

ed, and acted on, the disk file contain
ing the batch commands is opened

Another important DR DOS fea
ture is command line recall, which al

and closed. BTM files are read and ex
ecuted from RAM, reducing the disk

Common utilities allow you to recall

previous commands entered at the
command line or to display directo
ries in two-column, sorted form.
Developers of MS-DOS alterna
tives have capitalized on DOS short
comings by providing the programs

access and increasing operating speed

Power users will appreciate the
password protection for files and di

by two to five times.

rectories built into DR DOS. Novices

In addition, 4D0S allows batch
files operating under it to use IFTHEN-ELSE statements, box-drawing

will be grateful for the online help pro
vided for every DR DOS command.

commands, and commands that allow

the batch file to make use of such
knowledge as the amount of RAM
and disk space available, the display
type, and even your PC's CPU.

power users have accumulated over

time as part of the operating system.
Two prominent DOS alternatives are
4D0S and DR DOS.

Choosing an Interface
CPU

Suggested Interfaces

8088 or 8086

DOS
4DOS
DeskMate
The Norton Commander

Take Charge!

SoftBreeze
Any 8088/8086 interface or one of the following:
Windows
OS/2
DESQview

Any 8088/8086 or 80286 interface or one of the following:
DESQview 386

Concurrent DOS
PC-40

COMPUTE

D

E

C

It's obvious from Concurrent DOS's

$495 price that it's one for power
users. Digital Research has a provided
a response to OS/2 in Concurrent
DOS that puts OS/2 out of the picture.
Systems running Concurrent
DOS are able to act as local area net
works (LANs). The user operating the
console (the main computer running

same operating system from PC ter

Switch-It

80386

Concurrent DOS

Concurrent DOS) can operate as
many as four sessions (four individual
programs, batch files, or whatever).
Nine more users can work under the

PC-Tools Deluxe

802S6

lows you to retrieve the last several
command line entries.

E

M

E
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minals through serial cables. Each of
these nine can have two independent
sessions running simultaneously.
Concurrent DOS is designed with
the 80386 CPU in mind and is recom
mended only for 386s and 386SXs.
The minimum memory required to
run Concurrent DOS is one megabyte.
but you'll need at least another
megabyte to run all those sessions, m

AMIGA VIEW
RANDY

Go

west, young man!

It's the end of the year and the
end of an era for me at COM

PUTE. After four years of
service, I've handed in my resigna
tion, I've packed up my belongings,
and I'm heading west (to the left

coast, as my wife would say). These
are my last editor's notes.
Although it's usually not kosher
to tell readers why you're leaving—

most editors don't even get the chance
to say farewell—I'm going to break
the tradition. I've chosen to accept a
position at Microsoft in Redmond,
Washington. Yes, Microsoft, the mak
er of MS-DOS (smile when you say
that), Windows 3.0, and OS/2. No, it
doesn't make any Amiga products,
with the possible exception of Amiga
Basic. I hope to change that.
Leaving COMPUTE was a tough
decision for me. My work here has

THOMPSON

I think our often-differing viewpoints
only enhanced the magazine's editori
al perspective.
Rhett and I may not be here in

person anymore, but we aren't cutting
our ties entirely. As usual, we'll con

tinue to write the controversial col
umn "Taking Sides," and I'll continue
to push the Commodore 64 to its lim

its with my "Programmer's Page" col
umn in COMPUTE's Gazette section.
Don't be suprised if you see my name
on a feature article or two, either.
Rest assured, my departure
doesn't mark the end of Amiga Re

conceived, and edited
by Rhett Anderson and
me, and it will be diffi
cult to let go. But the

magazine has changed,
and it's taken a path I
choose not to follow.
From the begin
ning, Amiga Resource
has been unique. Unlike

most magazines, it had
no one all-powerful edi
tor; it had two. As coeditors, Rhctl and I
made a formidable edi
torial tag team. And al
though we may disagree
on many topics, we are

the best of friends (we
live only a few blocks
apart, and neither of us
has burned down the
other's house). Besides,

First, there were the Scotch tape
wars. Initiated by one David Hensley
and finalized by Troy Tucker and me,
our tape dispensers. In an attempt to

you'd like to see this section take.
Now that Amiga Resource's original
bullheaded editors are out of the way,
it's your turn to take command. Write

to us with your ideas and comments.

Give us suggestions on what type of

ever. The entire maga
zine was designed,

some of my favorite moments in
COMPUTE history. Warning: These
have nothing to do with the Amiga.

these battles left no object safe from

PUTE has assembled some of the best

will be the hardest, how

"Readers' Feedback?" These are excit
ing times for the Amiga, and COM
PUTE certainly wants to be there.
But enough about business.
Before I go, I'd like to share with you

your suggestions on what direction

Tell us what you like and don't like
about the new COMPUTE format.

people in the industry,

to see, as well. An all-Amiga newslet
ter? An expanded "On Disk" product?
A publication composed entirely of

source. In fact, COMPUTE would like

been both rewarding and fun. COM

and it was great to be a
part of that. Leaving
Amiga Resource behind

specialized Amiga products you'd like

find the ultimate practical joke in
volving clear adhesive, we taped ev
erything from chairs to the buttons
that hang up telephones (when you get
a call and lift the receiver, the tele
phone continues to ring).

Then, of course, there was the
time we had to explain to the recently
hired New York native
Bill Chin that the "dead

baby pigs" he continual
ly encountered on the
North Carolina roads
were actually animals
known as opossums.
Apparently they don't

have any such critters in
the Big Apple.
And I'll never for
get when Tim Midkiff
wrote a particularly vol
atile program on the
IBM PC that, when it
crashed (which it often
did in its early stages),
somehow managed to

print a nicely formatted
calendar on the screen
with the current date
flashing. The surprising
thing about it was that
he was writing an arcade
game, not a datebook.
As you can proba

bly tell, I'm going to
miss COMPUTE, its
people, and its readers.
Good-bye.
El

Commodore's marketing department says we can expect another ad
campaign this fall, which should start about the time you read this. All
I've heard about this one is that it "won't be dumb," and it won't feature
our friend Stevie from last year's commercials. The company has al
ready started a modest print campaign to promote a free monitor pro
motion for the Amiga 2000HD and 2500 (after bumping the memory on
the 2500/30 to five megabytes). Does this promotion tell us something
about the 2000HD and 2500? Since the introduction of the 3000, some
people have insisted that the days of the high-end 2000s are num
bered, particularly in light of rumors of several new Amiga models in
development. The most concrete stories I've heard are about a slightly
faster 3500 model in a tower case.

^
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A Tad
Better
There's no shortage of hot new
Amiga software in the works.

First out of the chute will be
ASDG's Art Department Profes
sional. This enhanced version of
The Art Department (TAD)
graphics conversion program
adds the ability to save, as well as

load, non-IFF graphics formats.
Other enhancements include
ARexx support and the ability to

control and render to devices
such as Black Belt's HAM-E, Dig
ital Creations' DCTV, film re
corders, and the Mimetics

Mosf^beople have been pretty impressed with Alan Hastings'
Lightwave program, but some were thrown for a loop by Newtek's

FrameBuffer.
Art Department Professional
has enhanced color-palette con

recent announcement that it would only come bundled with the Video
Toaster and not be sold separately. Although the Toaster's 24-bit color

der in 256 colors, which is useful

output obviously produces better quality than native Amiga display, it
takes longer to produce each frame when working at such a high reso
lution. In addition, the Toaster can't play back a 24-bit animation in real
time. This means that you'll need fairly sophisticated single-frame
recording equipment to produce any animations with Lightwave, and
you'll be able to show them only on videotape, not directly on the com
puter. The biggest complaint, however, comes from people who are
only interested in doing animations that they can display on the Amiga

and who think that at $1,595, the Toaster makes a rather expensive
dongle for the Lightwave program. Maybe those people should take a

look at the $3,000 price tag for the Autodesk Studio program, or for
Caligah Professional.

Other new entries include Impulse's Imagine, Progressive Peri
pherals & Software's 3-D Professional, and Hash Enterprises' Anima
tion: Journeyman. Of the three, only 3-D Pro has been released at the
time of this writing, but the others are due out soon. There will also be
an update for 3-D Pro sometime later this year which will add ray-

tracing capabilities. Of the three, the most eagerly awaited is Imagine. It
promises to combine the powerful rendering capabilities of Turbo Silver
with a user interface that somebody could actually use. This pro
gram will also work with Impulse's Firecracker board for 24-bit color
output (natch), though you won't get realtime animation on the frame
buffer. The dark horse in this race is Martin Hash's Animation: Journey
man program. It, too, promises to have a more usable interface than its
predecessor, but it still uses the same intriguing armature model for
motion, in which you create a skeleton for purposes of motion and

then model the surfaces around this skeleton for realistic motion of
people and animals. Those who saw the program at SIGGRAPH say

trol, including the ability to ren
for transferring images to VGA
PCs and Mac II systems. Special

effects such as line art and colorto-gray-scale conversion are now

handled using external modules,
so you can easily add new effects.
The new program sells for

$199.95 {TAD owners can up
grade for $75.00) and includes
load and save modules in DigiView, Sculpt, Turbo Silver,

DeluxePaint II Enhanced, Mac
Paint, GIF, IFF, and PCX for
mats. Also available are the Art
Department Professional Conver
sion Pack (89.95), which includes
loaders and savers for Targa,
TIFF, PICT2, and Rendition for

mats, and the Art Department
Presentation Graphics Pack

($129.95), a module that lets you
combine multiple images with

business graphics.
Contact ASDG, 925 Stewart
Street, Madison, Wisconsin

53713; (608) 273-6585.
—DENNY ATKIN

that it produced a nice animation of sharks, with no hint of blocky
=1NSIDER NEWS AND GOSSIP

polygons.

continued on page A-4

—SHELDON LEEMON
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Chyropian connection confirmed
Immediate bust now imperative
Send your best agent
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Connection

TerrakkL.Chrystal City, Chyropia
Code MCIII/J211830

North American Customers call 1-800- Jii
Elsewhere call Australia 06-281-5150
Available for the Mac, IBM PC, Amiga and

For more information and a chance to

win a free copy of ffltan Drag Lonh
please send this completed form and
an SASE (or a $1.00 international
money order for overseas enquiries)
to:

North America

Elsen-here

Panther Games

Panther Games

PO Box 5662

POBox8

Derwood MD 20855

Hughes ACT 2605

USA

Australia

Name.

WARNING
By authority of the Celestial Investigation Agency
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INTRODUCING MAVERICK FOR THE AMIGA
Absolutely The Hottest Amiga Archival Utility System In The Neighborhood!
Fivl- sears ago. KJPB began producing a series of parameters thai were simple, effective, and deadly to copy

Button 3 activaies the Maverick OverRide(R| Sjstem: ipecial parameters that make a program useable mi ■

protection schemes. 2 years ago. the company introduced Maverick, a complete archival system that

hard drive by COMPLETELY de-protecting it! Now you can take advantage of your hard drive's speed and
convenience without putting up with key-disk schemes and other hassles!

rocked the Commodore world and literally put lesstr companies out oFbusiness.

Even though Mavcikk comes with over 200 parameters, that's just the beginning of the story.

Ttxlay, after more than a year o( solid research and development, that same company

Don'I lei Maverick's simplicity fool you. If you're an advanced user, you can open the hidden

ready to change the course or Amiga computing forever.

System Access panel lhal puts you in complete control of all major Maverick copier

Introducing Maverick for the Amiga!

function*. You can even create and save up lo three of your own custom copiers, keyed to
any of Ihe three "User" buttons that arc already installed on the Maverick control pane!!

The company thai has always understood !ha! being Besl is more important than

Now you can add your imagination and skill to the work of out own hoi programmers

being First is ready to give you lolal control over your software. Maverick Amiga

to create an archival utility system thai is totally unique'

is not lile anything you've ever seen before.

Future cipansion is built nghl in; Ihe control panel already has an expansion module

Picture this: No fumbling for pull-dou.n menus or digging through overlapping

access button. And for a minimal fee registered Maverick owners can upgrade their

windows - the Maverick screen is :i clean control panel designed 10 allow you to

system to the newest

operate [lie program as if tl were a physical piece of hi-lech equipment.
Each entry iseolor coded to match one of three buttons below. We don't make you waste

newest version, and you won't even have to lift a finger!

time trying lo figure out which tool ;o use on a program — Maverick alread) knows! What

Button 2 is Maverick Parameters, After live years and hundreds of successful parameters, nobody can come

close to matching our performance. To prove just how effective our current parameters arc. we've gone after
some of the newest, toughest programs on the market ■ and our parameters go through them like a hot knifr
through butter. You won't be disappointed by our list!

TOLL FKEi^ ■ USA & CANADA

everyone will be talking ahoui. And ihai's why this is the system thai will make every other copy program
you've ever used seem like Bclawurc! Wi; have the will and we hive the skill to make sunMhat Maverick will always

be Ihe best archival utility system available for the Amiga. So why wail'.' Call us today and gel your hands on the
besi Amiga archival utility system in Ihe neighborhood - no mancr where your neighborhood is!

Introductory Price • Only $39.95!

MAVERICK SHIPPING. HANDLING, AND PAYMENT POLICIES

800-356-1179

INTERNATIONAL ORDERS
206-695-1393

INTERNATIONAL

All of this is proof of our commitment to keep your Mai crick running on the cutiing edge of archival
technology! That's why this is the system that was worth the wait. Thai's why this is Ihe system that

Button 1 is Maverick HypcrCopy, an extremely fas daia copier that copies the data on a disk without
duplicating any errors. This feature makes your data backup chorus fast. easy, and reliable!

SUPPORT

modules and additional new

that new updates are shipped loyou automatically — you'll be among the very firy to get ihe

could be easier?

SOMBRE

version, including expansion

paramclcrs. every 90days! Our optional Maverick Subscription Service will even ensure

A single window displays a scrolling list of all the known lilies that Maverick copies.

\()\\ ACCEPTING PAX ORDERS

ccnilitd (heels. Visa. M/C. am! DlKOW, Previous cuunncn

add a ioillI of SJJdOpciDnlcr for SAH thnrjct.

may ilvopav by COD or pcrvm.1 choc*. AM moni" MUST be
piidin USfundl

in .11 50 US sines. Rcuk >*ki S.VW in iddnion n jour S&H
charge*.

206-695-0059

SHIFTING A BANDUNG CHARGES - USA IJS ou«>.

TECHNICAL SUPPORT LINE

FPO. APO. US Pc&seuxnv Please «M SJ-50 per order. US

I1T1IKR POLICIES _ WisJiitigion Siat rnUBiii must add

shipping is usually by UPS ground. Fist UPS 2nd Day Air is

7.61* IO [heir ortfei for slaie sale Ul. Dcfccli-e tlems art

auiljblc(L'SJ8sulcicm]y)b> adding S2.00 per pound (lulb.)

replaced a! no charge, bui muvl he reiumed lo v\ postpaid within

and S1.00 per pound (each *>d moral Ih.imnre. Unk j & Hnrih

30 d«y% of invoice djlt All tnHocloruen ire processed »nhjn

Shipping i> u.Mu.11} by UPS 2nd Day Air. Please old IS JO per

24 houn. All \occificaiioni ire siibjetnoi: lunge wiihoit1 nonce.

206-695-9648
You may mail your order lo us at:
270(1 NE Andresen Road. KA-10
Vancouver,

oiilti. Canada: Soli*«rc -J4.00 fonhc. Tim piece & S1.00 for
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NEWS & NOTES continued from page A-2

TRUE COLORS
All of a sudden, true color is one of
the big buzzwords in the micro
computer industry. Once Apple and
IBM discovered the analog RGB

monitor, it was only a matter of time
until people started developing 24bit color-display adapters for their
computers. And once they saw the
photographic-quality color dis
plays these 24-bit adapters provid
ed, they quickly agreed that this

was the new standard for profes

color scanners, laser printers, ther

mal printers, and film recorders.
Nor is the Amiga community
taking the true-color challenge lying
down. At the recent SIGGRAPH
show, Impulse was showing off its
24-bit Firecracker board for the

Amiga, which allows you to overlay
the normal Workbench screen on

top of the color frame-buffer dis
play, just as NewTek was once
again showing the Video Toaster,

sional color graphics. This meant

computer graphics, had suddenly
fallen to the middle of the pack.

A-4
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dent system software that will pro
vide hooks for running current

software (like the Workbench) on
alternative displays. Until then, all

such displays on the Amiga will be
secondary monitors that will require
special software that knows how to

manipulate the display quickly, with

almost a megabyte of memory to

Nonetheless, the true-color
craze isn't necessarily bad news

tional Amiga graphics display. Take
a look at the success of the Sharp
JX-100 scanner in the Amiga
market, and you'll see what I
mean. As color becomes the new
craze, we'll see cheaper and better

toward developing display-indepen

For now, 24-bit color is still
fairly expensive. It also is hard to

ously been in the forefront of micro

on color input and output devices
that can be used with the conven

dore has been making progress

render to them.

that the Amiga, which had previ

for the Amiga. For one thing, it
means that there's a new emphasis

dow, the most popular protocol for
multiuser graphics workstations.
The most encouraging rumor that
I've been hearing is that Commo

move around for each frame.

Therefore, developers are looking
which includes dual 24-bit color
frame buffers. Commodore was

also showing the University of Low
ell graphics card, which displays
1024 colors at once from a palette
of 16.8 million, at SIGGRAPH. The
main focus for this board appears
to be as a UNIX display, possibly
running a color version of X-Win-

DECEMBER

1990

for ways to do onscreen compres

sion on the fly. Ironically, the

Amiga has the lead in this area,
since the Hold-and-Modify (HAM)

mode can actually be thought of as
a compression scheme by which
you get 12 bits' worth of color for
only 6 bits' worth of data.
—SHELDON LEEMON

H

EE NEW PRODUCTS FROM IGD
Flicker Free Video™
With Flicker Free Video (FFV) and a standard VGA or multi-frequency monitor, any Amiga® 500, 1000, or 2000
computer can produce a high quality display, free of interlace flicker and visible scan lines. Installation requires no

soldering or advanced technical knowledge and frees the video slot in Amiga 2000 computers for other uses. FFV is
compatible with all software, works in low and high resolutions interlaced or not, and has no genlock conflicts. FFV
uses a multi-layer circuit board and surface-mounted components, packing a lot of power into a very small space.
Both PAL and NTSC are automatically recognized and fully supported. Full overscan is supported, not just a

limited overscan. Three megabits of random access memory are used to ensure compatibility with overscan screens
as large as the Amiga can produce.

AdSpeed™
ICD expands its line of innovative enhancement products for the Amiga with the introduction of
AdSpeed, a full featured 14.3 MHz 68000 accelerator for all 68000-based Amiga computers. AdSpeed

differs from other accelerators by using an intelligent I6K static RAM cache to allow zero wait state
execution of many operations at twice the regular speed. All programs will show improvement.
AdSpeed will make your Amiga run faster than any 68000 or 68020 accelerator without on-board

RAM. AdSpeed works with all 68000 based Amiga computers, including the 500,1000, and 2000. In
stallation is simple and requires no soldering. AdSpeed has a software selectable true 7.16 MHz 68000 mode for
100% compatibility —your computer will run as if the stock CPU was installed. 32K of high speed static RAM
is used for 16K of data/instruction cache and 16K of cache tag memory. A full read and write-through cache
provides maximum speed.

AdSCSI™ 2080
The fastest, most versatile SCSI host adapter (hard drive interface) available for
the Amiga 2000 now comes in a new configuration. AdSCSl 2080 is nor DMA,
but its clean design and advanced caching driver provide greater throughput than
any available DMA interface. All the features you want are included at no
additional charge: autoboot from Fast File System partitions. Commodore1

SCSIDirect and Rigid Disk Block conformance for no mountlist editing and
compatibility with third party SCSI devices, and the most advanced removable
media support available, including automatic DiskChange and no partitioning
restrictions. AdSCSl 2080 also includes sockets for adding two, four, six, or eight megabytes of
RAM using 1 megabyte SIMMs. If expansion slots are in high demand, then this card could be your
answer.

Flicker Free Video, AdSpeed, and AdSCSl 2080 join ICD's existing and growing line of power peripherals and
enhancements for Amiga computers. Our experience and expertise allow us to give you the products and support you
deserve, From beginning to end, every possible aspect of product development and production is handled in-house. We

design all the hardware, lay out all the circuit boards, and write all the software. We assemble and test our products in
our own facility, providing us with an unmatched level of control over the finished product. It is never out of our hands.
These are more examples of the advantages you gel from ICD. The best product. At the best price. With the best support.
No compromises.
Flicker Free Video, FFV Ad5pe«f and AdSCSl ore trademarks of ICD, Inc. Commodore is a registered trademark of Commodore Electronic* limited. Amiga is a registered
trademark of Commodore-Amiga. Inc.
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isney has been quietly selling Amiga software under its Buena
v*sta tit^e f°r quite some time. The Animation Studio, how-

ever, has broken this trend—it's the first software package 10
be marketed under the Walt Disney name. It's also Disney
software's first creativity program, and it's only available on the Amiga.
The Animation Studio's aim is to provide Amiga animators with the
tools to do Disney-style 2-D eel animation on their computers. The pro
gram has four main parts: Pencil Test, where you draw your black-and-

white animation eels; Exposure Sheet, where you sequence your eels and
add sounds; Ink and Paint, where you color in your black-and-white ani
mation; and Camera, where you composite the painted eels over back
grounds. With these tools, the program simulates the traditional process
of animation—at least that's the goal. Let's see if it hits the mark.>
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Interview with Leo Schwab
Creator of Disney's The Animation Studio
BEN AND JEAN MEANS
How did Leo Schwab, a quiet boy from Marin County. California, become Bols Ewhac,

So Leo created The Dream Goes Ber
serk, where an animated Boing ball (a red-

terror of the bulletin boards, caped crusad
er of the graphic computer shows, inventor
of the Schwabby, and author of Disney's
The Animation Studio?
Was it fate? Was it Kismet? Was it one
too many chromosomes? No, it all started
with a high school prank. Leo reminisces,
"Once upon a time in high school, I was do
ing a video for civics class about criminal

and-white checkered ball that appeared in
the first-ever Amiga graphics demo) juggles
three unicycles, and promptly posted that
to his proliferating collection of bulletin
board Schwabbies.
No one knows who coined the word
Schwabby, but Leo admits his favorite is
Robotroff, which appears to do nothing.

Says Leo, "Type ROBOTROFF, and you

justice, so I wrote a court drama, called

get your prompt back, when in fact it has

Death Sentence. You could look at it as
light comedy, I suppose, terminally bad. But
when I faded up the title screen, it said
Death Sentence by Bots Ewhac. I said, 'All

forked itself into the background and is bid
ing its time until finally a little robot comes
out and attacks your pointer. The Grunt and
the Enforcer destroy your pointer; then the
Hulk pushes it off the screen."

right, who's the wise guy?' and C. H. Sum
mers said, 'I gave it to you. It's your Swed
ish moniker.' So it stuck in my mind. 1 don't

Enter Reichart end Disney
SIGGRAPH '87 was a turning point in the
life of Leo, for it was here that he first met
the enigmatic Reichart von Wolfshield, his

remember what grade I got on the video."
Bols Ewhac Dons a Cape
Later in college, Leo became notorious for

Dungeon Master for the last two years. It all
started out quite innocently. One day Rei
chart described his idea for an onionskin
animation program in the classic Disney

his online antics. "At that time, there were a

lot of electronic mail wars going around. I
was pretty good at stopping a mail war with

a rather long and eloquent flame, until one
day this Totkienesque mail war showed up.
And being the kind of guy not to turn down
a challenge, I thought fine, I'm going to end
this with one particularly well-thought-out
story."
Thus began MicroSaga, starring Bols
Ewhac and Nam Rejof, which is an ana
gram of fellow hacker John Foreman's

name. Leo adds, "The story kind of got out
of hand. It's 200K worth of text now, and

it's still not done. So that's how Bols Ewhac
came to be part of me. The cape came
about when John said he'd have to show

up at our pizza parties one day as Nam Rer
jof in a flowing purple cape. So I had one
made for him."

Leo had a matching cape made for

Bols Ewhac in blue, and soon cape mad
ness set in. A plumed velvet hat appeared

after the third cape. Leo, who plans a fifth
cape in a short style for bicycle riding, ex
plains his cape fetish, "There are two ways

to look distinctive in the 1990s. One way is
to shave off 80 percent of your hair and
stick a safety pin through your nose, and
the other way is to wear a cape. Personally,

I think the cape looks better."
Schwabbies

Leo wore one of his capes to SIGGRAPH
'87 in Anaheim and promptly got in trouble
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Leo Schwab, the author of Disney's

The Animation Studio, often appears
disguised as a normal person.
with Pixar, though the cape wasn't at fault.
Leo says, 'The week before SIGGRAPH, I
saw Pixar's latest production called Red's
Dream, and it was great." Animated on a

high-end graphics workstation, Pixar's
demo featured a juggling unicycle. Not to

be outdone, Leo promptly set out to re
create the animation on the Amiga.

Using VideoScape 3-D and his own C
program, which was used to generate the
points that defined several of the animated
objects, Leo had a working 96-frame ani

style. Says Leo, "He asked me if I could
program it. I thought about it for about five
seconds and then said, 'Sure!'" So began
two years of intensive programming with
grave sacrifices, such as missing DEVCON,
the conference for Amiga hackers, and
even the Renaissance Faire.
Dragon Master Leo, the terror of the

bulletin boards, had finally met his match in
The Animation Studio's designer Reichart
von Wolfshield. Adds Leo, "Reichart's like
this: He'll walk up to you, and he'll say, 'You
are one of the most creative, competent
people I've ever met. You've done great

things; you are doing great things; you will
continue to do great things; and you are an
amazing person and a credit to the human

mation of a juggling unicycle in just a few

race. But don't you dare forget for one

days. With balls bouncing off the seat and
pedals and the camera view circling the uni
cycle, the animation looked great—but not
to Pixar. The people at Pixar's booth were
not amused when Leo displayed his work

damn minute that I'm better than you are!'"

at SIGGRAPH.
Pixar refused Leo permission to post
his controversial creation on the boards

screen, but I wanted to spin cubes around
as opposed to animating Mickey Mouse,
which is screwy considering the program I
wrote." And while Leo feels that the pro
gram still has some rough spots, his ac

and sent him a nice formal letter which said,
"Although there are technical differences
between the animations created on the
Amiga and on our system, we feel viewers
could be misled to believe otherwise, even

with your disclaimers to the contrary."
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The product of Leo's collaboration

with Reichart was, of course, The Anima
tion Studio. Says Leo, "I've always been
fascinated with motion, moving stuff on the

complishments (along with his wardrobe)
have rightfully earned him a permanent

place in Amiga lore: Bols Ewhac, Amiga
wizard extraordinaire. >
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Onionskin
A traditional animator draws on
onionskin paper set on top of a light
box. After finishing a drawing, he or
she lays the next piece of onionskin

over the first and uses the lines of the
first drawing that show through as a
guide 10 draw the next. Similarly, The
Animation Studio's Pencil Test dis
plays three previous drawings in as
cending shades of gray along with your
current drawing. This is the single best
feature in the program; it works like a
charm. You can adjust the brightness

of the eels that show through to make
drawing complex characters easier.
Pencil Test is strictly a black-andwhite drawing program, while the Ink
and Paint section adds color. The
Pencil Test toolbox provides the usual

freehand, line, and shape tools for
drawing, with the notable lack of a
polygon tool. Pencil Test works in all
resolutions including overscan, but

the circle tool has a few problems. In
Io-res interlace, it makes flattened cir
cles, and in hi-res noninterlace, it
makes heightened circles.

The Pencil Test module shows changes in the three previous animation
frames by using an onionskin technique, just like pro animators.

Custom brushes can be picked
up, sized, and rotated, but the custom

brush pickup has a strange quirk.
After unselecting a custom brush, you

end up with no brush at all. Instead of
reverting to a single-pixel brush, you

have to manually pick up one pixel
from your drawing, Strange.
There are the usual text and mag
nify tools, as well as four eel-edit
tools. Unfortunately, there's no undo

option for the Delete Cel gadget,
which is directly over the Go Back
One Cel gadget. One careless click,
and instead of going back one cel,
your current drawing has gone to Si
beria forever. Ouch!

As with DeluxePaint III, Pencil
Test allows you to play your anima
tions by rapidly flipping through each
frame. This part of the program offers
good flexibility, with frame rate set
tings from 1 to 30 frames per second.
However, The Animation Studio
doesn't have utilities for SMPTE syn
chronization or single-frame anima
tion controllers, which limits its
usefulness for professional animators.

Saving animations to disk is
dreadfully slow. A 61-frame anima
tion that took 34 seconds to save in
DeluxePaint HI took a glacial 2 min
utes and 7 seconds to save in Pencil
Test. Both programs were saving the
animation in standard ANIM format.
A-10
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Donald gets some color from The Animation Studio's Ink and Paint mode, which
can dither colors and superimpose background art behind the animation.
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ATTENTION

AMIGA OWNERS EVERYWHERE!!!!
Now is the time to own the most powerful backup system that ever will be made. We
have searched for a program that this software, hardware package can not backup, and
it is yet to be found. Over 10,000 units sold!!! Please join our search.

SUPER CARD AMI II

Never before 100% Backup...

NOW ONLY

KICK BOARD
When Workbench 2.0 is released, it is
estimated that only 67% ol the existing
software

will

work

with

it.

Nearly

all

commercial games will nol run under the new
Kickstart ROM. That leaves the consumer
swapping their ROMs back and forth in order

to run various software. This is a terrible
inconvience to the consumer.
Introducing, KICK-BOARD

A simple to

install board that replaces your ROM inside
your Amiga computer. Remove your old

Easy to use, mouse

Kickstart ROM from it's socket and place it in

driven software.

our board. Now, plug the KICK-BOARD'S

Most software backed up

ribbon cable into the empty ROM socket.

in 60 seconds!

That's it! You can add two additional ROMs to

Transparent when not in use.

the KICK-BOARD besides your original.
Giving you the total of three possible ROMs to

use in your Amiga.

Fits any Amiga, even the 3000! (Please specify when ordering).

By simply moving the switch provided to one

Backup any 3.5" disk (IBM, ATARI, MAC, AMIGA).

of the three positions, you can select one of

No soldering required!

the available ROMs. No more compatibility

Cross-country BBS support system (Call for # nearest you).

problems! By using a ribbon cable assemble,

Backup your original - the day you buy it!
Super Card AMI II works on NTSC (60 Hertz) and PAL (50 Hertz) systems.
Tested world wide to be the 'one and only' 100% backup system.

we have insured that this product will work
with

all

processor accelerators,

which

generally cover the ROM socket completely.

Don't wait, one original lost can cost more than this
backup system! We have a full stock on hand and your

Introductory Price

system can be on its way to you fast!
Remember, specify the Amiga you have when ordering.

A500/1000/2000/2500/3000 using one or more external

BOOT DRIVE SELECTOR

drives, or A2000/2500/3000/ with two internal drives.

Tired of that annoying "Clicking" that your

AMI-II SOFTWARE UP-DATE

drive makes when there is no disk inserted?
Have you ever wanted to boot from one of

Now Available 1.0 Software

your external drives? Did you know that some

• Copier files that allow 60 second backup for most programs.

commercial programs (generally European

• Copier construction set for creating custom copiers.

games) actually require your external drives

• Easy to use instructions.

to be disconnected from your Amiga!!

■ Save those programs onto the copier files for future use.

Introducing, BOOT DRIVE SELECTOR.... A

• Join our automatic up-date list, and never miss another up-date.

simple to install board that fixes all of the

above mentioned problems for good!! This
unit installs between your CIA chip and your

internal drive. Once installed, the "Clicking"

AMI SUPER TRACKER

AMI ALIGNMENT SYSTEM

Have you ever wanted to know where

A memory and drive diagnostic utility

be a thing of the past.
What

problem tracks are located? Now, with

for the Amiga line of personal

super tracke AMI you can tell! This

computers.

beautiful digital track display simply

your

plugs into the last drive in your Amiga

align your drives.

speed

Test

i

and

and where write i
protect position are

all displayed.

NOW
$7Q95

■ 5#

$y| Q95

your

internal

drive

computer! Not if you have this unit installed!

Simply select which external you want to boot
The external drive you select and your

DOCTOR AMI

internal (DFO) drive actually "Swap" locations,
allowing the normal usage of all drives.

Allows you to test the integrity of

No more removing your external drives for

system RAM (including expansion)

those programs that require that there be only
one drive online. Simply flip the switch, and

and both floppy and hard disk media.
mapped out. Doctor AM! uses a full

accepted.

if

from and you again have a usable system.

Errors are located, identified and
Add S4.00 Shipping and Handling - Add $3.50
C.O.D. in U.S.A. only. Add $3.00 to all foreign
shipments. VISA and MasterCard are

happens

malfunctions? You are stuck without your

system (all Amiga computers will
work). The head location (track) side
(top or botton head)

( which will eventually wear out your drive) will

intuition interface

and is quite simple

to use.

presto! All external drives are disabled! This
product will pay for itself without question!

i

$y| Q95

^ 5J

Now with Anti-Virus

UTILITIES UNLIMITED OF OREGON, me
P.O.Box 532

North Plains, OR 97133

ORDERS TAKEN 24 HOURS A DAY AT (503) 647-5611

FAX LINE (503) 648-8992

Circle Reader Servico Number 155

The Animation Studio's proprietary
CFAST animation format saves as

fast as DeluxePaint III, but CFAST
files can't be read by other programs.

Exposure Sheet
A traditional animator uses an expo
sure sheet to track when each word
(broken down into phonemes), music,
and action cue occurs within an ani
mation. Armed with an exposure

sheet, the animator creates motion
that lines up exactly with the alreadyrecorded soundtrack. This is not what
The Animation Studio's Exposure
Sheet does. It creates the soundtrack
after the animation has been drawn
instead of before.

Exposure Sheet is a text-based
editor. With it you edit the order and
timing of your completed Pencil Test
animations and add SMUS scores,
IFF, and Sonix sounds to it. Editing
the order and timing of your eels is
easy, but entering sound information
is downright gruesome. If you're a
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You arrange the order of your eels, control timing, and add sound effects
using a script typed in The Animation Studio's Exposure Sheet.

programmer or a CLI fanatic, you can

that you're at Frame 1, Cel 1. To cre

Ink, Paint, and Camera
Ink and Paint offers a rudimentary
paint program for coloring the anima
tions created in Pencil Test. Ink and
Paint's toolbox has three basic draw
ing functions: freehand draw, line,
and rectangle, along with three kinds
of fill: flood, fill to color, and dither.

ate a simple sequential exposure

The dither pattern is a simple checker

sheet, you hit the Return key once per

board effect, which is most effective in
hi-res interlace. Brush and variable

conceivably succeed at this. As a
hunt-and-peck typist, my experiences
with putting sounds into Exposure
Sheet were uniformly frustrating.
When you enter Exposure Sheet
from the Pencil Test, you emerge into
a void where the only information is

cel. Hitting Return 61 times to create
a simple exposure sheet list for a 61frame animation was not amusing.
The instrument format was even
less amusing. On Frame 24, we want

ed to play one note of an IFF slap bass
sample. Exposure Sheet insists that all
IFF sound files have a .instr suffix ap
pended to their filenames. After chang
ing the filename to slapbass.instr, we
looked up the Note command format
which is !NOTE ["note.instr"] [KEY
value] [OCTAVE n.] [CHANNEL
<num/STEREO/ALL>] [RELEASE].
Even after two calls to Disney's user
support line, we never did get to hear
that bass note in our animation.
Sound also poses a problem if
you want to distribute your animation

files. While The Animation Studio in
cludes an animation player that will
also play sounds, it contains licensed
code and isn't freely distributable. If
you plan to give away your anima
tions, you can only include the Flick
player, which doesn't support sound.
A-12
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dither fills are not supported. You can

use 2-32 colors in each frame, and
each frame can have its own unique
palette! Unfortunately, neither Extra
Halfbrite nor HAM modes are sup

ported. Also unfortunate is that you
can't transfer animations directly
from Pencil Test to Ink and Paint.
You must first save them in Pencil
Test and then reload them into Ink
and Paint.
Once you've colored your cel, the

program's Camera options overlay the
animation onto the background or
scenery. Camera can automatically re
map foreground to background colors,

and vice versa. This works well with
simple backgrounds, but complex
backgrounds can lead you on a frus
trating trip to the guru.
One particularly annoying feature
of Ink and Paint is that you can't ani
mate from its Exposure Sheet. To see
your inked animation run with its Ex
posure Sheet timing, you have to quit
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The Animation Studio and load the
animation into one of two players
called Flick (without sound) or Flicker
(with sound). Adding large areas of
moving color can bog down anima

tion playback speed. And to get back
into The Animation Studio, you have
to run the gauntlet of its manualbased copy protection, which quizzes

you on words found within the pro
gram's instruction booklets.

Conclusion
The Animation Studio ($179.95) costs
$30.00 more than its chief competitor,
DehtxePaint HI. Its drawing and fill
tools are vastly inferior to DeluxePaint, but the onionskin effect of The
Animation Studio's Pencil Test is tru
ly an outstanding feature. Although

difficult to use, its animation editing
and sound playback capabilities are
powerful tools that DeluxePaint lacks
entirely.
The bottom line is how enam
ored you are with Disney-style anima

tion. The program's User's Guide is
chock-full of hints and tips about how
the Disneyites do what they do; and
the sample animations of Pluto,
Goofy, Mickey, and especially Donald
Duck are as hilarious as they are edu
cational. The Animation Studio has
some rough edges—but it also has a
heart of gold.
B

T No Computer Experience Necessary

□#131 PacMan '87 - Great sound and graphics. Adds new ele
ments to PacMan. Saves Top 10.
□ #127 Wheel of Fortune ■ A great computer version for multiple
players. It even talks.

r TOTALLY User-Friendly!

▼ FREE Phone Support

Quality User

program, label printer, and talking mail list manager.

□#27 Amoeba Invaden - A better Space Invaders!
□#140 Virus Killer -Everyone needs this! Makes it easy to de

So Easy to Order

Supported
Software works

I

with all Amiga I

systems

□#37 Buiinew Program* - Includes address book, amortization

I

r FREE Membership

lect and eliminate known viruses.

▼ FREE 800-# for Orders

□#115 Word Processor - Lots of features.

□ #134 Application! ■ Label mater/printer, grocery listmaker, and

T Same-day Shipping

AMIGazer - a star viewing program.

□ #142 Q-Bert - Like If* popular arcade version.
□#139 Bull Run - Great Civil War strategy board game, with

▼ UPS 2nd Day Air Service when you need it Now!
r FREE Catalog

■or Orders

impressive graphics and sound.

* Your Satisfaction Guaranteed

□ #200 SMS Tutor - Great educational disk for the whole family!
Includes spelling, math, and states/caprtals.

THE BEST OF THE REST

503-664-5953 - Foreign Orders
□ #125 Othello - A great 3-D version of this popular game.

□ #164 Bank'n - Keep your bank account in perfect balance.

□ #30 Super Sounds • Great digitized sounds from movies like Star
Trek, 2001, James Bond movies. Star Wars, and Starman. Is it real or
is rt the Amiga'!!!
□ #77 Instruments - Turn your keyboard into 25 different musical
instruments.
D #200 Sonix #1 - Plays great popular songs like "Let the Music
Play," "Maniac," and more.

□ #168 Grocery Lilt - A grocery list maker and database.
□ #169 ledger - Complete G/L package. Prints statements.

and "Thnller".

□ #147 Jackland/Graphic* - Adventure clue game. Also some

BUSINESS,HOME

□#II8Bo»ine« II-VC-Spreadsheet.HP-iOccaicuiator.and sev
eral diversions for when the boss isn't looking!
□ #117 Btuinets III - DataBase, a bunch of great new fonts,
RSLClock-great clock utility, AmigaSpell.

□ #152 Mail Manager- Best mail 1st manager (or the Amiga.

□ #207 Sonix #2 - More excellent digitized songs ike "Grapevine"

□ #128 Space Games - Cosmorotis [like asteroids) and Gravity
Wars highlight this disk just full of games.

□ #137 Blackjack ■ A full-featured game which allows pair-split

ting, double-down, etc. Bandit-play the slot machines without going to
Vegas!!! More.

D # 141 Dominoes - Dominoes game with great graphics. Ateo Tic
Tac Toe. Drawing and Molecules programs.

great pictures (graphics), a useful utility called Ouickbase. and a fun
program called Thingies which you will enjoy!!!

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

SLIDE SHOWS'GRAPHICS

□ #235 Acceis 1.4 - A complete modem communications pack

□ #1 Norman Rockwell -17 beautiful digitized Rockwell paint

□ #148 Boulder Daih - \fery popular game with excellent graphics

age. The disk includes file compression utilities.

UTILITIES/APPLICATIONS

ings in Biis self-running slideshow presentation. You've got to see
these!
□ #67 DPSlldeS - Over 30 slides of all sorts on this self-running

□ #151 4 in a Row - A fun. but challenging game you play against

quality. Cell-Animate and Graphit. Some Deluxe Paint picture files are

Q#94 Diga-View - This one shows the digitizing process in stages.

□ #60 AmigaBaiic - Two programs that are truly of commercial
also included.

□ #97 Tutorial Difk 1 - A disk full of information and programs to
instruct Amiga programmers and users. Several C & ASM source files
are included.

□ #98 Tutorial Disk 2 - More of the best of Amiga information,
□ #129 Amiga Utilities II - A hard disk backup; Target-sounds a

slideshow.

Several good pictures are included. Other programs also included.

D #95 DigaSlide 11 - Another in the great series of slideshows with

great artwork. Self-running with over 25 pictures.
□ #I08B Juggler -Famous demo that shows the beautiful graphics
ol the Amiga and just how powerful this program is, It is easier to run
than 108A, but only has the one demo on it.

gunshot whenever the left mouse button is pressed; Dpaint Tutor;

WmSize-change wndow size from CU easily; and lots more.

□ #132 Videomaker Utilities - This disk is packed with utilities to

GAMES

□ #38 Basic GrabBag2 - Around 25 programs of vanous types.

and has several challenging levels. This disk s full ■ It has Othello, Life3
and many useful utilities.

the computer. There is an excellent Demo "MandFXP-D3", a utility or 2
and the fun TARGET - A weirdo thingy.
□ #158,159 Sinking Island II - Fantastic text adventure with

graphics. See if you can find the treasure and escape the island before
it sinks into the sea! (2 Disks).

□ #161 Sorryl ■ One of the all-time favorite board games.

□ #162 Video Poker - Like the popular casino five-card draw
poker games. Also includes Hearts and Stud Poker.
□#165 Wheel of Fortune with Vanna - Play a great computer
version of the popular TV show against computer opponents.

□#182 Six Pac - Sx 2-player games ind jding VSford Boggle, Word
Scramble, Match-up, Numbers, Tic-Tac-Toe, and Hangman. Fun lor

make your desktop videos easier to produce and more professional
looking,

Many of these are must-haves. At less than S20 each, you cant go

□ #133 DOS Helper - A program designed to help you with the

□ #44 Gamei3 - More great games including Life. Vegas Slot Ma
chine, Reversi, others.

□#195 Tilei ■ Match the tiles and clear the screen. A fun game that

there are other good programs included on the disk.

treasures!

□ #135 Applications n- LongMovie-plays several IFF pictures in

□ #61 ABasic GrabBagl • Only about 100 ot all types!!!!

□ #216 Chinese Checks - For 1-6 human or computer players.
□ #240 Chut ■ See if you can beat your computer at chess.

AmigaDOS commands. Can be activated from icon ol the CLl. Sup
ports multitasking so that you can refer to t when you need it. As usual

fast succession, creating animation. QuickBase-a mail manager

DBase Persmait + a DataBase for keeping records of friends, family,
associates, customers or employees. MORE,

□ #146 Calendar - A very good personal calendar fry birthdays,
holidays, meetings, bills and other events. Excellent graphics. Cal
endar program also has a diary. Other programs include some graph
ics and Checkbook.
SOUND'MUSIC

□ #18 Future Sound Demo - Another great sound demo of digi
tized sound. Includes the wicked witch of OZ, breaking dishes, sea
gulls, car crash, ducks, others.

the whole family!

wrong!

is very habrt forming.

□ #52 Basic Games - Tons of ABasic games - discover some

□ #210 Game Time - Includes 3-D Ortxt. Blackbox, and more.

□ #102 Sinking Island - Return to Sinking Island is an excellent
adventure game. Well worth the price - hours of enjoyment!!!!

MISCELLANEOUS

□ #114 Potpourri X - Othello. A key-shortcut program for

□ #88 Amiga Basic Programs - Over 50, Games, utilities,

□ #118 Great Graphic Games - Includes Missie Command, 2-D

that allows you to use IFF files m your Amiga Basic programs.
□ #119 mCAD - A lull-featured computer-aided design program.
□ #136 Graphics2 - Border Set-useful for desktop publishing and

AmigaDos. Various new tools, automatic printer-driver generator,
much more.
Triclops, Cosmo-asteroids done, BrakeOut, Yatzee, Hack and more.

□ #121 Backgammon - A great game from David Addison.

video, making cards, coupons or menus, and your own artwork. Xicon-

□ #122 Solitaire - Two versions by David Addison.

□ #123 Cribbage - Take on the computer or a friend.

allows you to run AmigaDOS commands or programs from Icon.

□ #124 Milestone ■ A great computer version of Mies Bournes by
the author of Monopoly for the Amiga. David Addison.

applications, entertainment, and finance. Also included is a program

□ #144 Christmas Animations -10 beautiful scenes and graph
ics with sound. Great scenes include: U Candle. Elves, The Christmas
Tree, The Manger, Season's Greetings, Holly Wreath, Chimney
Smoke, Church Bells, and Walking Home.

□ #145 Animations 3 - More Great Animations. 3 very good
demos plus 3 workbench pictures and Blobs.

Disks Ordered

- / D SHIPPING U.S. - $3.00
Canada - $5.00

ware

Foreign - $7.00

Excitement!

□ COD
(add $-'■ if you require COO)

P.O. Box 3072 • Central Point, OR 97502

□ U.P.S. 2ml Day Air (Add S3)

ORDER TODAY

TOTAL

□ Check/MO

D Visa/MC

□

C0M12

1-800-444-5457
Circle Reader Service Number 200
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Reading Amiga Joysticks

uses two joysticks. How can I read a
joystick plugged into port 1 (the port
where the mouse normally goes)?
TODD LOWELL

ALBUQUERQUE. NM

= 0 THEN PRINT "port 2 fire ";

Speed vs. Compatibility
I have an Amiga 500 and wish to pur
chase an expansion box and an accel
erator board such as GVP's 68030
board. Will it work with all of my soft
ware, or will I have to shut it off to get

it to work with some programs?
CARLOS ALEJANDRO MARTINEZ IURRERA

CANCUN. MEXICO

First ofall, most accelerator boards
(including GVP's) are designed to
plug into the Amiga 2000's CPU
slot. And since we don 7 know ofany
expansion boxes that provide the
500 with a CPU slot, you're going to
have a hard time getting the GVP
board to work with your 500. How
ever, there are accelerators available
for the 500—the 33-MHz 68030
Mega Midget Racer from CSA, the
16-MHz 68020 Hurricane 500from
Imtronics, and the new 16-MHz
68000 AdSpeed from ICD. AH of
these boards are designed to fit in
side your Amiga 500.
Accelerator boards work fine
with most programs, but you'll find
a few that must be run in 7.14-MHz
68000 mode (that is, with the accel
erator board deactivated).
We run a wide variety of soft
ware on our 68020- and 68030based Amigas, and the programs
that we have the most problems with
are arcade games. Unfortunately,
the copy-protection methods used in
these games prevent them from run
ning on anything but a standard
Amiga with a 68000. You see, there
are certain machine language in
structions and illegal programming
practices (such as storing nonaddress data in the upperfour bits of
a memory pointer) that don't sit

bit 1 = 1
bit 9 = 1
(bit 0 XOR bit 1) = 1
(bit 8 XOR bit 9) = 1

Location 14675980 (SDFFOOC)
contains corresponding information
for joystick port 2.
Amiga Basic's BUTTONfunc
tion also works only for port 2.
Here's a program that prints the
directions and button status of a
joystick in port 1.
Stickl:
pl%=PEEKW(14675978&)
bitl%=pl% AND 2
bit9%~pl% AND 512
lFbitl%=2 THEN PRINT "right ";
IFbit9%=512 THEN PRINT "lefi ";
IF(pl%AND 1) XOR bitl%/2 THEN

PRINT "down ";
IF (pl% AND 256) XOR bit9%/2
THEN PRINT "up ";
IF (PEEK(10952895&) AND 64)=0
THEN PRINT "fire ";
PRINT

GOTO Stickl
COMPUTE

OUR

IF (PEEK(10952895&) AND 128)

Amiga Basic's STICK function
works for port 2 but not for port 1.
Since the mouse is used to access
Amiga Basic's own menus, the de
signers may have assumed that you
■would never want to unplug it from
port I. However, it's possible to read
a joystick in port 1 by PEEKing a
location in memory. Location
14675978 (SDFFOOA) is a 16-bit
register that contains the infor
mation you need. The position of
the joystick is returned in bits 0-1
and 8-9 of this location. Different
bits are set to a value of I depending
on which direction you press the
joystick, as shown below.

A-14

FROM

The last IF statement in the
program checks the joystick button
in port I. Iffor some reason you
don't want to use the BUTTON
command for port 2, you can test
that button with this statement:

I'm programming in Amiga Basic,
and I want to write a program that

Right:
Left:
Down:
Up:

S

D

E

C

E

M

E

R
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well with the 68020 or 68030.
You might want to call the
manufacturers ofthe programs that
you use and ask them if their soft
ware is compatible with the acceler
ator board you're interested in.
Better yet, ifyou have a local dealer
who sells accelerator boards, bring
in your most-used software and give
the boards a test drive.

AmigaDOS Resource Project
What's ARP, and what's it useful for?
SPENCER DORM
CHAPEL HILL. NC

AmigaDOS has had some long
standing problems, especially prior
to the release of Workbench 1.3.
Because AmigaDOS was originally
coded in a programming language
known as BCPL and the rest of the
Amiga's operating system was writ

ten in C, AmigaDOS commands—
which have to work hard to commu
nicate with both languages—tend to
be slow and bulky. To solve these
problems, several Amiga program
mers (led by Charlie Heath of
Microsmiths) banded together to re
write the bulk of the AmigaDOS
CLI commands. The result is
ARP—AmigaDOS Resource Pro
ject (originally called AmigaDOS
Replacement Project).
To make the individual com
mands as small and reliable as pos
sible, the ARP authors wrote an
Amiga-shared library called arp.library. This library has severalfunc
tions designed to extend the
Amiga's built-in dos. library (good
news for programmers). The func
tions contained within the arp.library can be accessed by any pro
gram. All that's required is that the
arp. libraryfile be located in the libs
directory of your Workbench disk.
One of the arp.library's most
useful features is its file requester—
a window that allows you to select
files from disk for loading, saving,
deleting, or whatever. The file re
quester should have been built into

OlNITlGiOMiElRiYllGiRIAINlh

Established^

1967

(718)

692-0790

FOR CUSTOMER SERVICE

Call: Mon-Thurs, 9AM-5PM

OR WHITE TO:

(Beneath Madison Square Garden) NYC, N.Y., 10001

Store Hours: Mon-Wed 9:00am-7pm/Thurs9-8/Fri 9-2:30
Sat CLOSED/Sun 9:30 AM-7PM
FOR ORDERS & INFORMATION IN USA & CANADA CALL TOLL FREE

l

Fri,9AM-3PM (718)692-1148

OAA

7Cft

AMIGA

12/90

Retail Outlet, Penn Station, Main Concourse

OUTSIDE USA & CANADA CALL
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Montgomery Grant; Mail Order

Department P.O. Box 58,
Brooklyn NX, 11230

--„.,- Jl,,nrftn,.-. '

FAX NO. #7186923372

TELEX 422132 MGRANT

EXTENDED HOLIDAY SEASON ORDER HOURS: Mon-Thurs 8:30am-8pm / Fri 8:30am-3pm / Sat CLOSED/Sun 9:30am-7pm (ET)
NO SURCHARGEFORCREDITCARDORDERS/ WE INVITE CORPORATE AND EDUCATIONAL CUSTOMERS
RUSH SERVICE AVAILABLE/TOLL-FREETECHNICALSUPPORT

THE LOWEST PRICING - LIFETIME TOLL-FREE TECHNICAL SUPPORT & EXPBtBlCE, COURTEOUS SERVICE!
AMIGA PERIPHERALS

AMIGA COMPATIBLE
PERIPHERALS & ACCESSORIES
AIRORIVE INTERNAL DRIVE FOR A-3000
AMIGA 1000 MEMORY

& ACCESSORIES

IN STOCK

AMIGA APPETIZER SOFTWARE (Word Process

Music, Painl, Game, Tutorial Program)
S39
AMIGAVISION SOFTWARE
$59
AMIGA 1MB FATTER AGNUS CHIP(B372A)....$94
AMIGA 500 POWER SUPPLY
$6G

AMIGA 2000 POWER SUPPLY (wflradtHn)

$39
S109
J139

A-MAXROM

$149

CUTTING EDGE Mac Compatible

Drivg lor A-MAX
AMIGA-TOSH PLUS

§149
$239

1.52 MB HI-DENSITY DRIVE

2000

500
AMIGA 500

1MB EXPANDABLE TO 9MB

BUILT-IN 3.5" DISK DRIVE

BUILTHN 3.5' DISK DRIVE

MOUSE

MOUSE

SYSTEM SOFTWARE

SYSTEM SOFTWARE

w 1 SP

£ii«^'wi:

AMIGA 500 COMPUTt
w/1084 RGB COLOR

MONITOR

AMIGA 2000

w/1084 RGB
COLOR MONITOR

S789

....HB9

$1519

CK
S12K

$109 1M3
1139 3«B

RGB COLOR PKG.
AMIGA SCO

II
$219

BUILT-IN 3.5" DISK DRIVE
S99

BAUD BANDIT 2400 EXTERNAL MODEM..

DISK DRIVE

..-S127

CALIFORNIA ACCESS

$299

CONSOLE.. TURNS YOUR

I CHINON INTERNAL DRIVE FOfl A-2000.

COLOR SPLITTER
COMPUTER EYES PRO DIGITIZER (VGA)
DENISE EXTENDER 1w FLICKER FIXER
DIGITAL CREATIONS DCTV OC-10
DIGIFEX ACCELERATOR 16 MHz.
!o( A-50Q200O

FLIC KE R FIXER
F1Y HAND SCANNER

ICD AD-RAM 2080

OK
2MB

$139
$229

4MB
GMB

BMB

FRAME GRABBER

MINIGEN

GENLOCKS
$89
/
PROGEN

$189 /

SUPERGENJS99

«SS
51B9

OMNIGEN 701

S529

$569
$339

J13G9

' SUPERGEN20OOS..SI339

WAGNI4004 OR 4OO4S w/CONTROLLER...$1449

NERIKI GENLOCK
NERIKI DESKTOP

_

VinTFGH SCANLOCK
MAS!EH 3A-1 3 5" DISK DRIVE

MASTER 3A-1D

MEGA-MIDGET RACER 125 MHz.|

$1469
$879

$729

$88

$129

j

MICROBOTICS Memory Upgrades lot A-2000

8uo OK

$129 8* */6M8

Sup *HMB

$359

8m vWZMB

S239 8mWBMB..._

PANASONIC 1410 w/LENS

PERFECT VISION DIGITIZER
PROGRESSIVE PERIPHERALS 512K

EXPANDER FOfl A-500

PULSAR A-500 PC EMULATOR BOARD
SHARP JX1D0 Color Scanner
wfSottwa«) 1 Cables

sharp jx 300

sharp jx 4511730
:h vidfomaster

A-1950 MULT1SCAN MONITOR

A-2300 GENLOCK.

A-2053D BRIDGE BOARD
A-2286D AT BRIOGEBOARD
A-2G20 ACCELERATOR BOARD
A-2G30 ACCELERATOR BOARD
A-1&BO MODEM

CALL

CAa
S19E

S19£

$5"

$49£
'

SU3SN 1

s105

S335

LERS

SCSIC

SUVA

M25

cvp

SERtSI

HCl»JMC)

5155

s205

$1969
42139

GVP 3053 Kit wOuantum «M8

$2799

GVP3050K!(SOMHz.)W6B030.4MB,6B&82...$2469

GVP 3050 Kit wGuantum 80M3

iUPRA 500XP
ARD DRIVES

S12K EXPANDABL£ TO 9MB

B12K EXPANDABLE TO *HB

s209

5269

S299

S484

S529

S354

S384

S434

M20

S414

S369

S399

S449

M50

S435

s510

S545

S569
S635

S275

s400

S425

S47S

s470

M75

5536

S339

S439

s449

S489

S539

S539

^524

S594

(£ttlS,U91

5269

«369

S389

S419

S469

S459

ST-M6N

S329

S429

M54

S479

S5?9

S525

S359

5459

S325

S425

S444

S475

s499

S599

S599

S649

ST-177NST277N

leoua)

ST-1O96N

(6OUBJ5T

QUANTUM
QUANTUM
QUANTUM

S489

s509

S559

S6I5

5655

S525

S525

$499

S589

S619

S69?

S695

s708

S759

S789

S749

S749

S639

S669

S699

S749

II7GMQ)

S859

^929

S969

s999

s1049 M049 s1049 *1099 S1129

QUANTUM

5999

s1069 S1119 S1129 S1179 S1169

QUANTUM

(210MB)

—.*168s

-call
call

FOR A NEW, BETTER MODEL! CALL FOR DETAILS!

S799

OK

i»HgiiMiedDidcnuiiiofCiHnnwdon-bn«iiac

-*"*

SUPRA RAM 2000
41194Ma

2Ha.

.RM 8MB

i1M 6Ma

M*

-»S9

SUPRA RAM 500 512K
EXPANSION (or A-500
SUPRA 3.5' EXTERNAL DRIVE

M|

SUPRA W0RD6YIK SCSI INTERFACE.

1105

SUPRA41R EXTERNAL TAPE (no SCSI)

W6B

SUPRA MHINTEflNAL TAPE w/SCSI

(£79

PRINTERS
HP DESKJET 500
„
HP LASERJET IIP wToner
HP PAINTJET

..$669,95

$549.95
$989.96
$989 95

HP LASERJET III wToner

HP PAINTJET XL wTonef.

CITIZEN

GSX-140.
GSX 200.

$285-35
117995

S839

CCLOR OPTJON KIT

lor GSX p!inler....CALL

EPSON

LX-BW....

sl 179 S1249 S1269

FX-850
LQ-SW.

_

; 199.95

J349.95
$283.95

RlnldelcclerchirdKin

$1639

STAR

-J18S9

NX-WO0II.
NX-1000
RAINBOW

$149.95

KXP-U80

$149.95

SI89.95

PANASONIC

KXP-U9I

$229.95

KXP-V24.......$289.9S
KXP-1G24.
J339.95

KXP-4420 Laser..-.M79

CANON BJ-130E
BROTHER HR-5 BO Col. ThBrmal PrinUr
NEC MULTISYNC HID MONITOR....

Cttifed check, bonk cheek, money ordenappK"** W>-'*> Vim, Mssweard Dmct'i CWi, Am-Ei, Oplra,
lra, C*rtO»ncnc,COD.'i
caiteloresuwnilungP.O.'s. NoadAWifuJsuJcrviigelorcrMilcard ouJcis. rjon«!i6liwlcfieciismusli»i
ll
NibllThl

J1O5

Z40OZI INTERNAI

HARD DRIVE CARD PACKAGES AVAILABLE - CALL

lhilili

CALL

HEWLETT PACKARD

S539

S559

aanous

SUPRA MODEM24«)EXTERNALw£ABLE.

HP DESKJET PLUS

S549

[IKUBj

$3029

GVP A-500 HD+ SERIES II «M3
$579
WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD IN GVPI

Thin, compact Its h b ycvr Bui Pal

s204

S37S

(BOMB, 3.5*1

1999

GVP 3033 Kff w/Quantum 40MB
GVP 3033 KIT a/Quantum BOMB

TRJWOBO HMPC1PD Hjf Li1.'
MO
•.<:: » IMC
Etfio;us, Pmhiunl ExPiotua

''349

(4WJB.26US]

1769

GVPM33KITJXMHz.)w«e030.4MS,Eflaa2..: ■1629

XFTEC

S249

ST.I57N-1

""'1429

NEW SUPRA 500RX

no Dsnc IFM.PCWD

ooMaaua

5249

$483
$1079
$"99
$"99
$85

IN STOCK1!

Includes 1 able 4 E □flware

S234

$549

6fl030ACCELLERATORFORA-2000..$649

GVP 3001 KIT w/Guantum 40WB..
GVP 3001 KIT w/Quantum 80MB..

i IMIGJ 1500 /2OO 0IIA1 IDDR IVEP ACKA GES

5MJSN-1

$119
$*»

GREAT VALLEY PRODUCTS

ALL MODELS

AMIGA 2S00/30.$3299

DRIVE
PRICE

$168

-

-

GVP3001 KITJ2BMHi.)w«eO3q,l

3000

AMIGA 2000HD...$1799

SEAGATE
DRIVE

-

*149

...5129

Supra

$669

«1»

$519

FRAME GRABBER 256
AMIGEN

$79

$109
$329
$119
$449

MamayEraanam
fetA-KM

$339
$419

$279

MOUSE
RGB COLOR MONITOR

_

A-2232 MULTI-SERIAL PORT ADAPTOR....-.$319

SYSTEM SOFTWARE

$95

(BODEGABAY) EXPANSION

C-1084 RGB
COLOR MONITOR

_

_

A-2010 INTERNAL DRIVE
A-59O HARD DRIVE

M h iB m9

BASEBOAHD
Me/now Eipansion l« A-5QQ
(uses A-501 Expansion Slot)

A-1011 DISK DRIVE

$99

AMIGA 1.3 ROM1B850)
A-MAX MAC Emulator lor AMIGA
A-MAX EMULATOR 2

APPLIED ENGINEERING

A-1010 DISK DRIVE

(99

AVAILABLE

AMIGA 3000 32 Bit Memory

A-501 EXPANSION DRJVE.

»49

-_..$S*S

Turn your Amiga® into a

$20,000+ sound studio!!!

Synthia II
Synthia II features eight types of sound synthesis (2 Drum Synths.
Additive. Pseudo-Additive, FM/PM, Subtractive, Plucked String, and
Interpolation) wilh the ability to add more than a dozen special
effects (Echo, true Reverb, Chorusing, Graphic EQ, Phase
Shifting, Waveshaping, etc.)
Included are visual editing and looping capabilities (or the
thousands o( instruments your Amiga* can create with
Synthia II.

You can create instruments and sounds for
Deluxe Music, Sonix, AmigaVision, Tiger
Cub, as well as most Amiga9 music
programs.

AmigaDos 2 Compatible.

by The Other Guys
P.O. Box H
Logan, UT 84321
1-800-942-9402

1-801-753-7620

Also available:
Circle Reader Service Number 132

PrOfeSSlOnal (lorproiessional keyboard sarrplers).

An-iga Is a Registered Trademark of Commodore-Amiga, Inc.

•E-Z FM Synthesizer

AmlgaVisbn is a Trademark of Commodore-Amiga, Inc. Sonix ie a
Trademark o! Aegis Development. Deluxe Music Is Trademark of Electronic
Arts. Tiger Cub Is a Trademark of Dr. Ts Music Software, Inc.

continued from page A-I4

AMIGA—COMMODORE
REPLACEMENT CHIPS, WRTS AND UPGRADES
8520ACIA

S17.95

A2000 Heairy Duty Power Supply S147.00

B364 Paula
1.3 Kicfcstart ROM

S39.95
S27.95

1 MEG x 1/100 NS
1X4 MEG/80 ZIP (A3000)

S 7.95
$54.95

A2000 Service Manual
S 39.00
A500 Heavy Duty Power Supply . S 69.95
A500 Service Manual
S 36.50

256X4/B0 NS

$ 7.95

A2000 Keyboard

S114.95

A500 Keyboard

$109.50

A501-S12K Upgrade RAM Board$69.95
B362 Denise (1/2 bright)
$39.95

A1000 Service Manua!
Keyboard tor A1000

S 29.95
$129.95

58010/10 (tor ACC bds)

68881/68882

$15.95

Call or write for free information.

CALL

Prices do not include UPS

• AMIGA UPGRADES •

- ECS - 1MB "FATTER AGNUS" CHIP (B372A) with FREE Chip Puller
and NEW step-by-step 10 minute Instructions. $99-50 plus UPS.

the operating system of the Amiga from the beginning
and is only now a standard feature under AmigaDOS
2.0. That's why different programs written for AmigaDOS 1.3 and earlier have different-looking (and differ
ently-functioning) file selectors.
For the average user, ARP means smaller, faster,
and more versatile CLI commands. ARP commands
tend to handle wildcards better than AmigaDOS com
mands do (in fact, ARP commands support * as a
wildcard equivalent to the AmigaDOS #?). Following are
a few size comparisons (in bytes) between the AmigaDOS 1.3 commands and the ARP 1.3 commands.

- MEGACHIP 2000 - "TWO" Megabytes of Chip RAM in your Amiga 2000.

Command
AddBuffers

Upgrade kit consists of 2MB Agnus, more RAM, PC board with full instruc
tions. NO SOLDERING AT ALL. Wb even purchase back your 1 MB Agnus
Chip. Includes FREE Chip Pullert Call for Price.

Assign

Avail

- AMIGA 1000 REJUVENATOR UPGRADE - Tap the ultimate power of
your Amiga 1000—utilize (ECS) Enhanced Chip Set, Fatter Agnus, 2.0

Kickstart ROM, more RAM (1MB), clock battery backup, simple solderless
installation, 100% compatibility with all products/software.

$479.00 (Plus UPS). Send for the data sheet.
• IMPORTANT CATALOG ANNOUNCEMENT •

Call for your new 27 page catalog of specialty items for Amiga, Commodore
and IBM. This free catalog contains: low cost replacement chips, upgrades.
34 diagnostic products, tutorial VHS tapes, interlaces, heavy duty power sup

plies (for A500 and A2000) and other worldwide products you won't find any
where else. Dealers, use your letterhead.

THE GRAPEVINE GROUP, INC.
3 Chestnut St.

Suffern, NY 10901

V

Fax 914-357-6243
We Snip Worldwide

914-357-2424

1-800-292-7445

Prices Subject to Change

Circle Reader Service Number 166

A-16

COMPUTE

DECEMBER

1990

AmigaDOS

ARP

876

3008

492
1264

1964

692

CD

1756

Copy
Delete

9848
6124

580
2784
936

In each case, the ARP command is smaller than its
AmigaDOS counterpart. For the ARP commands to
work, you must have arp.library (17,100 bytes) on your
boot disk in the libs directory. The latest release is
version 39.1.

Many of ARP's improvements have been incorpo
rated into AmigaDOS 2.0. In fact, ARP creator Charlie
Heath wrote most of AmigaDOS"s new ASL library,
which provides programmers with a standard file re
quester, a font requester, and tools for displaying lists of
information. AmigaDOS 2.0 also has the ability to use
the * wildcard.

Pictur

INTERLOK

In

GENLOCK for AMIGA

4096
For: DTP) DTV, Artists or juli plain
FUN! IFF-HAM Picturei in fnll color or

B&W Ptcs for toe Graphic Arti in

til subjects from Ocean Sailing to Art
Nudes these disks work in any Amiga -

Etch has an Easy-Viewer and they will
work in all HAM paint programs. Send
for our FREE Catalog today!

SPECIAL! Art Models $35
(ATwo Disk Set)

Disk Catalog S10

The DlgltalPub/257
900 Manscll Road »I2-Ros«ell. GA 30076

Only $569 NTSC-- $749 pal
FEATURES
• Looping Video In. switchable, 75 ohm/Hi Z.

• NTSC or PAL Encoded Video Ouipuls.
• KEY Ouput and fl-G-B Outputs.

• HGB Level Matching lor A1DO0/A50O/A2QO0.
• Front panel includes Amiga Graphics or Mm
Control. Mix CuWFade, 0 to 100% Fade
Overlay Control Slider and LED Power Status.
• Panel with Controls may be Remoted 25 It. or
more.

ORDER AND INFO TOLL FREE!

800-433-7572

SPIRIT
TECHHOIOG*

'■^■w

Spim Technology. S. L. C.. Utah (801) 485-4233
Manufacturer of Quality Amiga Hardware

Desktop Video! videos
from the publishers of
Desktop Video! Newsletter
"Videos designed to show you how to
set up your own low-cost desktop video
system... produced by real people
using desktop video tn the veal world.'
• Video Marketing Letter

Circle Reader Service Number 262

Circle Reader Service Number 223

With the vast improvements
made in AmigaDOS 2.0, there isn't
as big a need for the arp.library as
there has been. But with the large
number ofprograms that currently
take advantage of the arp.library,
including Amiga Resource's own V
file viewer, ARP should be with us
for some time.

Ifyou 're interested in the ARP
system, you can obtain it from a
user group, a bulletin board system,
and most commercial telecommu
nications services. You can also
contact ARP's developers directly by
writing AmigaDOS Resource Pro

ject, c/oMicrosmiths, P.O. Box56J,
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02140.B

Where to Write
Question, comment, problem, idea, or submis

sion? I! you want to get in touch with us, here's

Program Submissions
We're always looking to buy good Amiga pro

how.

grams for inclusion on our Amiga Resource

Subscription Information

Disk. To submit a program, simply send a disk
containing the program, its source code, and its

Send all subscription inquiries, problems, and
change-of-address information to Amiga Re
source, COMPUTE, P.O. Box 3253. Hartan. IA

51593; or call toll-tree (800) 727-6937 or (515)
247-7500 (it you're calling from within Iowa or
outside the United States). We cannot process
subscriptions from our editorial offices in
Greensboro. North Carolina.
Questions, Comments, and Opinions
We like to hear what you think—about the
Amiga, about our magazine, about other maga
zines, about life. We also like to answer your
questions about any or all of the above (except
maybe life}. Please send your questions and/or
comments to Amiga Feedback using the ad
dress listed below.

Writing for Amiga Resource

If you have an idea for an article that you'd like to
write, send a brief outline of what you have in
mind with samples of what you've written in the
past (if possible) to The Editor using the address
given below. Please include a brief cover letter

with your name, address, and daytime telephone
number.

Art Gallery Submissions
If you'd lite to see your original Amiga artwork in
"Art Gallery." send it to us on disk, along with
your name, address, daytime telephone number,
and a brief description of your art to Amiga Art
Gallery using the address shown below. We pay

S100 for each piece of art we accept. Send a
self-addressed stamped envelope if you want
your disk back.

documentation along with your name, address,

and daytime telephone number to Submissions

Reviewer using the address shown below. Send
complete, ready-to-run programs only, please.

The program must be your own work. Send a
sell-addressed stamped envelope if you want
your submission returned.
Programming Hints and Tips
"Programmer's Page" accepts programming
hints and tips for all Amiga programming lan

DTV #4-Desktop Video & the

Amiga. A hands-on guide to setting
up your own desktop video system
using the Amiga computer. Covers
equipment selection & hookup, reviews
and demonstrations of the best
software, studio design, and lots of
practical advice on getting the most for
your money while avoiding costly mis

takes. 120 minutes. VHS. $30.00.
DTV #S ■ Desktop Video for Profit. A

'guerilla' video that snows you how to
earn thousands from your DTV produc
tions. Includes what type of videos to
produce, how to find clients, how to re
search a project, where to sell your
videos, how much to charge, setting up
a duplicating system, much more. 120

minutes. VHS. $30.00.

Order both these videos and save
$10.00 plus receive 6 months of the
Video Marketing Latter FREE I!!

guages, and we'll pay you if your tip is published

in our magazine. If you have a great program
ming trick that you'd like to share, send it to Pro
grammer's Page using the address listed below.

Do You Have questions about
Desktop Video? Call our FREE DTV

User Groups

technical Hotline for answers.
1 -501 -321 -1429 weekdays 9-4 CST.

Approximately every six months, Amiga Re
source prints its guide to Amiga user groups. If
you'd like to have your user group included in
this listing, please send your club name and ad
dress to Amiga User Groups using the address
listed below.

Please address all correspondence, except sub
scription problems and inquiries, to this
address:
Amiga Resource
324 W. Wendover Aye.
Suite 200

Greensboro, NC 27408

Be sure !O include the appropriate department in
the address.

Call for more information and your free
sample Of the Video Marketing Letter.

We offer a money back guarantee,
and accept Visa, MC, personal checks,
UPS COD. Next day Air available.

Group M Productions
100 Bridge a, #27
Hot Springs, AR, 71901

1-501-321-1845
Circle Reader Service Number 134
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The Amiga has a powerful proces
sor—the Motorola 68000. This
chip is incredibly flexible. With

this flexibility comes complexity.

For example, there are several ways to

clear a data register.
CLR.L DO
MOVE.L #0,D0
MOVEQ #0,D0
SUB.L D0,DO

T

AND

Moving data. Here are some gen

eral rules for using the MOVE instruc
tion in immediate mode.
Data registers: Use MOVEQ if

Which is the best? Amazingly, al

A0,A0

Cycles

Size

have a data register that is not in use,

use the following combination of
instructions.

; 6 cycles

2 bytes

MOVEQ

#VALUE,D0

; 12 cycles

6 bytes

MOVE.L

D0.A0

MOVEQ

#$00,DO

; 4 cycles

2 bytes

SUB.L

DO,D0

6 bytes

SUBA.L

; 8 cycles

2 bytes

AO.A0

These instruction timings were

obtained from the Program Module
Analyzer that comes with the ADAPT
assembler system from Lake Forest
Logic. You can also find instruction
timings in most 68000 programming
manuals. We found the sizes of the in
structions by assembling one instruc
tion at a time.
A-18

COMPUTE

ADDQ.L

#l,A0

; 8 cycles

2 bytes

ADDA.L

#l,A0

;14 cycles

6 bytes

LEA

l(A0),A0

; 8 cycles

4 bytes

struction is faster at addition than the

standard ADDA instruction. The next
address register 0. Here, ADDQ wins
out. Thus, this is the rule for adding
an immediate value to an address reg
ister: Use ADDQ when adding num
bers within that instruction's value
range (1-8); otherwise, use the LEA
instruction as shown above.
Data arithmetic. Here are some
representative timings for adding

Instruction

#$00,D0

2 bytes

F

numbers to data registers in immedi

DO

; 12 cycles

F

ate mode.

MOVEL

; 8 cycles

I

three instructions in the table add 1 to

CLR.L

MOVEA.L #$00,AO

K

the address register as both the source

The second choice is the better one.
Let's take a closer look at the instruc
tions we've tried so far.
Instruction

D

ly, the load effective address (LEA) in

How about these choices?

SUB.L

I

MOVE instruction. Never use CLR.
Address registers: To move 0 into
an address register, use SUB.L with

values) is actually faster than the CLR
(clear) operation. Of what use is CLR?
While you can use CLR to clear out a
byte or a word, MOVEQ always clears
out the entire longword of a register.
However, neither CLR nor MOVEQ
can be used on an address register.

#0,AO

M

The first two instructions add
1000 to address register 0. Surprising

ited to a small range of immediate

MOVE.L

M

the immediate value is in range
-128-127. Otherwise, use the normal

and destination. If the number is in
the range from —128 to 127 and you

though each instruction does the same
thing (clears data register 0), each re
quires a different number of machine
cycles to execute. The fewer machine
cycles required, the faster the instruc
tion is. In this case, the third choice is
the best choice. The MOVEQ variety
of the move instruction (which is lim

I

isters, you can perform addition and
subtraction on them. Here are a few
timings for different methods of add
ing numbers to address registers.
Cycles

Size

;14cycles

6bytes

1000(AO),Au ; 8 cycles

4 bytes

#1000,A0

LEA

DECEMBER

1990

; 16 cycles

6 bytes

MOVEQ

#!27,D1

; 4 cycles

2 bytes

ADD.L

D1.D0

; 8 cycles

2 bytes

ADDQ-L

#l,D0

; 8cycles

2 bytes

ADDI.W

#127,D0

; 8 cycles

4 bytes

MOVEQ

# 127.D 1

; 4 cycles

2 bytes

ADD.W

D1.D0

; 4 cycles

2 bytes

ADDQ.W

#l,D0

; 4 cycles

2 bytes

(—128-127), move the value into a
scratch register and add it with a data-

and logical operations on address reg

ADDA.L

Size

# 127,D0

To add a number in the addquick range (1-8), use ADDQ. To add
a number in the move-quick range

Otherwise, use the normal MO
VE.L instruction.
Address addition. Although you
can't perform all of the 68000's math

Instruction

Cycles

ADDI.L

register to data-register add (note that

this helps only longword adds, not
word adds).

In general, replace all ADD, SUB,
and MOVE immediate instructions
with their quick counterparts whenev
er you can.

Since moving and adding are the
most common 68000 instructions,
these hints should help you write sig
nificantly better code. Here are a few
other tricks that you might want to
keep up your sleeve.

Attention:
VAR'a, table TV Stations, BBS's,.....

AMIGA

Renting Software
Isn't Hard . . .

Baby-Sitting System

Do you leave your AMIGA running unattended?

It's as easy as picking up

Does it:

Have tantrums?

the phone and giving your order.
The hardest part may be
waiting for the mail to come.

Get cranky?

Cry for its mouse button?

We'll give it a boot for you.

II*

You need our

1-800-433-2938
Wedgwood Rental

The AMIGA Pacifier
Upon detection of an error, lock-up or even a completely
disabling system crash, this softwar^hardware pack
age will restart the AMIGA within seconds. Comes with

a software toolkit to log errors, blank the screen and

5316 Woodway Drive
Fort Worth, Texas 76133

Circle Reader Service Number 201

other features. The hardware mounts externally and
Order now from:

connects directly to your AMIGA

Pro-Tronic Syitemi Ltd.

kit is available for the 500 and

720 -6th Street, #227

iooo.

2000,2500 and 3000. An adapter

New Westminster, B.C.

Canada

n_

$199.00 U.S. or $274.00 Cdn,

V3L 3C5

phone (604) 290-1631

Dealer inquiries invited.

fax (604) 524-5831

B.C. Canada residents, please add 6% s ales tax
Circle Reader Service Number 194

CrossDOS

The House

...MS-DOSS

of the future-

DISK ACCESS

TODAY

"f DONE RIGHT!

Easy to install—simply plug the X-10 hardware into your
computer serial port and a standard power outlet. Control signals
are transmitted over existing wiring. Once programmed, the X-10
hardware will operate even when your Amiga is turned off!

Version 4
Suggested Retail:

$39^ (us)

• Turn on lights before it gets dark to welcome you home and dim
(hem late at night to save electricity.

• Turn up the heating before you get up and start the coffee.

• Turn on your Amiga and download new messages from your
favorite bulletin board.

• Turn off the lights (and T.V.) at night if you forget.
• Do all this even if you're on holiday—so no-one can even tell
you're away from home!

Ami-X10 - BSR based home control software
With X-10 computer interface

The first MS-DOS File System for the AMIGA®
• Reads or writes any 360K or 720K MS-DOS or ATARI ST2

disks i Version 2.0 or higher! with standard Amiga-can netted
floppy drives.

Magazines:
"...CroHsDOSisun-

• Transparently accesses MS-DOS files from any utility or
application (including file rcquestersl because it fully

questionably the best

Versions 1.2. L8 and now 2.0).

• Provides an easy installation program.

rending from and writ
ing to 3.5-inch MS-DOS

• Format, diskcopj and check the integrity of an MS-DOS disk.

disks on the Amiga."

integrates into the Amiga operating system (Amigat)OS

Utility I hart' seen for

Tim Walsh
AmigaWorld

Version 4 Enhancements

$59.50
$124.30

Available through your local dealer or direct (check with order
or COD. CA residents, please add 6.75% sales tax).

• Up to 2 times fiisler floppy data access on an Amiga 500.

1000. or 2000. Format a 720K MS-DOS disk (with verify I in

1-19 seconds!

• Evening and weekend BBS available for update information
and to trade uploads for file conversion pro({rams.

BBSS (313) 459-7271 - 6pm to 10am EST weekdays, all day

^■739 Navy Street, Santa Monica, CA 90405 Tel:(213) 396-9771

It ICrossDOSI uorks
so uniibtruxicely that I
don't eifii notice it
anymore."

Donald Maxwell
A.X. Magazine

weekends.

CONSUL77?0/V
11280 Parhuew

Circle Reader Service Number 105

Reviewed in many

popular Amiga

Plymouth. M148170

Technical Support
1313)459-7271

"... how I svnd files back
and forth to and from

IBM land in a totally
transparent fashion."

It IBPOS sa-«*Vi<:-3a=*-g»i:-Hc3«i i-c JU»i5T

Jim Locker
Amazing Computing
n g tor

Circle Reader Service Number 160
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FLICKER
MASTER,™

The low cost solution to
INTERLACE FLICKER
Works with ALL AMIGA© MODELS
A-500, A-1000, A-2000, A-2500,
and Amiga 3000

Only $17.95 sug. retail price

Flicker Master is a specially designed fitter that

MAN SYSTEMS

INTRODUCING
Here it is! Proof that the AMIGA (tm) Computer ii more ihan

just great for graphics and lound. We all know about its ability to produce
the BEST Desk Top Publishing, the BEST Desk Top Video, and the BEST
Desk Top Music. But did you know It could also do the BEST JOB
POSSIBLE with your accounting?

We, at Sax Man System! have taken the BESTdata-bue available
for the AMIGA (tin). SUPERBASE PROFESSIONALLY from Precision.
Inc., and created two powerful, and caiy to use accounting systems.
System # 1 - Billing and Disbursement! fan)
This system ii designed for use by !mall buiineises. It

attaches easily to the face of your monitor.

processes cash and credit sales, prints invoice! and statements,

Flicker Master helps reduce eye strain by

disbursements, and print a check register. Finally, it tracks and

greatly reducing interlace flicker and improving
contrast in all resolutions. Flicker Master
is a great companion to your Graphics,
Video Production, Desktop Publishing,
CAD, and Entertainment software.

10 1/2 in. X 13 1/2 in. (26.7 cm X 34.3 cm) size is designed to fit the
following monitors.Amiga 1080, 2002, 1084,10S4S and 1950. Sony

KV1311, Magnavox RGB 80, NEC Multisync and others, check size

Hutchinson Companies
Houston, Texas 77037-3801

110 West Arrowdale

and age! your accounts receivable. It also will track your cash
reports on the general ledger accounts necessary to fill out
tax returns. List price is S 249.95

System # 2 - SaxMan Accounting System ftml

This is a complete accounting package. Including: General
Ledger, Accounts Receivable, Accounts Payable, Payroll,
Inventory Control, and Job Cost Analysis. Its feature! are
much too extensive to lilt here. List Prie is .S 499.95
For Information contact: SuMui Systems, 400 Walnut St., #403,

(713)-448-6143 FAX (713J-448-5431

Redwood City, CA 94063,(415)368-6499

The above named products are trademarks of
their respective companies

Circle Reader Service Number 209

L a^B ^^m ^^m ^bb i^^ ^^m ^^m ^^m ^^m «^ ^^_ ^^_ ^^m ^BB ^^m ^^m m
Circle Reader Service Number 127

PROGRAMMER'S PAGE „**»**
Replace ASL.L #l,D0 with
ADD.L D0,D0. Replace ASL.W
#1,DO with ADD.W D0,D0 and
ASL.W #2,D0 with two consecutive
ADD.W D0,D0 instructions.
Avoid multiply and divide if you
can. MULU takes on the order of 70
cycles. DIVU takes about twice that
number of cycles. If it's practical, use
a lookup table or shift instructions in
stead. For example, the following
shows two ways to multiply DO by 10.
Instruction

Cvcles

Size

M0VE.L

D0.D1

; 4 cycles

2 bytes

ADD.L

D0,D0

; 8 cycles

2 bytes

ADD.L

D0,D0

; 8 cycles

2 bytes

ADD.L

D1.D0

; 8 cycles

2 bytes

ADD.L

DO, DO

; 8 cycles

2 bytes

MULU

#10,DO

;74cycles

4 bytes

The first method uses ten bytes
but only 36 cycles, whereas the second
uses four bytes and 74 cycles. The for
mer method would be best inside
A-20
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loops, while the latter would be best if
called only once.

Miscellaneous tips. The MOVEM instruction should only be used

with three or more registers. Replace
MOVEMX D2/A2,-(SP) with the two
instructions MOVE.L D2,-(SP) and
MOVE.L A2,-(SP). Remember to pop
the register off the stack in the correct

order when you make this change.
Use PC relative mode if possible.
This will cut down the size of your
program significantly. The Devpac as

sembler from Michtron converts all
instructions to PC relative mode auto
matically if you use the OPT A+ di
rective. If you use any absolute
addressing in your program, Devpac
will warn you to change an instruc

tion like MOVE.B $BFEC01,DO to
MOVE.B ($BFEC01).L,D0. The re
sults are well worth the trouble. Inovatronics' CAPE and Lake Forest
Logic's new ADAPT assembler pack
ages also have some support for PC
relative mode.
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Use short branches if you can.
Change all JSR and BSR instructions
to BSR.S instructions. Change BEQ
and other branches to BEQ.S instruc
tions. If the branch is too long, your
assembler will warn you.
Know your assembler. If it

changes appropriate MOVEs to MOVEQs or BNEs to BNE.Ss, you won't

have to worry about making the
changes yourself. If your assembler
manual doesn't explicitly tell you
what alterations it makes, you should

purchase a disassembler to find out
exactly what code is being generated.
The best way to learn how to
code efficiently is to try several ap
proaches and anaylze the results. But
don't lose sight of the forest for the
sake of the trees. First concentrate on

eliminating bugs and improving your
code; then worry about optimizing it.
But if you know that your code is
spending a significant amount of time
deep in the center of a nested loop, at
tention to every cycle will pay off.
0

18
JUST GOT MEANER!
Announcing COMPUTE'S

Mean 18 Course Disk
Six originally designed, challenging golf courses to

► Only $12.95* plus $2.00 postage and
handling.

add to your Mean 18 collection. Each course has a
unique theme. Play Apple Arbor, a genuine test of

strategy; Pines Par 3, a fast-play course for which
you'll need all your clubs; City Lakes, where water is
your best friend and worst enemy; Island Green,

► Available in IBM 5V«- or 31/2-inch formats or
in Amiga format.

► Send your order to GOLF, 324 West

Wendover Avenue, Greensboro, North
Carolina 27408. Be sure to specify format
desired.

which requires precise distance calculations and
deadly accuracy; and much, much more.
This disk is designed to work wrth Accolade's Mean 18. The Wean 18 program is
sou separately.

Residents of New York and North Carolina odd appropriate sales tax. All orders must
be in U.S. funds drawn on a US Dank. MasterCard or VISA accepiea (or orders over
S20. Include credit-card number and expiration date. For delivery outside the U.S. or

Mean 18 Ultimate Golf is a trademark and copyright of Accolade, Inc. 1986, 1967,
1968, 1989. 1990.

Canada, add SI lor surface mail or S3 lot airmail Please allow 4-6 weeks for
delivery.

GET THE MOST
FROM YOUR MAGAZINE!
Subscribe to the Amiga Resource Disk with magazine and get our exclusive On Disk software

on a self-booting disk, This jam-packed disk contains all of the ready-to-run programs de
scribed in Amiga Resource's special bimonthly disk section.

PLUS!

IFF pictures from "Art Gallery"
Programming examples from "Programmer's Page"

The best in public domain and shareware software from "Download"
And more

Subscribe today and get a year's subscription—that's 6 disks plus 12 magazines—for just $49.95!
Mail completed coupon to
COMPUTE'S Amiga Resource
P.O. Box 3253
Harlan, IA 51593

LJ I td! Sign me up for a one-

Mr./Ms iCircleOnel

Address

City

year subscription to the Amiga Re

source Disk (six disks) and COMPUTE
magazine (12 issues) for just $49.95.
I save over 40% off the cover price.

State Province

Zip-Postal Code

□ Payment Enclosed

□ Bill Me

Outside Cfie U S add S6 per year for postage Excluding Canada, all foreign orders must be in U S
currency Price subject to change

FOR FASTER SERVICE,

CALL TOLL-FREE
DECEMBER

(800)727-6937
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ABSTRACTIONS
ARLAN

Now that "Abstractions" is part of
the new improved COMPUTE
(with secret ingredient GMI-90),

there's a high likelihood that
owners of other computers are reading

Amiga coverage for the first time. A
little background on this column is in
order for the benefit of those new
comers. "Abstractions" is loosely pat

terned on the public executions of
medieval England and France, but it
lacks much of the structure and good

LEVITAN

it's not polite to beat up on your peer

with a nose job, go spend time with an

They've even gone so far as to suggest
that this column should be used to

Amiga.
Since our new reader mix re

promote and extoll the wonderfulness
of eating, walking, talking, and sleep
ing the Amiga way. I'm afraid I'd
rather eschew such evangelism and re
main on the technical sidelines
(hmmmm ... guess that makes me a
diAgnostic).

taste associated with those sporting
events.

Roughly one-third of the old

pabilities of Amiga computers is
inherently suspect, an easy way to fill
copy, and soothingly reassuring to
current Amiga owners. I won't do it.
Our lives are awash with torrents
of "information" intended to con

vinced that the portions of my brain
devoted to logical thought processes
have been surgically removed. Anoth

er third is assembling incontrovertible
proof that I'm a petty functionary in
an international conspiracy whose
sole purpose is vilifying the Amiga
and Commodore Business Machines
in print. The rest know that I'm just

vince us that (a) we need widgets and

(b) ACME widgets are the ones to buy.
In point of fact, this column is in it
self a mild eddy in the currents of

plain ornery when it come to com

persuasion.
Our media fill us with second
hand bites of information that we do
not experience directly. Since we tend

puter manufacturers and purveyors of
software.

innovative and intuitive hardware

and software for just plain folks.
Home computing is getting more and
more homogenized, and, for my mon
ey, the milk is starting to curdle.
Some industry observers claim
that increasing standardization and

the accompanying convergence of
user interfaces across machine plat
forms will benefit the home user in
the end. If you buy into that claptrap,
let's meet down at McDonalds,
Wendy's, or Burger King for some in

sanely great food, watch a few terrific
sitcoms on the boob tube, and hop
over to the local mega-mini-theater

complex for the midnight screening of
Bill and Ted's Excellent Adventure.
My Amiga friends (both of them)
have lately taken to reminding me
that I should be try to behave in a
more dignified manner in print, since

A-22
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quires more even-handedness, I might
as well incur the wrath of tens of thou
sands of fanatic Amiga fans by not
even making a weak stab at telling you
folks on the fence why I think you
should buy an Amiga. Look, this may
be the Amiga section of the magazine,
but that doesn't give me a license to
ignore the mechanics operating be
hind the quasireality of the publishing
world. Spending four or five para
graphs here waxing poetic over the ca

Amiga Resource subscribers are con

As much as I enjoy micros and
the people who use them, I firmly be
lieve that the computer industry de
serves the lifetime underachievement
award in respect to actually delivering

thousand bucks on tired technology

group while company's around.

I will make a couple of conces
sions, since the in-laws have apparent

ly moved in to stay with us and this is,
after all, the Amiga section of COM
PUTE. The rules of engagement
should be slightly modified now that
we're in mixed company. I might as
well refrain from beating up on Com
modore's public relations hacks for at
least a couple of months. That should
give them enough of a breather to un

lock their jaws so they can switch feet.
I'll try to keep a low profile until
Commodore launches another Amiga
advertising campaign spawned from
an inadvertent mix of ethanol and
Valium.

I've got some friendly advice for

our new neighbors, which will likely
horrify those lost editorial souls who
still pray for IBM to resurrect the
home computer market with the new
PS/1. Before you plop down over a
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to blindly trust our regular sources of
information, we assume that assimi
lating what is served up results in real
knowledge. There is an implicit bond
of trust between reader and infor
mation provider which all publica
tions seek to build and maintain. The
greater the trust, the greater the capac

ity to mold opinion.
Reviews of hardware and soft
ware in magazines are fine starting

points for making purchasing deci
sions, but there's no substitute for

first-hand experience. I don't want
you to trust me. I want you to trust

yourself.
If you're interested in computers,

go see an Amiga and decide for your
self. Don't be deterred by negative
comments from dealers who don't sell
Amigas. Go see an Amiga. If you're
thinking of buying an XT-class ma
chine, check out an Amiga 500. If an
80286- or SX386-based PC clone is on
your shopping list, test drive an

ABSTRACTIONS
Amiga 2000. Power users who believe

up with its own variation on ihat

appear into a black hole within

they need the muscle of an 80386
should slip on the new Amiga 3000.
Go use an Amiga. Not for 5 or 15

theme. Who cares if your terminal

minutes. I wonder if anyone has con

package's documentation is shorter

sidered recycling old Captain Mid

than Sean Penn's temper? Slap 12

night secret decoder rings as a

minutes—take 2-3 hours. If dealers
won't spend a that much time with
you before a potential sale, they don't
deserve your hard-earned cash.

ounces of free sign-up offers for an as

substitute for those flimsy and bulky
cardboard wheels?

Period.
Trust your own eyes, ears, and

hands. If you come away from the
experience with the impression that a

PS/1 would better suit your needs, go
buy one. You'll probably have a great
time perusing IBM's new Prodigy

information service.
If you already own a PC or Mac,
you're as welcome here as anyone

else. Keep your machine, and use it in
good health. In my book, it's perfectly
acceptable to use Apple and IBM ma

chines on a daily basis for text-orient
ed and desktop publishing drudgery.
But do yourself a favor. Before you
add a CD-ROM player or new hard

drive to your present system, add an
Amiga to your computing stable. An
Amiga 500 will cost a lot less and will
widen your options and eyes at the

sortment of information services in
the bundle and you're playing with
the big boys.
The weight wars have crossed
over into the entertainment arena as
well. Flight simulators are usually
good for a pound and a half, but those
who require heavyweight material will

opt for tank simulations which aver
age well over a deuce.
Those who can't go head-to-head

on the basis of sheer poundage are
opting for volume instead. Prominent
among the last batch of entertainment

titles I perused were a handful that
may not have weighed much, but oc
cupied three times the normal amount

come the calls for a Holy War on "Ab

stractions"). This isn't the Persian
Gulf, folks! You can play both sides
and come out ahead of the game.
Anyone who has the temerity to sug
gest that one size fits all can go build a

house with a screwdriver.
So much for hardware flagwaving. Let's move on to mushier
material. Rumor has it that the man
ner in which the industry measures
software sales is changing radically.
Most bizarre is the new MDI (Mass to
Dollar Index) rating for application
software. For a favorable MDI, the
discounted price of the software must
be less than the weight (in ounces) of
the shrink-wrapped packaging. Manu
facturers who want to keep their
prices and profit margins up are being
forced to load up on bulk. The latest
release of one popular database pack
age tips the scales at over 19 pounds.
Add a handle and the product would

be perfect for impromptu self-defense
or power walking.

For years, telephone handsets
have been routinely filled with lead
shot to yield a solid heft, and the soft
ware-packaging biz has cleverly come

the disappointing quality of much of
the entertainment software being re

leased for the Amiga these days. On
the other hand, I haven't been thrilled

with Jack Nicholson's last few flicks
either. I don't discern a lack of talent
in either case; the problem is the
material.
For better or worse, the display
and speed capabilities of today's ubiq
uitous IBM clones have become the
least common denominator (LCD) in

the entertainment software biz. IBM's

of shelf space. An eye-catching move,
but it's rather disconcerting to excited
ly shred a garishly decorated twoinch-thick package, only to find an

VGA and MCGA graphics are better
than a poke in the eye with a sharp
stick, but even pricey 386 systems lack
adequate horsepower to perform the
feats of animation magic supported

inch and three-quarters of plastic

on the humble Amiga 500.

foam, one disk and a six-page instruc
tion booklet.

same time.

If you own an Amiga, consider
buying a Mac or a PC (oh well, here

Speaking of games, I'd be less
than forthright if I didn't comment on

FOR A FAVORABLE
MASS TO DOLLAR INDEX
RATING, THE
DISCOUNTED PRICE OF
SOFTWARE MUST BE
LESS THAN THE WEIGHT
(IN OUNCES) OF THE
SHRINK-WRAPPED
PACKAGING
Since it's grouse season, is any
one else growing weary of the multi-

tiered code wheels used in lieu of
traditional copy protection? Talk
about storage problems. I've got two
cross-indexed files—one for disks, the
other for code wheels. The last code
wheel I tried using was as much fun as
a high-security padlock. It had no less
than five interlocked wheels, and the
pivot grommet was just enough offcenter to make using it an exercise in
clairvoyance. Besides, unless filed im
mediately after use, such devices dis
DECEMBER

So what's happening? Due to the

sheer number of PC owners out there,
the prototype versions of most of to
day's entertainment titles are devel
oped for the IBM. Yesterday's clunky
CGA and EGA graphics are gradually
being supplanted by VGA-specific
renderings, but despite their seductive
look, the end products are inherently

static. When the Amiga translation is
undertaken, we usually end up with a

straight copy of the IBM version.
There are a few notable excep
tions who have managed to evade the
strait jacket of the "pump code and
port" strategy. Firms such as Psygnosis (Shadow of'the Beast), ReadySoft
(Dragon's Lair), FTL (Dungeonmaster), and Innerprise (Battle Squad
ron) have continued to release Amigaspecific products that steadily push
the Amiga's perceived performance
envelope. Their efforts deserve to be
rewarded, but how long they can resist

the siren song of the tens of millions
of IBM PCs is anybody's guess.
On second thought, let's count
our blessings. If the ubiquitous Nin
tendo Entertainment System becomes
the LCD for entertainment software,
we're in serious trouble—yesterday an
adult asked me what kind of tapes I
had for my Amiga....
I don't think we're in Kansas
anymore, Kyoto.
1990
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There's the old joke about asking
a laconic Yankee farmer for di
rections, and after a moment of
characteristic silence, he declares
"You can't get there from here."
When hoping to move bitmap graph
ics image from program to program or

machine to machine, don't be sur
prised if you get the Yankee Farmer
answer.

This month's "Spotlight" ex
plores exporting Amiga images to ma
chines such as the Macintosh and
IBM PC. Last month, we covered the
basics of moving files from here to

there, but largely ignored the compli
cations of actually using this data on
foreign computers.
Sometimes there's nothing to

worry about at all. For instance, Elec
tronic Arts makes versions of DeluxePaint for both the IBM PC and the
Amiga, and their Studio series is the
Mac version of this popular product.
Each program can load and save im
ages that are instantly compatible
with versions of the program on other
platforms, once you've moved the file
between disk formats.

FOUST

exhausted, we can start adding punc

tuation marks, leading to the A&$ for
mat, which will be all the rage by
1997.

Getting from here to there can be
a multistep process. You might con
mat, then move the GIF file to a PC
disk, and then use a third PC program

vert an image to GIF, chances are
there's a way to display it on another

to convert the GIF file to PCX for

computer. As a side benefit, GIF files

mat. If you're lucky, your picture will
still resemble the original.
On the PC, if you have a hand
scanner or a paint program, be sure to

are compressed to a minimum size,
making them smaller than images in
other formats. Another important PD
tool is a screen-capture utility. Once
this type of program is running, a cer
tain magic keystroke will save the cur
rent screen to disk as an image. Again,
these are available for all computers.
These PD programs might not

examine its documentation for signs
that it can load and save other for
mats, thus shortening the number of
steps in the conversion. On the Mac
intosh, the paint program family tree
has grown a new branch for programs

that clean and prepare images for
desktop publishing, such as Adobe's

PhotoShop. These programs import
Amiga IFF images, but don't be sur
prised if they can't handle HAM and
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solve all your problems. For example,
you might notice that perfect circles in
a MacPaint image look like ovals

when moved to the Amiga. Beyond
simple format conversion is the land
of image processing.

Computers display graphics in
different ways. The Amiga's highresolution mode displays 640 X 400

pixels, while an IBM PC might fit 640
X 480 pixels on the same screen. Giv
en the same amount of screen space, a
computer display might use a differ
ent number of pixels in a horizontal
inch than it would in a vertical inch.
For example, when you load a lo-res
image into an interlaced screen in

Figure 1

artist. Suppose, for example, that you

prietary formats can be a big obstacle.
As you've seen so far, image con
version involves lots of three-letter ac
ronyms (TLAs). There's PCX, IFF,
HAM, TIFF (oops, that's an FLA),
MAC, IMG, and TGA. Using the
English alphabet, there are only
17,576 possible TLAs. When these are

CompuServe's GIF format has grown
popular, and PD GIF conversion tools

are available for the Amiga as well as
many other machines. If you can con

have it that easy. Conspiracy theorists
have yet to explore the latent evil in
tent behind the abundance of conflict
ing, yet seemingly similar, software
standards. Apparently, software com
panies create their own file standards
because they're so impressed with the
success of other companies' standard
formats. This conspiracy can make
life very complicated for the computer

DeluxePaint. Changing between pro

lator for the Amiga called MacView.

vert an Amiga IFF image to GIF for

Chances are, though, you won't

prefer to work in Photon Paint, but
your client expects to receive your art
work in TIFF format for a Macintosh.
Or your client has clip an in PCX for
mat and you want to enhance it in

don't forget public domain (PD) soft
ware. There's a good MacPaint trans

the latest Superhires and super-HAM
variants. There's a similar incompati
bility with 256-color VGA images

from DeluxePaint on the PC Some
Amiga HAM paint programs can load
them, such as Impulse's Prism, but
the Amiga version of DeluxePaint
won't handle 256-color pictures. It
will load PC pictures with 16 or fewer
colors in their palette with no
problem.

If you're shopping for a program

to solve your conversion problems,
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DeluxePaint, the image is squished
lengthwise because of the difference
in aspect ratio between lo-res and
interlace.
On the Amiga, higher resolutions
double in one direction or the other,
making it relatively easy to correct

squished pictures. The situation is
worse when exchanging images with

the Macintosh. Its black-and-white
screen has a different aspect ratio than
the Amiga, and the problem isn't
solved by doubling pixels in one di
rection or the other. MacPaint images
are 576 X 720 pixels, assuming 72
square pixels per inch. Displayed in
640 X 400 pixels in Amiga hi-res,
MacPaint images look slightly
stretched. For the same reason, all A-

SPOTLIGHT
Max screens look elongated. Mac

monitors display square pixels, but
Amiga pixels are slightly rectangular.
There are several companies
rushing to help you move images
from one format to another, including
formats native to other machines. To
varying degrees, these programs in
clude image-processing abilities to
help solve the problem of elongated
images. Stretching or shrinking an im
age along one axis can compensate for
differences in screen aspect ratio. This
isn't a perfect process. Some infor
mation will be lost, meaning some
pixels might be blurred. For many
video-presentation applications, this
is a bonus, because antialiased
(blurred) pixel boundaries look good
on video.
MiGraph's Hand Scanner in
cludes Touch-Up, software for ma
nipulating scanned images. Aside
from some paint program features,
Touch-Up imports Amiga IFF, mono
chrome TIFF, PCX, MacPaint, Print-

client's program in action.
Figure 1 is an unretouched screen

grab of a MacPaint picture of a circle
and a square. Note that the circle
looks like an oval and the square like

t.L*jTi~

a rectangle. (The Mac in question is
actually an Amiga, running the AMax emulator.) A screen grab desk ac

cessory called Camera saved the
image as a MacPaint file. Next, I used
a Mac terminal program to send the
file to a PC clone for temporary stor
age. After all, it would be nice to grab
several images at a time and then pro

Figure 2

cess them en masse on the Amiga.

"Untmed-1"
——__

%

Master, and IMG files. The IMG

format is native to GEM, the user in
terface on the Atari ST. GEM is also
used on the PC, mainly by people

using the Veniura Publisher desktop
publishing software. The latest ver
sions of WordPerfect on the PC im
port IMG graphics, too. Touch-Up

software exports all the formats it im
ports, plus monochrome and dithered

IFF, giving effectively 31 grays in
some cases, as well as the Compu

Serve GIF format, EPSF encapsulated
PostScript files, and hi-res mono im
ages for Degas, a popular Atari ST
paint program. The scanner and soft
ware retail for $399 (MiGraph, 200
South 33rd, #220, Federal Way, Vir

ginia 98003; 800-223-3729).

imageLink from Active Circuits
(106 H ighway 71, Suite 101, Manasquan, New Jersey 08736; 201-2235999) converts to and from a handful
of formats, such as IFF (including
HAM and 24 bit), Sculpt RGB, Turbo
Silver RGBN and RGB8, Rendition
(the image format used in Caligari
Broadcast), Macintosh PICT and
PICT2 bitmaps (but not included
structured drawings), PCX from the

PC world, CompuServe GIF, Sun
Rasterfile, and, by the time you read

this, TIFF. AH this is $199.95.

ASDG's The Art Department is
based on the technology it used in its
Sharp color scanner software. It has a

Figure 3

host of image-processing abilities, in
cluding great stretching and dithering.
It can load images from many formats
and convert them to Amiga IFF for

mat. It can read and write IFF files,
including Dynamic HiRes, Dynamic
HAM, and Rhett Anderson's Sliced

HAM, plus Sculpt RGB, Impulse
RGBN and RGB8, and DigiView
DV21. It lists for $89.95. Modules for
loading other formats are sold sepa
rately. (At press time, ASDG an
nounced Art Department Professional,

which lets you save in non-IFF for
mats.) The TIFF module is $49.95;
PCX is $39.95; CompuServe GIF is

$39.95; Rendition is $49.95; Targa is

$39.95; DeluxePaint II Enhanced
from the PC is $19.95 (ASDG, 925
Stewart, Madison, Wisconsin 53713;
608-273-6585).
To demonstrate how getting
from here to there might work for
you, here's an example of moving a

Mac screen image to the Amiga, via
an IBM PC. Why would someone do
this? Imagine you're using the Amiga
for desktop publishing and your
client wants to document a Macin
tosh program. You need good-look

ing, realistic screen shots of the
DECEMBER

On the PC, I used the CON
VERT utility that comes with DeluxePaint II to convert the image to IFF

format. I copied the file to a 3l/2-inch
MS-DOS floppy and then copied it to
the Amiga using CrossDOS, described
last month. Once in the Amiga, The
Art Department reduced the height of
the image to 88 percent of its original
size, turning the two-color MacPaint
image into a 16-color dithered image
with the proper aspect ratio, as shown
in Figure 2. The circle looks like a cir
cle. Looking closely at the corrected

image, we can see how the image was
reduced in the Y direction and how
16-gray-shade dithering was used to
smooth the jagged corners (Figure 3.)
What does the future hold? Like
the Amiga's custom graphics display

chips, we can expect future computers
to contain chips dedicated to image
compression and decompression,
leading to new generations of image
file formats. These will encompass
realtime decompression of computer
generated animations, too. If we're
fortunate, these chips will reduce the
popularity of obscure image formats.
As another spinoff, these custom com
pression chips could take over much
of the work of archiving and compres
sion programs such as PKZIP and
LHARC, making them faster and bet
ter than before.

On the downside, these new com
pression formats could leave some
computers behind in the "can't get
there from here" wasteland. Perform
ing the compression magic in software
might be too time-consuming for
some computers. After all, that's why

they switched to dedicated hardware
for these tasks. In other words, don't
expect anyone to emulate hardware

compression in your Commodore 64
paint program.
q
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This column covers the whole

Amiga spectrum and will contin
ue to do so, even though some

users will be upgrading to Work
bench 2.0 while others choose to stay

behind. Because Workbench 1.3's
Shell is so versatile and convenient, I
will often emphasize it. You may
have noticed my hints that if you
haven't upgraded to 1.3 yet, you
should do so. Techniques that work
on 1.3 systems will continue to work
with AmigaDOS 2.0. From time to
time, I'll throw in tidbits about how
an AmigaDOS 2.0 system goes about
certain jobs.
Version. Few Amiga users know

about the CLI command Version, but
it can be useful. Say you get a new

program and notice a comment in its
documentation that says This pro
gram runs only with Workbench 34.27
or subsequent. How can you tell what
version of Workbench (or Kickstart)

you have? You might have spotted
these values at the time your com

puter started up. If not, type VER
SION at any Shell prompt, and you
can see them again.
But Version has more features: It
can check the versions of libraries and
devices for you. For example, type

M

BUTTERFIELD

TOR.LIBRARY will tell you the ver
sion number of the Amiga's voice
translator library.
AmigaDOS 2.0 expands on Ver

sion's capabilities. The 2.0 Version
command allows you to ask for infor
mation about commands and pro

grams. Thus, you can type VERSION
CCOPY or VERSION SYS:UTILITIES/MORE in order to get the spe

cific revision number of these
commands. Developers writing pro
grams for AmigaDOS 2.0 can even in
clude the version number in their
code, so you may someday be able to
type VERSION DELUXEPAINT4.

Fault. Have you ever used the
Fault command? Here's a surprise:
You've probably used Fault without

OBSCURE
AMIGADOS
COMMANDS AND

VERSION GRAPHICS.LIBRARY or

VERSION PRINTER. DEVICE and
the computer gives the specific revi
sion number of these system ele

ments. This way, you can tell if
they're up to date. Some programs
need a specific library version in order
to work. There's even an option with
in Version that allows script files to
ask questions such as Is the narrator

device version 33.2 or later?

Your system may contain more
libraries than those originally provid
ed by Commodore. Supplementary li
braries may have been added for
ARP, the AmigaDOS Resource Pro
ject, or for such commercial products
as,4/?exxand WordPerfect. Type DIR
LIBS: to see all the shared libraries on
your Amiga's system disk. The Ver
sion command can give you details on
any of these libraries. For example,
typing VERSION LIBS:TRANSLAA-26

COMPUTE

mand by typing RENAME C:FLT

CFAULT. Type DIR DF9: again and
then click CANCEL on the requester
that pops up. This time, the response

is Device (or Volume) Not Mounted,
which makes a lot more sense. We
didn't type the Fault command, but

the system found the command in the
C: directory and used it to make its er
ror message more understandable.

Finding the commands. The first
word you type on a CLI or Shell line is
the command—the name of a pro
gram that is loaded into memory and
run to produce the action you want.
Most of these programs are found in a
logical device named C: which is nor
mally assigned to the C directory on

your system (boot) disk. The directory
name C stands for commands; it has
nothing to do with the C computer
language. A few commands may be

found elsewhere; the System and Util
ities directories contain commands
such as Format and Say.

The S (Script) drawer contains
script commands, batch files that can
be executed like programs if they have
the S protection bit set.
With all of these directories, how
does your Amiga know where to look
for the command you type at the Shell
prompt? The computer keeps a list of
directories called the path so it knows
which directories to search in which
order. Type PATH at the Shell
prompt, and the Amiga will display a
list of directories in the order they will
be searched.

knowing it. Fault is often called in by
the system when you have trouble.
Let's hide this command and see

what happens. Type RENAME
CFAULT CFLT (you can only do
this under Workbench 1.2 and 1.3).
This changes the name of the com
mand so that the system can't find it.
We'll restore it later, of course. Now
enter a nonsense command such as
DIR DF9:. A requester will appear;
just click on Cancel. You'll see a re
sponse in your CLI window that says

Error Code 218, which isn't too useful
unless you look up the number in the
manual. Now restore the Fault com
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Not all commands are found on
your disk in a directory, though. Some
may have been made resident. When
a command is resident in memory, it
can be loaded and run almost instant
ly. Type RESIDENT, and you'll see a

list of any such turbocharged
commands.
There's one more way a com

mand can be implemented; it may be
built in. You won't find these com
mands in any directory, since they are
built into the Shell. On Workbench
1.3, Alias is the only embedded com

mand, but you'll see quite a few more
when AmigaDOS 2.0 arrives.
H
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ONLY $49,951

TREMEMDOtfS SAVINGS!

YOU BUY!

AMIGA GAMES!
Roadwar Europa or Questron II, by SSI

S14.50

Rebel Charge at Chickamauga, by SSI

$14.50

Demon's Winter, by SSI
Star Command, by SSI
Stellar Crusade, by SSI
Project Neptune, by EPYX
Final Assault or Mind-Roll, by EPYX
Bumper Sticker MakBr, by Intracorp

Best selling games,
utilities and classics,

plus new releases!

• 100's of titles

• Low prices

$14.50
$19.50
S19.50
$14.50
$ 9.50
$19.50

.

Button & Badge Maker, by Intracorp

only $3.99 otch!

..

Guaranteed finest, Jmost challenging,
highly addictive games, most riduculous

prices—hours of fun!
All with great graphics and
sound effects!

$19.50

Aegis 3D Modeler or Aegis Animator .

$27.50

Crimson Crown, by Polarware

S 9.50

INFOCOM DEALS: YOUR CHOICE, ONLY

$12.50

SPECIAL PRICES!

(Offer extended until March 1, 1991)

Deadline, Seastalksr, Spellbreaker, or Wishbringer
Wordplex, by Par
twilight Zone, by First Row
Prime Time, by First Row
Zynaps. by Hewson
Crash Garrett, by Metal HurlanI
Bobo, by Infogrames

• Same day shipping
• FREE brochure

.. .

$12.50
$12.50
$12.50
$ 9.50
$ 9.50
$ 9.50

CLASSIC AS.CADE ACTION:

PacMan87!
Tetrix!
Boulder Dash!
Bally!
Amoeba Invaders!
Escape From Jovi!
City Defence!
Super BreakOut!
U All 8 for only S9.98!

YES, WE ACCEPT:

TO ORDER. SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO:

CLASSIC BOARD GAME!!:

COMPSULT

Monopoly for 1 player!

DRAWER 5160. SAN LUIS OBISPO, CA 93403-5160

Monopoly 2-4 players!

Include Si.00 lor shipping charges lo U.S. addresses.

Clue!

S6.00 lor Canada. $8 00 tor International.

RENT-A-DISC

ORDERS

ONLY, PLEASE!!!!

Klondike!

which includes )00's of additional closeout products

Canfield!

Milestone!

Hearts!
Hockey!
Cribbage!
Spite & Malice!
Kings Korner!

Call (605) 544-6616, or write lo the above address
Circle Reader Service Number 107

Checkers!
Othello 3D!

CLASSIC CARD GAMES:

All older inlo. including requesls for our FREE CATALOG.

(304) 529-3232

Risk!

Lj All 10 for only 113.061

1-800-676-6616

Huntington, WV 25701

Chess!

Chinese Checkers!

CREDIT CARD ORDERS CALL TOLL-FREE

Frederick Building #217

Sorry!

Backgammon!

California orders must include 6.25% sales tax.

Concentration!

Circle Header Service Number 133

D All 9 for only S12.9B!

;on

CLASSIC STRATEGY (JAMES:

Box 645 / Bayfleld, V/l 54814

We moke AMIGA Owners -

Dominoes!

Amiga USERS!

MasterMind!

3D TicTacToe!

Yachtzee!

BattleShip!

$7.00 lor a single Public Domain Disk?! That's a LITTLE high guys! If you're tired of
high PD disk prices, request our FREE catalog with every disk priced at only $2.50.
Try our SUPERB 6 Pack (6 disks) (or only S 15.00 Postpaid! CALL US NOW!

Reversi!

n All 6 for only IB.981
ROLE PLAYING &

COD/CHECK

715-779-5403

ADVENTURE CLASSICS:

C64/138 Catalog

Amigitized Adventure!

Also Available

Hack!

Circle Reader Service Number 106

THOUSANDS MORE:

utilities. All easy-to-use, self-booting
or icon-driven programs!

eStream™ Video

Mail to:

Solana Beach, CA 98078

*** Any Fish Disk only $1,991 *"

Just pop the

D Fish Disk DataBase
Catalog: only S3

D Gladstone DataBase

The Fighter Planes

Catalog: only $3
FREE PAPER CATALOG!
FREE SHIPPING!

13 DISK SET ONLY $35 ;

Amount Ordered:
•Sales Tax:
Amt Enclosed:

1 Hour VHS video tape -just $39.95

Order yours today!

Call toll-tree 1-800-289-0111
All major credit carda iccepled

Multi-Video, Inc.
P.O. Box 35444, Charlotte, NC 28235
Circle Reader Service Number 110

Gladstone's
249 S. Hwy 101 C61

Now learning the 'ins and outs' of
PageStream desktop publishing is as

anywhere else.

Zerg!

Games, art, music, animations, fonts,

IRAQ?

cassette in your VCR and follow along
as this time-coded video tutorial takes
you from the basics of the program
through doing a 2-page layout. It even
includes some undocumented tips,
tricks and hints you won't find

Moria!

Sinking Island!

D All 6 for only *14.9S!

War With

easy as watching TV.

Castle!

Overseas aid $3.00 Air Moil
TFF-HAM. IIiR---. ,.r>I Interlaced pjcara

comes

wrm auto

player

program

(Name)

HILSON DIGITAL USA

(Address)

900 Mansell Road, #12
Roswell, GA 30076

j

(State)

Circle Reader Service Number 181

D

E

C

*CA residents add 6.25% sales lax

(Zip)

y

Circle Reader Service Number 197
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SHAY

As a Commodore watcher since the
early eighties, I've had as much

fun watching the company's illplanned and poorly timed ven
tures as I've had playing games on its
computers. True, things haven't been
as colorful since Jack Tramiel left, but

I still find the corporate antics amus
ing, from the overpricing of the origi

nal Amiga, which nearly killed it from
the start, to the futile efforts to kill the

ADDAMS

You'll play on one of the courses de

"The prospect of what could be done

signed by Nicklaus himself, and Acco

is very broad—suddenly you take

lade executives are already running up
huge expense accounts as they check

games out of the realm of a stream of
data and put them into the realm of

out golf courses around the world in

an emotional experience, something
people can be more involved with.

search of the best site for the game.
"Through CDTV, we feel we can
provide people the closest experience

possible to actually being on the golf
course," Safir explained moments

And due to [CDTVs] location in the
home, it will be more of a family
experience."
Making waves at Cinemaware

after returning from Tahiti. Peter

and Origin. Cinemaware looks like

C-64—the Computer That Wouldn't

Doctrow, Accolade's head honcho of

Die. And what was that C-128D thing

product development, elaborated on
the possibilities as he prepared to

another surefire CDTV supporter.
Most of its highly visual interactive
movies are perfectly suited for the

all about?
So it's depressing to see Commo

dore finally do something right for a
change. Just when I thought I could

count on its usual ineptitude (you
know, the kind of thinking that says,
"Hey! It's Tuesday. Let's switch PR
firms again!"), it comes out with the
CDTV player. CDTV stands a good
chance of finally coaxing the mass

catch the Concord for the Bahamas:
"We'll probably use live footage as

much as possible. If Jack's available,
we'll use digitized images of his swing,
and he'll offer audio tips. Thanks to
the CDTV's tremendous storage, we'll

keyboardless environment. Cinemaware's first Amiga game, Defender of
the Crown, has been out in CD-ROM
format in Europe for two years, so it
has a good lead on most of the
competition.
According to Cinemaware's Jerry

Albright, Defender of the Crown and
TV Sports Football are good contend
ers to become the company's first

market into accepting computers,

CDTV games. Albright figures we'll

which hasn't happened so far because
98 percent of the public has trouble

see two waves of CDTV games. The

setting digital clocks and VCRs. Com
modore hopes to achieve that accep
tance by getting rid of the keyboard

pean Defender ofthe Crown, which is
essentially an enhanced version of the

first will be like Cinemaware's Euro

computer game with genuine voices

and not calling it a computer.

and music. He predicts this wave will
start rolling in by Christmas. Next

Because the success of a new
computer hinges on the support it
draws from software publishers, Com
modore is partially funding develop
ment and providing technical assis
tance for some games. This might
even pay off for people with Amigas,
since a disk-based version of some

year we'll witness the second wave,
which will incorporate live TV and

film footage. // Camefrom the Desert,
with its monster-movie motif, is a
natural for this treatment. And we'll
see brand new games in the second

wave, not just conversions.
CD-ROM has been making

CDTV games could be put together

while the CD-ROM game is being

waves in Japan since last year, when

converted or written.

Accolade leads the way. Though I
contacted everyone in the wide world
of sports, adventures, simulations,
and every other kind of game you can
name, only one company, Accolade,
revealed plans to do an all-new, sec

ond-wave game for the CDTV right
out of the chute. Producer Shelly Safir
says Accolade is eager "to take full ad
vantage of the power CDTV will pro
vide, instead of just porting over
something from another format." Ac
colade's first release will be a golf sim
ulation endorsed by Jack Nicklaus.
A-28
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people started questing in Ultima I, II,
and /// on a CD-ROM computer

be able to provide images we couldn't
do on a regular disk drive." While this
game, due out in the spring, could be
ported to the Amiga, it would be a sig
nificantly different product. "You'd
need at least 15 floppies," says Safir,
and even then the game still couldn't
reproduce all the CDTV visuals.
Accolade has discussed other
games with Commodore, but future
releases depend on the public's re
sponse to CDTV. According to Safir,
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called the FM Towns. Development
for this 80286-powered computer was
done by Japanese programmers, but
Origin will now be developing CDTV
products in Austin, Texas. The first
Origin products should be Ultima VI
and Wing Commander. An Amiga
version of Ultima VI had already been
planned, and the advent of CDTV
most likely means we'll see that soon

er than we would have otherwise.
Wing Commander, Origin's spectacu-

JUST FOR FUN
lar space game, had not even been on
tap for an Amiga conversion, so the
CDTV player can be thanked for this
bonus. These are likely to fall into the
first-wave category, with both tenta
tively set for release in the fall of 1991.
And you can expect more. Greg Malone, who wrote Origin's Moebius and
WindWalker, says, "The kind of fan
tasy worlds we create are well suited
for CDTV, which gives us the room
we need for greater detail, vaster envi
ronments, and a greater range of inter
active possibilities."
Interplay is another leader in
fantasyland development, and pro
ducer Troy Worrell says, "We believe
CD-ROM is the future; it's the way
the technology is going." And BattleChess, with better sound and music
and some improved graphics, will be
available on the CDTV player by
Christmas. Dragon Wars, just out for
the Amiga, might be converted next

ten for CD-ROM, though, like the
others, it is for MS-DOS machines.
What Sierra has done with it for MSDOS machines is remarkable. Those
cartoon-style graphics seen in previ
ous animated adventures have been
replaced with cinemagraphics—digi
tized, Disney-esque scenes painted by
a staff of 60 artists now slaving away
at Sierra's rustic high-rise in the Cali
fornia mountains that gave the com
pany its name. They're the closest
thing yet to true interactive movies,
and the characters' lips are even syn
chronized with their dialogue. Space
Quest /Kand King's Quest Kwill ar
rive for regular Amigas next year, and
a sequel to Hero's Quest is on the way.

year. Interplay is also planning games

designed specifically for CDTV,
games that will incorporate digitized

film footage or video instead of com

puter animation.
Lucasfilm and Sierra. No an
nouncements were forthcoming from
Skywalker Ranch, so I can only specu
late on that company's plans for
CDTV. Its representatives refused to
say a word "until the official press re
lease is released to the press," a clue
that something is up. First-wave re
makes of Loom and the Indiana Jones
adventures are likely. But look for
Lucasfilm to exploit a unique advan
tage it has over other software devel
opers, the one found in the last
syllable of the company name—film.
With access to so much footage from
the Indy films and other projects,
CDTV is a natural for Lucasfilm;
unlike other companies, it won't have
to spend a fortune shooting live foot
age to digitize and splice into the
games.

Among the most stalwart sup
porters of the Amiga this year, Sierra

On-Line has no clear-cut plans for

CDTV. But gonzo PR man Kirk
Greene says the company's policy re
garding this new format is, "If it's CDROM, we're doing it." With its CD-

ROM versions of King's Quest Fand
Mixed-Up Mother Goose for MS-DOS
computers, Sierra has practically
paved the way for the format.

Space Quest I Vis also being writ

Origin's Wing Commander should be
available for CDTV in the fall of 1991.

A NUMBER OF
COMPANIES ARE
WAITING TO SEE IF
ANYONE ACTUALLY
BUYS A CDTV BEFORE
THEY SUPPORT IT
Wait and CDTV. A number of
companies are waiting to see if anyone
actually buys a CDTV before they
support it. Braderbund's Jessica Switzer says, "When we were at CES, it
seemed like a fantastic machine. We
don't have anything for it right now,
but we are looking into it." From an
outside source, I hear Broderbund has
already scheduled an educational
game, and I'm betting it will be a Car

men Sandiego adventure.
Strategic Simulations is also tak
ing a wait-and-see approach. It has been
DECEMBER

slow to bring the Advanced Dungeons

& Dragons games to the Amiga, prob
ably because it's relying on UBIsoft in

Europe to do the conversions. MicroProse does Amiga conversions mainly
for Europe and is not planning any
thing for CDTV. Data East says it will
convert Drakkhen next year.
The voice of doom. The most neg
ative note has been sounded by for

mer Amiga supporter Electronic Arts,
whose Stuart Bonn (a vice president
and overall head of development)
says, "We have bigger opportunities

that are more interesting and less
risky. There's no need to rush in."
Those opportunities are cartridgebased games for the Sega and Nin
tendo videogame machines, to which
EA has shifted so much of its talent
and time. (But if videogames are so
hot, why is Nolan Bushnell, godfather
of the Atari 2600 machine, working
with Commodore on CDTV?)
Electronic Arts is not only ignor
ing CDTV but has also dropped all
development for the Amiga, C-64,
and Apple II computers. It's going to
be an MS-DOS and videogame world,
according to its current visions of the
future. [We contacted Electronic Arts
and were assured that Amiga develop
ment is continuing full-steam, with
over 13 new titles and conversions in

the works.—Ed.] Should CDTV score
big this Christmas, however, Bonn
says EA will "revise our position. We
can respond very quickly." (Didn't
Custer say the same thing right before
riding out for the Little Big Horn?)
Commodore promises. Perhaps
Commodore will follow through
quickly on its promise of a press re
lease listing the games and other soft
ware titles scheduled for CDTV. All
the company had to do was get it ap
proved by two departments and
cleared by legal in three days. As a
veteran Commodore watcher, I know
better than to keep an eye on the mail
box. But perhaps next month I'll be
able to tell you about even more
games on the way for CDTV.
Maybe we'll even know whether
Commodore actually got the machine
to the stores on schedule. Regardless,
I have at least managed to add a few
more words (CDTV, cinemagraphics,
and Disney-esque) to my spelling
checker, so I can finally shut this thing
down and get back to playing games
instead of talking about them.
E
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AFRICAN GIRL
Dan Bradford
Baltimore, MD

This unique combination of digitized images and freehand art was created on
a 3MB Amiga 500 with the help of NewTek's Digi-View digitizer. "Although
the images are complete in themselves," says artist Dan Bradford, "I often
use these types of compositions in large paintings."

A-3O
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PUSHPIN
Mike Malloy
North Hollywood, CA
Pushpin was created on a 3MB Amiga

500 armed with a 20MB Supra hard
drive. To create the three-dimensional
pin, pencil, and paper, Mr. Malloy used

Sculpt 4-D. The text was then created
and turned perspectively using DeluxePaint III, and the entire picture was

brought together in Photon Paint 2.0
using 320 X 400 HAM mode.

SUFI DANCER
Charles Morpheus
Bedford, TX
Sufi Dancer was drawn using Photon

Paint 2.0. Regarding the picture's
name, Charles Morpheus admits,

"Sufi Dancer is really called ... and
we lost ourselves in the dance, but

that wouldn't fit in the Amiga's string

gadget." Mr. Morpheus is an artist of
the Invisible College, a small multi
media co-op whose goals include the
integration of video, music, hermetic
philosophy, quantum theory, and
brainwave entertainment.

// you'd like to see your
art in ttieSB pages, send it
to us on disk at the ad

dress below. We pay $100
lor each piece ol art we

accept. Rejected sub
missions are returned only
to artists who enclose a

sell-addressed, stamped
envelope.
Amiga Art Gallery

324 W. WendoverA/e.
Suite 200

Greensboro. NC 27408

B
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RHETT

ANDERSON

vs.

OUCH! It all started with IBM. Decades ago, when you
bought a mainframe computer from IBM, Big Blue set up
the computer, maintained and serviced it, and wrote your
software. At the time, a computer cost so much that soft
ware expenses were a drop in the bucket. People got used
to the idea that software was cheap and hardware was ex
pensive. That's not true any more. Hardware prices have
gone down, and software prices have gone up.
Software must stand up to ever
growing standards. It costs a lot of
gram. The days of photocopied docu

enough that every software developer
is taking a risk when he or she puts half
of a year (or more) into a single prod
uct. It must be disheartening when the
developer finally ships the product
and then sees three or four "clones" of
the program show up within a matter

of weeks.
Granted, these derivative prod
ucts may not always be as slick or

useful as the original, but when a com
puter user has a chance to download

RGB Exchange for free or to buy
ImageLink for $199.95, it's clear that

lmageLink is going to lose some of its
potential customers.

were real computer enthusiasts, like you and me, who saw

the Amiga's potential and wrote software for the computer
because they wanted to. And instead of selling their pro
grams to the highest bidder, many Amiga programmers
uploaded their work to telecommuni-

u!
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Where did all this shareware
come from? The Amiga took a long
time to grow into a healthy market. Publishers found out
that they couldn't make much money in the Amiga mar
ket, so they abandoned it. Desperate Amiga owners could

ware have run amuck. That's not to say that there's no

place for these programs. The problem is that they're
commercial software market.

your friendly neighborhood software developer.
Looking over at Mr. Thompson's side, I read that

shareware is "try before you buy" software. It's more like
"use instead of buying" software. Amiga owners are used
to getting their software for free. That devalues the work
of programmers and promotes piracy. You see, with
shareware, both the user and the programmer lose out.
Maybe that's why the Amiga's biggest problem is software.
E
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of early Amiga programmers, the
Amiga had (and has) plenty.
The .Amiga is older now, and
things have changed. Many commer
cial software companies are support
ing the Amiga, and lack of software
isn't that big of an issue. But share

ware is still strong and still important.
Shareware, which works on the

all appreciate.
In the shareware system, both the user and the pro

grammer win. The user can obtain software for just a few
dollars, and the programmer has an inexpensive means of
distributing and selling his or her software without releas
ing all rights to a commercial distributor.

mild competition has raised the quality of Amiga pro
grams, and in my opinion, that's good.

But that doesn't mean it's not a problem. It is—just ask

C

thors went a long way to help sell the
Amiga. No one wants to buy a com
puter that doesn't have any software,
and thanks to the grass-roots support

forcing manufacturers to sell truly commercial-quality
programs instead of quick-and-dirty hacks. In effect, this

Obviously, I can't blame the programmers who take
their time out to produce this software for the benefit of
all Amiga owners. I don't have a solution to the problem.

E

marketplace, the contribution made

by public domain and shareware au

Best of all. shareware software keeps commercial de
velopers on their toes. It gives them a bit of competition,

enough of a force (along with software piracy) to hurt the

D

sold for a nominal charge.
As hard as it is for a non-MSDOS computer to make it in today's

opportunity to "try before you buy"—something we can

owners ended up with an astounding number of modems.
On the Amiga, shareware and public domain soft

COMPUTE

cations networks and distributed disks
through user groups. These programs,
referred to as public domain and
shareware, were either given away or

honor system (you use the program
for a while, and if you like it, you send the author the re
quested donation), provides Amiga users with the unique

find software only by downloading it from bulletin boards
and by copying club disks and Fred Fish PD disks. Amiga
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THOMPSON

DON'T BE RIDICULOUS! When the Amiga first came out,
something interesting happened. People wrote software.
I'm not talking about big corporations creating com
mercial programs that sold for half your paycheck. These

COULD
SHAREWARE BE

money to produce a commercial pro
mentation and plastic-bag packaging
are over. The Amiga market is small

RANDY

0

Looking over at Mr. Anderson's side, he once again
displays his uncanny knack at finding something wrong
with everything. Yes, some commercial software sales are
hurt (albeit minimally) by shareware clones, but commer

cial software—with its dealer distribution channels and
magazine advertisements—clearly has the upper hand in
the sales race. As with life, shareware may have its prob
lems, but it's definitely not hurting the Amiga.
B

was the night before Christmas,
when all through the house

Every creature was stirring with
joystick or mouse.
The 1541 was humming, but its speed was a bore;
I knew by the wait it had to be a Commodore.

The kids were all snuggled by the monitor's bright glow
While multicolored sprites danced to and fro.
I'd just settled down for a long winter's nap,

Waiting for Rambo to load and some bad guys to zap,
When out on the lawn there arose such a clatter,
I glanced at my drive to see what was the matter.
I could tell by the glare of its steady red light

Modems and monitors he pulled out of his sack
And even a plotter I made him take back.
But one gift he gave me I couldn't dispute:
A lifetime subscription to the revamped COMPUTE.

The jolly elf chuckled as he made for the door.
But he stopped, turned, and asked if there was any
thing more.

I booted up SpeedScript on my wife's 128
And dashed off a missive, praying I wasn't too late.

Though it's scratched, dinged, and dented, and sometimes
quite slow,
My 64's a delight that others should know.
Twould be such a pity to walk into a store,

It was still sending data; at least it was all right.

Only to be told, "It's not made anymore."

I ran to the window, banged my head on the sash

So before Santa left on this magical night,
I pressed a note in his hand and squeezed it real tight.

(The kids continued to play and ignored the loud crash),
When what to my watering eyes did appear
But a miniature sleigh and eight tiny reindeer.

With a little old driver who handled his team
As lively and smoothly as machine language routine.
Though they looped through the heavens, he was never

space sick,

Yet I get quite queasy just debugging BASIC.

"Take this message to Commodore in West Chester, PA.
It says, 'Keep the 64s coming, guys, at least through next
May."1
"Now, Dasher! Now, Dancer! Now, Prancer and Vixen!
On, Comet! On, Cupid! On, Donder and Blitzen!"
Up to the garage-top the coursers did loop

And turned a neat figure eight past our basketball hoop.

His eyes—how they twinkled; his waist was not slim.
For a moment he reminded me of a Butterfield named Jim.
He shouldered his pack, though it was quite a chore,
Then trod 'cross my lawn and burst open the door.

As they flew to the north past my satellite dish,
I was hoping that Commodore would grant my last wish.
But even if it didn't, I was still brimming with cheer
Because finally tonight I'd learned the names of those deer.

I gasped in amazement (he no doubt thought me a jerk),
But he ignored us completely and went straight to his work.

Rambo was still loading on my old 64
As I reentered the house and closed the front door.

He placed gifts 'neath our tree after clearing a place;

The kids—paying him no heed—blasted aliens from space.

He brought Bard's Tale, and Krynn, Seven Cities ofGold—
Great software titles, both new ones and old.
There was SuperBase and EasyScript, and what did I
detect?

There was even a hard drive from the folks at Xetec!
He unpacked extra RAM, CPUs, and such things,
Plus a mysterious black box that made my floppy drive zing.
Then a wrapped gift he handed me; it wasn't a weighty one,
But I knew in a moment 'twas a new 1581!

A carol was playing on our stereo SID,

And the kids were apologi2ing for something they did.
I went to the window and gazed into the night,
But something caught my attention and gave me a fright.
Santa's last gift rested there on the sill.
I opened it up; 'twas a credit card bill.

IfClement C. Moore had access to a 64 and a good word

processor, no telling how "A Visit from St. Nicholaus"

might have turned out. Happy holidays and my appologies

to Mr. Moore.
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NOTES
Not
Dead
Yet

A Little Help
from Our Friends
A further indication that there's still life in the 64 is a new service Com
modore has announced for its 8-bit computer.

Upon hearing a rumor that he

was dead, Mark Twain once
quipped,'The reports of my
death are greatly exaggerated."

Similar rumors abound about the

demise of the 64, and they've
been circulating throughout user
groups across the country and in
their newsletters. In order to seek
out the truth, Gazette contacted
Charles Russell, Commodore's

national marketing manager for
consumer electronics, and put the
question to him. His answer was

almost as succinct as Twain's:
"The 64 is in production and still
going as usual."

Commodore Express, a Commodore/Federal Express joint ven
ture, offers a 24-hour toll-free "helpline" and door-to-door customer

service for owners of the 64 and Commodore's MS-DOS-compatible
Select Edition computers. This protection service was introduced
earlier in the year for Amiga 500 owners.
Commodore Express is part of a new customer service package

designed with the home computer user in mind. It offers free pick-up
and return delivery for in-warranty repairs, plus free telephone assis
tance to help users set up and operate their computers. The Commo
dore Express contact number is (800) 448-9987.
According to Tom Kilcoyne, Commodore's director of consumer
marketing, in the first two months of the program, 75 percent of the in
coming calls were serviceable over the telephone, and the average
turnaround time on Federal Express pick-up/delivery has been 48 hours.
TOM NETSEL

TOM NETSEL

Meanwhile,
Back in the
Dragons of Flame is the most
recent release for the Commo
dore 64/128 from Strategic

The Magician, by
Jack Modjallal
(DocJM) Of Encino,
California, is this
disk's Picture of the
Month. Enjoy it and
the rest of the fine
pictures found only

Simulations.

on the Gazette Disk.

Dungeon

The second Advanced Dun
geons & Dragons action game to

take place in TSR's Dragonlance
game world, Dragons of Flame
($19.95) challenges you to save

the world of Krynn from Takhisis,
the Queen of Darkness. You lead
eight "Companions of the Lance"
through the land of Dragonlance,
acquiring valuable allies in your
quest.

Dragons of Flame is available
from Electronic Arts (1810 Gate
way Drive, San Mateo, California
94404), distributed under its affili

Welcome to "Gazette Gallery." Each month the Gazette Disk fea
tures a collection of the best 64/128 artwork submitted by our read
ers. We pay $50 for each piece of art we accept and an extra $50 for
the one selected as Picture of the Month. (You retain the rights to
your work.) Send your original 64/128 art in Doodle, Koala, or any
other popular format to Gazette Gallery, COMPUTE Publications,
324 West Wendover Avenue, Greensboro, North Carolina 27408.
Enclose a self-addressed, stamped disk envelope if you want your
submission returned. We want to see your best work today!

ated label program.
LIZ CASEY
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WE INVITE CORPORATE £ EDUCATIONAL CUSTOMERS
DISCOUNTS fOR QUANTITY ORDERS
RUSH SERVICE AVAILABLE!

INFORMATION IN 1 -${011- MHQ~UKDK

USA & CANADA CALL I

OUU #UU UUUU

Extended Holiday Season Order Hours: Monday Thu»doy, S:30am-8pm

INlONTGOfMERYi
(718)692-0790

OR

WRITE TO:

12/90

COMMODORE 64C

established'

MONTGOMERY GRANT: MAIL ORDER DEPT.
P.O. BOH 58 BROOKLYN, NY, 11230

COMPUTE
(GAZETTE)

1967

FAX S718G923372 / TQfK 4ZZI32 MCRANT

Includes:
GEOS Program
Quantum Link
Software
1 Joystick

23 YEARS
OF

RETAIL OUTLET PENN STATION, MflN CONCOURSE

(Beneath Madison Sq. Garden) NYC, NY 10001
Store tin: MON-THORS, 9-7:00/FRl 9-2:30/SAT-(LOSED/SUN, 9:30-7

EXPERJENC

FOR CUSTOMER SERVICE CALL: (718) 692-1148

CUSTOMER SERVICE HOURS: MON THURS, Sam-Spm / FRI, 9am-3:00pm

' \{NK*ssaiyforGEOS,aSi3.95VM)u»)

$139
$249

95

NO SURCHARGE FOR CREDIT CARD ORDERS

WE INVITE CORPORATE AND EDUCATIONAL CUSTOMERS. DISCOUNTS
FOR QUANTITY ORDERS. RUSH SERVICE AVAILABLE.

TOLL FREE TECHNICAL SUPPORT

Certified chcch. Bank ChcckMoiicy Orders, Approved P.O.s, Visa, Mastercard, Amc», Optimo, Diners
Club. Ciirie.Blanche. COD's S Wire Tianslers ucccplcd. Please call before submilling P.O.s. Nonceriilicd cheeks musl wan4-6 weeks tor cleurnnco. PiicosundavailubMiiysubjccl to chanqo wilhoul
notice. Not responsible lor typographic errors, flcturn of delceiive meichundisc must have pjior

[ciinnjiuifiottziilipiinunibcrorreiuinswlllnolbciiccopled. Shipping&Handlinga<fdillonat. Second

IOay 1 Neil Duy An available at extra cosl. Canadian orders please call (of shipping rules. APO FPO

C-64C
STARTER
PACKAGE

aider s please add 10°= shipping & handling. All APOFPOordeis are shipped first clussprioiity air.
AM orders cun be shipped air express. Cflllior details. We check lor ciedn caid theft. DC A11800233.

COMMODORE 128D

C-128D w/Built-in Disk Drive
FREECommodore 1350Mouse
(a $39.95 value)

S329 o

Commodore 128-D Computer
with Built-in Disk Drive
Commodore Color Printer
12" Monitor
Box of 1ODiskett.es
C-1350 Mouse

S379

COMMODORE 1671

COMMODORE 164111

DISK DRIVE

CALL
$149

COMMODORE 1750
RAM EXPANSION

CALL

EXCEUERATDR PLUS
FSD-2 DISK DRIVE

$119

C-64C
TEST PILOT
PACKAGE

CAHDCO G-WIZ Interlace

C-64/C-64C Power Supply
C-1670 Ktedem

$119.95
$129.95

$49.95

$29.95
$79.95

$39.95

•Commodore C-64/C
Computer
■Commodore 1541
Disk Drive

Computer

128D DELUXE
PACKAGE

Disk Drive
■ Ace Joystick
■GEOS Program
■ Quantum Link
Software

Commodore 128 D Computer
with Built-in Disk Drive
Magnavox RGB Color Monitor
Commodore Color Printer
5 SOFTWARE
N
PACKAGES INCLUDES!
Box of 10 Diskettes
I -&tarcad TactcaJ Fgrifer
/ ' for r II
C-1350
Mouse
"■
\Hamw ■ Cray Cars
- Tomoim*/
\Hani« ■ CraiyCare

■Commodore C-64/C
Computer

■Commodore 1541
Disk Drive
•Commodore Color
Printer
■Color Monitor
■10 Diskettes
■GEOS Program
■ Quantum Link
Software

■Commodore Color

Printer
■i2""Monitor
■10 Diskettes
■GEOS Program
■Quantum Link
Software

S549 S2791 $329 $439

COMMODORE 1084

MONITOR

MAGHAVOX IS" COLOR
C0W08ITE MONITOR
MODEL 87D2

$279^
$174

WE UN RECONFIGURE ANY OF OUR COMPUTER
PACKAGES TO YOUR SPECIFICATIONS. CALL FOR DETAILS!

PRINTER SPECIALS
(Tin

MAGNAVOX 13"
RGB/COMPOSITE

NX-1000C
NX-1000II

COLOR MONITOR
MODEL 8762

XETEC S. Graphix Jr. Interface
X ETEC S. Graphix Sr. Interface
XETEC Supergraphix Gold
XETEC Lt. Kemal 20MB Hard Drives
C-64C, C-128 & 12BD

$29.95
$49.95
$74.95
for:
$549

COMMODORE 135T"'mW.'.'.'.'."'!.'.1.1.'.'.'.$49.95 XETEC 40MB HD lor64C,"i28 &'i28D'$699

Excelleralor Plus Power Supply

COMMODORE COMMODORE
64C COMPLETE 64C COLOR
PACKAGE
PACKAGE

■ Commodore 1541-11

PERIPHERALS FOR COMMODORE
1700 RAM Expansion
1764 Expansion Module

1 Joystick

G EOS Program
Quantum Link Software

■ Commodore C-64/C

128D COMPLETE
PACKAGE

DISK DRIVE

■ Commodore C-64/C
w/Excellerator
Plus FSD-2 Disk Drive

C-12B Power Supply

$79.95

$189.95
$159.95

NX-1000 Rainbow

$219.95

NX-1000C Rainbow

$227.95

LX-810

..:..:.....

$189.95

LQ-510

$279.95

FX-850

$334.95

BROTHER

HR-5 80 COLUMN

THERMAL PRINTER

MPS-1230

COMMODORE

GSX-140

GSX-200

»!J..i!...n..lXMJ5
$199.95

COLOR OPTION KIT
FOR GSX PRINTER

CALL

PANASONIC
KXP-1180
KXP-1191

$149.95
$229.95

KXP-1124

$>|Q95

^&

$169.95

SANYO PR-3000
Daisy Wheel
Letter Quality Printer

$289.95

$69

SEE OUR AD IN THIS MONTH'S AMIGA SECTION OF THIS MAGAZINE FOR GREAT AMIQA SPECIAL VALUES

Your Memory Location

HDSeries
Hardhrives
THE NEW STANDARD

The CMD HD series of hard drives for the Commodore 64 and 128 have been designed
to provide the highest level of compatibility and performance. These drives incorporate
the latest in SCSI technology with advanced circuit design to bring you the most features
at an affordable price. CMD drives allow you to achieve the higher level of productivity
you require to get the most from your existing software - today!
• Compatible with GEOS™, CP/M™, BBS programs and most commercial software.
■ 31/2" SCSI technology lor quiet reliable operation In a compact case about the size of c 1591.
• Built-in Commodore compatible DOS responds to all 1541,1571 and 1581 commands.

IN 64/128 HARD DRIVES

• Up to 254 partitions in sizes ranging from 256 blocks to 65,280 blocks each.
• Built-in real time clock automatically time and date stamps all files.
• Compatible with Amiga, IBM and Macintosh systems for convenient upgrading.
• Connects easily to the serial bus, leaving ports open for use with cartridges, RELTs and RAMUnk.

• Supports all serial and JiffyDOS protocols, plus parallel Interface for connection lo RAMUnk.

CMD

• Easy-to-use utilities allow backing up and copying files to and from 1541,1571, or 1561 drives.
• Supports an unlimited number of true subdirectories which share all blocks within a partition.
• Built-in Q-Link software allows easy access to America's most popular 64/128 online service.
• External power supply avoids overheating and wear on computer power supply.

• Includes standard SCSI port and all utilities needed to expand the system (up to 4 Gigabytes).

HD-20 $599.95 -

SD Series SCSI Hard Drives-

HD or anyotherSCSI interfaced computersuch as the Amiga™, Macintosh™
or IBM™. SD sefies drives come mounted in oursturdy steel case and include
an external power supply and connecting cable, SD drives also come
equipped with a second SCSI port to allow chaining of additional SCSI
devices.

SD-20- $449.95 SD-40 - $549.95 SD-100 $899.95 SD-200 $1299.95

Lt. KonneCtOr-lncreasetheperiormanceandcompatfailityofyour
LTK and CMD HD. The Lt. Konnector allows you to connect the two drives
for greater capacity. $19.95 ($14.95 with purchase of any HD or SD drive)

HD-40 $799.95 •

HD-100 $1149.95

•

HD-200 $1499.95

Supports CMD HD Series Hard Drives and RAMLink.
1581 support. Simplified partition selection.
Quick printer output toggle. Mo more complicated command sequences.

Adjustable sector interleave. Increase performance on hard-to-speedup software,

JiffvDOV version 6.0

The Ultimate Disk Drive Speed Enhancement System
JiffyDOS 64 System - $59.95

JiffyDOS 125 System - $69.95

Each lyitem Include* computer KtmaJ R0*K,i) tnd one drive ROM.
PImm ipedry computer and drive model numbwi ind teriti numbers when ordering.

JiffyMON - A high performance Machine Language Monitor

Additional Drive ROMS -$29.95 each.

designed to work in conjuction with JiffyDOS. JiffyMON is loaded with

Ultra-fast mulli-lin* serial technology. Enables JiffyQOS to outperform Cartridges,

useful features and can be used without exiting from BASIC. It also has a
built-in drive monitor for easy access to drive memory. JiffyMON comes
complete with a well documented user's manual and offers features just

Bust ROMs. Turbo ROMs, and ParaSel Systems - without any of the dsaoVamages.
Speeds up all disk operations. Load, Save, Format Scratch, Validate, access
PRG. SEQ. REL, USR & direct-access tiles up to 15 timts faster!
100% Compatibility GuaranlM - Guaranteed to work with all Software and Hardware

not found in other machine language monitors. $19.95 + $1 S/H

Ums no ports or iitri cabling. ROMs install internally lor speed and compaibility.

Serial Cables - SO" high quality serial cables. $3.95 * $1 S/H

Supports CS4,84C, SXW, C12S, C12SO, 1541,1541C, 1541-1,1571,1531

1541-11/1581 Replacement Power Supplies

Built-in DOS Wtdg*. Plus 17 additional commands and convenience features.

Easy Installation. No expenence or special toots required (or moa systems.

Cantwcomp)*t*lyswitctwdout ReiumsyoutoaiOO^stockconrQuraaion

These switching power supplies are the same heavy duty, cool running
units found on the HD series hard drive and are much more reliable than

the supplies issued by Commodore as standard equipment. They are

also repairable and reasonably priced. $49.95 + $6.00 S/H

SUPER SAVINGS COUPON

CMD HD-40 - $750
CMD HD-100-$1100
CMD HD-200-$1400
To receive these low prices (US S Canada), send in
this coupon with your order For ordering, shipping and
credit card details see the adjoining box. Offer expires
12/31/90. Foreign orders add $100.00.

Built-in two drive file copier. Supports all file types and drive types.
REU support. Fully supports Commodore REUs (RAM Expansion Units) under RAMDOS.
Enhanced text screen dump. Auto-recognition ol uppercase-graphics & lowercase.

Redef inable 64-mode function keys. Easily redefine the keys lo suit your specific needs

Ordering Information and Shipping Charges
H0and SD Hard Drive*:

CoiineflOIUS J?S 00 w. ^.V-K-.'jwyI . !C-b ■X^-Oayi.yS COjNeil-Day} Canada i50.00(A*mai).CODbUS enly

S4.0Q addi eftarge.Foreign priest: 20Mb, {690.95,40Mb, (699.95.100Mb, S1249.95,200Mb, 0599.95 Postage: $35.00
JrffyDOS & LL Konrwclor:

AodSi sOBwcida!UPS?our>d .S5 50i?nd-OayA;r!,a«jsS4.Mlc»APO.FPO,AX,Hi,ani!Cims.ia,iy$u.50faw«w*s(j(d(r6.
No Mdiona" shipping il ordaed mth any had drrve COffs lo US only ■ addi W 00

Tu:

MA residents add 5% sato tax.

Tanni:

We accept VISA, Mas»rCafd,Mcne)rOrder$,C.O,D..arKi personal ch«*s(alloi«3iweksforp«rsHia(dw(*slod9ar).CrBdtcaid
orders provide he (dewing: Card holders name, hlhg address, homo/wort phow. card nunber. expiration dab and Issuing bank.

• WE VERIFY ALL CREDfT CARD INFORMATION AND PROS1CVTE INDIVIDUALS ATTEMPTING TO PERPETRATE FRAUD •
e *rtwui nato*. Qm* 11 ■ Wdwrurt ol

t g'Dgitt

»"*J

What is RAMLink?

1 /^ Now accepting *"\

(

|

advance orders

~^

RAM Link is a multi-purpose hardware interface designed to overcome the limitations of

j

existing RAM expansion units (REUs). RAMLink delivers the performance and
compatibility lacking in past REU's by incorporating CMD's proprietary RL-DOS and
advanced features into acompact unit which allows most software to utilize Commodore
1700 series REU's, GEORAM, PPI's RAMDrive, and CMD's RAMCard as if it were a

\^tall for details^^^

diskdrive. Optional RAMCard installs internally and can be used alone or in combination

with the storage of an external REU for a maximum capacity of 16 Megabytes.

i

• Supports Commodore 1700,1764,1750, Berkeley Softworks GEORAM and PPI's RAMDrive.

\
[

• Optional RAMCard allows RAMLink to be used as a RAM Disk with or without a separate REU.
User Expandable from 1 Mb to 16 Mb using standard SIMMs.

Power-backed RED interface and
expandable RAM Disk

■

.

■

■

■

.

■■■

■

■ ■.

£ *■

• Reset, Disable, Direct Access mode and SWAP functions are all standard features.
■ RAM port provides power back-up to REU's.

ib

"-

'

M. /il
/

■

• Pass-thru connector allows use of cartridge port peripherals such as utility cartridges.

:■::■■■

£-.$:•::•:■

:•

;;.-.■ j^r.yy:-1;■:: ■-■.;:;-.::<yV:y^^: -.; ..■ : . ... ..../:;.,:-■■::>■-:--L:-;-:o>^':>::y:-::^

• Parallel port provides ultra-fast data transfer when connected to CMD HD series hard drives.

• Optional battery backup unit protects against power outages.

RAMLink (w/out internal RAM)

I

RAMLink w/ RAMCard (1 Mb)

$259.95

(149.95

RAMCard w/ (1 Mb)
RAMCard w/(2 Mb)

$233.95

J 149.95

RAMLJr* w/ RAMCartJ (2 Mb)

$349.95

RAMCard w/ (3 Mb)

$329.95

RAMLinkw/ RAMCard (3 Mb)

$439.96

RAMCard w/ (4 Mb)

$419.95

HAMLiik W RAMCard (4 Mb)

$529.95

1 Mb SIMM {User Installed)

$100.00

RAMLink Battery back-up unit

$24.95

Parallel Cable lor CMD HD

$14.95

[
:

:

Shipping: US: $10.00 (UPS). $18.00 (2nd day). COD add $4.00 Canada $20.00

POWERFUL FEATURES MAKE RAMLINK AND RAMDRIVE
Allows vast amounts of commercial software, including GEOS, to
access your REU as a high-performance RAM Disk.

RL DOS performs up to 20 times faster than Commodore
RAMDOS and provides full DOS command compatibility.
Up to 32 1541/1571/1581 emulation or Native mode partitions.

^J

USEFUL AND AFFORDABLE

Separate power supply eliminates RAM data loss when turning off
the computer; battery backup protects against power outages.
Includes built-in JiffyDOS Kemal routines for high-speed disk
access with JiffyDOS equipped disk drives.
Software for copying files and complete disks included.

What is RAMDrive?
RAMDrive is a fresh new approach to RAM expansion for the Commodore 64 and 128.
RAMDrive is a self contained battery backed cartridge with capacities of512K,1 Mb
and 2 Mb. RAMDrive incorporates RL-DOS, an ultra-fast, easy-to-use operating
system similar to the HD-DOS found in CMD HD series hard drives. This proprietary
DOS allows various typesof part tioning along with com patibility and speed unsurpassed
by previous RAM Exapansion systems.

rive
HIGH PERFORMANCE BATTERY
BACKED RAM DISK CARTRIDGE

• Compatible with vast amounts ol commercial software as an ultra-fast RAM disk.

Designed and maml.icLred by

^|^p erfobmance

• RL-DOS operates up to 20 times taster than Commodores RAMDOS.
• Power back-up eliminates the loss of of files upon powering down the computer while the

Wp eripherals

battery protects data during transportation or power outages.

• Available In 512K, 1 Mb and 2 Mb models at incredibly tow prices.
• DOS includes JiffyDOS Kemal routines for high speed disk access with JiffyDOS equipped
disk drives.

• Software for copying and GEOS compatibility included.

• Reset switch allows computer reset without loosing data In RAMDrive.
• Disable switch allows RAMOHve to be disabled at any time.
RAMDrive W/512K

$149.95

RAMDrive w/1 Mb $199.95

■ ■■::■■

RAMDrive w/2 Mb $269.95

Shipping: US: $7.50 (UPS), $14.00 (2nd day), COD add $4.00, Canada $15.00. See Ordering and Shipping
information elsewhere in this ad for credit card information.

CMD

Creative Micro Designs, Inc.
50 Industrial Dr., P.O. Box 646, East Longmeadow, MA 01028
Order line: 800-638-3263

BBS: 413-525-0148

Support:

FAX: 413-525-0147

413-525-0023

Circle Reader Service Number 157

THREE GERMAN IMPORTS—A HAND
HELD SCANNER, A DESKTOP PUBLISHING
CARTRIDGE, AND A CHARACTER
EDITOR—MAY CHANGE YOUR MIND
ABOUT DESKTOP PUBLISHING ON THE 64.

esktop publishing and the 64? Anyone who has per
formed professional-level desktop publishing could be
excused for doing a double-take. The fact is that the 64
only has one drawback when it comes to placing graph
ics and formatted text on paper its severely restricted memory.
In the days when the 64 was first introduced, memory
was not a problem. Most programs were text-based and
RAM-frugal. New users were grateful to have any graphics
capability at all. A lack of memory is the root cause of much
of what is good and bad about the 64. On the one hand, there
isn't much room for storing data and code when they aren't
in use, which means that they must reside on disk. On the
other hand, tight memory restrictions make programmers
more efficient. Sloppy programmers don't last long in the
Commodore arena. They quickly move on to the world of
the PC, whre owners are programmed to add megabytes of
memory at a whim. The 64 has no space to waste. >
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While the memory continues to

be a roadblock, the processor is a good

cussed later. For now let's look closely

at Pagefox.

one. Most people unfamiliar with the

Commodore 8-bit line have missed
out on the fact that the 6510 is actual

ly a very capable chip.
One solution to the RAM prob

lem is geoRAM, which was reviewed

Design a Page
To be blunt, when I sat down with
Pagefox, I didn't Find it as intuitive as
geoPublish, but with a little practice, I

found I could accomplish some of the

in these pages about a year ago.

Scanntronik's Pagefox, a desktop pub
lishing package newly imported from
Germany, takes a similar approach by

PASS THE SCANNER OVER A PHOTO
GRAPH, CHECK THE RESULTS, AND

providing an additional 100K of
RAM for its own use. Pagefox avoids

THEN PRINT IT.

same tricks while avoiding the over
head of loading GEOS. Pagefox occu
pies a middle range between geo
Publish and Outrageous Pages,
another page-formatting program
that, despite its capabilities, actually

lived up to its name by outraging
many of its users and was quickly
withrawn from the market.
One of the things that made Out
rageous Pages difficult to use was its
idiosyncratic user interface. Pagefox
also takes a tremendous risk by asking

users to forget everything they know
about operating system interfaces and
start learning a new one. It's more
than some people can bear. In my
opinion, now that GEOS is widely

yet another of the 64's drawbacks by

coming etched in the ROM of the
same cartridge that contains the ex
panded memory. This avoids the ne
cessity of loading the program from

used, programmers should turn to it

the escargotesque Commodore disk
drive.
Pagefox is not a single program,
but like all other desktop publishing

and stop reinventing the wheel. Every
new program shouldn't require
reeducation.

programs, it contains several mod
ules, including a good monochrome
graphics package, a text editor, and a

didn't just suddenly appear, as did

On the other hand, Pagefox
Outrageous Pages. The heart of the
program was available in different
German versions known as Phntfox
and Hi-Eddi, so the designer has had a

formatter that can integrate graphics
and automatically format text into
columns.

chance to shake out the bugs in the
European market. In this latest ver
sion, the operation is fairly smooth. In

A Professional Look
If you're really a fan of desktop pub

fact, many of my criticisms of Pagefox

lishing on the 64, Scanntronik offers
two other options that have the poten

have to do with its incomplete transla
tion from the German version. This

tial of making your efforts look pro

will be covered later.
Pagefox, true to its name, is
geared for designing the single page.

fessional: a hand scanner and a
character editor, known respectively

as Handyscanner 64 and Character
Fox.

It's capable of chaining multiple pages

at print time, but each page is discrete.
There's no way to flow text from a

A scanner is a device that can im
port text and graphics directly into a
computer. It's different from a digitiz

column on one page to a column on
another without creating discrete text

er like ComputerEyes in that it does

files.
Pagefox contains a complete text

not require a camera. It is used pri

marily for importing two-dimensional
images, while a digitizer can be used
with three-dimensional subjects.

editor, though it can only work with
files of up to 9000 characters. The rea
son is, as the manual points out,
"More than 9000 characters you

A hand scanner is not used to
scan hands, as one person suggested,
though it could be used for

that. It's called a hand scan
ner because it's small enough

to fit in a person's hand. Most

won't get on one page." (The page size
is 640 X 800 pixels—enough to fill a

standard sheet of paper.)
The text editor sports

[

search-and-replace. The
search-and-replace sup
ports wildcards, identified

professional-level scanning

units look like photocopiers
or fax machines. They generally

as jokers in the manual.

take up a lot of desk space and

There's no insert mode;
the text editor is locked

scan whole pages at a time. A
hand scanner is about twice as
big as a mouse. It's perfect for

permanently in overwrite
mode. The delete key is a

use with the 64 because it will
only scan an image about four

true delete key, like on the

PC. It draws in characters
from the right of the cursor
and deletes them. The f7
key is used as a backspace/
delete key, erasing charac
ters from the cursor to

inches wide and a few inches
high—which quickly fills all
available memory in the 64.
Larger images can be scanned

by reducing the scanner's
sensitivity, but these images
are usually unrecognizable.

the left.

Pagefox also features
a Caps Lock key similar
to that found on the PC

The hand scanner and
character editor will be dis
G-8
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COD

on

all

orders.

M/C

$19.95

BLITZ DECOMPILER

$14.95

D-N-Coder

$ 9.95

$ 9.95

$ 9.95

$ 9.95

$ 9.95

PhotoCopy

Super Copy 64/128

Top Secret Stuff #1

Top Secret Staff #2

DATA *: This popular disk works with Print Shop and Print Master.
Now Version 1 + 2 ... 124.95 N.

Either One.

includes a Casino and House of ill Repute. Please, you Must be 18 to order

GAME: A very unusual game to be played by a very Open Minded adult. It

ADULT GAME & GRAPHICS DATA DISKS

The second volume has everything volume one did not have. Or buy
both for just S14.95.

useful.

The first volume of Hacker utilities on the market, and it's still very

This is a collection of copy utilities for the C64 and C128.

Used to convert your PrintShop, NewsRoom, and PrintMaster
graphics back and forth.

Used to add extensive protection to your basic or M/L programs.
Easy to use and works very well.

Master-lock

Used as a teacher of machine language.

For use with your PrintShop graphics to make mailing labels.

$14.95

$14.95

GRAPHIC Label Maker

Used to easily align your 1541 disk drive

1541 MASH Drive Alignment

Used to decompile programs that have been compiled with BLITZ

Use 1 to 4 Drives, 300-1,200 Baud unprotected easy to customize so
each is different!

$19.95

ALL NEW BBS

you Step-By-Slep Instructions on breaking protection for backup of 100
popular program titles. Uses Hesmon and Superedit. Instructions are so
clear and precise that anyone can use it. S19.95 Set

have a desire to see the Internal Workings of a parameter. The books give

Lock Pik 64/128 was put together by our crack team, as a tool for those who

LOCK PICK - THE ROOKS - for the C64 and C128

ed Menu. $24.95.

your friends. The "Parameter Construction Set" is like nothing you've ever
seen. In lac! you can even Head Parameters that you may have already writ
ten; (hen by using your construction set, rewrite it with your new CuBtomii-

will also Customize the disk with your name. It will impress you as well as

The company that has The Most Parameters is about to do something
Unbelievable. We are giving you more of our secrets. Using this Very Easy
program, it will not only Read, Compare and Write Parameters for You; it

FINAL CARTRIDGE III

SUPER-CARD PLDS PRICES:

i 89.90
S 59.95
SIQB.90

J 49.95

Circle Reader Service Number 257

graphics for virtually everything in this package. These graphics work with
Print Shop and Print Master.

That's right! Over 1000 graphics in a 10-disk set for only $Z9.95. There are

Chip C: S44.9S a.

SUPER GRAPHICS 1000 PACK

Chips A or B: $29.95 ea

clude 100 Paiametera FREE!

chips A and B in one chip, switchable at a great savings to you. All Chips In

C — "C" IS FOB COMBO and that's what you get. A super combination of both

MS-DOS utility functions.

whole disks from 1541 or 157! format to 1581. Many options include 1581
disk editor, drive monitor. Ram writer and will also perform many CP/M &

B - HAS SDPEB 81 DTDJTIES, a complefe utility package for the 1591. Copy

You get built-in features: Files Copier, Nibbler, Track & Sector Editor, Screen
Dump, and even a 300/1200 baud Terminal Program that's 1650, 1670 and
Hayes compatible. Best of all, it doesn't use up any memory. To use, simply
touch a function key, and it responds to your command.

to give you 32K worth of great Built-in Utilities, all at just the Touch of a Finger.

A — There is an empty socket inside your 128 just waiting for our Super Chip

THE 128 SUPERCfflP ■ A, B or C (another first)

much more. LIST $69.95 ONLY J54.95.

such as—fastload (15x), backup, freezer, printer fr., word problems, pop-up
calculator, color screen dump, windows (C-64 works like an AMIGA) and

The ultimate utility from Holland, adds dozens ol functions to your C-64

DUAL
1571/1541-11
DUAL

1541/1541C

SUPER-CARD PLUS will pay for itself.

Think about how many original software programs you own. Now, how much
does a backup cost for each of these programs? You can easly see how

PARAMETERS REQUIRED.

identical copy! This means that copies of copies are also identical. NO

SUPER-CAHD PLUS does NOT strip the protection from the disk! It makes an

as little as 8 SECONDS! Without a parallel cable, backups take only 2 minutes!

The software package includes ALL of the necessary programs lo make ar
chival backups of everything! The 1700, 1764, and 1750 REU (RAM Ex
panders) are supported for fewer disk swaps. Parallel cables are also sup
ported. With a parallel cable and SUPER-CARD PLUS, you can copy a disk in

screwdriver, anyone can easily install the board.

and most Commodore compatibles. With just a lew minutes of time and a

The SDPEB-CABD PLOS board installs INSIDE your 154!, 1541C, 1541-11, 1571

for yourself!

that SDPEB-CABD PLUS could not back up! If you don't believe us, try it

What can it copy? Well...in short, everything! We have not found anything

parameter we have produced.

package for just S39.95II! This is a complete 10 disk set, that includes every

prices on the most popular parameters on the market . . . SuperParameters, now you can get 1000 parameters and our 64/128 nibbler

PARAMETERS CONSTRUCTION SET

UTILITIES

C64/128

The Siper-Card copier was the BEST disk archival utility ever created for the
Commodore computer...until now...Introducing SDPEB-CABD PIUSI We took
the original idea a step further. The hardware board will now fit ALL Com
modore and compatible disk drives. The software is easier to use, yet more
powerful than ever before!

Visa,

SUPER CARD PLUS

accepted. Dealer Inquiries Invited.

ling:

If you wish to place your order by phone, please

call 206-254-6530. Add S3.00 shipping & hand

telecommunications,

and

the

SUPER TRACKER

Only $69.96

$49.95

shut off and uses no memory. PLUS 100 FREE PARAMETERS.

mention a few. 128K of software at-your finger tips. SUPER CARTRIDGE can be

Super fast File Copier, Nibbler, Sector Editor, Graphic Label Maker, just to

SUPER CARTRIDGE

^ The ULTIMATE UTILITY CARTRIDGE. Packed full of useful utilities.

with L.E.D. read out.

^"
Find where the protection really is. Locate the density and track lo
break the protection. Encased in a handsome box, sets on top of your drive

J

alternative to other more expensive units. VIDEO BYTE! can be used with
SUPER EXPLODE! V4.1, V4.0 or V3.0 EXPLODE!

V.C.R., B&W or COLOR VIDEO CAMERA. VIDEO RYTEI is the inexpensive

$79.95

VIDEO RYTEI the VIDEO DIGITIZER you can use with your C-64 or 128 and a

VIDEO BYTE! the inexpensive digitizer

ALL THE ABOVE FEATURES, AND MUCH NOREI
PLUS A FREE UTILITY DISK w/SUPEB EXPLODE! ¥4.1.
MAKE YOUR C-64, 64-C or C-1Z8*, D-128* SUPER FAST and EASY to me.

SWITCH). Add $5.

• CAPTURE 40 COLUMN C or D-128 SCREENS! (with optional DISABLE

unique LOADERS.

• NEVER TYPE A FEE NAME AGAIN when you use SUPER EXPLODED

DIRECTORY.

• SUPER BUILT-IN TWO-WAY SEQ. or PHG. file READER using the DISK

DIRECTORY.

• SUPEB EASY LOADING and RUNNING of ALL PROGRAMS from the DISK

V4.1 is still active.

• SUPER FAST LOAD or SAVE can be TURNED OFF or ON without AFFECT
ING the REST of SUPER EXPLODE'S FEATURES. The rest of Explode

files.

• SUPER FAST LOADING with Color Re-Display of DOODLE or KOALA

w/COLOR.

TEXT) Screens into DOODLE or KOALA Type Pictures w/Full Color!
• SUPEB FAST SAVE of EXPLODE! SCREENS as KOALA or DOODLE FILES

• HEW mi IMPROVED CONVERT feature allows anybody to convert (even

EXPLODE! V4.1 or V3.0.

Any Printer or Interface Combination can be used with SUPER

1526/802 to print HI-RES SCREENS (using 16 shade GRAY SCALE).

• SUPER PRINTER FEATURES allows ANY DOT MATRIX PRINTER even

EXCEPT the 1581, M.S.D. 1 or 2.

C-128's No Mailer What Vintage! And with most after market drives

• SUPER FASTLOAD and SAVE (50k in 9 SEC'S) works with all C-64 or

235 BLOCKS in length, in less than 13 seconds!
• SUPEB SCREEN CAPTURE. Capture and Convert Any Screen to KOALA or
DOODLE.
• SUPEB FAST FORMAT (8 SEC'S) - plus FULL D.O.S. WEDGE w/standard
format!

• SUPER FAST built-in single drive 8 or 9 FILE COPY, copy files of up to

The Most Powerful Disk Drive and Printer Cartridge produced for the
COMMODORE USER. Super Friendly with the features most asked for.

for the Rainbow Star NX-100 and also the Okidala 10 & 20 printers.

Introducing the World's Firsl Color Screen Dump in a cartridge. Explode!
V4.I will now Support Directly from the screen. FULL COLOR PRINTING

We now have over 1,000 parameters In stock!

unusual.

parameters,

Software Submissions Invited

We are looking for HACKER STUFF: print utilities,

HEW! SUPER CARTRIDGE EXPLODE! V4-1 w COLOR DUMP $44.95

WORLD'S BIGGEST
PROVIDER OF

Utilities Unltd. has done it again!! We have consolidated and lowered the

SDPEH PARAMETERS 1000 Pack

Brush "Prairie, Washington 98606

12305 N.E. 152nd Street

UTILITIES UNLIMITED, inc.

continued on page G-8

keyboard. The program accepts im
ported text in ASCII, PetASCII, and

screen code format as used by SpeedScript. If your word processor sup
ports any of these formats, you won't

need to use Pagefox's text editor for
your text.

The program provides good-look
ing close quotation marks O, but it has
no way to enter open quotation marks

("). Where you might expect to find
open quotation marks, you will find
close ones lowered to the baseline.

A Foxy Editor

levels of dithered shading. Dithering

tor. It contains an editing field famil
iar to those who have worked with

shade of gray by placing random dots
in the area. A darker area has more

Character Fox is a character/font edi

is a technique of approximating a

sprite and character editors. Its man

dots: a brighter area, fewer dots.

ual is written in an interesting way:
The author takes on the persona of

vides you with separate brightness

the program, explaining its actions as

if they were his own.
Character Fox can work with im
ages scanned with the hand scanner

(described below), allowing you to im-

Pagefox can do some limited hy
phenation, though the manual is un
clear on this point. Evidently, if you

In addition. Handyscanner pro

and contrast adjustments. Unlike

many hand scanners, the scanner it
self offers no dot-per-inch setting.
This is set through the software. You
can set any sensitivity between 33 and

300 dots per inch (dpi), but any sensi
tivity less than 200 dpi will provide a
very poor scan.

The Handyscanner provides a
simple, handy way to import real-

world images into the 64.1 was skepti
cal that the Commodore's graphics
capabilities were up to handling
scanned images. I work a great deal

want a hyphen to appear in the mid
dle of a word, you must capitalize the
letter before which the hyphen may

fall. When the word is printed out. the

with scanned images on the PC. They
take up a lot of disk space and are

capitalization is removed and, if the
word falls in the hyphenation range at

port text from a book, magazine, or
clip-art collection, modifying it into
your own typeface. This one capabili

time-consuming to manipulate. Fur
thermore, a hand scanner is tricky;

hyphenation and embedded codes,
that doesn't appear to be as reliable as
inserting capital letters at paragraph

ty is enough to recommend it. I only
wish the creator of these programs

perfectly uniform speed and in a per

breaks. The manual states in more
than one place that the automatic hy

the fonts would be applicable beyond

the right margin, it will be broken ac
cording to your wishes. There is an

other method, using a dictionary-style

phenation is based on German gram
mar, so if you happen to be writing in

some other language, hyphenation (or
"syllabification") may not work.

Translate That Again

had made them GEOS-compatible so
the world of Pagefox.

Handyscanner 64
As mentioned earlier, scanning is a
method for bringing real-world art
and text directly into the computer.
There are three basic types of scan

To do the program justice, the manual

ning equipment: a flat-bed scanner

needs to be translated into real Eng
lish instead of the pidgin English in
which the German translator left it:
"But even with all these simplifica
tions you won't be able to control

that resembles a photocopy machine,

whithin [sic] minutes such a complex

and effecient [sic] program like the
Pagefox. Especially as a beginner for
DTP you will need a few hours time
to become well acquainted with the
different program parts, before you
are able to print out your first preten

a page-fed scanner that resembles a
resembles a mouse with a severe thy
roid condition.
The Handyscanner 64 allows you

to scan small images. It operates with
software that closely resembles the

graphics part of Pagefox. The scanner
itself emits a greenish light from a

bank of LEDs (Light-Emitting Di
odes). When you press the scan but

ton on top of the scanner, the lights
become a little brighter. Since these

structions provided with Pacific Rim

LEDs would represent a significant
power drain on a 64's power supply,

follow the meaning of this kind of
text, though the awkwardness and id
iosyncrasies of the translation will
probably make the user smile for a
while. Then, the user begins to go
crazy. The effect of reading page after
page of text that ignores syntax and is
ignorant of the English idiom is like

the scanner comes with its own power
transformer. The scanner attaches to
the user port of the 64 with a small

interface device, into which you
also plug the power cord from the
transformer.

With the power cords from your
computer, disk drive, monitor, print

having your skull half-full of ginger aJe.

er, and hand scanner, you should

Desktop publishing is so compli
cated, even at its simplest, that a
friendly, lucid manual is a minimum

think seriously about investing in a

requirement. (That's another reason

for my preference for geoPublish.) In
the words of the manual, "This is es

multioutlet surge-protector power
strip, if not rewiring your computer
room to provide a dozen outlets at

pecially with the C 64 are not so

your desk.
The scanner can be set to scan in
pure black-and-white with no attempt

easy...."

at shading, or to provide one of three

0-10
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fectly straight line to prevent distor
tion. To my surprise, Handyscanner
provided consistently good scans de
spite my shaky hands and a sticky
scanning surface. The hardware must
cope with minor inconsistencies bet
ter than the Logitech scanner I am ac
customed to using.
The software associated with the
Handyscanner compresses the images
efficiently, although interpreting the
scanned image and bringing it up on
the screen take several seconds.

fax machine, and a hand-scanner that

tious work."
Any of us who have read the in
stereos, watches, and calculators can

you have to pull it down the page at a

DECEMBER

I

9

9
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Conclusions
When I bought my 64, my plan was to

use its graphics and text-editing abili
ties to save myself the labor of end
lessly recreating graphics and rewrit
ing text. It worked better than I had
imagined. If I had also been able to
bring real-world images into the ma
chine, I would have been ecstatic. The

foundation of the value of Pagefox, in
my estimation, is the Handyscanner.

Other, better, alternatives exist in
word processing, graphics, and desk

top publishing than Pagefox. But, as
far as I know, only one scanning alter

native is available for the 64—the
Handyscanner—and, since it only
works with Pagefox and Character
Fox, it makes these products worth

having as adjuncts to its power.

Handy Scanner—S299.95

Pagefox—$139-95
Character Fox—$49.95
SCANNTRONIK
Distributed by RIO-datel Computers
3420 E. Tropicana Ave. #65
Las \fegas. NV 89121
(702) 454-0335

□

Memory Expansion!
5*2

GEORAM

$124 95

m

The

Now For Amiga, Too!

Believe it or not. GEORAM's disk transfer rate is actually 35
nmes fasier than the 1541. (571. or 1581 disk drive' Tn.s
means that screens redraw in a flash, and that your Commo
dore doesn't waste time spinning disks looking for da;a,

GEORAM makes the GEOS family of programs fasier and
more powerful than ever. NOTE. GEORAM is designed for

useONLYin the GEOS environment— it cannot be used wth
n on-GEOS software.

GEORAM [requires GEOS)
88604

$124.95

1750 Clone

2400 Baud
C64/C128

95

$79 95
Both the Minimodem-C and C24 are completely Hayes
compatible fnot just partially compatible like the 1670 and
someAvatei models] and I670compatible This means they'll
work with ALL communications software for the 64, 64C. and

12a Key features include seven status indicators. Busy Detect.

$199
1750 compatible |e.g.. GEOS. Paperclip III, and

to store files or programs for lightning-fast access. {Unlike
GEORAM. the 1750 Clone works with non-GEOS software.
Some computers may require power supply.)

1750 Clone

89517

$ 199.95

Super Mouse Bargain!

Mmirnodem<24 (2400 Baud for C64/C128)

88148

S79.95

Minimodem-C (1200 Baud for C64/C128)

Start communicating right away, plus a free trial hour on

81576
$59.95
Mintmodem-AM24 |2400 Baud for Amiga)

CompuServel Full-year warranty.

Maverick], Furthermore, you can use it to create a RAM disk

they use the Amiga's audio output for maximum fidelity.

DTRsignal support. High Speed Detect Line, and Auto Answer/

Auto Dial. Includes Muimerm'64 and 128 software so you can

The 1750 Clone offers 512K. and works with all software
tharis

The Amiga versions of the Mimmodems are equipped
witha female connector toplug directly into the Amiga 500
or 2000 They need no external wall plug for power, and

88150

Back Up Protected

Software

$--95

$79.95

Disk Drive Includes
FREE Software!

Now For
Amiga, Too!

$3895

Includes GEOS 1.5
Plus Graphic

& Utility Software!
M3 MOUSE. Proportional mode, joystick mode and paddle

New Features Include:

mode— three modes in one mouse Features Hi-Res graphic

• Fast autoboottng with 1541, 1571. and 1581

design software with predefined graphics, sprite and icon
designers, and mouse controller, plus, handy disk utilities
such as windows, pull-down menus, file, and notepad. Also

includes GEOS 1.5 From Contriver Technology. Inc One-

year warranty.
M3 Mouse

M4 Mouse for AMIGA

Sug Retail $49 95/539 95
82704
$38.95

88171

$34.95

$129 95

drives
■ Single drive 1571 Double-sided copier
• Directory recovery: Recover blown 1 541.1571.
and i sal disks
MAVERICK VERSION 5 0 The Best weapon ever created to let

Completely Commodore Compatible

you defend yourself in the copyprotection wars. It comes with

Faster, quieter, and more reliable

over 400 parameters and updates are availaDle to registered

Separate power supply eliminates overheating

owners three times a year For archival backup only. Formerly

Full one-year warranty

called Renegade

FREE software

Sug. Retail 539 95

C64/CI28, Disk
AMIGA, Disk

78919
89601

Panasonic
Office Automalior^vj

$32.95
$32.95

.IL

EPSON

Call for Lowest
Printer Prices!

Commodore 64C
The complete computer for home, school and smalt busi

FREE
60-Page

ness Supportedbyhigh-qualityperipheralsandover 10.000

software programs. Full typewriter-style keyboard. 64KHAM.
eight sprues, three voices.

64C Computer

54574

$129.95

Catalog

Commodore Hardware
1670 Modem, 1200 Baud
1351 Mouse C64/C128

36952
37885

$69.95
$32.95

10S-is RGB Composite Monitor 74095

S319.95

1541 tl Disk Drive
1 764 RAM Expansion C64

SCALL
$114.95

54586
72513

FSD-2
Excelerator+

Thousands of products for
your COMMODORE 64,
128 and AMIGA computers.
CALX TODAY to receive your FREE copy!

Sug. Retail SI79.95

FSD-2 Excelerator+

Computer Express

FREE Software
Only TENEX offers you this great choice of software in
cluded with our FSD-2 Eiceleratort disk drive. You have
your choice of

BETTERWORKING WORD PUBLISHER

a GEOS-

compatible word processor/publishing package that in
cludes a 100.000 word spell checker. geoPamt/geoFont
compatibility, WYSIwVG preview mode, and much more.
REQUIRES GEOS. From Spinnaker.

Orig Retail Value S39 95
—OR—

ASSAULT ON EGRETH CASTLE and CRYSTAL OF

DOOM— Two great m;eractive comic boots from rhe
Zorkquest series From Infocom.

Ong Retail Value S24 00
Quantities are limited, so order earlyl Just order Item No

89198 [Word Publisher) or Item Nos 80742 and 80758
[Two Zorkquest Comicsl and we'll include the software at
no extra charge.

'Shipping, Handling, Insurance

No Extra Fee For Charges!

P.O. Box 6578
South Bend, IN 46660
|219) Z59-7Q51 — FAX [219) 255-1778

$149.95

Includes

We gladly accept mail orders!

TENEX Computer Express

66166

We Verify Charge Card Addresses

OrderAmount
less than SI9.99

Charge
$3.75

S2O.O0S39.99

4 75

$40.00-$ 74.99

5.75

S75.O0-S149.99

6.75

SI50 00-S299.99

$300.00 & up

7.75

SCALL

ORDER TODAY CALL 1-800-PROMPT-1
COMMODORE 64 and COMMODORE 128 are registered trademarks of Commodore Electronics. Ud. AMIGA is a registered trademark of Commodore Amiga Inc. NOTE: Due to publishing

lead-times, product prices and specifications are subject to change without notice * APO. FPO. AK, HI. CN. VJ. GU. and foreign orders are subject to additional shipping charges.
Circle Reader Service Number 11B
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This month I've compiled some

routine will alternate between these

reader tips that are sure to catch
your attention. I like to call them

dazzlers because of their flashy,
graphic appeal. Try a few and see
what you think.

After running the following program,
all shifted characters displayed on the

64's screen flash wildly. By taking ad
vantage of the computer's extended

color background mode, this machine
language routine toggles the charac

ters' background colors, making the

100

FOR

1=679

1P0KE

TO

758:READ

191. If you want the effect to run

screen-clearing machine language rou

tine in memory at 4864-4913. By

JOELSUDQU1ST
STERLING HEIGHTS. Ml

changing the value assigned to AD in
line 10, you can move the routine to

Screen Scrambler
Here's a routine that scrambles and
then clears your computer screen. It

D

110

SYS 679:POKE 251,1:POKE
252,6:POKE 253,3 :POKE

XF

120

POKE

BE

130

PRINT"{CLR}WITH THIS PR
OGRAM ANY {YELjSHIFTED

JJ

{CYN} CHARACTERS""
140 PRINT"{H SPACEEjARE HI

53281,0:POKE

STACY OL1VAS
GRAHAM, WA

53280,0

128 Screen Split
For an interesting example of scrolling

53283,15

the 128's split graphics screen, type in

and run the following demo program.
Don't clear the graphics screen before
you run the program. In fact, it's best
if you turn the computer off and then
on again before entering the listing.

GHLIGHTED"
BD

150

REM

POKE

251,SPEED

OF

KB

160

QG

170

REM

POKE

252,COLOR

1

REM

POKE

253,COLOR

2

HK

180

DATA 120,169,192,141,20
,3,169,2,141,21,3,173,1

F

LASH

7,208,9,64

PS

190

DATA

141,17,208,169,0,1

33,162,88,96,165,162,19
7,251,240,3,76
SB

200

DATA

49,234,173,252,3,2

01,1,240,4,201,2,240,17
,165,252,141

FJ

210

DATA

34,208,169,2,141,2

SC

220

character's screen code until all of the

characters turn into spaces. It's an
eye-catching way to remove infor

44,225,165,253

mation from the screen, and it works
with the 64 and the 128 in 40-column

DATA

mode.

52,3,169,0,133,162,24,1
141,34,208,169,1,1

You can change the speed at
which the letters flash by POKEing a
value 0-255 into memory location
251 after running the program. The

lower the value, the faster the charac
ters flash—except in the case of the
value 0, which is the slowest setting
possible (1 is the fastest).

MS

10

AD=4864

QQ

20

FOR
E

GS

30

DATA

49:READ

D:POK

169,4,133,251,160,0

,132 ,250
FJ

40

DATA

132,252,177,250,201

,32, 240,15

50

DATA

QC

60

DATA

To change the background color

KQ

70

DATA

of the flashing characters, POKE two
different color values into locations

KF

252 and 253. The machine language

QH

COMPUTE

TO

AD+I,D:NEXT

AX

G-12

1=0

162,1,134,252,201,0

,208 ,2
169,33,170,202,138,

145, 250,230
250,208,231,230,251

,165 ,251,201
80

DATA

8,208,223,165,252,2

01,0 ,208
90

DECEMBER

DATA

207,96

1990

PH

10

GRAPHIC

EB

20

FOR

QS

30

POKE

QG

40

NEXT

MR

50

FOR

QA

60

POKE

RJ

70

NEXT

QF

80

GOTO

2,0,0

1=48

TO

249

2612,1
1=249

TO

48

STEP

-1

2612,1
20

This program opens a hi-res
graphics screen and smoothly scrolls it
down over the text screen and back up

again. It does this by altering memory
location 2612. This location holds the

41,252,3,169,0,133,162,
24,144,208,2

any 50-byte area of free memory. Just
remember to change your SYS state
ments to reflect this change. For ex
ample, if you move the routine into
the 64's cassette buffer located at 828,
you must enter SYS 828 to invoke the
screen scrambler.

I,D:NEXT

PB

For the best results, get a bunch of
characters on the screen first. For such

again, turn it back on with POKE
53265,PEEK (53265) OR 64.

works by decreasing the value of each

letters appear to flicker and glow.

After you've run the program, ex
ecute SYS 4864 to clear the screen.

a simple concept, the effect is really
quite impressive.
By default, this program stores its

POKE 53265,PEEK(53265) AND

Flash!

MQ

two colors to create the flashing effect.
You can easily disable the flash
ing by turning off extended back
ground color mode. Turn it off with

raster number used by the interrupt

routine that controls the GRAPHIC 2
and GRAPHIC 4 split screen.
STEVE SCHOWIAK

GIESSEN. WEST GERM ANY

"Programmer's Page" is interested in
your programming tips and tricks.

Send all submissions to Programmer's
Page, COMPVTE's Gazette, 324 West

Wendover Avenue, Suite 200, Greens
boro, North Carolina 27408. We'll pay
$25-$50for each tip we publish.
m
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3EGINNER B
LARRY

Happy holidays! In the past few
months, we sharpened our

BASIC skills with a program that
demonstrated how to create and

COTTON

er. If you want, say. sprite 7 to have
the same shape as sprite 0, you would
POKE 2047 with 192.
When you're working with three

control a sprite, or Movable Object

sprites or fewer, there are other popu

Block. The 64 is not restricted to a sin
gle sprite, however; it can simulta

shape data. When you use them, the

lar locations in which to put sprite

neously maneuver up to eight sprites

same pointers are used, but different

in BASIC.
When dealing with more than

values are POKEd there.

one sprite, things get a bit more com

Sprite Data Pointer

plicated. Before we actually create
some sprites in shapes that are appro

priate for the season, here's what we

maximum volume, envelope, and a
frequency for voice 3. These have

been discussed in previous columns.
20 FORT=54272TO54295:POKET,
0:NEXT:POKE54296,15

30 POKE54277,8:POKE54278,255:

POKE54287,3
Read in the sprite shape data:

0
1
2

2040
2041
2042

Value

Data At

13
14
15

832-894
896-958
960-1022

have to do:

40 FORJ = 12288TO12350:READD:
POKEJ,D:NEXT
50DATA0,16,0,0,0,0,0,16,0,0,56,0,0,
124,0,0,254,0,0,56,0,0,124,0,0,254,

0, ,255
60 DATA0,3,255,128,0,254,0,

• Create shape data for the sprites.
• Tell the computer where to look for

1,255,0,3,255,128,7,255,192,15,
255,224,0,56,0, ,56
70 DATA0,0,254,0,0,0,0,
0,0,0

the data.

• Locate the sprites horizontally and
vertically.
• Determine their sizes.
• Assign them one or more colors.

Because we're using only one
sprite shape {I won't tell you what it is
yet), we can point all eight data point
ers to the same data (from 12288 to

• Turn them on.

Last month's program contained
63 pieces of data which defined our

12350).

single sprite's shape. For each addi
tional sprite shape, 63 more pieces of
data are required to be POKEd into
memory registers.
In addition, you must tell the
computer where to look for the data.
Memory registers 2040-2047 are the

80 FORT=2040TO2047:POKET,
192:NEXT
Define constants:
90V = 53248:X=157:Y = I29:K=255:
VI=54276:VF=54273:M=79

eight sprite data pointers; they tell the
computer in which memory registers
the sprite shape data can be found.

V is the important first memory regis
ter of the 64's sprite-controlling chip.

When we located sprite 0's shapedefining data from 12288 to 12350,
we POKEd 2040 with 192. The sprite

Many other registers will be addressed

This month we'll begin a short

data pointers and their corresponding

program for the 64 that should give

data locations are detailed below.

you an understanding of how to han
dle more than one sprite. Be sure to

Sprite Data Pointer Value

save lines 10-90 because we'll add to
them next month. First clear the
screen and color the screen white:

Data At

0
1
2

2040
2041
2042

192
193
194

12288-12350
12352-12414
12416-12478

3
4

2043
2044

195
196

12480-12542
12544-12606

5

2045

197

12608-12670

6
7

2046
2047

198
199

12672-12734
12736-12798

Each sprite doesn't need unique
data; one may share the data of anoth
G-14

COMPUTE

10 PRINTCHR$(147):POKE53280,
1:POKE53281,I
Next, because we'll use sound

with our sprites (since the 64 is so mu
sically gifted. I almost always include
sound in my programs), we must clear
the sound-producing chip and set the

DECEMBER

1990

as an offset of V. X and Y are the
starting horizontal and vertical coor
dinates for all eight sprites. V1 and VF
are voice l's control and highfrequency registers, respectively.
We'll stop here for this month.

Next month I'll explain M and K and
finish the program.
Now, you may recall that way
back in March I challenged you to
send me some examples of programs

that use NOT. Thinking that the mail
box wouldn't yield many responses, I
shrugged off NOT as a keyword of
minimal interest.
I was wrong. Apparently, there

BEGINNER BASIC
are those of you who actually use NOT in your BASIC
programming. Several people wrote to explain how they
use the NOT statement in various ways. Thanks for the
feedback, which I always welcome.
Walt Schumacher, a computer teacher at St. Ferdi
nand School in Florissant, Missouri, sent in perhaps the
clearest and best documented use of the NOT logical oper
ator. He writes:

"My use of NOT stems from seeing its real-world
analogy: the ON/ OFF push button. To utilize this func
tion, one must be aware that on Commodore machines. 0
stands for false, and - 1 stands for true. I used this feature
recently to toggle between upper- and lowercase for a key
board practice program."
Here's a slightly revised version of Walt's program.
10 BIG=0:CASE=53272: UP=21:DO\VN=23
20 PRINT CHR$(147)
30 FOR T=l TO 11:PRINT:NEXT
40 PRINT TAB(10)"WATCH THIS MESSAGE!
150 BIG=NOT BIG:REM TOGGLE
160 IF BIG THEN POKE CASE, UP
170 IF NOT BIG THEN POKE CASE, DOWN
180 FOR DELAY = I TO 400:NEXT
190 GOTO 150

Line 10 defines the variable BIG and the constants
CASE, UP, and DOWN. In the 64 and 128, memory regis
ter 53272 controls, among other things, whether your
monitor or TV screen displays upper- or lowercase letter
ing. POKEing 21 (UP) or 23 (DOWN) to that register de
termines whether the computer prints in upper- or
lowercase, respectively.

Lines 20-40 clear the screen, center the cursor verti
cally on the screen, and print a message.
Line 150 contains the ON/OFF toggle switch. BIG
takes turns having the value 0 or - 1. If BIG is 0, for in
stance, NOT BIG changes it to — 1, and vice versa.
Lines 160 and 170 evaluate BIG and alternately POKE
53272 with either 21 or 23. If BIG=0, the message switch
es to lowercase; if BIG = - 1, the message switches to up
percase. Thanks, Walt, for shedding more light on NOT. E

ATTENTION

ALL COMMODORE 64/64C,
AND COMMODORE
128/128D OWNERS
A complete self-tutoring BASIC programming course is
available that starts with turning your computer on, to
programming just about anything you want! This course

is currently used in both High School and Adult Evening
Education classes and has also formed the basis of
teacher literacy programs. Written by a computer
studies teacher, this programming course is one of the
finest available today. This complete course of over 220

pages

is

available

for

the

COMMODORE

64/64C,

and for the COMMODORE 128/128D computers.
This course (Volume 1) will take you step by step
through a discovery approach to programming and you
can do it all in your leisure time! The lessons are filled
with examples and easy to understand explanations as
well as many programs for you to make up. At the end

of each lesson is a test of the information presented.
Furthermore,

ALL

answers

are

supplied

to

all

the

questions, programs and tests. Follow this course step
by step, lesson by lesson, and turn yourself into a real
programmer! You won't be disappointed!

FOLLOW-UP COURSE (Volume 2) - A 200 page

self-learning course for each of the above named
computers dealing exclusively with sequential and
relative files. Our teacher uses a unique approach to

file handling that was designed especially for students
with absolutely no prior file handling experience. Yet by
the end of the course you will be able to make up many
of your own personal and business file programs. All

our courses involve active participation by the learner.
You do the specially
complete explanations,

the

many

questions,

designed examples, read the
follow the instructions, answer

do

the

tests,

and

check

your

answers.

Each course is only $21.95 plus $3.00 for ship
ping

and handling.

We have been

developing and

selling Commodore courses for over 7 years now and if
you do not think that we have the best selftutoring course you have yet come across, then
just send the course back to us within 10 days of
receipt for the FULL $24.95 refund.
NAME:
ADDRESS:
CITY:

Support
research.
^ American Heart

^^ Association

STATE/PROV:

CODE:

I desire the BASIC programming course (Volume 1) □

FOLLOW-UP course on file handling (Volume 2) □
The computer that the course is needed for:
•

COMMODORE 64/64CD COMMODORE 128/128DD
For U.S. and Can. customers, send $24.95 per course
in the currency of your country. Overseas orders, send
$29.95 U.S.
Brantford Educational Services
222 Portage Road
P.O. Box 1327

or

Lewiston, New York 14092
Fax:

DECEMBER

6 Pioneer Place
Brantford, Ontario

N3R 7G7

(519)756-6534
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Eight years ago I wrote a column
in COMPUTE! magazine detail
ing how people could program

their own "computer friends"

D

'

I

G

N

A

Z

response was unbelievable. I received
hundreds of letters and over five doz
en disks in the mail, each with its own
customized "Friend" program written

inside their home computers. A com
puter friend was a program written in

in BASIC and each with its own spe
cial design. Many of the programs

BASIC. When the program began run

printed out a picture of the computer
friend. Some of the computer friends

ning, the friend would come to life in
side your computer and have a

conversation with you. You could
name the friend, teach il your name,
and give it personality traits, special
interests, and lovable quirks. You

could even program the friend to tell

I

were good at reciting poetry, puns,
and odd bits of trivia. Others had a
special knowledge of comic-book he

roes, offbeat movies, science-fiction
books, and rock music.
Each time I ran one of the read

0

What chores does an agent do? It
can automatically sign onto your on
line information services and bulletin

boards and assemble a personalized
electronic newspaper for you out of
news stories and data it has collected
overnight, concerning topics especial
ly interesting to you. It can print out
this newspaper, and you can read it at
the breakfast table before you leave
for school or work.

What else can an agent do? If
your computer were wired into some
household appliances, your agent

your favorite jokes.

ers' friend programs, I felt I was meet

could do things like shut the house

The idea for a computer friend
came from my habit of naming my

ing a new person, and in a funny way I

lights off and on when you wanted,

knew that the friend was a reflection

start coffee brewing in the morning, or
turn on the VCR and TV whenever
your favorite program came on. It

cars. Over the years I have gone

through several cars, each with its
own name (like George, Eric the Or

could play your stereo system, print
out messages to remind you of your
best friends' birthdays, and even play

ange, Mishy Kiku, and Peppy) and
each with its unique personality. I be
gan thinking that if cars could have
names and personalities, then so
could computers. You can decorate

games with you.
Thanks to the growing popularity

of agents, it's time to take another
look at computer friends. What kind
of agent or friend would you invent?

your car and give it a personality all
its own, so you should be able to pro
gram a computer to act as your friend.
I was also inspired by a famous
artificial intelligence (AI) program

Would your agent have human char

acteristics, or would it resemble an an
imal, a robot, an alien, or something

completely different? What sorts of

called Eliza written by MIT computer
scientist Joseph Weizenbaum. When

you sat down at the computer, Eliza
would act like a psychoanalyst trying
to get to know a new patient. The ses
sion would start with Eliza's asking
you some friendly questions, such as

What is your name? and Do you have
any brothers or sisters?
You would type in answers, and

Eliza's questions would start getting

more and more personal. Before you
knew it, you would be telling "her" all
sorts of extremely private things, such

as how you felt about your mother
and father, if you had ever been mean
to your cat, and other secrets. Even
world-famous computer scientists
would sit down and begin chatting
with Eliza, telling her embarrassing
personal tidbits that they wouldn't

dare share with another human being.
In my column I challenged

COMPUTE!'* readers to invent their
own computer friends. The readers'
C-16
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tasks would you assign to your agent?
What machines would it control for
you? Would your agent have a name?
of the human who invented it (just as
my cars were a fun house-mirror re
flection of me). I came to think of the
computer friends as if they were side

kicks of their inventors, like the dum
my Charlie McCarthy and his creator
Edgar Bergen or Kermit the Frog and
Jim Henson.
I wrote several columns featuring

many of the best computer friends
that readers sent in. Interest in com
puter friends was high for many
months, but eventually it faded.
Recently a new type of computer
friend has become popular. These
new friends are called agents. An
agent is a program, as the computer
friend was. Its job is to "live" inside
your computer. Whenever the com
puter is turned on, the computer agent
does special chores for you.

DECEMBER

1990

A fictitious past? Some favorite com
puter jokes? Would your agent be reli
able and trustworthy? Or fickle and
unpredictable? Would it be fun-loving
and a practical joker or an awful nag?
Please send me your ideas. I'll

gather a few of the best ideas and pub
lish them in one of my upcoming col
umns. Mail your letter to Fred
D'Ignazio, COMPUTE Publications,
324 West Wendover Avenue, Greens
boro, North Carolina 27408.
Meanwhile, be on the lookout for
real computer agents living inside
your machine. According to software
publishers, agents will be designed
into most of the new computer pro
grams reaching the market in the fu

ture. When you buy a piece of
software, you'll get a free, built-in
agent along with it!

a

VIDEO BYTE II the only FULL COLOR!
video digitizer for the C-64, C-128

Introducing the world's first FULL COLOR! video digitizer for the Commodore
C-64, 64-C, C-128 & 128-D computer. VIDEO BYTE can give you digitized video
from you V.C.R.. LASER DISK. B/W or COLOR CAMERA or OFF "THE AIR or
CABLE VIDEO (thanks to a last! 2.2 sec. scan time). New version 3.0 software
features full RE-DISPLAY with MULTI CAPTURE MODE, MENU SELECT PRINTING, EXPANOED COLORIZING FEATURES, SAVE to DISK feature and much more!

FULL COLORIZING! Is possible, due to a unique SELECT and INSERT color
process, where you can select one of 15 COLORS and insert that color into
one of 4 GRAY SCALES. This process will give you over 32,000 different color
combinations to use in your video pictures. SAVES as KOALAS! Video Byte II

allows you to save all your pictures to disk as FULL COLOR KOALA'S. After

which (using Koala or suitable program) you can go in and redraw or color

your V.B. pic's. LOAD and RE-DISPLAY! Video Byte II allows you to load and
re-display all Video Byte pictures from inside Video Byte's menu. MENU DRIVEN!
Video Byte II comes with easy to use menu driven UTILITY DISK with V3.0
digitizer program. (64 MODE ONLY). COMPACT! Video Byte ll's hardware is com
pact! In fact no bigger than your average cartridge! Video Byte comes with it's
own cable. INTEGRATED! Video Byte II is designed to be used with or without

EXPLODE! V5.0 color cartridge. Explode! V5.0's menu will return you to VIDEO
BYTE Us menu. EXPLODE! V5 is the PERFECT COMPANION! Video Byte II users
are automatically sent FREE SOFTWARE updates along with new documenta

tion, when it becomes available. PRINT! Video Byte II will printout pictures in
BLACK and WHITE GRAY SCALE to most printers. However when used with

Explode! V5.0 your printout's can be done IN FULL COLOR 8 by 11's SIDEWAYS
on the RAINBOW NX-10Q0, RAINBOW NX-1000C. JX-80, Seikosha 3000 Al.
(OKIDATA 10/20's (print larger 6" by 9") USER SLIDE

ONLY \
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NEW! SUPER CARTRIDGE

by The

Soft

Group

New FEATURES, .(a) Faster non-blanking FASTLOAD. (b) MIRROR imaging of all HI-RES
screens, (c) 4 Way color selection with insert, for al! HI-RES screens, (d) Infinite FILE

COPY for all SEQ. & PRG. files, copy your file only once, then write that file to as many

disks as you like

great lor single file copying by small user groups, (e) FULL COLOR

PRINTING Of ALL COLOR HI-RES & MULTI-COLOR SCREENS to ALL COLOR DOT MATRIX

PRINTERS (not for INK JET printers), (f) Direct ONE KEY access back to VIDEO BYTE
software thru EXPLODE! V5.0's 2nd MENU, (g) Supports all popular printer interfaces, (h)
FREE upgraded utility disk.

SUPER FASTLOAD and SAVE (50K-9 SEC'S) works wilh ALL C-64 or C-128's NO MATTER
WHAT VINTAGE or disk drives EXCEPT Ihe 1581. M.S.D. 1 or 2. SUPER FAST FORMAT
(8 SEC'S). - plus FULL D.O.S. WEDGE w/slandard format! SUPER SCREEN CAPTURE. Caplure and Convert ANY SCREEN to KOALA/DOODLE. SUPER PRINTER FEATUHE allows

ANY DOT MATRIX PRINTER even 1526/802 lo print HI-RES SCREENS in FULL COLOR (us
ing 16 shade GRAY SCALE). ANY PRINTER or INTERFACE COMBINATION can be used
with SUPER EXPLODE! V5.0. NEW and IMPROVED CONVERT feature allows anybody to
convert (even TEXT) SCREENS into DOODLE or KOALA TYPE PICTURES w/FULL COLOR!

SUPER FAST SAVE of EXPLODE! SCREENS as KOALA Of DOODLE FILES w/COLOR. SU

PER FAST LOADING with COLOR RE-DISPLAY of DOODLE or KOALA files. SUPER FAST

LOAD or SAVE can be turned OFF or ON without AFFECTING the REST oi SUPER EXPLODE'S
FEATURES. The rest of Explode! V5.0 is still active. SUPER EASY LOADING and RUNNING
of ALL PROGRAMS from the DIRECTORY. SUPER BUILT-IN TWO WAY SEQ. or PRG. iile
READER using Ihe OIRECTORY. NEVER TYPE a FILE NAME AGAIN when you use SUPER
EXPLODE'S unique LOADERS.

CAPTURE 40 COLUMN C or D-128 SCREENS! (with optional DISABLE SWITCH).

SHOW program w/auto or manual display is standard

All the above features, and much more!
PLUS A FREE UTILITY DISK w/SUPER EXPLODE
MAKE YOUR C-64. 64-C or C-128". D-128' SUPER FAST and
EASY to use. THE BEST THING at ALL . IS THE PRICE!!! still

Why DRAW a car, airplane, person or for that matter

$20.00, w/dis add $5.

. . . anything when you can BYTE it.. .VIDEO BYTE it

instead!

Circle Reader Service Number 123

EXPLODE! V.5

The HOST POWERFUL, DISK DRIVE and PRINTER CARTRIDGE ever produced lor
the COMMODORE USER. Super USER FRIENDLY with all the features most asked for.

only $44.95 or w/disable $49.95.

"Note UP GRADES for V5.0 are offered lo V4 1 owners only.

"Note V4.1 owners w/disahle will be sent V5.0 w/disable lor

only $20.00

All units come w/90 day WARRANTY All orders add S3 for UPS BLUE LABEL S/H LIPS BLUE available only in 48 stales. FOREIGN ORDERS are US FUNDS +S635 S/H ORDER BOTH EXPLODE! VS & VIDEO
BYTE II together and receive FREE!' UPS S/H — Hole all SALES ate FINAL. 90 DAY WARRANTY cmers PARTS & LABOR ONLY. All SOFT GROUP UTILITY DISKS COME w/built-in CATALOG of PRODUCTS

WORKS WITH PAL ALSO * IN 64 MODE ONLY

TO ORDER CALL 1-708-851 -6667

IL RESIDENTS ADD 6% SALES TAX

PLUS $3.00 S/H. NO C.O.D.'S. FOREIGN ORDERS U.S. FUNDS ONLY $6.35 S/H. Personal Checks 10 Days to Clear

THE SOFT GROUP, P.O. BOX 111, MONTGOMERY, IL 60538

COMMODORE
COMPO

OUR REPAIRABLE POWER SUPPLY (FOR THE C-64) MAY
BE THE LAST POWER SOURCE YOU WILL EVER PUR
CHASE FOR YOUR COMMODORE.

• FINALLY •

MINDSCAPE POWERPLAYER
JOYSTICK
AND

SEGA SPACE HARRIER GAME

IM

IMPORTANT NOTICE

$24.95

A Repairable C-64 Power Suply with outstanding features.
1 year warranty
Sold Worldwide
External Fuse
European Craftmanship Throughout
UL Approved (VGE Approved)
Schematic Included
Spare Parts Kit Available
Highest Amperage Output (1.8 amps)
Does Mot Operate "Hot"
Lost Cost

Utilizes Large Transformer

Special Prices for Schools/Dealers

Over 52% of C-64 Failures Were Due to Power Supply Malfunctions

• Save Money in Repairs and Replace Your Powei Supply Today •
Introductory Price of S24.95 plus UPS

PGWtRPlMRS
JOYSTICK

REPLACEMENT CHIPS, PARTS AND UPGRADES

$9.95

6526A CIA

PKG.

Postagr paid in the conlinfiilal U.S.A.

Quantity pricing available.

S12.25

6567 VIA
PLA/82S100
6581 SID
ANY 901 ROM
1750 CLONE 512K Cartridge

S15.95
S12.95
S12.95
S10.95
S169.95

SX64 New Keyboard

S49.95

WE STOCK ALL COMMODORE CHIPS
SUCH AS 8580. 251915, 251715. 8562.
325302. 8701 AND THE COMPLETE
LINE.

. CATALOG ANNOUNCEMENT •
Call for your NEW FREE 27-page catalog of specialty items for Amiga, Commodore, and

IBM. The cata'og contains low cost replacement chips, parts, upgrades, 34 diagnostic
products, tutorial VHS tapes, interfaces, complete power supply line and other worldwide

ELECTRONIC MATERIALS R. INC
3108 W.THOMAS #1206

HjJH

PHOENIX, AZ. 85017

products TOU WONT find anywhere else. Call (or Catalog.

THE GRAPEVINE GROUP, INC.
3 Chestnut St.
Suffern, NY 10901

(602)-272-3200

r<3

Al) prioei arc cash discounlcd. Add 55 for credit curd orders.

AIIot.1 3 weeki for personal check clearance. Qimnlitisi are
limiied- All nullKrized return ilcnu mnat be freight prepaid.

Circle Reader Service Number 158

914-357-2424

We Ship Worldwide

1-800-292-7445
Circle Reader Service Number 165

FAX 914-357-6243

Prices Subject to Change
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the I/O chips are no longer accessible.
What you need is a configuration
that will give you RAM from $0000 to
SBFFF, Kernal ROM from $C000 to
SCFFF and $E000 to $FFFF, and I/O
chips in the SD000 to $DFFF slot. No
bank number gives you this: bank 12
is sometimes used to produce a simi
lar effect, but it's not the best way.

In its favor, the Commodore 128
comes with a built-in machine
language monitor {MLM) with
many attractive features. If a
program crashes, just hold down the
Run key and press the reset button.
The computer will recover into the
MLM so you can investigate the cause

of the problem. The BASIC SYS com
mand allows values to be preset for

You can produce the desired con
figuration by a direct store to address

the A, X, Y, and status registers.

$FF00; a value of decimal 14 stored
there will do the job. But you can't do
that from BASIC. That powerful
POKE to address $FF00 would make

BLOAD and BSAVE are big BASIC
improvements.

On the negative side. 128 BASIC
can relocate. Also, special code and

the BASIC interpreter itself disappear!

new system calls are needed to reach
data or a subroutine across banks. The

6000
6002
6005
6007
600A
600E
6010

The string HELLO!, followed by

a carriage return, is printed from a
buffer to be established at $6018. Now
restore the original configuration
(bank 0, value $3F in SFFOO).
6012
6014

Beginners are advised to place ML

programs below $4000 and stay in
bank 15. That way. you can SYS to

6017

the ML program from BASIC and use

a JSR to call subroutines in the

It takes a while to get used to the

The solution is to use BASIC to
select BANK 0 to make your program

visible so you can SYS to it. Once the

overlaying ROM containing the

program starts, it puts $0E into ad

BASIC interpreter. Bank 15 config
ures RAM from $0000 to S3FFF,
ROM from $4000 to $CFFF, I/O
chips from $D000 to $DFFF. and
ROM from SE000 to $FFFF. The
program at $6000 wouldn't be
visible.

dress $FF00, reconfiguring to the de

sired map. It's a good idea to restore

The obvious solution—enter the

command BANK 0 before the SYS
call—usually ends in disaster. The
SYS gets to your program, but when

your program calls a Kernal routine
such as BSOUT at $FFD2 for print

control is returned to it, thus prevent

130 DATA 169,63,141,0,255,96

ing a crash. Bank 0 can be restored by
storing $3F into $FF00.
Here's a simple 128 program to
print HELLO! to the screen just to
show how a program may be posi

140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
300
310
320

location). The program's first task is
to make sure the Kernal ROM and

I/O chips are accessible.
M

You could enter the program
using the built-in monitor, but here's
a BASIC program to do the job.
100 DATA 169,14,141,0,255,162,0
110 DATA 189.24,96,32,210,255
120 DATA 232.224,7,208,245

BASIC will have set up BANK 0
before the call to $6000 (the program's

gram arrives at empty RAM in Bank
0 and gets lost. Even if you somehow
transfer valid program code into that
area, you can't achieve output since

architecture of the 128, but with care
ful planning it all works well.

the configuration to Bank 0 just
before the program returns to BASIC,
so BASIC will be there waiting when

tioned above the $4000 barrier.

ing, the ROM's gone! Instead, the pro

E

RTS

6018 48 45 4C 4C 4F 21 OD 00

wish to locate a program at $6000.
The trouble is that, if BASIC stays in
its normal bank 15 state, a call to
$6000 (SYS 24576) wouldn't take
your program to RAM but to the

C

;restore config
;("BANK0")

The text to be printed ("HELLO")
must be stored in memory.

Kernal.
What happens if you try to put
code at higher addresses? Suppose you

E

LDA #$3F
STA SFFOO

You return to BASIC with the

The bank system makes it hard to
put code higher than location S3FFF.

D

CPX #$07
BNE $6007

RTS command. It seems a little odd
that you can go back to BASIC when
the Bank 0 configuration has switched
out the BASIC interpreter. Don't wor
ry. The mechanism of the SYS call
takes care of all the bank arrangements.

built-in operations.

COMPUTE

#$0E
;"special" config
SFFOO
#$00
$6018,X
SFFD2

600D INX

interrupt has so many jobs—such as
graphics, animation, and sound—that
it's easy for new code to conflict with

C-18

LDA
STA
LDX
LDA
JSR

E

R

I

9

9

0

DATA 72,69,76,76,79,33,13
BANK 0
FOR J=24576 TO 24606
READ X:T=T+X
POKE J,X
NEXT J
IF T< >3605 THEN STOP
BANK 15
BANK 0
SYS 24576
BANK 15

H

Software
Discounters

International
EPYX

W Broderbund
The Hilarious best selling quick
drawgameis now on computer.

Built in drawing program. 1 to 4]
players.

P1CT1ONARY

GEOS Tricks & Tips

S13

S13

ABACUS SOFTWARE
Cad Pak
S25
Super C64 or 128 ... S39Ea
Super Pascal 64 or 128 S39 Ea
ACCOLADE
Blue Angels Flight Sim .. .S'9
Harmony

S19

Heal Wave Boat Racing ..$19
Jack Nicklaus Golf
$23
JN Golf 1990 Courses. S9B8
JN Go!l Charrp Courses S9.88

JN Golf Inl'l Courses .. S9.88

Sleel Thunder
S14
Slrike Aces
S19
Test Dnve 2 The Duel .. .S23
TD 2 Europe Scenery
S9 8S

TD2 Muscle Cars .... S988

Sim City

S19

Wings of Fury

519

Project Firestart

S21

PuffysSaga

S21

Da/k Side
Death Bringer
SDeedball
Total Eclipse

Sentinel Worlds
Skate Wars

S23
S21

TV Spoils Football

S21

$21
521
S21
$21

CMS

General Acct

64 or 128

S1!9Ea

Inventory 128
Chomp1

Top 20 Solid Gold

Ghostbusters 2

S19

Power Dnfi

S19

Mondus Fight Palace

519

AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL
US History
S12
World History

S12

ARTWORX

Bndge50

$19

Strip Poker
S21
SP Data Male «2
S14
S P Data Female ni or 3...S14
BERKELEY SOFTWORKS
Geos 128 9 0
S44
Geo-Caic 128
S44
Geo-File 128
S44
Geos 64 (20)
$39
Desk Pack Plus 64

S19

Font Pak Plus 54

$19

Geo-F(ie64

S33

Geo-Chart 54/128

S19

Geo-Prog ram me" 64.128. S44
Geo-Publish 64 128
S33
BRODERBUND
Carmen SD.-Europe ...$25

Carmen S D. - Time

325

Carmen SD.-USA
Carmen SD -Wortd
Cenlaun Alliance
OmniPlay Basketball
OnimPlay Horse Racing
Pietionary
Punt Shop

S25
S23
S19
S23
$23
S19
S26

S16

Includes

$25

Bad Dudes
Baiman TheMov«

S19
$19

PS Companion

P S Graphics Holiday

Spell II

S19

Word Attack

S19

DESIGNWARE
Body Transparent

S19

Designasaurus

S19

DIGITAL SOLUTIONS
Pocket Filer
S19
Pocket Planner
SI9
Pocket Writer 3
64 or 128
$44 Ea.
Supeipak2
S59
DIGITEK

Hole rn One Mm Golf

S19

ELECTRONIC ARTS

Altered Beast

BaroSTaie2
Beyond the Back Hole..
Blackout
Cnessmaster 2100
Crackdown

Dragons Lair

S26

Golden An
Hunt for Red October...
Iron Lord
Jcrdon Vs Bird
Kng's Bounty
Loopz
Maniac Mansion
Mavis Beacon Typing

M«jht S Magic 1

S23

$16
.526
S21
S26
S23

S19

Empire

Madden Football

S23

S23
.521
526
S19
$26
Call

526

S14
$26

517

$23

Mghi & Magic 2
Napolean in Russia
Night Breed

$26
S23
Call

Night Shift

Call

S16

Panzer Bailies

S23

SHIPPING: Continental U.S.A,

Untouchables

EPYX - ON SALE'
Devon Aire
Game Scries A Pack'

S10 88

DATA EAST
A3C Mon Nile Football

F-I6 Combat Pilot

Starllrght
Street Rod
Turbo Out Hun
Vegas Gambler
ZakMcKracken

S19
$19

Si9

Ski or Die

$49

COSMI

DAVIDSON
Aigebiastei
Math Blaster

S25

JETSONS/FLINSTONES

CINEMAWARE/SPOTLIGHT

ACT1 VISION'GAMESTAR
Batilechess
S25
crosstow
siaee
Die Hard
S19
Dragon Wars
S29
Face OH Hockey

Jetsons and Flinlstones.

EPYX GAME

$14
S21

TD 2 Calil Scenery.... $9.88

FU Tomcat

games.

Pipe Dream
Pro Tennis Tour

$23
S14

59.88

Design and print your own
personalized cards, banners,

PRINT KIT

S21

S26
S26
S23

Call

S21
S14

S13.88
S23

Calif . Winter.

World & Summer Games 2
Mind-Roll

S13.88

Snow Strike

S1388

Sports-A-Roni

S1588

GAMETEK
Pume Time Hits Vol. 1 ...S19
Includes. Hollywood Sq..

Super Password and Wheel
ol Fortune

$23

Magic Candle
S25
Stunt Track Racer
S19
S19
Wierd Dreams
MELBOURNE HOUSE
Shark Attack
Call
Woita Trophy Soccer
519
MICROtLLUSIONS
Black|ack Academy
S25
Sky Travel
...$32
MICHOLEAGUE

SDA Discount Price $14

SIMON & SCHUSTER

S23
$25

Word WnlerE

SIR TECH
Heart of Maelstrom

S25

Wizardry Trilogy

$29

P.M Art Fantasy

SSI

'HmtDooks Available
Battles ol Napoleon
Buck Rogers. Countdown
Champions of Krynn ...

S2S
S25

F-19 Stealth Fighter
Gunship
Pirates

S29
$25
S29

Hillstar

S26

Red Storm Rising

S29

Heroes of the Lance
Overrun

S21
532

Silent Service
MINDSCAPE

S14

Pool of Radiance

$26

Action Fighter

$21

War of the Lance

$26

Sid

Afterburner
Alien Syndrome
Days o( Thunder

..$23
S23
Call

Guant!et2

S21

CALL OR WRITE FOR OUR

SPINNAKER

Complete SAT

S25

SUBLOGIC
Flight Simulator 2
F S Scenery Disks
Hawaii Scenery

$32
Call
S19

TIMEWORKS
Data Manager 2

Sid

FREE FALL 1990
HI-TECH EXPRESSIONS
Beetle Juice Print Kit
S14
Elec Co. Learning Lib 1 . S16
Jetsons/Flmstones Print KnSI-J
Win, Lose or Draw Deluxe S16

Shmobi
Thunder Blade

INFOCOM
Battletech

S25

SuperbaseW
Superbase 128

INKWELL SYSTEMS
1170C Deluxe LP
nl&iCLignl Pen
Fle»idraw5 5
Graphics Integrator 2

$69
$44
$23
519
S19

MASTERTRONIC/VIRGIN
Clue
S59
Double Dragon 2
S23
Mega 10 Game Pack
$23
Monopoly
$19
Risk
S19
Scrabble
519
Super Otf-Hoad

Final Cartridge 3
Maverick Utilities V.5
Super Snapshot (V.5)

Castlevama
S19
Teen Mutant Nmja Turtles.S19

Spot

MISC UTILITIES

Call

$19

MEDAUST/MICROPLAY
3-D Pool
S19

ORIGIN
Autoduel
Omega

S21
523

■All
S988
Arkanoid 2: Revenge... S9.88

S47
$25

Bubble Bobble
■Candyland

S25
533

$58

533

519
$33
$19

Times of Lore
$25
Ultima 4 or 5
S39 Ea
Ultima 6
coming Nov they say
S44

Ultima Trilogy
Windwalker

PROFESSIONAL

Fleet System 2 Plus
Fleet System 4 128

$39

$25

S39
$49

PSYGNOSIS - ON SALE'
Ballistix
S1688
Captain Fizz
$18.88

shipping. AK. HI, FPO. APO-shipping is$5 on all orders. Canada and

shipping is S7.5O on all orders. PA residents add 6f/i sales

tu\ on the total amount til orders including shipping charges.

Call.

Orders with cashiers cheeks or moncj orders shipped immediate!) on in
stock items. Personal and companj checks, allou M business days
clearance. No C.O.I).V

ABCs
Math 1 or 2

ACCESSORIES
Animation Station
CompuServe Starler Kit

Disk Drive Cleaner

S4 88

Icontroller

S14

Winner M3 Mouse

S33

Wfco Bat Handle Joystick 517

Wico Boss Joystick

$12

Wico Ergostick Joystick

S16

XETEC Super Graphix Jr .$39

■Beyond Dark Castle .. S988
$938
S988

'Caveman Ugh-LympicsS938
■Chutes & Ladders
S988
"Double Dare

S9.88

Double Dragon 1

S9.8S

EZ Working Filer
EZ Working Writer
■Ferrari Formula 1
4th 4 inches Football ..

S688
S6 38
S9 88
$988

■Grave Yardage
Hitchhikers Guide
Hollywood Squares

'Kings Beach Volleyball.
Last Ninja
Learn the Alphabet
Learn to Add
Learn to Spell

S988
S988
S9.88
S9.B3
S3 88
$4 88
S4 88
S4 88

"Neuromancer

$9.88

Newsroom
Newsroom Art
«1.2or3

S9.88
S9S8Ea.

Operation WoK

S988

Press Your Luck
Print Power
Qix

$9.88
S9.88
S988

'Rampage
Remote Control

S9.88
S8 88

Rambo 3

Renegade

$9 88
S9 88

Revenge of Defender . . S9 88

Sesame Street Series
Astro Graver

S688

Btg Birds Special Del $688
Ernies &g Splash ...
Ernies Mage Shapes
Muppet Prim Kit
Sesame St Print Kit

$688
S688
S9.88
S9.88

"Leather Goddesses ... $9.88

Shoot em Up Construction
Set
$988

Magic Johnsons B-Bali $988

Sky Shark

5988

Super Password

$9.88

Win Lose Draw 2 or Jr.

$8.83

Looney Tunes Print Kit

S9.SS

Marble Madness
Muppet Print Kit

$9 88
S9.88

Music Const Set

S9.88

'Murder on the Atlanttc...S9.88

Tetris
Wasteland

S9.88
S9.88

'Now at New Low SDA Price

us & use vour Mastercard or Visa

_800-225-7638

Order Line Hours: Mon-Thurs 9:00 A.M.-9:00 P M

Fri-9:00 A.M.-7:00 P.M.. Sal-10:00 A.M.4:00 P.M. EST.

• Send Money Orders or Checks to:

SOFTWARE DISCOUNTERS INT I..
5607 Baum Blvd.. Dept. CG
Pittsburgh. PA 15206

• Fax MC VISA orders with our fax ft I-412-361-4545

Prices and availability Eire subject to change.

• School purchase orders accepted.

412-361 -5291. 9-5:30 EST.

$49
519

Sony5 14DSDD
$699 Bx
Disk Case (Holds 75) .. S688

Defective merchandise replaced within 60days ol purchase. Other returns
subject to2(Kf restocking charge. You must call customer service for return

authorization

$14
S14 Ea.

Numbers
$14
Opposites
S14
S14
Reading
Read' Comprehension . S16
Shapes
S14
Spellgrabber
$16
TownBuNOer
S16
Typing
$16

BARGAIN

$33

Quest for Clues Book 2
Space Rogue
Tangled Tales

S16

BASEMENT

S25

Knights of Legend

S23

WEEKLY READER
Sticky bear Series.

DM Mast Ast. 1 or2...S2i Ea.
Dragons of Flame
S14
Dragon Strike
S26

Secret ol Silver Blades . . .S26

$14

..525

UNISON WORLD
Print Master Plus

Curse of Azure Bonds .. .S26

COMMODORE CATALOG

KONAMI/ULTRA
Blades of Steel

Call
$32
S26
S26

MICflOPROSE
Airborne Rangei

F-15 Strike Eagle

Swificalc Sideways

Star Trek. Rebel
Typing Tutor 4

M L Baseball 2

orders under SHX) add S4: Free

I'I'S 2 daj and overnight shipping available

List $19.95

Dr Doom s Revenge

shipping mi orders over $100: Call for details on overnight & 2 daj
Puerto Rico

posters and more featuring the

List $34.95 SDA Discount Price $23

RoboCop
Tag Team Wrestling

TD 2 Super Cars

A radical value just in time for
Christmas. 4 games for the price
of 1! Winter games. Summer
games 2 , Calif, games. World

SERIES

List S29.95 SDA Discount Price S19
ABACUS BOOKS
GEO3 Inside 5 Out

HI TECH
EXPRESSIONS

• Order Via Modem on CompuServe. GEnie & QLink.

cp/m

c-128

cp/m

c-138

cp/m

c-188

cp/m

c-128

cp/m

c-188

cp/m

c-128

$195.00 (List 495.00)

Ashton-Tate 's dBASE II

data and application compatible with MS-DOS version: dBASE IV.

WordStar* v2.26

$39.95 with 736 page

User's Guide and command keytops (data files compatible with MS-DOS version)—includes
Osborne CP/M System Manual with extensive CP/M Tutorials as well.

with WordStar, purchase any or all of following for only $10.00 each:

SpellGuard checker with dictionaries, Grammatic" checks Grammar and syntax,

MailMan/Mailing list manager and label maker, FORTH language, P.D. 3 Disk Index.

and/or combine WordStar with any/or all of following $39.00 Programs at 3/S95.00:

SuperCalcf v1.05 spreadsheet, Microsoft BASIC With DRI's Compiler BASIC, Microsoft's
BASCOIW Compiler, WordPac" Incl. SpellGuard Grammatic Documate and MatliStar,

Microsoft's POB.TRAN-80" With Macro-Linking Compiler {$90, List 295), SuperSort*,

DataStar*, Personal Pearl 6 disks menu-driven Executive's Data Base, Real Estate

Investor8 for SuperCalc, Personal Datebook" also schedules office.
All Programs Abcve T.M. Reg. U.S Pat. Office by their respective Publishers.

Please add $4.50 P & H per order. Send Checks to P.D.S.C., Suite L-3, 33 Gold Street, New York,
NY 10038.

MasterCard/VISA Please Call 1-800-221-7372 (PDSC) Don Johnson
Circle Reader Service Number 117

BIG BLUE READER

Dynamically Modifiable Bulletin Board Oystem
The Bulletin Board Of The 90's

Reads & Writes IBM MS-DOS Disks

• Full Commodore™ color graphics & ASCII

Big Blue Reader transfers word processing, lent, ASCII, and

■ Fully compatible with CMu's HD series &

binary files between Commodore and IBM MS-DOS diskettes.
JS71 or 1581 Disk Driye js required. Does not work with 1541.

Fast, easy to use, menu driven program for novices and experts.
Transfers MS-DOS files on 36OK 5.25" & 720K 3.5" disks.
Big Blue Reader 128 V3.1 supports: CI28 CP/M files, 17xx REU,
40/80 column, reading MS-DOS sub-directories, and much more.

Big Blue Reader 64 V2 available separately only $29.95
BBR 128 V3.1 upgrade available. Send original BBR disk and $18

BIG BLUE READER 128/64 only $44.95

BIBLE SEARCH V3.1
Fastest Complete Bible on 7 Disks!
A fasl, easy-to-use tool for general Bible study and in-depth

Xelec's Ll. Kemal hard drives.
■ Fully supports JiffyDos operating
environment & various other burst ROM's
■ 300-2400 baud, Supports 1650,1660,

$6995

1670, Avatex & ALL Hayes compalibles!

Includes BASIC Source Code.

1700 series RAM expanders, ALL 154!'s
& compatibles, 1571,1561. SFD 1001
■ Menu driven, user-lriendly BBS
- On-line game modules available

update from Version 4.0 S39.95

■ C64,64CT SX64, C128, C128D (64 mode),

> NOT Copy Protected, make as many

back-ups as you need.
• 2- 24 hour BBS main support numbers
■ 1 Voice support number

■ Various info lines throughout North America
■INCLUDED: CLEAR AND CONCISE
MANUAL IN A SLEEK

BINDER

^f?.~

Add$5.s/h 18. outside U.S.

MO Res. add 5% sales tax
20% Discount on D.M.B.B S. In
Exchange for any PAID FOR & Reg.
C= 64/128 BBS prog.

30 Day Money Back
Guarantee!!!

P.O. Box 96, Glen Burnie, MD 21060

and New Testament text and Concordance on seven 1541/71 disks.

Includes C64 & CI28 programs; printer and disk output; versatile

Or Call

search options; and more. Satisfaction. Money Back Guaranteed!

(301)553-0301

c- ■■■;'.

CMDHD's

AT DISCOUNT
PRICES TO

NEW. Bible Search Gospel Demo for C64/* ?& «* Amiga nnlv K\
"an enormously quick and responsive program". Gazette Aug '89

REGISTERED

"try it with any drive-you'll be amazed". Twin Cities #25

115 Bellmont Road; Decatur IN 46733
Order by check, money order, or COD. US Funds only.
Free shipping in US and Canada. No credit card orders.
Foreign orders add $5 ($12 for whole Bible)
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WE

OFFER

Holiday Special $59.00 (KJV or NIV Whole Bible)

SOGWAP Software - Ph:{219)724-3900

•eater Pricing
Available

- Mai| Check or

Money Order to: ARTISoft,

Bible research. Finds any word or verse in seconds! Complete Old

Please specify 1541. 1571 or 1581 disks.

D.M.B.B.S. Series V

A division of Dynamic Technologies, Inc

D.M.B.B.S.
OWNERS.

Inquiries: (301) 553-0201
f
" S «■ EB *<D
24 Hr. BBS: (301) 553-0001 "Your best somes lor computer equipment & access.
Circle Reader Service Number 203

FEEDBACK
QUESTIONS

A Dynamic Loader
Recently, I was going through one of
your back issues and found a program
similar to the one below.
CE
KG

10

POKE

20

KE 186,8
INPUT "FILENAf1E";N$:IFLE

184,2:POKE

185,0:PO

N(N$)>16THEN20

FQ

30

INPUT

"STARTING

ADDRESS"

;S:IFS<0ORS>65535THEN30

KG

40

XK

50

POKE

183,LEN{NS):POKE

7,0:POKE
FOR

1=1

18

188,2
TO

LEN(NS):POKE

,1,1)):NEXT
60

POKE

I

780,0:POKE

781,S-IN

tine in your letter, but we've includ

ed one to demonstrate how to call
the Kernal's SAVE routine from
BASIC.
QH 10 DV = 8:INPUT

SYS

,N$+",P,W"
JA 20

INPUT#15,EN:IFENO0THENP

RINT"DISK ERROR":GOTO70
FQ 30 INPUT "STARTING ADDRESS"

65493: IFSTO64THENPR

;S:IFS<0ORS>6553 5THEN30
SR 40 INPUT "ENDING ADDRESS";E

T(S/256)
70

"FILENAME";N$

:OPEN15,DV,15:OPEN1,DV,1

782,IN

T(S/256)*256:POKE
CE

OUR

of the starting address into the X
and Y registers, respectively. Line
70 calls the Kernal routine and then
checks for an error after it has
returned.
You didn 7 mention a save rou

{SPACE}511+1,ASC(MIO$(N$
XK

FROM

INT"FILE

NOT

FOUND"

It POKEs a few numbers into memo
ry and then SYSs to an address. When
I run it, it loads a program into a se
lected memory area.
I've seen programs similar to this
one in other magazines. Could you ex
plain to me the principles behind this
program and how it might be used?
JERRY HAIXETT
STOCKTON. NY

The program uses the Kernal
LOAD routine to load a file begin
ning at a specific address. The three
POKES in line 10 set the logicalfile
number, secondary address, and de
vice number as you would for an
OPEN command. (The equivalent
OPEN command would be OPEN
2,8,0.) Lines 20 and 30 request the
filename and the file's starting ad
dressfrom the user. Thefirst POKE
in line 40 sets the length of the
filename, and the other two repre
sent the address (512) of the file
name in low-byte/high-byteformat.
Line 50 actually stores thefilename
in locations 512-527.
Line 60 sets the 6502 's registers
to prepare for calling the Kernal
LOAD routine. Thefirst POKE sets
the accumulator to 0 to tell the rou
tine to perform a load. (Placing a 0
in the accumulator would cause the
routine to verify.) The next two
POKEs store the low and high bytes

:IFE<SORE>65535THEN40
KS 50 POKE

193,S-INT (S/256)*25

6:POKE 194,INT(S/256)
PE 60 POKE 174,E-INT(E/256)*25
6:POKE

175,INT(E/256):SY

S62957

KM 70 CLOSE1:CLOSE15

Line 10 inputs the filename
from the user and attempts to open
it. Line 20 checks to see whether the
open was successful. Lines 30 and
40 get the starting and ending ad
dresses for the file from the user.
Line 50 sets a pointer to the starting
address while line 60 sets the pointer
to the ending address and calls the
routine. Line 70 closes the file after
the save.

Big CPU in the Sky
In your recent article "Into the Crystal
Ball" (June 1990), many people

blamed software companies or the
market for the declining interest in the
64. They blamed everything except
what's really wrong. It's hardware, not

software or the market. The main
problem is that the 64 isn't attractive
anymore. The 64 has already died and

gone to the big CPU in the sky.
I've had a 64 for close to ten
years, but it lacks hardware capabili
ties. It should be taken into the factory

and given a total overhaul. When it
comes out, it should have 256K of
ROM, an operating system that takes
up minimal space in memory, a faster
DECEMBER

READERS

CPU, 64K or 128K of video RAM, a
ramdisk, and a built-in program that
would still let it run conventional 64
software.
It may sound like I have MSDOS in mind, but the 64 has to have

some sort of hardware enhancement
and a true operating system,
c. symonds

BECKENHAM.W.A.
AUSTRALIA

No Joy
I am writing out of sheer frustration
regarding your MLX program. I have
tried to enter this program with and

without The Automatic Proofreader,
and in both instances line 130 gives
no joy. Please help!

It is also noted that The Automat
ic Proofreader program printed in my
December 1989 Gazette is different
from the ones printed after. I have
tried to load both, and only the De
cember one works. The big question

is, is it me or my overgrown
calculator?
ALANCULPH

MOOROOLBARK. VIC

AUSTRALIA

Alan, we checked line 130 of MLX
with several versions o/"The Auto
matic Proofreader, and we got the
correct checksum with all of them.
The handwritten sample you pro
vided was missing an equal sign
after the L$, but we have no way of
knowing whether it was absentfrom
your typed-in version or not.
Line 130 does contain several
pointsfor possible confusion. Where
it says S$=" " there is one space
between the quotation marks. It is
typed by pressing the quote key, the
space bar, and then the quote key
again. Where it says T$="{13
RIGHT)", press the quote key and
then tap the right Crsr key 13 times
before pressing the quote key again.
Ifyou press the space bar 13 times,
thefinal result may be the same but
your checksum will be different. Be
sure to read andfamiliarize yourself
with the instructions on how to type
in Gazette programs. >
1990
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EASY Bookkeeping and Analysis Help
EXCLUSIVELY for YOUR Commodore 64

FEEDBACK

DON'T SPEND THOUSANDS
TO GET ORGANIZED.
EASY
BOOKS-1

Press a key. Weekly, quarterly, or year-to-dale

receipts and expenses including cnildcare are

),F${MAX),MO${12)

totaled to analyze - or for that (ax deadline.

GE

20

Easy recording from checkbook and cash receipts.

PK

30

FE

40

XT

Plenty of error correction ability.

More easily analyze and help control expenses.
Extra disks for $7.00 ♦ postage and tax.

A checkbook

database for
HOME and
cash BUSINESS.
"The reports
were superior..."

$39.95
Unique. Effective.

Prim with or without % analysis on weekly summary.

Print all annual expenditures for each Expense
category. The program automatically highlights
which categories have expenses!

PO. Box 216

Iowa Park. TX 76367-0216

FOB X=0TOMAX-1:READ AS(X
),B$(X),CS(X),D${X),E$(X
),F$(X):NEXT

PRINT"{CLR}{WHT}{3
ENTER

View or print weekly, quarterly, or YTD.

MONTH

N) "; :INPUT
FD

50

IF

MF

60

PKINT"{2

MS

LEN(M$)>3

FOR

DOWN}

(EXAHPLE:JA

THEN

DOWN}

PRINTER

40

PRESS

OR

(P)

"

PQ

70

PRINT"{7 SPACES}(S) FOR
{SPACEjSCREEN OUTPUT"

No burdensome commands to learn. Easy error

ME

80

GET

correction. You don't have to be an expert typist!

PB

90

FORX=0TO11:IF M$=MOS(X)
{SPACEjTHEN 120

HH

100

NEXT

CM

110

KM

120

GOTO40
FOR X=0TOMAX-1:IF

More:

■ Trailing zeroes. $91.50 instead of $91.5.
■ Project Year-To-Datc to end of year.

Zip.
Copyright © 1990 EASY BOOKS DISTRIBUTING

COMMODORES is a rtgisurcd tridcmiik af Commodore Efcclronia Llrt
EASY BOOKS-1 and iflgoitrindHiuiksol EASYBOOKSD15TB1BUT1NG

P$=""THEN

80

LEFTS

THEN

GOSUB

170

NEXT:PRINT
[RVSJPRESS

"(2
ANY

DOWN}
KEY{OFF}

XJ

130

ER

140

GETAS:IFA$=""THEN

CR

150

GOTO40

BG
KB

160
170

REM ** PRINT ROUTINE **
IF P$="P"THENOPEN4,4:CM

SX

180

Address
City

PS:IF

(F${X),3)=M$

■ Prepare and print a Balance Sheet.
Name

EASY BOOKS DISTRIBUTING

FORX=0TO11:READMO$(X):NE

140

D4

Professional-Educational-Home Applications

3-D GRAPHICS DESIGN

Architects. Engineers, Designers,
Programmers. Students

■■> Veiled Best Graphic* i'm^ram
—Run Marine 1988

CAD4DH tntfl mr into Ihr fulttl growing fitld in
KfJphii1 tcdinriluKV. AI .1 Iptdll introductory price

For Commodore 6i/128 m 64 mode

View Designs in Multiple Perspectives

SS3.45. Add SI 00 All .hipping inJ hindlinfi,' for
C.O.I) Jdd Jn iddlllonll SI.00. (tjlifotnij retidents pleat Include n ul« nil.

iht Software

2269 CHESTNUT STREET

A$(X);"

XD

200

SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94123

";B$(X)

PRINT"ADDR: (2

SPACES}11;

C$(X)

BK

210

PRINT"{7

CD

220

PRINT"PHONE:

";E$(X)

PP

230

PRINT"B'DAY:

";F$(X)

RA

240

IF

SPACES}";DS (X)

PS="P"THEN

PRINT#4:C

LOSE4

SUITE 162

ORDER LINE • (415) 923-10BI
FAX • (415) 923-1084
Dealt is/Distribu tors inquiries welcomed.

PRINT:PRINT

RJ 190 PRINT"NAHE:{2 SPACES}";

SG

250

RETURN

SX

260

REM

PC

270

DATA

**

NAMES

**

JAN,FEB,MAR,APR,MA

Y,JUN,JUL,AUG,SEP,OCT,N

OV,DEC

The Automatic Proofreader has
undergone several revisions over the
years, and it was changed slightly in
January 1990 when we dropped refer
ence to the Plus/4 and 16 computers.

It works the same as the earlier ver
sion, but you must be careful to enter
it correctly since the Proofreader
can't check itself.

So It's Your Birthday!
I am 72 and not at all interested in
games, but I'm having trouble with a
program that shouldn't be too compli
cated for you smart young fellows. I
have a list of 86 names, addresses, and
birthdays from my mailing label pro
gram, and I'd like a utility to go
through the data and select the names
and birthdays of all the people born in
a particular month. It would be nice
to have it print them to the screen or
printer.
DON SHEA
LAKECITY.FL
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Here's a simple program that
should do what you want, Don. It
reads six pieces ofinformation from
data statements about each person.
Thefirst name, last name, address,
phone number, and birth date are
all single items; but notice that the
city, state, and ZIP code are also
listed as one item. For the program
to work properly, make certain that
you have six entries separated by
commas for each data statement.
Use a space ifyou need to leave an
item blank.
Once you've entered your data
statements, change the value of
MAX in line 10 to equal the number
of names on your list. Our sample
program has only two people; there
fore, MAX=2. If you have 86
names on your list, then MAX=86.
GM

10 MAX=2:DIM AS (MAX) ,BS(MAX
),C${MAX),DS(MAX),E$(MAX

DECEMBER

1990

PF

280

DATA
OX

JOHN

A.,D0E,RT

123,SILER

CITY

344, 555-0123,AUG
KD

290

DATA

2
L
KC

999

JANE

BOX

1

NC

31

B.,EDWARDS,RT

334,PLANT

CITY

32055,555-9876,JAN

DATA

B
27

F
10

JAN,FEB,MAR,APR,MA

Y,JUN,JUL,AUG,SEP,OCT,N

JS

1000

OV,DEC
DATA JOHN

{SPACEjBOX

EM

1001

ITY

NC

AUG

31

DATA
T

2

FL

1

123,SILER C

27344,555-0123,

JANE
BOX

A.,D0E,RT

B.,EDWARDS,R

334,PLANT

CITY

32055,555-9876,JAN

10

Scanning for Scanners
I would like to know if you can help
me with a question. I would like to
know if there are any companies out
there that make scanners that are
compatible with the 64. If there are,
I'd like the address or information
about them.
JOSEPH PATRICK
APO. NY

Leroy's Cheatsheets

Freeware For Commodore 64/128
BUSINESS, BUSINESS, BUSINESS!

Quick & Easy Software Documentation!

"i 3.3 MULTIRNDER (6012) - All-purpose database. Can be cuswnized to suit your needs
"i BUS PHOG5 1 (6094) ■ includes Accung. Checkbook, Mortgage. Budget. Word Processor, a/id mote!
"i BUS PROGS 2 (6201) ■ More including invoice Master", Inventory, Form Maker, Sales Expenses. Payroll

CXir lamous Loroy's Cheatsheets* have lt>e eiacl kaystrokes yours
lookino (or without ar*ays referring back 10 irw manual. Made ot sturdy
plastic laminated card stock and Oflset ::■' :.'J for perfect clarity.

Commodore 64
>2.o
B*ginn.r
Blunlu (3 »)
Cat Raiuh Adv
PU!52«

Epion FX SO
Fiut Filar
FIhi SyUtm 2.
Flight Simulator II
Gcos

Coraulunt

Gemini 10X. 1SX
Logo [shawl |
Logs (shwt 2)
Hsn»a* iCBM)

SXyTnvM

PuBOl BO3I52S |
Dau Ma.iao«:

Dakl£*1
Doodl*
EaiyCic

Ewy Script

Bta

Commodore 128

Pockat Filar
Pockat Planni
Pocket Wnai

J7" each or 3 for $19"

Sirnon'i Bui

Buic7.D

SpMdsHipt
Somai Only

Blanis (3 ta)
EuySoT"
ESta

N«wsroorn

Supsrjeicl (

F6flht5«n2

Okidda 92-93
Pilot
PajwClip

SwftCalc
ViluUi

New

Plus, and Pay Day.

W^each or 3 for $9"

QEOS2D
MukOtwi
PaparClpll

WWO Wn.r 4

from Keystone Software

Paper Clp III
PodatFHtf
Poi*»t Planrnr

Pocket Wr««
Suparbau 128
SupwScripI 128
Sw*tC»k;12B

Wordpntze
Word Writr

New

Eight new programs featuring easy-to-use drop down menus and entry windows.

View up to 15 records at a lima. Scrolling is fasti

Records are in memory for fast

access and fast sorts. Print one record at a time, pick and choose many or print the
entire list- you have complete control. Import & export records between lists. Sort on

any ot nine fields. Both 64 & 128 versions (40 & 80 col.) are included. Ready to use,
no seiup required. Mail List Manager is the first C64/128 program designed specifically
to manage your mailing lists. Now organize your possessions, hobbies, collections. All

programs print rolodex cards, standard labels, lists. Specific programs have pre-de-

signsd label designs such as Video or Audio Cassette labels, or crease new designs
with our Label Maker* program (see below).
o>n/\ QT

• Mail List Manager

* Book Llbraiy

• Home Inventory
• Audio Cassette Library

« Video Cassette Library
* Photo/Slide Library

• CD/Record Library

For C64 Kill
C12B (ID or 80 columns)

$29 9S

11 pre-designed label layouts, including
Audio & Video Cassettes or "design
your own". Use your printer's (on! and

color capabilities. Merge data (rom your
data base.

all other orders $4.50 per order
PAresWenisadd6%ta)'.

Call or write for FREE catalog ot"

1,000's of programs for your PC!

budgeting system,

(8OO) 233-2451

"IBUSPROG ■1(6203).Sla!ionary
Store, and Business Invoices.

Mon ■ Fi-I Quill

1C-128APPS l(6052)-Calendar

5pm PST

Maker, Super Catuato;. Iso Surface Plotter, Label Program, Address Boo* 8 File. &f-Key Template.

"1 C-128 APPS 2(5053)-i0moreappiicatonsm40'e0co[umnm«Jes: 6iBoD;i28,U1tracat. ana8more
"1C-12BTELECOMM 1 (6055) -Threeof inebesiPDcommurKatiansprograms: Novatermi28Vi.4.Pro128-Term V16.1. and Smaltom CP M 128.

"1C-128TELECOMM 2(6050] -TeleTerm 128, Utraterm. Color Graph re Terminal 128 STacoTem 128 V4.1,
3 C-64 PROGRAMMING 116092) - imro lo Basic. 64 Memory Map. Disk Commands. HeiOEC Binbary * .
"I COPY DISK |6OO4) - Contains EZDtsk. Fi e Copy, DOS 5.1C. Drive Align. Umcopy 64. Lyn<, Source Copy.
□ DATABASE PROGRAMS (6221) - Comsms DaiaBase Masier, Address Master. DaiaFde, Rolottsk Eiec.
D DO-IT-YOURSELF BUSINESS PAPEfl (6002) - A must for any business1 Print invoices, ^abels, eic

~l 9 TO 5 1 (6175). t8 business related programs; Banner Maker, Caialoger. Yellow Pages, Touchtone.

~i 9 TO 5 2 (6176)- 21 business related programs; Typesetter, Portfolio. Phone Book. Fmarce. Mail Lables.

"19 TO 5 ' 3 (6177) ■ 30 business related; VIP Disk Manager, Amortize, Calendar^. Articles. Easy Edit, etc.
"I PRODUCTIVITY PROGRAMS (6105) ■ a programs including Recipes, Recipe Conversion. Alarm Clock.
Coupon Organizer, Bartender, Mortgage. Reni or Buy. and Amortization.

n PS GRAPHICS LABEL MAKERS 6016) - A colleciion of menu-driven label makers trial us PnniStop
graphics Includes Gary's Labels 2. and Pfsni Shop Grapjics Label Maker V2.0.

1 THE DATA 8ASE FOR C-128 (6028) - Thts disk contains a tutorial and help files.
1 UNIQUE NOVELTY (6047) - Assorted programs Mating Eliza Luscner Colour Test, Bmyttim. Biorythm
Printer. Kale.coscco: 3"a Reiiex Timer

To onicr. pica.se check the desired <ilsk and Include S2.99 for each ordered. Order
■i

I

I byjanuaiy31, 1990 and receive fret-S/H (a$4 value). CA residents add 6% salts
lax. Buy 5 disks and gel a 6th one Tree.

« Stamp Collection

S/HS2.00 per order (Cfteaishee!s only)

Label Maker1

e

"1 BUS PHOGS'3 (6210)-Power

Biidgai is a powerful expandable

| Please send order, payment, name, address and daytime phone to:
ibbi^

\JS!iifmi
iWQg}

Name
Address

City/St

Zip _
Cheatsheet Products Inc.
Dept G PO Box 8369 Pittsburgh. PA 15018

We accept Check, MO,

mraaise So/tmre

Mastercard & Visa.

Sorry—No COD's.

7657 Winnetka Ave, Ste 328-C. Winnetka CA 91306

Q818) 700-0784 Voice/Fax

(800) 233-2451 Orders Only]

(412)243-1049 (9 to 5)
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Good timing, Joseph. As a matter offact, COMPUTE
associate editor Robert Bixby takes an in-depth look at a
new import from Germany. Read his Gazette article
"Take a Scan at This," which is about a handy hand
held scanner designed especially for the 64.
More about SpeedScript
I am wondering if there will be any 128 SpeedScript en
hancements in the future. This has been the best word
processor that I have ever used. Simple, but it gets the job
done. One program I'd like to see is one that would let me

use SpeedScript 128 with my second disk drive as the data
disk and have the necessary POKEs to accomplish this.
Also, I would like to have a program that would alphabet
ize the 128 SpeedCheck files. I have done this by hand,
and it tends to make the spelling checker run a little faster.
I'd like the spelling checker accessed by using Ctrl-C. The
word under the cursor could be checked with the main
program in drive 8.

I enjoy the new format for your magazine, and I'm
looking forward to each new issue. I was afraid your mag
azine would stop the articles on the 8-bit machines. Many
people and I think there's a place for a small machine in

FACTORY AUTHORIZED

:

COMMODORE REPAIR CENTER

1-800-772-7289
1708) 879-2888 IN ILLINOIS

C64 Repair ipcb only) . 42.95

64.95

C-128 Repair ipc

1541 Permanent

Alignment =;s onlvi 29.95

1541 Repair

79.95

1571 RapairipcB onlyi 79.95

C128D Repair

CALL

ibm Compatibles . .. CALL
Printers

CALL

Monitors

CALL

Other Equipment. .. CALL

CALL BEFORE SHIPPING FOR AUTHORIZATION NUMBER
(Have Serial and Card Number; ready)

PARTS AND LABOR INCLUDED
FREE RETURN SHIPPING
|APO. FPO. AIR ADD S I0.00|

24-48 HR. TURNAROUND
[Subject to Parts Availability)

30 DAY WARRANTY ON ALL REPAIRS

COMMODORE PARTS
CALL (708) 879-2350
C-64 Power Supply

34.95*

this world. I'll be watching the pages of Gazette for any re

CI28 Power Supply

59.95*

sponse to the ideas I have proposed.

Other Parts

ROBERT HARTLE

TIONESTA. PA

Thanks for the kind words, Robert. Over the years we've
been able to add a number of utilities to SpeedScript to
make it even more useful to our readers. A few of those
enhancements have come from our staff, but most of
them have come as submissions from our readers. By

CALL
'(Plus $4.00 Shipping/Handling)

TEKTOMCS PLUS, IMC.
150 HOUSTON STREET
BATAVIA, IL 60510

Circle Reader Service Number 205
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GET MORE FEATURES FOR

BIBLE STUDY
LANDMARK The Computer
Reference Bible offers:
- Complete Old and New Testaments in King James

Version or New International Version. Individual verse
(marginal) references, words of Christ in color, complete
N1V footnotes and a Concordance.

- Searching for up to 12 partial words, wildcard
characters, words or phrases it once. Search not only

the Bible, but also your own files, or even the results of
a search, to narrow your search down further.
-Crea ling of your own files, using the built in lextedlLor

lo copy Scripture, text or search results into your file.
You can also convert your files for use with most

wordprocessors, like Paperclip and GEOS to add
graphics or different type styles.

- Compiling your own Personal Bible containing all
your notes, comments, outlining of text in color and

keep it organized. Make new references, add to the
existing references, or reference your own filesl

- Compatibility with all disk drives for the C64/128
including 1541, 1571, 1581, SFO1001, and hard disk
drives. A bo will tak e advantage of cartridge o r hardware

speedup products like FAST LOAD or Jiffy DOS to
improve performance of the program. Entire Bible
with references fits onto eight 1581 disks. C64vl .2 and
C128v2.0on same program disk!

KIV $89-95 WV $99-95 /Both SlSS.OQ
plus J4.00/S6.5O shipping in com. USA
CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE BROCHURE

P.A.V.Y. Software P.O. Box 1584

Ballwln, MO 63022 (314) 527-4505
MC/VISA accepted. Foreign orders write for shipping

Circle Reader Service Number 258

SSI DEALS; YOUR CHOICE, ONLY

Phantasm III, Son's of liberty.
Wargame Construction Set

$12.5

Warship,

SSI DEALS; YOUR CHOICE, ONLY

S14.5

B-24, Questron II, Roadwar £000, Shiloh: Grant'
Trail, Demon's Winter, Eternal Dagger. Panze
Strike, or U.S.A.A.F.

SSI DEALS; YOUR CHOICE ONLY
Phantasie II, Questron, Wizard's Crown

$17.5

President Elect, by SSI

S 9.5

Zenji, by Activision

S 5.C

Space Harrier, by Minciscape
Gee-Bee Air Rally, by Activision
Go, by Hayden
Movie Musical Madness, by CBS
1 Man & His Droid, by Mastertronic

Pro-Golf, by Mastertronic

Assembler, by Commodore
America's Cup, by Elec. Arts

Super Expander 64 Cartridge

S12.5
S 9.5
S 5.D
S 9.5
S 7.5

$7.5

$ 5.C
$12.5

$5.0

INFOCOM DEALS; YOUR CHOICE ONLY .. S 5.0
Deadline, Starcross, or Suspended
Zork II or III, by Infocom
Musician, by valueware

$ 5.(
$ 4.E

Programming Kit 3, by Timeworks ....

$ 9.5

Practical 64 w/Pracifile

COMPSULT

DRAWER 5160. SAN LUIS OBISPD, CA 93403-5160
Include S4 00 lor snipping charges to U S addresses. $6 00 '■
Canada. S3 00 lor Iniemationai Caiilorman s include 6 25% la
CREDIT CARD ORDERS CALL TOLL-FREE

1-800-676-6616
ONLY. PLEASE!!!!

All other info including requests 'or our FREE CATALOG whl
includes 100 s ol products Call |B05| 544-6616. a< write
Circle Reader Service Number 161

your ideas and share their programs

with us. We're always eager to see
SpeedScript enhancements or other
useful programs. Send them to the
Submissions Reviewer in care of
this magazine. Don't forget that
we're also looking for original 64
artwork for "Gazette Gallery," our
new on-disk feature.
EPROM Primer
I am interested in EPROM program
ming using the 64.1 want to know
how to manage the memory of a 16kilobyte or larger EPROM. I've seen
this done on cartridges.
MATTHEW HUDSON

DORAN. VA

this company has been returned, and
no one seems to stock these pens.
I tried the Flexidraw light pens,
but they didn't seem to work with the
Microlllustrator program.

Does anyone know who repairs

these pens? Does anyone have an old
one he or she would like to donate to

a school? If you have a new one, I
would buy it for a reasonable price.
JOHN SCHICK
NORWALK MIDDLE SCHOOL
64 CHRISTIE AVE.
NORWALK. OH 44857

I am desperate and don't know where

to turn. I have been searching in vain
for a tractor feed for a Blue Chip
Dl 2/10 (or Brother HR10) printer. I
would appreciate it if anyone could
point me in the right direction.
RAYMOND McALlSTER

The EPROM (Erasable Program
mable Read Only Memory) chip is
a powerful tool in the programmer's
arsenal. These chips hold your own
programs or code on a cartridge.
They can even be used as custom
replacements for standard chips
that come with the computer.
EPROMs come in several ca
pacities, usually in multiples of 4K
(16 CBM disk blocks). The hard
ware required for customizing and
using them is relatively inexpensive
and easy to use. It consists mainly
of an "eraser," for reinitializing
EPROMs during the process ofpro
gram development, and a "burner,"
or programmer for putting your
code into the chips.
There's a wide variety of car
tridgeformatsfor the 64. Some car
tridge boards are little more than
ROM/EPROM sockets on a plug-in
card, while others are sophisticated
enough to have their own logic ele
ments. The possibilities vary widely.
For more information about
EPROM and cartridge availability
and price, as well as devices such as
EPROM erasers and burners, write
to Jason-Ranheim,

580 Parrntt

Street, San Jose, California 95112.

$17.5

TO ORDER, SEND CHECK Ofl MONEY ORDER TO;

ORDERS

posting your suggestion here, you
may inspire someone to develop

A Little Help
Several years ago our school pur
chased six Microlllustrator light pens
and disks produced by Tech Sketch.
Recently, the pens have started to mal
function, and 1 would like to purchase
replacements. Unfortunately, mail to

2215 S. PERKINS AVE.
INDIANAPOLIS. IN 46203

I recently purchased a PET/CBM
8032 with an 8050 dual disk drive.

Does anyone have a word processing
program, editing program, or spelling
checker that will run on this com
puter? I am interested in public do
main programs or software that's
reasonably priced. I have tried several
user groups without much luck. Please
help! I really need a word processor.
JANELLE HARVEY
20 CLAY ST.
DANSVJLLE.NY 14437

I have been looking for a geoPrint ca
ble as sold by Berkeley Softworks un
til about three years ago. BSW has
discontinued the product, and I am
unable to locate it or the alternative
Power Print Cable.
Does anyone know where I can
buy either of these cables? Perhaps

someone could draw me a wiring dia
gram so I can make one for myself.
JAMES C. LYNCH

I'.O. BOX 4680
ST. THOMAS. VI 00801

How about it, readers? Can you help
these people with their needs?
Do you have a question, comment, or
problem? Have you discovered some
thing that could help other Commo
dore users? We want to hearfrom you.
Write to Gazette Feedback, 324 West
Wendover Axenue, Greensboro, North
Carolina 27408. We regret that, due to
the volume of mail received, we cannot
respond individually to questions.
B

PROGRAMS
DANNY

Put on your armor and sharpen
your sword! The black knight

has stolen the king's crown, and
it's up to you to get it back. It
won't be easy. To solve this intricate
puzzle, you must find your way
through six castles, 16 rooms, and
more than 50 maze screens.
Pick up keys to unlock castles,
but watch out! The black knight is
waiting for you inside one of them.
You must defeat him in order to re
trieve the crown, but you're not safe
until you slay the dragons.

ENGLISH

dom, but the objects are located in dif
ferent places. Game 1 is easiest; game
4, the most difficult.
Play begins with your knight
standing in front of the white castle,
where you must return the crown to

win the game. Control the knight with
the joystick and begin exploring. The
kingdom is connected by a series of
rooms with mazes between them.
Some of the mazes may be simple, but
they can be up to 12 screens large and
have many rooms connected to them.

Getting Started
Crown Quest is written entirely in ma
chine language, so you'll need to use
MLX, the machine language entry
program, to type it in. See "Typing

Aids" elsewhere in this section. When
MLX prompts you, respond with the
values given below.
Starting address: 0801
Ending address: 2058
When you've finished typing Crown

Quest, be sure to save a copy of the
program before exiting MLX.
Although Crown Quest is written
in machine language, it loads and runs
like a BASIC program. When you're
ready to play, plug a joystick into port
2. Load the program and type RUN.
Crown Quest requires disk access, so
until you've finished playing.

Playing the Game

and return the king's crown as quickly
as you can. When you run Crown
Quest, the program will search for a

file on the disk named CQ.TIMES. If
the file isn't there, it will be written
automatically. This file is a record of
the best playing times of people who
have won the game. Once this file has
loaded, the title and the best times are
displayed.
Use the joystick to select one of

four versions of the game. Each ver
sion uses the same Crown Quest king

crown. You cannot enter a castle until

the gate is open. If the gate is closed,
you'll need to find a key that's the
same color as the castle. The one ex
ception is the white castle. Since it is
already open, you won't need a key to
enter it
When exploring mazes, you may
come across dragons flying toward
you above the maze. If the dragon hits
you, you'll see a flash of bright light.
You can sustain only two or three hits
in one maze before you're struck
down, penalized two minutes, and
sent back to the white castle. If you
find the sword, you can defend your
self against the dragon.

The Black Knight's Lair

don't remove the disk from the drive

In Crown Quest, you're a knight of the
white castle. Your mission is to find

the screen. Should you attempt to pick
up an object while you're already car
rying one, the two will be swapped.
You may find piles of gold worth
either 5 or 10 points. Your gold points
are displayed at the bottom of the
screen. You'll need 50 gold points
before you can pay to cross the black
knight's toll bridge.
Other objects you may find are
castle keys, a sword, a magnet, and the

Somewhere in the kingdom is a
toll bridge. Once you've crossed it,
you enter the realm of the black
knight, which consists of two chal

lenging mazes, one room, and the
black castle.
There are nine different objects to
collect and use as you play Crown

Quest. These objects appear in the
lower left corner of the screen. You
press the fire button to pick up an ob
ject, but you may carry only one item
at a time. You may not drop objects
when you're inside a maze. The object
you're currently carrying is displayed
in the text window at the bottom of
DECEMBER

When you cross the toll bridge, 50
gold points will be taken, and you'll
enter a corridor that leads to the black
knight's kingdom. Once inside the
black castle, you'll come face to face
with the black knight himself. He
stands twice as tall as you, guarding
the entrance to a deep, dark, invisible
maze—his hiding place for the crown.
If you attempt to pass him without a
sword, you'll be struck by his mighty
fist and sent back to the white castle.
Your only hope is to carry your
sword, get a long running start, and
try to strike him down.
Once past the black knight, you
enter the most challenging maze of all.
You're surrounded in darkness, but
suddenly lightning illuminates the
path for an instant. You must find
your way through the maze using only
the lightning as your guide. When you
finally reach the crown, you'll see that
the black knight has hidden it inside
the maze wall. One of the other ob1990

COMPUTE
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jects in the game can help you take
possession of the crown. I won't tell
you exactly how to get it out of the
wall, but you'll need one of the objects
mentioned earlier.

jects. Vbu may have to explore every
passageway in the kingdom before you

locate them all. It's not easy to be vic
torious in your quest for the crown,
well worth the adventure

played, you may type in your name.

Press Return, and the best-times file
will be updated on your disk. If your
time did not make the list, the title
screen will appear. Press the button to
play again.

The first few times you play
Crown Quest, it may take you more
than 20 minutes to get through game

1. Once you've become familiar with
a certain game, it becomes much easier
to get a decent time. Game 4 should
take you about an hour to solve.
To pause the game, press fl. The
screen's border will flash different
colors to let you know play is sus
pended. To continue the game, press
fl again. To restart the game com

pletely, press 0.
Without question, the most diffi
cult task in Crown Quest is trying to
find your way through a maze with a
dragon on your tail. The best way to
solve this problem is to find the sword
first and then to kill the dragon. How
ever, in the more difficult games, you
might have to pass through two or

three mazes before you locate the
sword. When a dragon is in your path,
avoid it by backing into the previous
maze for a second and then return.
This will confuse the dragon and give
you more time to escape. Remember
that you can survive a couple of dragAnother challenging aspect of
Crown Quest is that you can carry

only one object at a time. You may
find yourself retracing your steps
many times during a game. When you
cross the toll bridge, you must go back
for necessary objects to recover the
crown. The best strategy is to remem
ber where you left certain items so
you can recover them quickly.
Keep in mind that there are many
hidden rooms branching off from the
mazes that could contain valuable ob
G-26
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Winning the Game

When you have the crown, take it
back to the white castle. The king will
congratulate you, and your winning
time will be displayed. Press the fire
button, and the best-times screen will
appear. If your time is better than the
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Sprite Grabber allows you to grab
sprites and save them to disk as

ML file.

Sprite Album
Hubert Cross

Sprite Album is a database for stor
ing sprites you've collected. Besides
storing, you can edit and animate the
sprites, too.
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The secret to making money on
the stock market is simple: Buy
low and sell high. The trick is
picking a stock whose value is
going to increase after you've bought
it. Here's your chance to become a

Wall Street tycoon in this exciting
game for the 128 in 80-column mode.

Stock Market 128 is fast paced
and operates entirely from the key
board or keypad. It requires no skill or
knowledge of the actual stock market
and will provide you with unlimited

DUQGERT

market, stocks can take devastating
crashes or make incredible gains in a
matter of seconds. You can buy or sell
stock at any time by pressing Return

keys, and it can be paused by pressing
the P key.
If a player's total net worth de

clines for three consecutive years, then

or the space bar.

that player's seat on the stock market

Dividends and bonuses are paid
to those who have the foresight to buy
into stocks whose worth rises to more
than $100 per share, but there's also a
risk that the stock will crash and most
of the investment will be lost.

is sold. At that point, the game is over,
and the opponent is victorious.

Stock Market 128
CG

CS

10

REM COPYRIGHT

1990,

UTE

PUBLICATIONS

TD.

ALL

20

RIGHTS

FAST:WINDOW

COHP

INT'L

0,0,79,24:CO

LOR6,1:SCNCLR:PRINTCHRS(

hours of family entertainment.

142)

Getting Started
Stock Market 128 is written entirely in

CX

30

PRINTTAB[26)"{3>{D>

MH

40

PRINTTAB(26)"{RVS}<K>

{CYN}{26 SPACESJOHOFF]

BASIC. To avoid typing errors, enter
the program using The Automatic
Proofreader. See "Typing Aids" else

PRINTTAB(26)"{RVS}<K>
{CYN}{2 SPACESJSS STOCK

where in this section. When you've
finished typing, be sure to save a copy

{2 SPACES}<3>{OFF}<KJ"
PRINTTAB (26) " {RVSKK}

MS

50

{SPACElHARKET
QE

of the program to disk.

60

{CYNH26

Each player starts the game with
$5,000, and the object is to become a
millionaire before your opponent
does. Use this bankroll to buy stock
from any or all of six stock options
that are presented at the start of the

128

70

PRINTTAB{26)"

FX

80

A$="COPYRIGHT

I>{OFF){V>"

{SHIFT-SPACEJ1990
E

S$

SPACES}{3>{OFF}

BS

{26

PUBLICATIONS

COMPUT

INT'L

LTD

11: PR I NT " {WHT ) { DOWN } " : GOS
UB1160

game.

EC

Once the main screen appears,

the game, just like the actual stock
market, is active. Stock values are
moving up and down. When you're
ready to make your purchases, press
either Return or the space bar. You're

presented with the option to select
player 1 or 2. From there you have the
option to buy stock, sell stock, or re
turn to the game.

Since you have no stock at the
start of the game, select the buy op
tion. You're then asked which stock
you wish to purchase. Choose by se
lecting the number next to the stock's
name. You're then asked how much
stock you want to buy. The program
tells you how many shares you can

purchase depending on the amount of
cash you have on hand. You may de
cide on a diverse portfolio by spread
ing your money over a number of
stocks, or you may invest heavily in
just a few.

Because of the instability of the

C-30

L

RESERVED.

COMPUTE

BECOME A
MILLIONAIRE IN THIS
FASCINATING ONEOR TWO-PLAYER
STOCK MARKET
SIMULATION FOR

THE 128
If a stock goes broke, all investors
lose the monies in that stock, and a
new commodity will take its position
on the board at a value of $50 per
share. Taxes are assessed every 200
updates, which is equivalent to one
year's time. Uncle Sam wants 25
percent of the profits (including
dividends/bonuses) each year. Game
speed can be varied using the + or —

DECEMBER

1990

90

AS="ALL

RIGHTS

RESERVED"

:PRINT"{DOWN}{YEL)":GOSU
31160
JJ

100

WINDOW

5,13,74,24:SCNCL

R:PRINT"{CLR}{HOME}";:Y
= INT [RND (0)*6)+l:Z = l:P =
0

HB

110

PRINT"<7>{RVS}

KM

120

{70 SPACES}"
FORX=0TO6:PRINT"{RVS}

{0FFH8>

FX

130

RS

140

MF

150

++++»++<7}{RVS}

":NEXT

PRINT"<7>{RVS}
{70 SPACES){DOWN}"

AS="{3>PRESS ANY KEY TO
START{6}":PRINTTAB(24)
AS;

PRINT"{HOME}":FORX=1TOY
-1:PRINT:NEXT:PRINTTAB(

BF

160

1)

GET

A$:IFAS=""THEN170:E

LSE250
RD

170

ER

180

X=INT{RND(0)*2):IFY<lTH
ENY=1:ELSEIFY>7THENY=7
IFP=0ANDX=0ANDY=7THENA$
="N":X=1:GOTO240

XP

190

IFP=0ANDX=0THENA$="

{DOWN}M":Y=Y+1:GOTO240

PROGRAMS
DF
AE

200
210

IFP=0ANDX=LTHENA$="N":G
OTO240

JH

400

{WHTjGAME

IFP=1ANDX=0THENAS="M":G

220

IF

P=1AND

230

{SPACE}-";200-YR:IF

X=1ANDY=ITHEN

GJ

240

IFP=1ANDX=1THENA$="{UP}
fj«:Y=Y-l

JH

410

PRINTA5;:P=X:Z=Z+1:IFZ=
10:NEXT:GOTO160

250

QJ

420

KK

IFAS="+"THEN

SF

440

PRINTCHRS(14)"{CLR}
{HOME}";:DES=CHR${27)+"

RD

450

IFAS<>CHRS(13)ANDASOCH

270

DG

460

R$(32)THEN 400
WINDOW 0,10,79,24:PRINT

DATA

"£ILVER","GOLD","C

"{CLR}{HOME}{YEL}";:A$=

"P_IZZA" , "SOAP" , "ITURS" ,"
SHOCKS" , "BEADS " , "CORN" , "
SHEEP","SHIRTS"."HOTELS

GF

280

"£LAYER
160

)THEN350:ELSEIFAS=""ORA

, "COPPER"
KA

480

HR

490

S<"1"ORAS>"2"THEN470
P=VAL{AS)
WINDOW 0,10,79,24:PRINT

DATA

QB

300

WINDOW0,0,79,24:PRINT"

310

{GRN}CURRENT S_TOCK
E{DOWN}"
PRINTTAB(15)"{2>0

PM

"{CLR}{HOME}{RVS}{WHTjI

.

"COFFEE","TIRES","

RADIOS"

{CLR}{HOME}"TAB(30}"

{3

SPACES}10{2

0{2

SPACES}30{2

40{2 SPACES}50
{2 SPACES}60{2
0{2

SPACES}80{2

90{2

EG

320

330

SPACES}100

VALU

SPACES}2

PS
XP

500
510

520

BG

XJ

660

WINDOW4 5,12,79,18:PRINT
"{2>PLAYER "P" CASH ON

{SPACE}HAND{2

DOWN}

{YEL}":PRINTUSING"#S##,

###,###.##";CH{P):IFCH(
P)=<0

THEN

GOTO780

PM

670

WINDOW0,22,79,22:SCNCLR

A=VAL(AS):IF

BA

680

PRINT"<1>WHICH

A<1

500:ELSE

ON

OR

A>2

A

GOT

YOU

WISH

TO

STOCK

DO

PURCHASE?"

630,790

LL$="":COLOR5,2+INT(X*l

PK

690

GETA$:IFA$=CHR$(13)THEN
WINDOW0,10,79,24:SCNCLR
:GOTO460

OR5,2+INT(X*1.2):PRINTS

G"#S##.##";SV(X):ifrr=>

HC

720

K$(X)TAB(15)"**********
**********";TAB(70)"S50

PRINTA5
IFSV{X)=0THENPRINT"

2THENRETURN

GE

530

540

C0L0R5,10:WINDOW

:ELSEX=VAL(AS)-1

{CLR}{HOME}{6}NOT

{SHIFT-SPACE}FOR

10,13+

.00":NEXT:RR=L:GOTO350

X,38,13+X:TV(X,1)=BG(X,

{SHIFT-SPACE}SALE":FORZ

FORX=0TO5:COLOR5,2+INT(
X*1.2):PRINTSK$(X)TAB(1

1)*SV(X):PRINTDE$;:PRIN
TUSING"####";BG(X,1);:P

=0TO5:SOUND1,6 000,1:SOU

ND1,0,2:NEXT:SLEEP2:GOT

5);:IFSV{X)=0THENPRINT"

RINTUSING"#S##,###,###.

0670
GP

PA

550

730

WINDOW

40, 23,79,23:PRIN

T"{CLR}{HOME}{YEL}MAXIM

TW(1)=0:FORN=0TO5:TW{1)

):PRINT"****";:NEXT:PRI

=TW(1)+TV(N,1):NEXT:WIN

UM

NTTAB(68);

DOW

PRINTUSING"«S###.##";SV

<7>STOCK

NT (CH (P)/SV(X))

(X):NEXT

PRINTUSING"#$##,###,###

ONE'S

ED

560

ASSET

SPACES}CURRENT"TAB{4

VALUE

WINDOW

{WHT}";:

740

ON

HAND{WHT}

570

JF

580

CG

750

0

RINT"{2>"DE$;:PRINTUSIN

G"####";BG(X,2);:PRINTU

SING"l$H,fttt,H#.t*";T

540:NEXT

V(X,2)
EE

590

TW(2)=0:FORN=0TO5:TW(2)

DECEMBER

FOR

THAT

ENOUGH

MON

MUCH!":SOUN

:SLEEP2:B=0:PR=0:GOTO74
JS

760

BG(X,P)=BG(X,P)+B:CH(P)

GF

770

CE

780

A$="":GOTO630
PRINT"{CLR}{HOME}
{2 DOWN} {3JUJSUFFICENT
{SPACE}FUNDS":PRINT"S_EL

TV(X,2)=BG(X,2)*SV(X):W

{YEL}";:FORX=0TO5:GOSUB

PR>CH(P)

D 1,5000,30,2,3000,500,1

{WHT}"

50,13+X,78,13+X:P

WANT";B:IF

(SPACE}THEN PRINT"{CLR}
{H0ME}{3}N0T

PRINTCHR$(27)+"M";"

WINDOW0,9,79,9:FORZA=0T

YOU
740

PR=B*SV(X):IF

;:PRINTUSING"#S##,###,#

INDOW

40)SK$(X):NEXT

DO

B<0THEN

EY

##.##";FT{1)

FORX=0TO5:COLOR5,2+INT(

WINDOW0,23,39,23:B=0:IN

FT(1)=TW(1)+CH{1):WINDO
W 0,22,38,22:PRINT"

{PURjTOTAL WORTH

AVAILABLE-";!

PUT"{CLR}{HOME}{PUR}HOW

###.##";CH(1)
CD

AMOUNT

MUCH

";:PRINTUSING"#S##,###,

SPACESjCURR

O79:PRINT"*";:NEXT

HS

0,21,38,21:PRINT

"{GRNjCASH

ASSETS"TAB (50)"

PRINTTAB(9)"{7}B0UGHT

0,20,38,20:PRINT"

.##";TW(1)

0 ,10,79,24:SCNCL

X*1.2):PRINTSKS{X);TAB(

390

.##";SV(X);:PRINTTAB(30
)BG{X,P):NEXT

710

DK

ENT"

MH

INT(X*1.2):PRINTSKS(X)T
AB{15);:PRINTUSING"#S##

CS

{9

380

FORX=0TO5:PRINT"{WHT}"X
+1"{LEFT}. ";:COLOR5,2+

PRINTTAB (54) ; :PRINTUSIN

IFRR=0THENFORX=0TO5:COL

9)"B0UGHT{9

GX

650

VALUE"TAB(30}

OWNED"

IFA$<"1"ORA$>"6"THEN690

{YEL}PLAYER TWO'S
S{DOWN}"

370

)"CURRENT
"AMOUNT

700

R

RK

PRINT"{PUR}£TOCK"TAB(15

BR

350 WINDOW

360

640

XJ/2.S):LLS=LLS+LT$:NEX
T:PRINTLL$;

R: PRINTTAB (10) "<6}P_LAYE

KE

OPTIONS":COLOR

RINTTAB(S)AS"{DOWN}"
QF

.2):WINDOW 15,3+X,79,3+
X:PRINTDES:FORY=0TO(SV(

120

LSEFORY=0TOINT(SV{X)/10

340

:A$="BUY

5,11:S=(80-LEN(A$))/2:P

SEIFAS=CHR${13)THEN350

■{G>"TAB{74)SV(X) :NEXT:E

AD

WINDOW0,10,79,24:SCNCLR

{RVS}{WHT}2. {0FF}{2>S_E
LL":PRINT"{RVS}{WHT}RET
URN{0FF}<2> FOR GAME"
GETAS:IFAS=""THEN500:EL

0
HC

SPACES}

110

630

{0FF}{2}BUY":PRINT"

THEN

SPACES}

SPACES}7

RETURN

PG

XQ

" , "EJUSES","STEEL","OIL"

DATA "NICKEL","BRASS","
PHONES", "PAPER","PANTS"
, "MILK"

##.##";FT(2)
620

2?":GOSUB1

FAST:GETAS:IFA$=CHR${13

290

DE

OR

470

JS

MG

1

FT (2)=TW(2)+CH(2) :WINDO
W 40,22,78,22:PRINT"

XR

<0THENTS=0

ARS","TRUCKS","TRAINS",

40,21,78,21:PRIN

{PURjTOTAL WORTH {WHT}"
;:PRINTUSING"S$##,#S#,#

TS=TS-1:EL

UY = 6

WINDOW

,###,###.#tf";CH(2)
610

COLOR6.13:

SEIFAS="-"THENTS=TS+1
IFTS>4THENTS=4:ELSEIFTS

Q":C0L0R6,l
RQ

600

T"{GRN}CASH ON HAND
{WHT}";:PRINTUSING"#$##
MB

430

W(2)=5000:YR=0:LT$="^":

260

IFA$="P"THEN

{WHT}";:

.##";TW(2)

QF

GETKEYA$:C0L0R6,1:GOTO4

(X)=50:NEXT:CH(1)=5000:

JH

GOTO400

VALUE

PRINTUSING"#S##,###,###

RT=

1 THEN RETURN
SLEEP TS:GETAS:IFASTHEN
420:ELSEGOSUB153 0:GOSUB
N300:ELSE

FORX=0TO5:READSKS{X):SV
CH (2)=5000:OW(1)=5000:0

<7}S_TOCK

IN

1250:GOSUB920:IFYR=0THE

69THEN10 0:ELSEFORQ=0TO1
CB

=TW(2)+TV(N,2):NEXT:WIN
DOW 40,20,78,20:PRINT"

= ";TS-*-l

;:WINDOW60,0,79,0:PRINT

A$="M":x=0
DD

SPEED

"{CLR}{HOMEjTAX DUE

OTO240
HG

WINDOW0,0,20,0:PRINT"

=CH (P)-PR

L

SOMETHING

FIRST!":SOU

ND1,6000,30:SLEEP2:GOTO

1990

COMPUTE

O-31

PROGRAMS
LIE

490
BJ

790

:AS="SELL

800

PRINTTAB(S)AS"{DOWN}"
PRINT"{PUR}STOCK"TAB(15
)"CURRENT

"AMOUNT

CF

810

:

EM

1000

BH

1010

BQ

1020

"P"

{SPACE}HAND{2

CASH

ON

FF

1030

830

WINDOW0,22,79,22:PRINT"
EGRN}WHICH STOCK DO YOU
WISH TO SELL?";:GETAS:

1040

0,10,79,24:SCNCLR:GOTO
RX

840

460
IFA$<"1"ORA$>"6"THEN830

RB

1050

IF BG{X,P)=0THENPRINT"
{CLR}{HOME}<3}YOU DON'T
OWN

ANY

OF

THAT

HX

860

QF

1060

870

UNDER

THE":PRINTA$

BP

1230

MORE

OUR

ON

SEAT

YO

1250

A$="EXCHANGE

FOR"+ST

BQ

1270

STOCK"

1070

DOWNjGOOD-BYE

X=INT(RND(Y)*6):Y=RND(

G

SV(X)=SV(X)+Y

IFSV(X)=<0THEMSV(X)=0:
(X)=120

1280

IFSV(X)=0THENBEGIN

GD

1290

WINDOW

0,10,79,24:SCNC

WORTHY!":PRINTA$:PRI

:AS=SKS(X)+" HAS GONE
{SPACE}BROKE!":GOSUB11

ONE

WHO

IS

60:PRINT"{YEL}"

IFDT(P)>0THENBEGIN:TX=

INT (DT(P) /4) :PRINT"YOU
MANAGE

TO

MC

1300

COLLECT

PRINT"{DOWN}A NEW
ANY

{LEFT}"+STRS{DT (P) )
IN DIVIDENDS.{DOWN}

PRINT"LET'S

SEE...

AH

IFB>BG(X,P)THENPRINT"
{CLR}{HOME}{3>YOU DON'T
OWN THAT MUCH":SOUNDl,

#H,#tt#.##";TX:CH(P)=C

FOR

UNCLE

A HERE
SAM

25%

HAS

REPLACED

COMP
THIS

{SPACE}FAILURE.
{2 SPACESlALL STOCKS
F

[SPACEJyES,

JK

1310

AMOUNTS

TO";:PRINTUSING"#S##,

THIS

COMPANY

EN"
PRINT"REMOVED

R

HAVE

FROM

PORTFOLIO.{2

YOU

F

WILL

YOU

YOU

SPACES}

NOTICE

OWNED

0
BE

THAT

STOCK

I

IN

T

HIS"

H(P)-TX

1080

C

LR:COLOR5,2+1NT(X*1.2)

TO

ANY";B:IFB<0THEN910

8583, 30:SLEEP2:GOTO860

YO

ANOTHER

BH

"
DJ

HAVE

MOR

S
+"

2:GO

BUT

MIND,

ELSEIFSV(X)=>120THENSV

Y

BE

CAN'T

MY

):IFZ=1THENY=3-Y
1260

WILL

CHANGED

X)*10+1:Z=INT(RND{X)*2
KJ

YEARS,

SLEEP2:PRINT"SORRY

R6,1:END
CK

BEHA

THE

CHANCE?

":SLEEP1:COLOR5,1:03^0

RELATIVES.

CONTINUES

ANOTHER

HANCE!"
1240 PRINT"{3

SPACES}IF":PRINTAS

R$(WS)+"

HAHAHA,..

GETA$:IFA$="Y"ORA$="N"

U

EXC

NEIGHBORS

UNSEEMLY

BAD..HAHAHA,

..

LIKE

I

AA

STOCK

EMBARRASSING

FRIENDS,

DID

TO830
WINDOW0,23,79,23:B=0:IN

PUT"{CLR}{HOME}<6}HOW H

COMPLETELY

YORK

1220

NT"{DOWN}":OW(P)=FT(P)

":SOUND1,4291,30,2,2145

HA

MANAG

AS="THIS

E

STOCK!

,2146,2,2048:SLEEP

HAVE

A$="NEW

IVEN

$

850

TO

YOU

SD

HE

THEN1230:ELSE1220

:PRINTAS

:ELSEX=VAL(AS)-1:PRINTA
EJ

DOWN}"

A$="{3 SPACES}THROUGH
{SPACE}COMPLETE INCOMP

VIOR

IFA$=CHR$(13)THENWINDOW

1210

"

{2

CS

HA

YOU!"

{2 SPACES}EXCUSE ME, B
UT IT IS FUNNY."
PRINT"{3 DOWN}WOULD YO
U

{SPACE}AND

###,#»#.##";CH(P)
PA

HE

AS="{RED}WARNINGEBLK}"

UR

OF

PRINT"TOO

LY{P)=3THEN1170

HANGE,

DOWN}

{YEL}":PRINTUSING"#$##,

1200

YP<0THENBEGIN:LY(P)

WHELM

WINDOW4 5,12,79,18:PRINT

"<2}PLAYER

IF

ED

)BG(X,P):NEXT

F
CA

GOTO 1130

ETENCE,

. ##";SV(X);:PRINTTAB(30
820

INVES

THIS!":GOSUB1160

60:PRINT"{2

AB{15);:PRINTUSING"#$##

GJ

TO

:PRINTCHR$[2);:GOSUB11

FORX=0TO5:PRINT"{WHT}"X
+1"{LEFT}. ";:COLOR5,2+
INT (X*1.2) :PRINTSK$fX)T

SPACES}TH

GOING

=LY(P)+1:WS=3-LY(P):IF

VALUE"TAB(30)

OWNED"

US! {2

IS

TIGATE

OPTIONS":COLO

R5,ll:S=(S0-LEN(A$})/2:
HP

TO

IRS

E

WINDOWS,10,79,24:SCNCLR

PRINT"THANK

YOU

FOR

YO

BH

1320

PRINT"YOU

NO

LONGER

OW

JF

380

PR=B*SV (X)

HE

890

BG{X,P)=BG(X,P)-B:CH (P)

XB

900

GOTO790

BA

1090

IFYP<=0THEN1130

50:WINDOW0,3+X,8,3+X:S

MF

910

PRINT" {CLR} {HOMEH3>DO
{SPACE}I LOOK THAT STUP

MP

1100

TX=INT(YP/4):PRINT"YOU

CNCLR

KX

UR

TRY

MP

0

920

YR=YR+1:IFYR<200THEN
TURN:ELSE

1110

RE

SD
RH

930
94 0

FORP=1TO2:WINDOW0,0,79,

AR

950
960

INTSKS(X):RR=2:GOSUB52

*#,IH,ftM. t#";YP:

0

PRINT"UNCLE

{SPACEThIS

SAM

WANTS

25%,

GR

1340

SO THA

SOUND

1,2000,30,0,0,0,

1,1000
SH

1350 WINDOW0,20,79,20:COLOR
5,2+INT(X*1.2):A$="PRE

,###.##";TX:CH(P)=CH(P

SS

}-TX

":GOSUB1160:IF

TO

{SPACE}THEN

UY=>26

RESTORE:UY

1130

WINDOW0,24,79,24:A$="

xc

{REDjPRESS

EB

1360 GETA$:IFAS=""THEN1360
1370 C0L0R6,1:RT=1:GOSUB350

JP

1380

UB1160:PRINT"{DOWN}"
PRINT"YOU

ENDED

THIS

T(P)
PRINT"YOU

JK

1140
1150

SP

1160

CF

GG

STARTED

1170

ED
KS

#ttfl.##";OW(P)

TO

CONT

=0
GETAS:IFAS=""THEN1140

1180
1190

:BEND

PS = INT{RND (Y)*5) :IFSV

XT:COLOR6,1:RETURN
S= (80-LEN(AS))/2:PRINT

=SV(X)+30:RR=2:GOSUB52

TAB(S)A$;:RETURN

00,0,600,100,3,500

WINDOW0,0,79,24:SCNCLR

0:RR=1:SOUND
QM

1390

1,10000,1

PS = INT (RND(Y)*5) :IFPS =
2ANDSV(X)>100THENBEGIN

A$="{BLK}PLAYER"+STRS(

:SV(X)=SV{X)/5:RR=2:GO

P):GOSUB1160:PRINT

SUB520

PRINT"{2
E

IS

YP=FT(P)-OW(P):

KG

990

IFYP=0THENPRINT"

{2

{3

AYER

DECEMBER

IFSV(X)=0THEN1520:ELSE
(X)<10ANDPS=3THENSV(X)

980

DOWN}":AS="YOU CAN'T

UY=+UY+l

OW(P)=FT(P}:DT(P)=0:NE

HG

COMPUTE

ANY

:COLOR6,3:COLOR5,1

THIS

{SPACETyEAR WITH"TAB{54

=0:ELSE

DAY!":LY(P)=0

INUE.":GOSUB1160:DT(P)

YE

WITH"TAB(54);1PRINTU

N

CONTINUE

XH

AS-"PLAYER"+STRS(P):GOS

A

KEY

{SPACE}{WHT} A {7} M
{blkHoff} wants his sh
ARE OF THE PROFITS!":GO

ICE

DOWNjHAVE

ANY

PRINT"{2

);:PRINTUSING"ftS##,###,

G-32

COLORS,2 + INT(X*l.2) :PR

1120

SING"#S##,###,###.##";F
970

1330

AS

AR

AD

KP

24:PRINT"{CLR}{HOME}"
AS="UNCLE {RVS}{RED} S

SUB1160:PRINT"{DOWN}"
RJ

EARNED";TAB(54);

CHRS(2);:PRINTUSING"#$

T MEANS YOUR TAXES ARE
";:PRINTUSING"#S##,&##

YR=0:COLOR5,1

:COLOR6,16:SOUND 1,3433
4,90,0,4291,100,2,2048

IT. ":BG (X,l)=0:BG(X,

2)=0:READSK$(X):SV(X)=

HAVE

AGAIN.":SOUHDl,

3 000,30,1:SLEEP2:GOTO86
CX

N

ND

=CH(P)+PR

ID!

GENEROSITY":BEND:BE

OVER

DOWN}{BLU}GAM
FOR

SPACES}THE
BEAT

1990

THE

YOU.

JX

1400

FORT=1TO16:COLOR6,T:FO
RTT = 0TO 20:NEXT:NE XT:CO

OTHER

PL

L0R6.1:SOUND1,9000,120

PANTS

OF

,1,0,20,0,2048:SOUND2,

PROGRAMS
7000,120,1,0,20,0,2048

IF

1420

DV=INT (RND (Y)*10)+10:F
ORP=1TO2:IFBG(X,P)=0TH
EN1510:ELSEDX(P)=BG(X,
P)*DV:CH(P)=CH(P)+DX(P

SV(X)>109THENBEGIN

1500

GETA5:IFAS=""THEN1500

1510

NEXT:BEND:IFRR=3THENRT

BQ

1520

{2

PIECES

OF

X,P) *SV(X)

1540

WINDOW

JB

1550

AS="{BLU}£LAYER"+STR$(

IS

PAYING

A

1460

1560

HAS

IDEND OF";TAB(60);:PRI

{2

HEHEHE),"
DP

1570

,P)*25:CH=CH+DB:DT(P)=

XCHANGE

YOUR

ECEIVE

LOYALTY

TO

A

SPECIAL

R

GH

1580

BONUS

PRINTUSING"#$##,###,*#
#.##";db

1480

print"{down}don't
d

it

all

in

one

TO

REGRET,

INFORM
SEAT

ON

1590
1600

spen

YOU

place!

HC

1610

AND

1670

PRINT"HE

DEFEAT.{2

SPACES)

DONE,

GET

PRINT"OF

WAY

slam
SOUND

OUT

THE

AND DON'T

rrs {3 down}11
1,6000,60:RR=3

AS="{RVS}{WHT}
KEY

£RESS A

":GOSUB1160

SUCH
NOW

THAT

D

LET

SOMEONE

Y

FOR

A

A

COM

HING

CRUS
UP

CHAIR
ELSE

AN
PLA

WHILE.":CH(P)=

=0:NEXT
JD

1680

SOUND1,9000,180,2,100,

PX

X690

PRINT"{3

DOWN}{YEL}":A
ANY

1000,0,100

B1160

YOUR

THE

WELL

SHAKE

ON

NEEDS

AFTER

SPACES}PLEASE

D

L

FORT

S="PRESS

HAN

THE

5000:FORZ=0TO5:BG(Z,P)

TH
E

SHAKE

HAND."

SOLD!

WINNER'S

GET

RH

(

THIS

PRINT"THE

NY

{2 SPACES}YOU ARE A MI
LLIONAIRE.T2 SPACESjGO

BEEN

HAS

{SPACEjDOOR,
RE
QA

DOWN}"

PRINT"CONGRATULATIONS!

TSPACEJOUT"

LESS

THE

1480

mq

YOUR

(2

OF";TAB(60);:ELSEGOTO
1470

PRINT"TO
AT

OR

1660

S100.00.

SPACESjWE

IFSV{X)=120THENDB=BG(X

COMPANY,":PRINT"YOU

HP

DECLINED

NTUSING"#S##,###,###.#

DT (P)+DB: PRINT" {DOWN}j_
■

(BLK){2 DOWN}"
PRINT"YOUR TOTAL WORTH
{SPACE}THAN

DIV

#";DX[P)

HM

P):GOSUB1160:PRINT"
CM

YOU

BEGIN

0,0,79,24:COLOR

6,13:SCNCLR

PRINT"{DOWN}Y_OUR COMPA
NY

1650

AHEAD

FS

G"#$##,###,###.##";BG(

A$="{3}PLAYER"+STRS(P)

OSER'S

FORP=1TO2:IFFT{P)<100

"SKS(X)".

SPACES}THEY ARE WOR

FT(P)=>1000000.00TH

{3
JA

GOSUB520:RETURN

{SPACEjTHEN
"BG(X,P)

IF

:GOSUB1160:PRINT"<2}

RR=1:

1530

DOWN}"
OWN

1640

IFRRMTHEN

AG

TH";TAB(60);:PRINTUSIN

DC

RT=0:X=X-1:

RR=1:RETURN:ELSE

"

1450

IFRT=1THEN

BEND

4:SCNCLR

HK

=1:GOSUB350:RT=0:RETUR

RETURN: ELSE

(WHTj{3

1620

1630

N

)

PRINT"YOU

SH

AF

ENBEGIN:WINDOW0,0,7 9,2

DD

WINDOW0,10,79,24:SCNCL
P):GOSUB1160:PRINT"

CA

KEY":GO

SP

R:A$="{7}£LAYER"+STR${

1440

0,23,79,23:A$="

SUB1160:RR=3:GOSUB520

1410

DX

WINDOW

3,0,2048:BEND
SA

1430

1490

{CYN}£RESS ANY

CM

AF

OX

:SOUND3,6000,120,1,0,2

KEY":GOSU

JQ

1700

GETKEYA-S:RUN

FQ

1710

BEND

KQ

172 0

NEXT

CQ

1730

RETURN

HP

1740

WINDOW0,0,79,24:PRINT"
{CLR}(HOME}"

QR

1750

PRINTERR?(ER);EL

HS

1760

END

A$:IFA$=""THEN1610

:ELSE

RUN

HUBERT

CROSS

Iengths of fuse have been laid out

The object of Fuse is to keep the

in overlapping patterns on a
playing screen of movable tiles.

flame burning for as long as possible.

Your job, once the fuse has been
lit, is to join lengths of fuse in order to
keep the flame burning for as long as
possible
Like many other puzzles, Fuse

the tiles with the joystick. The longer
you manage to keep it going, the high
er your score. The game ends when

appears deceptively simple at the be

Don't wait until the flame is
about to run out of fuse to start mov

ginning, but it grows in complexity as
the game progresses. You find that
quick thinking and careful planning
yield the highest scores.

Getting Started
Fuse is written entirely in machine
language, but it loads and runs as a
BASIC program. You'll need MLX,

the machine language entry program,
to type it in. See "Typing Aids" else

Help the flame stay alive by moving

the flame runs out of fuse or when it
reaches one of the borders.

ADDING FUEL TO THE
FIRE IS THE WHOLE
IDEA BEHIND THIS
BURNING ARCADE
GAME FOR THE 64.
JOYSTICK REQUIRED.

where in this section. When MLX
prompts you, respond with the values
given below.
Starting address: 0801
Ending address:
15F0

After you've entered all the data

for Fuse, save a copy to disk before
exiting MLX. When you're ready to

play, plug a joystick into port 2, load
Fuse, and type RUN. Press the fire
button to start playing.
DECEMBER

ing. Look ahead and follow the fuse to
its end; then move to that area and
maneuver the tiles to create the long
est possible path. You won't be able to
keep it going forever, but the longer
you do, the more points you receive.
As the flame travels, the fuse is
burned up, leaving only a blank tile
behind. So you must continuously
shuffle the tiles around to keep the

flame lit.
Sometimes it's a good idea to
make the flame change paths by wait
ing beside a tile and moving that tile

when the flame is on it. You'll have to
be fast, though, because you'll lose if
the flame reaches the tile's border

before the tile stops moving.
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So what were the best games to
hit the Commodore 8-hit markei

last year? 1 m sure you have your
favorites, but i
sGazette we'll isk our veteran software reviewers to talk about their
favorite programs Since they
probably get to play and tes
more games in a year than most

of us, if they like a program, it
must be an outstanding one.

1990

COMPUTE

0-39

PROGRAMS
P

E

T

Here's a challenging and entertain
ing game that pits you and an
other player against each other.
The object is to see who can be
the first to move across a number of
squares to the opposing side of the
board first without getting electrocut
ed. The problem is, which squares are
wired for you, which for your oppo
nent, and which have no power at all?
Play High Voltage! and find out.
Typing It In
High Voltage! is written entirely in
BASIC. To avoid typing mistakes, use
The A utomatic Proofreader to type it
in. See "Typing Aids" elsewhere in
this section. When you've finished,
save the program to disk.
High Voltage! may be played
from the keyboard or with a joystick
plugged into port 2. After you've load

E

H

M .

L

L .

0

T

T

you'll be returned to your previous
position and may try again. You may
land on up to three black squares,
after which control passes to the other
player. When you're zapped back to
the start, you'll have to retrace your

steps. Observation and a good memo
ry will help, as you'll have to remem

ber your steps along the board to be

able to retrace them later.
Movement is limited to one posi
tion in any of eight directions and is
controlled by the cursor keys on the
keyboard or the joystick. To move to
a square, put the cursor on it and

The starting player is chosen at
random by the computer. The player's

turn is displayed on the bottom right
of the screen. You may start from any
of the squares along the top or bottom
row, but you may move only on
squares that are your color. The prob
lem is that you can't tell what color a

^

then be resumed.

Strategy

High Voltage! requires good memory

and careful observation as well as
luck. There will always be at least one

correct path to the other side of the
board, sometimes more. Pay attention
to your own moves and try to memo

rize the moves you're making. Also
watch what your opponent reveals.
His or her mistakes may help you
know the ending positions of your
Watch out for booby traps. Some
three moves, but there will be no way
out, making you lose valuable time
backtracking.

High Voltage
GA

1

QK

10

REM COPYRIGHT 1990, COHPU
TE PUBLICATIONS INT'L, LT
D.

ALL

RIGHTS

RESERVED.

V=53248:POKEV,0:POKEV+1,

8:POKEV+21,3:POKEV+23,0:
POKEV+29,0:POKE53 28 7,1

KJ

20

POKE2040,13:X=RND(-TI)

PX

30

FORI=832TOI+63:POKEI,0:N

PJ

43

FORI=836TO886STEP3:POKEI

RF

50

FORI=859TO864:POKEI,255:

HA

60

X=ll:PRINT"{CLRl";:P0KE5

QG
AR

70
80

DIMVS(25),T(X,X}
VS(0)="{HOME)":FORI=1TO2

EJCT
,28:NEXT

CHALLENGE A
FRIEND TO THIS
SHOCKING TWOPLAYER GAME FOR
THE 64

NEXT

3280,0:POKE53281,0

4:VS (I)=V$ (1-1)+"{DOWN}"
:NEXT
RQ

90

GOSUB1170:GOSUBl380:PRIN

TV$(17)TAB(26)"{CYNjWIRI
NG
•KH

100

BOARD"

PRINTTAB(26)"PLEASE

WAI

T . . . "

The game ends when either play

the fire button or hitting Return.
If you accidentally move onto a
square with your opponent's color,

board. The computer will reveal the

COMPUTE

the correct path revealed. Play can

paths may seem correct for two or

er has reached the other side of the

G-36

squares will then be displayed with

own path on the board.

square is until you select it by pressing

you get zapped and are returned to
your end of the board. You lose con
trol of the game, and it becomes the
other player's turn. If you fall on a
square that's black (not wired at all),

P

If it's an invalid move, nothing will
happen. Otherwise, you'll see what
hides in that position.

tion screen will appear. Press any key
to start the game or press the fire but
ton on the joystick. The computer will
take a few seconds to "wire" the board
(the board is different every time),
and then the game will begin.

tom to the top.

U

press the fire button or press Return.

ed and run the program, a presenta

Playing the Game
The object of High Voltage! is easy:
Get to the opposing side of the board
before your opponent does. The red
player (player 1) moves from the top
of the board to the bottom. The green
player (player 2) moves from the bot

R

board and announce the winner; you
may then play again by pressing any

key or the fire button.
If play gets to be too frustrating,
you can press f7 at any time to end the
current game without there being any
winners. The game board and all the

DECEMBER

1990

HE

110

KQ

120

Y1=1:Y2=X
X1=INT(RND(1)*X)+1

GJ

130

T(Y1,X1)=2:O1=X1:U1=Y1

QM

140

XX=INT(RND{l}*5)+4

JQ

150

IFXX=4THENX1=X1-1

KR

160

IFXX=5THENX1=X1+1

MF

170

IFXX=6THENX1=X1-1:Yl=Yl
+1

DA
GF

180
190

FA

200

IFXX=7THENYl=YL+l
IFXX=8THENYl=Yl+l:Xl=Xl
+1
IFXl>X0RXK10RYl>X0RYl<

1THENX1=01:Y1=U1:GOT014

PROGRAMS
210

IFT(Yl,Xl)=0ORT(XI,XI)=

220

EF

CE

2THENT (Y1,X1)=2:GOTO230
Xla01:Yl=Ul:GOTO140

680

GOSUB1500:GOSUB950:IFS1

230

<XTHEN470

QF

EQ

1070

XP

690

RR

700

WW=1:GOTO1040
PL=2:S1=1:S2=1:FL=1:GOS

PD

1080

PRINTTAB(5)"WINNER IS -"

CG

1090

PRINTTAB(5)"{WHT}-

JC

IFY1OXTHEN130
240 X2=INT(RND(L)*X)+1:IFT (
Y2,X2)THEN240
245 WW=0:T(Y2,X2)=5
250 O1=X2:U1=Y2
260 XX=INT(RND(l)*5)+4

RM

270

IFXX=4THENX2=X2-1

QP

280

IFXX=5THENX2=X2+1

GC

290

FR

GJ
DS
ME

=C+1:GOTO470

MX

710

V1=T1:V2=T2

BF

720

A=T1:B=T2:POKE 53287,5:1
POKEV,B*2*8+20:POKEV+1,
A*2*8+48:OA=A:OB=B

IFXX=6THENX2=X2-1:Y2=Y2

QG

740

GETA$

-1

QB

750

IFA$="{RIGHT}"THENB=B+1

DQ

760

300

IFXX=7THENY2=Y2-1

310

IFXX=8THEHY2=Y2-1:X2=X2

up

320

IFX2>XORX2<1ORY2>XORY2<

FK

0

QX

330

GK

340

CC

350

BE

IFT(Y2,X2)=0THENT(Y2,X2

770
780

JA

1110

PRINTTAB(5)"{WHT}{Zj**

FB

1120

PRINTVS(17)TAB(26)"

GOTO830

GB

1130

PRINTTAB (26) "

TO830

GR

1140

PRINTV$(19)TAB(66)"TO

PR

1150

GETA5:U = PEEK(56320) :IF

IFAS="{LEFT}"THENB=8-1:

IFA$="{UP}"THENA=A-1:GO

U=PEEK(56320):GOSUB15 80

SP

1160

GOTO1150

:IFA$O""THEN750

FD

1L70

A1S="{RVS}{RIGHT}{4}

EJ
SX

820

GOTO74 0

830

IFA<1ORB<1ORA>XORB>XTHE

RH

1180

TA(1)=0:TA(2)=2:TA{3)=

0

DP

840

JF

UX=RND(1):IFUX<.2TH£NT(

1190

XH

850

FORI=1TO11:A1S=A1S+"

KC

1200

AAS=AAS+"{4}

ASO""ORU = 111THENRUN

NA=OA:B=OB:GOTO730

IF(Tl=XANDA<X)OR(TK>X)

860

Tl=A:T2=B:GOTO890

0420

SA

870

IFABS (Tl-A)>10RABS(T2-B

410

T(I,J)=0

XH

420

NEXTJ, I

HJ

880

T1=A:T2=B

AB

430

890

POKEV,0:POKEV+1,0

440

S1=1:S2=1:T1=X:T2=X
POKE198,0:PL=INT(RND(1)
*2)+l

BG

KE

PJ

900

I=T1:J=T2:GOSQB980:IFT(

JQ

C=0:GOSOB1330

QM

460

IFPL=2THEN710

GQ

470

U1=S1:U2=S2

RE

480

A = S1:B=S2:POKE53287,2: I

KF

490

DM

920

:GOSUB950:T1=V1:T2=V2:C
=C+1:GOTO710
GOSOB1500:GOSUB950:IFT1

POKEV,B*2*8+20:POKEV+1,

SM

930

WW=2:GOTO1040

A*2*8+48:OA=A:OB=B

GG

940

PL=l:Tl=X:T2=X:FL=l:G0S

ED

950

UB154 0:GOSUB950:GOTO4 50
IFI=7THENPRINTV$(1*2-1)

500

GETAS

BP

510

IFAS="{RIGHT}"THENB=B+1
IFA$="{LEFT}"THENB=B-1:

IFAS="{UP}"THENA=A-1:GO

XD

540

FX

550

{A><S}{DOWN}{2

IFA$=CHRS(13)THEN610

BX

560

IFA$="{F7}"THENPL=0:GOT

RD

JQ
PX

600
610

HR

620

QF

630

FS

670

1010

PRINTV5(I*2)TAB(J*2)"

QJ

1290

PRINT"{CLR}{RIGHT}

FX

1300

FORI=1TO12:PRINT"

{DOWN}{RVSK4>";
{2

1020

PRINT"{RIGHT}{RVS}{4}"
; :F0RI = lT012:PRINT"

{2

SPACES}";:NEXT:RETU

RN
QC

1330

PRINTVS(17)TAB(26)"

{BLU}{OFF}<A}*********

*<S>"
XM

1340

PRINTVS(1*2)TAB(J*2)"

k{homeT" ;

FORI=1TO11:PRINTA1$"
{4> ":PRINTA2S"<4} ":N
EXT

IFT {I,J)=0THENPRINT"
{BLK}";
IFI=7THENPRINTVS(1*2-1

{RVS}UI{DOWN}{2

SPACES}";:NEXT:PRIN

T

";:GOTO1030
JS

PRINTTAB(26)"-";:PRINT

"{RED}";:IFPL=2THENPRI
NT"{GRN}";

LEFT}J
QA

1350

PRINT" PLAYER"PL:PRINT
VS(18)TAB(36)"{BLU} -

PJ

1360

PRINTVS(19)TAB(66) "

RETURN

{2

POKEV+21,0:FORI=1TOX:F
ORJ=1TOX:GOSUB980:NEXT

SPACES}"

J,I

{BLU}{OFF}{Z>*********

SF

1050

GOSUB1540:IFPL=0THEN11

*<X}":RETURN

XA

1060

PRINTV$(10)TAB(5)"

IFT(I,J)=0THENGOSUB1520
:GOSUB950:Sl=Ul:S2=U2:C

LEFT}<Z>

)TAB(40-t-J*2) "{RVS}UI
{D0WN}{2 LEFT}JK{HOME}

I=S1:J = S2:GOSUB980:IFT (
I,J)=5THEN700

1270
1280

{GRN}";

FM

BEGIN.

FK

1320

1000

KEY"

CD

BF

1040

660

1260

990

CQ

HB

MH

SG
PS

{ZHX>":NEXT

I=INT(RND(1)*11)+1:J=I
NT (RND(1)*11)+1:T(I,J)
=TA(INT(RND(1)*3)+1)
GOSUB980:T(I,J)=0:GETA
S:G=PEEK(56320):IFA$<>
""ORU=111THEN1280
GOTO1250
GOSUB1290:RETURN

1310

1030

POKEV,0:POKEV+1,0

1250

JC

SB

Sl=A:S2=B

CX

IFT (I,J)=2THENPRINT"
{RED}";
IFT(I,J)=5THENPRINT"

IFABS(Sl-A)>1ORABS (S2-B

650

PRINTTAB(26)"TO

RETURN

)>1THEN490
640

1240

980

S1=A:S2=B:GOTO650

JG

HA

970

IF (Sl=lANDA>l)OR (S1O1)

XK

PRINTVS(17)TAB(26)"

QJ

NA=OA:B=O3:GOTO490
GOTO49C
THEN630

1230

MC

GOTO500
IFA<10RB<10RA>X0RB>XTHE

AS

{BLU } { RVS } {RHSH DOWN }
{2 LEFT){Z}{X}{HOME}";

U=PEEK(56320):GOSUB1580
:IFA$O""THEN510

590

960

IFA$="{DOWN}"THENA=A+1:

01040

GOSUB1290:GOSUB1380:GO

ii

{X}{HOME}":GOTO970

TO590
GOTO590

1220

SUB1540

TAB (40 +J* 2) "{BLUHRVS}

GOTO590
530

KG

O1THEN710

:GOTO590

SB

FORI=1TO11:A25=A2$+"

{CYN}PRESS ANY

IFT (I,J)=0THENGOSUB15 20

<7}n

1210

I , J)=2THEN940

FO2THEN700

"+CHR$(13

)+"{RIGHT]{RVS}

FP

)>1THEN730

910

HG

{A}{S}":NEXT

THEN870
AG

450

{BLU}":A2S=A1S

5

GOTO730

IFUX>.8THENT(I,J)=5:GOT

BA

{SPACEjPLAY AGAIN"

01040

MX

KK

"

810

I,J)=2:GOTO420

580

SPACESjOR <FIRE>

JC

(I, J)=2ORT(I,J)=5THEN42

GH

{2

IFA$="{F7}"THENPL=0:GOT

380

570

KE

Y"

IFA5=CHRS{13)THEN850

FB

GX

{OFF}{CYN}PRESS ANY

IFA$="{DOWN}"THENA=A+1:

800

IFY2O1THEN250
FORI=1TOX:FORJ=1TOX:IFT

520

SPACES}-"

790

X2=O1:Y2=U1:GOTO260

RG

{15

KS

373

400

PRINTTAB(5)"{WHT}-

DH

360

AF

1100

IFT(Y2,X2)=2THENWW=WW+1
IFWW>5THENY2=X:X2=INT(R
ND(1)*X)+1:GOTO240

FM

390

!

SPACES]{WHT}-"

)=5:GOTO370

GS

QF

[2

PQ

GOTO830

1THENX2=O1:Y2=U1:GOTO26

{YEL}THE

V$(13)TAB(17)"

:GOTO830

+1

SPACES}-"

{YEL}PLAYER #"PL:PRINT

FO2THEN940
730

BH

{15

UBl54 0:GOSUB950:GOTO450

RH

AR

{WHT}{OFF}{A}*********
******{S>"
PRINTTAB(5)"{WHT}-

20

BH

D

E

C

E

M

1370

PRINTV$(3)TAB(28)"

{OFF}{RED}

E

R

19

9

0

{RVS}£

COMPUTE

G-37

PROGRAMS
SG

1380

{5 SPACES}{*>"

H=26:PRINTVS{3)TAB(H)"

BP

{OFF}(6 SPACES}{RVS}
fYELj£(3 SPACES}{OFF}

BQ 1390

54276,17:P0KE54276,16

£"

PRINTTAB(H)"{5
{RVS}£{3

QX

SPACES}

1510

SPACES}(OFF}

QH

1410

RB

1520

{RVS}£{2

1430

AJ

1440

DP

1530

0:FL=0:RETURN

SPACES}

RS

1548

MD

1550

PRINTTAB(H)"(3 SPACES}
{RVS}£{2 SPACES}(OFF}

0

CO

1560

SPACES}

FORB=1TO150:POKE54273,
B:A=A-.01:NEXT

{RVS}£

{OFF}£"

KJ

1570

GOSUB1500:POKE54296,0:

{RVS}£

{OFF}£"

MC

1580

A$="":IFU=111THENAS-CH

{RVS}£

(OFF}£"

HR

1590

R$(13)
IFU=119THENA$="{RIGHT}

JR

1600

IFU=123THENA$="{LEFT}"

HK
XS

1610
1620

IFU=126THENA$="{UP}"
IFU=125THENA$="{D0WN}"

JH

1630

RETURN

HG 1450 PRINTTAB(H)"T3 SPACES}

RETURN

HX 1460 PRINTTAB(H)"T2 SPACES}
PS 1470 PRINTTAB(H)"12 SPACES}
AC

1480

{RVS}£{OFF}£"
PRINTTAB(H)" {RVS}£
{OFF}£"

CD

1490

PRINTV$(9)TAB(26)"

KEITH

B

1 file in something other than the
1 box you get from setting mar

TEXT
FITTER

gins. For example, you might want to
print on letterhead or stationery with
out running into the preprinted mat
ter, leave space for photos or handdrawn illustrations, turn your notes
into 3X5 cards, or print the text of
your annual Christmas letter in the
shape of a Christmas tree.

This program is a convenient
way for anyone who doesn't own a
desktop publishing program yet may

PRINT TEXT IN

want to publish a simple newsletter
and have text fit around a graphic or
photograph. You can place text in col
umns, rectangles, or any other shape
that fits your requirements, preview it
on your monitor, and then have the
finished product roll off your printer.

COLUMNS OR HAVE
IT FLOW IN WHATEVER
SHAPE YOU DESIRE
WITH THIS HANDY
PRINTING UTILITY
FOR THE 64

Text Fitter lets you set text

boundaries for each line and then fill
these areas from standard Commo
dore-ASCII sequential files. The
boundaries, or text-limit lines, are
drawn anywhere on an 80-column X
55-line page. Word-wrapped text is
placed between limit lines. You may

prints only one page at a time. The
program pours text in, filling your
custom-designed page or shape. If you

have more text in the file than is
needed to fill the page, then the left-

also save any text which has not been

placed in a "leftover" file. Text Fitter

D

E

C

E

grams without making mistakes.
These labor-saving utilities are on
each Gazette Disk and printed in is
sues of Gazette through June 1990.

If you don't have access to a back
issue or to one of our disks, write and
we'll send you free copies of both of
these handy utilities. We'll also in
clude instructions on how to type in
Gazette programs. Please enclose a
self-addressed, stamped envelope.

Write to Typing Aids, COMPUTEI's
Gazette, 324 West Wendover Avenue,
Greensboro, North Carolina 27408.

overs are saved and can be printed in
another custom page or printed nor

1 nice to print a word processor

COMPUTE

that help you type in Gazette pro

M.QROCE

• here are times when it would be

G-38

program for the 64 and 128, and The
Automatic Proofreader are utilities

POKE54277,8:POKE54278,
255:POKE54276,23:A=6:P
OKE54 287,A:IFFLTHEN153

£"

PRINTTAB(H)"{4

FORP=54272TO54295:POKE

MLX, the machine language entry

P,0:NEXT:POKE54296,15

SPACES}{OFF}

£"

FORB=lTO250STEP3:POKE5
4273,B:NEXT:POKE54296,

SPACES}{OFF}

SE 1420 PRINTTAB(H)"{4

JD

URN

PRINTTAB(H)"{5 SPACES}
£"

FORP=1T015:POKE54296,1
5 : PO KE 54 2 9 6 , 0: NEXT : RET

SPACES}{OFF}

£"

(RVS}£{2

FORDY=1TO500:NEXT:POKE
54273,0:RETURN

1400 PRINTTAB(H) "H SPACES}
{RVS}£{3

TYPING AIDS

,249:POKE54296,15:POKE

£"

FS

1500

{YEL}{OFF}HIGH{RVS}£
{OFF}VOLTAGE!":RETURN
POKE54273,70:POKE54278

M

E

R

19

9

0

mally with your word processor.

Getting Started

Text Fitter consists of a BASIC pro
gram and machine language subrou
tines. The BASIC program should be
entered with The Automatic Proof
reader; the machine language pro
gram, with MLX. See "Typing Aids"
elsewhere in this section. When MLX
prompts you, respond with the values
given below.

Starting address: C000
Ending address:

C808

Once you've finished entering the
data, save a copy to disk. The BASIC
program loads the machine language
program, so be sure to save the ML
program as FITTER.ML.

Using the Program
Before using Text Fitter, you must
create a source file. Any CommodoreASCII sequential file (like those pro
duced by Easy Script or by printing a
file to disk with SpeedScript) is ac
ceptable. Don't include control char
acters for underlining, italics, or the

PROGRAMS
like in your text file because the re
sults will be unsatisfactory.

When you load and run Text Fit
ter, a menu/help screen will be dis

played. This screen lists all the
commands to manipulate the textlimit lines. Press a key as indicated to
move to the layout screen. Mark text-

limit lines by moving the red and
green cursors to the endpoints of the

line you want to mark and pressing
the M key. Marked lines will appear
as a series of dashes on the layout
screen. Connect lines to block out
areas of text and non-text. (Note that
the printing area edges are also text
limits.) The layout screen displays the
cursor positions in terms of column/
line count and inches as measured
from the upper left corner of the print
ing area. This is helpful when you
need to lay out your text accurately.
When you've finished marking
limit lines, return to the menu/help
screen and press the T key. You'll be
asked to enter the name of your

source file and, optionally, leftover

filenames for the text.
After these have been entered, the
source file will be opened, and a sec
ond menu/help screen will be dis

played. Press a key and move to the
layout screen as before. Position the
cursor where the first character is to

be placed and press the T key. (Don't
place the cursor directly on a dashed
line.) Text will fill down the area
marked, following the leftmost limit
until no open spaces are detected be
neath the line last placed.
Text characters are marked with
dots on the layout screen page. Move
the cursor and fill any open areas de

sired. Note that text will only fill
downward from the starting point,
since that's the way text is read. (If
you want an open area in the middle
of the page, divide the page into two
or more columns to give each area of
text a leftmost limit to follow.)
You can start a new source file

from the menu/help screen by press
ing the F key. The leftover file (if any)
will be saved, and the new filename
will be entered as before.
To print or save your page, press
the S key at the menu/help screen.

The source file will be closed and the
leftover file saved before a third menu
screen appears. From this menu you
can print the page or save the format

ted page to disk. The saved disk file

may be loaded into your word proces

sor for enhancements or printing. Ad
just the printer OPEN statement in
Line 550 to match the secondary ad
dress for your printer. Also note the
REM satement in line 540 that pro
vides for carriage returns to be added
at the end of each line should your
printer require them.

XD

EQ

320

330

{SPACE}TO THIS SCREEN."
PRINT"{2 DOWN}{8JPRESS

{SPACE}[S]

AT THIS

EN

OR"

TO

SAVE

PRINT"{DOWN}PRINT THE
AGE,

SR

HD

340

350

[F]

PM

10

REM

COPYRIGHT

UTE

PUBLICATIONS

{SPACE}LTD.

1990,

ALL

COMP

AM
AA

360
370

CE

380

INT'L,

RIGHTS

TO

START

.

{6>PRESS

Y

TO"

ANY

ESERVED.

KE

PRINT"{DOWN}CONTINUE

PL

TEXT."

GETKS:IFK$=""THEN360
IFK$="S"ORK$="F"THEN420
SYS50683:IFPEEK(49249)=
MARKTX,

RP

390

CLOSE2:PRINT"{CLR}END 0

20

POKE55,192:POKE56,91

F

PM

30

SS
SQ

400

GETK$:IFK$=""THEN400

GM

410

GOTO200

PB

420

PX

40

MA

50

POKE 53280,0JPOKE53281,0

RJ

60

PRINT"{CLR}{7>TEXT
R

-

MARK

TEXT

FITTE

LIMIT

EE

70

PRINT"{2
SOR:

RH

30

DOWNjSELECT CUR

[R]=RED

[G]=GREEN"

PRINT"{DOWN}MOVE
D

CURSOR

WITH

KEY

90

PRINT"{DOWN}[M]=MARK LIN
E

BETWEEN

AH

110

PRINT"{DOWN}[CLR]=REMOV

GD

120

HB

130

{SPACEJLINE"

E

ALL

HP

150

LINES"

PRINT"{DOWN}[<J=RETURN
{SPACE}TO THIS SCREEN"
PRINT"{2 DOWNH8JPRESS
{SPACE}[T] AT THIS SCRE
EN

140

TO

BEGIN"

PRINT"{DOWN}PLACING TEX
T.

{6}PRESS

EY

TO"

ANY

OTHER

MA

GR

200 PRINT"{CLRH7>TEXT FITT

BD 470

PRINT"{DOWN}[P]=PRINT
SURE

PRINTER

IS

X)."

480

AB
FA
DM

490
500
510

GETK$:IFK$O"D"THEN530
INPUT"FILENAME";SF$
OPEN2,8,2,"0:"+SFS+",S,
W"

PRINT"{DOWN}[X]=EXIT."

AJ

520

SYS51098:CLOSE2:GOTO450

KQ

530

IFK$O"P"THEN560

SM

540

REM

:REM

OUTPGE

POKE 51133,13:REM

ADD

RETURN

TO

EACH

FC

550

560

IFK$O"X"THEN490

189

SYS50450:REM

JK

570

END

190

GOTO160

-

PLACE

MARKL

TEXT{CYN}"

PRINT"{DOWN}INSERT DISK
AND

TO
LIN

OPEN2,4,7:SYS51098:PRIN

HM

ER

(

READ

AJ

GETKS:IFKS=""THEN160
IFKS="T"THEN200

QB 210

ENTER

FILENAME"

FITTER.ML
C300:70

D8

88

D8

70

00

00

00

12

C00B:00

01

03

05

06

08

00

06

D0

220

PRINT" (PRESS

A

C010:03

00

06

03

FD

7F

DF

F7

A9

C019:05

00

03

00

03

FC

C028:03

04
0C

04
05
30

05

01
0F

01
02
30

02

C020:06

06
07
20

07

230

LONE TO GO BACK.)"
SF$="":INPUTSF$:IFSFS="

20

28

ID

C030:30

2E

30

30

29

20

00

0C

34

C038:09
C040:30

0E

05

20

30

30

20

28

0F

2E

30

30

29

00

IF

20

16

C048:3D

20

0D

05

0E

15

00

00

27

C050:00

00
00

00
00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00
00

00
00

Dl
D9

A9
0D
A0
B9

00
DC
00
00

8D
A5

62
01

AC
A5

B9

(RETURN)

"THEN60

240

PRINT"{DOWN}ENTER
AME

FOR

LEFTOVER

FILEN
TEXT"

250

PRINT"{PRESS

JA

260

LONE FOR NO FILE.)"
LFS="":INPUTLFS

QR

270

OPEN2,8,2,"0:"+SF$+",S,

[RETURN]

A

GP

280

EF

290

00

00

A9

7F

C07O:29

FB

85

C078:D0

99

00

00
3D
01
80

C080:00
C088:04

81

C8

D0

Fl

A5

85

01

A9

81

C090:A9

00

A2

12

C098:A0

82

84

FC

ION"

C0A0:C8

D0

FB

PRINT"{DOWN}[<]=RETURN

C0AB:A0

00

8C

PRINT"{CLRH7>TEXT FITT
ER - PLACE TEXT{CYN}"
PRINT"{DOWN}MOVE CURSOR
WITH

300

[CRSR]

KEYS"

PRINT"{DOWN}[T]=FILL WI
TH

310

C058:90

C060:00
C068:C0

R"

HG

BF

PRINT" {CLRH7JTEXT FITT
ER - SAVE/PRINT{CYN}"
460 PRINT"{DOWN}[D]=SAVE TO

{SPACEjOUTPGE

KA

QH

IFK$="F"THEN200

450

T#2:CLOSE2:GOTO450:REM

DG

DH

440

LINES."

160
170

JF

KD

HD

K

RM
KP

SG

LFTOVR

E

PRINT"{DOWN}CONTINUE
RKING

XH

3:CLOSE 3:REM
CLOSE2

BE

PRINT"{DOWN][U]=UNMARK

AQ

IFLF$O""THEN0PEN3,8, 3,

430

CURSORS"

100

GA

KEY"

DISK."

S"
SH

ANY

EG

SELECTE

[CRSR]

";SF$:PRINT"{DOWN}PRE

"0:"+LFS+",S,W":SYS5115

LINE

S{CYN}"

SA

VEST

AP

IFA=0THENA=1:LOAD"FITTER
.ML",8,1
SYS49252:REM INIT
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Don Lancaster is a man with a

mission. Through his PostScript
RoundTable on GEnie, he
preaches the doctrine of bookon-demandpublishing. Lancaster ar
gues that today's low-cost laser print
ers make it cheaper to produce books
in smaller quantities than in larger
ones. He also claims that this method
is faster and more flexible than oldstyle publishing.
Recent developments in the book
industry have created the need for
book-on-demand publishing. First,
the chain bookstores have driven out
most of the traditional mom-and-pop
operations. While a typical mom-andpop store stocks 60,000 titles, a typical
chain store may stock ten copies each
of only 6,000 titles. And because of
the chain stores' collective buying
power, they've bargained for the right
to return any books that haven't sold

within a short period of time.
Second, the IRS is, in effect, pay
ing publishers to destroy
their books. The IRS
now requires publishers
to carry the full value of
an unsold book rather

than its actual scrap val
ue. A book returned be
cause it's no longer

popular has the same tax
value as the new best

seller about to be
shipped. Not surprising
ly, publishers are shred
ding books by the
millions and eliminating
their backlists to keep
their costs down.

Finally, the big pub
lishing houses are com
missioning fewer books
as they pay increasingly
larger advances to a
handful of megahit au
thors. There's only so
much money around, so

for every $25 million ad
vance for a blockbuster
sequel, 100 less-com

mercial books never see
the light of day.

Tired of swimming against the"
stream, Lancaster decided to self-

publish several of his own computer
books—printing the books one at a
time with his PostScript laser printer.
Using a typical jiffy print shop, he fig
ured he could produce a thousand
copies of his book for $7,000. But
with his laser printer, he could pro
duce the same thousand copies for
just $5,000, including the amortized
cost of his printer.
More importantly, if he were to
sell only a third of the books, his jiffy
print shop costs would rise to a stag
gering S21 a book. But with book-ondemand publishing, his costs remain
constant because he prints each book
as it's needed. The book is stored elec
tronically, so there's no actual inven
tory—and no tax penalty. Each book
is on a permanent backlist that can be
called up whenever it's needed. And
the author can make changes at any
time without the additional costs of

printing a new edition.
To keep his costs down, Lancas
ter refills his own toner cartridges
(lowering his toner costs to less than
0.3 cent per page), uses a duplex (dou
ble-sided) printer, and does his own
maintenance and minor repair work.
Lancaster is a pioneer, but he
isn't alone. In a number of disciplines,
the dedicated enthusiast can now own
the tools of the trade that used to be
available only to the professional or
the wealthy. Thousands of musicians
are using their Macs with MIDI syn
thesizers, computer-controlled mix
ers, and cards that let them make CD-

quality recordings direct to their hard
drives. Computer-literate investors
are using computer-based technical
tools that rival the sophisticated stockmarket programs used by the big bro
kerage houses. And programs such as
MacroMind Director and MacRenderMan let individual artists create life
like animation that goes well beyond
the quality of Saturdaymorning cartoons.
We often hear that
computers are widening
the gap between the
haves and the havenots, that parents and
small businesses in poor

neighborhoods can't af
ford the technology and
will slip farther behind.
While that's a legitimate

concern, the flip side is
also true. With these
powerful tools now
available to a much
larger group, there's a
more broadly based op

portunity for creativity
and the possibility for a

wider range of opinions.
If Lancaster is right,
we may soon see a small
army of one-person pub
lishing houses producing

custom books for a small
but eager audience. Come
to think of it, that's how
publishing began nearly
600 years ago.H
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How many times have you looked

See How They Run
Since a personal database (DB) is real

for that scrap of paper with the
crucial phone number on it or
searched in every jacket pocket
for an important contact's business
card? If the answer is too often, you
need to get organized, and your Mac
intosh can help you do it—along with
the right personal database program.
Personal databases manage your
personal and business information—
the names, numbers, addresses, dates,
and lists that you refer to every day.
They're not designed to provide the

heavy-duty data massaging of a fullfledged relational database, such as
4th Dimension, but they're quick,
small, convenient, and much easier to
use. Yet within these limitations,
there's a wide range of capabilities.
In this article, I'll compare five
popular personal databases for the
Mac: Address Book Plus from Power
Up Software, Dynodex from Portfolio
Systems, QuickDex from Casady &
Greene, Retriever from Exodus Soft
ware, and Apple's venerable Hyper

Card. I looked at how each program
displays data on the screen, searches
for and sorts records, imports and ex
ports data, prints, and autodials.

ly an everyday tool, you've got to be

comfortable with how it presents data
on the screen—what I call the data
view. Most likely, you'll want to

choose a DB that corresponds to an
information format you're already fa
miliar with. If you're used to looking
at real estate listings in list form, for
example, you might want to choose

one of the DBs with a list-type data
view. If you plan to use your DB pri
marily as an address book, choose one
that looks like a FiloFax.
Address Book Plus has the most
data-view flexibility, offering list, ad
dress book, and envelope and label
views, among others. Dynodex lets
you see an address book view and a

list view at the same time. Retriever
shows a list view only, but it has the
best features for manipulating the

view, with resizable and collapsible
columns. QuickDex is freeform—you
have a single 512-character card that
accepts any information in any order
you choose—and you can see cards

from up to eight different QuickDex
files at the same time. HyperCard has
the most customizable data view; you

FIVE PERSONAL DATABASE

PROGRAMS THAT COST UNDER $ 100
DECEMBER

1990

COMPUTE
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ment, for example, the text to go into

can arrange fields, buttons, and pic
tures in any order within the size lim
its of a single card, but you have to

each field has to end with a tab, and

each record has to be delimited by a
carriage return. Before importing, you

acquire the skills to do so.

also have to prepare a new DB file
with the proper number and order of

Hide and Seek
The one thing you'll do most often
with a database is search for a specific
name or address. All of these pro
grams let you enter a text string and

named fields. Once you're set up, the

conversion should go smoothly.
Importing and exporting to and
from QuickDex is more of a pain,

since it uses a custom file format de
limited by carriage returns and aster
isks instead of tabs that other
databases can't create and no word
processing mail merger will recognize.
There's a workaround, which involves
moving QuickDex files to HyperCard
by using the conversion stack includ
ed with QuickDex (Dynodex and Re
triever have similar stacks) and then

search for it in every field; the more
structured databases also let you

search only the specific fields that you
name or have previously marked.
Dynodex has the most search op

tions—find, find next, find previous,
match case, find and change to, find
in marked field(s). and show a list of
frequently searched for strings.
Unless you like to waste time,
fast and efficient searching is a must.
To test search speed, I created a 500record text document (57K in size)
and imported it into each database.
On my Mac Ilex, I did a series of five
timed searches through all fields for a

converting the address stack you've

just made to a tab-delimited text file
using HyperCard's own Export button
on the HyperCard Ideas disk. This is
so cumbersome, however, that you'd
be better off using HyperCard alone,
moving address data with the Import

single four-character word in the last
record and then averaged the results.

and Export buttons or writing your
own scripts. HyperCard is also the

If it's fast access you're looking for,

only one of these programs that ac

QuickDex is the speed champ. It

cepts graphics.

found the key word in a fraction of a
second, faster than my stopwatch re

The Right Connections

action time. HyperCard is nearly as
fast, and Address Book Plus is accept

you're already likely to be using a
paper-based personal organizer like a
Filofax or Day-Timer. At least that's

the thinking behind Address Book
Plus. QuickDex, and Dynodex. which
can print pages that fit these and other
popular address books; Dynodex can
also print double-sided pages. Quick
Dex requires a separate printing utili

Sorting your records in a speci
fied order, usually by alphabet, is also
a useful feature. All the programs, ex

cept QuickDex, let you do this on
screen, and QuickDex can do it as part
of its printing utility, PrintDex. You
can choose which field to sort by—the
last-name field or the company field,

Dynodex is also fast, and with its
flexible printing options, it's well suit
ed to people who live by a Filofax or
Day-Timer.
And HyperCard, despite its much

larger application size and relatively
inefficient data view, can do much

more than any of the others—if you're
willing to take the time to learn the
necessary programming skills.
No matter which program you

choose, though, putting your personal
data on your Mac will save you time,
effort, and lost opportunities.

How easily you can get address lists in
and out of a personal database is an
other factor you'll want to consider.
You may want to import a tickler file
into your personal DB from a spread
sheet or another database, or you may

want to export an address list to a
word processor for mail merging with

hooked up to your computer and have
set up the right dialing protocols. Ad

dress Book Plus has its dialer available
as a DA, Dynodex and QuickDex
have dialing integrated into the pro
gram, in HyperCard you have to in
stall a Dial button or write a script for
that function, and Retriever doesn't
offer dialing at all.

menu and dialog options. If you're
importing a word processing docuE

M

For more information about the prod
ucts mentioned in this feature, contact

B

Power Up Software
P.O. Box 7600

Dynodex 1.2—$99.95

number, click on the dial button or
choose the Dial menu option, and
your call will go through—assuming
you've got a phone and/or modem

Address Book Plus, Dynodex. and
Retriever all can import and export
tab-delimited text files using simple

tions, both from COMPUTE Books.

not organizer pages. Interestingly,
none of these programs are set up to
feed data to the latest incarnation of
the personal organizer, the palmtop

do is dial the phone for you, but most
of these programs can. Select a phone

than others.

Card and Macintosh Desktop Presenta

San Mateo, CA 94403

One thing no paper organizer can

ing, though some are easier to use

consultant based in Amherst, Massachu
setts. He's the author of Exploring Hyper

Card can print list and column re
ports, labels, and pictures of cards, but

computers such as Sharp's Wizard
and Casio's B.O.S.S.

a form letter. Each personal DB has
provisions for importing and export

Steven Anzovin is a freelance writer and

Address Book Pius 1.0—$89.95

Import/Export Business

C

quicker, more responsive feel.

QuickDex package. Retriever can only
print a WYSIWYG version of its

triever let you mark fields for sorting
and searching by custom categories.

E

RAM to run MuItiFinder. It's also

easy to modify the appearance of Re
triever's list display. On the other
hand, I like Address Book Plus's wider
choice of data views, and it has a

the software companies listed below.

integer (by number) order. Also, Ad
dress Book Plus, Dynodex. and Re

D

The fact that Retriever is a DA,

and thus is accessible from any pro
gram, is a big advantage over Address
Book Plus, unless you have enough

ty, PrintDex, which comes in the

datasheet screen display, while Hyper

for example—and whether to sort in
ascending, descending, alphabetic, or

COMPUTE

at less cost.

If you need a personal database,

ably quick at a little over a second.
The tortoise of the bunch is Retriever,
which took at least 16 times longer
than QuickDex to find the key word.

M-4

People's Choice
If all you're looking for is a place to
store names and numbers with the
least fuss, QuickDex can't be beat. If
you need a more structured environ
ment, however, Address Book Plus
and Retriever offer many of the fea
tures of bigger flat-file databases, but

E
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(415)345-2662
Portfolio Systems

21 E. Market St.
Rhinebeck, NY 12572

(800) 729-3966

HyperCard 1.2.5—$49.95
(Free with purchase of Mac)
Apple Computer

20525 Mariani Ave.

Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 974-6144

QuickDex 1.4d—$60.00
Casady & Greene
P.O. Box 223779
Carmel, CA 93922

(408)624-8716

Retriever 1.01—$89.95
Exodus Software
8620 Winton Rd.
Suite 304

Cincinnati, OH 45231
(513)522-0011

b

Best Bits and Bytes For Mac©
Shareware and Public Domain Software For The Mac© Plus or higher.
GAMES

(6217) LASER COMPUTERS & ICONS -Terrific com

(6056) CARD GAMES -Ten great card games, includ
ing Hearts and Blackjack.

(6234) DARTS V1.0 & PINOCHLE V1.0- Contains
Darts. Pinochle, Mac Slot, Connect Four and more
(6052) EIDISI I & VAMPIRE CASTLE - Spectacular
sound and graphics in both of these adventures.

(6070) PINBALL GAMES - Thirteen great pinball

games with graphics and sound.
(6063) POPULAR GAMES - Favorites like Monopoly,

Stratego, Backgammon and many more.
(6062) PUZZLING GAMES - Six challenging games.

BUSINESS

(6266) BUSINESS LETTERS - Over 750 business
letters; ©ditto suit your specific needs. Req: Any Word
Processor, Desktop Publisher or Text Editor.
(6010) CHECKBOOK & ACCOUNTING - CK 2.1 is the
best checkbook manager, also includes a ledger.
(6001) DESKTOP #1 - Scheduler, rolodex. calculator,

address book, calendar etc.
(6002) GENERAL BUSINESS #1 - A mailing list
manager, loan analyst, business graphs etc.

(6009) GENERAL BUSINESS #2 - Great mailing label
printer with database & 4 bonus programs
(6000) IDEA UNER & BI-PLANE- A full functioned
spreadsheet and a thought outliner.

DESK ACCESSORIES

(6027) ART & WORD PROCESSING- Over 30 DA's
(Desk accessories) for art work and word proc.
(6029) BUSINESS DA'S - Over 20 business DA's.
Mock package, MegaCalulatorand more.
(6026) GAMES, CLOCKS, & SCREEN SAVERS -

Incredibly popular disk! 28 games, 9 clocks and 10
savers.

(6028) PROGRAMMING DA'S- An amazing 54 DA's
for advanced users and program mers.

EDUCATION

(6249) ASTRONOMY - Bright Stars, Gravitation, and

other informative programs.

(6041) ELEMENTARY DRILlJS-Three drills for grades

K through 3. 2 are limited versions.
(6038) GENERAL EDUCATION - Biology, memoriza
tion, diet, Morse code and fractal programs.
(6039) GEOGRAPHY & GRADES - Two geography
programs (10 and up) and 2 grade books.

(6042) OYSTER & LEARNING TOOL DEMOS - Two
good programs for creating tutoriais and notes.
(6040) OUIZ & DRILL MAKERS - Six educational
programs for grades K through 7.
(6045) SCIENTIST'S TOOLS - Molecular Editor Demo

and Scientist's Helper. Ages 15 & up.

(6261) VERSAGRAPH - Good 2-D plotting program

that will plot up to 5 functions.

FONTS

The following fonts are Imagewriter bit-mapped fonts
(6032)

FOREIGN

LANGUAGE/FANCY

FONTS

-

Hebrew, Thai, Moscow, Old English and 19 more!
(6031) GRAPHIC* FUN FONTS- Perfect torsi gns and
banners! Twenty one great fonts.

(6030) PICTURE FONTS - Twenty three ImageWriter
fonts. Vegas, Music, Cairo & more!
(6033) SUPERFONTS #1 - Contain 32 exceptional
ImageWriterfonts. Many famous fonts.

(6034) SUPERFONTS#2-Includes Art Deco. Cartoon,
Trekkies and 26 more fonts.

make your own puzzles from MacPaint.

(6067) QUEST FOR T-REX - A dazzling adventure

where you play a fearless explorer.
(6069) RADICAL CASTLE - You must find the oracle
or face certain death.

(6236) RISK & STRATEGO V0.95- Classic board

games Risk and Stratego, 3 more military games.

(6050) SPACE ADVENTURE/ DEATH MALL 3000 Two out of this world (space) adventure games!
(6060) SPACE CLASSICS & GAMES OF SKILL-

Nine classic games with Asteroids, Space attack,

(6061) SPACE GAMES- Eight space games with

shareware version of Crystal Raider.

(6205) SPACESTATIONPHETAV1.5.1-Afast multi

screen climbing game. 100 different screens.
(6058) SPORTS GAMES & MISC. ADVENTURESBilliards. golf, bowling, football and 3 adventures.
(6064) STRATEGY GAMES - Challenge your mind,

these 7 games will tease your brain.
(6207) STRATEGY GAMES #2 - Checkers. Master
Maze, Mines, Pyramid and Hex.

(6057) TRMA & WORD GAMES - Games that chal
lenge your intellect and wits.
(6053) ZOONY & SCARAB OF RA - You can be a

jester or an explorer in these 2 adventures.

back in time. Skeletons, dragons, dinosaurs and more.
(6083) HOLIDAYS - Perfect for invitations and greeting

cards.

(6090) ICONS & CLIP ART- Customize yourdesktop
with hot icons and clip art.
(6091) MISC. GRAPHICS - The widest possible as

sortment of clip art on one disk.

LASER ACCESSORIES

(6191) NOVELTY #1 - Contains fortunes, biorhythms.

SCREEN UTILITIES

(6251) COMPUGRAPH V1.0M8 - Good 3-D wire
frame drawing, modeling, rotation program.

(6262) GRAPHICS UTILITIES - Over 10 graphics
programs, drawing, image processing etc. Req: Some

work best with PostScript printers.

(6192) SCREEN GRAPHICS #1 - Incredible high

resolution graphics programs.
(6193) SCREEN GRAPHICS #2 - More amazing
graphic programs, 11 in all.

UTILITIES

(6201) ASSORTED UTILITIES - Screen savers,

clocks, text editors and more.

keyboard invoked.

(6112) FONT&ICON UTILITIES- Seven prog ramsfor

customizing fonts and icons.
(6108) MINIFINDERS & SERVANTS - Perfect for
those Macs with little memory and no hard drive
(6203) PROGRAMMER'S VIRUS PROTECTION -

Protection for programmers, includes source code.
(6202) RESEDIT V1.3D1 - The most powerful applica

against, detect and repair computer viruses.

will look perfect at any size.
(6211) LASER CUP ART #1 -Balloons, shuttle, tiger,
spot light etc. in Postscript.
(6212) LASER CUP ART #2 -Women. Men. bursts,
van, phone, key, lock etc. in Postscript.
(6213) LASER CUP ART #3 - Lion, skier, globe,
dinosaurs, religion etc.

(6214) LASER CUP ART #4 - Cars. Oasis, crowd,
phone, fish, camera etc.

(6204) VIRUS & DATA PROTECTION - Protect
(6106) VIRUS PROTECTION- Protect yourself from
unseen computer viruses.

(6111) WORD PROCESSOR UTILS.- Text editor.
stand alone documents, and other utilities.
(6264 & 6265) WWIV MAC BBS V3.0 - Start your own
Mac bulletin board wptn this full BBS system. R«q: Hard

Drive, 100% Hayes compatible modem.

We have HyperCard Stacks!

(6245) LASER CLIP ART #5 - Golf, Planes, Trucks,

boats, Music etc. in PostScript (EPS).

CALL FOR

FREE CATALOG
ORDER NOW-CALL TOLL FREE
1 -800-245-BYTE (2983)
FAX NUMBER (818) 764-4851
Most orders shipped within 24 hours!
Please mail check or money order to:

BEST BITS AND BYTES

P.O. Box8225-CM Van Nuys, CA 91409

STORE HOURS: 9am-6pm M-F, SAT9am-5pm

Add ress
C ity/State/Z ip
Phone Number

12104 SHERMAN WAY
NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CA91605

Exp. Date
S ig natu re
L

operating system.

jokes and a banner maker.

tion ever for serious Mac users.

Credit Card Number

Expire 01-30-91

NOVELTY

(6269) MAC LOTTO - A fulry functional lotto and keno

EPS graphics.
(6218) LASER BORDERS - These Postscript borders

Printer, and program to view, modffy or print. Theseare

Name

Discount Prices

(6210) LASERFONTS#1-Several great fonts for your

postscript printer.
(6247) LASERFONTS #2 - Six new type faces foryour
postscript printer.

The following disks require a Postscript Compatible

Total

S4.49

Canada. California, Texas and the USA.

(6107) DISK UTILITIES - Disk copy programs, fast
format, scan lor bad sectors etc.
(6109) FKEYS - Function keys are sim ilar to DA's, but

MINIMUM CREDITCARDORDER-520.00

10-19

(6216) LASER U.S. & CANADA - Great maps of

(6096) DINOSAURS, FANTASY, & DRAGONS - Step

Foreign orders include $15.00forShipping and Handling

$4 99

locks, and more in PostScript.

(6113) COMMUNICATIONS UTIUTIES-Red Ryder
V9.4, Term Works, Stuffit and other modem programs.

California Residents Please add 6.75% Sales Tax
Florida Residents please add 6% Sales Tax
Shipping and Handling $4.00

55.99

appliances, flowers, etc. in PostScript.
(6242) LASER TOOL BOX - Hammers, saws, drills,

(6075) BORDERS - Add punch and pizzazz to signs

and memos.

OrderForm

PRICES

(6215) LASER HOLIDAYS & SPECIAL OCCASIONS
- Holiday and party graphics for invitations and cards.
(6243) LASER HOUSEWARES- Phone. TV, dishes,

(6110) CLOCKS & SECURITY - Urge and small time

Please circle disk numbers or write on separate sheet.
Numberof Disks
@$
=

DISQQUfNt

pencils,

displays, plus password protection.

GRAPHICS-Mac Paint

Circle Reader Service Number 231

SPECIAL

puter 4 icon graphics for your publications.
(6244) LASER EDUCATIONAL - Books,
pens, bus, flag, and more in PostScript.
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The Macintosh changed the na
ture of word processing by

WOOD

on mouseUp
if the clickText is "azimuth" then
go to card "azimuth definition"

bringing multiple fonts and

styles to the computer screen. So
when HyperCard allowed only a sin
gle font and style in any field, many
dyed-in-the-wool Mac users cried
foul. What's so great about a Mac ap
plication with only one text style per
Held?
HyperCard'2.0 finally remedies
the situation. Now you can mix fonts,
sizes, and styles in any combination
in any field. These text attributes can

end mouseUp

Then create a card called azimuth
definition that defines it and has an il
lustrative drawing, and your main dis
cussion won't be cluttered with
duplicate definitions.
*

111,

(all

En

IdoIi

'••14
Iteltt

rflAMIIil ^inil Fltldti

be assigned through the normal
HyperCardText Style dialog box, un

Multiple fonts bring

' luli

Ml"

better functionality to the

der script control, or via two familiar

HyperCard desktop.

menus. Font and Style.
Another big complaint came

~[\i<i:. hah Iha lypogjapWc pom aid
Arrrs tkit tla MadnInh brought !□ a

from those who hoped that the hyper
in HyperCard stood for hypertext ca

pabilities but found the application
short on real hypertext features.
In its simplest form, hypertext
can let you click on a word—a scien

As simple as this seems, Hyper

field. You could paste buttons over

words and thus easily find where the

a HyperTalk expression that describes

clicked on—thus making it easy to

distinguish which desktop was selected.

variable. It can be defined in terms of
characters (chars), words, or lines.
For example, if card field 1 begins

hypertext enabling functions is that
they don't provide a standard device

field," HyperCard would be described
as "char 1 to 9 of card field I .*' Simi
larly, a word is defined as a number of

editing, the button wouldn't stick to
the word, and the button could even
end up over the wrong word.

characters separated by spaces, thus

Enter three new functions in
HyperCard 2.0: clickText. click-

HyperCard is "word 1 of card field 1."
These chunk expressions provide

Chunk, and clickLine. To use any of

these functions, you just lock the field
that contains the text with the hyper
text capabilities. Then you can use
these new functions in the field's
mouseUp script to cause some hyper

field. Lock the field and put the fol
lowing in the field script.
D

E

C

the key to altering the font, size, or
style of part of the text within a field.
For example, if you wish to change

text action.
For example, let's say you're writ
ing a HyperCard stack about astrono
my and want use the term azimuth
without having to define it within the

the style of the word HyperCard in the
above example to italic, you would
use "set the textStyle of char 1 to 9 of
card field 1 to italic." You could also
refer to "word 1" in place of "chars 1

M

The major drawback to these new

for users to identify a word that's hot.
That is, a word can be hot and
look just like every other word. One
HyperTalk programmer might use
bold text to identify a hot word, while
another might use italic, and another

might use underlining. ToolBook, an
application from Asymetrix for PCs
and compatibles that runs under Win
dows 3.0, has standardized hot text
by drawing a box around every hot
word—a device not available in

HyperCard.
With this one caveat, HyperCard
2.0 has come a long way toward being
the hypertext application that many
educators have been looking for.

to 9" to accomplish the same thing.

The concept of the line can be a
relatively elusive chunk expression. It
doesn't matter how many physical

E

returns both words together if either is

a particular segment of text—both
within a field or within a HyperTalk

"HyperCard 2.0 allows multiple styles,
fonts, and type sizes within the same

mouse was clicked. But if a word had
been moved within the field during

The group text style solves that.

more obscure if you're not well versed

in HyperTalk terminology. A chunk is

Carddidn't have a device to tie script
actions directly to a single word in a

next to publishing.
By selecting both desktop and publish
ing together and choosing group from
the Style menu, the clickText function

The clickChunk function is a bit

fines and illustrates the word. In hy
pertext parlance, we say that the word
in the field is hot.

COMPUTE

the sentence you click on.
The new style, group, is another
great feature for those doing hypertext
applications. Using our example, let's
say you want both desktop and desk
top publishing to be hot. If you use
only the three functions I described
above, when the user clicks on desk
top, you would have no way of know
ing whether the selected word was

HyperCard 2.0 allows multiple fonts.

tific term, for example—and be
whisked away to a glossary that de

M-6

clickLine function simply returns the
number of the line that was clicked in
card field 1" no matter which word in

ritin

HyptrCarfl 2.0 allawEmulMpla

line is any number of characters with
a carriage return (ASCII 13) at the
end. It can be several physical lines.
In our example, even though the
text wraps after the word multiple,
line 1 would be the entire sentence be
cause there's no carriage return until
the end of the third physical line. The

a locked field. It returns "line 1 of

ObJ.lil

■l|lll, (anti. lid lgp» it'll

lines appear in a field on the screen; a

E
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Roger Wood has worked as editor of
HyperLink Magazine and managing editor
of Home Computer Magazine.

GREGG

Christmas already? That means

my cards and letters need to go

KEIZER

still prefer to write with something

out—now! Wait, I don't have

faster, like AppleWorks. Graphic Writ
er really shines here, for its translation

time to write a hundred letters

capabilities are most impressive. I

and still make a living and have a life.

The solution? Mass mailings. I've
taken a page out of my Congressman's
playbook—his slick newsletter regu

larly hits my mail slot to remind me
what a great guy he is. I've gone hightech in order to keep in touch with farflung friends and distant relatives.
I know, I know. You're dead set

against anything that reminds you of
those gruesome mimeographed holi
day letters you got years ago. Don't
worry. Everyone will love your mes

sage if the medium is nicely designed

wrote with AppleWorks 3.0 at blitz
krieg speed, then poured the copy into
a Graphic Writer layout with bold
facing and underlining intact. Nice.
A desktop publishing program on
the IIgs wouldn't be much without
graphics or color. Graphic Writer
doesn't let you down here, either. The
built-in graphics tools are nothing spe
cial—the typical pencil, brush, eraser,

magnifying glass, and geometric
shape-makers—but the program

makes it as easy to import graphics as
it does text.

and attractively illustrated.

I've been designing, writing, and
mailing a holiday newsletter for years.

Maybe it's the only written communi
cation some people get from my fam
ily all year, but it hits the family
highlights, it's fun to read, and best of
all, it looks good.
Until this year, I've created our

family newsletter on a Macintosh. No
more. This year, I switched to Graphic
Writer 111 (Seven Hills Software, 1310
Oxford Road, Tallahassee, Florida
32304; $ 149.95), a great desktop pub
lishing program for the IlGS. Like
most other desktop publishing pro
grams, Graphic Writer works with
frames, which are boxes you build to
hold text or graphics.

Designing a four-page newsletter
with Graphic Writer took less than 30
minutes. The process is easy because
of features like color-coded column
and snap-to guides and master pages
you define to set up margins and page
numbers. Onscreen rulers ensure
you've got things lined up right, and
the program quickly sets up a multicolumn format.
Other topnotch features include
frame linking, which automatically
flows text from one column to another,
and text wrapping, which allows words
to cunningly wind around illustrations.
Though typing text in Graphic
Writer isn't as unbearably slow as in
some other Apple IIgs programs, I

CREATE
YOUR OWN
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I remembered that a local copy shop—
a Kinko's outlet—had a color copier.
Down to the copy shop I went, and in
a half hour I had a four-color newslet
ter (all right, just the first page, but at

those prices, I couldn't afford more).
Graphic Writer comes packed
with extras, such as a disk full of new
fonts and two disks of clip art. I didn't
have much use for the fonts—I like to
stick with classic font families such as
Times and Helvetica—but the clip art
was terrific. I used the map of the U.S.
to show the family's 1990 travels.

Printing is slow, really slow.
There's not much you can do about
that. I didn't think much of the pro

gram's dot-matrix output anyway, so I
headed to the local Apple dealer to
make master copies of my newsletter's
remaining three pages on a Laser
Writer NT. Everything worked flaw
lessly, and the output was super.

Graphic Writer 111 is fast and fea
ture-heavy, yet friendly. It's the first
Apple IlGS-specific desktop publish
ing package I've been willing to rec
ommend, and it made my annual

k

newsletter creation chore as much fun

for me as I hope its reading is for my
friends and relatives.

Print Shop (both the classic and
the IIgs versions) and single-, double-,
and super-hi-res images can all be
grabbed and placed within Graphic
Writer documents. Because Print Shop
graphics are so easy to find, I scattered
several throughout my newsletter.

Color is often vastly overrated in
Apple IIgs software, and, though I
still think it has limited application, I
did find a way to put Graphic Writer's
color capabilities to work for me. I
spotted the first page of the newsletter
with color, primarily in the masthead
(the name of the newsletter) and a
great graphic, and then printed it out
on an ImageWriter II.

For a moment, I was stumped—
my printer would be tied up past
Christmas printing 100 originals. Then
DECEMBER

If you're launching your first-ever
holiday newsletter, here are some
things to keep in mind.
• Use at least ten-point type. Twelve-

point is better, especially if you're
sending the newsletter to anyone
over 35. No one likes to squint.
• To personalize each newsletter, create
an empty frame on the last page of
your newsletter and save the file as
MASTER. Write short, individual
notes to each recipient; then import
them into the empty frame. Remem
ber that you'll have to save each
newsletter as a separate file and print
out that page for each newsletter.

• If you have access to a scanner, digi

tize a family photo and place the re
sulting graphic on the second page,
above a frame labeled Staff. Even if
the picture is crude, your readers will
get a kick out of it.
h
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New Nitpicker
If you're one of the 20,000 Mac users who purchased Grammatik Mac,
you're in luck. Reference Software is offering a free upgrade to version
2.0, which features a new interface and expanded word processor sup
port. If you haven't registered your copy of version 1.0, you can call the
company on its toll-free line and provide the serial number from the dis
tribution disk.

Commie Network Exposed
Old-style communism has undergone radical changes in the last two
years. Now the Soviets are linking their computers in a way that would
have made Karl Marx proud. Currently, five deputies in the Soviet Par

liament have their Macs networked together, and seven other Macs are
being used by the Parliament's technical staff.
In order to increase the Parliament's efficiency, the government has
commissioned the Moscow-based Interproject to create a Mac-based
"information system." It will use a Russian version of the Macintosh Sys
tem software that was developed by Interproject and Apple programmers.

[Only
|$4.99
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New
Math

The most recent version of the Mac
operating system has been System
6.0.5, and the new low-cost Macs

are shipping with System 6.0.7. So
what happened to 6.0.6?
Apple had planned to release
System 6.0.6 with the changes

needed for the three new Macs—in
cluding a new Sound Manager—but
it discovered two nasty bugs at the
last minute. The first can cause a

Mac to act as though it's no longer
connected to a printer or AppleShare
server. The second can cause a Mac

LC to ignore the keyboard until the

Running
Late
Apple finally admitted what most
industry watchers have suspected
for months—System 7.0 won't
ship until 1991 or, as Apple put
it, "the first half of calendar

1991." Alpha versions have been
available to developers since
May, but the first beta version
wasn't expected to be ready

before October—a full year be
hind schedule.
While some developers will
have to delay their new products
once again, Apple insists the new

system software will be worth it.
According to Roger Heinen, Ap
ple's vice president of software
engineering, "With the additional
feedback from our developers, we
are confident that System 7.0 will

shatter traditional notions of
what personal computers can do."

Talk
Is Cheap
How can owners of older Macs add

the sound-input capabilities of the
new Macintosh LC and Macintosh
Ilsi? Premier Technology offers an
inexpensive solution.
The MacMic, pronounced mac

mike, consists of a 2 X 2 X .75 inch
digitizing microphone, a 6-foot ca
ble, and a Velcro fastener that lets
you attach the microphone to your

computer or monitor. It plugs into
either of the two serial ports and
comes with software that lets your

mouse is moved.

Mac recognize the unit as a standard

The bugs have been fixed in
System 6.0.7, and Apple has "re

sound-input device.

worked" its inventory to include the
newer system. The company is ship
ping 6.0.6 to Europe with an IN1T that
fixes the bugs while it works to com

plete a European version of 6.0.7.

The MacMic is available for
$59.95 from Premier Technology,
2040 Polk Street, Suite 288, San
Francisco, California 94109;
(415)424-1963.
News & Notes by David English

REDISCOVER A CLASSIC • CREATE PRESENTATIONS
UNLEASH ARTISTIC TALENTS • FIND THE RIGHT WORD

WORDSTAR 6.0

Big but not unwieldy, powerful

but not too complex, packed
with desktop publishing features
and advanced integration capa
bilities for power users—WordStar
6.0 is all these things and more. If you
know the WordStar interface but
haven't taken a look at the program in
a few years, you'll welcome its new
power and versatility. If you're un
familiar with this word processing
classic, fasten your seatbelt.
Over the years, WordStar has
grown from a friendly little CP/M
program occupying part of a disk to
an MS-DOS power package that
comes on 21 floppy disks. What keeps
WordStar fast, sleek, and manage
able—rather than lumbering and for
bidding, as you might expect—is a
sensible set of strategies, including se
lective installation of features, numer
ous default settings, clever memory
management, selective help levels,
and nesting and chaining capabilities.
WordStar's tower of powerful
disks contains all you'd expect in a
first-rate word processor: spelling
checker, thesaurus, cut and paste, find
and replace, undelete, macros, mail
merge, page preview, footnotes, end-

notes, word counting, and a multitude
of formatting options. Numerous ad
ditional features enhance and simplify
your routine word processing, such as
vertical centering (no more counting
lines to center your correspondence),
printing from the keyboard (no more
going to typewriters to address enve
lopes), and one I particularly like, the
definitions dictionary, which helps
you pick just the right word from the
thesaurus. An extra-window capabili
ty lets you compare documents or

passages in the same document and
cut and paste with ease. Then there

are WordStar's dot commands, which
control everything from headers and
footers to page numbering and sheet

feeding. In short, you have tremen
dous control over the writing process
and product.
More advanced features make
this a program you can grow into.
WordStar lets you insert work sheets
from Lotus 1-2-3, Symphony, or Quattro, as well as files from DBase. The
Inset program included with the pack
age puts graphics anywhere in your
text. You can use a variety of fonts if
you have a printer that supports them.
H 'ordStar supports scalable fonts on
the HP LaserJet III, Canon LBP-4,

and PostScript printers; and you can
kern if you have PostScript or certain
HP LaserJet printers. Save time with
WordStar paragraph styles, which let

phone list). PC-Outline helps you plan
writing and keep track of your work;
ProFinder is a handy DOS shell; Star
Exchange allows file conversions be
tween WordStar and several other
word processors; and TelMerge is a
sophisticated telecommunications
package that allows file transfers, Email. and script files for easy access to
online services.
Obviously, everyone won't take
advantage of every feature of the pro
gram, and that's why you shouldn't let
all the disks disconcert you. Seven of
the disks contain printer information,
and you'll use only a small part of it.
What's more, the straightforward in
stallation program lets you install only
what you need. There's even a way to
set up a bare-bones version of the pro
gram to run on a two-floppy system in
384IC (Run README.COM). al
though the program is really opti
mized for use with a hard disk.
A mere novice can take advan

tage of this full-featured program,
thanks to a great tutorial disk, a choice
of interfaces, built-in defaults, and ex
cellent help and documentation. Be

ginners will want to install the
Check graphics, fonts, and more in
WordStar's Advanced Page Preview.

you preset print attributes, margins,
tabs, line height, fonts, and more. In
stead of starting over with every docu
ment, just choose an appropriate

paragraph style. WordStar's page pre
view lets you see how fonts, graphics,

and other features of a document will
look before you go to the trouble of
printing. As you can see, these are fea

tures that people in business can take
advantage of to create highly polished,
professional documents that get results.
As if all this weren't enough, you
also get several companion programs.

program to use the pull-down menus,
which allow you to highlight and

choose instead of using the old con
trol-key combinations. WordStar
comes with default settings for nearly
every feature—even several para
graph styles—so that beginners won't

have to change or customize settings
till they're ready.
Context-sensitive online help is

always available, and WordStar pro
vides four excellent manuals. I partic
ularly like the step-by-step examples
of applications, which showed me
how to easily create a newsletter.
The classic menus are still there
to give you the touch-typing speed

With MailList, you create form letters

and convenience for which WordStar
is famous, and you can still set your
help level to include or exclude partic

and print envelopes, labels, Rolodex

ular menus. You can also use your

cards, and reports (for example, a

function keys to execute oft-used
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commands. Throughout the program,

WordStar offers a tremendous degree
of flexibility, allowing you to custom

MIRROR IR 2.0

Experienced users will appreciate
the variety of file-transfer protocols,
including XMODEM, YMODEM,
Kermit, Crosstalk, Hayes, Compu-

designed to be a clone of Cross
talk, a popular business commu
nications program. The latest
version of Mirror, although complete
ly compatible with Crosstalk XVI,
offers a number of substantial im
provements: additional file-transfer
protocols, MNP support, a built-in
text editor, a background mode,
mouse support, and much more. Best
of all. Mirror III costs less than Cross
talk XVI ($ 149 rather than $ 195).
Mirror Ill's status screen lets you
view parameter settings and includes
a command line for entering two-

Serve-B, and CommPressor. Support

Softklone's original Mirror was

ize it according to your likes and
needs.
Clever memory management

keeps WordStar fast, despite its great
size. It resides in memory, and ifyou
have enough memory, the spelling
checker and text files can run RAM
resident. With enough memory, you

can print one file while editing anoth
er. A RAM usage display helps you

make the best use of the program.
If you work with long documents
and dread navigating long files and
waiting for saves or finds, you'll love
the nesting and chaining feature. It
ties together several small files and
provides continuous pagination; this
feature has saved me untold time and
effort. WordStar also lets you place
markers in files and specify a particu
lar page to move to so that you won't
waste time creeping paragraph by
paragraph through your document.

Need an index? WordStar can index
selected words or every word in a doc
ument. The program can also simplify

letter mnemonic commands, such as

NU (NUmber), CA (CApture), RX
(Receive XMODEM), and EM
(EMulate).

1
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your creation of a table of contents.
Of all the versions of the program
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I've used, this is the fastest and easi
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Mirror ill's Dialing Directory features

use the mouse only with menus. This
the touch-typists who've enjoyed and
remained faithful to this program for
years. This latest version of WordStar
makes it a contender among high-end
word processors. It might very well at
tract new converts.
MIKE HUDNALL

****
*****
****
*****

floppy and one hard drive—$495

mands necessary for just about any
online session with the easy-to-use

you're currently using, such as
CompuServe, NewsNet, Delphi, MCI

WORDSTAR INTERNATIONAL

Mail, and Dow Jones. For systems not
listed, you can use the learn com
mand, which watches you log on to a
system and writes a log-on script.

201 Almeda del Prado
Novato, CA 94949
(800)227-5609
(415)382-8000

E

C

E

cellent BBS. It has a 60-day moneyback guarantee, and it gives you a lot
for your money. You're not likely to
DAVID ENGLISH
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Ease of Use
Documentation

****
+***

Features

*•**

Innovation

***

IBM PC and compatibles, 256K (640K
recommended for optimum background
operation), DOS 2.0 or higher, modem-

Si 49
SOFTKLONE
327 Office Plaza Dr.
Suite #100
Tallahassee, FL 32301
(800) 634-8670

at a time. You can access the com

newuser option, which will write a
script to get you online with databases

graphics), graphics card for Advanced
Page Preview, two floppy drives or one

D

fer rates (such as 1200 or 2400 bits per
second), formats (parity, data bits, du
plex, and stop bits), and scripts (if
you're using them). Mirror provides
an unlimited number of directories
and entries within directories and lets
you chain-dial as many as 30 entries

Beginners will especially like the

Advanced Page Preview, outiiner. or

COMPUTE

The dialing directory provides
easy access to a list of phone numbers
and can indicate system names, trans

pull-down menus.

IBM and compatibles, 384K (512K to use

90

mand lets you recall text that has
scrolled off the screen. A host mode
lets other computers call your com
puter, leave messages, and down- and
upload files. You can also redefine
your computer's function keys.
Mirror III is well supported with

easy-to-use pull-down menus.

may discourage some users, but not

....

part of an online session to memory,
disk, or printer. A backscroll com

Iff' -ITitf rtpTWfi

comes with the program, and you can

. .

XVI's script language and is upwardly
compatible. PRISM's most significant
improvement over Crosstalk 'slan
guage is its ability to run script pro
grams in the background.
There are many other features,
including the ability to capture all or

outgrow this program.
._

support; only a Logitech mouse driver

Ease of Use
Documentation

Mirror's PRISM script language

is an expanded version of Crosstalk

frequent software upgrades and an ex
rii'hS—1

awmimm

est. If there's any significant short
coming, it's the lack of better mouse

for ZMODEM is included through a
shareware program ($20 to register)
that's provided with the package.
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BAD BLOOD

Origin's Bad Blood presents a bar

ren postapocalyptic wasteland in
which the mutes (mutants) and
humes (humans) maintain a dan
gerously delicate balance of power.
Because an all-out war would be disas
trous for the mutes, you're sent on a

mission to find out just what's got the
humes so "wadded up."

REVIEWS
MS-DOS

To accomplish this, you have a
choice of three characters: Varrigg, a
powerful mute who reportedly once
slagged a whole band of Kejeks singlehandedly; Jakka, a shivvy slicer who
can down a buzzar at 40 paces with a

DRIVE IT

blast from her eye beam; or Dekker,
the only human ever bora to the mutes.
Set out from the village of Mardok
and travel throughout the plains, in
teracting with mutes from surround
ing villages and battling the numerous
beasts of the Plains along the way.
Fortunately, there are plenty of weap
ons and ammo available on the Plains,
including nades, sodoffs. buzooks,
oozees, clubs, and vibrablades.
As you play Bad Blood, a detailed
overhead view of your character ap
pears on the screen of an ancient tele
vision set abandoned on the Plains.

Race through loop-the-loops, corkscrew jumps and other deaih-defying obstacles.
Compete against the world's top drivers in your turbo-charged Corvette.
If you've played the new STUNT DRIVER™ or VETTE!™ from Spectrum HoloByte,
you know the only thing more thrilling than our simulations is the real experience...

Spectrum HoioByte
A Division of Sphere, Inc.

2061 Challenger Drive, Atameda, CA. 94501, (415) 522-0107

Use an ancient television in Bad Blood to
make choices for your character.

The TV's knobs describe your
choices—Talk, Inventory, Examine,
Use, and Options (Pause, Save, Load,
and so on). To the right of the TV is a
green bottle filled with water. The wa
ter level serves as a visual indicator of
your state of health. Finally, message
windows below the television set con
tain important text and dialogue. Bad
Blood uses a menu-driven conversa
tion system that lets you choose from
a range of topics appropriate to your
progress in the game.

The game comes with a 20-page
manual that includes a map of the
Plains and a list of Mutant Chat
terms, a reference card, and a copy of

Thale's Comprehensive Guide to the

Beasts & Savages ofthe Plains. This
foldout not only describes the beasts
you'll encounter on the plains, but it

also serves as copy protection for the
program. Before starting, for instance,
you must answer a question such as

Where does a Bushbug usually hide?

HOME LAWYER

Bad Blood is a first-rate roleplaying game with appealing graphics
and a terrific musical soundtrack
(which can be toggled off once you've
had enough of a good thing). Up to
three games can be saved in progress,

any of the most important de
cisions you'll make require

game erases all of your previously
saved games. This is the only fault in
an otherwise very playable RPG.

expert legal assistance. Unfor
tunately, legal advice can be ex
pensive and hard to understand. To
the rescue comes Home Lawyer from
Meca Ventures, a user-friendly expert

BOBGUERRA

program that helps you create simple

but unfortunately, beginning a new

Playability

••••

Documentation
Originality
Graphics

. ***

••••

Sound

••••

legal documents and special letters.
Home Lawyer generates docu
ments in plain English from your re
sponses to simple questions. You can
respond directly onscreen or first print
a paper work sheet and then transfer
information from the work sheet to
the screen. To help you out, the pro
gram offers response choices (some
times samples); these appear on the
screen and in the very clear and
complete manual provided with the

. •••

IBM PC and compatibles; 512K RAM
(640K for VGA); CGA, EGA, MCGA, VGA
(256-color), Tandy 16-color; joystick op

tional; supports Tandy 3-voice, Roland,
Ad Lib. GameBlaster (CMS), Innovation,
and Covox sound boards—$49.95

program.

With Home Lawyer, you can cre
ate simple legal documents, including
wills, powers of attorney, residential
leases, promissory notes, bills of sale,
and independent contractor agree-

ORIGIN SYSTEMS
P.O. Box 161750
Austin, TX 78716

(800) 999-4939
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intricate gray-scaled American scenes
and patterns matching the set of faces

ments. Special letters the program

helps you write include demands for
money owed, bad-check notices, and
requests for credit reports.
The public has always had the
right to create legal documents with
out attorneys; but the legalese that
comprises most laws, forms, and in
structions makes writing legal docu

ments an arduous—and sometimes
dangerous—task. Home Lawyer's
greatest strength is the fact that it's
user friendly. It allows you to do for
yourself much of what you once relied
on lawyers to do for you.
Consequently, Home Lawyer car

ries various disclaimers, including an
initial comprehensive one which
states that the manufacturer does not

guarantee that the program is valid
when used, will lead to the desired re
sult, or will carry out the intentions of
the user. It also includes a directory of
State Bar Associations and notes

used in each of the ten levels. The

The Russian game-making master
Alexey Pajitnov is at it again. The
creator of the now-legendary Te-

tris and its standout follow-up
Welltris has written another one—

Faces... Tris III.
Having exhausted, in his two
earlier games, the dimensions in
which to manipulate falling blocks,
Pajitnov brings forth a new concept.

In Faces, blocks still fall against a
graphic mural background. The differ
ence is that each block contains one of
five pieces of a face. Your job is to pile
up a chin, lips, a nose, eyes, and a top
of the head in the right order. You get

more points if they happen to be from
the same person, but mixed faces are
OK, too. A face constructed out of or
der turns into a marble block, which
obstructs further progress.

when to consult an attorney.
Home Lawyer allows no custom

expected more choices or more ability
lo customize. Perhaps future versions
will correct these problems by expand
ing the types of documents which can
be created. Then you could truly say

that you had a lawyer in your PC.
SUSAN PARATO

Ease of Use . . .

•**•

Documentation

••*•

Features

. . ••

Innovation . . ..

. . •*

IBM PC and compatibles. 256K RAM,
DOS 2.0 or higher—S119
MECAVENTURES
327 Riverside Ave.

Westport, CT 06880
{203) 226-2400
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third in the Tetris series. What may be
more compelling than the game itself
is anticipating what Pajitnov will
accomplish the next time around—

especially if he abandons falling blocks.
RICHARD O.MANN

Playability

. ***

Documentation

. ••*

Originality

•••*

Graphics

•••*

Hercules, or Tandy 1000; supports Ad Lib
and SoundBlaster boards and Tandy

1000 sound; joystick optional—$39.95
SPECTRUM HOLOBYTE
2061 ChaSienger Dr.

Alameda, CA 94501
(415)522-3584

CIRCUIT'S EDGE

the parents are unavailable. However,

At a list price of $119,1 would've

ever, in its unenviable position as the

IBM PC and compatibles: 512K RAM
(WOK for VGA); CGA, EGA, MCGA, VGA,

izing of documents other than in re
sponse to its questions. I found this
particularly frustrating because its
durable power of attorney provides
consent for medical and personal care.
Powers of attorney for medical care
are valuable documents that should
be left for babysitters, neighbors, and
schools responsible for children when
Home Lawyer's version incorporates
the right to make decisions regarding
personal care, support, maintenance,
and living arrangements, as well—vir
tually giving custody to the caretaker.

vanity board and several sign-on
screens use the full VGA color palette,
as do the faces themselves.
Faces is a good game with excel
lent and entertaining graphics and
enough challenge to make it worth
playing. It faces an uphill battle, how

See how your skills stack up in Faces.

In the Budayeen, a quasi-Middle

Eastern environment surrounded

by walls, rough trade flourishes in

It sounds simple—and it is. Sim
plicity and elegance are Pajitnov's
trademarks. But whereas his two earli
er hits resembled interactive creative
puzzles, Faces too often resembles an
animated jigsaw puzzle without the

interactive variety ofTetris or Welltris.
The 60 faces themselves are a de

lightful mix of historical figures (Na
poleon), whimsical monsters, holiday
faces (Santa Claus, Uncle Sam), and a
variety of cultural images (Mona Lisa,
Shakespeare). Only 16 of the faces are
identified in the manual as part of the
documentation-based copy protection.
Watch for some amusing touches
in the faces. Gorbachev's eyes shift
back and forth as they fall down the
screen, for example, and there are other

small, unexpected bits of animation in
the faces.
The graphic mural backdrops are
DECEMBER
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alleys, on back streets, and along
the main thoroughfare, known only as
The Street. This is a criminal neigh

borhood, seamy and dangerous. This
is the setting of Infocom's Circuit's
Edge.
Based on the Audran stories of
George Alec Effinger, the game is

played from the perspective of Au
dran, an addictive, not really likable
sort, whose talents and inclinations
continually bring him to the edge of
disaster. The most successful players
will learn how to see the world
through Audran's jaundiced eyes.

Infocom has done a fine job of
making the Budayeen, the game's cen

terpiece, come alive. More than any of
its earlier attempts at graphic adven
tures, this one communicates a real
sense of place. You can stroll along
the garish Street, dropping into vari-
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FLY IT

ous places of business, or skulk
through darkened alleys where any
thing can happen. Onscreen mapping
helps you get a feel for the game's lo
cale. The Budayeen is the story, in
many ways, although there's naturally

a problem-solving plot to navigate
through.

The game's manual includes a
map of the Budayeen. complete with a
directory' and addresses of various
businesses and establishments. Three
pages of hints help you through the
tougher problems. Lists of characters
and a glossary also contain hints and
tips that can be exploited during play.

Command your own squadron and feel the awesome power of the afterburners, the thrill
of mixing it up with a MiG and the total satisfaction of an accomplished mission.
Experience Spectrum HoloByte's FLIGHT OF THE INTRUDER™,
and the new FALCON 3.0™ and A-10 AVENGER™, the most realistic
air combat simulations ever created.

It used to be if you wanted more authentic thrills, you had to enlist. Not anymore...

Spectrum HoktByte
A Division of Sphere, Inc.

In the seamy setting of Infocom's Cir

2061 Challenger Drive, Alameda, CA. 94501, (415) 522-0107

cuit's Edge, there are many dangers.

While Circuit's Edge can be
played via the keyboard, the program
works best with a mouse. Effinger's
characters can use technology to alter

or enhance personality by way of
"moddies"—modules inserted into
sockets in the skull. "Daddies" are
modules that extend characters' pow
ers and abilities. Audran can use dad
dies to dampen pain, fatigue, and so
on. There is, as players discover, a
price to be paid for using modules.
Circuit's Edge is more adult than
most software, and parents might
want to consider this before passing
the program to preadolescent kids.

The Street is populated with drug
dealers and prostitutes, among others,
and it's possible to interact with them.
Admittedly, taking drugs or engaging
in illicit sex results in losing points,

but the distinction may be too fine for
younger players. I'd rate this game at
least PG-13, perhaps even R.

While Circuit's Edge suffers from
some of the problems typical to ad
venture games—repetitive dialogue
loops, scenes that rest on puzzles rath
er than on plot—the game also repre-

sents an attempt to extend the materi

als on which adventures are based.
There's little that's smutty about the
game's adult scenarios; rather, they

represent the context of the Budayeen,
and do so well. Circuit's Edge is the
most sophisticated of Infocom's re
cent crop of games and a good indica
tion that the company may make the
transition from text-based adventures
to graphical storytelling.

PSION MC-400
MOBILE
C( MPIITER

The MC-400 Mobile Computer

makes a great first impression
with its Macintosh-like graphic
user interface (GUI), multitasking

KEITH FERRELL

Payability
Documentation
Originality
Graphics

**•*
**+*
****
****

IBM PC and compatibles; 512K RAM;
DOS 2.11 or higher; CGA. EGA, VGA. or
Tandy 16-color graphics; supports AdLib, Roland, and MT-32 sound cards and

Microsoft and compatible mice—S49.95
INFOCOM
Distributed by Mediagenic
3885 Bohannon Dr.
Menlo Park, CA 94025
{415)329-0800

operating system, and nifty touch pad.
Weighing only 4.3 pounds and

measuring about 2 X 12.5 X 9 inches,
the MC offers an acceptable 640 X
400 LCD screen (black letters, no
backlight). It has 256K EPROM and

256K RAM, with connectors for op
tions: Fast Serial Link, microphone
and speaker, and 12V adapter.

The MC offers great battery life—
60 hours of continuous use with eight
AA alkalines and 8 hours with NiCads.
When the computer is inactive for five
minutes, it turns off to save power.
To be valuable, though, a noncompatible must offer distinct advan

tages outweighing the benefits of
DECEMBER
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compatibility. It must be friendly with
PCs without undue additional effort
and expense.

The MC's built-in software looks
great but lacks power. The text proces

sor doesn't count words, check spell
ing, or display the current line and

character position. The diary is useful,
but the monthly calendar displays
Monday through Sunday (instead of
Sunday through Saturday). The alarm
function works but lacks a snooze fea
ture. The free-form database is simple
but not very powerful.

The MC-400 is unique, but for
about the same amount of money you
can get a lightweight PC compatible
with more memory and standard key

board, connectors, keys, and floppy
drive. It may not have the MC-400's
visual appeal, battery life, touch pad,
and futuristic memory disks, but it
will run far more software and offer
easier data exchange via floppies. Add
a desktop tools package, and you'll
have more powerful and flexible soft
ware than the MC-400's—and you'll
be able to get help from PC users and
computer dealers.

SAT.

The Visitor mode allows you to
browse through the questions asked
on the SAT without actually taking a
test. It's a nonthreatening way to de

velop a feel for the kinds of questions
asked, and learning how to approach

certain kinds of questions is as valu
able as mastering the content areas of
an exam. If you choose the wrong an

swer, you're told why the answer is
wrong. Picking the right answer

prompts an explanation of why the
answer is right.

J.BLAKE LAMBERT

Ease of Use/Installation ... •••

Documentation

Visitor mode, he felt less threatened
by the types of questions asked on the

***

Features
Compatibility

**
*

Included with the program
companion book called How to
the SAT, which includes several
tice exams. After every practice

is a
Take
prac
exer

cise, you can look at the answers and

explanations in the book. The Assess
Psion MC-400—$1,795

Optional SSD drive for a PC or compat
ible—$300
PSION
118 Echo Lake Rd.
Vtotertown, CT 06795

The Psion MC-400 accepts up to four

(203)274-7521

sotid-state disks at one time.

The MC is hurt by a general lack
of standardization. Although it includes
a standard parallel port, you have to
provide the instructions that let your

printer take advantage of special capa
bilities, such as bold or italic print. (A
company spokesman says that a word

PERSONAL

TRAINER
FOR THE SAT

e expect athletes to hone their

processor to be sold separately will
contain printer drivers. —Ed.) It in

talents through practice, yet

we throw our kids to the
wolves when it comes to help

cludes an RS-232 serial port and filetransfer software for sending files to a

PC, but you must use a noncompatible cable with a round, miniature seri
al plug (not included).
The MC uses solid-state disks

(SSDs), which are really just memory
but which emulate disks. The MC ac
cepts up to four SSDs at once, avail
able in several styles and sizes: Flash
EPROM and RAM (each up to 512K)

and ROM (2MB). Psion offers an SSD
drive for a PC.
The full-sized keyboard has a
good feel and layout but isn't exactly
like a PC keyboard; some of the sym
bol keys are swapped. A numeric key
pad is part of the alphabet keys.
At first the touch pad is fun, but
it can be difficult. It's easy to move
the pointer but hard to be accurate.
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ing them prepare for the Scholastic

Aptitude Test (SAT). Davidson's
Your Personal Trainerfor the SAT
package offers students a way to pre
pare for this all-important exam.
The program builds vocabulary
and reading skills as well as areas of

math covered in the SAT. If students
adhere to the 6-7 hour weekly train
ing schedule suggested in the manual,

score and a personalized analysis of
each test. Then you can get a personal
ized training schedule based on your
strengths and weaknesses.
The training schedule recom

mends several methods for building
strengths and minimizing weaknesses,
methods such as making flash cards
for vocabulary words or math prob
lems missed. Your training may in
clude reviewing a specific topic on a
page in the book, or you may need to

work through one of the training ac
tivities using the program's onscreen
hints and the glossary.
I won't know for sure whether
this training has helped my son until
he takes the SAT later in the year, but
I plan to make sure he completes the
entire training schedule. I'll keep re

minding him of what a football coach
tells his players: Games are won or
lost on the practice field.
JOYCE SIDES

Ease of Use

Documentation ....
Features
Innovation

***

****
***
*•*

they should be able to tackle SAT

problems and considerably increase
their chances for success.
Since I'm not planning to take
the SAT anytime soon but my 15year-old son will take it this year, I let
him use the program to help in his
preparation for the test. After running

through a few practice sessions in the
M

ment option in the program lets you
evaluate your progress. You'll get a

E

R
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IBM PC and compatibles: 512K; CGA,
EGA. MCGA. VGA, Tandy 16-color, or
Hercules: hard disk optional—S49.95

DAVIDSON & ASSOCIATES
P.O. Box 2961

Torrance. CA 90509
(800) 545-7677
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AMIGAVISIDN

PLAY IT

TETPH-e

Commodore stepped out in 1984

when it bought a little company
with a revolutionary personal
computer. It saw in this machine
a price/performance potential offered
by no other PC and successfully
brought it to market in 1985. The
Amiga has since made interesting in
roads in video production, but it has
really stayed alive thanks to the en
thusiasm of evangelists and a couple
of zingers like DeluxePaint and DigiView—splendid products but not
quite strong enough to push the
Amiga ahead.
Commodore just made another
innovative move, this time in soft
ware. AmigaVision, which has been

two years in the making, may well do
for the Amiga what desktop publish
ing did for Apple's Macintosh—put it
on the map.

AmigaVision is an authoring sys
tem. It's designed to help people with
no programming experience put to
gether interactive audiovisual presen
tations, the component parts of which
have been produced with other tools.
It helps you put together things like
touchscreen information systems, cor
porate business presentations, educa
tional reports, quizzes and documen
taries, and even animated Christmas
cards with MIDI-produced back
ground music. It does this by combin
ing data stored on floppy and hard
disks, videocasettes, and videodiscs.
This technique is called multi
media (the industry's latest buzzword)

I

■
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From the Soviet Union, birthplace of the world's Grand Master Chess Champions,
comes premier same designer Alexey Pajitnov and his TETRIS™.
WELLTRIS™ and FACES™.
The rules of chess can be explained in minutes. The game itself lakes a lifetime to
master. Now, let the deceptively simple "Tris series fascinate and
addict you with iis endless intrigues.

With the challenge of TETRIS. WELLTRIS and FACES, Spectrum HoloByte opens
the mysteries of Russia to you. Now we challenge you to...

Spectrum HoioByte
A Division of Sphere, Inc.

2061 Challenger Drive, Alameda, CA, 94501, (415) 522-0107

so that users of your presentation can
control it interactively. AmigaVision
presentations can also accept input
from the keyboard.
AmigaVision helps you do all this
with surprising ease. In general, after
you've created your components and
decided how you want to present
them, you select appropriate AmigaVision icons by dragging them from a

manuals I've ever seen and two tutori
al disks.

and involves melding components
from various sources into a single pre
sentation. You'll need paint and ani
mation programs, digitizers, and
music composition and word process
ing software in order to create those

presentations. You can also include
prerecorded sounds and images from
videodiscs, videocasettes, and MIDI
synthesizers. AmigaVision helps mold
these elements into a unified presenta
tion by tying them together; organiz
ing their sequence, flow, and timing;
and adding mouse-selectable hit boxes

box at the bottom of the screen to a
large, scrollable grid above. It's on this
grid that you arrange the icons in logi
cal groups (called parent and child),
tying them to your components with
specific parameters entered through
requesters and pull-down menus. You
must know what you want to do and
which icons do what, b\x\ AmigaVision comes with one of the best

Commodore's point-of-sale system uses
AmigaVision and a videodisc pfayer to

show off the Amiga to potential buyers.

I made an interactive presenta
tion incorporating things I found lying
around my house and hard drive. I
used AmigaVision on my A2000 with
3MB of RAM. the new SuperAgnus,
WorkBench 2.0, a VCR and genlock,
and a MIDI music synthesizer. My
presentation consisted of three prima
ry' parts: a home video of the kids, a
database of text-based articles and
screen shots, and a slide show with
background music.
I superimposed stationary and
animated captions over the video
with flashy color fonts. AmigaVision
will put ANIM5-format animations
(but not ANIM brushes) over video
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and will synchronize internally pro
duced sound effects as well.
I made a database to call up arti
cles and reviews I've written, display
ing the text with screen shots. I had

planned on using a variety of fonts for
the text, but that became tedious, as
special codes for both fonts and screen

format must be inserted into the text
by hand. You can move up or down

through the text by a line or screen at
a time, but AmigaVision won't auto
matically scroll your text.

Then I fashioned a slide show
that included digitized photographs of
the kids in HAM overscan. I moved

porate and its extraordinary ease of

ogies multifunction board. Drivers for

parison, HyperCard on the Macintosh

Supra hard drives and the ICD

seems clumsy. AmigaVision has more

AdSCSI board are now available from

features than Deluxe Video III or
CanDo, and after using it, I find using
UltraCard and The Director down
right painful.

By its very nature, the multitask
ing Amiga is the perfect platform for
multimedia, and AmigaVision is the
easiest-to-use authoring system I've
seen for any personal computer.
PEGGY HERRINGTON

Ease of Use
Documentation

between the pictures using several of
the great wipes and fades available in
AmigaVision. I added SMUS back

*****
*****

Features

****

Innovation

*****

ground music using sampled 8SVX-

format instruments. When I turned to
add MIDI, I found that AmigaVision

Amiga wfth 1MB (3MB and hard drive rec

plays a MIDI-connected synthesizer

ommended for development systems)—

S149.95
(Bundled free with new Amiga 500P,
2000, 2500, and 3000 models)

by sending a SMUS score out the seri
al port, which works but isn't entirely

satisfactory. And it plays only four
voices at once—MIDI or internal but

COMMODORE BUSINESS MACHINES
1200 Wilson Dr.

not both. Shortcomings such as these

West Chester, F% 19380
(215)431-9100

could be overcome by launching ex
ternal programs, such as the Sonix
music player, through AmigaVision'^

CLI or ARexx interfaces.
I made my presentation interac
tive through use of a main screen
(made with DPaint) of images repre

senting each section. Using AmigaVision, I easily made hit boxes out of
these irregular-shaped images so that
the corresponding section would be
activated when the mouse was clicked

FastCard; and the Preferred Technol

use make it truly innovative. By com

AMAH II

Last year ReadySoft released AMax, a Macintosh emulator for

the Amiga. After plugging a set of
used Macintosh ROM chips into
the A-Max cartridge, you plugged the
cartridge into your disk drive port,

the respective controller manufactur

ers. If your controller isn't on this list,
you should contact the manufacturer
to determine if it is developing an AMax II driver.

The second major addition is
support for Mac-digitized sounds. The
Macintosh operating system includes
several system sounds that can now
be played through the Amiga's sound
system. Some older Macintosh soft
ware accesses the Mac's hardware to
create sounds and won't provide

sound using the A-Max II. Most
newer Mac programs use digitized
sound files and work well under the
A-Max H.
The A-Max II makes transferring
files between Amiga format and A-

Max- or Mac-formatted disks much
easier. With the A-Max IPs file-transfer

utility, you can transfer files from a
standard AmigaDOS disk in DFO: to a
Macintosh disk or from any Mac file
to the Amiga disk. The file-transfer
utility will translate text files, convert
pictures between MacPaint and
Amiga IFF format, transfer binary

files between the systems, and convert
PostScript files to Amiga format.
Like its predecessor, the A-Max

II uses the standard Amiga drives to
create 800K A-Max-format disks that
can be used while emulating the Mac
intosh. Also included are utilities to
transfer files from a real Macintosh
using a 272K disk that can be created
on the Mac and read by the Amiga.

anywhere on it. I also made my sec

loaded the A-Max software, and could

tions available on a pull-down menu.

run almost all non-copy-protected

I had little trouble making my
presentation perform the way I had
envisioned it. The problems I encoun

Macintosh software on your Amiga.
Unfortunately, the emulator lacked
the ability to use Amiga hard drives

tered were sins of omission—things

and to play Mac sounds. A Macintosh

tosh disk by creating several transfer
disks that are reassembled under the

AmigaVision cannot do. My Amiga-

with no hard drive is no more fun to

A-Max. However, I was never able to

Vision wish list includes a freestand

use than an Amiga with no hard

successfully reassemble a disk on the
A-Max side. I recommend that you
invest in a Macintosh drive.
As if these improvements weren't

ing runtime module so others can

enjoy presentations without owning

drive, so ReadySoft addressed these
shortcomings with the A-Max II.
The A-Max II now allows you to

AmigaVision, ANIM brush support,

smooth-scrolling text, a compatible
WYSIWYG word processor for fonts
and text formatting, true MIDI sup
port, and joystick support.
These wishes may come true.
Commodore is working on Amiga-

Vision 2.0 now. It should be available
in 1991, and I'm told that the compa
ny is considering adding these features
and more. Even as it stands, the vari
ety of media Amiga Vision can incor
96
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create Macintosh-format partitions on
Amiga hard drives, as well as allowing
access to Macintosh-specific SCSI de
vices attached to an Amiga SCSI con

troller. Your Amiga hard disk
controller must, however, be support

ed with an A-Max Il-compatible de
vice driver. Drivers are shipped with
the A-Max II for Commodore's 2090,

2090A, 2091, and A590; GVP control
lers; the IVS Trumpcard; the Xetec
E

R
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The Full Disk Transfer utility is sup
posed to transfer a complete Macin

enough, the A-Max II also has added

support for Amigas with Memory
Management Units (MMUs), allow
ing increased compatibility during
emulation. Finally, the A-Max II
looks at your system preferences to
determine how to center the Macin

tosh screen on your monitor. The em
ulator supports the new screen modes
available with the Enhanced Chip Set
and 2024 high-resolution monitor. >

Spectrum HoloByte's
Drive It/Fly It/Play It Sweepstakes
THREE GRAND PRIZE WINNERS!
You drove it. You flew it. You played it. Now do it!
Spectrum HoloByte offers you the chance to experience:

TOP GUN SCHOOL:
AIR COMBAT USA
Win a week for two in Southern California.
including a 1/2-day aerial dogfighting course for
one at the nation's only civilian Top Gun school.
Air Combat USA.

Experience the exhilaration of aerial combat
maneuvering (ACM) as you streak across the sky in
your NATO light attack aircraft. After your intense
dogfight, you can relax and enjoy fun-filled days at
Disneyland and other world-famous tourist attractions.

JIM RUSSELL'S RACING
DRIVERS SCHOOL

Win a week for two in Monterey/Camiel, California
including a 3-day course for one at the legendary
Jim Russell Racing Drivers School.
Master the challenge of professional racing as you
pilot a lightning-quick Van Dieman Formula Ford
around historic Laguna Seca Raceway.

THE SOVIET
UNION
Win a^ten-day tour for two to the
Soviet Union's most historic cities:

Moscow, Kiev and Leningrad.
You'll enjoy the most popular desti

nations in Soviet Russia and the Ukraine:
visit Red Square, the Kremlin, Gorky
Park, Lenin Stadium, the Hermitage..,
truly the trip of a lifetime

HOW TO ENTER
Official entry forms with complete contest rules can be
found at your nearest participating software dealer and in

specially marked Spectrum HoloByte packages.
Contest runs from 11/1/90 to 2/28/91, and you must be 18
or older to enter. No purchase necessary.

Spectrum HokByte™
A Division of Sphere, Inc.

2061 Challenger Drive, Alameda, CA, 94501, (415)522-0107
Vetle! © 1989. Stunt Driver and Flight ol the Intruder © 1990 Sphere, inc. Tstris ©! 987 AcademySoft-ELORG.
Welltris © 1989 Doka. Faces © 1990 ParaGraph. Sum Driver, Vettel, Falcon 3.0, Avenger A-10, Flight ol the Intruder and
Spectrum HoloByte are trademarks ot Sphere. Inc. Tetris is a trademark ol AcademySolt-ELORG. Welltris is a trademark
of Bullet-Proof Software. Faces is a trademark ol ParaGraph. Other products are trademarks ol their respective owners.
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If you have an Amiga and need to
use Macintosh software, the A-Max II
is a wise investment. I've found that
all the Mac software I need to use (Al
dus PageMaker 4.0, Microsoft Excel
and Word, and Silicon Beach's SuperPaint) runs perfectly. With the added
use of my Amiga hard disk and the
sounds emanating from my monitor,
the only clue that I'm not using a real
Mac is the larger Amiga screen—and
the money I saved by not buying a
second computer.
BOB ELLER

Ease of Use/Installation . . . ****
Documentation

***

Features

*****

Compatibility

*****

TAD is related to ASDG's soft
ware for the Sharp scanner. As such, it
performs many of the same image-

tutorials.
Although I am happy with The

TAD is missing a few ofDigiView's
bells and whistles. I especially missed
control over color saturation. On the
plus side, TAD has a new control,
Gamma, and a variety of dithering al
gorithms. The Gamma control allows
you to compensate for the fact that the
visual intensity of the Amiga's 16
brightness levels are not linear. Using
Gamma can help you bring out hid

Art Department, I'd like to see an up

den detail in your images.

TAD does a very nice job of con
verting screens from one Amiga
screen resolution to another. It does
an especially nice job converting to
colorful images in HAM and EHB

(Upgrade from A-Max—$49.95)
READYSOFT

30 Wertheim Ct #2
Richmond Hill. Ont.
Canada L481B9
(416)731-4175

Mate. Unfortunately, the memory re
quirements for this program make it

unusable for the great majority of
Amiga owners. I would not recom

mend The Art Department to an
Amiga owner with less than two
megabytes of memory and a hard
drive. ASDG recommends four mega
bytes. (Editor's note: ASDG recently
announced The Art Department Pro
fessional, which adds the capability to
save in non-IFFformats, full ARexx
support, external effects modules, 8-bit
rendering, and multiple palette sizes.
The upgrade should be available this
fall; contact ASDG for details.)

Ease of Use
Features
Value
Documentation

Match palettes using The Art Department

ASDG's The Art Department

and combine pictures on one screen.

(TAD) is a 24-bit image-process

converting pictures from other com
puters or when choosing colors to dis
play the best possible Amiga picture.

The Art Department loads Sculpt
4D, Turbo Silver, DigiVi&v, and all
IFF files, including Sliced Ham and
NewTek's Dynamic modes. It can
save in 24-bit IFF and standard IFF

modes (including Dynamic, but not
Sliced Ham). Separately available
disks allow you to import GIF,

DeluxePaint He for the IBM PC,
PCX, TIFF, Targa, and Rendition im
age files. Unfortunately, while you can
load images in these formats, you
can't save them in these formats. You

can't use TAD as a image processor
for VGA or Targa screens.
D

E

C

E
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Amiga with 2MB, 4MB recommended$89.85
Art Department Loader disks are avail

ing program for the Amiga. This
means that each screen pixel is
represented by three bytes (24 bits) of
memory, allowing a palette of 16 mil
lion colors instead ofjust 4096. TAD
can use this extra information when

COMPUTE

grade that allows you to save in any
format you can load. I'd also like to
see saturation control and genuine im
age-processing capabilities such as
those in Progressive Peripherals' PIX-

RHETT ANDERSON

THE ART
DEPARTMENT

98

are reasonable, it lacks step-by-step

processing functions as NewTek's
DigiView software. Unfortunately,

into high-resolution 16-color screens.

Amiga with 1MB—$149.95

The documentation is adequate,

but only so. Although its descriptions

M

The user interface is attractive

but difficult. I found a few procedures
tortuous. One advantage of TAD over
DigiView is that you can reserve part
of the palette and let TAD automati

cally make the best selection for the
rest of the palette. TAD makes the
task difficult, though. Converting a
picture from HAM to EHB with a re

served palette of 20 colors took a
friend and me the better part of an
afternoon. Though we now have the
procedure memorized, it's a laborous
process that takes numerous mouse
clicks and even a bit of typing.
Although many of TAD's features
have been seen before, it has one
that's been missing from Amiga pro

grams for a long time: the ability to
scale an image to any size. This is es
pecially handy for importing GIF and

Targa files that were created on
screens with a higher resolution. This
makes TAD worth its price.
E
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able for S19-95-S39.95
ASDG
925 Stewart St.
Madison. Wl 53713
(608) 273-6585

PIRATES

icroProse's Pirates puts you in
the boots of a pirate captain. In
this combination adventure
game and simulation, you
amass your ill-gotten fortune by sail
ing around the Caribbean, trading
with merchants, plundering cities, and
attacking treasure-laden vessels.
Using the detailed paper map

provided as a guide, you sail your fleet
from city to city, taking advantage of
the wind currents and avoiding shoals
that could sink your ships. Using a
crude astrolabe, you can approximate

COMPUTE has the

HINTSJIPS
& STRATEGIES
,

for the most popular
PC games!

The Official Book of Ultima
by Shay Addams
Introduction by Lord British

Written with the assistance of Lord British, Ultimas creator, this book
includes inside information found nowhere else. Packed full of hints, tips,
anecdotes, and never-before-published clues for all six Ultima adventures.
244 pages
The Official Book of
Leisure Suit Larry
by Ralph Roberts
with help from Al Lowe
Written with the help of the creator
and designer of Leisure Suit Larry,
this best-selling book covers Larry I,

II, and III. Packed full of all the hints
and tips. Includes Larry's life story,
an exclusive interview with Larry

Laffer. and some candid comments
from Larry's women. 228 pages

The Official F-19 Stealth Fighter
Handbook
by Richard Sheffield

The Official F-15 Strike Eagle

Foreword by Major "Wild Bill" Stealey

by Richard Sheffield

Guide to Falcon
by Howard Bornstein

Foreword by Sid Meier

Foreword by Gilman Louie

Take to the skies with F-19 Stealth
Fighter and test this amazing aircraft.

Fly like an ace with MicroProse's

Learn all the thrilling maneuvers of
this fantastic new figMer. Here's the

both F-15 Strike Eagle and F-15
Strike Eagle II. You'll perform tactics
and maneuvers you never thought
possible, filled with step-by-step
instructions and clear diagrams.
224 pages

For both the beginner and experi
enced Falcon pilot, this book has a
wealth of information, special tips,

Handbook

best-selling F-15 simulators. Covers

key to mastering MicroProse's F-19
Stealth Fighter simulator. 184 pages

D Check or money order

nYpc!
L_l ■ CO i

I want more hints and tips.
Please send me the books checked below.

□ MC

Turn S Burn: The Authoritative

and proven strategies that will make
you the master of the skies. Covers
all versions of Falcon and each of the
12 missions. 248 pages

□ VISA

Signature.
Exp. Dale.

tat no. _

Name.

D
D
D
D
□

The Official Book
The Official F-15
The Official F-19
The Official Book
Turn & Burn: The

of Leisure Suit Larry (215 X) S12.95
Strike Eagle Handbook (2311) $12.95
Stealth Fighter Handbook (2176) $14.95
of Ultima (2281) $12.95
Authoritative Guide to Falcon (1978) $12.95

Subtotal
Sales tax (Residents of NC, NY, & NJ add appropriate sales tax)

Street Address
City

State .

ZIP.

Oiler expires April 30,1991
All orders must be paid in U.S. funds drawn on a U.S. bank. Orders will be shipped via
UPS Ground.
MAIL TO:

Compute Books

Shipping and Handling: $2 U.S. and Canada; $6 foreign

c/o CCC
2500 McClellan Ave.

Total Enclosed

Pennsaukeit, NJ 08109
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AMIGA

your position by taking a reading of
the rising sun. As you sail the high
seas, you're likely to encounter ships
of varying sizes and origins.
If you choose to fight, you must

maneuver your ship to a favorable
broadside position and fire your can
nons while at the same time avoiding
return fire. If you make enough good
shots, the enemy will surrender or
sink. If you prefer a more personal
form of combat, pull alongside the en
emy ship and board it. You can then
challenge the enemy captain to a win-

64-color HalfBrite graphics are plenti

scientific calculator, which can be dis

ful and detailed. The game comes on

played at any time from the Tool

two non-copy-protected, hard diskinstallable disks and has an 80-page
manual chock-full of tips, statistics,
history and folklore. Pirates will
please both the arcade gamer and the
simulation lover.

Documentation

*****

Originality
Graphics

. .****

Sound

. .****

. .****

$44.95
MICROPROSE
ISOLakefrontDr.

Hunt Valley, MD 21030
(301)771-1151

frf !*»(■. fi£ nit t
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Follow the news closely and you can

capture the Treasure Fleet in Pirates.

ner-take-all duel. You use the joystick
to control your animated character as
you take on your foe in a deadly
sword fight. If you win, you can take
his ship as your own or plunder and

sink it. If you lose, you're likely to be
thrown in the brig and lose all of your
possessions.
When you approach a port city,
you can sail into port or attack and

plunder the town. If you choose to at
tack, you can bombard the city and

storm the fortress or land near the
town and proceed over land to fight
the local army.

You may decide to sail peacefully
into the harbor. Once in town, you
can visit the merchant to buy and sell
goods (whose prices vary from port to
port) and repair your vessels. You can

also visit the tavern to recruit rowdy
crew members and buy important

information. Finally, you should visit
the governor; he can make you special

DIGITAl ARTIST

Does anyone need a powerful

drawing program for the 64 or

128? Digital Artist is a fast, pow

to edit your text.
Many program features help you

view images in detail on the drawing
page. Several levels of magnification
let you perform detailed graphic edit
ing. Except for text, color, and spray

can. you can use all graphic tools un
der magnification. Scrolling up or
down the page is accomplished man

ually by using the page-scrolling ar
rows or automatically by using the
page guide.
Since the 64 is limited in memo
ry, only part of a file can be displayed
on the screen at a given time. Thus,

the page guide is a useful feature, since
it allows you to quickly go to and
work on other parts of a file. Drawings
are available in three different sizes,
depending on whether you plan to
view graphics on the screen only,
print on a low-resolution graphic
printer, or print on a high-resolution
graphic printer.

Digital Artist has many great fea
tures that let you produce a wide vari

ety of images and artwork using a
mouse or joystick. You have I8draw-

ing tools from the tool palette, along
with eight graphics-editing functions.
The tool palette's 18 drawing

tools include the capture box, fillet,
spray can, line, arc, text, color, brush,
polylines, and right-angle lines.
Shapes, such as triangles, rectangles,
ellipses, or parallelograms, can also be

Digital Artist is a fast and powerful
drawing and painting program.

created and cither filled or not filled

with colors or patterns.
The eight graphics-editing func
which selects the graphic area for the

COMPUTE

In sen/Delete, and Clear/Home keys

your computer.

tions work with the capture box,

100

the next line. You can use the arrow,

draw package designed specifically for

beautiful daughter. You continue your

your crew, and start over.
Microprose did an excellent job
porting this game to the Amiga. The

last word on a line to the beginning of

erful, easy-to-use, menu-driven

offers and bestow awards upon you.
He might even introduce you to his
travels until you're captured or you
decide to divide the booty, disband

WYSIWYG text editor in a selected
Digital Artist automatically wraps the
. .****

Amiga with 512K, 1 MB recommended-

Ju lft Zijfuf il mr Bit* Xftk

Text can also be created quickly

and easily using this program. First,
you select the font, style, size, align
ment, and line spacing. Next, use the

area on the screen, called the text box.

STEVE KJNG

Payability

menu.

graphics-editing function to be per

formed. These functions include cut,
paste, copy, move, clear, inverse, mir
ror, and rotate. Digital Artist has an
alarm clock as well as a 22-function
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As mentioned earlier, you cannot
see the whole file on the screen at once
because of the 64's memory limita

tions. However, the preview function
lets you view the placement of images
on the full page before printing it out.
The images appear as shadows on the
screen. While you cannot view the ex
act appearance of the file, this func-

Just a handful of reasons
o shop at The Software Labs
PRINTING

I XiMifed

TYPESETTER PC (139) NEW! Great singlepage desktop publishing program. Mix
graphics, text, fonts. Requires 512K, 9-pin
Epson/IBM compatible graphics printer.

MPM-PRINT(136) NEW! Print all IBM char
acters displayed on your screen. Requires

Epson/compatibledot-matrixprinter.

FORM DESIGNER (112) Easy, powerful

Sirogram creates professional quality
orms on any printer.

3 FREE DISKS

$ O 39

GAMES
WORDS-WORDS (200) NEW! Exciting
word puzzle challenging enough (or
adults. More than 6,000 words!
CRIBBAGE (288) NEW! 2 great cribbage

Great public Domain

and Shareware Programs for
IBM and Compatibles
Laboratory Certified Virus-free

per disk
10 or More

games feature auto-scoring, demo mode,

PER DISK
Less Than 10

LETTERHEADS PLUS (132) Design/print

custom letterheads, envelopes, labels to

ALL NEW SELECTIONS

Epson/IBM compatible printers.
ON-SIDE (121) Print sideways with custom
fonts. Menu-driven.

MR. LABEL (124) Most versatile & power
ful label printing program.

NEW! Great golf courses for Mean 18. Call

GRAPHICS

BUSINESS S FINANCE

GRAPHIC WORKSHOP (1626) NEW!
Menu-driven program converts between

BANNER MAKER (130) Create signs and
banners with multiple Tonts and styles.

LEGAL GUIDE (1937) NEW! FANTASTICI
Generates 270 custom Do-lt-Yourself legal
forms. Requires 448K, hard disk.

ORG! (1677) NEW! Quickly, easily produce

WORD PROCESSING

PRiNTMASTER GRAPHICS LIBRARY #4

PONY EXPRESS (8970) NEW! Gives you all

PUBLISHER

PrintMaster.
PRINT SHOP GRAPHICS LIBRARY #3

clerk knows - without standing in line.
ZIP CODE FINDER (1900) Computerized

publishing program. Requires hard disk,
LaserJet or Postscript printer, and a

quires Print Shop.
PRINT SHOP GRAPHICS LIBRARY #4

RUBICON

DESKTOP

(854355,856)
(3
disks)
NEW!
Shareware's first comprehensive desktop

word processor.

INTEXT (866) NEW! Word processing in 7
European languages. Call for other avail

able languages. Requires 512K, CGA or
Hercules card, dot matrix printer.

HYPER-WORD (876-879) {4 disks) NEWI

Exciting hypertext word processor & freeform database with appointment calen

dar. Word processing of the future
TODAY! Requires S12K, hard disk.
PRO-CR (880) NEW! High-performance,

trainable optical character recognition pro

the most popular graphic file formats.
Requires grapnics card.

professional quality organization charts.

(1688) MEW! 400 great graphics. Requires
(1689) NEW! 300 quality graphics. Re

(1690) NEW! 400 terrific graphics. Re
quires Print Shop.

PIXCAT(1691) NEW! Cataloging program

prints up to 56 PrintMaster. NewsMaster,
Print Shop, fi New Print Shop graphics per

page. Requires Espon/compatible printer.

COMPUTER TUTOR (302) Complete inter
active DOS and computer tutorial.
WORDPERFECT S.I LEARNING SYSTEM

gram at 200 words per minute. Requires

(373,374) (2 disks) NEW! Great step-by-

PC-WRITE 3.03 (809-81!) (3 disks) Top
rated with spell checker.

512K, graphics monitor.
TEMPLATES of DOOM (366) NEW! Learn

EGA or VGA.

WORDPERFECT CLIPART < 843,844) (2

disks) Over 180 great grapnics.
WPVIEW (1692) NEWI Easily view Word

Perfect 5.0 and 5.1 graphics. Includes

WordPerfect clipart.

HEADACHE-FREE (1840) NEW! Helps
determine type and source of your

headaches and offers cures.

LOTTO SPECTACULAR (2136) NEW!

3

great lotto programs to improve your
chances.
SKYGLOBE (2613) NEW! Best featurepacked astronomy program yet! Enter
tains and educates. Requires a graphics
card.
BY THE NUMBERS (2705) NEWI Com
plete Numerological personality analysis.

Requires 340K, 2 floppy drives or hard

disk.
ORACLE (2711) NEWI Tarot card & I-Ching
readings. Requires 340K, 2 floppy drives
or a hard disk.
ROOTS MASTER (2806) NEW! Powerful,

lull-featured, easy-to-use genealogy pro
gram. Requires 512K.

FONTED (4001,4002) NEW! (2 disks)
Design custom screen fonts & download

them to your printer. Requires Epson 24.

pin compatible printer, EGA or VGA.
RESUME SHOP (8980) NEW! Automat
ically creates job-winning resumes. Fully
menu-driven.

step multi-featured tutorial. Requires

to use spreadsheets via this challenging
game.

EASY DOS (30S) Two great programs
make using DOS very easy.
AMERICAN STATES (338,339) (2 disks)
Great U.S. Stales education

Call Toll Free for

SAME DAY SHIPPING

MORTGAGE ADVISOR (B9G1)

EGA or VGAMEAN 18 GOLF COURSE DISK »1 (92S0)

for more courses. Requires Mean 18.

IMAGEPRINT (12B) Remarkable letter

quality printing on 9- and 24-pin dot matrix
printers. Now includes 25 terrific fonts.

scoring messages and more.
EGA COLORING BOOK (9223) NEW!
Bring pictures to life with over 500 colors
and patterns. Children 3 and up. Requires

NEW!

Great mortgage payment and amortiza

tion schedule calculator.

the information the Post Office window

Zip Code book. Ultra fast search.
BUSINESS FORM LETTERS (1936)

100

common business letters. Fill in the blanks.
BUSINESS ACCOUNTING (1902) Com

plete GL/AP/AR/Payroll.

UTILITIES
VIRUSCAN (403) Best, easiest virus protec
tion. Updated to catch new viruses.

READ MY DISK! (447) NEW! Amazing
utility recovers data from any damaged

hard or floppy disk. Requires 2 floppy disks

or a hard drive.

BACK S. FORTH (455) NEW! Load up to 20
programs at once and instantly switch

between them without exiting. Features

Cut-and-Paste. Requires a hard disk.

VGA SHOOTING GALLERY (923S) NEW!
Recreates a carnival shooting gallery on
your monitor. Challenging multiple
rounds. Requires VGA ano a mouse.
SPELL GAMES (9236) NEWI 2,0Qftword
spelling battle in an Olympic Games set

ting. Requires CGA. EGA, or VGA.
XTETRIS (9237) NEW! Tetris with a twist.

Shapes include single and double triangles
and squares. Requires CGA. EGA, or VGA.

PYRO II (9239) NEWI

You burn down

buildings and must escape unharmed. Re

quires CGA, EGA, or VGA.
CHOPPER COMMANDO (9240) NEWI Ex
citing graphic arcade helicopter game fea

tures air-to-air combat and parachuting.
Requires CGA, EGA, or VGA.

HUGO'S HOUSE OF HORRORS (9241)
NEW! Best new game! Commerdalquality
adventure game with

3-dimensional

animated graphics. Requires 360K, EGA or
VGA, hard disk.
KING YAHTZEE (9242) NEW) Up to 4

players can play this classic
GO (9249) NEW! Top quality! Popular
strategy-board games is a national pas
time in Japan.

CURSES! (924S) NEW! Humorous 'insult
generator" uses the words you input.
Great fun! Requires 360K.
JUST FOR LAUGHS (2B4) 7 great practical

L2EXE (456) NEW! Fantastic utility com

joke programs to stun your friends' com

them directly. Saves loads of disk space.

VGA ARCADE GAMES #1 (9211) 4 great

presses COM and EXE files and you run

EPSON FX POWER PRINT (459) NEW!
Menu-driuen printer setup program con

trols all functions of Epson-FX and com
patible printers.

800-359-9998

Orders Only & Free Catalog

CIHCLE DISK NOS. OR SEND ORDER ON SEPARATE SHEET OF PAPER
Select 3 FREE DISKS at no extra charge when you pay for 5 or more disks
Name

puters.

arcade-action games. Requires VGA,

DOMINATE

(282) Great strategic-war

game for up to 10 players. CGA or EGA.

FORD SIMULATOR II (280,2811 (2 disks)

Exciting new driving simulator from Ford
Motor Co. Lots of options.

LOST ADVENTURES of KROZ (9230)
NEW! Best, biggest in the award-winning

arcade-adventure-strategy <ROZ series.
EGA/VGA PINBALL (9214) Best pinball
game! Up to 13 simultaneous balls and

many special features. Needs EGA or VGA.

PROGRAM Ml IMG

Addre ss

ASIC (1451) NEW! 'Almost BASIC'
programming language compiler with in
tegrated full-screen editor. Edit, compile,

C ity/Stata/Zip
VISA/MC#_

Exp.date_

No. of disks

x $2.89 ea. (P«y tot ml dirt in multipl* dltk hu] {$2.39 aa lor 10 or more)

Checks, Mono/ Orden.

ViSA/wc Accepted
(Add *4 (or COD)

Check disk size: 5.25"

3.5' disks - add $1 aa. -

CA residents add 6.75% tax „,_.

3.5'

Shipping and handling Total -

THE JOFTUJnRE MRS
3767 OVERLAND AVE #112 LOS ANGELES, CA 90034

CPU 1290
(213) 559-5456

execute your programs. Requires 400K, 2

floppy drives or hard disk.

AB6 and D86 (1403,1404) (2 disks) Finest
macro assembler & debugger. Fast!
SURPAS (1455) NEW! Fantastic, fully func
tional Turbo Pascal'" clone.

DATABASE
dBASE DATA MASTER (1000) NEW! Com
pletely manipulate dBASE NI/IV databases,
delete duplicates, convert to Lotus, much
more. Requires 640K and hard disk.
PC-FILE 5.0 (1026-1028) (3 disks) Jim.
Button's best. PC Mag Editors Choice.Requires DOS 3.0 or up, 512K, hard disk.
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tion does let you see how the images
are placed on the page in relation to
each other.

Digital Artist also gives you a
choice of 16 colors, 23 predefined pat
terns, 14 predefined brush shapes, and
three styles of lines. You can even cre
ate your own patterns or brush shapes.
Another special feature of the pro

gram is the Digital Parameter Display
(DPD). This feature updates your

drawing parameters right on the
screen. Coordinate, dimension, length,

and angle parameters are displayed in
near-accurate measurements.

You can build your own clip-art
library with Digital Artist. Once

you've created a graphic image, use
the capture box to select it. A dialog
box appears after you've selected
CUT from the EDIT menu. Just type

in a filename and save the image to a
disk for future use. When you need
the clip-art image, select PASTE from
the EDIT menu and paste the image
anywhere on the page. It's that easy!
Graphic creations can be primed
on several Commodore and nonCommodore dot-matrix graphic

printers. The program provides you
with 17 printer drivers. Four of the
printer drivers are designed for lowresolution printers (480 dots horizon
tal resolution). This means images
will not print in their proper shapes.

There are also 10 drivers for highresolution printers (640 dots horizon

gram does not include online help;

it doesn't require additional cables.

however, its well-documented, easy-

One can switch easily between Jiffy

to-understand manual and its menu
system make it user friendly. Most of
the onscreen icons, which represent
functions, are also self-explanatory.
Another advantage is its error

handling. It's nearly impossible to
make a fatal error with this program.
If you do make a mistake, you will get
an error message that tells you what to
do. For example, I had the wrong disk
in the drive, and an error message
alerted me to insert the correct one.

One major drawback of this pro
gram is its inability to display the full
page of images. First, you can't view a
full page of images exactly as they're
supposed to appear. Second, it's hard
to draw a full-page image if you can't
see the full image on the screen as you

draw. However, as mentioned earlier,
this is due to the 64's memory limita
tions and is not a flaw in the software
program.

Overall, I rate this program high
ly. It has enough features to make it
useful and productive. If you're look
ing for a great drawing program for
the 64, why not consider Digital
Artist?
CHRIS STAWASZ

Ease of Use

****

Documentation
Features

+***
*+**

Innovation

***

output. At first, I experienced some

difficulties in printing because of an
incompatible printer. However, I did
print with an Epson printer without a
problem. If your printer is not listed,

experiment with the diffferent drivers.
If you have any questions concerning
printers and compatibility, I'd advise

you to call Digital Technology.
Digital Artist is a powerful pro
gram overall. One of its greatest
strengths is its fast operating speed,

Commodore 64 or 128—$69.95
DIGITAL TECH NOUDGY

135 Collins St
San Francisco, CA 94118
(415)346-5249

JIFFYDOS 6.0

JiffyDOS 6.0, a worthy successor
to an excellent version 5.0, is a set

of ROM chips for the 64 or 128
and disk drive. The 128 set con

which results from the program code's
being written in assembly language.

tains three chips; the 64 set contains

Digital Artist also includes a feature
called Turbo DOS. This lets you per
form functions, which include save,
load, and format, in significantly less
time than using the 64's traditional

for all functions except FORMAT and
VALIDATE and offers an enhanced
wedge that works in conjunction with
an onscreen directory. JiffyDOS
ROMs are available for all Commo
dore and most compatible drives.
JiffyDOS offers this increased
speed without tying up any ports, and

disk operating system.
Another strength is its wide vari
ety of features and functions. The pro
102

COMPUTE

configuration, and its price is
reasonable.

JiffyDOS is particularly useful
when using music synthesizers where
the cartridge port is occupied with a
MIDI interface. It's also ideal when
used with cartridge word processors
and modems that tie up the parallel
port.

Installation is quite simple. It is
aided by the clearest and most com

prehensive set of instructions that I've
seen, and its manual is a model of
clarity. The installation process took

me 90 minutes. This included testing
and installing defeat switches for both
the 64 and 1541 disk drives. The most
challenging task was drilling holes for
the two switches. I actually used my
soldering iron to burn the holes

through the plastic case.
One note of caution! Check first
before buying JiffyDOS to see if your
ROM chips are soldered into their
sockets. If this is the case, do not at
tempt the conversion. I haven't en

countered this situation, but it is a
good idea to open your 64 and check
first.
As with JiffyDOS 5.0, version 6.0
includes programmed function keys, a
listing freeze, and an OLD command.
Major enhancements with 6.0 are
user-programmable function keys, an
enhanced list freezer/stepper, a builtin two-drive file/disk copier, and the

tal resolution), as well as three that

work with color printers. These print
ers present a much higher quality of

DOS and the computer's standard

two. JiffyDOS speeds up disk access
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ability to set sector interleaves. This
last feature permits you to achieve
through experimentation the ultimate
disk access drive speed for a particular
program on your model disk drive.

Two of these features require
comment. Very rarely do the function

keys come programmed the way I like
them. JiffyDOS is probably the excep
tion. (The keys are configured differ
ently in versions 5.0 and 6.0.) You can
configure them any way you wish in
the new version, with unlimited char
acters per function key. A welcome
addition to the documentation is a
function-key template for both the 64
and 128.

The bad news is that you have to
create, load, and run a program to
load the custom functions. A short
model in BASIC is given in the man
ual, and no particular programming
skill is required to make the modifica-

DOS 4.01

Enhance your Tandy ///

The Latest for less, bu pports
larger than 32 meg partitions,
and comes with DOS SHELL

We also carry afull line of upgrades for your Panasonic FX series, IBM and compatibles.

5.25'version...89.00

3.5" version....99.00

HARD CARDS

EX / HX Hard Drive Systems

Complete, plug-n-play! 15 month warrany!

21 Megabyte

389.00

32 Megabyte

439.00

42 Megabyte

489.00

68 Megabyte

589.00

Speed Up Solutions

Plug-n-Play, Tandy/IBMswrtchable and worts

These producte were designed to speed up

on1000ASX.TXSL.TLTL/2,SL/2,3000.1200.

your computer creating more raw computing

15 month warranty! and 30 Day Money Back!

21 Megabyte

power. Some involve clock speed changes.

279.00

32 Megabyte

299.00

42 Megabyte

389.00

68 Megabyte

589.00

V20for 1000ASX.IBM.. .29.00
V30for 100OSL,FX,ATT.. .39.00
PC Sprint

75.00

The PC Sprint boards will give a nortmal XT

EX/HX Memory Upgrades

user currently running at4.77mHza 100%
increase in processing power.

Raise your systems memory the cost effective

I way with DCSmemory upgrades. 1 yr warranty

Zucker Memory Boards
I This board will increase the memory on a original

Board 128K, adds2 slots.. 149.00

Tandy 1000 or 1000Afrom 12BKto640Kon one
board using only onestat Last Chance! Buy Now!

Board w/384kand2slots. .189.00

I Tandy 1000.A

279.00

Tandy 1200, IBM XT

Memory Upgrade Chip Sets

EX/HX External Floppies
Add an external floppy drive to your t'X o r HX and
move into the world of multi-disk systems.

199.00

I360K, 5.25"drive complete..129.00
720K, 3.5" drive complete.. .129.00

Use these chipsets to upgrade your system memory
to 640 Kl At these prices you can't afford not to...

CS8150for1000SX,EXlHX
CS8260for 1000SL

59.00

59.00

CS8370for 1000TX.TL

49.00

CS8480for3000NL

59.00

VGA Combinations
Go for the gold in graph icswtth

The "How to" guide to upgrading

640 x 480 resolution and 256 colors.

your Tandy 1000 series computer.

VGA COMBO.... 489.00

ALL Models

to 2 megabytes of memory.

i Board w/1 MEG.... 309.00

theTL Read about upgrades
that you can make before you

49.00

buy. What makes Tandy so
different from the normal XT?

159.00

249.00

models of the 1000 from the
original to the EX/HX through

! a mouse pad. Incredible deaJ at

Micro Mainframe 5150 board. Holds up

| Board W/512K.

series computer. Covers all

with Dr. Hallo III drawing software and

Tandy or Panasonic FX series computer.

199.00

wants more from their 1000

I This serial mouse comes complete

I UpgradetoExpandedMemoryonyour

I Board W/256K.

This comprehensive guide is a
mustfor any Tandy userwho

Smart Mouse

EMS Boards

Board PK

this VGA monitor and card combol

There are sections for speed,

Modems

video, memory, sound, and

All modems are Hayes command

software as well as many more!

set compatible, auto answer, auto

Buy now and save... -. q

dial, and auto baud detect

I Board w/2 MEG.... 389.00

2400 B Internal... 79.00

| Prices include 150ns chips, add $20 tor

1200 B Internal... 59.00

1120ns chips needed on some machines.

2400 B External .129.00

Floppy Drive Solutions I

1200BExternal ..89.00

DCS does what most said could not be done. We now offer a
a full line of floppy drive systems for me Tandy Computers.

IDE Drives for TL/2
New technology ata reasonable price!
Does notuseaslot,plugsinto the existing
TL/2 IDE interface connection.

20 MEG

289.00

40 MEG

339.00

Circle Reader Service Number 120

Internal Drives

DCS SuperController
This revolutionary floppy disk controller can be usod

in a system which already has a floppy controller built
in. This allows a user up to four floppy drives in one
system, ft will control 360K, 1 2 W, 720 K. 1.44M floppy

***"■ «ily II

$119.00

All external drives come complete with a external
case with power supply, cables and all mounting
hardware. And remember DCS Toll Free Tech Line.

DCS Industries, inc.
141 COIUmbUS Rd.
fViSA J ^J| fj

Athens, Ohio 45701

Tandy is a registered trademark of Tandy Corp.

IBM isaregistered trademark of International Business Machines
Prices and availability are subject to change without notice!

5.25" 360K
5.25U 1.2 Megabyte

3.5" 72OK
3.5" 1.44 Megabyte

External

1uO0,A,SX,1200.
IBM. Compatibles

SL,SL/2,TX,
TUTL/2

77.00

99.00

159.00

159.00

99.00

109.00

159.00

159.00

Drives

5.25" 360K

199.00

199.00

5.25" 1.2 Megabyte

249.00

249.00

3.5" 720K

199.00
249.00

249.00

3.5" 1.44 Megabyte

■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■

199.00
■^

'

1 -800-537-3539
LOCAL: 1-614-594^180 FAX: 1-614

toll free technical support i

DEALER ORDERS WELCOME
NO SURCHARGE FOR VISA or MASTERCARD!
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Reader Service Number/Advertiser

tion. But the fact remains that you
can't change a few crucial function
key definitions in direct mode when
ever you wish.
JiffyDOS supports Commodore
RAM expansion units (REU), allow
ing you to access an REU just like a
disk drive. For two-drive systems, the

224 Access
139 Ad Lib

240 Blackjack Computer

Brantford
125 Britannica
185 Britannica

overwritten by the computer, and all
JiffyDOS wedge commands may be

220
133
161
102
150
230

used from within BASIC programs. In

version 6.0, these commands include
the expanded copier commands. You
can even write your own custom copy

programs. Text and program files can
be read from disk directly without
corrupting memory. These files and

the screen can be dumped directly to a
printer, also without affecting memo
ry. This process is much easier, how
ever, with version 6.0.

11

Computer Productions
Consultron
Covox
CPI
Creative Micro
Damark

edly bug-free, save-with-replace rou
tine, you cannot use it from the

onscreen directory. You must first
scratch a file and then resave. Unfor
tunately, it is quite inconvenient to do
both of these things from a single
directory.

If you are looking for a moderately
priced, full-featured ROM replace
ment, JiffyDOS is for you. Creative
Micro Design supports its products

105 Digital Dynamics

A-19

199 Direct Link

P-35

130 Easy Books Distributing
143 EG Publishing

G-22
87

242
158
254
173

19
G-17
58
76

Electronic Arts
Electronic Materials
Free Spirit
Future Trends Software

182 Gemini
177GEnie

ARTHUNK.JNS

A-27
111

243
165
166
134
181

117
G-17
A-16
A-17
A-27

Gosselin
Grapevine
Grapevine
Group M
Hilson Digital
Historical Simulations

127 Hutchinson Companies

. .•*••

190 IHT Software
142 Konami

247 Learning Company

204 Lucas Film

ROMs

189 Lucas Film

Wilbraham, MA 01095

103 Mathemat'ca Inc

»

153 Maxis
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128 LWS Software
221 Lyco
Magalog

CREATIVE MICRO DESiGN
P.O. Box 789

104

A-17

256 ICD
A-5
122 IDG
13
International Collectors of Time ... 59

Commodore 64,128, or SX-64—$59.95
for two-ROM 64 set; S69.95 for ttireeROM 128 set; S29.95 for additional drive

{413)525-0023

116

197 Gladstone
198 Gold Hill

262 Hilson Digital

**+*

••**•

53

P-2, P-3
3

261 Gentry Software

pany deserves the support of Commo
dore users.

116
A-19
87
G-23
G-4, G-5
63
P-7
103

121 FYI

well, and it is one of the few companies
still actively developing accessories for
the 64 and 128. This innovative com

42, 43, 44, 45

113

154 Data East
184 Data East
120 DCS

I do have one small bone to pick.
Although JiffyDOS offers a purport

118

Broderbund
29
Brown Wagh
21
California Shareware
M-8
Cedar Software
116
CheckFree
49
Compsuit
117
Compsuit
A-27
Compsuit
G-24
CompuServe
55
Compustore
41
Computer Business Services .... 118

114 Computer Direct

187
160
129
119
157

G-20
M-5

G-15
17
67

Broderbund

131
260
183
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106 MGH Software

a-27

206 Mibro
147 MiccaSoft

27

203 Artisoft
231 Best Bits & Bytes

Several other features common
to JiffyDOS 5.0 and 6.0 are notewor
thy. Onscreen directories are never

Documentation

77

164 Air Force

ful. You can easily specify source and
destination drives and freely mix
drive types, including those not modi
fied with JiffyDOS.

Ease of Use

25
IBC

Ad Lib

flexible dual copier should prove use

Page

0

116
106, 107
50, 51

20

p-37

109
57

Montgomery Grant
Montgomery Grant

A-15
.G-3

110 Multi-Video, Inc
263 Northgate

A-27
34, 35

264
250
252
169
235

36, 37
39
82, 83
81
P-33

Northgate
Northgate
Northgate
Origin
Origin

255 Panther Games
108 Paradise Software
180 Parsons

A-3
G-23
7

258 P.A.V.Y
146 PC Enterprise

G-24
117

194
117
104
221

A-19
G-20
5
118

Pro-Tronic Systems
Public Domain
Radio Shack
Ramco

107 Rent-A-Disk

A-27

246 Safeware Insurance Agency
209 Saxman Systems
269 SDI
236 SDI

....

118
A-20
P-39
G-19

116 Sexxy Software
228 Sierra-on-Line

118
BC

227 Sierra-on-Line

P-11

109 Smart Luck

116

123 Soft Group
126 Softshoppe

G-17
117

200 Software Excitement

A-13

151 Software Labs

101

239 Software of the Month

117

112 Software Support Int'l
113 Software Support Int'l
111 Software Support Infl

A-4
A-9
G-13

SOGWAP

270 Spectrum Holobyte
223 Spirit Tech
115 Star Micronics
205 Tektonics

G-20

91,93,95,97

A-17
IFC, 1
G-23

118Tenex

G-11

132 The Other Guys
148 Three Sixty Pacific

A-16
P-15

155
259
201
226

A-11
P-29
A-19
72

257 Utilities Unlimited

Utilities Unlimited
Virgin Mastertronics
Wedgwood
Wesson Infl

Amiga Disk Subscription
Classified Ads

G-9

A-21
119

COMPUTE Books ... 99, 116, 117. 118, P-31

COMPUTE'S DiscoveryDisks
COMPUTE Disk Subscribers
COMPUTE Magazine Entertainment
Software

COMPUTE Magazine Subscription

COMPUTE'S PC Reader Survey
COMPUTE'S SharePak
Gazette Disk Library

Gazette PowerPak

P-20
83
64, 65

73

P-31
31
G-19

117

Mean 18

A-21

Omni Subscription

P-25

COMPUTE'S Free
Product Information
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Use these cards to request
FREE information about prod
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ucts advertised in this issue.

Clearly print or type your full

field goals, or safeties. Although plays
have strange names, Capture Daflag,

name, address and phone num

ber. Only one card should be

MACARTHUR'S

number appearing on the
advertisement and in the
Advertisers Index.

las-

for example, they all appear to be
quite conventional.
Other features are available from
user-friendly menus. Choose the
length of quarters, a computer or hu

n

man opponent, computer or human

its classic Battlefront play sys

Mail the Postage-Paid card to

ula-

selection of various options, and

tem, Australia's Strategic Stud

forwarded promptly to the

;ue,

used per person. Circle the num

bers that correspond to the key

day. Your inquiry will be

advertisers. Although every ef
fort is made to ensure that only
advertisers wishing to provide
product information have reader
service numbers, COMPUTE

cannot be responsible if
advertisers do not provide lit
erature to readers.

Please use these cards only for
requesting product information.

Editorial and customer service
inquiries should be addressed to:
COMPUTE, P.O. Box 5406,
Greensboro, NC 27403. Cards
are valid only until the expira
tion date.
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ieleed

colorful and individualized, yet they
and the text especially appear unclear

and indistinct.
Sound effects are somewhat dis
appointing. We do hear the slashing of
swords, the cannon's roar, and a vari
ety of other bells and whistles. Miss
ing, however, are the cheering of the

ies Group presents MacArthur's
War, a war game that depicts eight
battles in the Korean Conflict.

Termed a police action, this
three-year struggle that pitted Ameri
can-led U.N. forces against North Ko
rean and Red Chinese armies ended
in a stalemate. Its early battles, how

ever, were dramatic and decisive. By
focusing on the first ten months of the

hostilities (June 1950 to April 1951),
SSG extracts exciting military encoun
ters from what many historians have
called "The Forgotten War."

To be successful however, com
bat simulations need more than enter
taining and historically accurate
scenarios. The game system must be
complex enough to control the many

facets of the program, yet simple
enough to be mastered quickly. Ac
tion should move along at a reason
able pace, and the documentation

d re-

The rules of the sport have been
so simplified that most strategy-

should be clear yet thorough. Finally,
a construction set should be available
so scenarios can be modified or new
battles created. MacArthur's War
scores high in all of these areas.
The entire game is menu driven.
Your first choices, via keyboard, in
clude whether to play an existing sce

re

oriented football fans will find that

nario or to create your own, how

with
Each
iter

i,

few

it

AND SHARE
THE FUN
(AT 63%
SAVINGS!)

only moderate use of the 64's capabili
ties. The fields and moving figures are

crowd, the grunting of players, and the
your

\t

COMPUTE

and you'll have some idea of how long
The program's graphics make

nz-

GIVE

takes about 30 seconds. This adds ap
proximately 20 minutes of waiting
time to an 8-minute game and nearly
two hours to a 40-minute one. Imag
ine an NFL game taking ten hours
that is.

l-

USE THESE CARDS AND
THIS ADDRESS FOR
COMPUTE PRODUCT
INFORMATION ONIY. DO
NOT SEND PAYMENT IN
ANY FORM.

whether to play or to create a new
team, field, or playbook.
You make your play selections
between downs, but loading each play

Employing an updated version of

oks.
ind

sound of bodies crunching.
The instruction manual is geared
toward the MS-DOS version, but an
insert lists the specifics for the 64.

Though not error free, the documen
tation is concise and easy to follow.

the game lacks challenge. Likewise,
because the hacking and slashing tech
niques are so basic, Dungeons &

Dragons fans may lose interest quick
ly. Those who like their football down
and dirty, however, will want to bury

f20

themselves in Grave Yardage for hours.

ms,

LEN POGGIALI

Payability
ra

Documentation
Originality

am

Graphics/Sound

***

struction booklet and the handy menu
cards, in a short time you'll become
skillful in manipulating this system.

Scenarios vary in length, allowing
for contests lasting from 30 minutes
to 3-4 hours of realtime. As a corps

eking
ling

ic at-

Commodore 64 or 128. joystick—$24.95

are

ACTIVISION

sim-

much of a handicap to give yourself or
your opponent, and which army to
control against the computer or an
other human. Once inside the game,
branching menus allow you to issue
orders and gather vital information
about the armies, objectives, and oth
er elements. With the help of the in

commander, you control up to three
divisions, each consisting of up to

four regiments, which in turn are

Distributed by Mediagenic

comprised of a number of battalions.

Unlike in other combat simula

3885 Bohannon Dr.

from
its,

Menlo Park, CA 94025
(415)329-0500

tions, you have no direct command
over individual pieces. Instead, you
DECEMBER

1990
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Lyco Computer
Marketing & Consultants
Since 1981

Now get all your computer needs with just one phone call!

cW Seagate

Hard drives :

Paired Solutions:

3.5":

3.5" continuation

S195.95

ST 125N 20 meg SCSI

$239.95

ST-125A 21MB AT Embedded lnt.$219.95

ST-277R-I 65 meg 28 msec BLL S259.95

ST 138N 30 meg SCSI

S2Z9.95

5.25" Half Heights:

ST 225 20 MeE 65 MSEC MFM .$179.95

ST 238R 30 meg RLL

ST 251-1 40meg 26 MSEC MFM.S239.95
ST 277N-1 64 meB SCSI 28 msec$313.95

ST 125 20 meg 40 MSEC MFM .S205.95

ST-I096N 80MB SCSI 24 MSEC $349.95

^ 138R 30 mcS RLL

S_19.9a

ST-138A 32MB AT Embedded lnt.S239.95

32,9.95

5.25" Full Heights:

ST 157R 49 meg RLL

ST 296N 84 mcK SCSI 28 msec -S329.95

ST 157N-1 48 meg SCSI

ST-157A 44MB AT Embedded Int.S249.95

S283.95

ST-4096 HO mcK 2S MSEC MFM $529.95

Controller available from Wutnm Digital to DTC
Call for pricing.

INTERNAL

$W 360 KB PC/XT Compatible ND-04D

S64.95

SW 1.22 MB PC/AT Compatible ND-08DEG

$74.95

ExccMO r 40 MB
E.ccl-60 FhOMB

3Vi" 720 KB PC/XT Compatible ND-352
3V!" 1.44 MB PC/AT Compatible ND-356T

S59.95*
S75.95'

1124

$279.95

1695

S409.95

NX-1000 color . .$184.95
NX-1500
$299.95
NX-2410
$255.95
NX-2415
$379.95XR-1500
S429.95
XR-1000
5319.95
XB-241C
S429.95
XB-2415
S569.95
Laser 8 11 ... .51549.95

16Z4
S349.95*
4450i User. . .$1199.95
4420

$799.95

Kodak
Diconix 150+

$139.95

M1809

$335.95
$449.95

M1909

$429.95

MI924L

S559.95

M2518

S799.95

M4018

$1199.95

,

120 D
120 D Serial
180 D

320

$329.95

$289.95

321

$459.95

FX-850
FX-1050

$309.95
$429.95

390 Plus

$459.95

$339.95

391 Plus

$629.95

I.Q-850
LQ-950

$469.95
$469.95

.$319.95

393 Plus

.$449.95

393C (color] . .

(COLOR) .

HSP-500

.

HSP-550

. . .$499.95

Laser 400
Later 800 . .

$139

7BM623 TTL Amber
7BM749 VGA Mono
CM870Z Composite Color
CM8764 CCA
9CM-032 VGA 640*480

579.95
SIJ9.95
5169.95
SCALL
$269.95

9CM0SI VGA
6CM32O Super VGA
7CM 320 Super VGA

5)09.95
$369.95
S169.95

9CM062 VGA 7ZOi430

Cardinal Video Cards
Cardinal VGA 200

Cardinal VGA 300

$279

LQ-510

...

Cardinal VGA 400 16 bit

MAGNAVOX
CM9O32

14'-' Non Glare

VGA 640x480

0.42mm Pitch
17 VGA Modes

S279.9S

S98.95

SCALL

S129.95

VGA 800x600
VGA 1024x76K
VGA 16" 1024x76«

Everex Video Cards
Everfiraphic* Mono
MicroEnhancer EGA

$279 95

MitroEnhanctr Dl EGA PR Per!

Viewpoint VGA 512K

Everex:

Evtrcom 12 (INT) 1200 Baud..

S149.95

Evcrcom 24E t MSP Ind i UK Bind
Evefcom II 24* PS.'I ln(

MB1200 EX EXT 1200 Baud
MB2450 INT 2400 Baud

MB2400EX EXT MOO Baud

2450 MNP level 5 INT 2400 baud
2400 MNP level 5 EXT 2400 baud

Sales: 1-800.233-8760

our Uriel guarantee on providing onl\ nru1 merchandise prohibits free trial periods and a guarantee on compatibility. ■ wealth of knowledge is available to our customrrs.A* thousands

of people every week Mpitallxt on our iavmE. and services, we hope you too, will make Lyco Ci mputer your first choice. What about warranty or service? Our Customer
Service Departmenl i) available at (717) 494-1670 to assist you. Wb back all of cur manufacturer s slated warranty terms. Before reluming any item that appears to be defective.
ternational shipping
»e ask tKat you call our Customer Service Department. Will you rush an item to me? We offer next day air, two day a r. standard UPS, and posts

service*. Temporary shortage, are normally filled within 10 days. How do 1 order! We have always offered C.O.D. orders ihn ugh UPS. Prepaid cash ord

over S50 are shipped

frcinhi-frer. Simply jend your order to Lyco Computer. P.O. Bos 5088. Jersey 5hore, I'A. 17740. For orders under S50. pleai

and company checks

require a 4 week waiting period. Visa, Mailer Card. American Exprrsa and Discover card orders are accepted for your connv

offered for cath. Purchase orders are accepted from Educational Institutions. We charge sales tax on deliveries in PennsyW
IBM add S5 plus i: for priority mail. Prices in this ad reflect cash prices. Adveniied prices and availability arc subject to ch

For Fastest
Service
Call Toll Free

ong the -1% discount

For APO, FPO. and international orJe
g& Rciurn KHTJCtlQBI apply. Noi rc■»pnI

ep(

ilile fo

tales ■■..:; <..m help with any question* you have:

800-233-8760
Circle Reader Service Number 212

Smc» 1 eg I. -t nay. to na msfy by co*u^ to on* ta Cm>
nwj

. .

MB225OF MNP level 5

Why shop al Lyco Computer? Lyco Computer offer! quality name brand computer products ,t prices 30% to 50'/. below retail. If you do nut vet the product you w.mt advertised, call Lyco Computer toll free. How do 1 know 1 will get the product 1 need? Our n arketing staff receives continom formal training by uur manufacturers. TliouRh

■** »Dv«<g qua»y mtvCI Um, coronM IM
t
l
*
.« Oo noi rwn t* E-nM tit— toVanaaJm t« enduot

SI 99.9 j

.S 189.95

Cardinal:
Mill250 INT 1200 li.uid

95

.S54.95
S109.95

Evc.com 24 + MNPIc»rls:4HBwJ

640x480

add S3 fot freight. Person

.

BTEitOD 24 (INT) 2400 Baud. .

Tilt/Swivel Base

$269

-

Viewpoint VGA . . .,.,

typographical error*.
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-_—

Modems

1I20W VGAMon

1610 Plu

$899.95

warranty

1Z10ATTL Ambe

1450 Plu
1460 Plu

I.Q-2550

Epson's 1 year

standard 6K buffer

Goldstar

Magnavox

5629.95

$939.95
.$1199.95

control panel

Centronics interface and a

KX-P1124

5399.95

LQ-1050

Prints 180 CPS draft
60 CPS NLQ
S&
SclectType font

denr print fonts,parallel

95

LQ-1010

24-Pin Letter Quality

• push/pull tractor,5 resi

NX'1000 Series II

5979.95
$1069.95

EPSON

• 192 cps (draft)

• 2-year warranty

Epson

.$154.95

• lettur quality text
at 63 cps

-^"- i*

JI095.Q5

All lapc back-up ryjtemi in
controller,software and data

$1B4.95
$279.95

Office Automatiorr^V

3 to 20 dpi

Excsi 150 150 MB

.3164.95

Panasonic

print pitches from

- .$799.95

LX-810
LQ-510

• 24 pin print head

■ 45 cps NLQ
• 4 resident fonts
• 216 X 240 dpi
resolution and

5599.95
.$799.95

Et<;d.ll6CiT60MB60MBPS'2. . .
Eactl-60 60MB i:ull HciRhi SMB'min

Okidata

GSX-140

SI279.95

BxCel-40 T4P MB SMDImin

$195.95
$229.95

GSX-140 . .

Premiere 35

• iSOcps draft

S315.95

172
L82 Turbo

5134.95

"Quanitics Limited

,$339.95

S529.95

S6B9.9S
SS19.95
S599.95

Citizen

HL8ps(Pov ScriPi)$2799.95
HL8c

3255.95

ST 157 RP 49 meg RLL

n't floppy tontrolltr Nol Included.

■Us.

M1824L

,

Encel-W GO MB hilf height Btt"
E>cel 11-60 60 MB PS I
EkcI 150 150 MB

Brother

Star
NX-1000 II

S235.95

ST 138 RP 30 mc-BRLL

EXTERNAL

SZ29.95"
S27O.°5*

Exed.40 T 40 MB PCXT/AT .

* Universal Installation Kit Included.

S149.95
S219.95

S228.95

ST 250 RP 40 meg RLL

Tape backups^

FLOPPY DRIVES = Toshiba

Panasonic

$209.95

ST 238 RP 30 meg RLL

ST-4144R 121 meg 28 MSEC RLL . .$589.95

Toshiba disk drives offer you the latest in VLSI technology and 'ow power consumption

1180
1191

(Drive Plus Controller)
ST 225 RP 20 meg RLL

717-494-1030

Fax: 717-494-1441
Hours: Mon.-Fri.
9a.m.-9p.m.

Sat.l0a.m.-6p.m.

Customer Servicei
717-494-1670

Hours; Mon.-Fri.
9a.m.-5p.m.

Where Quality Comes First,
ll!

Sy

IBM- (PS/2)
Occupation Safety & Health Administration regulations
OSHA Software for Business & Industries now available on these IBM1

PSA.!

Model 30

20 Meg Drive

Model 30286
Model 50 2

30 Meg Drive
30 Meg Drive

Base Model System

Model 60 286

■T' *1 H J 5

$539,95 Si'SK mBPI-PiSS'&ili"'
$879.95 ^i*"i lDE,^T.1't'IJ Drlvc'Z

Machines Corporation

8088 10MH:

fen 2502 48o I5MHi

803S6 ZSMHi

XT

MonoGraphic/Prlnter

PII.147 XTMuIri IO Pirjlltl. Gime & 2 HS-233 Pom. Clock

Cilcndir. & 2 3MK Floppi Canlmllcr
S44.95
PTl-117 IMMoIti 10 Puilltl. Gimt & 2 RS-2)! Pom, Hoppy Dri.c Conitoll(r,& IDE InlerfKe
S56.9S
1TI-209 Panlltl Serial'Game Poni
$29.95
S15.95
PI 1-109 Parallel Printer Pon

FX-1800

$97995

DATA 1000

V20/8 MHz

pad

'!> for Internal

modem*(l) for
IMBEMSRAMCird

SU49.95

Keyboards

S59.9-

Drives

We wll n full line of Tmhiba floppy & Scuiic hard
drI

$79995

$149995

$123995

$139995

whose work requires a truly functional

T1600 W/40MB HD . . . $2895.95

T3200
S3199.95
T32OOSX
$3299.95
T5200 W/40MB HD . . . $5099.95
T52OO W/100MB HD. .$5499.95

notebook-sized PC."
80CS6

. Re>1 l!me

clock/calendar

1 1.44.MB floppy disk

keypad

1 MB RAM

Wrflhi only 5.9 lbs.
removeable
chargeable
batlery pack

•BacklitSuprr-lwlnLCD

o" MS DOS 1

$599.95

MITSUBISHI

"At last, a lapiop machine that doesn'f
compromise on readability, speed, powcf

or expandability/'

rocesjor 0.54 MH:

^- Unticr-.: ■
.
,'
■ nmnn

LAPTOPS

A Mitsubishi 286/8&.12 MHz
Standard Features Include

Standard Features Include
• Inteeril^d numeric

. 1 parallel .nd 1
serial port
. RCB/CompoiUe
monitor porn

I-:XTRA FEATURES FREE

Panasonic

$124995

EVSTH

"For the traveling and field professionals

T1000
$639.95
T1000SE
$1139.95
T1600 W/20MB HD . . . $2599.95

Keen 2503

$53995

TOSHIBA C86/9.54MHz

LAPTOPS

FX-1950

MaxStation 386 SX

$31995

CF-150B

386

$145995

TOSHIBA

1 What if you couid chooie a irulv portable com

puter with proven Panasonic reliability! Now you
can »iih the affordable CF-1S0B."

• AC adaptcr/chatst!
- Rechargeable Intelnal Lead Acid Batlcrv
• Compact'Slim Design
I2.2"fWlx9.8"[D)x2.4"

J749.S5

Chicony 101 kef XT, AT TketUe

386

Peer 1630C

i iftti rf~i ita

• 64 Keyboard with
embed ei 10-key

S949.9S

386SX

$112995

$14995

Tw!« LCD
diiplay
* Disk Free StartupDOS in ROM
■ Parallel & Serial

SI89.95

386SX

Tech 1230C

MAGNAVOX

speed
• 640 K
• 3.5" 720K Ditk
Drive
• Real time clock

S79.95

Mini J86 12MH:

80386 "MHi with 64K Cache

FX-1925S

MaxStation 286

■ U«l Backltt Supci-

$99.95

Add-on-Cards

$55995

PANASONIC

Standard Features Include

S3G.9S

132.95 80J8d 33MHl wilh 64K Cache

Advance VCA 512K 16 bit ..

286/2

$38995

• V'20,8 MH: clock

S2999.9J

286

Turbo XT SL

Panasonic

S1499.9S

c, „

floppy <_onlroller 286
Motherboards

COMPUTER CENTER

MANUFACTUERER

DTK (Base Model)

P| -}« a«k:Cjltnd»r tt.lmtm b*l-iii

Keen 3304 B0386 33.IOMHi Tower Caie

Video Cards

60 Meg Drive . . $5495
120 Meg Drive . . S6W*
120 Mee Drive. .$8995

' lB,MJ' ' "Sistcrtd trademark of International Business

LASER

Peer I630CSOJS69X !6MHz
Keen 2550 B03H6 ZSSBMHl

$119.95

64KCacht

- JJ J- J J

S22.95

S149.95 E!H!5 S^SjfPt'-'MJ V " ?.' -.:

Keen 2503 B03S6 25I1OMH: Tower Cjiic
MK Cache -.
SI279.95

CAU FOR LYCO PRICING & IBM's WINTER REBATE PROGRAM

IBM* Primers Available

PI 1-108 RS-232

Data 1000 8088 4.77'IOMH:

T«h 1Z30CH028O 12/8MH:

C 1 Q1 T-

44 Meg Drive

Model 70 386/16
Model 70 386/20
Model 70 386/25

Include: Mother- Add.on.Card Continuation

board, Case & Power Supply

ystems!

Model 55 SX 386SX/16 30 Meg Drive

Model 65 SX 386SX/16 60 Meg Drive

Build your own computer with quality components made

by DTK Computer. Start with a DTK Base Model system & create your own Computer

■
: ; ■
no ■■ •■

IN( IL'DEL
INi 1 I DED

• HP2H6 Procesior S/12
MH:
• 640K RAM
- II" Paper while display

• Real lime
clock.calen.kr
• 1 Parallel.
2 icriil porM

• CCA'Hercule) adapter

card slow

• 1.44 MB/720K floppy

■ Internal speaker

drlE^CTRA FEATURES FREE
^ US DCM GW Butt

IN

^ Kes pad

INCIUDED

^ Ml' :-']:■■
V :
Mi ■ - :
:

T1OOOSE$113995

(xtemal drive pom

LUDEU

MP286L$1749 95
220

LAPTOPS
MP286L-210 W/Dual FloppvsS1299.95
MP286L-220 W/20MBHD$1749.95
MP286L-240E
$2149.95

Laser I

MAGNAVOX MaxS

« XT ?L8086/10 MH:

12.5 & 8MHi

"..Evenihins you npect from a 8086 CPU plui

powerful fcaiurci."

"The Macnavox MaxSiatioti 2H6 personal cdih-

Standard Features Include

puier ii the solution for tho>e who nerd the com.

• Multi I/O Parallel'

• 8086 Mitroprocen

• 640K RAM

■ Real Time Clock

• 3.5" 72OK Floppy

W/Baltery Baqk-un
•MSDOS/GWBajic

• 102 Key enhanced

keyboard

■ 1 Ytar Warranty

• CGAMDA, Compi

(Pani & Ubor)

Standard Features Include
• 602S6. 12.5-8MH:
Swiiqhable
• 1 MB
•

Video Adanlrr

$389 95

■ Built in real-time
clock with
backup

battery

1 3.5" 1.44MB diik • Economic, 101-key

drive

Enhanced keyboard

• 1 S.2S" 1.2MB floppy • Four built in ports

Starter System

FuIgIuhCJ mi^nilLir ^ display card]
MONO

CGA

EGA

1 Fl°pp> J S

W59

5S99

S779

'Dull Floppv

IS 39

S679

JL'Mlt icj(;j(c

$729

SSS9

VCA
SS39
S899

11039

•Second drivt Toihiba 3.511 or 5.Z5" Floppy Dt

drive

• DimeniioiuiHxWiDi

• «MB hard disk

• Socket for the 80257

Turbo XT SL VIDEO OPTIONS

Laser 186SX 386SX/16MHz

Tower with 64K Cache

"One of the moit affordable way) 10 inter ihe
powerful world of 3S6 computing at a 286 price.

Standard Features Include
• Microprocesior

ScrialGame Pom

(4.77^10)

Drive Oplior.i

puTing power to run today's high powered business

DTK KCL-n 2-;i80386/25MHz

5.5x15.7x1-1.4"

• FCC, FTZ Approved

• MS DOS 4.01 with GW

Ba

B03S6-25

80387/WeItcc 3167
• Clock speed: 25'IOMH
• 64KBi'2S6KB.BMB
on boird expansible
to 16MB if u,c of
PEI J05 RAM card
• BIOS: Pheonl*
• 64K Cache
• 6 layer PCB

• Eipimiun 31-bit 1 1.
16-bit 1 6.6-bit 1 2
Landmark: 43.5
■Norton Ell 32
MIPS: 6.2
■ 2<W Wail Power
Supply
• 115/230V-5D'60H:
• Tower Cabinet

Starter System

MiSh

16MH:

■Ouler

Expandable To 2MB

On Motherboard

• 5'V 1.2MB Floppy

• Add In Up To 8MB
Of
Hiiih Speed, Z
Wall
RAM

$124995
Starter System

• 7 Expamion iloti
(All 16 Bit)
• Parallel Pon. 9-Pin ind
25-Pin Serial Pom
Optional Gune Pon
• 102 Key Enhanced
Keyboard
200 Wa
Power Supply

« Microsoft
OS'2' Reidy

95

Starter System

Includss MS OOSfQW Bailc 4.01

S.2S"X 1
; 5.25" X 2

Performance

803S6SX Procenor
with
Zero Wait Stale
• 1MB RAM Built In.

• Driver Bay.:

allel & Serial Port

$112995

Standard Features Include
•

386SX rbctad^fflSfi^rSSK^tdl
Drive Options

MONO

A'fiA,

A&

40MB Seajair

S1299

SI 399

S1499

60MB Bmuu

$1349

S1449

SISJo

84MB Seagate

S1479

S1619

S1739

Attention Educational Institutions: If you arc nor currentlv uiin^

educational service program, pluaic call our representatives tot" details.

REVIEWS
MAC

64/128

issue orders to your regiments, and

opportunities. Compared to some ar

battalions move out to best carry out
your directives. As a result, your or

you pay for this program is money

cade games costing as much, the price

ders are quickly carried out. Combat
is also resolved speedily, without

well spent.
LEN POGGIALI

lengthy disk access.

In addition to detailed game in
structions and descriptions of each
menu, the easy-to-read, 56-page play
er's manual has other worthwhile ele
ments. These include a tutorial to help
you get quickly into the game, infor
mative essays dealing with the various
battles, and directions for revising ex
isting scenarios or fashioning new
ones. Also, an attractive, colorful
poster containing all eight battle maps
and a terrain key is included as part of

rain, forging armies, and editing

shapes with the game's construction
set all require a great deal of time and
patience—and a certain amount of
artistry. Map making is complicated
somewhat by confusing keyboard
commands. A joystick or mouse op

tion would simplify and speed up this
process; it also would be welcome
within the graphics editor and

throughout gameplay as well.
Simulations of this sort rarely
boast impressive visuals and audio.
MacArthur's War is no exception. Its
graphics are bland and two-dimen
sional; its sound, merely functional.

Reverse Dictionary (which lets you

Playability

find a word by its definition), or Ex
plicit Material (containing "sexuallj
explicit language and insulting

Documentation

Originality
Graphics

*+

Commodore 64 or 128—$40
STRATEGIC STUDIES GROUP

Outline view, Graphic view, Tree

view, and Reverse Dictionary. You

1747 Orleans Ct.
Walnut Creek, CA 94598
(415)932-3019

Macintosh

INSIDE
INFORMATION
According to Microlytics, Inside
Information is the "first new clas
sification system for language in
nearly 150 years." Unlike con
ventional English dictionaries, which
organize words alphabetically, this
innovative program classifies entries
hierarchically by categories.
The application's seven major
categories are Nature, Science and
Technology, Domestic Life, Institu
tions, Arts and Entertainment, Lan
guage, and The Human Condition.
These are further subdivided into sub
classes and subcategories. The subcategories contain the definitions.
Inside Information is full of sur

By way of compensation, all Battlefront play system programs are com

terms").

The program's desk accesssory
lets you access the data in four ways:

the documentation.
With WarPlan, SSG's war game

construction set, modifying any of the
scenarios is a snap. Creating unique
situations, however, can be a chore,
despite a menu-driven interface, ex
tensive explanatory notes, and blank
forms, rosters, charts, and layout
grids. These last items may be photo
copied and used to store statistics and
graphic designs.
Constructing maps, defining ter

stall the other menu items. But there's
really no reason to purchase the prod
uct if space limitations make it impos
sible to install the optional Defini
tions (consisting of dictionary words),

Inside Information from Microlytics In
cludes a unique Reverse Dictionary.

can also choose a particular method
or view with the pull-down menu.
The Outline view presents you

with the program's seven major word
classes. Double-clicking on a particu
lar class calls up its subclasses. Dou
ble-clicking on a specific subclass
displays categories, and double-click
ing on a category yields subcategories.
Each subcategory presents a starred
word list, and double-clicking on a
starred entry yields a definition. For
example, Science and Technology
leads to Transportation, which leads

to Automobiles, which leads to
woodie, a "wood-paneled station wag
on (slang)." You can bypass all the
double-clicking by entering a lookup

patible, so you can use any scenario
with any master disk in the series.
Original scenarios and games in

prises. First, there's the shock of hav
ing to pay $ 119 for an electronic
reference tool when a conventional
spelling checker or desktop thesaurus

word.
The Graphic and Tree views pre

progress may be stored on a separate

costs considerably less. Next, users

rently selected word. When you select

disk. Saving as often as possible is
particularly important because of a
nasty glitch. If you accidentally hit the

must resign themselves to giving up a
tremendous amount of valuable disk

the Graphic view, the hierarchy flows
from left to right. You can expand or
collapse particular categories or levels
to see how Inside Information handles

Restore key instead of Return, the

program will lock up and you'll be
forced to reboot.
Minor reservations aside, Mac-

Arthur's War provides just the right
mixture of historical perspective,
stimulating gameplay, and creative
108

COMPUTE

D

E

C

E

space. The five-disk package gobbles

up 3'/2 megabytes when fully installed.
Finally, the application is limited to
65,000 entries, which is small by dic
tionary standards.
If space is a problem, you can ex

clude all but the Basic Data file, which
is needed to run the program and in
M

E

R

I

9

9

0

sent alternative visual perspectives on
the hierarchical word flow for any cur

classifications. In the Tree view, the

hierarchy flows from top to bottom.
The Outline, Graphic, and Tree

views offer Find, Show Path, and Last
Word options. Find searches the dic
tionary for a particular word. Show

SERVING THE PUBLIC FOR 40 YEARS AND GROWING

VISIT OUR RETAIL LOCATION AT

MIBRO

64 WEST 36th STREET

NEW YORK CITY, NEW YORK 10018
FOR ORDERS ONLY CALL TOLL FREE

company

inc.

1-800-451-9780

AUDIO ■ VIDEO ■ PHOTO . COMPUTER
DEPARTMENT STORE!!

N.Y. RESIDENTS (212) 695-7133
Apple IIC +

$498

Apple IIGS
MAC SE/1
MAC SE/40
MAC SE/30
Image Writer II

S848
$1998
S2598
S2998
$498

FLOPPY DRIVES

A. "STRICTLY FOR
THE STARTERS"
COMPUTER OUTFIT

B. "COMPLETE ALL
IN ONE"
COMPUTER OUTFIT

PACKAGE INCLUDES:
'COMPUTER 'KEYBOARD 'FLOPPY
DRIVE 'MONOCHROME MONITOR
'DISKETTES 'SOFTWARE BUNDLE

C. "FOR THE SERIOUS
NOVICE"

COMPUTER OUTFIT
PACKAGE INCUIDES:

• COMPUTER 'KEYBOARD 'FLOPPY DRIVE

'2OMB HARD DRIVE 'MONOCHROME
MONITOR -DISKETTES 'SOFTWARE BUNDLE

PACKAGE INCUJDES:

•COMPUTER 'KEYBOARD 'DUAL FLOPPY
DRIVE *m% - - 3Vi ■■) 'MONOCHROME
MONITOR 'MOUSE 'DISKETTES
• SOFTWARE BUNDLE

PACKAGE INCLUDES:
•COMPUTER 'KEYBOARD 'DUAL FLOPPY
DRIVE *(S'A" • 3'A") '40MB HARD
DRIVE 'VGA COLOR MONITOR 'MOUSE
•DISKETTES -SOFTWARE BUNDLE

IBM XT COMPATIBLE COMPUTERS
B.

COMMODORE S.E.

$498

$598

EPSON EQUITY le

$498

$598

EPSON EQUITY I +

HEADSTART LX-CD

$448
CALL

$498
CALL

C.
$798
$698
$798
CALL

HYUNDAI 16TE
HYUNDAI 16TX

$498
$498

$598
$598

S798

IBM PS II-3O

$998

$1198

$898
$1498

IBM XT

LEADING EDGE Model D
PREMIER 2OO
PANASONIC FX-I65O

$698
$498
$598
$498

$798

$598
$698
$598

S798

D.

$1498
$1498
$1498
CALL

$1498
$1498

SI 498

$898
$898
S898

AST BRAVO 286

$898

COMMODORE S.E. (286)

CALL

EPSON EQUITY II -|-

$898

EPSON EQUITY lie
GOLDSTAR GS-23O

1598

$1798

$1198

$898
$89B
$1098
$1498

LEADING EDGE Model D2
MAXSTATION 286
NEC POWERMATE 286
NEC POWERMATE 286 PLUS
PACKARD BELL F-l

PANASONIC FX-18SO
SAMSUNG SD-63O

CALL

$998
$898
$1098
$898
$898
$798

$998

$1098

HYUNDAI2B6X
HYUNDAI286N
IBM AT
IBM PS II-SOZ

CALL

$998
$998

HEADSTART 3OO
HEADSTART III

IBM PS II-3O/286

C.

$1098

CALL

$998
$1198
$998

$998
$898

S1298

$1098
$1098
$1198
$1698
CALL

$1198
$1098
$1298
$1298
$1298
$1098

$1598
$1698

$1598
$1698
$1898
$1498

AST BRAVO 386SX
EPSON EQUITY 386SX
GOLDSTAR GS-32O
HEADSTART 5OO
HYUNDAI 386-S
HYUNDAI 386-C

$1598

LEADING EDGE Model D3
MAXSTATION 386
NEC 386SX
PACKARD BELL 386SX

SAMSUNG SD-7OO

$1498
$1298
$1498

$1498
$1598
$1598
$1098
$1398
$1598
$1398

$1598
$1398
$1598

C.

$1698
$1598
$1796

$1298
$1498
$1798

$1798
$1698
$1698

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-451-9780

NEW YORK STATE RESIDENTS CALL (212) 695-7133
CUSTOMER SERVICE CALL (212) 967-2353 FAX (212) 695-0982
MON.-SAT. 10:00AM-7:O0PM SUNDAYS 10:30AM-6:OOPM
ALL SYSTEMS AVAILABLE WITH:20/3O/4O/6O/80 HARD DRIVES

$179
$319
$339
$449
$499

LQ-25SO
LQ-1O1O

$939
CALL

$598
$1098

T-1OOOX.E
TJ2OOX.E.
TI2OO/2OMB . . .
T-I6OO/2OMB . , .
T-I6OO/4OMB. . .
31OOS.X./4OMB.
32OOS.X./4OMB.

$1598
$2098
$1598
$2398
$2698
$3798
. CALL

52OO/4OMB
CALL
52OO/IOOMB. . . . CALL

3O1 Printer

CALL

$539

SHARP

STAR
NX-1OOO

$159

NX-1OOO color. $209

PC-4741

CALL

PC-5741

CALL

PC-622O
MZ-1OO

CALL
CALL

MZ-2OO
MZ-25O

CALL
CALL

NX15OO
NX-241O

$309
$299

NX-2415

$389

MITSUBISHI

XR-I5OO

$439

2B6/2OMB .... $1698

XR-IOOO

$329

28614OMB

XB-241O
XB-24T5

$439
$579

HEWLETT PACKARD

Desk Jet

CALL

Desk Jet IIP. . . .CALL

Laser Jet II
CALL
Laser Jet III. . . .CALL

MODEMS

$2098

PACKARD BELL

286/LP-4OVG . . $2298
386-SX/4OMB

LT-286-12
TM-2OOO

$2098
$2698

ATARI

CALL

I WOO

Parallel Port

CALL

Serial

Port

Qk commodore

mono

card

STARTERS
PACKAGE

Package Includes: Commodore 64-C
•Monochrome Monitor 'Head Cleaner
•10 Diskette*
cry A o

parallel card. . . . $29
game card
$29
clock
card
$29

memory

SEAGATE

ST-138 (3OMB). .

ST-251 (4OMB). .
ST-2SI-1 (4OMB).
ST-151 (4OMB). .

ST-277 (65MB). .
ST-4O96 (8OMB)

CALL

INTEL
$89
$129
$169
$199
$229
$339

BO387-2O

$389

1S4I

•Software Bundle

Disc

Drive

Package Includes: Commodore 64-C
•Commodore 1S41 Disc Drive 'Color

Monitor

'BO

Column

CE Commodore
COMMODORE 128-D

$1898
$2498
$1898
$1698

$1798
$2198
$1698
$1998

$1998

S2298

25 PIECE
STARTERS
PACKAGE

Printer

NEW IQW PRICE!!

* O *r O

£r commodore

$1998

$329

$529

SO87-5
8O87-8
BO87-1O
BO287-8
SO287-7O
8O387-16

COMMODORE 128-D

D.

$199
$229
$209
$249
$249
$269
.$319

ST-225 (2OMB).
ST-125 (2OMB). .
ST-238 (3OMB).

CALL

$1598

card. . . $69

HARD DRIVES

CALL

$1598
$1798
$1798
$1698

$49

EGA card
$79
VGA card
$99
multl-IO card. . . .$69
serial card
$29

25 PIECE
DREAM
PACKAGE

25 PIECE

S1998

$1698

$49

color card

CE Commodore
COMMODORE 64-C

COMMODORE 64-C

•Commodore

$79

PERIPHERALS

S2298

Portfolio

Int./Ext.. .CALL

1.44MB (3'/i")

TEXAS INSTRUMENT

j 24OO Internal. . . $99
2400 External. .$129

360K (5'/*"}. . . .$69
1.2MB (5'A")
$79
72OK (3ft")
$69

ST4144 (I2OMB).
(12OMB
.$579
$
LEADING EDGE ST-4I44

$1598
$1598
$1798

IBM AT (386) COMPATIBLE COMPUTERS
B.

EPSON

LX-81O
LQ-51O
FX-85O
FX-1O5O
LQ-85O

TOSHIBA

TOSHIBA

T-IOOO
MOOOS.f

Internal. . . $59

IBM AT (286) COMPATIBLE COMPUTERS
8.

$169
$209
$279
CALL
CALL
CALL

LQ-95O

D. "PACKAGE FOR THE
PROFESSIONAL"
COMPUTER OUTFIT

A.

KXP-U8O
KXP-1191
KXP-1T24
KXP-1624
KXP-44SO
KXP-442O

25 PIECE
DREAM

PACKAGE

Package Includes: Commodore 128-D
With
Built-in
1S7I
Disc
Drive
•Monochrome Monitor 'Head Cleaner
• TO Diskettes
• Software Bundle

Package Includes: Commodore 12B-D
With Built-in 1571 Disc Drive -RGB

AMIGA

AMIGA

Color Monitor

-SO

S398

Printer

AMIGA 500

AMIGA 500
25 PIECE

25 PIECE

STARTERS

DREAM PACKAGE

PACKAGE
Package Includes: Amiga 5O0 With
Built-in Disc Drive 'RGB Color Monitor
-Mouse '1O Diskettes
STOQ

-Software Bundle

* / TO

Package Includes: Amiga 5OO With
Built-in Disc Drive 'RGB Color Monitor
'Mouse *1O Diskettes *BO Column
Printer

UlB M/C Vila. AMCX. OIICOMOr, Dinars or imnd mow/ aitlmr
Alt mnrcltanttlso brantj naw factory ?■*•*'*■
' i\ , ■, '." j ' 'uvjn

Minimum

Column

NEW LOW PRICE!!

■-.-,- ;.■ ■ ■■,;

ana nanailno JJ.fi.

maximum S5P.OO

,.",-..■
■,,,.<■
nDn-rvfuntfciD'a

Shipping coin

rtttlact Inatt/lctual packaging. Air thlpDlna aaaitlonal tor mall ora'mrt ,■>■<> ;-m
CO" ^fl/oro zanclh'Q In monoy ord'rr All tD/tctts zuttjocl to manufQcturwn incriiasi>;oo::fit()iti Rofufjds lA/ltnln 7 aays only -•. iifi original pacttoalng A unttll■ ■'-t guaranfo& aosci Somtt procrucft tuojBct to restocking <■••' tva rotunai without

ALL SYSTEMS AVAILABLE WITH: MGA/CGA/VGA/MULTISCAN

Circle Reader Service Number 206

rs.

Con-

REVIEWS
MAC

A HARD DRIVE IS A
TERRIBLE THING
TO WASTE.

even includes a Tetris cartridge with
its portable Game Boy.

Now its sequel, WeHtris, has won
the 1989 Best Action/Arcade award
from the Software Publishers' Associ
ation. Created by the same Soviet pro
grammer who designed Tetris, Alexey
Pajitnov, Welhris takes the variously
shaped blocks of Tetris and adds a
three-dimensional perspective.
As in Tetris, your goal is to ma
neuver the blocks as they fall so they
form complete rows. After you fill in a
row, it disappears, leaving you more

For only $6 per hour, you can download onto your hard

disk from DELPHI'S library of over 10,000 programs. Join
now for $9.95 and your first hour is free. There is no sur

charge for downloading at 2400 baud and no premium for dial
ing locally via Tymnet. If you have a really large disk, choose

the 20/20 Advantage Plan and enjoy 20 hours for $20.

room—and time—to carry out your

strategy. Time is especially valuable
because as the game progresses, the
blocks fall faster.

To join, with your computer and modem:
• Dial 1-800-365-4636
• At Vserncune: type J01NDELPHI
• At Password: type SOFTWARE

DELPHI

POPULATING HARD DRIVES SINCE 1982
800-544-4005'617-491-3393

Welltris adds a three-dimensional
perspective to the popular Tetris.

Circle Reader Service Number 124

interested in hunting for a synonym
or verifying a correct spelling, Inside
Information takes up more disk space

Path traces the word through the clas
sification hierarchy. Last Word keeps

track of the last 30 words found and

than it's worth.

lets you easily reselect a particular

word from the list.
Inside Information's most inno
vative feature is its Reverse Diction
ary. This option makes it possible to
find matches for words, partial words,

CAROL HOLZBERG

Ease of Use
Documentation
Features

Any Macintosh with 1 MB and System 6.0
or higher—5119

the match, port. You can scroll

through the list (which unfortunately
isn't alphabetized) and double-click
on an entry to call up a definition.

MICROLYTICS
2 Tobey Village Office Park
Pittstord. NY 14534

{716)248-9150

You can also switch to any other view
to see how the word fits in a hierarchi
cal classification.
Anyone interested in organizing

the English language into categories of
defined words will find Inside Infor

WELLTRIS

Few games are as addictive as

Tetris. Some have called it a com
munist plot, tracing our country's
lack of productivity to the game's

mation useful, though its definitions
are often terse. The utility does a good

job of showing the logical relation

initial release. Whatever the political
intentions may be, the game has be
come a national obsession. Nintendo

ships among words. It can even come
in handy when solving crossword puz

zles. On the other hand, if you're only
D

E

C

E

*+**

nate rows vertically or horizontally or

both at the same time.
If any part of a block comes to
rest on a wall, that wall is blocked for
your next three moves. The game

ducts a search and presents a list of
possible matches. For example, if you
type in left side ofship, you'll get back

COMPUTE

***

Innovation

or phrases. The desk accessory con

110

*++*
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That's where the similarity ends.
In Welltris, your view is from the top
of a well, looking down on a grid. You
slide the blocks along any of the four
walls as you guide the blocks into
place at the bottom. You can elimi

M

E

R

19

9

0

ends when any of the walls is stacked
to the top or when all four walls are
blocked.
As a Tetris devotee (that's one
step short of an addict), I've taken to

Welltris in a big way. While Tetris is
simplierand more elegant, Welltris's
added complexity brings new layers of
strategy: figuring out how to place the
two-dimensional pieces into a threedimensional grid, getting used to both
vertical and horizontal scoring, and

learning to use the well's four corners
to create new shapes from old ones.

I especially like to use the corner
strategy. If you wrap a block across
one of the four corners and drop it,
the block splits in two. When either of

The World's BEST 101 Programs
The World's BEST User-Supported Software for IBM PC Compatibles
Programs Run from Gold Hill's Exclusive Menu System-Just Type GOLD
Same-Day Shipping • UPS 2-Day Air Available for only S3 More
Toll-Free Order Line • Visa/MasterCard Accepted • FREE Catalog
Unconditional Money-Back Guarantee!!

3 FREE DISKS

Act Now!!

Limited Time!!

BUSINESS

MICROSOFT WINDOWS 3.0

UTILITIES

□ Express Graph (1106) Turns raw data

EGA GAMES

□ Almanac (1470) A fantastic calendar

□ Automenu (1409) A very professional

(The following require EGA monitors)

□ Blakbook (1603) Greal for keeping

□ Active Life (1472) Keep your life

your programs from a custom menu.

into great business graphics.

track of addresses and phone num
bers. Prints an address book.

□ Form Letters (1607) 100 business and
legaj forms (contracts, employment
applications, filings, etc.).

rUPC-Payroll (1608,1609) A complete

and powerful payroll system. (2 disks)
□ Stock Charting (1612) A complele
stock charting and analysis package.

□ Small Business Accounting (1617) A
must for all small business owners!

□ PC-Books (1621) A complele, easy to
use bookkeeping system.

□ PC-Loans (1628) This package sup
ports all common loan melhods.

□ Easy Project (1629) A powerful
project manager software package.

□ FormGen (1630) Design and print any
office form, easily!

□ FormFill (1631) Helps you more
quickly and accurately fill out forms
created with FormGen.

□ ACS In-Control (1644, 1645) A com

plete system for sales prospecting,
lead tracking, and billing. (2 disks)

□ Power Desk (1653) A complete desk
top productivity package. HI

HlKwikStat (1314,1315) A professional
statistics package. {2 disks)

DATABASE/MAIL LIST
□ Wampum (1710) An excellent dBASEcompatible package. HI

□ Dr. Data Label (1717) A professional
mail list manager. H

program with many features.

organized with this great scheduler.

□ (cons (1480) A collection of over 250
icons to be used with Windows 3.0.

□ Wallpaper (1484) A great collection of
wallpaper for Windows 3.0.

WORD PROCESSING
□ Readability Plus (1340) A computer
ized writing style analyzer.

SPC-Write 3.03 (1851-1853) The BEST
word processor for under $200! Com
plete w/spell checking. (3 disks) 51

0WP 5.0 Learning Sys. (1863,1864)

Helps you learn to use or become a
better Word Perfect 5.0 user. (2 disks)

0WP 5.1 Learning Sys (1865-1867)

Learn all the powerful new features of

WP 5.1. HI

□ As-Easy-As (1805) FANTASTIC Lotus
1-2-3 compatible spreadsheet.

□ Lotus Macros (1807) A large collec

tion of Lotus macros and templates.

□ On-Side (1506) Prints your spread
sheet (or any file) sideways!

□ ALT (1413) It's like Norton Utilities, the

Sidekick desktop accessories, and a
menu program all in one!

□ HD Backup (1415) Allows you to

□ Bass Tour (1925) An amazing game

with excellent graphics. Fish in your
choice of lakes. Very realistic. EGA

□ Captain Comic (1961) The BEST
arcade

game

graphics! EGA

editor. Hundreds of features, beauti
ful screen display, on-screen help.

□ EGA Golf (1929) A challenging golf

□ Q-Edit (1427) Our favorite screen/text
□ 4DOS (1431) Complete COMMAND.
COM replacement. Better than DOS.

□ VrrusScan (1440) Make sure your
computer is virus-free with this valu
able utility. Highly recommended!

GAMES
□ AdventureWare (1934) Five excellent
adventure games.

cally beautiful and easy-to-use color
ing program that kids love! EGA
game with beautiful graphics. EGA

□ EGA Star Trek (1951) You control the
Starship Enterprise in this, the ULTI
MATE Star Trek game! EGA

DFrac (1991) A three-dimensional
Tetris-like game. Challenging! EGA

□ Super Fly (1939) Swat the Super Fly

before you are surrounded by the

swarm. Multiple rounds of play make
this a great game. EGA

□ Baseball (1916) Great arcade action

□ Letter Blltzer (1882) A mail merge

□ Conquer (1984) Try to take over as

HOME and FAMILY

□ Cribbage Partner (1947) A very realis

HD=Requires Hard Drive
512K=Requires 512K RAM

□ CheckMate (1102) A complete check

□ Double Blocks (1970) A TERRIFIC

For multi-disk sets,
count all disks In set.

of art/graphics for Word Perfect 5.0+.
and letter writing program. ML

IMPORTANT

and baseball strategy. CGA

much of the world as you can. Simi
lar to Risk. CGA

CGA=Requtres Color Computer

tic cribbage simulation.

book manager. Handles unlimited
accounts and does reconciliation.

□ Home Budget Manager (1103) Tracks

Tetris clone for 1 or 2 players.
Records top scores. You will love this!

□ 18-Hole Miniature Golf (1915) Kids
really love this one! CGA

* When you order and pay for 5 or

more disks, select an additional 3
disks FREE (limit 3 free disks per

all your household expenses and
helps you to set budgets and goals.

□ Insanity (1946) Find your way out of

all your personal property.

□ Kid Games (1938) These games are

tronic cookbook with several great

□ Kingdom of Kroz (1952) An excellent,

H] Brother's Keeper (1120,1121) A great

□ McMurphy's Mansion (1966) Search

City

trace your family history (2 disks).

□ PAC-Man & More! (1930) PAC-Man

State

□ Home Inventory (1105) Keeps track of
d] Edna's Cookbook (1118,1119) An elec

genealogy program that allows you to

□ Will Kit (1343) Create your own will
valid in all 50 states.

GRAPHICS/PRINTING
□ Banner Maker (1502) Prints banners
in various sizes, styles, and fonts.

this maze before you go insane! CGA
both fun and educational. CGA

award-winning adventure game.

a spooky Scottish castle for treasure.
and Ms. PAC-Man clones. CGA

□ PC Jigsaw (1976) Creates a beautiful
puzzle for you to put back together.

□ PC-Pro Golf II (1975) Choose your
club and swing away at one of the
world's most beautiful country clubs
(Amherst). Excellent graphics! CGA

order).

Name.

Address

-Zip.

Phone (

) _

Visa/MC #
Exp. Date

/

Signature

□ PrintShop Graphics (1503) A large

□ Plnball (1941) Great sound and fast

Disks Ordered

EDSpanish I & II (1205,1206) Spanish

□ PC-Art (1509) A color graphics paint

□ Pharaoh's Tomb (1974) Face mon

□ Need 3\A" disks?

□ Pre-Calculus (1218) An excellent pre-

GO Epson Utilities (1514,1515) Enhance

collection of Printshop clip art.
ing/drawing package. CGA

play on 5 different "machines." CGA

sters and traps as you explore the

xS2.49 or S1.99 ea

$.

pyramid. Your goal is to survive! CGA

If so—add Si per each
(including free disks) ....$_

over Breakout with many neat fea

Packing/Handling Charge s_M9_

the print quality of your Epsoncompatible printer. (2 disks)

□ Popcorn (1913) A great improvement

CAD

with

□ Power Chess (1981) An excellent

(Canada S2/0ther S4) . . .5

□ Balloon Speller (1230) An introduc

□ Charts Unlimited (1531) A design tool

□ Scrabble (1957) Test your word power

□ COD (U.S. only)
add S4 if you require CODS

□ Math Lessons (1233) A great pro

EH PC-Draft (1533,1534) A high-quality

□ Sharks (1917) An underwater action

□ Computer Tutor (1235) Become a

□ Amazing Labels (1547) Create and

□ Sports Games (1927) Bowling, arch

calc tutor. Reviews algebra and trig.

□ World (1221) A computer encyclope
dia of global information. CGA

□ Typing

Tutor (1224)

Helps you

improve your speed and skill. C(

tion to spelling for children. CGA

gram that teaches algebra. CGA
more effective computer user.

□ Play 'n1 Learn (12361 A collection of
learning games for kids. C(

DGoogol Math (1243) A math learning

B PC-Key Draw (1520-1523) Powerful
design

system.

Works

mouse or keyboard. (4 disks) CGA

for creating any kind of chart. CGA
drawing program. (2 disks) C(
print graphic address labels.

MISC. APPLICATIONS

system for several grade levels. CC

SWisdom of the Ages (1316-1319)

helps you to quickly memorize words
and information on any subject.

□ Trip Planner (1331) A computerized

(2-14) the basics of art, music, spell

□ Electronic Almanac (1341) A great

□ Total Recall (1245) This program

□ School Mom (1251) Teaches kids
ing, English and math. FANTASTIC!

□ Word Whiz (1252) A challenging word

Over 6000 great quotations from the
greatest minds of history. (4 disks)

tures. CGA

chess program with great graphics.'
with this always fun game. CGA

arcade game. Avoid hungry sharks!

you TREKies out there.

□ Visa/MC

□ COD.

and sea in this war simulation.

of famous arcade hits like Qubert,

Centipede, Pango, and more! CGA

source for all kinds of interesting infor

□ Tommy's

fantastic pinball games. CGA

Trivia (1949)

Test

your

knowledge in several categories.

□ Piano Man (1901) Compose and edit

□ Video Poker/UIUma 21 (1945) The

to associate the printed word with the
object it describes.

□ PC Beat (1909) Turns your computer

□ Wheel of Misfortune (1935) Like TVs

into a drum machine!

TOTAL S.
U Check/MO

□ SUPER Arcade I (1506) A collection

□ SUPER Pinball II (1951) Five more

music or play the keyboard.

□ UPS 2-Day Air-add S3
(Continental U.S. only) .. .$_

□ Strategic Games (1926) Fight on land

road map. Computes best route.

mation.

Foreign Shipping Charge

ery, and pool. CGA

□ Star Trek (1948) Two versions for all

game that tests your vocabulary.

□ Word Gallery (1256) Teaches children

Superior

□ EGA Coloring Book (1963) A graphi

EDUCATION
vocabulary and verb drills. (2 disks)

ever!

backup/restore all the data on your
hard drive with floppy disks. HD

GUCIipArt (1875,1876) A huge collection

recipes—add your own! (2 disks)

SPREADSHEETS

hard disk menu system. Run any of

BEST poker and blackjack games!

Wheel of Fortune game.

Circle Reader Service Number 198
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statement of ownership, management and circulation (Act of

August 12,1970; Section 3685, Title 39, United States Code).
1. THIe of publication: COMPUTE. 2. Dale of filing: September
28.1990.3. Frequency of issue: Published monthly. 4. Location

of known office of publication: 1965 Broadway, New ftrk, NY
10023-5965. 5, Location of headquarters of general business

offices ol publisher: 1965 Broadway, New York, New Vbrk

MAC

10023-5965. 6. Names, addresses of publisher, editor, and

remember it from MacPaint. In fact,
if you've used any other Macintosh

7. Owner Tne names and addresses of stockholders owning or

paint program, you know how to use

holdng one percent or more ol total amount of stock: COM
PUTE Publications Irtt'l.. Ltd., 1965 Broadway, Mew "fork. NY

10023-5965: General Media Publishing Group, Inc., 1965

thing like that. This is pure black-and-

place.

The Mac version features excel
lent Russian folk music to put you in
the glasnnsl mood (you can also turn
off the music), separate black-andwhite and color versions in the same

almost everything in Amazing Paint,
it's so easy to learn. But the program

is well named: It has all of the little
enhancements that you wish Mac
Paint had, as well as some amazing
tools that, frankly, I fell in love with.

package (unfortunately, there's no

desk accessory version, as there is
with Tetris), and easy-to-use pull

down menus for the various game
options.

If you're one of the unsuspecting
millions who fell in love with Tetris,
you owe it to yourself to try Welltris.
It's more than just a quickie sequel—
it's an authentic chip off the old block.

There's all the usual stuff, of
course: a variety of selection and
shape tools, the pencil, eraser, fill
bucket, and so on—all available from
a tear-off toolbox. However, most of
the tools have new options that can be

called from a panel on the right of the

DAVID ENGLISH

Payability
Documentation

white paint, pretty much the way you

managing editor Publisher: R. C. Guccione, 1965 Broadway.
New ftrK NY 10023 5965. Editor Peter Stisco. 324 tffest
Wendover A/e., Greensboro, NC 27408. Managing Editor: David
Hensley, Jr., 324 West Wendover A/e., Greensboro, NC 27408.

age processing, talking lassos, or any

the split pieces hits an obstruction,
both it and the other piece freeze in

toolbox—which is much easier than

*****

going to the menu bar for everything.

...***

For example, pop-up windows
allow the spray can to be adjusted for
spray size, spray pattern, and spray
speed, making it more like a real air
brush. The spray-pattern options win

*****

Originality. .
Graphics

. .****

Sound

. .****

dow offers several ways to super
impose the selected pattern on your

Macintosh Plus, SE series, II series, or
Portable—S39.95

drawing (under the existing drawing,
over the drawing, blended with it, and
so on), with each method shown in a
test window as you select it. Instant
feedback like this is a timesaving fea

SPECTRUM HOLDBYTE
2061 Challenger Dr.

Alameda, CA 94501
(415)522-0107

ture that's typical of this program.

AMAZING MINT

Other thoughtful touches include
smooth autoscrolling; multiple levels
of undo and redo; rotation and scaling

As I booted up CE Software's new
$99 black-and-white paint pro
gram for the Macintosh, Amazing

Paint, I had to ask myself why the
Mac world needs yet another 1-bit
paintbox. The zillions of free copies of

of selections in angles and percent

ages; a magic wand that selects only
inside a bounded region; several ways

to magnify the screen, including one
that follows the movement of the cur

Broadway, New York, NY 10023-5965; General Media Inter

national, Inc., 1965 Broadway, New York, NY 10023-5965. A
trust for the benefit of the R. C. Giccione Famity, Grand Cay
man, Cayman Islands. B.W.I.; R. C. Guccione, 1965 Broadway,
New Vbrk, NY 10023-5965. 8. Known bondholders, mort
gagees, and other security holders owning or holding one per

cent or more total amounts ol bonds, mortgages, or other
secunties; None. A/erage number of copies of each issue during
preceding 12 months; (A) Total number of copies pnnted:
389,155. (B) Paid and/or requested circulation: 1. Sales through

dealers and carriers, street vendors, counter sales; 47,359. 2.

Mail subscriptions paid and/or requested: 209,921- (C) Total
paid and/or requested circulation: 257,280. (D) Free distribution
by mail, carrier, ot older means, samples, complimentary, and
other free copies: 3.000. {E) Total distribution: 260.2B0. (F)
Copies not distributed; 1, Office use, left over, unaccounted,
spoiled after printing: 14,000. 2. Return from News Agents:
144,875. (G) Total: 389,155. Actual number of copies of single
issue published nearest to filing date: (A) Total number of copies
printed; 368,214. (B) Paid and/or requested circulation: 1. Sales

through dealers and carriers, street vendors, counter sales:

47,280. 2. Mail subscriptions paid and/or requested: 266,854.
(C) Total paid by mail, carrier, or other means, samples, com
plimentary, and other Iree copies: 3,000. (E) Total distribution:
277,134. (F) Copies not distributed: 1. Office use. left over, un
accounted, spoiled after pnntjng: 14,000. 2. Return from news
agents: 77,080. (G) Total: 366,214.1 certify that tie statements

made by me are correct and complete: John Prebich, Executive
Vice President and Chief Financial Officer.

tracking window. It tells you, in real
time, the exact (x,y) screen

coordinates of the cursor, in pixels,
inches, or centimeters, as well every
thing you'd ever want to know about
how you're moving a selection—size
of selection, distance moved from
original position, and angle moved.
I'm not sure how useful mouse track

ing is (if you want exact placement of
selections, there's a fully adjustable
grid that's a snap to use) but I sure en
joyed playing with it.
The feeling I got when I used

MacPaint and SuperPaint floating

sor; and a billboard-printing feature

around have soured the market for
competitors: NuPaint and Cricket

that blows up your graphic to fill mul

Amazing Paint was, "Finally, some

tiple pages, with crop and registration
marks for taping the sheets together

one took MacPaint and did it over
right, at the right price.'1 It makes you

after printing. And the program is satisfyingly fast. Effects rarely lagged be

want to try 1-bit paint again, for the
first time.

Paint bombed in that market last

year, and Studio/1 survives only on
its animation capabilities. Meanwhile,
many Mac artists are being lured away
from i-bit programs with ultrasexy
32-bit color paint/retouching pro

grams such as Pixel Paint Profession

hind the cursor even on my Mac Plus;
on a Ilex, everything snapped to

nicest gadgets I've seen in any paint
box. One customizes the shape of ar

mapped graphics entirely for Post
Script drawing programs such as
Illustrator and Freehand. So who
needs a modest little program like

rowheads for use with dimensioning
lines and technical-drawing callouts.
By dragging just three handles, you
can make any arrowhead under the

Amazing Paint?

sun in about two seconds, something
that can't be accomplished even on
many high-end CAD programs.

expanding about Amazing Paint—no

The other gadget is the mouse-

integrated draw tools, animation, im
112

COMPUTE

D

E

C

E

M

****

instantly.
This program has two of the

al, PhotoShop, CoiorStudio, and
Studio/32—or they're abandoning bit

There's nothing flashy or mind-

STEVEN ANZOVIN

E

R

19

9

0

***
.. ..

Innovation

*****
****

Macintosh Plus, SE series, II series, or
Portable—$99.95
CE SOFTWARE
P.O. Box 65580
West Des Moines, IA 50265

(515)224-1995

THE "GREATDEAL"CATALOG

1 -800-729-9000
ORDER TODAY!

INTERNATIONAL, INC.

COMPACT FAX/
PHONE MACHINE

[^GoldStar
286 AT COMPUTER

BACKLIT LAPTOP
COMPUTER
■Fast 10 MHZ

with 14" HIGH

RESOLUTION VGA
COLOR MONITOR &

clock speed.

30MB HARD DRIVE

compatible
CPU.

■ 80286 microprocessor.
12.5/6.25MHzswi1chable.

720 KB floppy

Dual 3.5"
disk Onves.
100% IBM

- One MB RAM on mother
board, expandable to
four MB.

compatible.

Supertwist

•30 MB haid drive.

display with
EL back

•One 5.25" 1.22MB
floppy drive.

•
■
■
•
•

lighting.

High resolution VGA monitor; 640 x 480.
Socket for 80287 math co-processor,
16- bit VGA card; 80X600 resolution. • IBM compatible
3 expansion slots—two 16-bit and one 8-bit.
1 serial port. • 1 parallel port. ■ PS/2 compatible

6-pin mouse port.
• Real time clock/calendar.
■ Phoenix 286 ROM BIOS.

High res.: 640 x 400 graphics wilh 4 shades of gray.

enhanced keyboard.
•Includes MS-DOS 4.0!

■ Auto dial to 20 numbers. • Answering machine hook-up.
• Talk reservation signals receiver to pick-up phone after
transmission. • Fine/Superfine transmission modes.

Spinnaker 'Easy Writer" wore

■ CCITT G3 compatible. ■ 15-second transmission time.

processing. "Ace2" interaction
garre fi "Spiasn" demo program

■ Redialingvpause. • Compact size!
■ Copy function. • Manual/Auto receiving selection.
■Dim:14.49-W
.. . „

'Splash" at great savings'

utilities and

GW BASIC™.

Mfr. Sugg. RetaJ

• One Year

DAMARK $

Mfr. Warranty!

PRICE

■ Factory New!

x 10.16-D x

$2,293.00

999^9

Hem No. B-2469 149047

80386-25 MHz, full

millisecond access
expandable to 8 MB

with eye

on motherboard.

catching

One 3-1/2" 1.44 MB

Item No. B-2469-146266

Insured Ship'Hand.: $25.00

Insured Ship'Hand.: S20.00

IBM COMPATIBLE

LESTER

CORDLESS MOUSE

brilliant

floppy disk drive.

color

One 5-1/4" 1.2 MB
(loppy disk drive.

graphs

64K disk cache

and

memory expandable

'

charts on

^H SO MB Hard Drivel

Wo more snagging your mouse cord on
your keyboard or desk!
Introducing

this VGA

800x600 with 256K memory.

Expansion slots: six 16-bit (four available), one 8-bit, one

monitor.

32-bit slot. • 2 serial ports, 1 parallel port, 1 game port.
• Five 5.25" drive bays exposed (three available).
• 80387 math co-process or socket.

• MS-DOS 4.01 included. • 101 AT-slyled keyboard.
• Includes instructional video tape for set-up.

LESTER the Cordless Mouse that gives

100% IBM® PC/XT/AT,

Dim.: 13.9"x 14.7"x 14.1".

you freedom of movement.

PS/2 and compalibies.
14" non-glare VGA

Weight: 28 lbs.

• LESTER ■ Light Emitting Static Tracking Extended Range.

monitor.

1 Year Mtr. Warranty,
3 Year Picture Tube

VGA Color Monitor:

Includes VGA graphics
adapter card.

• 14" high resolution monitor.

Resolution: 640 x 480.

- IBM compatible. Mfr. Sugg. Retail: $3,799.00

coiors.

"Sf?3£n: damark$H QQQ99

Horizontal

• One Year Mir. Warranty! • Factory New!

c

DAMARK $ CQQ 99
PRICE
JC/C/

members

time. • 1 MB RAM

PRICE

16outof256K

ModBlS:GT3051.

Warranty!
*.,„ __

Mfr. Sugg. Retail: $648.00

31.5 kHz.

Insured Ship/Hand.: $49.00

99

PRICE

frequency:

item No. B-2469-151605

Built-in tilt-swivel base.

Insured Ship/Hand.; S13.00

FOR FASTEST SERVICE CALL TOLL FREE

• Free moving cordless mouse.
• IBM PC compatible for fast, accurate work.
• Just point and click!

• Resolution: 200DPI.

• Can operate up to 5 ft. from receiver. 12" to 15" is

Factory New!

DAMARK $

scanning

I ^/^/^/

Item No. B-2469-160159

Tilt swivel base.

Warranty!

the board

80 MBharddnve/28

signal.

Mfr. Sugg. Retail: $1,999.00

MZ-100.
-1 Year

Impress

32 bit processor.

Analog input

Weight: 10.8 lbs.
Model #:

■ Factory New!

VGA MONITOR WITH VGA CARD

64K CACHE MEMORY

16-bit VGA card:

499

GoldStar

80MB HARD DRIVE and

10 function keys. • Built-.n carrying handle.
Includes: MS-DOS 3.3 and GW-Basic 3.22.

25 lines x 80 characters. ■ Cursor control keys.
Separate numeric key pad. • Battery or AC operation.

Ltd.'Mfr.

Item No. B-2469-160059

Factory Newl

386-25 COMPUTER with

to 128K.

PRICE

90 Day Mfr.

Insured ShrpHand.1 $49 CO

__

Mfr. Sugg. Retail: $1,149.00

Warranty!

Lightweight 4 compact.

Low battery indicator. • Dim.; 12.1"Wx 13.7'Dx3.2"H.

-11" document width capability.

Also includes coupon lo buy

with DOS Shell

640 KB RAM expandable to 1.6 MB.
Parallel port. • Serial port.

■ 16-level gray-scale halltone control.

FREE BONUS SOFTWAflE:

■AT style 101-key

Moniior compatibility: CGA. MDA 8 AT&T.

■ 9600 baud. • 5-sheet auto document feeder.
■ Auto fax/phone switching function.

OTY

recommended distance. • Includes 2 "AAA" batteries,
mouse pad, mouse
pocket visualizer
and Ivgh-resolution
color paint software.

■ Model #: LEM002.

„,_ . _ -,..

Mfr. Sugg. Retail: $245.99

DAMARK $QQ99
price
J757 ~
Item No. B-2469-160053
Insured Ship.Hand.: $5.50

■ Five Year Ltd.

Mfr. Warranty!

DESCRIPTION

ITEM#

PRICE

1-800-729-9000
CUSTOMER SERVICE: 1-612-531-0082

NAME

DELIVERY TO « U S CONTINENTAL STATESONLY

ADDRESS.
CITY

ST.

ZIP.

Total S/H/l

PHONE

GRAND TOTAL

□ Check/Money Order QVISA CARD NO.
□ MasterCard

□ Discover

SIGNATURE.

SUB TOTAL

in MN add 6% Sales Tax

EXP. DATE.

B-2469

SendTo: DAMARK INTERNATIONAL, INC., 7101 Winnetka Ave. N., Mpls., MN 55428-1619 Copyright 1990 DAMARK INTERNATIONAL. INC.. AH rights reserved.

4 FAST LOOKS
Wings of Fury

Enjoy real seat-o(-the-pants flying fun with this arcadeaction aerial-combat game. Flying your F6F Hellcat, you

must dive-bomb, fly nearly suicidal low-altitude torpedo

runs, and shake leechlike Zero fighters from your tail.
You'll need practice because this game's perspective is

IBM PC and compatibles;

17 Paul Dr.

Tandy 16-color, or Hercu

les graphics; joystick
recommended

San Rafael, CA 949032101
(800)521-6263

Amiga

Free Spirit Software

two dimensional. Wings of Fury keeps your eyes on the
screen, your fingers on the keyboard, and your mind on
entertainment.
Gregg Keizer
Doctor Ami

This unique utility for the Amiga diagnoses memory and
hard disk problems. The program includes information on
virtually every controller, hard drive, and memory card
that you can put into an Amiga, so Doctor Ami does a

Broderbund

512K;CGA, EGA. VGA,

$39.95

P.O. Box 128
58 Noble St.
Kutztown, PA 19530

(215)683-5609
$49.95

good job of pinpointing your problems. Doctor Ami even

lets you map out bad memory and bad drive blocks. This
program is a must for cautious, paranoid, or just plain un

lucky Amiga owners.
Aldus
PageMaker 4.0

Rhett Anderson

Version 4.0 of this top-selling desktop publishing program
adds a Story Editor (a separate text-entry and editing win

Macintosh Plus. SE series,

dow with an integrated spelling checker), text rotation (in
90-degree increments), and more precise typographical
controls (type sizes from 4 to 650 points in 0.1-point in
crements and kerning to 1/100 of an em space). Despite

1MB of RAM (2MB recom

II series, or Portable with

mended); System 6.0.3 or
higher; Finder 6.1 or

Aldus
411 First Ave. S
Seattle, WA 98104
(206) 622-5500
$795.00

higher; hard disk

its many features, PageMaker is still relatively easy to

use. Highly recommended.

Brief 3.0

David English

This is the best text editor I've ever used. In addition to
the basics, it offers multiple windows, file buffers, and
hooks to all the major screen languages. With Briers

The Quest for Gold

Solution Systems

541 Main St.
Suite 410

mended), hard drive

bookmarks, navigating multiple buffers is a breeze. A C-

South Weymouth, MA

like language lets you write, compile, and use macros in
Brief as if they were part of the original program. And
Brief lets you undo as many as the last 300 editing

(800) 821-2492

changes of any kind.

Duck Tales:

IBM PC and compatibles,
200K(512K recom

02190

$199.00

Richard C. Leinecker

Join Huey, Dewey, and Louie on a worldwide adventure
to help their Uncle Scrooge become Duck of the Year. Fly
around the world picking up treasures Scrooge McDuck
needs to regain his title. Excellent graphics and sound ef

Amiga with 512K

Software
50C S. Buena Vista St.
Burbank, CA 91521
(818)841-3326
$44.95

fects accompany you on a journey that takes you into the
jungle, through caves, up mountains, and on a photo sa
fari. Unfortunately, frequent disk accesses and unrespon

sive controls may frustrate kids.

After Dark 2.0

Walt Disney Computer

Kim Horn

Who wouid've thought that screen blankers would become

a hot software category? After Dark 2.0 includes 30 dif
ferent displays (many with built-in sound), a randomizer
mode (cycles through displays in random or sequential or
der), and a PICS Player (uses animation files from Macro-

Macintosh 512KE, Plus,
SE series, II series, or
Portable; sound capability
requires System 6.0.3 or
higher

Berkeley Systems
1700 Shattuck Ave.

Berkeley, CA 94709
(415)540-5535
$39.95

Mind Director, Studio One, or Super3D). A MuttiModule
mode runs several displays at the same time. Loads of fun
and practical, too.
David English
F4Q Pursuit Simulator Realistic dips and curves in the road impair your vision as
you race the clock. Earn points for distance traveled and
bonus points for every roadblock and police car you
pass, but watch out for retaining posts, telephone poles,

CGA or EGA; joystick op

Titus
20432 Corisco St.
Chatsworth, CA 91311

tional

(818)709-3692

IBM PC and compatibles,
512K, DOS 2.0 or higher,

$44.95

and spinouts. F40's graphics are very good. Because of
this game's run-from-the-cops aspect, it isn't a good
game for children too young to differentiate between fan

tasy and reality.
Northgate
OmnJKey Ultra

Lisa Wroble

The OmniKey Ultra keyboard can now be used on the
Amiga 2000, 2500, 3000, and, with a third-party adaptor,
even the 1000. Just flip two switches and replace a few
keycaps with their Amiga equivalents. It has over 120
keys, including an extra set of function keys that can be
defined as normal, Shift+fkey, Aft+fkey, or Ctrl+fkey. It
has a firm feel and solid feedback but isn't as loud as an

IBM keyboard. A great replacement keyboard. Denny Atkin
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Amiga 2000, 2500, or 3000

Northgate

7075 Fiying Cloud Dr.
Eden Prarie, MN 55344
(900)548-1993

$149.95 (Amiga keycap
set $15.00 extra)

# FAST LOOKS
AstroNUMBERS

With the right guidance, this package will complement
your children's learning and give them the edge they
need. Cute graphics and sound smack of a real video

IBM PC and compatibles,
256K, CGA graphics; joy

stick optional

game. Then the learning sneaks in with whole-number

math problems. Unfortunately, it will take an adult to
wade through the manual and figure out how to play.

With an educational game, I want kids to be able to put a
disk in and go.
Richard C. Leinecker

Red Storm Rising

Red Storm Rising shows that MicroProse has mastered
the art of porting programs to the Amiga. Multitasking

Amiga with 512K; 1MB

and hard disk-installable, the program takes advantage of
all available expansion memory and has 64-color graph

recommended

The Gradeworks,
8640M Guilford Rd.
Suite 204
Columbia, MD 21046
(800) 800-MATH
$49.95

MicroProse

180 Lakefront Dr.
Hunt Valley. MD 21030

(301)771-1151
S59.95

ics, mouse support, and digitized sounds. This is modern

sub combat—you'll be watching computer displays, not
your periscope, but the action is still as nonstop as in

Tom Clancy's book of the same name.
OnTime

Denny Atkin

This calendar and to-do list manager is a breeze to navi

IBM PC and compatibles,

gate by day, month, or year. Tasks you jot down roll over
if you don't delete them. The program can run memory

320K, DOS 3.1 or higher
for resident mode

resident (15K) and sound its appointment reminder within
other applications. The daily planner screen includes a

Suite 1070
(313) 559-5955

with appointments blocked out or display both appoint
HardBall II

S69.95

Dee Shneiderman

Hardball II gives you the great arcade-style gameplay of

Amiga

the original, plus a slew of new options. Statistics are

Accolade

550 S. Winchester
Blvd.
Suite 200

maintained in every category, and they change from
game to game. You can view the games from several dif

ferent perspectives. Runners have lead control and can

San Jose, CA 95128

attempt to steal at any time—you can even get caught in
a rundown. And, if you don't agree with the calls, an

instant-replay feature is included.

Quicken 1.5

(408)985-1700

$49.95

Troy Tucker

I never thought I'd recommend a check-writing program,

but this impressive personal-finance package has changed
my mind. It's easy to use, can print checks to a dot-matrix
or laser printer, and can export tax data to MaclnTax. For
small-business bookkeeping, Quicken has a surprisingly
powerful selection of business reports and can perform
accounts payable, accounts receivable, and payroll. In
cludes sample checks and an order form.
David English

Bill & Ted's Excellent

Adventure

Intuit

least 512K; printer required
to print checks and reports

P.O. Box 3014
Menlo Park, CA 94026

$59.95

Bill and Ted score points for bringing back "dudes"

IBM PC and compatibles;

from the past and getting Ted's stepmother to drive

512K (VGA); hard drive
with 2MB recommended;

IntraCorp
14160 SW 139 Ct.
Miami, FL 33186
(800) 468-7226

supports joystick and Ad

$39.95

256K (CGA), 384K (EGA),

ters won't come along unless they have certain items.

Unfortunately, the simplicity of timing and movement

would make the Mario Brothers weep. Sound and
animation are disappointing, and the history books are
far more interesting.
Barry Brenesal

of Games, Volume 2;
Solitaire

Any Macintosh with at

(415) 322-0573

them to school. The clock is ticking, but some charac

Hoyle Official Book

Hwy.

Southfield, Ml 48075

time availability box, and you can display a weekly grid
ments and nonscheduled notes.

Campbell Services
21700 Northwestern

Lib sound card

With 28 game variations to choose from, Hoyle will hold

Amiga with 1MB

your attention for hours at a time. The game is challeng

Sierra On-Line
P.O. Box 485

ing, even on the easy level. Variations range from the

Coarsegold, CA 93614

easy-to-learn Scorpion, similar to standard seven-column

(800) 326-6654

solitaire, to Cribbage Square, where you'll need in-depth
knowledge of cribbage rules to win. Cute animations add

$34.95

a touch of humor, and the few sounds are excellent. The
Amiga makes a great solitaire partner.
Kim Horn

MacRecorder 2.0

How would you like to create your own HyperCard and
Mac system sounds? With MacRecorder 2.0, you can cap
ture and edit sounds from outside your Mac. On the hard

Macintosh 512KE, Plus,
SE series, II series, or
Portable

ware side, the sound digitizer features a built-in

■*

Emeryville, CA 94608

microphone, mike jack, line-in jack, and input level control.
The software lets you perform sophisticated sound editing
and make HyperCard stacks that can record and play
back sounds. Easy to use and bug free.
David English
D

E

C

Farallon Computing
2000 Powell St.
Suite 600
(415) 596-9020

$249.00

E

M

E

R
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WRITE YOUR OWN
COMPUTE'S Product Mart is a
special advertising section
designed to benefit you, the PC
direct marketer, by letting you
advertise directly to the readers
that buy. We offer:
• Marketing Assistance
Each ad receives a comple
mentary reader service number
that generates a targeted sales
lead mailing list.

PROGRAMS
with EngLan
the easy-to-learn, fun-to-use
computer language
for IBM compatible computers.
Gentry Software

Box 4485

Springfield, Mo. 65808

Space closing: First day of the
second month preceeding issue
date (for example, November
issue closes Sept. 1). Space
limited to a first-reserved, firstserved basis.

East Coast
Caroline Hanlon
(919)275-9809

Circle Reader Service Number 261

Enjoy all the
thrills of casino
Video Poker
anytime ...
without risking
a cent!
Here's all the fast-paced excitement of casino
poker slots in a program thai challenges your

skill. Find oul what cards to hold ami why. Tcsi
Strategies with ihe Simulator. Experiment with

options—bet units, coins played, payoff rates.
Even prinl a guide to take to the casino if you go!

• Vivid Sound & Graphics
■ Session Statistics
• Menu-Driven for Easy Play • For Beginner & Expert
• On-Line Strategy Advice
• Tip-Rich 40 pp. Manual

Ifyou like to play, start playing to win!
Order now forjust $49.95 <+ S4 s/h; PA res. + $124)

VISA/MC ORDERS: 1-800-828-2259 x410
Info: 215-449-9767

Fax: 215-789-1673

Requires IBM PC or

LWS

SOFTWARE

EGA. CGA or Mono

p Q Bm m

Dept AC

Brooniiill. PA 19008

BEAT THE LOTTERY
27 LOTTO JACKPOT WINNERS HAVE WON
169.6 MILLION WITH GAIL HOWARD'S SYSTEMS!!
Gail Howard's ALL NEW Sman Luck sotware Is easier io use.

Barbara Vagedes

COMPUTER ADVANTAGE™ $49.50 + S3 S/H - The

Rolls Royce of Lottery Software - for ALL Lottos.
SMART LUCK COMPUTER WHEEL™ $39.50 » S3 S/H

A MUST for EVERY Lotto Player. 252 Lotto Systems.

Lucille Dennis
(707)451-8209
Call now to

reserve your space!

CREATE BREATHTAKING
IMAGES AND EFFECTS.
♦
♦

Explore "Chaos" science
2OO+ hands-on examples

'': Cedar Softwarev
Circle Reader Service Number 183

• 2-for-l Sale •
COMPUTE!'* Computer Viruses

and Computer Security
Yes. For the price of one book you get both ihe
besl-selling COMPUTEI's Computer Viruses by
Ralph Roberts and Computer Security by Ralph

Roberts and Pamela Kane. Written in light yet infor
mative styles, these glides explain how to safe
guard both equipment and data. Whether it's
computer viruses or protecting data from unautho

rized eyes, you'll find the information you need in
these two enlightening books.
Order your copies today:
Send S14.95 plus S2.00 shipping and handling
(S5.00 for orders outside the U.S. and Canada) and

applicable sales tax (if you live in NIC. NJ, or NY} to
COMPUTE Books
c/o CCC
2500 McClellan toe.

Pennsauken, NJ 09109
Be sure to include your complete street address (no P.O.
boxes). Write the following on your check: 2-for-l Sale:
C1889 8 C1781" of include a copy of tins ad.

Offer good while supplies last.

DEC90CP
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many now features and mars sysisms 10 help you WIN LOTTOI

West Coast

IBM-PC

Kiiaa Rti-5I4O, nn.-ri-.uin-, vi D566I

Midwest

(708)393-1399

/

802-88B-5275

800-346-9475

compatible; 512K; VGA,

For ad specifications or
more information call

'

Version 1
$19.00

• Cost Effectiveness
Ad sizes range from 1/9 {21A x

available.

*

$49.00

they can buy.

31/4) to 1/2 page (vertical or
horizontal), and you can request
frequency rates of up to 12
times per year. Second color is

your

F

Version 2

• Guaranteed Audience
Our rate base is guaranteed at
275,000 per issue, with an
actual monthly circulation of
over 300,000.

• Qualified Readers
Our readers search the Product
Mart for quality hardware, soft
ware, and peripheral products

PCX

' compatible

SMART LUCK COMPUTER WHEEL FIVE™ S37.S0 *

S3 S/H - Has Won SIX Florida Fantasy 5 JACKPOTS!
FULL WHEEL GENERATOR™ S28.50 + S3 S/H
Guarantees a Jackpot in ANY Lotto if you trap

thg winning numbers in your wheeled group.

Where Adults
Come To Play!
ACCESS LA! BBS
■ Local Numbers Covering 850 US Cities!
■ CB-Style Group and Private Chat!
■ lOOOs Of Shareware Programs!
■ Business and Personal Services!

■ National Classified Ads!
■ Giant Message Forums!
■ Live MulUplayer Games!
■ Matchmaker Dating Database!
■ Designed For Adult Users!

We slip IBWcomo. 5 25' dllk. A00 J1 lor EACH 3.5" Oik
Smart

Luck

Soltwara

Dept. C-2, P.O. Boi 1519

White Plains. NY 10602
1-BO0-B76-G-A-I-L

(4245)

or

914-761-2333

For Your FREE DEMO And

A Local Number Near You Call

818-358-6968
BY MODEM. 8/N/1-3/12/2400 BAUD

Circle Header Service Number 109

Circle Reader Service Number 187

o

ATTENTION ROLE PLAYERS

SOFTSHOPPE, INC.

CHARACTER EDITORS - $19.95 each

n Selected Programs

Might and Magic (1 or 2), Pool of Radiance.

h
a
n
a

Wizardry (Edits 1-3), Wizardry 4. Wizardry 5.
Ultima (3. 4, 5 or 6). Sentinel Worlds I.

Bard's Tale (1 or 2). Wasteland. Dragon Wars.

Latest Versions
As Low as $1.50
Same Day Shipping
No Minimum Order

FREE CATALOG
IBM PD/SHAREWARE

Keef the Thief. Escape from Hell
and King's Bounty.

t

Might and Magic. Wizardry (1. 2. 3. 4 or 5).

Curse of 1he Azure Bonds. Champions of Krynn,
Magic Candle. Knights of Legend.

Please add S3.00 for shipping and handling

GOSSELIN COMPUTER CONSULTANTS
^^

PO. Box 1083

Circle Reader Service Number 126

m^-

(313) 229-2453

PAY ONLY $5.00 FOR SHIPPING
GUARANTEED VIRUS FREE

SMC SOFTWARE PUBLISHERS
ORDER TODAY-CALL

Hard Disk Management

by Stephen Fisher & Lynn Frantz
ISBN 0-87455-116-1

Harness the productivity power of your
64 or 128! Turn your Commodore into a
powerful workhorse, keep track of finances,
generate reports in a snap, manage your

money in minutes—all with the new 1991

Gazette PowerPak' Look at all your 64/128
PowerPak disk contains.
GemCalc 64 & 128—A complete, powerful,
user-friendly spreadsheet with all the features
you'd expect in an expensive commercial
package (separate 64 and 128 versions are in
cluded). Most commands can be performed with
a single keypress!

Memo Card—Unleashes the power of a full
blown database without the fuss! Nothing's

$18.95
This guide, for all MS-DOS computers, is a
cle.ir and direct guide to buying, installing,

easier—it's a truly simple computerized address

using, anil maintaining a hard disk drive. Ev
erything's here, from tips and techniques to

dex cards. Need to edit? Just use the standard
Commodore editing keys. What could be easier?

adds even more features lo you disk. 426

Financial Planner—Answers all of those ques
tions concerning interest, investments, and

information tin commercial software that
pages.

Order your copies today:
Send S1 B.95 plus $2.00 shipping and han

dling ($5.00 for orders outside the U.S. and
Canada) and applicable sales tax (if you live
in NC, N|, or NY) to

file. Just type in your data on any one of the in

money management that financial analysts
charge big bucks for! Use the compound in
terest and savings function to arrive at accurate
estimates of how your money will work for you.

Compute the answer at the click of a key!

COMPUTE Books
c/oCCC

2500 McClellan Ave.
Pennsauken, NJ 08109

619 942-9998

^K3T*-^~^H

™B

Circle Reader Service Number 243

FREE-15 DISKS-FREE
TRY US!
Get our Winter 1991 edition of
bestsellers. 15/5.25" or 6/3.5"
disks for IBM®/compatibles.
Games, Business, Graphics,
Education,, Programmers' Utilities,
Finance, Desktop publishing, more.
YOURS FREE!

IGazette
PowerPak

♦ • HINT BOOKS ■ S9.95 each

Fax 313-761-7639

FULL OF SOLID GOLD HITS

;yg- The

Curse of the Azure Bonds. Champions of Krynn.
f
t

Apple and Commodore versions also available.

Call 800-829-BEST (2378)

ffi

Knights of Legend. Secret of the Silver Blades.

ORDER YOUR
1991 GAZETTE
POWERPAK TODAY!

Be sure to include your complete street ad
dress (no P.O. boxes). Also, please supply the

since 1985

ISBN number of the book on your check.
Olfer good while supplies las!.

Circle Reader Service Number 239

DECKJCP

(MasterCard and Visa accepted
on orders with subtotal over $20).

PCjr Owners!!
Everything You 'II Em Need Plus Much, Much Momll
Memory Sidecars - Expand now io 1.2 MB!
Second & Third Disk Drives which Snap-on-Top

SSI DEALS: YOUR CHOICE, ONLY
$14.50
Phantasie III, Questron II, Roadwar Europa, Sons
of Liberty, B-24, Demon's Winter, Shitoh: Grant's
Trail, Star Command. Stellar Crusade, dt Warship.

Vh" 720K Disk Drives for PS/2 Compatibility
Speed-Up Boards-Increase Speed to 9.54 MHz
20. 30,40,60 & 80MB Hard Disk Drive Syslems

Q YES! Please send me
disk(s) (SI 1.95 each').

PowerPak

lOl-Key Enhanced PCjr Keyboards

Sublolal

Serial Port Compatibility Boards

Sales Tax (Resident* of HC and NY please

Modifications for Tandy Compatibility

add appropriate aalivi lax for your area.)

tune, Purple Saturn Day, Revenge of Defender.

PCjr Compatible Software & Game Cartridges

Shipping and Handling (S2.00 U.S. and Can

PCjr System Units with 128K or 256K

ada. Xi.00 surface mail. S5.00 airmail per

Home Video Producer, by EPYX ..

$27.50

Diagnostic Service Only $25

PFS: Access

$12.50

EPYX DEALS; YOUR CHOICE, ONLY

S12.50

Axe of Rage, Omnicron Conspiracy, Project Nep

Snow Strike, Techno-Cop, or Tower Toppler.
Honeymooners, by First Row .
Generic CADD Level 2

$12.50
$37.50

TO ORDER, SEND CHECK OR MONEY OHDER TO:

COMPSULT

DRAWER 5160, SAN LUIS OBISPO, CA 93403-5160
Include S4 00 lor shipping charges lo U S addresses. S6 00 for
Canada SS DO >oc iniemational Calilornian's include 6 25% tan
CREDIT CAFSO ORDERS CALL TOLL-FREE

1-800-676-6616
ORDERS

ONLY, PLEASE!!!!

All other info, including requesls 'or our FREE CATALOG, winch
includes 100 s ol nrocucts Call {BQ5| 544-6616 or write

Circle Reader Service Number 220

Replacement Parts and Repair Service
nemomber—When you purchsio all your PCjr products

tram PC Enterprise* you'll never need lo worry

about compatibility. Our new lull color catalog now

features over 300 PCjr product! on 56 pages.
Call or wrlto for your FREE copy lodsyl!

(800) 922-PCjr

disk.;
.

Total Enclosed
Cherk or money ordrr

MailerCard

VISA

Until Cud No
Sigiutiin-

(201) 280-0025

[ PC
"The jr Products Group"
PO Box 292 Belmar, NJ 07719
"Dedicated to the Support of the PCjr Since 1984"
Circle Reader Service Number 146

Illy _

SIM./

'Price valid mm! November 15, 1990. Regular price. S14.95.
Send your order to Gazette 1991 PowerPak, 324 W.
Wendover Ave., Suiie 200. Greensboro. NC 27-108.

Earn $4,000 Per Month
From Your Home

With A Computer!

Easy 1-2-3

ComputerInsurance

for Small Business

PLUS

+ Replacement with no depreciation

fay Sandra Cook Jerome, C.P.A.

ISBN 0-87455-205-2

$18.95

+ Covers computer hardware in home or office

This hands-on guide is perfect for small busi

+ Easy to read policy

ness owners who need financial reports and
information quickly. Although written specif
ically for Lor us I -2-3 release 2.2 and 3, the

+ Bonus 20% for software coverage
+ Low $50 deductible

spreadsheets Included are also compatible
with Release 2.01.368 pages.

+ Covers theft, fire, power surges, accidents,

Order yonr copies today:

natural disasters, even earthquakes and flood

Send SI 8.95 plus S2.00 shipping and han
dling [S5.00 for orders outside the U.S. and
Canada) and applicable sales tax [if you live

+ Policy backed by an A+ company

in NC NJ, or NY) to
COMPUTE Books

Start part-time with potential earnings of
$10,000 or more per month. This is a
proven turn key business an individual or
couple can run. If you purchase our soft

ware and business program, we will give
you the computer and printer. If you

=ComputerInsurance

c/o CCC

FREE CBS 286 Computer

2500 McClellan Ave.

6150 Old Millersport Road, NE

Pennsauken, NJ 08109

Pleasantville, OH 43148
Hours: 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Be sure to Include your complete street ad
dress (no P.O. boxes). Also, please supply the
ISBN number of the book on your check.
Offer good while supplies last.

1-800-722-0385

DEC90CP

Circle Reader Service Number 246

already own a computer, you may receive a

discount. You do not need to own, or
know how to run, a computer — we will
provide free, home office training- Com
plete financing is available.

BLACKJACK COMPUTER

To receive a free cassette and color literature,
call toll-free:

Must Stale Age

Over 21

SeXXy Disk #1—An unbelievable visual erotic

1-800-343-8014, ext. 303

(in Indiana: 317-758-4415)

encounter—MUST SEEK

SeXXy Diik #2—an eraDc encounter game for friends
and lovers guaranteed to shed both clothes and

Or Write:

Computer Business Services, Inc.

inhibitions.

SeXXy Disk #3—an anatomical arcade game with

CBC Pla:a, Ste. 303, Sheridan, IN 46069
Circle Reader Service Number 230

THE AMERICAN HEART
ASSOCIATION

MEMORIAL PROGRAM.

unusual ammunition.

The
ultimate card-counting
weapon, operated under complete
concealment within the casinos.
CPU, "magic" shoes, I/O switches,
sensors, power supplies, extensive
training and support provided. Win
consistently with the latest genera
tion of the technology every casino
fears the most.

SeXXy Disk #4—2 mere Incredible visual erotic
encounters—impress your Mends.

SeXXy Disk #5—create your own erotic fantasies
about mends and lovers.
SeXXy Disk #6—view, print, or edit ten gorgeous
pinups.

$7 each, any 3 for S17, or all 6 for $32
for IBM and compat.

CCA, EGA or VGA graphics reqd.
Add S3 s/h - tn OK add tax.

3.5" disk or foreign orders add $2 per disk.

VISA/MC Orders only
800-243-1515 Ext. 600FC

Contact
^American Heart Association

(714) 865-1191

Or check/MO to: SeXXy Software. 2880 Bergey Road.

This space provided as a public service.

Circle Reader Service Number 240

THE BEST IN ADULT SOFTWARE FOR LESS!!

Dept GOOFC, Harlield. PA 19440

Circle Reader Service Number 116

COLOR RIBBONS & PAPER
Colors: Black, Red, Blue, Green, Brown, Purple, Yellow

This Space
Available
1/9 page
Black and White
Frequency
Discount

T-Shirt

Ribbons:

Ribbons

price each
S4.95

Brother 1109

Citizen 200/GSX 140
Citizen G5X 140, 4-Color
Epson MXJFX1RX80/85
Okidata 182/192
Panasonic 1190J1124

Commodore MPS

Star NX1000
Star NX1000. 4-Color

4.50
3.75
5.50
5.75
Call
3.75

15.95
5.50

S 7.00

4.50
7.50
7.75

6.75

7.50

E.OO

For

Price
6.75
10.00

4.75
6.75

T-Shlrt {Heat Transfer) Ribbons
Colors1 Black. Red. BUe. Green. Brown, Purple, Yellow

Color Banner Paper:

200 sheets assorted
9'Axli
91Ax11
100 sheets

45 ft./roll

S10.90/pk
S 8.90/pk
S 9.95(pk

S 8.95lpk

Mm enters S25 00 Minimum S&H $4 00 Call lor oinef nDbons and

Call today for details.

supplies Price ana spec

a'e subjeel lo change wlo notice.

RAMCO COMPUTER SUPPLIES
P.O Box 475, Manteno, IL 60950 U.S.A.
(USA) 800-522-6922 or 815-468-8081
(Canada) 800-621-5444
Circle Reader Service Number 221

than 300,000
readers
each month
with an ad in

COLOR PAPER
Color Paper
Bright Pack:
Pastel Pack:
Color Certificate Paper:

Reach more

PRODUCT
MART

VIDEO DATABASE. Great gift for those who
have everything. Don't lose videos any
more! Let your computer find them. Easy
to use. Many ways to view/search for an
entry. For IBM compat. Spec, disk size.

SOFTWARE
WIN—HANDICAP SPORTS WITH YOUR PC
Send for free info, or $3 for 5'A" IBM
compatible demo disk to RUTECH SOFTWARE.
6010 W. Cheyenne =15-945, LV, NV 89108

METAPHYSICAL SOFTWARE FOR THE C64/128!
Pro-designed. No PD here. The Wisdom of
the I Ching, computer oracle, S39.95.
Metaphysical Colors, personality analvzer,

PC-LOTTO
IBM Comp. Lottoprocessing $40 US S45 CAN
BBS with winning numbers 604-479-7189,
870 Gladiola Av. Victoria BC CND V8Z 2T6

Send S5.00 for information & application
Box 62339, Colo. Springs, CO 80962-2339.

Call toll free 1-800-827-8769.

$29.95. Tarot C64, your personal reader,

GRAPHICS AND GAMES TUTOR-CGA Ver. 1.0
and games are designed. S21.95 + $3 S/H.

A behind the scenes look at how graphics

Free PD C64-126 Software 1000+ EuropeanDomestic Best Sellers (New Sample & Catalog
S3) (Send SASE for Catalog) WESTCOMP

TEST unreleased software for i

kit to Silicon Mountain Services,

EMI Disk rental and more.
New standards in software rental,
lowest rates, fast delivery.

$19.95. Please enclose S3.00 P/H.
Metatools, POB 8027, Santurce, PR 00910.
FREE! IBM PD & SHAHEWARE DISK CATALOG
Specify 5V« or 3'6. Low prices since 1988!
ASP APPROVED VENDOR, Finto Software,
Dept M, RT 2, Rosebud, TX 76570.

Send $24.95 to MPG Video, P.O. Box 251,
Glyndon, MD 21071. Call (703) 232-5277.

Graphics Softhouse, P.O. Box 2478, West Lawn,
PA 19609 215-678-4513 (specify 51/. or 3V3)
3-D PAPER DOLLS!!

Geos required. Wigs/Wardrobes/rooms.
Public Domain too-$2.00/Catalog.
The Computer Tutor, 2763 W. Ave. L, Dept. 266,
Lancaster, CA 93536.

GREATER MIDWEST MICRO SOURCE - Your BEST
SOURCE of IBM Comp Shareware & Supplies
for FREE Catalog write to CMMS Dept. CPT,

2200 180th Ave. NW, Andover, MN 55304.

COMPUTER REPAIR
24 HOUR Computer Repair.
Commodore, Amiga, IBM, Apple,
A & M Computer Repair
20 Guernsey Dr.
New Windsor, NY 12553
914-562-7271

1-800-344-4102

AUTHORIZED COMMODORE REPAIR CENTER.

LIBRARY P.O. Box 60818, Reno, NV 89506.

Receive free catalogs of IBM Compatible
shareware from many of our 15+ Independ.

FREE PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWARE—Request

Shareware Distributors Assoc. members. ISDA,

alignments $39.95. 48-hr, turnaround,
free UPS. Software City, 90J-C N. Wendover

free catalog or send S2 for sample disk

AD-CMP, P.O. Box 880, Cypress, TX 77429.

Rd., Charlotte, NC 28211 (704) 362-2154.

and catalog (refundable) C64-128, CALOKE
1ND., Dept. JK, Box 16477, K.C., MO 64133

P.C. MODEM CLUB Correspond w/Enthusiast

Auth. Comm. repairs C64/128, 1541/1571, SX64,

"•ADULT VGA SOFTWARE for IBM & COMP'"

Visualize the full potential of VGA/SVGA with
these stunning, hi-res, 256 color images.
Vol.1 SEXY (6 disks)
$13.95
Vol.2 NUDE (6 disks)
$13.95

Vol.3 MORE NUDE (6 disks)
Vol.4 ADULTS ONLY (6 disks)

$13.95
$13.95

or Business, hobbies or common interests

128D, & Amiga. Selling DTK-IBM comp.

LINK/UP with creative individuals, Free
details. Box 4534, Waterbury, CT 06704.

comtrs. Quick Serv. 30 dy wmty. MOM &
POP's Compter Shop, 114 N. 16th, Bethany, MO

THE HOTTEST AND LATEST EUROPEAN GAMES
and much more at SUPER LOW PRICES! Send S3

for a C64/128 or AMIGA on-disk catalog & sample.
THE GAME SHOP2, Box 491, New York, NY 11375.

Vol.5 ADULT VGA MOVIES (6 disks) . . . $13.95
Specify disk type. Include $3 S&H. State 21.

WIN LOTTO MILLIONS!
NEW DOS RELEASE!

disks. CJCware, POB 2299, Champaign, II 61825.

Free catalog, specify computer. Centsible

Software, P.O. Box'930, St. Joseph, MI 49085.
A MUST FOR DIET CONSCIOUS PEOPLE! Dietwise/energy wise diet analysis and fit

ness IBM software. $49-$120. Nutritional

YOUR LOTTERY IS BIASED! Un

intentionally certain number patterns
will be selected with a greater frequency
than others. LOTTO PICKER 3 will uncover &
exploit these biases & tell you which numbers to
play—no guesswork requi'ed! GUARANTEED to work
for all lottenes worldwide or your HONEY BACK! WHEEL
ING now included in DOS version! BEA1 THE LOTTERY
TODAY! $39.95 (+ 2.55 S/ti). 3.5" add $5. ver. 2.1 for Apple
II & C64/128. NY add tax.

Data (800) NDR-DIET (216) 951-6593 OH.

ORDEH TODAY! 1-800-835-2246 X 121

ADULT SOFTWARE: Amiga-IBM VGA. Free Lists.

Suite 201-CP, New York, NY 10038

Specify Type. Large selection, low prices.
Please state age (18+ only). CLEARLIGHT,
DEPT. CO, PO BOX 1411, Milwaukee, W] 53201
ORGANIZER (IBM)-Volunteer Chairmen
organize volunteers by your own categories.

Pinpoint right person for right job in
seconds! Select categorized printouts
or mailing labels. ONLY S49.95. MC/VISA.

64424 816-872-6311.

BOOKS
DISCOUNT COMPUTER BOOKS. Thousands of
titles available. Please call or write
for your free catalog today. BOOKVVARE,

Check/MO accepted. Send $5 ppd for 2 sample
RENT SPACE 64/128/AMIGA SPACE SOFTWARE!
Commercial and PD. Lowest prices. No deposit.

C64, 128, Amiga & PC, 1541. Drive

344 Watertown Rd., Thomaston, CT 06787

(203) 283-6973

(800) 288-5662

IS YOUR MONITOR AT THE CORRECT HEIGHT?
Answers to all computer use problems.
Julia S. Lacey's "How to Survive Your

Computer Workstation". $11.95 + S&H.
214-835-8252. Box 346, Linden, TX 75563.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
HOW TO MAKE THOUSANDS OF SSSS with your
own part-time HOME COMPUTER BUSINESS.

GE RIDGE SERVICES, INC.. 170 Broadway,

~*^^

Info/Dealers 718-317-1961.

▼^

EOECgg

Will teach & help you steup. Send SI for
INFO, Box 1442-A1, Orange Park, FL 32067

EDUCATION
FREE SHIPPING! Disks-5.25 DS/DD 25 pak
$9.95, labels, sleeves, & tabs incl.
3.5 DS/DD 10 pak S6.49. DISKS & MORE.
Dept. C, P.O. Box 3274, Lufkin, TX 75903.
PREDICT OUTCOME OF 5UPERBOWL 25 on 3X5'
card & enter drawing to win TV sports FTbl

1-800-366-1372. PFA, 8600 Old Spanish

or Mon Nite Ftbl for PC. Drawing 1/28/91

Trail #79, Tuscon, A2 85710.

BENHUR, Box 3343, Laredo, TX 78044-3343.

COMPUTE Classified is a low-cost way to tell over 275,000 microcomputer
owners about your product or service.

B.S. & M.S. in COMPUTER SCIENCE
The American Institute tor Comouter Sciences o~-.-s an in-deptr cwreworv
Hence program la earn your Battels' a Scente infl Master □! Soence Cegrees ji Computer Science at dome BS suoiects aweed ate WS/DGS.
BASIC. PASCAL. C. Data File Processing. Data Structures 4 Optratng sys
tems MS program includes Sublets in SolMarB Engineenng arfl Artificial
l^lijence am ether topes
AMERICAN INS:

for COMPUTER SCIENCES

2101 CC Magnola Ave. South, Surte 200
Birmingham, AL 35205

800-767-2437

CALL (1051 933-0339

HARDWARE
DISK DRIVE LOCK for 3.5" disk drive units

Additional Information. Please read carefully.
Rates: S3S per line, minimum of four lines. Any or all of ihe first line set in capilaNettere at no charge. Add
$15 per line for boldface words, or $50 for the entire ad set in boldface (any number of lines.)
Terms: Prepayment is required,
Form: Ads aie subject to publisher's approval and must be either typed or legibly printed. One line equals 40
letters and spaces between words. Please underline word? to be set in boldface.
General Information: Advertisers using post office box number in their ads must supply permanent address

Blocks all access to PC operating system
Low cost, safe & very easy to use device
$19.95 + 2.00 S&H to: Discovery Products
5128 Prentis Drive, Troy, Ml 48098-3482.

MISCELLANEOUS

and telephone number.

BLANK KEYBOARD TEMPLATES if you have

Orders will not be acknowledged. Ad will appear in next available issue after receipt.

games that came with pre-printed

Closing: First of the second month preceding cover date (e.g. October issue closes August 1.)

templates, you know how much help they

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY RATES
Classified display ads measure 2'/<" wide and are priced according to height. 1* = $275: Vh" — $400; 2" -

can be. Fill in the blanks on my over

$525. Preferred supplied material is Velox or PMT.

for every keystroke. Works for utility
programs. Keyboard type, $9.95 for pkg.
of 3 + 1.50 for S&H to Whitney, R.R.#1, Box 55

HOW TO ORDER
To place an ad, send order and payment to Barbara Vagedes, Classified Manager. COMPUTE, 29W382 Candle-

wood Lane, Warrenville, IL 60555, or call Barbara Vagedes 708-393-1399, FAX 708-393-1489.

DECEMBER

lays and forget going back to the manual

Newark, IL 60541 Visa-MC-800-468-4627.
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HOT
SOFTWARE BESTSELLERS FROM AROUND THE COUNTRY
HOME PRODUCTIVITY

HOME ENTERTAINMENT
1. SimCity

1. Quicken
Manage your finances.

Run the world's first simulated city.

Intuit
IBM, Macintosh

Amiga. Commodore 64/128. IBM, Macintosh

Maxis

HOME LEARNING
1. Mavis Beacon Teaches
Typing
Learn to touch-type.
Electronic Arts

Apple II, Apple IIgs, Commodore 64/138, IBM,

2. Tetris

2, The New Print Shop

Make signs, cards, banners, and

Deceptively addicting falling-block

more

game.

Broderbund

Spectrum HoloByte

Macintosh

Macintosh

Amiga, Apple IIgs. Commodore 64/128,

Apple II, Apple IIgs. Commodore 64/128. IBM.

3. Flight Simulator

3. Calendar Creator Plus

Head for the wild blue yonder.

Create many different calendars.

Microsoft
ISM. Macintosh

Power Up

IBM. Macintosh

4. ChessMaster 2100

4. PC Globe 3.0

Explore world demographics.

Board strategy that isn't boring.

PC Globe
IBM

Electronic Arts

Apple II, Apple IIgs, Commodore 64/128, IBM

Macintosh

2. The Playroom
Kids learn on their own.
Brederbund
IBM

3. Where in the World Is
Carmen Sandiego?
Chase Carmen around the world.
Broderbund
Amiga, Apple II, Commodore 64/128, IBM,
Macintosh

4. Reader Rabbit
Helps children learn to read.
Ttio
1 o3rnir"ifi V.!.
Pnrnnsnu
i l'h LCdllllEiy
M,k I.

5. Flight of the Intruder

5. Microsoft Works 2.0

Fly missions over Vietnam.

Integrated home office solution.

Spectrum HoloByte

Microsoft

Amiga, IBM

IBM. Macintosh

6. Nicklaus Unlimited Golf

6. My Advanced Mail List
Track your friends and clients.

Tee off with Jack.

My Software
IBM. Macintosh

IBM

Accolade

7. Centurion: Defender of
Rome

7. PFS: First Publisher 3.0
Create professional-looking
documents.

Conquer the ancient world.

Software Publishing

Electronic Arts
IBM

IBM

8. The Duel: Test Drive II

8. World Atlas
Navigate the world from your PC.

Go on the road again.

Software Toolworks
IBM

Accolade
Amiga, Apple IIgs, Commodore 64/128. IBM.
Macintosh

9. Resume Kit

9. PGA Tour Golf

Design winning resumes.

Hit the greens with the masters.

Spinnaker
IBM. Macintosh

Electronic Arts
IBM

10. PC Nations
Add features to PC Globe 3.0.

10. Life and Death

PC Globe
IBM

Your chance to play doctor.
Software Toolworks

Apple lies, .IBM. Macintosh

Apple II. Commodore 64/128. IBM. Macintosh

5. Where in the USA Is
Carmen Sandiego?
The chase moves to the USA.
Brederbund

Amiga, Apple II, Commodore 64/128. IBM.
Macintosh

6. Math Blaster Plus!
Teaches basic math concepts.
Davidson & Associates
Annlrt II

Annln Ili-r

IGf\fl

Apple II, Apple FIGS, IBM

7. Where in Time Is Carmen

Sandiego?

Can you find Carmen in time?
Brederbund
IBM

8. Outnumbered!

Super Solvers is back.
The Learning Company

IBM

9. Computer SAT
Preparation
Study with the help of the computer.
Study Ware
Apple, IBM, Macin:osh

10. Math Rabbit
Build early math skills.
The Learning Company
Apple II, Commodore 64/128, IBM. Macintosh

COMPUTE's Hotware lists were prepared by Egghead Discount Software and are based on retail sales of
Apple II, Macintosh, and IBM software from July 22 through August 18, 1990, at 188 Egghead stores in the
United States and Canada.

The Ad Lib Music Card:
Openyourears and blow your mind.
Asteroids are hurtling by. Enemy photons are de
stroying the rear deflectors. Engines strain as they
reach critical mass. Suddenly you hit the retros, loop
around, and fire with everything you've got.

And what kind of awesome, breath-taking music
is your computer playing? "Bleep, bop, beep." Pretty weak, eh?
Well listen up. Because now there's the Ad Lib Music Card.
It's the digital music synthesizer that's conquering the final frontier
of truly realistic game playing—totally ear-blasting sound.
Confront the dark overlord, and Ad Lib's 11-piece orchestra
will back you up with gutsy, heart-swelling music. And if you meet

an untimely death, rest assured that Ad Lib's funeral dirge will bring

tears to the eyes of your loved ones.
In fact, the Ad Lib sound is so hot, major game developers are

now designing dozens of new adventures with special soundtracks
just for the Ad Lib Music Card.

Call us at 1-800-463-2686 for the name of your nearest
dealer, for more information, and for the ever-growing list
of major game titles with spectacular Ad Lib soundtracks.

Add the missing dimension to your games with the
Ad Lib Music Card. From a solo to a symphony, Ad Lib's
music makes the adventure come alive.

Ad Lib Inc., 50 Staniford Street, Suite 800, Boston, MA 02114.1-800-463-2686 in U.S. or Canada. 1-418-529-9676 International. Fax: 1-418-529-1153.

New
Compatible
Games.
Here are just some of the

hottest new computer games

designed for use with the
Ad Lib Music Card:

Davidson's

NEW Math Blaster Plus

Electronic Arts'

PGA TOUR" Golf

Broderhund's

The Learning Company's

WollPack

Super Solvers

Titus'

Wild Streels

Treasure Mountain!

System requirements: IBM PC, XT, AT. or compalible wilh 25SK RAM, DOS 2.0 or higher. CGA, EGA, or monochrome graphics adaptor, and headset or external speaker.

© 1990 Ad Lib. Ad Lib is a registered trademark of Ad Lib Inc. IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.
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the
Worid
of
Kings
Quest
V...
Come Into

...and Bring the Family!
Roberta Williams returns to your computer screen

with the most wonderful King's Quest ever!

T

m his time your wholefamily will journey with Good
M King Graham and Cedric the talking owl through

JL the eerie gloom of the Dark Forest, across blazing

aeserts, over vast mountains and oceans in search of
the missing royalfamily ofDaventry. The vivid game
scenes, lifelike animation and breathtaking soundtrack
will transport you on a fabulous journey to another world
where characters will actually speak to you and each
other in their own voices. * No typing is required, so

family members of all ages can travel along.

It's not like playing a game - it's like being there
Experience the magical worid of King's
Quest V, and discover why more people..
have played King's Quest than any'
other computer game series' in
history.
* CD-ROM version only

SIERRA
I is a registered tiadomaik ot Sena On-Line
i Siena On-Lino, Inc ' 1990 All rights rosen

Circle Reader Service Number 22S

Order King's Ouest V from your local software dealer, or call the

Sierra Sales Department toll free at (800) 326-6654. Outside the U.S., dial (209) 683-4468
Available on Disk and CD!

